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PREFACE.

This work contains all the propositions wliicli are usually

included in elementary treatises on algebra, and a large number

of examples for exercise.

My chief object has been to render the work easily intelligible.

Students should be encouraged to examine carefully the language

of the book they are using, so that they may ascertain its meaning

or be able to point out exactly where their difficulties arise. The

language, therefore, ought to be simple and precise ; and it is

essential that apparent conciseness should not be gained at the

expense of clearness.

In attempting, however, to render the work easily intelligible,

I trust I have neither impaired the accuracy of the demonstrations

nor contracted the limits of the subject ; on the contrary, I think

it will he found that in both these respects I have advanced

beyond the line traced out by previous elementary writers.

The present treatise is divided into a large number of chapters,

each chapter being, as far as possible, complete in itself. Thus

the student is not perplexed by attempting to master too much

at once ; and if he should not succeed in fully comprehending

any chapter, he will not be precluded from going on to the next,

reserving the difficulties for future consideration : the latter point

is of especial importance to those students who are without the

aid of a teacher.
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The order of succession of the several chapters is to some

extent arbitraiy, because the position which any one of them

should occupy must depend partly upon its difficulty aiid pai-tly

upon its importance. But, since each chapter is nearly independ-

ent, it ^^•ill be in the power of the teacher to abandon the order

laid down in the book and to adopt another at his discretion.

The examples have been selected with a view to illustrate

every part of the subject, and, as the number of them is more

than two thousand, I trust they will supply ample exercise

for the student. Complicated and difficult pi^oblems have been

excluded, because they consume time and enei-gy which may be

spent more profitably on otlier branches of mathematics. Each

set of examples has been carefully aiTanged, commencing with

some which are very simj)le and proceeding gradually to others

which are less obvious; those sets which ai'e entitled Miscellaneous

Examples, together WT.th a few in each of the other sets, may

be omitted by the student who is reading the subject for the first

time. The answers to the examples, with hints for the solution

of some in which assistance may be needed, are given at the end

of the book.

I will now give some account of the sources from which the

present treatise has been derived.

Dr "Wood's Algebra has been so long cun-ent that it has

become public property, and it is so well known to teachers that

an elementary writer would naturally desire to make iise of it

to some extent. The fii'st edition of that work appeared in 1795,

and the tenth in 1835 ; the tenth edition was the last issued

in Dr Wood's life-time. The chapters on Siu'ds, Ratio, and

Proportion, in my Algebra are almost entirely taken from Dr

Wood's Algebra. I have also frequently used Dr Wood's ex-

amples either in my text or in my collections of examples.

Moreover, in the statement of iiiles in the elementary part of

my book I have often followed Dr Wood, as, for example, in the
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Rule for Long DivLsion ; the statement of such rules must be

almost identical in all works on Algebra. I should have been

glad to have had the advantage of Dr Wood's authority to a

greater extent, but the requirements of the present state of

mathematical instiniction rendered this impossible. The tenth

edition of Dr Wood's Algebra contains less than half the matter

of the present work, and half of it is devoted to subjects which

are now xisually studied in distinct treatises, namely, Arithmetic,

the Theory of Eqtiations, the application of Algebra to Geometry,

and portions of the Summation of Series ; the larger part of the

remainder, from its brevity and incompleteness, is now unsuitable

to the wants of students. Thus, on the whole, a very small

number of pages comprises all that I have been able to retain of

Dr Wood's Algebra.

For additional matter 1 have chiefly had recovu'se to the

Treatise on Arithmetic and Algebra in the Library of Useful

Knowledge, and the works of Bourdon, Lefebiu-e de Fourcy,

Mayer and Choquet, and Schlbmilch ; I have also studied with

gi-eat advantage the Algebra of Professor De Morgan and other

works of the same author which bear upon the subject of Algebra,

I have also occasionally consulted the edition of Wood's

Algebra published by Mr Lund in 1841, Hind's Algebra, 1841,

Colenso's Algebra, 1849, and Goodwin's Elementary Course of

Mathematics, 1853.

Although I have not hesitated to use the materials which were

available in preceding authore, yet much of the present work is

peculiar to it ; and I believe it will be found that my Algebra

contains more that is new to elementary works, and more that is

original, than any of the popular English works of similar plan.

Originality however in an elementary work is rarely an advan-

tage ; and in publishing the first edition of my Algebra I felt

some apprehension that I had deviated too far from the ordinary

methods. I have had great satisfaction in receiving from eminent
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teachers favom*able opinions of the work generally and also of those

parts which are peculiar to it.

The present edition has been carefully revised, and two new

chapters have been added. Three hundred miscellaneous examples

have also been supplied ; these are arranged in sets, each set con-

taining ten examples; the first hundred relate to the first twenty

chapters of the book, the second hundred extend to the end of the

foi-tieth chapter, and the last hundred relate to the whole book.

I have to return my thanks to many able mathematicians who

have favoured me with suggestions which have been of service to

me ; the improvements which have been effected in the work will,

I trust, render it still more useful in education, and still more

worthy of the approbation which it has received.

I have drawn up a treatise on the Theory of Equations to form

a sequel to the Algeh'a ; and the student is refeiTed to that

treatise as a suitable continuation of the present work.

I. TODHUNTER.

St John's College,

October, 1870.
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ALGEBRA.

I. DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OF SIGNS.

1. The method of reasoning abont numbers, by means of

letters wliicli are employed to represent the numbers, and signs

which are employed to represent their relations, is called Aly.bra.

2. Letters of the alphabet are used to represent numbei's,

which may be either known numbers, or numbers which have to

be found and which are therefore called unknoion numbers. It is

usual to represent known numbers by the first letters of the

alphabet, as a, b, c, and unknown numbers by the last lettere,

as X, y, z; tliis is not however a necessary rule, and so need not

be stx'ictly obeyed.

Numbers may be either whole or fractional. The word quan-

tity is frequently used as synonymous with nuTniber. Tlie word

integer is often used instead of whole number.

3. The sign + signifies that the number to which it is prefixed

is to be added. Thus a + b signifies that the number represented

by b is to be added to the number represented by a. If a repre-

sent 9, and b represent 3, then a + b represents 12. The sign + is

called the /j^tts sign, and a + 6 is read thus " a jdus b."

Similarly a + b + c signifies that we are to add b to a, and then

add c to the result.

4. Tlie sign — signifies that the number to which it is prefixed

is to Ije subtracted. Thus a — b signifies that the number lepre-

sented by b is to be subtracted from the number represented by a.

If a represent 9, and b represent 3, tlien a -b represents 6. The

sign — is called the minus sign, and « — & is read thus " a minus b."

T. A. 1
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Similarly a — h-c signifies that we are to subtract b from a,

and then subtract c from the result ; on- b — c signifies that we are

to add b to a, and then subtract c from the result ; a — b + c signi-

fies that we are to subtract b from a and then add c to the result.

5. The sign x signifies that the numbers between which it

stands are to be multiplied together. Tlnxs a x b signifies that the

number represented by a is to be multiplied by the numljer repre-

sented by b. If a represent 9, and b represent 3, then a x b repre-

sents 27. The sign x is called the sign of inultiplication, and a xb

is read thus " a into b." Similarly a x b x c denotes the product of

the numbers represented by a, b and c.

It should be observed that the sign of multiplication is often

omitted for the sake of brevity ; thus ab is \ised instead of a x b,

and has the same meaning ; so abc is used for a x b x c. Sometimes

a point is used instead of the sign x ; thus a .b in used for a xb
or ab. But the poiait is here superfluous, because, as we have

said, ab is used instead of a x b. Nor is the point, nor the sign x

,

necessary between a nixmber expressed iir the oixlinaiy way by a

figure and a number represented by a letter ; so that, for example,

da is used instead of 3 x a, and has the same meaning.

Tlae sign of miiltiplication must not be omitted when numbers

are expressed ))y figures in the ordinaiy way. Thus 45 cannot be

used to express the product of 4 and 5, because a different mean-

ing has already been a])})ropriated to 45, wamely /ortt/-five. We
must therefore express the product of 4 and 5 thus 4x5, or thus

4.5. To prevent any confusion between the point thus used as a

sign of multiplication and the point as used in the notation for

decimal fractions, it is advisable to wi'ite the latter higher up

;

thus 4"5 may be kept to denote 4 f
-f^.

6. The sign -f- signifies that the number which precedes it

is to be divided by the number which follows it. Thus a-i- b sig-

nifies that the number represented by a is to be divided by the

number represented by b. If a represent 9, and b represent 3,

then a -^b represents 3. The sign -^ is called the sign of division,

and a^b is, read thus " a by b." There is also another way of
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denoting that one number is to be divided by another ; the divi-

dend is phiced over the divisor with a line between them. Thus ^

is used instead of a-^b and has the same meaning.

7. The sign = signi6es that the numbers between which it is

placed are equal. Thus a — b signifies that the number repre-

sented by a is equal to the number represented by b, that is, a and

b represent the same number. The sign = is called the sign of

equality, and a = 6 is read thus " a equals b " or " a is equal to b."

8. The difference of two numbers is sometimes denoted by

the sign ~ ; thus a~h denotes the difference of the numbers

denoted by a and b, and is equal to a - 6 or to S — a, according

as a is greater than b or less than b.

9. The sigia > denotes greater than, and tlie sign < denotes less

than; thus a>b denotes that the number represented by a is

greater than the number represented by b, and b<a denotes that

the number represented by b is less than the nvimber represented

by a. Thus in both signs the opening of the angle is turned

towards the greater number.

10. The sign .*. denotes then or therefore; the sign •.* denotes

since or because.

11. Wlien several numbers are to be taken collectively they

are enclosed by brackets. Thus (a — 6 + c) x (tZ + e) signifies that

the number represented by a — b + c is to be multiplied by the

number represented by d + e. This may also be written thus

(a — b + c){d + e). The use of the brackets will be seen by com-

paring what we have just given with (a — b + c) d + e ; the latter

denotes that the num1 )er represented by a — b + c is to be mul-

tiplied by d. and then e is to be added to the product.

Sometimes instead of using brackets a line called a vinculum

is drawn over the numbers which are to be taken collectively.

Thus a-b + cxd+e is used with the same meaning as

(a - 6 -f- c) X {d + e).

12. The letters of the alphabet, and the signs or marks which

1—2
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we have already introduced and explained, together with those

which may occur hereafter, are called algebraical symbols, since

they are used to represent the things about which we may be

reasoning. Any collection of algebraical symbols is called an

algebraical expression, or briefly, an expression, or a formula. An
algebraical expression is sometimes called an algebraical quantity,

or briefly, a quantity.

13. Those parts of an expression which are connected by the

signs + or — are called its terms. When an expression consists of

two terms it is called a binomial expression ; when it consists of

three terms it is called a trinomial expression; any expression

consisting of several terms may be called a multinomial expression

or a polynomial expression. When an expression does not contain,

parts connected by the sign + or the sign — it may be called a

simple expression, or it may be said to contain only one term.

Thus abc is a simple expression ; abc + x is a binomial expres-

sion, of which abc is one term, and x is the other ; ab + ac — be is

a trinomial expression, of which ab, ac, and be are the terms.

1 4. When one niimber consists of the product of two or more

numbers, each of the latter is called a /actor of the product. Thus

a, b and c are factors of the 2}roduct abc.

15. A product may consist of one factor which is a number

represented arithmetically, and of another factor whicli is a num-

ber rejDreseuted algebi'aically, that is, by a letter or letters ; in this

case the former factor is said to be the coefficient of tlie latter.

Thus in the product Tabc the factor 7 is called the coefficient of

the factor abc. Where there is no arithmetical factor, we may

supply unity ; thus we may say that, in the ]iroduct abc, the co-

efficient is unity.

And when a product is represented entirely algebraically,

any one factor may be called the coefficient of the product of the

remaining factors. Th\is, in the product abc, we may call a the

coefficient of be, or b the coefficient of ac, or c the coefficient of ab.

If it be necessary to distinguish this use of tlie word coefficient
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from the former, we may call the latter coefficients literal coef-

ficients, and the former coefficients numerical coefficients.

16. If a ntunber be multiplied by itself any number of times,

the product is called a poiver of that number. Thus a x a is called

the second power of a ; also a x a x a is called the third power of

a ; and axaxaxai^ called the fourth power of a ; and so on.

The number a itself is often called the fi/rst power of a.

17. Any power of a quantity is usually exjjressed by placing

above the quantity the number which represents how often it is

repeated in the product. Thus a^ is used to express a x a ; also

a* is used to express axaxa; and «"* is used to express axaxaxa ;

and so on. And a' may be used to denote the first power of a

or a itself; that is, a' has the same meaning as a.

Numbers placed above a quantity to express the jxjwers of

that quantity are called indices of the powers, or exponents of the

powers ; or more briefly indices or exponents.

18. Hence we may sum up the two preceding Articles thus:

the product of n factors each equal to a is expressed by a", and

n is called the index or exponent of a", where n may denote any

whole numljei-.

19. The second power of « or a" is often called the square

of a, and the third power of a or «' is often called the cube

of a. The symbol a* is read thus " a to the fourth 2)ower" or

briefly "a to the fourth ;" and a" is read thus "a to the n"*."

30. The square 7Vot of any assigned number is that number
which has the assigned number for its square or second power.

The cube root of any assigned number is that number which has

the assigned nimiber for its cube or third power. ^\i^fourth root

of any assigned number is that number which has the assigned

number for its fourth power. And so on.

21. The square root of a number a is denoted thus I]a, or

simply thus ^a. The cube root of a is denoted thus Ija. The

fourth root of a is denoted thus ^a. And sn on.
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Tlie sign ^ is said to be a corruption of the initial letter of

the word radix. This sign is sometimes called the radical sign.

22. Terms are said to be like or similar wlien they do not

differ at all, or differ only in theii- nvimerical coefficients; otherwise

they are said to be unlike. Thus 4a, 6ai, 9a^ and Za^bc are

respectively similar to \oa, Sab, 12a^ and Iba^bc. Aiid ab, a^b,

ab^ and ahc are all unlike.

23. Each of the letters which occur in an algebraical product

is called a dimension of the product, and the number of the

lettei's is the degree of the product. Thus a'li'c or axav.b'xby.bxc

is said to be of six dimensions or of the sixth degree. A numerical

coefficient is not counted ; thus 9a'^6* and a^b^ are of the same

dimensions, namely of seven dimensions. Thus the degree of a

teiTQ or the number of dimensions of a term is the suvi of the

ex2)onents, provided we remember that if no exponent is expressed

the exponent 1 must be understood as indicated in Ai-t. 17.

24. An algebraical expression is said to be liomogeneous when

all its terms are of the same dimensions. Thus la^ + Sa% + 4a6c

is homogeneous, for each term is of three dimensions.

The following examples will serve for an exercise in the

preceding definitions.

EXAMPLES.

If a = 1, 6 = 3, c = 4, fZ = 6, e = 2 and/= 0, find the numerical

values of the following twelve algebraical expressions :

1. a + 26 + 4c. 2. 36 + 5fZ-2e.

3. ab + 26c + Sed. 4. ac + 4cf/ — 2e6.

5. abc + ibd + ec -fd. 6. a' + 6^ + c^ +/^

^ cd ibe cd c^ a . , ^ n
1. ,- + ^ --. 8. c'-4c' + 3c-G.

6a 24

9. ':±t. 10.

'''-''

2c - 3a ' d' + dc + c^'

11. ^(276)- ^(2c) + ^(2c). 12. J{ZbG) + ll{^cd)-y{2e').
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13. Find the value of (9 -,j)(x + l) + (x + 5) (y + 7) - 1 12,

when x = 3 and y = 5.

14. Find the value of x J(x^ — 8//) + ?/ J{x^ + St/), when x = 5

and y = 3.

15. Find the value of a ^(.c' - 3a) + x J{x' + 3«), when x-5
and a = 8.

16. Find the value of a + b J{x + y) - (a - h) ^{x — y), when

a = 10, b = 8, x= 12, and y - i.

17. If a = 16, 6 = 10, a; = 5 and y =1, find the value of

(6 - a;) (Ja + b) + J{{a -b){x + y)\

;

and of (rt - y) {J{2bx) + a;'} -f J{{a - x) (6 + y)}.

18. If « = 2, 6 = 3, «=6 and y = 5, fijid the value of

v/{(^* + b)'y} + 4/{(« + ^) (2/ - 2«)} + 4/!(y - ^)' "}•

II. CHANGE OF THE ORDER OF TERMS. REDUCTION OF LIKE

TERMS. ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, USE OF BRACKETS.

2.5. When the temis of an expression are connected by the

sign + it is indifferent in what order they are written ; thus

a + b and b + a give the same result, nauaely the sum of the

numhers which ai-e denoted by a and b. We may express this

fact algebraically thus :

a + b = b + a.

Similarly

a + b + c = a + c + b-b + a+c = b + c+a = c + a-hb = c + b + a.

26. When an expression consists of .some terms preceded

by the sign + and some tei-ms preceded by the sign -
,
we may

write the foi-mer terms first in any order we please, and the

latter temis after them in. any order we please. This appeare

fi-om the same considerations as before. Tlius, for example,

a + b — c-e-a + b — e-c^b + a — c — e = b + a — e — c.
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27. In some cases it is obvious that we may vary the order

of terms still further, by mixing up the terms preceded by the

sign — Avith those preceded by the sign + . Tlius, for example,

if « represent 10, 6 represent 6, and c represent 5, then

a+h— c = a-c + b = b — c + a.

If however a represent 2, b represent G, and c represent 5,

then the expression a- c + b presents a difficvdty because we are

thus apparently required to take a gi'eater number from a less,

Jiamely 5 from 2. It will l)e convenient to agi"ee that such an ex-

pression as a — c + 5 when c is greater than a shall be understood to

mean the same thing as a + b — c. At present we shall never use

such an expression excejjt Avhen c is less than a + b, so that a + b — c

presents no diificulty. Similarly we shall consider - b + a to mean

the same thing as a — b. We shall recur to this point hereafter in

Chapter Y.

28. Thus the numerical value of an ex2)ression remains the

same whatever may be the ordeo' of the tenns which comjjose it.

This, as we have seen, follows, ])art!y from our notions of addition

and subtraction, and pai'tly from an agreement as to the meaning

we ascribe to an expression when our ordinary arithmetical

notions are not strictly applicable. Such an agreement is called

in Algebra a convention, and conventional is the conesponding

adjective.

29. We shall frequently, as in Ai'ticle 26, have to distinguish

the terms of an expression which are preceded by the sign + from

the terms which are preceded by the sign — , and thus the follow-

ing definition is adopted : The terms in an expression which are

preceded by no sign or which are preceded by the sign + are

called positive tenns ; the tenns which are preceded by the sign

- are called negative terms. This definition is introduced merely

for the sake of brevity, and no meaning is to be given to the

words positive and negative beyond what is expressed in the

definition. The stiident will notice that terms preceded by no sign

are treated as if they were preceded by the sign +

.
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30. Sometimes an ex2"»ression includes several like terms • in

this case the expression admits of simplification. For example,

consider the expression A:a^b - 3«^c + 9rtc^ - 2a^h + Icv^c - G6^ ; this

may be wTitten ia"h — 2a-b + 7a'c - Sa'c + dac" — Ob^ (Art. 28).

Now ia^b - 2a-b is the same thing as 2a% and 7a-c - 3a-c is

the same thing as 4aV Thus the expression may be put in the

simpler form 2a'b + ia^c + C ic" - Gb'.

ADDITION.

31. The addition of algebraical expressions is 'performed by

ivnting the terms in succession each preceded hy its jyroper sign.

For sui)i>ose we have to add c— d + e to a — b; this is the

same thing as adding c + e — d to a — b (Ai-t. 28). Now if we
add c + e to a — b we obtain a — b + c + e ; we liaA'e however thus

added d too much, and must consequently subtract d. Hence

we obtain a — b + c + e — d, which is the same as a — b + c — d-^e;

thus the result agrees with the rule above given. The result is

called the sum.

We may write our result thus :

a -b + (c — d + e) = a — b + c — d + e.

32. Wlien the terms of the expressions which are to be

added ai'e all unlike, the sum obtained by the rule does not

admit of simplification. But when like terms occur in the ex-

pressions, we may simplify as in Art. 30. Hence we have the

following rules :

When like terms have the same sign their sum is found by

taking the sum of the coefficients with that sign and annexing the

common letters.

Example; add 5a - Sb and 4a -7b; the sum is 9a-l0b.
For the 5a and the 4a together make 9a, and the 3b and 76

together make 106.

Again; add 4a'c~10bde, Ga'c — 9bde and lla'c— 3bde. The

sum is 21a-c- 22bde.
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When like terms occur with different signs their sum is found
by taking the difference of the sum, of the positive and the sum of

the negative coefficients tvith the sig^i of the greater sum and ari-

nexiyig the common letters as before.

Example; add 7« — 96 and 5b — ia. The sum is 3a — 46.

Again; add togethei- 3(r + 4:6c -e* + 10, 5«^ + 66c + 2e^ - 15

and 4a- - 96c - 1 Oe' +21. The sum is 1 2a' + 6c - 9e' + 1 6.

SUBTRACTION.

33. Suppose we have to take 6 + c from a. Then as each of

the numbers 6 and c is to be taken from a the result is denoted by

a-b -c. That is

a — (6 + c) = a — 6 — c.

We enclose the term 6 + c in brackets, because both the num-
bers 6 and c are to be taken from a.

Similarly a + d — [b + c + e) ^ a + d — b — c - e.

ISText suppose we have to take 6 — c from a. If we take

6 from a we obtain a -b ; but we have thus taken too much
from a, for we are required to take, not 6 but, 6 diminished by c.

Hence we must increase the result by c ; thus

a — (6 — c) = a — 6 + c.

Similarly, suppose we have to take b — c — d+ e from a. This

is the same thing as taking b + e — c ~ d from a. Take away b + e

from a and the result is a — 6 — e ; then add c + d, because we

were to take away, not b + e but, b + e diminished hy c + d ; thus

a - {b - c — d + e) = a - b - e + c + d

-a — b + c + d-e.

34. From considering these cases we arrive at the following

rule for subtraction : Change the sign of every term in the expres-

sion to be subtracted, and tlwn add it to the other expression. Here

as before, we su.ppose for shortness, that where there is no sign

before a term, + is to be understood.
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For example ; take a-b from 'ia + b.

Za + b - (a - b) = 3a + b - a + b ^ '2a + 2b.

Again; take 5a^ + iab - 6xy from lla^ + 3ab - ix^/.

11«' + 3ab - ixy - (da" + iab - 6xy)

= lla' + oab — ixy - 5a" — iab + 6x7/ = 6«^ — ab + 2xy.

BRACKETS.

35. On account of tlie frequent occurrence of brackets in

algebraical investigations, it is advisable to call the attention

of the student explicitly to the laws respecting their use. These

laws have already been established, and we have only to give

them a verbal enunciation.

WJien an expressio7i with in brackets is preceded by the sign +
the brackets may be removed.

Thus a-b^ {c - d+ e) = a-b + c-d + e, (Art. 31).

And consequently any mi7iiber of terms in an expression may be

enclosed by brackets, and the sign + placed before the whole.

Thus a — b-^c-d + e may be written in the following ways :

a — 6 + c + (- c? + e), a - t/ + (r; + e - 6), a + (-(/ + c + e - 5),

and so on.

When an expression within brackets is pireceded by the sign —

the brackets may be removed if the sign of every term within the

brackets be changed, namely + to — and — to +.

Thus a-{b-c — d + e) = a — b + c + d - e, (Art. 34).

And conseqicently any number of terms in an expression may
be enclosed by brackets and the sign — placed before the whole,

provided the sign of every term within the brackets be changed.

Thus a — b + G + d~e may be wiitten in the following ways :

a — 6 + c — (— c? + e), a — {b — c — d + e), a + c — (b — d + e),

and so on.
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36. Expressions may occur with more than one pair of

brackets; these may be removed in succession by the preceding

rules beginning with the inside pair. Thus, for example,

a + {b + {c-d)} = a + {b + c-d} = a + b + c~d,

a + {b- (c-d)} = a+ {b - c + d} ^ a + b - c + d,

a-{b+{c-d)} = a-{b + c-d} = a~b-c + d,

a-{b-(c- d)} ^a-{b-c + d} = a-b + c-d.

Similarly,

a-[b-{c-(d- e)}] =a-[b-{c-d + e}]

= a — [b — c + d — e^ = a — b + c—d + e.

It will be seen in these examples that, to prevent confusion

between various pail's of brackets, we use brackets of difFeient

sluqyes ; we might distinguish by using brackets of the same shape

but of diflferent sizes.

A vinculum is equivalent to a bracket; see Ai't. 11. Thus,

for example,

a-[b-{c-(d-J^jy^ = a-[b-{c-{(l-e+f)]]

= a-\b-{G- d + e -/}] = a -\]y ~ c + d - e +/]

= a — b + c — d + e —f.

In like manner more than one pair of brackets may be intro-

duced. Thus, for example,

a - 6 + c — c/ + e = « — {6 - c + f^ - e} = a — {6 - (c — cZ + e)}.

37. The beginner is recommended always to remove brackets

in the order shewn in the preceding Article ; namely, by removing

first the innermost paii-, next the innermost pair of all which re-

main, and so on. We may however vary the order ; but if we

remove a pair of brackets inclviding another bracketed expression

within it, we must make no change in the sign of the included ex-

pression. In fact such an included expression counts as a single

term. Thus, for example,
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a + {b + (c — d}} = a + b + {c —d) = a + b + c — il,

a + [b — {c — d)] = a + b — {c — d) — a + b — c + d,

a - {b + [c — d)} — a — b — [c — d) = a — b - c + d,

a — {b — (a — d)] = a — b + {c-d)='a — b + c~d.

Also, a- [b -{c — (d- e)]] = a - b + {c — (d- e)}

= a — b + c— [d — e) = a — h + c-d + e.

And in likeinanner, a — [b - {c— (d - e —/")}]

-a-b + {c — (d—e —/)} = a-b + c— {d- e —f)

= a-b+c-d + e —f = a — b + c - d + e —f.

EXAMPLES.

1. Add together 4a — 56 + 3c — ^d, a + 6 — 4c + 5fl?,

3a - 76 + 6c + id and a + 46 - c - Id.

2. Add together a;' + 2a;' - 3x- + 1, 2a;' - 3a;' + 4a; - 2,

3a;' + 4a;' +5 and 4a;' - 3a;' - 5a; + 9.

3. Add together

a;' - 3a;?/ + y' + a; + y - 1, 2a;' + ixy - 3^^ - 2a; - 2?/ + 3,

3a;' - ^xy - 4y' + 3a; + 4?/ — 2 and 6a;' + 1 Oa;y + 5?/' + a; + y.

4. Add together a;' — 2aa;' + ci^x, a;' + 3rta;' and 2a;' - ay?.

5. Add together 4«6 — a;', 3a;' — 2a6 and 2aa; + 26a;.

6. From 5a -?>b + ic-ld take 2a - 26 + 3c - d.

7. From X* + 4a;' - 2a;' + 7a; - 1 take x* + 2a;' - 2a;' + 6a; - I.

8. Subtract a' — ax + a;' fi'om 3a' — 2aa; + x'.

9. Subtract a — b — 2 (c ~ d) from 2 (« — 6) — c + f/.

10. Sul)tract (a -b)x- {b ~ c)y from (a + 6) a; + (6 + c) y.

11. Remove the brackets from a - {6 - (c— c^)}.

12. Remove the brackets from a—{{b-c) — d].

13. Remove the brackets from a + 26 - 6a — {36 - (Oa - 66)}

14. Remove the brackets from 7a- {3a -[4a -(5a- 2a)]}.
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1 5. Also from 3a- [a + b - {a + b + c — {a + b +c + d)]].

16. Also from 2x-[Si/-{ix-{5i/-6x)}].

17. Also from a - [26 + {3c - 3a - {a + 6)} + 2a - (6 + 3c)].

1 8. Also from a -[5b- {a - (3c - 36) + 2c - {a - 26 - c)}].

19. If a = 2, 6 = 3, a; = 6 and 2/=^ 5, find the value of

a 4- 2a; - {b + y - [a- x- {b - 2?/)]j-.

20. Simplify

4:x' -2x' + x+l- {3x' -x'-x-7)-{x^- ^x' + 2x + 8).

III. MULTIPLICATION.

38. We have already stated that the j^^oduct of the numbers

denoted by any letters may be denoted by writing those letters in

succession without any sign between them ; thus abed denotes the

product of the numbers denoted by a, b, c and d. "We suppose the

student to know fr-om Arithmetic, that the product of any num-

ber of factors is the same in whatever order the factors may be

taken ; thus a6c = ac6 = 6ca, and so on.

39. Suppose we have to form the product of 4a, 56, and 3c

;

this product may be written at full thus : 4xax5x6x3xc, or

4 X 5 X 3 X a6c, that is 60a6c. And thus we may deduce the

following rule for the multiplication of simple terms : multijdy

together the numerical coefficients and put the letters after the

product.

40. The notation adopted to represent the powers of a num-

ber, (Ai-t. 17), will enable us to prove the following rule: the

powers of a number are multiplied by adding the exponents, for

a^ y, a^ = a xa xa^ a xa = a^ = a^^^ ; and similarly any other case

may be established.

Thus if m and n are any whole numbers, a" x a" - a"""^".
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41. We may if we please indicate the product of the same
powers of cUiferent letters by writing the letters witliin brackets,

and placing the index over the whole. Thus a^ y.¥ = (aby ; this

is obvious since {ahy = abxab = axaxbxb. Similarly,

a^ X 6^ X c"* = {abcf.

Thus rt" xb"= (aby' ; a" x &" x c"= {abcy ; and so on for any

nil mljer of factors.

42. Suppose it requii-ed to multiply a + b by c. The pro-

duct of a and c is denoted by ac, and the product of b and c

is denoted by be ; hence the product of a + & and c is denoted by

ac + be. For it follows, as in Arithmetic, from our notion of

multiplication, that to multiply any quantity by a number we
have only to multiply all the parts of that quantity by the number

and add the results. Thus

{a + b) c = ac + be.

43. Suppose it required to multiply a-b by c. Here the

product of a and c must be dimirdslted by the px'odiict of b

and c. Thus
(a — b) c = ac — be.

44. Suppose it required to multiply a + b hj c + d. It

follows, as in Arithmetic, fi-om our notions of multiplication,

that if a quantity is to be midtiplied by any numljer, we may
separate the multiplier into parts the sum of which is equal to

the multiplier, and take the product of the quantity by each part,

and add these partial products to form the complete product.

Thus {a + b) {c + d) = {a + b) c -¥ (a + b) d

;

also (a + b) c = ac + be, and (a + b) d = ad + bd

;

thus {a + b) (c + d) — ac + bc + ad + bd.

45. Sujipose it required to midtiply a — b by c + d. Here

the pi'oduct of a and c + d must be diminished by the product of

b and c + (/. Thus

{a-b) (c + d) = a (c + d)- b (c + d)

= ac + ad- (be + bd) = ae + ad -be — bd.
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46. Suppose it required to multiply a + b by c - d. Here

tlie pi'oduct of a + b and c must be diminished by the product

of a + b and d. Thus

(rt + b) {c-d) = {a + b) c-(a + b) d

— ac + be - {cid + bd) — aG + bo - ad - bd.

47. Suppose it required to multiply a — b by c — d. Here

the product of a — b and c must be diminislied by the product

of a - b and d. Thus

(rt _ I) (c _ (/) = {a-b)c~ {a - b) d

= ac — be — {ad - bd) = ac — ic — ad + ic/.

48. From considering the above cases we arrive at the fol-

lowing rule for multiplying two binomial expressions : Multiply

each term of the multiplicand by each term of the multiplier ; if the

terms have the same sign, prefix the sign + to their product, if tJity

have different signs prefix the sign -
; tlien collect these partial

products to form the complete product.

The rules with resj)ect to the sign of each partial product are

often enunciated thus for shortness : like signs produce + , and

unlike signs produce -
.

49. It apjiears from the preceding Articles, that cori-esjjond-

ing to the terms - b and c which occur in two binomial factors,

there is a term — 6c in the product of the factors. Hence it is

often stated as an independent truth that — b x c = - be.

Similarly, we observe, that corresponding to the terms — b and

— c which occur in two binomial factors, there is a term be in the

product of the factors ; hence it is often stated as an independent

tnith, that — b x — c = be. These statements will be examined and

explained in Chapter V.

50. The rale given in Article 48 ^vill hold for the multipli-

cation of any expressions. This will appear from considering

a few examples. Suppose, for in.stance, we have to multiply
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4:a^ - 5ab + 6b^ by 2a^ - Sab + ib'\ The required product here is

2a- {W - 5ab + 6b') - 3ab (4a- - Sab + 6b') + ib' {4:a' - 5ab + 6b')
;

thus we obtain

(8a* - lOa'6 + \2a'b') - {Ua% - 15a'b' + I8ab')

+ {I6a'b' - '20ab' + 2ib'),

that is,

8a* - lOa^'b + l2aW - 12a'6 + l5aV - I8ab' + I6a'b' - 20a.b'' + 2ib\

This result agi-ees with the rule. If we simplify the result by

collecting the like terms we obtain

8a* - 22a'b + iSa'b' - 3Sab' + 246*.

The whole operation may be conveniently arranged thus :

4a' - 5ab + 6b'

2a' - Zab + ^:W

8a*-10a'6 + 12a'6'

-12a'6 + 15a'6'-18«6'

+ 16a'6'-20a6'+246*

8a* - 22a^6 + 43a-"6= - S8ab^ + 246*

51. The student should carefully notice the arrangement of

the above operation. The expressions wliich we wish to multiply

are here said to be arranged according to descending powers of a ;

for in the expression 4a' - 5a6 + 6b' the term which contains the

highest jyower of a is 4a', and this is placed first ; next we ])lace

- 5a6 which contains a, and last we place the term + 66', which

does not contain a at all. Similarly the other factor 2a' - 3a6 + 46^

is arranged. The partial products which arise are so arranged

that like terms occur in the same column, and thus we collect

them more easily.

The factors might also have been arranged thus 6b' — 5a6 + 4a'

and 46' — 3a6 + 2a' ; they are then said to be arranged according

to ascending powers of a. It is of no consequence which order

we adopt, but we should take the sajne order for the multiplicand

and the multiplier.

T. A. 2
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52. Again; multiply 2x'' + 3x + 4: by 2x^ - 3x + 4. The ope-

ration may be arranged tluis :

2x' + 3a; + 4

2x' — 3a; + 4

4a;* + 6a;' + 8a;'

-6a;'-9a;=- 12a;

+ 8x-+ 12a; + 16

4a;^ +7x' +16

Thus the product is Ax* + Tx" + 16.

53. Tlie following three examples deserve special notice,

a+ft a —b a +b
a + b a — b a - b

a* + ab a? — ab a* + ab

+ ab +b' -ab +b' -ab-b""

a' + 2ab + b' a'- 2ab + b' a" - b'

The first exam2)le gives the value of (a + b) {a + b), that is, of

{a + bY ; we thus find

{a + by = a'+2ab + b'-.

Thus the squai'e of the stim of two nuvibers is equal to tlte

sum of the squares of tlte two numbers increased by twice their

product.

Again we have

{a-bY = a^-2ab + b\

Tluis tJie square of the difference of two numbers is equal to the

sum of t/te squares of the two numbers diminisJied by twice their

product.

Also we have

{a + b){a-b) = a'- b\

Thus the product of the sum and the difference of two mimbers

is equal to the difference of their squares.
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54. We may here indicate the meaning of the sign ± which
is sometimes used, and which is called the double sign.

Since (rt ^bf = a- + 2ab + b^,

and {a - b)- = a^ - 2ab + b\

we may write (« ± bf = a" ± 2ab + ¥.

Thus ± indicates that we may take either the sign + or the

sign - ; a ± 6 is read thus, " a plus or minus b."

55. Tlie results given in Art. 53 furnish a simjjle example of

the use of Algebra ; we may say that Algebra enables us to prove

general theorems resjjecting numbers, and also to express those

tlieorems briefly. For example, the result [a + b) (a — b) = a^-b' is

proved to be tnie, and is stated thus by symbols more compactly

than by words.

There are other results in multiplication which are of less

importance than the three formulae given in Art. 53, but which

are desei-ving of attention. We place them here in order that the

student may be able to refer to them when they are wanted; they

can be easily verified by actual multiplication.

(a + b) {a^ — ab + 0") = a" + b^,

(a-b) {a' + ab +b') = a' -b',

(a + bf - {a + b) (a' + 2ab + ¥) = o" + 3a% + 3ab' + b\

{a - hf ={a-b) (a' - 2ab + b') = a' - 3a'b + 3ab' - 6^

{b + 6') (c + a) {a + b) = a' {b + c) + ¥ (c + a) + c" {a + b) + 2abc,

{b -c) (c- a) {a -b) = a^ {c - b) + ¥ (a - c) + c" {b - a),

{a + b + c) {be + C(i, + ab) = ct' (6 + c) + ¥ (c ^ a) -v c^ {a + b) + Sabc,

(a + b + c) (a- + b- + c^ -be- ca - ab) = cC^ + ¥ + c^ - 3abc,

(b + c- a) (c + a- b) (a+b-c) ^ a" {b + c) + b' (c + a) + c" (a + b)

-a^-¥-d'-2abc,

{a + b + cy = a^+ 3a' (6 + c) + 3a (b + cf + (b + cf

= a^ + 3a" (6 + c) + 3a {¥ + 26c + c') + ¥ + 3¥c + 36c' + c'

= a^ + ¥ + c^+ 3a^ (b +c)+ 3b' (a + c) + 3c^ (a + 6) + 6a6c.

•J—

2
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56. By vising the for'niulne, given in Art. 53, the process of

multiplication may be often simplified. Thus sup])ose we have to

multiply ft + 6 + c + (i by a + i — c - d. This is the same thing as

multiplying (a + 6) + (c + d) by (a + 6) — (c + d). Tlien by the third

formula we have

{(ft + &) + (c + (/)} {(ft + 6) - (c + d)\ = (ft + h)^ - (c + f/)l

Next we can express (ft + })f and (c + (^^)- by means of the first

formula ; thus finally

(ft + S + c + cZ
)

(ft + 6 - c - f?) = ft- + ^'^ + 2ft& -c' — d"^ ~ led.

57. From an examination of the examples hei'e given, and

those which are left to be worked, the student will recognise the

truth of the following laws with respect to the result of mvilti-

plying algebraical expressions.

The number of terms in the product of two algebraical ex-

pressions is never greater than the jn-oduct of the numbers of the

terms in the two expressions, but may be h-ss, owing to the

simplification produced by collecting like terms.

When the multiplicand and multii)lier ai-e both arranged in the

same way according to the powers of some common letter, the first

and last terms of the product are unlike any other terms. For in-

stance, in the example of Ai-t. 50, the multiplicand and multiplier

are arranged according to })owers of a ; the first term of the

product is 8ft* and the last tenn is 246*, and there are no other

terms which are like these ; in fact, the other terms contain a

raised to some power less than the fourth power, and thus they

differ from 8ft*; and they all contain a to sovie power, and thus

they differ from 246*.

When the multiplicand and multiplier are both hoviogeneous

the product is homogeneous, and the number of the dimensions of

the product is the sum of the numbers which express the dimen-

sions of the multiplicand and multiplier. Thiis in the example of

Art. 50, the multiplicand is homogeneous and of two dimensions,

and the multiplier is homogeneous and of two dimensions ; the

product is homogeneous and of four dimensions. In the example

of Art. 56 the multiplicand and the multiplier are both homO'
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geneous and of one dimension ; the product is homogeneous and of

two dimensions. The law here stated and exemplified is of great

importance as it serves to test the accuracy of algebraical work
;

and accordingly the student is recommended to pay great attention

to the dimensions of the terms in the results which he obtains.

There is another law which is often useful in testing the

accm-acy of algebraical work, which we may call the law of

symvietry. Su^jpose we require the product

{o: + a + b) {x + b + c){x-\-c + a).

Here a, h, and c occur symmetrically. If we piit a instead of c,

and c instead of a, we shall only change the order of the factors
;

and this will produce no change in the result. Similarly a and b

may be interchanged, or b and c may be interchanged, without

changing the value of the result. "We may expect then that

the result will be symmetrical with respect to a, b, and c ; and

we shall find this to be the case. The result is

x^ + 2x'' (a + b + c) + X {a^ + b' + c^ + 3 (ab + be + c«)}

+ a" (b + c) + b" (c + a) + c^ {a + b) + 2abc.

It will be seen that this expression is symmetrical with respect to

a, b, and c. Take, for example, the coefficient of x^ ; this is

2 (a + b + c), that is, 2a+ 2b + 2c : if then a student had obtained

an unsymmetrical result, suppose 2a+ 2b + c, it would be obvious

to a person acquainted with the subject that there must be an

error in the work.

The law of symmetry is one with which the stiident vrill

gi-adually become familiar ; for the fiu'ther he proceeds in Algebra,

the more frequently will the law be of ser\'ice.

EXAMPLES OF MULTIPLICATION.

1. Multiply 2p-q by 2q -^ p.

2. Multiply a^ + Sab + 2b^ by 7a - 5b.

3. Multiply a^ — ab + b^ by a^ + ab - b\

4. Multiply a' - ab + 26^ by a' + ab- 2b\

5 . Multiply «* + 2ax + a;' by a* + 2ax - x'.
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6. Multiply a'' + iax + ixi' by a" - iax + iaf.

7. Multiply a' - 2ax + bx- x^ by b + x.

8. Multii)ly 15a)^ + 18rtx - 14a^ by 4a;- - 2ax - a'.

9. IMultiply 2x^ +ix'+8x+lQhj 3x- 6.

10. Multiply 2x' - 8xi/ + 9^ by 2x - 3y.

1 1. Multiply ix' - 3x1/ - if l>y 3x - 2y.

1 2. Multiply x^ - x*y + xi/ - y^ by x + y.

1 3. Multiply x-v2y-3z\,j x-2y^- 3z.

1 4. Multiply 2a;* + 3.x?/ + 4?/' by 3a;' - ixy + y-.

15. Multiply x' + xy + y" by a;" + a;s + s*.

16. Multiply a^ + b' + c° + be + ca — ah by a + J - c.

1 7. IMultiply .T' — a;?/ 4- ?/^ + a; + y + 1 1 )y x + y - 1

.

1 8. Multiply x^ + 4a;' + 5a; - 24 by a;' - 4a; + 1 ]

.

19. Multi^ily a;' - 4a;'' + 1 la; - 24 by x~ + 4a; + o.

20. Multiply a;' - 2a;' + 3.i; - 4 by 4a;' 4 3a;- + 2a; + 1

.

21. Multiply x' + 2x^ + x' - 4a; - 1 1 by a;' - 2a; + 3.

22. Multiply x^ - 5a;' + 1 Sx-" - a;' - a; + 2 by x^ - 2x - 2.

23. Multiply a* - 2d + 3a* - 2a + 1 by a' + 2a' + 3rr + 2a + 1

.

24. Multiply together a — x, a + x, and a^ + a;^.

25. Multiply together a;— 3, a;— 1, a;+l, and a;+ 3.

26. Multiply together of— x +1, x' + x + 1, and x* — x° + 1.

27. Multiply X* — ax^ + bx^ — ex + d by x* + ax^ — bx^ + ex — d.

28. Shew that {x + a)" = x* + ia?a + 6a;V + 4a;a' + a\

29. Shew that a; (a; + 1) (a; + 2) (a; + 3) + 1 = (a;' + 3a; + If.

30. Multiply together a + x, b + x, and c + x.

31. Multijjly together aj — a, x—b, x — c, andx — d.

32. Multiply together a+ b — c, a + e~b, b + e — a, and a + b + c.

33. Simplify (a + b){b + c)-{e + d) {d + a)- {a + c){b- d).

34. Simplify {a + b + c + dy + {a-b-c + dy + {a-b + e- d)'

+ {<(, + b - e - dy.
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35. Prove that (ic + 2/ + zf - {x^ f y' + sr') = 3 (y + s) (s + x) (x + y).

36. Simplify (a + 6 + cf - a(6 + c - «) - 6 (« + c - b)-c{a + l-^).

37. Simplify (a; -2/)'+ (x + yf + 3 (x-2/)^(x-.f 3/) + 3(.x- + 2/r(x-y).

38. Simplify (a' + b^+ c'Y-{a+ b + c)(a + b-c){a+c-b){b+ c- a).

39. Simplify {a' + b'+ cy+ {a + b + c){a + b-c){a+ c-b){b + c-a).

40. Prove that x^ + y^ + {x + yf = 2 {x' + xy + y-f

+ 8xV' (« + y)' («' + a;y + y").

41. Prove tliat ixy {x^ + y^) = («' + a:^ + ?/')' - (as* - ajy + y')'.

42. Prove that \xy {x^ - y^) = (x^ + xy - y'f - (x' - xy - y-f.

43. Multiply together (x' - 3a; + If and a;' + 6x + 1.

44. Multiply a;' + «' - ax [x^ + ((?) by x^ + (i? - ax (.« + a).

45. Multiply {a + 6)' by (a - 6)'.

46. If s = a 4- 6 + c, prove that

s (,s - 26) (s - 2c) + s (.5 - 2c) (s - 2a) ^s{s- 2a) (s - 2b)

= (s - 2a) (s - 2h) {s - 2c) + 9>ahc.

IV. DIVISION.

58. Division, as in Arithmetic, is the inverse of IMultipli-

cation. In Multiplication we detennine the product arising from

two given factoi*s ; in Division we have the product and one of

the factoi*s given, and our object is to determin-e tlie other factor.

The ftictor to be determined is called the quotient.

59. Since the product of the numbers denoted by a and b

is denoted by ab, the quotient of ah divided by a is 6 ; thus

ab-i-a = b ; and also ab-^b = a. Similarly, we have abc-i-a = bc,

abc-^b = ac, abc-i-c~ ab ; and also abc-i-bc = a, abc-h-ac = b,

abc-^ab =c. These results may also be written tlius :

abc , abc abc ,— = be, -.- = ac, — = ao
;abc

aba abc abc
-r~ = a, — ^b, —,- = c.

be ac ao
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60. Suppose we require tlu; quotient of 60abc divided by 3c.

Since OOabc = '20ab x 3g we have QOabc^Sc = 20ab. SiQiilarly,

GOabc-i-ia= 15bc ; 60abc-v-oab= I2c ; and so on. Thus we may-

deduce the follo^ving rule for dividing one simple term by another :

If the numerical coefficient and the literal product of the divisor

he found in the dividend, the other part of the dividend is

the quotient.

61. If the numerical coefficient and the literal product of

the di^•isor be not found in the dividend, we can only indicate the

division by the notation we have appropriated for that purpose.

Thus if 5« is to be divided by 2c, the quotient can only be indi-

cated by 5a-=-2c, or by -. In some cases we may however

simplify the expression for the quotient by a principle already

used in arithmetic. Thus if \ba'b is to be divided by 66c, the

quotient is denoted by -y-— . Here the dividend = 36 x 5a*, and

the divisor = 36 x 2c ; thus in the same way as in Arithmetic we

may remove the factor 36, which occurs in both dividend and

5a'
divisor, and denote the quotient by —- .

62. One power of anij ivumber is divided by another power

of the same number by subtractinrj the index of the latter power

from the index of tlie former.

Thus a^-^cc' = a X a y. a -x. a X a-:-a x a=axaxa = a^ = a*~'.

Similarly any other case may be established.

Hence if m and n be any whole numbers, and m gi-eater

than n, we have a -7-« or —.=a
' a

a'
63. Again, suppose we have such an expression as -5. VVe

a* X ]

may write it thus -^
..

; then, as in Ai-t. 61, we may remove
' a X a
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«* 1
the common factor a^. Tims we obtain — = — . Similarly any

other case may be established.

Hence if m and n be any whole numbers, and vi less than n,

we have « -=-« or — — —- .

a" a"-™

64. Su[j])0se such an expression as rj to occur ; this may be

written thus ( t )
• * ^^'

( J )
i^^eans t ^ r ,

and t ^ r = ja >
as we

know from Arithmetic, and as will be shewn in Chapter vill.

Similarly any other case may be established.

Hence if 7i be any whole number iii = ( t )
•

%5. When the dividend contains more than one term, and the

divisor contains only one term, we must divide each term of t/ie

dividend by tloe divisor, and theyi collect the partial quotients to ob-

tain the comj)lete quotient.

^, ab — cb n , ^ I , 1

Thus, —7— = a-c ; tor [a - c) b = ab - cb.

ab' — abc + abd
i c /i , i\ i 12 1.11= 6 — c + rt ; tor {b - c + a) ab = aD — abc + aba.

ab

In the first example we see that corres[>onding to the term ab

in the dividend and to the divisor b there is the term a in the

quotient ; and corresponding to the term - cb in the dividend

and to the divisor b there is the tei-m — c in the quotient.

We have already stated in Art. 49, that the following results

are admitted for the present, subject to future explanation :

b X — c = —be, - b X — c = be.

Similarly, the following results may be admitted :

— be , be
,— ^b, — - - b.

— c -c
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Thus in Division as in Mxxltiplication, the sign of the quotient

is deduced from the signs of the dividend and divisor by the iiile,

like signs prochtce + , and tinlike signs 2}roduce — .

G6. Wlien the divisor as well as the dividend contains more

than one term, we must perform the operation of algebraical

division in the same way as the operation called Long Division in

Arithmetic. The following iiile may be given :

Arrange both dividend and divisor according to the poioers of

some common letter, either both according to ascending poivers, or

both according to descending powers. Find how often the first term

of the divisor is contained in the first term of the divide^id, and

write down this result for the first term of tlie quotient ; multiply

the tvhole divisor by this term, and subtract the product from the

dividend. Bring down as many terms of the dividend as the case

may require, and repeat the operation till all the terms are brought

down.

Example, Divide «* - 2rt6 + 6^ by a — b.

The opei-ation may be arranged tlius :

a -b) a' - 2ab + b^ {ci - b

a" — ab

~ab + b^

— ab + b^

The reason for the rule is, that the whole dividend may be

divided into as many parts as may be convenient, and the com-

plete quotient is found by taking the sum of all the partial quo-

tients. Thiis, in the example, a^ — 2ab + b" is really divided by the

process into two parts, namely, a^ — ab and —ab + b^, and each of

these parts is divided by a — b ; thus we obtain the complete

quotient a — b.

67. It may happen, as in Arithmetic, that the division can-

not be exactly performed. Thus, for example, if we divide

o? — 2a6 + 26^ by a — h, we shall obtain as before a — b in the
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quotient, and there will then he a remainder V. This result is

expressed in a manner similar to that used in Arithmetic ; we say

cc - 2ah + 2K-
r.

b' ^, ^ . ^^ .

= a ~ A f ; that is, there is a complete quotient
a — b a

a~b and a fractional part
-b-

To the consideration of alire-

braical fractions we shall return in Chapter viii.

68. Tlie following examples are important

:

X - a) x^ — a^ [x^ + xa + a^ x- a) x* — a* (a;^ + x'a + xa' + a^

x^ - x^a «* - £cVt

o(?a - a^x^a--a'

x^a--xa^

xa^ — a'

xa' - a'

x^a' --a'
2 9X a --xa""

xa""--a*

xd --a*

The student may also easily verify the following statements :

x+ a

03^ + a*

— X —xa + a

X + a

x^ + a^

X +a

= X - xa + xa

= x —xa + x'a -xa + a*.

Each of these examples of division fumLshes an example of

multiplication, as the product of the divisor and quotient must be

equal to the dividend. Thus we have the following results which

are worthy of notice :

x^ — a^ = (a; + a

x^ - a'^ = (x — a

x^ + a^ = ix-\-

X* — a* = (x — a

X* — (1^ ~ (x + a

x^ + a^ = (x + a

)
[x — a),

)
(x' + xa + a^),

) (x^ - xa + a"),

) {x^ + x'a + xa^ + a^),

)
{x^ — x'a + xa^ — a^),

)
(as* — S(?a + x'a' - xa^ 4- a*).
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69. It wT.ll be ixsefiil for the stiident to notice the following

facts :

a;" — ft" is always clivisil)le by a; — a whether the index n be an

odd or even whole number.

a;" — ft" is di'V'isible hjxha if the index n be an even whole

number.

a;" + a" is divisible by a; 4- a if the index n be an odd whole

number.

It will be easy for the student to verify these statements in

any pai-ticular case, and hereafter we shall give a general proof of

them. See Chapter xxxiii.

70. By means of the results which have been obtained in

the preceding Articles we may often resolve algebraical expres-

sions into factors. Thus whatever A and B denote we have

.-1^ -B' = {A+B) {A - B),

and the student will frequently have occasion to use this general

result with various forms of A and B. For example, suppose

A = a^, and B = b', so that A^ = a*, and B' = h^ • then we have

« - b' = {a' + b') {a' - V),

and as «' - b' = (a + b) (a - b),

we obtain a* -b* = (V + b') (« + b) (a - b).

Again, sujipose A — a^, and B-b^\ so that J.' -.a®, and B° = ¥;

then we have

a'-b' = {a^ + b^){ci'-¥);

and, as in Art. 68,

a^ + b^ = (a + b) {a' - ab + b^),

a? -b^ ^ (ft - b) (a- + ab + b'},

so that

a" - 6" = (« + b)(a- b) {a' + ab + b') («' - ab + b').
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Again, suppose A = a* and £ = h\ so tliat A^ -a"^, and B^ = }f ;

then we have

a'-b'= (a* + b') («" - b*)

= {a* + b') {a' + b') {a + b) {a - b).

Again, take the general result

A^-E'^I^A- B) {A^ + AB + B%

and suppose A = a^, and B = b'' ; thus we obtain

a'-b'= {a- - V-) {a' + a'b' + b*)
;

and by comparing this with the result just pi'oved,

a'-b'^ {a + b) {a - b) {a' + ab + b^) {a^ - ab + b%

we infer that

{a^ + ab + b") {a^ - ab + b^) = a* + a'b"^ + b*.

This can be easily verified by the method of Art. 56.

For («- + ab + b^) («' - ab+ b') = («* + 6* + ab) («" + b^ ~ ab)

= {a^ + b^Y — a'b^

= a' + 2a%' + b*- a'b'

= a' + a%' + b\

We may also in some cases olitain useful arithmetical aj^yplica-

tions of our formulae. For example,

(127)'- (123)^ = (127 + 123) (127 - 123)

= 2.50 X 4 = 1000;

thus the value of (127)^- (123)^ is obtained more easily than it

would be by squaiing 127 and 123, and subtx'acting the second

result from the first.

The following additional examples are desei-viiig of notice :

(a' + ab J2 + ¥) {a' - ab J2 + b^ = {a' + bj - {ab J2y
= a' + 2a'b* + b*- 2a'b'

^a' + b-.
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{a? + ah J3 + b"-) {a' - ab J3 + b"-) = {a' + bj - {ab JSf

^a'+ 2(rb' + b'- Sa'b'

= a' - a'b"' + b\

a'+b' = {a' + b"-) {a* - a%- + b*)

= («- + //-) (a- + ab J3 + b") (a' - ab J3 + b^).

71. The following are additional examples of Division.

Divide 8a* - 22a^b + 43a^6* - 38ab^ + 246* by 2a= - Sab + ih\

2a' - Sab + ib'J 8a* - 22a'b + iSa'b' - S8ab' + 246* (4a^-5a6 + 66'

8a' - I2a^b + IGa'b'

-lOa'b + 27a'b'~S8ab''

-10a'6 + 15a'6--20a6'

12a''6^-18a6^ + 246*

12«'6'-18«6-^ + 246*

The quotient is 4a' - 5ab + 6b'\

Di\'ide ar* - (a + b + c) x' + (ab + 6c + ac) x — abc by x - a.

X -a \ x^ -{a + b + c) X' + {ab + bc + ac) x - abc I x' - (6 + c) x + be

/>.3 /Try**

— (6 + c) a;^ + {cib + be + ac) x

- {b + c) x' + (ab + ac) x

bcx — abc

bcx — abc

The q\iotient is «' - (6 + c) a; + be.

These two examples suggest the following statement : When

the dividend and the divisor are homogeneous so also is the quo-

tient ; the number of the dimensions of the quotient is equal to

the excess of the number which expresses the dimensions of the

dividend over the number which expresses the dimensions of the

divisor. See Ai-t. 57.
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EXAMPLES OF DIVISION.

1

.

Di\4de £c^ + 1 by a; + 1

.

2. Divide 27a? + Sy' by Sx + 2y.

3. Divide a^ - 2ab^ + P hy a-b.

i. Divide a^ — 2a'b — 3ab^ by a + b.

5. Divide 64** - y^ by 2x - y.

6. Divide a* + b' by a + b.

7. Divide ar^ — x^y + xy^ — 2/^ by x — y.

8. Divide a,-^ — 7a; — 6 by a; — 3.

9. Divide 32a;* + y^ by 2a; + ?/.

10. Divide x^ — x^y + xhj" - a;''^^ + a;y* — y' by a;'' — y'K

11. Divide a;* + ar* — 4a;" + 5a; - 3 by x" + 2x - 3.

1 2. Divide a* + 2a=6= + 96' by a" + 2ab + 36".

1 3. Divide a^ - b' by a' + 2a-"6 + 2a6' + 61

14. Divide 32a* + 54a6^ - 816" by 2a + 36.

15. Divide x' - 2ar' + 1 by a;' - 2a; + 1

.

16. Divide x' - Qx* + 9a;' - 4 by a;" - 1.

17. Divide a' + «^6 - 8a'6' + 1 9a6^ - 1 .56" by «" + 3a6 - 56^

18. Divide the product of ar*— 12a; + 1G and ar'— 12a;— 16

by a;''- 16.

19. Divide the product of a;' — 2a;+l and ar^— 3a;+2by

a? — 2>x° + 3a;— 1.

20. Divide the product of a;* — a; - 1 , 2a;' + 3, a;' + a;— 1, and

as - 4 by a;" — 3a;' + 1

.

21. Divide the product of a' + ax-^x^ and ct? + a? by

a" + aV + x*.

22. Divide the product of a;* — 4aT''« + 6.r'a- — 4a;a^ + a* and

jc' + 2a;a + a' by x* - 2ar*a + 2a;a^ - a".

23. Divide a^ -^ a'6 -v a^c - (ihc — b^c — bc^ by a' - be.
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24. Divide 3.r* + Aabx' ~ (Sa'b'x - AaW by x + 2ab.

25. Divide the product of x"* - 3x' + 3x—l, «"—
2fl3 + l and

X- - 1 by a;* — Aoe' + Gx' — 4a; + 1

.

26. Divide 6a* - a^b + 2a'b^ + 1 3a6^ + 46* by 2a' - Sab + W.
27. Divide a? + y^ + Sxt/ — 1 by a; + y — 1.

28. Divide a^ + b^- c^+ 3abc by a + b- c.

29. Divide 2a/b - 5a'b' - 1 1 a^lr' + ba%' - 2Qa^b' + 7a'b' - 1 2ab'

by a* - ia^b + a%' - 3a6l

30. Divide a'b^ + 2abc^ - a^c' - b'c^ by ab + ac - be.

31. Divide tlie product of a+ b — c, a— b + c, aud b + c— a

by a^ - b' — c^ + 2ic.

32. Divide {a + b + c) {ab + be + ca) — abc by « + 6.

33. Divide {a' - bcf + 86V by a' + be.

34. Divide b {.i?— «'') + aa: {a;^ - a') + a^ {x - a) ]>y {a + b) {x — a).

35. Divide xif + 2iJ'z - xtfz + .rv/s' - a;^// — 2ijz^ + a;''c — a;^* by

y + z — X.

36. Divide a" (6 + c) — 6^ (« + c) + c^ (« 4- 6) + aic by « - 6 + c.

37. Divide {a — b) x^ + (6'' — a^) a; + ai {a"- b'-) by (a—b)x + a'~ b'.

38. Divide «;«" — ab" + b'x — o? by {x-¥ b) {a — x).

39. Divide (6 - c) a^ + (c - a) 6^ + (a - 6) & by a^ - a6 - ac + 6c.

40. Divide {ax + 6»/)'-^ + {ay — bxf + c^'a;^ + (?y" by a;'' + y"^.

41. Divide «-6 — boc + a^a; — ar' by {x + 6) (a - x).

42. Resolve a^ - 6° - c" + c/^ — 2 {ad — be) into two factors.

43. Divide 6 (a^ + a^) + ax {a? — oP) + o?{x + a) by {a +b){x ¥ a).

44. Shew that {x^ — xy + y^Y + {a? + xy + y^f is divisible by

2x^ + 2f.

45. Shew that {x + yj — x'—y'' is divisible by {x^ + xy + y^f.

46. If A = be -
J?, B =1 ca — q', C = ab - i^, F — qr — aj),

Q = rp — bq, and Jx=2Jq — er, nnd the vahie oi
,a '

h

AB-R' QR-AP RP-BQ , PQ-CR
. ,

, , and ,

G p q r
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47. Resolve a'* - a;'" into five factors.

48. Resolve ia'^F' - (a- + P- c^f into four factoi-s.

49. Resolve 4 {ad + bcf - {a- -h''-c'+ dy into four factors.

50. Shew that {ay - hxf + (62; - cyf + {ex - azf + (ax -\-hy + czf
is divisible by a^ + 6^ + c* and by x^ + y^ + z^.

V. NEGATIVE QUAN^TITIES.

72. In Algebra we are sometimes led to a subtraction

which cannot be performed because the number which should

be subtracted is greater than that from which it is required to

be subtracted. For instance, we have the following relation :

a-{h +c) = a-h-c; suppose that a = 7, h=1 and c = 3 so that

6 + c = 10. Now the relation a-{h+c)=^a-h-c tacitly sup-

poses 6 + c to be less than a; if we were to neglect this supposi-

tion for a moment we should have 7-10 = 7-7 — 3; and as 7 - 7

is zero we might finally write 7 - 10 = - 3.

73. In wi-iting such an equation as 7-10 = -3we may be

understood to make the following statement : "it is impossible to

take 10 fi-om 7, but if 7 be taken from 10 the remainder is 3."

74. It might at first sight seem to the student unlikely that

such an expression as 7-10 should occur in practice ; or that if

it did occm- it would only arise either from a mistake which could

be instantly corrected, or from an operation being pj-oposed which
it was obviously impossible to perform, and which must therefore

be abandoned. As he proceeds in the subject the student will

find however that such expressions occur frequently; it might
happen that a-h appeared at the commencement of a long investi-

gation, and that it was not easy to decide at once whether a were
greater or less than h. Now the object of the present Chapter is

to shew that in such a case we may proceed on the supposition

that a is greater than b, and that if it should finally appear that a is

less than b we shall still be able to make use of om* investigation,

T. A. 3
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75. Let lis consider an illustration. Suppose a merchant to

gain in one year a certain number of pounds and to lose a certain

number of pomids in the following year, what change has taken

place in his capital 1 Let a denote the niimber of pomids gained

in the first year, and b the nvimber of pounds lost in the second.

Then if a is greater than b the capital of the merchant has been

increased hj a — b pounds. If however b is greater than a the

capital has been diminished by b — a pounds. In this latter case

a—b is the indication of what would be pronounced in Arithmetic

to be an impossible subtraction ; but yet in Algebra it is found

convenient to retain a — b as indicating the change of the capital,

which we may do by means of an appropriate system of interpre-

tation. Thus, for example, if a = 400 and b = 500 the merchant's

capital has suffered a diminution of 100 pounds; the algebraist

indicates this in symbols, thus

400 -500- -100,

and he may turn his symbols into words by saying that the

merchant's capital has been increased by — 100 pounds. This

language is indeed far removed from the language of ordinary life,

but if the algebraist understands it and uses it consistently and

logically his deductions from it will l^e sound.

76. There are niimerous instances like the preceding in which

it is convenient for us to be able to represent not only the

magnitude but also what may be called the quality or affection of

the things about which we may be reasoning. In the preceding

case a sum of money may be gained or it may be lost / in a ques-

tion of chi'onology we may have to distinguish a date be/ore a

given epoch from a date ci/ter that epoch ; in a question of posi-

tion we may have to distinguish a distance measured to the north

of a certain starting-^ioint from a distance measured to the south

of it ; and so on. These pairs of related magnitudes the algebraist

distinguishes by means of the signs -i- and -. Thus if, as in the

preceding Article, the things to be distinguished are gain and loss,

he may denote by 100 or by + 100 a gain, and then he will denote

by —100 a loss of the same extent. Or he may denote a loss by 100
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or by + 100, and then he will denote by — 100 a gain of the same

extent. There are two points to be noticed
; first, that when no

sign is used + is to be understood ; secondly, the sign + may be

ascribed to either of the two related magnitudes, and then the sign

— will throughout the investigation in hand belong to the other

magnitude.

77. In Arithmetic then we are concerned only with the

numbers represented by the symbols 1, 2, 3, &c., and intei-mediate

fractions. In Algebra, besides these, we consider another set of

symbols — 1, — 2, — 3, &c., and intennediate fractions. Symbols

preceded by the sign - are called negative quantities, and symbols

preceded by the sign + are called jiositive quantities. Symbols

without a sign prefixed are considered to have + prefixed.

The absolute value of any quantity is the number repre-

sented by this quantity taken independently of the sign which

precedes the number.

78. In the preceding Chapters we have given rules for the

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division of algebraical

exj)ressions. Those i-vJes were based on arithmetical notions and

were she^vn to be true so long as the expressions represented such

things as Arithmetic considei's, that is positive quantities. Thus,

when we introduced such an expression as a — 6 we supposed both

a and h to be positive quantities and a to be greater than h. But

as we wish hereafter to include negative quantities among the

objects of ovir reasoning it becomes necessary to recur to the con-

sideration of these primary operations. Now it is foimd con-

venient that the laws of the fundamental operations should be the

same whether the symbols denote positive or negative quantities,

and we shall therefore secure this convenience by means of suitable

definitions. For it must be observed that we have a power over

the definitions ; for example, multi2jlication of positive quantities

is defined in Aiithmetic, and we should naturally retain that defi-

nition
; but multiplication of negative quantities, or of a positive and

a negative quantity has not hithei'to been defined ; the terms are
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at present destitute of meaning. It is therefore in ovu' power

to define them as we please pro\'ided we always adhere to our

definition.

79. The student will remember that he is not in a position to

judge of the convenience which we have intimated will follow from

oiu' keeping the fundamental laws of algebraical operation perma-

nent, and giving a wider meaning to such common words as

addition and multiplication in order to insure this permanence.

He must at present confine himself to watching the accuracy of

the deductions drawn from the definitions. As he proceeds he ^vill

see that Algebra gains largely in power and utility by the intro-

duction of negative quantities and by the extension of the meaning

of the fundamental operations. And he will find that although

the symbols + and — are used apparently for two purposes, namely,

according to the definitions in Ai-ts. 3 and 4, and according to the

convention in Art. 76, no contradiction nor confusion will ulti-

mately arise from this circumstance.

80. Two quantities are said to be equal and may be con-

nected by the sign = when they have the same numerical value

and have the same sign. Thus they may have the same absolute

value and yet not be equal j for example, 7 and — 7 are of the same

absolute value but they are not to be called equal.

81. In Arithmetic the object oi addition is to find a number
which alone is equal to the units and fractions contained in certain

other numbei-s. This notion is not applicable to negative quan-

tities ; that is, we have as yet no meaning for the phrase " add — 3

to 5," or " add — 3 to - 5." We shall therefore give a meaning to

the word add in such cases, and the meaning we propose is deter-

mined by the following rules : To add two quantities of the same
sign add the absolute values of the quantities and jilace the sign of
the quantities before the sum. To add two quantities of different

signs, subtract the less absolute value from the greater, and place

before the remainder the sign of that quantity which has the greater

absolute value.
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Thus, by the first rule, if we add 3 to 5 we obtain 8 j if we
add — 3 to — 5 we obtau^ — 8. By the second nde, if we add 3

to — 5 we obtain — 2 ; if we add — 3 to 5 we obtain 2.

82. It will be seen that the rules above given leave to the

word add its common arithmetical meaning so long as the things

which are to be added are such as Arithmetic considers, namely,

•positive qioantities, and merely assign a meaning to the word in

those ca,ses when as yet it had no meaning. The reader may
perhaps object that no verbal definition is given of the word add

but merely a inile for adding two quantities. We may reply that

the practical use of a definition is to enable lis to know that we

use a word correctly and consistently when we do use it, and the

rules above given wUl ensure this end in the present case.

83. The rules are not altogether arbiti-ary : that is, the stu-

dent may easily see even at this stage of his progi-ess that they are

likely to be advantageous. Thus, to take the numerical example

given above, suppose a man to be entitled to receive 3 shillings

from one person and 5 shillings fi-om another, then he may be con-

sidered to possess 8 sliillings. But suppose him to owe 3 shillings

to one person and 5 shillings to another ; then he owes altogether

8 shillings ; this may be considered to be an interpretation of the

— 8 which arises from adding — 3 to — 5. Next, suppose that he

has to receive 3 shillings and to pay 5 shillings ; then he owes

altogether 2 shillings ; this may be considered to be an intei-preta-

tion of the — 2 which arises from adding 3 to — 5. Lastly, suppose

that he has to receive 5 shillings and to pay 3 shillings, tlien he

may be considered to possess 2 shillings ; this may bet considered

to be an intei-pretation of the 2 which arises from adding

-3 to 5.

84. Thus in Algebra addition does not necessarily imply

augmentation in an arithmetical sense ; nevertheless the word

swm is used to denote the result. Sometimes when there might

be an uncertainty on the point, the tei-m algebraical sum is used to

distinguish such a residt from the arithmetical sum, which would
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be obtained by the arithmetical addition of the absolute values of

the terms considered.

85. Suppose now we have to add the five quantities — 2, +5,

— 13, — 4 and + 8. The sum of — 2 and +5 is + 3 ; the sum

of + 3 and — 13 is — 10 ; the sum of — 10 and — 4 is — 14 ; the

sum of — 14 and +8 is —6. Thus —6 is the sum required.

Or we may first calculate the sum of the negative quantities — 2,

— 13 and —4, and we thus get —19; then calculate the sum

of the positive quantities + 5 and + 8, and we thus get +13.

Thus the proposed sum becomes + 13 — 19, that is, — 6 as before.

It Avill be easily seen on trial that the same result is obtained

whatever be the oi-der in which the terms ai-e taken. That is,

for example, -2-13 + 5 + 8-4, 8-13-2-4 + 5, and so on,

all give - 6.

86. Next supjiose we have to add two or more algebraical

expressions ; for example, 2« — 36 + 4c and — a — 26 + c + 2d. We
have for the siim

2a -3b + ic-a-2b + c + 2d.

Then the like terms may be collected ; thus

2a — a = a, -3b — 2b = - 5b, 4c + c=5c;

and the sum becomes

a — 5b + 5c + 2d.

Thus we may give the following rule for algebraical addition :

Write the terms in tlie same line jjreceded by their profer signs;

collect like terms into one, and arrange tlie terms of tlie result

in any order.

87. In arithmetical subtraction we have to take away one

number, which is called the subtrahend, from another which is

called the minuend, and the result is called the remainder. The

remainder then may be defined as that number which must be

added to the subtrahend to produce the minuend, and the object

of subtraction is to find this remainder.
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We sliall use the same definition in algebraical subtraction,

that is, we say that in subtraction we have to find the quantity

which must be added to the subtrahend to produce the minuend.

From this definition we obtain the nde : Change the sign of every

term in the subtrahend and add the residt so obtained to the minvr-

end, and the result ivill be the remainder required.

For it is obvious, that if to the expression thus fonned we add

the subtrahend, giving to each term its proper sign, all the tei-ms

of the subtrahend will disappear and leave the minuend ; which

was required.

88. We have still another point to notice. According to

what has been laid down, the sum of + a and — 6 is denoted by

a — b ; if we take — b fi-om a, the result is a + b ; and the sum of

— a, + b, and — c is — a + 6-c; and so on. But we have as yet

supposed that the letters themselves stand for positive numbers;

for example, when we say that the sum of + a and —b is a — h,

a may be 6, and b may be 10 ; but suppose that a is - 6, and

h is —10, do the rules adopted apply here? Since b is -10,

— b or —(—10) will natiu'ally be taken to mean 10, and 4- a or

+ (— 6) will be taken to mean — 6 ; and the sum of 10 and — 6 is 4.

89. Thus if a be itself a negative quantity, we have assigned

a meaning to + a and to — a ; and the meanings are these : let

a = — a, so that a is a positive quantity, then + a or + (— a) = — a,

and — a or — (— a) = a. We said in the preceding Article that

these meanings followed naturally from what had preceded ; it is

however of little consequence whether we consider these meanings

to follow thus, or whether we look upon them as new interpreta-

tions ; the important point is to use them uniformly and con-

sistently when once adopted.

Since + (— a) = — a, and — (— a) = a, that is, + a, we may enun-

ciate the same mle as foiTnerly, namely, that like signs produce +

omd unlike signs —

.

90. There are four cases to consider in multiplication. Let
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a and b denote any two numbers, then we have to consider

+ ax + 6, — ax+6, +ax— 6, — ax — 6.

The first case is that of common Arithmetic and needs no

remark. The ordinary definition of mnltiplication may also be

applied to the second case ] for siipj^ose, for example, that 6 = 3,

then — a X 3 indicates that — a is to be repeated three times, that

is, we have - a — a — a or — 3« as the result. Thus

— a X + 6 = — a6.

In the other two cases the multiplier is a negative quantity,

and thus the common arithmetical notion of multiplication is not

applicable ; we may therefore give by definition a meaning to the

term in this case. Now we observe that when the multiplier is

positive, the sign of the multiplicand is preserved in tlie product

;

thus we are led to adopt the following convention : When the mul-

tiplier is negative, perform tlie multiplication as if the multiplier

were positive, and change the sign of the product. Hence we con-

clude immediately that

+ a X —b = — ab and — « x - 6 = + ab.

91. Thus we have the following i-ule : To multiply (wo

quantities whatever be their signs, multiply them without consider-

ing the signs, and put + or — before the product according as the

two factors have tlie same sign or different signs. As before re-

marked, the i-ule for the sign of the product is abbreviated thus :

Like signs give + and unlike signs give —

.

92. In the preceding Articles we supposed a and b themselves

to denote arithmetical numbers ; it is important however to

observe that if they denote any quantities, positive or negative,

the four results obtained are tiiie ; that is,

+ ax+6 = + o6, —a X -\-b — — ab, + a x - b = — ab, — a x -b = + ab.

Take, for example, the last of these, and sujDpose that a is a

negative quantity, and so may be denoted by — a ; then — a is a

positive quantity, and = a. (Ai-t. 89.) Hence — ax-b = ax — b;

and this by the thii'd case = — ab. And ab = — a x b = — ab by

the second case.
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Thus the result — a x — b = ab holds when « Ls a negative

quantity. Similarly any other case may be established.

93. We must now shew that tlie ride for multiplying bino-

mial and polynomial expressions given in Aii;. 48 is true, whatever

the symbols denote. Take, for example, the case

(a — b) c = ac — be.

When this was proved, we supposed c a positive quantity ; we
will now suppose that c is a negative quantity, namelv — y. By
virtue of tlie convention in Art. 90, to find the profluct of a — b

and - y we must multiply a~b hy y and then change the sign of

each term in the residt. Now,

{a — b)y = ay — by;

thus (a -b)(-y) = -ay+ by.

But since c = - y, we have

ac — bc = — ay + by;

thus the relation (a — b)c = ac- be

holds whatever c may be, positive or negative. Similarly, any

other case may be established.

94. The ordinary definition of division will be universally

applicable ; we suppose a prodiict and one factor given, and we
have to determine the other factor.

Hence if we perform the division without regarding the signs

we obtain the quotient apart fi-om its sign. It remains then

to determine the sign, for which we may give the following

i-ule :

When the dividend and divisor have the same sign, the quotient

must have tlie sign + ; when the divideiul and divisor have different

signs, the quotient 7nust have the sign —

.

This rule follows from the fact that the product of the divisor

and quotient must be equal to the dividend. The iiile for the

sign of the quotient may as before be abbreviated thus : Like signs

give 4- and unlike signs give —

.
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95. The words greater and less are often used in Algebra in

an extended sense. We say that a is greater than h or that b is

less tlian a if a - b is a positive quantity. This is consistent with

ordiiiiuy language when a and b are themselves both positive, and

it is found convenient to extend the meaning of the words greater

and less so that this definition may also hold when a or b is nega-

tive, or when both are negative. Thus, for example, in algeh'aical

language 1 is greater than — 2 and — 2 is greater than — 3.

96. Before leaving this part of the subject we may make a

few general remarks. The suliject of Algebra has been divided

by some modern writers into two parts, which they have called

Arithmetical Algebra and Symbolical Algebra. In Arithmetical

Algebra symbols are used to denote the numbers and the opera-

tions wliich occur in Arithmetic. Here, as shewn in the pre-

ceding Chapters of the present work, we begin by defining our

symbols, and then arrive at certain results, as for example, at

the result {a + b) {a — b) = a' — b^. In Symbolical Algebra we

assume that the rviles of Arithmetical Algebra hold universally,

and then determine what must be denoted by the symbols and

the operations, in order to ensure this rasult. Thus we may
consider, that in the present Chapter we have been examining

what meanings must be given to the symbols to make the results

of the previous Chapters hold universally. And we have thus

been led to the theory of negative quantities, and to an extension

of the meaning of the words addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division.

97. In some of the older woi'ks on Algebra, scarcely any

reference is made to the extensions of meaning which we have

given to some simple arithmetical tenns. In such works the

proofs and investigations are valid only so long as the symbols

have purely arithmetical meanings ; and the proofs and investiga-

tions are really assumed without demonstration to hold when the

symbols have not purely arithmetical meanings. In recent works,

as in the present, an attempt is made to establish the proofs

completely. It must not however be denied that this branch of
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the subject presents considerable difficulty to the beginner, and it

will probably only be after repeated examination that a convic-

tion will be obtained of the universal trath of the fundamental

theorems.

The student is recommended to proceed onwards as far as the

Chapter on Equations ; he will there see some further remarks

on negative quantities, and he may afterwards read the present

Chapter again. It would be inconsistent with the plan of this

work to enter very largely on this.' branch of Algebra ; but the

present Chapter may furnish an outline which the student can

fill up by his future reading and reflection.

We shall requu-e in the course of the woi-k certain propo-

sitions which are obvious axioms in Arithmetic, and which are

also true when we give to the terms and symbols their extended

meanings.

98. If equal quantities be added to equal quantities, the sums

will be equal.

99. If equal quantities be taken from equal quantities, the

remainders will be equal.

Thus, for example, if J. = ^9^ + C, then by taking G from these

equal quantities we have A — G = pB.

100. If equal quantities be multiplied by the same or by equal

quantities, the products will be equal.

Thus too ii a-h then a" = If and ^a = 1^6.

101. If equal quantities be divided by the same or by equal

quantities, the quotients vsdll be equal.

102. If the same quantity be added to and subti'acted from

another, the value of the latter will not be altered.

103. If a quantity be both multiplied and divided by another,

its value will not be altered.
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104. It is important to di'aw the attention of the reader to

the fact, that these propositions are still true whether the quanti-

ties spoken of are positive or negative, and when the terms addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division have their extended

meanings. For example, if a = h, and c — d, then ac = bd ; this is

obvious if all the letters denote positive quantities. Suppose

however that c is a negative quantity, so that we may represent

it by - y ; then d must be a negative quantity, and if we denote

it by — 8, we have y = 8 ; therefore ay = b8; therefore —ay = — b8;

and thus ac — hd.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Shew that x" + y^ + ^z^ ¥ 2xi/ + 8xz and A (x + zY become

identical when x and y each = a.

2
2. If ft = 1, 6 = Q ) a; = 7 and y = 8, find the value of

5 (a - h) U{{a + x) y") - h J{{a + x)y] + a.

5 1 9
3. Ifa = = , b = ^, x = 5 and y = -^, find the value of

(10a + 206) J{{x-b)y\-Zal]\f(x-b)\^bb.

4 10 4
4. \i a — —

, b — 2, X = ^ and y = iy, find the value of

{a + b) l/{{x - b) y'] - a J{y (x - b)} + x.

5. Substitute y + 3 for x in x* — x^ + 2xr — 3 and arrange the

result.

6. Shew that

{{a - by + {b- cf + {c- ayf = 2 {{a- by + {b- cy +{c- ay}.

7. If 2s = a + 6 + c, shew that

{s - ay + {s ~ by + (s - cY + s'^ = a^ + b'^ + (?.

8. If 2s = a + 6 + c, shew that

2{s-a){s-b) + 2 (s -b){s - c) + 2 {s - c) (s- a) = 2s- - a' ~ b" - c".

9. J{ 2s = a + b + c, shew that

2 (s - a) {s -b)(s-c) + a{s-b) {s - c) + b (s ~ c) (s - a)

+ c {s — a) (s — b) = abc.
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10. Shew that

(a + 6 + c)' - (6 + cf - (c + ay -(a + bf + a^ + 6^ + 0^ = Qahc.

1 1
.

Shew that if a^ + a^ + • • • + f*„ =
.-, «> ^^^

(s - ay + (s - cQ^ + . . . + (s _ a^^ = a^" + «/+... + «„*.

12. If 2s = a + J + c and 2o-' = a' + h' + c^, shew that

(o-^ - a') {a' - b') + {a' - b') (cr' - c') + {(t' - c=) (a' - a')

= 4s [s - a){s- b) (s - c).

VI. GREATEST COMMON MEASURE.

105. In Arithmetic the greatest common measure of two or

more whole numbers is the greatest number which Avill divide each

of them without remainder. The term is also used in Algebra, and

its meaning in this subject will be understood from the following

definition of the greatest common measure of two or more alge-

braical expressions : Let two or more algebraical expressions be

arranged according to descending powei-s of some common letter
;

then the factor of highest dimensions in that letter which divides

each of these expressions without remainder is called their gi-eatest

common measure.

106. The term greatest common measure is not very appro-

priate in Algebra, because the words greater and less are seldom

applicable to algebraical expressions in which specific numerical

valvies have not been assigned to the various letters which occur.

It would be better to speak of the highest common divisor or of

the highest common measure; but in conformity with established

usage we retain the temi greatest comvion measure. The letters

G. c. M. will often be used for shortness instead of this term.

When one exjjression divides two or more expressions without

remainders we shall say that it is a common measure of them, or

more briefly, that it is a measure of them.
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107. The following is the rule for finding the G. c. M. of two

algebraical expressions

:

Let A and B denote the two ex})ressions ; let them be arranged

accoi'ding to descending powers of some common letter, and suppose

the index of the highest power of that letter in A not less than

the index of the highebt power of that letter in B. Divide A by

B ; then make the remainder a divisor and B the dividend.

Agaiii, make the new remainder a divisor and the preceding

divisor the dividend. Proceed in this way until there is no

remainder ; then the last divisor is the G. c. M. required.

108. Example : find the G. c. M. of

£c* - 6a; + 8 and 4a;' - 21a;* + 15a; + 20.

a;'' - 6a; + 8; 4a;' -2 la;* + 15a; +20 (4a; + 3

ix' - 24a;- + 32a;

3a;*- 17a; + 20

3a;* -18a; + 24

X— 4

X — AJ x" — {)x + 8 {x- 2

a;" — 4a;

-2a; + 8

-2a; + 8

Tlius a; — 4 is the g. c. m. required.

109. The tiiitli of the nde given in Ai-t. 107 depends upon

the following principles :

(1) If P divide A, then it will divide mA. For since P
divides A, we may svippose A = aP, then mA = inaP, thus P
divides mA.

(2) If P divide A and B, then it will divide mA ± 7iB. For
since P divides A and B, we may suppose A = aP, and B = hP,

then mA ± nB = [ma ± nh) P ; thus P divides mA ± nB.

We can now prove the nde given in Ai-t. 107.
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110. Let A and £ denote the two expi-es- BJ A {p
sions ; let them be arranged according to de- pB
scending powers of some common letter, and ^ , ,> ,

suppose the index of the highest power of that p
letter in A not less than the index of the

highest power of that letter in B. Divide A >^ ^ v

by B ; let p denote the quotient, and C the
''^

remainder. Divide B \>j G ; let 5- denote the

quotient, and D the remainder. Divide C by D, and suppose

that there is no remainder, and let r denote the quotient. Thus

we have the following resvdts :

A=pB + C- B^qC + D- C = rD.

We shall first shew that D in a common measiu'e of A and B.

D divides C, since C = rD ; hence (Art. 109) D divides qC and

also qC + D ; that is, D divides B. Again, since D divides B and

G, it divides pB + G ; that is, D divides A. Hence Z> divides A
and B.

We have thus slie\\ai that D m a common measure of ^ and B;
we shall next shew that it is theii- greatest common measure.

By Art. 109 every expression which divides A and B divides

A —pB^ that is, G ; thus every expression which is a measure of

A and ^5 is a measiu-e of B and G. Similarly every expression

which is a measure of B and G is a measure of G and D. Thus

every expression which is a mea,sui-e of A and B divides D. But
no expression higher than Z> can divide D. Thus 1) is the G. c. M.

reqidi-ed.

111. In the same manner as it is shewn in the preceding

Ai-ticle that I) measiu-es A and B, it may be shewn that every

expression which divides D also measures A and B. And it is

shewn in the preceding Article that every expression which mea-

sures A and B div-ides D. Thus every measure of A and B
divides theii- G. C. M. 3 and every divisor of their g. c. m. measures

A and B.
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112. As an example of the process in Art. 110, suppose we

have to find the G. c. M. of as' + 5a; + 4 and x^ +W + 5x+ 2.

x^ + 0X + i) «' + 4x' + 5a; + 2 [x-\
x^ + bx^ + 4a;

-X^ + 03 + 2

- a3* — 5a3 - 4

Qx + Q

Q)X + 6J x^ + 5a; + 4 ( +
^

03*+ a;

4a; + 4

4a; + 4

This example introduces a new point for consideration. The

last divisor here is 6a; + 6 ; this, according to the rule, must be

the G. C. M. required. We see from the above process that when

X 4
x^ + 5a; + 4 is divided by Qx + Q> the quotient is ^ + ^ • If the

other given expression, namely a;' + 4a;" + 5a; + 2, be divided by

Qx + 6, it will be found that the quotient is ^ + ^ + ^ . It may

at first appear to the student that Ga; + 6 cannot be a measure

of the two given expressions, since the so-called quotients really

contain fractions. But we see that in these quotients the letter

of reference x does not appear in the denominator of any fraction

although the coefficients of the powers of x are fractions. Such

expressions as „ + „ and v + h + o > therefore, may be said to be

integral expressions so far as relates to x.

Tlius, in the example, when we say that 6a; + 6 is the g. c. m.

of the two given expressions, we merely mean that no measure

can be found which contains higher powers of x than 6a; +6.
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Other measures may be found whicli differ from this so far as

respects numerical coefficients only. Thus 3x + S and 2x + 2 will

be found to be measures ; these are respectively the half and the

third of 6x + 6, and the corresponding quotients when we divide

the given expressions by these measures wUl be respectively ttoice

and three times what they were before. Again, a + 1 is also a

measiire, and the corresponding quotients are a; + 4 and x^+3x+2;
we may then conveniently take as + 1 as the greatest common mea-

sure, since the quotients are free from fractional coefficients.

113. In order to avoid fi'actw7ial coejfficieyits in the quotients

it is usual in performing the operations for finding the G. c. M. to

reject certain factors which do not form part of the g. c. m. re-

quired.

Suppose we have to find the g. cm. of ^ and B ; and at any

stage of the process suppose we have the expressions K and R,

one of which is to be a dividend and the other a divisor. Let

R = mS, where m has no factor which K has ; then m may be re-

jected : that is, instead of continuing the process with K and R we

may continue it with K and *S^.

For by what has been already shewn we know that A and B
have just the same common measures as K and R have.

Now any common measure of K and S is a common measure

of K and R, and is therefore a common measure of A and B.

And any common measure of K and ^ is a common measure

of K and mS. But m has no factor which K has. Therefore

any common measure of K and i? is a common measure of K and

S. Hence any common measure of A and 5 is a common mea-

siire ofK and S.

Thus we see that A and B have just the same common mear

sures as K and aS' have ; and this is what we had to shew.

114. A factor of a certain kind may also be introduced at

any stage of the process.

Suppose we have to find the G, c. M, of A and B ; and at any

stage of the process suppose we have the expressions K and R, one

T. A. ^
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of -which is to be a dividend and the other a divisor. Let L = nK,

where n has no factor which R has ; then n may be introduced

:

that is, instead of continuing the process with K and R we may

continue it with L and R.

For by what has been already shewn we know that A and B
have just the same common measures as K and R have.

Now any common measure of K and ^ is a common measure

of L and R ; so that any common measure of A and 5 is a com-

mon measure of L and R.

And any common measure of L and R is a common mea-

sure of nK and R. But n has no factor that R has. Therefore

any common measure of L and i? is a common measure of K and

R, and is therefore a common measure of A and B.

Thus we see that A and B have just the same common mea-

sures as L and R have ; and this is, what we had to shew.

115. We see then that certain factors may be removed from

either a dividend or a divisor, or introduced into either : in practice

we usually remove factors from divisors, and introduce factors into

diWdends ; and such factors are generally iiumerical factors. The

reasoning of Arts. 113 and 114 shews that these operations may
be performed at any stage of the process, for example at the begin-

ning if we please. By means of such modifications of the process

for finding the G. c. M., we may avoid the introduction of fractional

coefl&cients. The following example will guide the student. Re-

quired the G. c. M. of

3a;*-10a^ + 15a;-f 8 and x' -2x* -Qt? + ia? + \^x+ Q.

x'-2x'-^a? + 40^=+ 13x + 6; 2,x' - lOx^ + 15a; + 8 (^3

3a,-* - 6a;* - 18a:^ + 12a;* 4- 39a; + 18

Qx'+ 8ar'-12x--24a;-10

Before proceeding to the next division we may strike out the

factor 2 from every term of the new divisor, and multiply every

term of the new dividend by 3. Then continue the operation

thus

:
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3a;* 4. 4x^ -6af-l2x- 5J 3x' - 6x* - 18a;' + 12a;' + 39a; + 18 (a;

3x'+ ix*- Qx^-Ux'-dx

- 10a;* - 12a;' + 24a;* + 44a; + 18

Remove tlie factor 2 fi-om every term of the last expression,

and tlien multiply every term, by 3. Thus we have

- 15a;* - 18x' + 36a;' + 66a; + 27.

Proceed with the division

3a;«+4a;'-6a;='-12x-5; - 15a;*- 18a;' + 36a;' + 66a; + 27 (-5
- 15a;* - 20a;' + 30a;' + 60a; + 25

2a;^+ 6x'+ 6a;+ 2

Remove the factor 2 and then continue the operation thus

a;^+3a;' + 3a; + i; Sx' + ia^- 6x^-l2x-5 (3x-5
3a;* + 9a;^+ 9a;' + 3a;

— 5a?— 15a;'— 15a; —

5

-5a;»-15a;'-15a;-5

Thus 0? + 3a;' + 3a; + 1 is the g. c. m. required.

116. Suppose the original expressions A and B to contain a

common factor F, which Ls obvious on inspection ; let A =aF, and

B — bF. Then F will Ije a factor of the g. c. m. ; as is she\\Ti in

Art. 111. We may then find the G. c. M. of a and b, and multiply

it by F, and the product will be the G. c. M. of A and B.

117. Similarly, if at any stage of the operation we perceive

that a certain factor is common to the dividend and divisor, we

may strike it out, and continue the operation with the remaining

factors. The factor omitted must then be multiplied by the last

divisor which is obtained by continuing the operation, and the

product will be the requii'ed G. c. M.

118. Suppose, for example, that we requii-e the g. c. m. of

(a; - 1
)' (a; - 2) (a; - 3) and (a; - 1

)' (a; - 4) (a; - 5). Here the factor

(a;— 1)' is common to both the proposed expressions, and is there-

fore a factor of the G. c. M. Moreover in this example (x— 1)' fomis

the entire G. c. M. ; for no common measure can be found, except

unity, of (a; -2) (a; -3) and (x- 1) (a;- 4) (a; - 5) which are the

4—2
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remaining factors of the proposed expressions. The last statement

can be verified by trial, but when the student is acquainted with

the subject of the resolution of algebraical expressions into factors

it will be obvious on inspection. The resolution of algebraical

expressions into factors is discussed in the Theory of Equations.

119. Next suppose we require the G. c. m. oi three algebraical

expressions A, B, C. Find the g. c. m. of two of them, say A and

B ; let J) denote this G. c. M. ; then the g. c. m. of I) and G is the

requix'ed g. c. m. of A, B and C.

For by Art. Ill every measure of D and C is a measure of

A, B and C ; and also every measure of A, B and (7 is a measure

of D and C. Thus the G. c. M. of D and C is the G. c. M. of ^, ^
and C.

120. In a similar mamier we may find the g. c. M. oi four

algebraical expressions. Or we may find the g. c. m. of two of

the given expressions and also the G. c. M. of the other two ; then

the G. c. M. of the two expressions thus found will be the G. c. M.

of the four given expressions.

121. The definition and operations of the preceding Articles

of this Chapter relate to polynomial expressions. The meaning of

the term greatest common measure in the case of simple expressions

will be seen from the following example :

Required the G. c. m. of i2>2a'h^xy, 270a'b^x'z and QOa^ba?.

We find by Arithmetic the G. c. m. of the numerical coeffi-

cients 432, 270, and 90 ; it is 18. After this number we write

every letter which is common to the simple expressions, and we

give to each letter respectively the least exponent which it has in

the simple expressions. Thus we obtain ISa^bx, which will divide

all the given simple expressions, and is called their greatest com-

mon measure.
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EXAMPLES OF THE GEEATEST COMMON MEASURE.

Fiiid tlie G. c. M. in the following examples :

1. x^—3x+2 and x' — x—2.

2. a' + 3a;- + 4aj + 12 and x^ + ioc? + 4a; + 3.

3. a;^ + a;^ + a; — 3 and x^ + Sx" + 5a: + 3.

4. x^+1 and a;'+ ma;^ + ma; + 1.

5. 6x^ - lax^ - 20a'x and 3a;' + ax- W.
6. a;^ - y'" and x^ — y^.

7. 3a;' - 13a;' + 23a; -21 and 6a;* + a;' - 44a; + 21.

8. X* - 3a;' + 2a;'' + a; - 1 and a;' - a;- - 2a; + 2.

9. X* - 7a;' + 8x' + 28a; - 48 and x^ - 8a;' + 1 9a; - 14.

10. a;*- a;' + 2a;' + a; + 3 and a;* + 20.-^ - a; - 2.

11. 4a;* + 9a;^ + 2a;' - 2a; - 4 and 3a;' + 5a;' - a; + 2.

12. 2a;' -12x'+ 19a;' -6a; + 9 and 4a;'- 18a5' + 19a;- 3.

1 3. Q)X* + x^ - X and 4a;^ - Qx^— ix + 3.

14. 12a;'-152/a;+3y' and 6x' - 6yx'' + 2y'x - 2y\

15. 2a;'- 11a;'- 9 and 4a;' + 11a;* + 81.

16. 2a* + 3a'a; - 9a'a;' and 6a*a; - 17a'a;' + Ua'x' - 3ax\

17. 2a;3 + (2« - 9) a;' - (9a + 6) a; + 27 and 2a;' - 13a; + 18.

18. a^x^ — a"bx'y + ab'xy'^ — Sy and 2a-bx^y — ah^xy" — Wy^.

19. a? + ax^ — axy - i/^ and x^ + 2o?y - a-x' + v^y- — 2axy^ — y*.

20. x' + Sx* - 8a;2 - 9a; - 3 and x' - 2a;* - 6a;^ + 4a;' + 13a; + 6.

21. 6a;'* -4a;* -11a;'- 3a;'- 3x-l and 4a;* + 2a;'- 18a;'+ 3a;- 5.

22. X*- ax^ - a-x" - a^x - 2a* and 3a;^ - lax"" + 3a'a; - 2a\

23. a;3_9^2^26a;-24, a;^- 10a;'+ 31a;- 30 and

a;^-lla;2 + 38a;-40.

24. x* - 10a;- + 9, x* + 10a;=' + 20a;' - 1 Oa; - 21 and

X* + 4a;^ - 22a;' - 4a; + 21.
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VII. LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.

122. In Arithmetic the least common 'multiple of two or more

whole numbers is the least number which contains each of them

exactly. The term is also used in Algebra, and its meaning in this

subject will be understood from the following definition of the least

coTnmon onuliiple of two or more algebraical expressions : Let two

or more algebraical expressions be arranged according to descend-

ing powers of some common letter ; then the expression of lowest

dimensions in that letter which is divisible by each of these

expressions is their least common multiple.

123. The letters l. c. m. will often be used for shortness

instead of the term least common multiple; the term itself is not

veiy appropriate for the reason already given in Art. 106.

Any expression which is divisible by another may be said to

be a multiple of it.

124. We shall now shew how to find the L. c. m. of two

algebraical expressions. Let A and JB denote the two expres-

sions, and D their greatest common measure. Suppose A = aD
and B — hD. Then from the nature of the greatest common

measure, a and h have no common factor, and therefore their

least common multiple is ab. Hence the expression of lowest

dimensions which is divisible by aD and ?>Z) is ahD.

AB
And abD = Ab = Ba =^ .

Hence we have the following rule for finding the L. c. M. of

two algebraical exj^ressions : find theu* G. c. M. ; divide either ex-

pression by this G. c. m., and multi})ly the quotient by the other

expression. Or thus : divide the product of the expressions by

their G. c. M.
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125. If M be the least common multiple of A and B, it is

obvious that every multiple of JIf is a common multiple of A
and B.

126. Every common multijyle of two algebraical expressions is

a multiple of their least common 7nuHiple.

Let A and B denote the two expressions, M theii* L. c. M.
;

and let N denote any other common multiple. Suppose, if

possible, that when ^^ is divided by M there is a remainder R

;

let q denote the quotient. Thus R — N— qM. Now A and B
measure M and iV, and therefore (Ai-t. 109) they measure R.

But R is of lower dimensions than M ; tlius there is a common

multiple of A and B of lower dimensions than their L. c. M. This

is absurd ; hence there can be no remainder R ; that is, N is a

multiple of J/.

127. Next suppose we require the l. c. m. of three algebraical

expressions A, B, C. Find the L. c. m. of two of them, say A and

B ; let M denote this L. C. M. ; then the L. c. M. ofM and C is the

required l. c. m. of A, B and C.

For every common multiple of M and C is a common multiple

of A, B and G (Ai-t. 125). And every common multiple of A and

jB is a multiple of M (Art. 126) ; thus every common multiple

of A, B and (7 is a common midtiple of M and C. Therefore the

L. c. M. of M and C is the L. cm. of ^, B and C.

128. By resolving algebraical expressions into their compo-

nent factors, we may sometimes fecilitate the process of deter-

mining their g.c.m. or l.c.m. For example, required the L. cm.

of x^ — a^ and x^ — a?. Since

x^ — a^ = {x — a) (x + a) and x^ — a^ = (x — a) {x^ + ax + a"),

we infer that x-a is the G. c M. of the two expressions ; conse-

quently theii' L. c. M. is (x + a) (x' — a'), that is,

X* + ax^ - a^x — a*.
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129. The preceding articles of this Chapter relate to polyno-

mial expressions. The meaning of the term least common mul-

tiple in the case of simple expressions will be seen from the

following example :

Required the l.c.m. of 432a^6^a;3/, 270aVa;^s and 90a'6a;^

We find by Arithmetic the L. c. M. of the numei-ical co-

efiicients 432, 270 and 90; it is 2160. After this number we
wi'ite every letter which occurs in the simple expressions, and we

give to each letter respectively the greatest exponent which it has

in the simple expressions. Thus we obtain 2\Q0a'^b'^x^yz, which is

divisible by all the given simple expressions, and is called their

least common multiple.

130. The theories of the greatest common measure and of the

least common multiple are not necessary for the subsequent Chap-

ters of the present work, and any difficulties which the student

may find in them may be postponed until he has read the Theory

of Equations. The examples however attached to the preceding

Chapter and to the present Chapter should be carefully worked,

on account of the exercise which they afford in all the funda-

mental processes of Algebra,

EXAMPLES OF THE LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.

Find the L. c. M. in the following examples :

1. ^x'-x-l and l9f+?,x-2.

2. a:;' - 1 and a;- + r« - 2.

3. 'j^- 9ic= + 23a; - 15 and a;= - 8a; + 7.

4. 3a;* - ox + 2 and 4a3' - 4a;^ - a3 + 1,

5. {x + \){x'-\) and a;" — 1.

6. ^ + ^xSj - xy^ - 2y^ and oi? - 2a;-?/ - xy"^ + 23/I

7. 2a; — 1, 4a;-— 1 and 4a;- +1.

8. a;^ — a;, a;^ - 1 and a;^ + 1

.

9. x^ - 4fr, {x + Idf and {x - 2a)!
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10. ar'-ex'+llx-G, a;'- 9a;'" + 26a;- 24 and a;^- 8a;V 19a;- 12.

11. a;'-9a;'+26a;-24,a;'-10*;'+31a;-30 and x'-lla;V38a;-40.

12. a;'-10a;'+9,a;V10a;3+20a;'-10a;-21 anda;''+4a;'-22a;--4a;+21.

13. x'- W, a;^+ 2«a;^+ 4a^a; + 8a^ and x^- 2aa;'+ 4a^a; - 8a^

14. a;'— (a + b) X + ah, x'— (b + c) x + be and x^ — (c + a) x + ca.

15. 2af'+(2a-36)a;'-(26^ + 3o6)a;+3// and 2a;=-(36-2c)a;-36c.

1 6. 6 {a' - b') (a - bf, 9 {a' - b') {a-bf and 1 2 (a^ - b')\

YIII. FRACTIONS.

131. We propose to recall to the student's attention some

propositions respecting fractions which he has already found in

Arithmetic, and then to shew that these propositions hold uni-

versally in Algebra. In the following Articles the letters repre-

sent whole numbers, unless it is stated othei-wise.

132. By the expression =- we indicate that a unit has been

divided into b equal parts, and that a of such parts are taken. Hei'e

y is called a fraction ; a is the mivierator and b the denominator,

so that the denominator indicates into how many equal parts the

unit is to be divided, and the numerator indicates how many of

those parts are to be taken.

Every integer may be considered as a fraction with luiity for

p
its denominator ; that is, p=^ •

133. Riile for multiplying a fraction by an integer. Either

multiply the numerator by that integer, or divide the denominator

by that integer.
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Let
J-

denote any fraction, and c any integer ; then will

5- X c = ^- . For in each of the fractions ^ and -y- the unit is00 00
divided into h equal parts, and c times as many parts are taken

. ac . a , ac . . am — as m • hence t- is c times ^ .00
This demonsti'ates the first form of the Rule.

Again ; let =— denote any fraction, and c any integer ; then

will ^— X c - r • For in each of the fractions ^ and y- the same
be be

number of parts is taken, but each part in - is c times as large as

each part in —
, because in -^ the unit is divided into c times as

be be

many parts as in -r ; hence t is c times 7- .

This demonstrates the second form of the Rule.

134. Rule for dividing a fraction by an integer. Either viul-

tiply tlie denondnator hy that integer^ or divide the nmnerator by

that integer.

T *Let y denote any fraction, and c any integer ; then will

r-=-c= 1—. For Y is c times — , by Art. 133: and therefore
h he b he "^

5^ IS th 01 Y .

be e b

This demonstrates the fij-st form of the Rule.

Again ; let — denote any fraction, and c any integer ; then

will -;

—

7-0=., . For — is c times -7, by Art. 133; and there-
h h b 6' -^

fore T is — th of y~ •he b

This demonstrates the second form of the Rule.
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135. If any quantity be both multiplied and divided by the

same niimber its value is not altered. Hence if the numerator

and denominator of a fraction be multiplied by the same number

the value of the fraction is not altered. For the fraction is

multiplied by any number by multiplying its numerator by that

number, and is divided by the same number by multiplying its

denominator by that number. (Arts. 133 and 134.) Thus

y = -z- . And so also if the numerator and denominator of a
he

fraction be divided by the same number the value of the fraction

is not altered.

136. Hence, an algebraical fraction may be reduced to an-

other of equal value by dividing both numerator and denominator

by any common measure ; when both numerator and denominator

are divided by their g. c. m. the fraction is said to be reduced to its

Qof — 7a; — 20
lowest terms. For example, consider the fraction —^=——

.

4a;' -27a; + 5

Here the G. c. M. of the numerator and denominator will be found

to be 2a; - 5 ; hence, dividing both numerator and denominator by

this we obtain

6a;'' - 7a; - 20 _ 3a; + 4

4a;' - 27a; + 5 " 2a;'+5a;-l
'

137. Since j^= —y (Art. 94) it is olavious that we may

change the signs of the numerator and denominator of a fraction

without altering the value of the fraction.

1 38. To reduce fractions to a common denominator : 7nuUi-

ply the numerator of each fraction by all the denomiiiators except

its 01071for the numerator corresponding to that fraction, and mul-

tiply all the denominators togetherfor the common denominator.

Thus, suppose t , ^ , and -. to be the proposed fractions ; then,

1 A _L TOK ^ ^'¥ c <^^f 1 e ehd ^. adf chf
by Alt. 135, 1= -^j^, 2-^ hdf ^'^'^r hlr

'^^'
hdf W
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^— are fractions of the same value respectively as tlie proposed
bdf

fractions, and liaviiig the common denominator hdf.

139. If the denominators have any ftictors in common, we

may proceed thus : find tlie L. c. M. of the denominators and use

this as the common denominator ; then for tlie new numerator cor-

responding to each of the projjosed fractions, multiply the mimerator

of that fraction by the quotient which is obtained by dividing the

L. C. M. by the denominator of that fraction.

Thus suppose, for example, that the proposed fractions are

—
,
—

, and . Here the L. c. M. of the denominators is rnxyz'.
mx my mz

, a ayz b bxz , c cxy
and— = —^^ , — =

, and — = "^

mx mxyz my mxyz mz mxyz

140. To add or subtract fractions, reduce them to a common

denominator, then add or subtract the numerators and retain the

common denominator.

Eor example, t+t=' —t— i
this follows immediately from the

meaning of a fraction.

a c ad cb ad+ cb
^

b^d^bd'^hr '^MT'

1 1 a — b a + b 2a
+

a + b a-b a'-b' a'-b' a'-b'

b a b ac b ac + b
- = - + -=— + - =
c I c c c c

„ a + b a-b 2(a'-b') (a + bf (a-b)

a — b a + b a° — b' a' — ¥ a' — b^

2a' - 2b' + a' + 2ab + h' + a' - 2ab + b' 4ta^

a'-b' a'-b'



a c a — c

XVAOi. J.VJi-<( j:

h b' b
}

a c ad be ad--be

b d bd bd ~ bd '

a C 4- d a (c-d)
d)

b{c +

b{c-

d)

d)'
ac - ad -

b{c

-{bc-

-d)
hbd)

b C --d b

=
ac- ad- bc- bd

b{c-d) )

a-\b a — b

a + b

{a + by

a--b''

(a--by (a + by-

-b^

by

a-b a'--b-

a? + 2ab + b'--{a?--2ab + 6^)

a? -b-'

a? + 2ab + ¥--a^ + 2ab--b^ iab
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141. The iiile for the multiplication of two fractions is, mul-

tiply the numerators for a neio numerator, and tJie denominators

for a new denominator.

The following is usually given for a proof. Let ^ and - be

two fractions which are to be multiplied together
;
put r = ^> ^iid

-J
= ?/ ; therefore

a = bx, and c = dy,

therefore ac — bdxy,

ac
divide by bd ; thus j— = xy.

This process is satisfactory when x and y are really integers,

though under a fractional form, because then the word multiplica-

tion has its common meaning. It is also satisfactory when one of

the two, X and y, is an integer, because we can speak of multiplying

a fi-action by an integer, as in Art. 133. But when both x and y
are fractions we cannot speak of multiplying them together with-

out defining what we mean by the term multiplication, for, ac-
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cording to the ordinary meaning of this term, the multiplier must

be a whole number.

In fact the so-called rule for the multiplication of fractions is

really a definition of what we find it convenient to understand by

the multiplication of fractions. And this definition is so chosen

that when one of the fractions we wish to multiply together is an

integer in a fractional form, or when both are such, the result of

the definition coincides with the consequences drawn from the or-

dinary use of the word multiplication.

142. The following verbal definitions may shew more clearly

the connection between the meaning of the word multiplication

when applied to integers, and its meaning when applied to frac-

tions. When we multiply one integer a by another b, we may
describe the operation thus : what we did ivith unity to obtain b

we must now do ivith a to obtain b times a. To obtain b fi-om

u.nity the unit is repeated b times ; therefore to obtain b times a

the number a is repeated b times. Now let it be required to

multiply the fraction - by -
; adopting the same definition as

above, we may say that, what we did with unity to obtain ^ tve

must now do with - to obtain , times ^ . To obtain -, from vmity
b d b d -^

the unit is divided into d equal pai'ts, and c of such parts are taken

;

therefore, to obtain - times =-, the fraction ^ i^ divided into ddo
equal pai-ts, and c svich parts are taken. Now, by Art. 1 34, if j- be

divided into d equal parts, each of them is ^ , and if c such parts

be taken the result is -=—,

.

bd

The definition then of multiplication may be given thus : to

obtain the product of the multiplier and multiplicand we treat the

multiplicand in the same way as unity was treated to obtain the

multiplier.
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143. To multiply three or more fractions together, multiply

all the numerators for the new numerator, and all the denominators

for the new denoviinator.

144. Suppose we have to divide rrhj - . Here, by the

nature of division, we have to find a quantity such that if it be

multiplied by -% the product shall be y . This is the meaning of

division applied to integers, and we shall give the same meaning

to division applied to fractions, an operation which hitherto has

not been defined.

T . « c XI " c XG ad
,

Let rr-.—, = x\ then - = x x - = - ; therefore -y = xc, and
b d da b

-- = x. Thus we obtain the rule for dividing one fi-action by
he

another ; invert the divisor, and jjroceed as in multiplication.

145. Hitherto we have supposed, in the present Chapter, that

the letters represented whole numbers ; and have thus only recalled

i-ules and proofs which are familiar to the student in Arithmetic.

But in vii'tue of our extended definitions it may be proved that all

the rules and foiTQulse given are true when the letters denote any

numbers whole or fractional. Take, for example, the formula

- — y- , and suppose we wish to shew that this is true when
be

m ^ p ^ f
a = — , = -

J
and c = - .

n q s

Here? = ^^^=^x-^ = ^^
b n q n p np

also ac = — , and bG= --
;

ns qs

ac mr pr mr qs mrqs mg
thus :r- = — H-— =— X ^ = i- =.— .

he ns qs ns pr nspr np

Thus the formrda is shewn to be true.
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Moreover these formulse and rules hold when the letters de-

note negative quantities by virtue of the remarks alx'eady made

in Chapter v.

146. By means of the foregoing rules and formulae we can

simplify algebraical fractions, in which the numerator and de-

nominator are themselves fractional expressions. For example,

a b

b a + b

a {a +b) + b^

b{a + b) a" + ab + ¥
a b a'-bia-b) ~ b{a + b)

a — b a a (a — b)

a{a-b) a (a^ - b^)

a' -ab + b' b {a;' + h')

147. The beginner reqiiires to be warned that in reducing

fractional expressions he should keep the simplest forms which

are admissible, in order to avoid unnecessary labour. For exam-

ple, suppose we have to reduce the following expression to a single

fraction,

a b c
1- ^

(a — b) (a -c){x — a) {b — a){b — c) (x — b) (c - a) (c -b){x — c)'

We might take the product of all the denominators for a com-

mon denominator and transform the three fractions accordingly

;

but a little consideration will shew that there is a much simpler

common denominator which we may put in the following sym-

metrical form,

(a — b)(b — c) (c ~a)(x — a) (x ~b) (x — c).

We may write the proposed expression thus,

a b c

{a -b){c — a) (x -a) (a- b) {b -c){x~ b) (c — a)(b- c) {x-c)'

then by reducing to the common denominator we find

a(b - c){x — b){x — c) + b(c-a){x-a){x—c) + c{a—b){x — a){x—b)

(a — b){b- c) (c — a)(x — a) (x — b) (x — c)
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On working out the numerator we find that it reduces to

X {a {c' -b') + b(a'- c') + c{b'- a%
and we shall also find that

- {a (r -b') + b (fr -c') + c (6-' - a')} = (a~b) {b -c)(c- «),

Thus the proposed expression becomes

X

(x — a) {x— h) (x — c)'

As another example it may be she"s\^l that

a' b'
+

{a-b){a-c){x-a) {b-a) (b-c) (x-b) {c- a) {c-b){x - c)

X*

[x ~ a) {x— b) (x — c)

EXAMPLES OF FRACTIOKS.

Simplify the following fractions :

J
a;^ + 2a;-3 x' - 3x - 4

03* + 6a; — 7
"

' x^ — 4x - 5
'

_ a;'-6a;'+lla;-6 , a^ + 3a'b + Sab' + b'
O. s ;; z: . 4.

x''-3x + 2 '
• a'+2ab + b'

x'+10x^+35x'+50x + 24: 3x^-16x'+23x-G
a;' + 9a;*+26a;+24 ' 2a;'- llcc'+ 17a;-

6

6a;'-5a;*+4 „ 2a;=' + 9a;' + 7a; - 3

'jiX" — x' — x + 2

9. ?^±i^. 10,
x^ + 5x +6

x" - 4a;' + 4a;- - 9
"

13
X -X -x^-\

^^
X* -2x^-x^-2x+ I'

15. .. ,^"
"^

., , . . IG.

3a;' + 5a;'- 15a; + 4

a;«_6a;'-37a; + 210

a;'+4a;'-47a;-210

x^ + 2x^ + 2a;

a;' + 4a;

a^-a^b-ab' + ¥
a' - a'b - a'b'' + at)'

(x + yY — x' — y'

26 + (6' - 4) 03 - 26a;' " * " {x + yf -x^-y^
T. A. 5
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Perform the additions and subtractions indicated in tlie fol-

lowing examples from 17 to 37 :

b
17.

a + b a- b'

18.
a b

2a -2b ' 2b -2a'

19.
2 3 2a; - 3

X 2a; - 1 ^of-l'

20.
\m nj ^ \ m n J

21.
1 1 3

a; - 1 a; 4- 2 {x+2y'

'^2
5 1 24

2(.c+l) 10 (a;- 1) 5 (2x + 3)

23.
b —a a -2b Sx{a-b)

X — b x + b x^ — b^

24.
3 + 2a; 2 - 3a; \Qx-x^

2 -x 2 + x ' a;" - 4 '

25.
3 7 4 - 20a;

1 - 2a; 1 + 2a; 4x- - 1
'

26.
\ b a

a + b^ a'-b' a'+b''

27,
1 1 1

af -7/ {x + yf {x - y)

28. -("'-— ^'- _'!_ ^ - 2.
ab {a — by b a

a 3rt 2ax

a — X a + x a' — X

3a -4b 2a-b-c 15a -4c a -46
•^

7 3 ^ U 21" *

a+b b+ c c + a
31.

(6 -c) (c- a) (c — a) (a — b) {a ~b){b — c)
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d^ — he h^ — ca c" - ah
32. 7 TT-. J + 71 ^71 ^^ +

{a + 6) (a + c) (6 + c) (6 + a) (c + a) (c + 6)

a' — he b^ + ca c' a- ah
33 , ,-^, , +

34.

35.

(a -b){a- c) (b +c) {b- a) (c - a) (c + 6)

he ca ah
+ -I .

(c — a) {a- h) {a -b){b~ c) (b - c) {c - a)

1 1 1

a {a - b){a-c) h{b - c) (b - a) c{c- a) (c-b)'

a — b b — c c-a {a — b){h~c)(c — a)

a + b b + c c ^a {a + b) {b + c) {c + a)'

J_^± ,

2
^

{a-hr+{h-cf + {c~af
' a-b b-G c-a {a-h){b- c) (c - a)

38. Multii.ly
{a -by . b
\ — l)V

6 + a " x{a — b)

39. Multiply %-"*'-^ l)y -"K - .'/

X- + y xy {X + y)

oax a' —x^ be + bx , c - x
40. Multiply toii-ether ., , -^ j, -, and — .

^ -^ ° iby c -X a -\-ax a-x

41. Prove that

G b) \a cj \b aJ \c bj \c aJ \h a.

1 - a;' 1 — ?/^ X
42. Multiply together , -^ and 1 + .

i + V tC ~\~ 00 1 oc

, ^ , . n
xia — x) , a{a + x)

43. Multiply -;r\ —. by ^. '—^

.

^ a- + 2ax +x' a — lax + x

44. fe"^^pl^fy,7.32^^TP^^T«6-

5—2

Simplify (
- 22/0,,^ "^ \x-y x-hy X -y J ly

.. c- v^ «'-^' « + * (a'-ah + by
46. Simplify ^^^^-^ . ;^^ . (^^^TTT^^:^^;
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47. Multiply - _ - + 1 by -, + - + 1.

48. Multiply x'-x + l by - + - + 1.

Af^ o- 1-^ a? + x{a-^h)-^ah x^-a?
49. Simplify ' ••

x^ — X {a + b) + ab x^ — 6*
*

50. Divide -. r-g by -s .

.

{a + xy -^ a^-x"

i{a^-ah) Gab
51. Divide -— j~ by -^

h {a + by -^ a' - b'
"

52. Divide ^^3 by ^
X +1/ "^ y + X

53. Divide + -^ 3 5 by „—^,

,

x + y OS — y ^ —y X —y

54. SimpHfy (^3+^)^(^.-^4-1).

55. Simplify (-^^ +-±\ ^ f- _ M
.

56. Simplify f^ll^ + ^'^ ^ r^-t^y - * ")

.

\x + y yj \ y x + yj

1 1
57. Divide cc* . by x + - .

X X

58. Divide a;° + — + 2 by x+ -.
x"

-^ X

1 1
59. Divide a;^ + 1 + -^ by — I +x.

60. Divide a''-b'-c' + 2bc by ^lAjl^

.

"^ a + b + c

-, -nw- . 1 a^ + Sa^jc + 3aa;^ + 03^
,

(a + xY
61. Divide 5 5 by -g^ —».

X — y " X + xy + y
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a + b + c

a + b — o

63. Divide x^ - Sax - 2a' + -^^ by 3x - Qa -
"'^'

a; + 3ct -' .^• + Sa

64. Divide ^ ^ -4 + -^ by
2a- a;- "^ 2a x

'

a + b a ~b

65. Sim])lify lUL-l^i
^ ^ a+b a-h

+
— d c + d

a + X a — x
+

rr> cc !•/• « — as Cl + X
Ob. bimpluy ——^—_^

a + X a—x
a - X a + X

a-1 6-1 c-\

o- o- 1-f 3a6c a b
o7. oimpliiy

bc + ca- ab 1 1 1

a 6 c

a + 6 a" + 6-\ /a — 6 a^ — b^ro o- i-r /« + & a" + 6% /a-b a^-b\
68. Simplify (^—-^

+^ -^ ^—^ - ^3_j

69. Simplify r^^ - i^^ -^r^ +
«' + ^

70. SiinpHfy

,c + 6 c" + 67 \c - 6 c- - 6
.

a;'' + ?/ aj^ — 2/'\
_ /a; + y a; — ?/

X' — y X +y J \x~y x + y

71. Simplify
C-

a + 6 a — b\ fa? + W a^ — V
+

b a + b) W-b^ a^+W

m" + n^ m
72. Simplify

n 7)1' -n
m + n

n m
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X + a X — a

t 6. Smiiilify »-_^.^_—

.

x — a X + a X + a x — a

X — a x + a

1 J_
74. Simphfy^^ _.|l+_^^-_j.

75. Simplify

a b + c

1

r
X +

X + 1

1 + 5
6 — X

76. Simplify
a

h+ '

d.j

IX. EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGEEE.

148. Any collection of algebraical symbols is called an ex-

pi'ession. When two exj^i'essions are connected by the sign of

equality the whole is called an eqnation. The expressions thus

connected are called sides of the equation, or members of the equa-

tion. The expression to the left of the sign of equality is called

tliejirst side, and the expression to the right the second side.

149. An identical equation is one in which the two sides are

ecjual whatever numbers the letters stand for ; for example,

{x + b){^-b)=x'-b''

is an identical equation. An identical equation is called bi'iefly

an identity.

Up to the present point the student has been almost entii'ely

occupied with identities. Thus the results given in Arts. 55 and

68 are identically true ; and so also are those which will be ob-

tained by solving the examples to Chapters iii and iv.
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150. An equation of condition is one which i.s not true for

every value of the letters, but only for a certain number of values
;

for example,

a;+ 1 = 7

cannot be tnie iinless x—Q. An equation of condition is called

briefly an equation.

151. A letter to which a particular value or values must be

given LU order that the statement contained in an equation may
be tiiie is called an unknown quantity. Such particular value of

the unknown qu.antity is said to satisfy tlie equation, and is called

a root of the eqiuUion. To solve an equation Ls to find the i>arti-

cular value or values.

152. An equation invohdng one miknown quantity is said to

l>e of as many dimensions as is denoted by the index of the

highest power of the unknown quantity. Thus, if x denote the

unknown quantity, the equation is said to be of one dimension

when X occurs only in the first power ; such an equation is also

called a simple equation, or an equation of the first degree. If x^

occurs, and no power of x higher than x^ occurs, the equation is said

to be of two dimensions ; such an equation is also called a quad-

ratic equation, or an eqxiation of the second degree. If x^ occurs,

and no power of x higher than x^ occurs, the equation is said to be

of three dimensions ; such an equation is also called a cubic equa-

tion, or an equation of the third degree. And so on.

It must be observed that these definitions siippose both mem-
Ijers of the equation to be integral expressions so far as relates

to X, and not to contain x under the radical sign.

153. We shall now indicate some operations which may be

pertonned on an equation without destroying the equality which

it expresses. It will be seen aftei"wards that these operations are

useful when we have to solve equations.
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154. Lf every term on each side of an equation be inultiplied

or divided by the same quality the results are equal. This follows

from Ai-ts. 100, 101.

155. The principal use of the preceding Article is to clear an

equation offractions ; this is effected by multiplying every tei-m

by the product of all the denominators of the fractions, or, if we

please, by the least common multiple of those denominators.

Suppose, for example,

Multiply every term by 2 x 3 x 4 ; thus,

3x4xa; + 2x4xa; + 2x3xa;=13x2x3x4;

that is, 1 2x + 8x + 6a; = 3 1 2.

Di\T.de every term by 2 ; tluis,

6x + 4:X+3x= 15G.

Instead of multiplying eveiy term by 2 x 3 x 4 we may multi-

ply by 12, which is the L. c. M. of 2, 3 and 4. Thus we obtain

at once

Gx+ 4a; + 3a;= 156.

156. Any quantity may be transposed from one side of an

equation to the other side by changing its sign.

Thus suppose x — a = b - y.

Add a to each side (Art. 98) ; then

x-a-\-a = b-y + a,

that is, x==b + a — y.

Now subtract b from each side ; thus,

x-b = b + a—y- b = a — y.

Here we see that — a has been removed from one side of the

equation, and appeal's as + a on the other side ; and + b has been

removed from one side and appears as — 6 on the other side.
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157. // the sign of every term in an equation be changed the

equality still holds.

This follows from the preceding Article by transjiosing every

term. Thus suppose

x — a = h — y.

By transposition, y —b—a — x,

that is, a-x = y-b;

thLs result is what we shall obtain if we change the sign of every

term in the original equation.

158. We can now give a rule for the solution of any simple

equation with one unknown quantity.

Let the equation first be cleared offractions ; then transpose all

tlte terms whiclb involve the unknown quantity to one side of the

equation, and the knovyn quantities to tJie other ; divide both sides

by the coefficient or the sum of the coefficients of the unknown

quantity, and the value required is obtained.

The truth of the nile will be obvious fi-om the pi-inciples

of the preceding Ai-ticles, and we shall now apply it to some

examples ; in these examples the unknown quantity will be de-

noted by X, and when other letters occur, they are supposed to

represent known quantities.

159. Solve 3a;- 4 =24-0;.

By transposition, 3a; + a3 = 24 + 4
;

thus, 4ic = 28
;

28
Ijy division, x = — = 7.

•^ '

4

We may verify the result Ijy putting 7 for x in the original

equation. The first side becomes 3x7 — 4, that is, 21 — 4, that is,

17 ; the second side becomes 24-7, that is, 17.
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, ^^ ^ , 5x ix ^ „ 5 X
160. Solve y~3" 8'^32"

Multiply by 96, which is the L. c. M. of the denominators

;

thus, 5x 48 xa;-4x 33 xic -13x96 = 5x12 + 3a;;

that is, 240jc - 128ic - 1248 = 60 + 3x

;

by transposition, 240a; - 1 28a; - 3a; = 1 248 + 60
;

thus, 109a; =1308;

1308 ,„
by division, x= y^ = IJ.

We may verify the result l>y ])utting 12 for x in the original

equation ; it will be found that each side of the equation then

becomes 1.

161. Sometimes it is convenient to clear of fractions ^^a?*-

tially, and then to effect some reductions before getting rid of the

remaining fractional coefficients. For example, solve

x + 7 2a;- IG 2a;+5 ^, 3a; + 7

11 3 4 -^ 12

Here we may conveniently multiply by 12; thus,

}H^l) _ 4 (o^; _ 16) + 3 (2a; + 5) = 16 X 4 + .3x + 7
;

that is, 1^1^' ^ _ Sa; + 64 + 6x + 1 5 = 64 + 3a; + 7.

By transposition and reduction,

Multiiily by 1 1 ; thus,

12a; + 84 + 88 = 55a;;

by transposition, 172 = 43a;

;

172
by division, x -

. „ = 4.

"We may verify this result as before.
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Tbe student should notice one point in tliis example very

carefully. The fraction — is equivalent to - (2x- 16) . This
o o

fraction is preceded by the sign — ; and when we multiply by 12

and remove the brackets we obtain —8x + 64. Thus when we
clear of fractions we must regulate the signs of the terms which

stood in any numerator in the same way as if they had been be-

tween brackets.

162. Solve
2a; + 1 5x~8'

Multiply by (2a; + 1) (5a; - 8) ; thus,

5(5a;-8) = 2(2a;+ 1);

that is, 25a; - 40 = 4a; + 2
;

by transposition, 21a; - 42
;

42
by division, x = ^-s = 2.

•^

21

"We may verify this result as before.

^r'i QT 2a; -3 4a; -5
163. Solve „ =

J.
^.

ox — 4 bx— I

Multii)ly by (3a;- 4) (6a; - 7) ; thus,

(2a; - 3) {Gx - 7) = (4a; - 5) (3a; - 4)

;

that is, 1 2a;' - 32a; + 2 1 = 1 2a;' - 3 la; + 20.

Take away 12a;^ fi'om both sides; thus,

21 -32a; =20 -31a;;

by transposition, 21 — 20 = 32a; - 31a3

;

thus, a; = 1

.

We may verify this result as before.

164. Solve |-8=-^^-|.

Multii^ly by 6 ; thus,

3a; -48 -20a; -14;
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by transposition, 1 7a; = — 34
;

by division, x = — — = — 2.

We may verify this result ; each side of the equation will be

found to become — 9.

165. Solve ax + b = cx + d.

By transposition, ax— cx = d — h;

that is, {a~ c)x = d — b
;

by division, x =
.

a — G

Verification ;
put this value for x in the original equation

;

then the first side becomes + b, that is, —'^ H—^^

,

a — c a— c a — c

that is, . And the second side becomes —^ + d, that
a—c a—c

. c (d — b) dia — c)
, , . da — cb

IS, -^^ '- + -^ ' , that is, .a—c a—c a—c

166. An equation of the first degree cannot have more than

one root.

For any equation of the first degree will take the form ax = b

if the unknown quantity is brought to one side of the equation,

and the known quantities to the other, and to make this true

X must be equal to -
, and to nothing else.

The result is sometimes obtained thus. Suppose, if possible,

that this equation has two different roots a and /8 ; then by

supposition,

aa = b, afi — b
;

therefore, by subtraction,

a(a-/8) = 0;

but this is impossible, since by supposition a — ^ is not zero, and

a is not zero. Thus an equation of the fii'st degi-ee cannot have

more than one root.
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EXAMPLES OF EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREK

2x+l 7x+ 5 XXX
„ x+l 3a;- 4 1 6a; + 7
3. ^ + r + t; =

4.

2 5 8 8

5a; -11 a;-l 11a; -1
10 12

^ X X X 1 . x+\ x+2 ,- x+3
^- 2-'3-4=2-

^- -2--'-3-^l'^--T-

^ 11 -a; 26 -a; . ^. 1 ^ ^^ ^ 35
7. a; +—— = —— . 8. 19x + -(7a;-2) = 4a;+ 2"

a;-3 a; — 4_a;-5 a;+

1

^' ~^"^~3~""2~^~8~-

10. '^-^-^^S^-U.

x-3 2a;-

5

41 3a; - 8 5a; + 6
^' "4 6~~~60^~5

15

12. ^_^.5a;-10.

13. ^(8-a;) + a;-li = ^^-3.

,, a;+3 a;-2 3a; -5 1

^'
2 3 12 4

3a;-l 13-a; 7a; ll(a;4-3)
^^- ~5 2~~T 6

5a; -3 9-a; ox 19, ,>

16. ^ _._+_(«.-4).

, „ 5a; - 1 9a; - 5 9a; - 7
1^- -r-^-ir- = -^—
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18. ^±-'-?fi±I,10-?^ = 0.to o

X 5a; + 8_2a;-9 19-2a; 2a;-llU. ---^__^—

.

^u. 2a; 2^ =—__.
7a; + 9 / 2a;- 1\ 7 + 9a; /, 2-a;\ ^

21. -^ ^.___j.7. 22. -^-^l-__j = 7a;.

„„ a; + l 5-a; a; + 2
23. -^ ^=14 ^.

„. 7a;-8 15a;+8 _ 31-a;
2^- -Tl--^-T3^=^"--2--

25 ^ll-2L-9:«.4a;-143

2a;

-

1 _ 3a; -2 _ Ux - 4 Ix + 6
• ~3" "~F~" 6 12^ '

w/. 27 ^ 18 4 ~ 3 =»•

„^ .a; - 1 4a; - f 7a; - 6 ^ a; - 2 3a; - 9
^^- -y- + -5^--T--2^-2--^'-i-u--

29. ^-^_||.0. 30. . = 3.-;(4-.).^.

„, 3a; -7 25-4,T 5a;- 14
31. -^H-_^.__^..

„^ 2a; + 5 40 - a: 10a; -427
^'- -13- -^-8--—19—

33. 7--ir-^^-"-(77-^'

„, 03—1 a;— 2 a;+3 a; + 4
^^- -2-^ -3-=^ -4- "^6-"^-

„„ a;-l a; -2 x — ti a; — 6
35. . ^

.

x—l x—o x—h x—i

36. {x - 5) (.o; - 2) - (a; - 5) (2a; - 5) + (;« + 7) (a; - 2) = 0.

37. 3 - a; - 2 (a; - 1) (x + 2) = (a; - 3) (5 - 2x).
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38. x-3-{3-x){x+l) = {x-3){l + x) + 3-x.

a; +10 3 (3x-2){2x-3)
, 8

40. (x + l)(x-l^-{x + o}{x-3) + ^^=0.

41. (a; -
I)

(.r + |)-(a;-5) (a; + 3) - ^| = 0.

42.
9a; + 5 8a; - 7 36a; + 15 10^

14
•

45.

14 '

6a; + 2 56

6a; + 7 2a;- 2 2a; +1
15 7a; - 6 5

4
1

7 37

A.'i
^-^ ^^ ^^ — ^_^^^-ri. 6.C+] 2a; - 4 2a; -1

15 7x-- 16 5

a; + 2 a;+3 a;V5a;+6"

46. (a;+lf ={6-(l-a;)}a;-2.11 1 1
47.

a; — 4 x — (5 x

a

48. >,
- + =

.

2x - X- 3 3x - 1

,„ 25 -4a; 16a; + 4^ 23
49. f- + -;r ^ =

^ + 5.
a;+l 3a; + 2 a;+l

51. (a + x){h + x) ^ {c + x) {d + x).

no « a^ a x I
52. -+j ---, . 53. ax + b^ +,.

a - a + a a

^ , X- a x-h X- c X- (a + b + c)
54. —r- + + = ~ '

.be a abc

55. (rt + x) {b + x) - a{b + c) = --- + x'.

^„ a + b a b ^„ ax' + bx + c ax + b
66. = + -. 57. —J =

.

X- c X- a X- b px + gx + r px + q

_^, 3ahc a.^b' (2a + b)b'x „ bx
68. ^ + —^ + "^— '-—^ = 3ca; + — .

a + b (« + b) a{a + b) a
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m(x + a) n(x+b) fx-ciY x-2a-h
ov. h = m + n. 60.

x + b x + a
'

' \x + bj ~ x + a + 2b

'

61. (x- af +{x- by +{x-cy=rS{x- a) {x -b){x- c).

62. -150;+ 1-575 --8752;= -06253;.

63. 1.2x-'-^^^f^=-4x + S-9.
-5

64. 4-8a;-
''^^^~'^^

= l-6a; + 8-9.

X. PROBLEMS WHICH LEAD TO SIMPLE EQUA-
TIONS WITH ONE UNKNOWN QUANTITY.

167. We shall now apply the methods already given to the

solution of some problems, and thus exhibit to the student speci-

mens of the use of Algebra. In a problem certain quantities are

given, and cei-tain others, which have some assigned relations to

them, are to be found. The relations are usually expressed in

ordinary language in the enunciation of the problem, and the

method of solving the problem may be thus described in general

terms : denote the unkinown quantities by letters^ cmd express in

algebraical language tJie relations which hold between the un-

known quantities and the given quantities; we shall thus obtain

equations from which the values of the unknown quantities may be

derived.

We shall now give some examples. In the present Chapter we

confine ourselves to problems which may be solved by using only

one unknown quantity.

168. The sum of two numbers is 89 and theii- difference

is 31 : find the numbers.

Let x denote the less number, then the greater number is

31 + ic ; thus since their sum is 89, we have

31 + a: + a? = 89,

that is, 31 + 2a; = 89
;
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by transposition, 2a; =89-31 = 58;

by division, x = — = 29.

Thus the less number is 29, and the greater number Ls 29+31,
that is, GO.

1G9. A bankiaipt owes B twice a.s much as he owes A, autt

G as much as he owes A and B together : out of £300 which is to

be divided among them, what should each receive ?

Let X denote the number of pounds which A should receive
;

then 2a; is the number of pounds B should receive ; and x + 2a;, that

is 3a;, is the number of pounds C should receive. The whole sum
they receive is £300 ; thus,

a; + 2a; + 3a; = 300
;

that is, 6a; = 300
;

300 _
and ^ = --5- =50;

b

therefore A should receive £50, B £100, and 6' £15U.

170. Divide a line 21 inches long into two })arts, such that

one may be three-fourths of the other.

3a;
Let X denote the number of inches in one part, then -^ denotes

the number of inches in the other part ; thus,

a; + — = 21 :

4

clear of fractions ; thus,

4a; + 3a; = 84
;

that is, 7a; = 84
;

therefore, x- -;r =12.
I

Thus one part is 1 2 inches long and the other part 9 inches.

171. If ^1 can perform a piece of work in 8 days, and B in

10 days, in what time will they perform it together ?

T. A.
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Let X denote the number of days requii-ed. In one day A can

1 . X
perfomi - th of the work, therefore in x days he can perform ^ ths

of the work. In one day H can perfonn -- th of the work, there-

fore in x days he can perform ths of the woik. Hence since

A and £ together perform the whole work in x days, we have

clear of fractions by multiplying by 40 j thus,

5x+ ix = 40,

that is, 9a3 = 40

;

therefore, a; = -q- = 4|.

172. A workman was employed for 60 days, on condition

that for every day he worked he should receive 15 pence, and for

every day he was absent he should forfeit 5 pence ; at the end of

the time he had 20 shillings to receive : requii-ed the number of

days he worked.

Let X denote the number of days he worked, then he was

absent 60 - cc days; then 15a; denotes his pay in pence, and

5 (60 - x) denotes the sum he forfeited. Thixs,

15a; - 5 (60 - a;) = 240
;

that is, 15a; - 300 + 5a; = 240
;

therefore, 20a; = 240 + 300 = 540

;

therefore, x- ^^ = 27.

Thus he worked 27 days and was absent 60-27 days, that is,

33 days.

173. How much rye at foiu' shillings and sixpence a bushel

must be mixed with fifty bushels of wheat at six shillmgs a bushel,

fcliat the mixture may be worth five shillings a bushel 1
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Let X denote the number of bushels required ; then 9x is the

vahie of the rye in sixpences, and 600 is the value of the wheat.

The value of the mixture is 10 (50 + x). Thus,

10 (50 + a;)- 9a; +600;

that is, 10a; + 500 = 9a; +600;

and a; =100.

174. A smuggler had a quantity of bi^andy which he expected

would produce £9. 18s. ; after he had sold 10 gallons a revenue

officer seized one-third of the remainder, in consequence of wliich

the smuggler makes only £8. 2s. : required the number of gallons

he had and the price per gallon.

198
Let X denote the number of gallons ; then is the value

a; - 10
of a gallon in shillings. The quantity seized is —^— gallons,

^,, . . x-10 198 , .„.
and the value oi this is — x shillings ; thus,

3 X

O X

Multiply by 3x ; thus,

198(x--10) = 3a;x 36 = 10Sa;;

therefore, 198a; - 108a; = 1980
;

that is, 90a; =1980,

1
1980 ^^and X = -—- = 22.

Thus 22 is the number of gallons, and the price of each

198
gallon is —^ shillings, that is, 9 shillings.

175. The student may now exercise himself in the solution

of the following problems. We may remark that in these cases

the only difficulty consists in translating ordinary verbal state-

ments into Algebraical language, and the student should not be

discouraged if at first he is sometimes a little perplexed, since

nothing Ijut j^ractice can give him readiness and cei"tainty in

this process.

6—2
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EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS.

1. The property of two persons amounts to £3870, and one of

them is twice as rich as the other ; find the property of each.

2. Divide £420 among two pei'sons so that for every shilling

one receives the other may receive half-a-crown.

3. How much money is there in a purse when the fourth

part and the fifth part together amount to £2. 5s. 1

4. After paying the seventh part of a bill and the fifth part,

£92 is still due ; what was the amount of the bill ?

5. Divide 46 into two parts, such that if one part be divided

by 7 and the other by 3, the sum of the quotients shall be 10.

6. A company of 266 persons consists of men, women and

children ; there are four times as many men as childi'en, and twice

as many women as children. How many of each are there 1

7. A person expends one-thii'd of his income in board and

lodging, one-eighth in clothing, and one-tenth in charity, and

saves £318. What is his income ?

8. Three towns, A, B,C, raise a sum of £594 ; for every pound

which B contributes, A contributes twelve shillings, and G seven-

teen shillings and sixpence. What does each contribute ?

9. Divide £1520 among A, B, and C, so that B shall have

£100 more than A, and C £270 more than B.

10. A certain sum is to be divided among A, B, and C
A is to have £30 less than the half, B is to have £10 less than

the thii'd part, and G is to have £8 more than the fourth part.

What does each receive 1

11. The sum of two numbers is 5760, and their difierence is

equal to one-third of the greater : find the numbers.

12. Two casks contain equal quantities of beer ; from the

first 34 quarts are drawn, and from the second 80 ; the quantity

remaining in one cask is now twice that in the other. How
much did each cask originally contain 1
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13. A person bought a print at a certain price, and paid the

same price for a frame ; if the frame had cost £1 less and the

print 15s. more, the price of the frame would have been only-

half that of the print. Find the cost of the print.

14. Two shepherds owning a flock of sheep agree to divide

its value ; A takes 72 sheep, and B takes 92 sheep and pays A

£35. Required the value of a sheep.

15. A house and garden cost £850, and five times the price

of the house was equal to twelve times the price of the garden

:

find the price of each.

16. One-tenth of a rod is coloured red, one-twentieth orange,

one-thirtieth yellow, one-fortieth green, one-fiftieth blue, one-

sixtieth indigo, and the remainder, which is 302 inches long, violet.

Find the length of the rod.

17. Two-thii'ds of a certain number of persons received

eighteenpence each, and one-third received half-arcrown each. The

whole sum spent was £2. 15s. How many persons were there 1

18. Find that number the third part of which added to its

seventh part makes 20.

19. The difference of the squares of two consecxitive numbers

is 15. Find the numbers.

20. Of a certain dynasty one-third of the kings were of the

same name, one-fourth of another, one-eighth of another, one-

twelfth of a fom-th, and there were five besides. How many kings

were there of each name 1

21. A crew which can pull at the rate of nine miles an

hour, finds that it takes twice as long to come up a river as to go

down
J

at what number of miles an hour does the river flow ]

22. A and B play at a game, agreeiiig that the loser shall

always pay to the winner one shilling more than half the money

the loser has ; they commence with equal quantities of money, but

after B has lost the first game and won the second, he has twice

as much as A : how much had each at the commencement ?
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23. A person who possesses £12000 employs a portion of the

money in building a house. One-third of the money which re-

mains he invests at 4 per cent., and the other two-thirds at 5 per

cent., and from these investments he obtains an income of £392.

What was the cost of the house 1

24. A farmer has oxen worth £12. 10s. each, and sheep

worth £2. 5s. each ; the number of oxen and sheep being 35, and

their value £191. 10s. Find the number he had of each.

25. A and B find a purse with shillings in it. A takes oiit

two shillings and one-sixth of what remains ; then B takes out

three shillings and one-sixth of what remains ; and then they find

that they have taken out equal shares. How many shillings

were in the purse, and how many did each take 1

26. A hare is eighty of her own leaps before a greyhound

;

she takes three leaps for every two that he takes, but he covers

as much gi-ound in one leap as she does in two. How many leaps

will the hare have taken before she is caught 1

27. The length of a field is twice its breadth ; another field

which is 50 yards longer and 10 yards broader, contains 6800

square yards more than the former ; find the size of each.

28. A vessel can be emptied by three taps ; by the first alone

it could be emptied in 80 minutes, by the second alone in 200

minutes, and by the third alone in 5 hours. In what time will

the vessel be emptied if all the taps are opened 1

29. If an income tax of 7d. in the pound on all incomes

below £100 a year, and of Is. in the pound on all incomes above

£100 a year realise £18750 on £500000, how much is raised

on incomes below £100 a year 1

30. A person buys some tea at 3 shillings a potmd, and some

at 5 shillings a pound ; he wishes to mix them so that by selling

the mixture at 3s. 8d. a pound he may gain 10 per cent, on each

pound sold : find how many pounds of the inferior tea ho must

mix with each pound of the supeiior.
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31. A fruiterer sold for 195. 6cl. a certain number of oranges

and apples, of which the latter exceeded the former by 180. He
sells the apples at the rate of 5 for Sd., and 15 oranges bring

him in l^d. more than 35 apples. How many are there of each

sort ?

32. A cask A contains 12 gallons of wine and 18 gallons of

water ; and another cask £ contains 9 gallons of wine and 3 gal-

lons of water ; how many gallons must be drawn from each cask

so as to produce by their mixture 7 gallons of wine and 7 gallons

of water ?

33. A can dig a trench in one-half the time that B can ; B
can dig it in two-thirds of the time that C can ; all together they

can dig it in 6 days ; find the time it would take each of them

alone.

34. A person after paying sevenpence in the pound for In-

come Tax has £108. is. S^-d left. What had he at first ]

35. At what time between one o'clock and two o'clock is the

long hand of a clock exactly one minute in advance of the short

hand ?

36. A person has just a hours at his disposal ; how far may

he ride in a coach which travels b miles an hour, so as to return

home in time, walking back at the rate of c miles an hour ?

37. A certain article of consumption is subject to a duty

of 6 shillings per cwt. ; in consequence of a reduction in the

duty the consumption increases one-half, but the revenue falls

one-third. Find the duty per cwt. after the reduction.

38. A ship sails with a supply of biscuit for 60 days, at a

daily allowance of a pound a head; after being at sea 20 days she

encounters a storm in which 5 men are washed overboard, and

damage sustained that will cause a delay of 24 days, and it is

found that each man's daily allowance must be reduced to five-

sevenths of a pound. Find the original number of the crew.
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XI. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST

DEGREE WITH TWO UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

176. Suppose we have an equation containing two imkno^vn

qiiantities x and y, for example 5a; - 2y = 4. For every value

wliicli we please to ascribe to one of the unknown quantities we
can determine the con-esponding value of the other, and thus

find as many pairs of vahies as we please which satisfy the given

equation. Thus, for example, if y = 1 we find x = ~; if y = 2

we find X = -~
; and so on.

Also, suppose that there is another equation of the same kind,

as for example, 4a;+ 3y= 17. We can also find as many pairs of

values as we please which satisfy this equation.

But suppose we ask for values of x and y which satisfy both

equations ; we shall hnd then that there is only one value of x

and one value of y. For multiply the first equation by 3 ; thus,

15a;-G.v=12;

multiply the second equation by 2 ; thus,

8a; + 6y = 34.

Therefore, by addition,

15a;-62/ + 8rK + 6?/ = 12 + 34;

that is, 23a; = 46,

and, a; = 2.

Thus if both equations are to be satisfied x must equal 2
;
put

this value of x in either of the two given equations ; for example,

in the second equation ; thus we obtain

8 + 3y = 17;

therefore, Sy = 1 7 - 8,

and, y = 5-
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177. Two or more equations which are to be satisfied by the

same values of the unknown quantities are called simultaneous

equations. We are now about to treat of simultaneous equations

involving two unkno^vn quantities where each unknown quantity

occure only in the first degree, and the product of the unknown
quantities does not occur.

178. There are three methods which are usually given for

solving these equations. The object of all these methods is the

same, namely, to obtain from the two given equations which

contain two luiknown quantities a single equation containing only

one of the unknown quantities. By this process we are said to

eliminate the unkno^^^l quantitv which does not appear in the

single equation.

179. First method. The first method is that which we

adopted in the example of Art. 176; it maybe thus described:

multiply the equations hy such numbers as will make the coefficient

of one of the unknown quantities the same in the tivo resulting

equations ; then hy addition or subtraction we can form an equa-

tion containirifj only tlie otlbcr unknown quantity.

Example. 4ic + Sy = 22 ; 5x-7y = 6.

If we wish to eliminate y we midtiply the frst equation by 7,

which is the coefficient of y in the second, and the second equation

by 3, which is the coefficient of y in the first equation. Thus we

obtain

28a; + 212/ = 154; I5x-21y=l8.

Tlaen by addition,

28a; + 1.5a; = 154 + 18;

that is, 43a; = 172,

ana, . = ^1=4.
43
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Then put this value of x in either of the given equations, in

the first for example ; thus,

1G + 32/-22;

therefore, Sy = 6,

and, 2/ = 2.

If we wish to solve this example by eliminating x we multiply

the first of the given equations by 5, and the second by 4 ; thus,

20a; + 15y=110; 20x-28tj = 2L

Then by subtraction,

20cc + ISy - (20a; - 28?/) = 110 - 24
;

thus, 43?/ = 86,

and, 2/ = 2.

180. Second method. Express one of the imknoion quantities

in terms of the oth/irfrom either equation, and substitute this- value

in the other equation.

Thus, taking the same example, we have from the first

equation

4£c = 22 — 3?/;

22-3//
divide by 4, x^ ;

substitute this value of x in the secon;! equation and we obtain

multiply by 4, 5 (22 - 3?/) - 28y = 24

;

that is, 110-15y-28?/ = 24;

by transposition, 43?/ = 86,

and, y = 2.

Then sulistitute this value of ?/ in either of the given equations

and we shall obtain x = i.

Or thus ; from the first equation we have

3y=22-4a:;

.. ., , n 22 -4a;
divide by 3, y= k— ;
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substitute this value of y in the second equation and we oLtain

o

multiply by 3, 15a;- 7(22 - 4x)= 18;

that is, 15a; -154 + 28a; = 18;

that is, 43a; = 172,

and, X — 4:.

Then substitute this value of x in either of the given equa-

tions and we shall obtain y = 2.

181. Third metJiod. Express the sanie unknown quantity in

terms of tlie other from each equation and equate the expressions

thus obtained.

Thus, taking the same example, from the fii'st equation

22-3?/ , 6 + 7y
X =

2^— , and from the second equation x = —p
;

clear of fractions, 5(22 — Zy) = 4(6 + 7y)

;

that is, 110-15y = 24 + 28y;

by transposition, 43y = 86,

and, 2/ = 2.

Hence, as before, we deduce a; = 4.

22 — 4a;
Or thus ; from the first equation we obtain y = ,

and from the second equation y——^
—

; thus,

22 - 4a; _ 5a; - 6

3 ~ ""T"
•

Hence as before we shall obtain a; = 4 and then deduce ?/ = 2.
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EXAMPLES OF SIMULTANEOUS SIMPLE EQUATIONS WITH TWO

UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

1. a; + 2/=15, x-y = 1.

2. 3a;-2y = l, 3y-4£c = l.

3. 3a;-5y=13, 2a;+7y = 81.

4. 2a;+3t/=43, 10a;-?/ = 7.

5. 5a;-7y=33, 11a; + 12y = 100.

6. 3y-7a; = 4, 2^/ + 5a; = 22.

7. 212/ + 20a; =165, 77y- 30a;= 295.

8. 5a; + 7y = 43, lla; + 9y=69.

9. 8a;-21y=33, 6a;+ 35^ = 177.

10. 11a; -10?/ = 14, 5a;+72/ = 41.

11. lGa; + 172/ = 500, 17a;-3y = 110.

13. 3+1 = 9, ^-^^ = 7.

14. *+^ = l ^+^-1
2 3' 34"

. a; + y x-y x + y x-y
^^- —^ 3~"^' "3^^

4 -^^-

-- ILr — 5w 3a; + V „ _ ,

16. __^=___^, 8a;-52/=l.

•1 rr 2a; , ?/ „ 3v 1 V ^ o 1 o n

18. 4a;+8y = 2-4, 10-2a;- 6y = 3-48.

19. a;=4y, -^(20; + 7y)- 1 =|{2a; - 6y + 1).

20. a;+2(3a;-y-l) = | + _^(y- 1), g ^4a; + 3y) = ^-^ + 2.
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Zx-hy 2.c + y x-2y _x y

Zx y i _ X y „ S_ X y 11

• IO~15~'9~T2~r8' 3~T2~r5^To-

4a;-3y-7 _ 3x 2^/ _ 5
"'^-

5 10 15 6'

y-1 a: 2>y y -X x 11

~3^ ^ 2 ' 20 " TT ^ 6 ^ 10

2x 5?/ 3ic 2/

91
'3^~12 2~3 a^-y_l

" •

7 23
' « + ?/ 5'

4 T
3a;-2y ,

lly-10 4a;-3y + 5 ib-x
25. —s—^ + 1 + ^ - ^

.

45-

3 8 7

4a: -2 55a; + 71y+l
IS

«. n . 00 -363: --05 „ 2-6 + -005y
26. 2 -40; + -32^ = -Sa; + ^—-

^ -5 -25

•04y + -1 _ •07a; - -1

^ ~ ^ •

27. 13K+lly = 4a, 12a;-Gy = a.

28. ^V^=l, ^+"^=1.
X y X y

a; y a; y 2

a b ' 3a 66 3

30. aa; + by = c, mx -ny = d.

01
a' ^ 2/ _9 ax -62/

b + c a + c {a — o)c

a + b a- n Aab
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XTI. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE

WITH MORE THAN TWO UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

182. If there be three simple equations and three unknown

quantities, deduce from two of the equations an equation con-

taining only two of the unknown quantities by the rules of the

preceding Chapter ; then deduce from the third equation and

either of the foiTaer two, another equation containing the same

two unknown quantities; and from the two equations thus ob-

tained the unknown quantities which they involve may be found.

The third quantity may be found by substituting the above

values in any of the proposed equations.

Example, suppose,

2x + 3y + 4:Z = l6 (1),

3x + 2'i/-5z = 8 (2),

5a;-6y + 3»= 6 (3).

For convenience of reference the equations are numbered (1),

(2), and (3), and this numbering is continued as we proceed with

the solution.

Multiply (1) by 3, and (2) by 2; thus,

6a; + 92/ + 12« = 48,

ex + 4:y-lOz= 16;

by subtraction,

53/+223=32 (4).

Multiply (1) by 5, and (3) by (2); thus,

10a;+152/ + 20« = 80,

10x-12ij + 6z =12;

by subtraction,

27i/ + Uz=68 (5).

Multiply (4) by 27, and (5) by 5 ; thus,
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135y + 594s = 864,

135?/ + 70z = SiO',

by subtraction, 524^; = 524,

therefore, z=l.

Substitute the value of s in (4) ; thus,

52/+ 22 = 32;

therefore, 2/ = 2.

Substitute the values of y and z in (1) ; thus,

2aj+6 + 4 = lG;

therefore, a; = 3.

Sometimes it is convenient to use the follo-\\Tng mile : from

two of the equations express the values of two of the unknown
quantities in terms of the thii'd, and substitute these values in

the thiixl equation ; hence the third unknown quantity can be

found, and then the other two.

Example, suppose

3x + 4i/-16z = (1),

5a; -82/ + 10^ = (2),

2x+6y+ 72 = 52 (3).

Multiply (1) by 2, and add to (2) ; thus

llx — 22z = 0; therefore x = 2z.

Multiply (1) by 5, and (2) by 3, and subtract ; thus

5z
44^/ — 1 1 Os = ; therefore y=-^.

Substitute in (3) ; thus

4^ 4- 102; + 7» = 52 ; that is 262; = 52 ;

k)Z
therefore 2 = 2; and £c = 2^ = 4, y = ^ = 5.

The same methods may be applied when the number of simple

equations and of unknown quantities exceeds three.
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EXAMPLES OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE

WITH MOKE THAN TWO UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

i. 3a; + 2y - 4-c = 15, bx -?,y + 2z = 28, 3?/ + 4^ - a; - 24.

2. x+y — z=\, 8x + 3^/ — 6s = 1, 32;— 4a; — y = l.

3. 2a; - 72/ + 4s = 0, 3a;-3?/ + s = 0, 9a; + Sy + 3;s = 28.

4. 4a;-3y + 2« = 9, 2a; + 5y-3s-4, 5a;+ 6y- 2« = 18.

5. 2a;-4y+92; = 28, 7a; + 3y - 5« = 3, 9a;+ lOy- 11^;= 4.

6. a;-2y + 3s = 6, 2a; + 3y - 4s - 20, 3a; - 2y + 5s= 26.

7. 4a; - 3y + 2s = 40, 5a; + 9y - 7s = 47, 9a: + 8y- 3s = 97.

8. 3a; + 2y + s=23, 5a; + 2^/ + 4s = 46, 10a; + 5y + 4s = 75.

9. 5a;- 6?/ + 4s = 15, 7a; + 4y - 3s ^ 19, 2x + y + 6s = 4G.

10.

11.

12. --

13.

14.

11,11^113
X y X z y z A

2 13 3 2^114
X y z z y X z 6

3 4 1 38 1 1 2 61

X S^^z'T' 3i^2^^z~ 6
'

4

5a;

1 4

2y s
^

161

10

3y-l 6s a; 9

4 "5 2^5'

5a; 4s 5

T^y=^^6'
Sflj + 1 s 1 2s y

7 ~ 14
"^6^

21
^'3'

10a; + 4y-5s 4x + 6y-3s
5 9

10a; + 4y - 5s = 4a; + 6y — 3s - 8,

I0x + 4:y — 5z 4a; + 6y — 3s _ a: + y + s

10
"^

3 ~ 4
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15. 7x—3y = 1,

il2-7M-l,

42-7y = l,

19a;-3M=l.

16. 3m — 2?/ = 2,

5a;- 72 = 11,

2a; +32/ = 39,

4y + 32=41.

17. 2a;-3y + 22 = 13,

4y+ 22=14,

4M-2a;=30,

5y + 3M = 32.

18. 7m- 132 = 87,

102/ - 3a; =11,

3m + 14a; = 57,

2a; -112=50.

19. 7a! -2^ + 3m = 17, 20. 3a; - 42/ + 32 + 3v -- 6w =
= 11,

4y — 22+ ^ = 11, 3a; — 5y + 22 --4m = 11,

5y-3a;-2M = 8, 102/- 32 + 3m--2v = 2

4:y-3u + 2v = 9, 52 + 4m + 2v --2a; = 3,

32 + 8m = 33. 6m - S-y + 4a3 --2y = 6.

21.
X 11 ^ X z
' +i = i, -+ =

a a c
^1,

f^
^ = 1.
c

22. ay + hx = c, ex + az = b, ibz+ cy = a.

23.

24.

a h ^ he
- +- = 1, - + =

X y y z

a; + V + 2 = 0,

= 1,
c
- 4
Z

.^ = 1.
a;

(6 + c) a; + (c + a) 2/ + (a + 6) 2 = 0,

hex ¥ cay + ahz = 1.

25. rta; + 6y + e2 = ^,

a^x + 6*2/ + c^2 = i^,

a'a; + 6'2/ + c'« = -^^-

26. a;2/2 = a {yz — zx - xy) = b(zx- xy — yz) = c {xy -yz- zx).

27. a; + 2/ + 2 = a+6 + c,

hx + cy ->r az = ex + ay + hz = a^ + b' + c\

28. X — ay + a^z = a^,

x-hy +h^z = b^,

X — cy + G*z — c^

T. A. 7
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XIII. PROBLEMS WHICH LEAD TO SIMPLE EQUATIONS WITH

MORE THAN ONE UNKNOWN QUANTITY.

183. "We shall now give some examples of problems which

lead to simple equations with more than one unknown quantity.

A and £ engage in play ; in the first game A wins as much
as he had and four shillings more, and finds he has twice as much
as ^ ; in the second game £ wins half as much as he had at first

and one shilling more, and then it appears he has thi'ee times

as much as A : what sum had each at first ]

Let X he the number of sliillings which A had, and 3/ the

number of shillings which £ had ; then after the first game A
has 2a; + 4 shillings and £ has y-x-i shillings. Thus by the

question,

2x+i = 2{ij-x-4:)=2y-2x-8;

therefore, 2y—ix= 12;

therefore, 2/
— 2x = 6.

Also after the second game A has 2cc + 4 — ^ — 1 shillings, and

£ has 2/ — cc-4 + -^ + l shillings. Tlius by the question,

2/_a;_4 + |+l = 3(2a; + 4-^-l)=6a:+12-^-3;
J J J

therefore, 29/ -2x -8 + 7/ + 2 = l2x + 24:- 3y -6 ;

thei'efore, 63/ — 14 a; = 24,

and, 3y-7a;=12.

And from the former equation,

3y — 6a; = 18
;

hence by subtraction, a; = 6
;

therefore, y = 18.
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184. A sum of money was divided equally among a certain

number of persons ; had there been three more, each would have

received one shilling less, and had there been two fewer, each

would have received one shilling more than he did : requii-ed the

number of persons, and what each received.

Let X denote the number of persons, y the number of shillings

which each received. Then xy shillings is the sum divided ; thus

by the qviestion,

(03 + 3) (2/ -l) = a3y,

and also, (a? - 2) (y + 1) = xy.

The fii-st equation gives

xy -v ?)y — X — Z = xy
;

thus, Zy-x = 2).

The second equation gives

xy—%j-vx — 1=xy

thus, x-2y = 2.

By addition, 3y — X + x — 2y = 5
;

that is, y = 5.

Hence, x = 2y+2 = l2.

185. What fraction is that which becomes equal to | when

its numerator is increased by 6, and equal to ^ when its denom-

inator is diminished by 2 1

Let X denote the numerator and 1/ the denominator of the

fraction ; then by the question,

x+Q 3

y "V
X \

and,
y-2 '

2
"

Clear the first equation of fractions by multiplying by ^y]

thus.

4(£c+6) == %;
therefore. 3^/ — 4x == 24.

7-—2
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Clear the second equation of fractions by multiplying by

2 (2/ -2); thus,

therefore, ?/ — 2a; = 2,

and, 3^ — 6x = 6.

By subtraction,

3y - 4a; - (By - 6a;) = 24 - 6
j

that is, 2a; =18,

and, a; = 9.

Hence, y = 2 + 2x = 20.

9
Thus the requu-ed fraction is ^.

EXAilPLES OF PROBLEMS.

1. A cei'tain fraction becomes 1 when 3 is added to its nu-

merator, and i when 2 is added to its denominator. "Wliat fraction

is it?

2. A and B together possess £570. If ^'s money were three

times what it really is, and ^'s five times what it really is, the

sum would be £2350. What is the money of each 1

3. If the numerator of a certain fraction is increased by one

the value of the fraction becomes ^ ; if the denominator is in-

creased by one the value of the fraction becomes \. What is the

fraction '?

4. Find two numbers siich that if the fii'st be added to four

times the second, the sum is 29 ; and if the second be added to

six tim.es the first the sum is 36.

5. If -4's money were increased by 36s. he would have three

times as much as B ; but if 5's money were diminished by 5s. he

woidd have half as nnich as A. Find the sum possessed by each.

6. A and B lay a wager of 10s.; if .4 loses he will have

twenty-five shillings less than twice as much as B will then have
;
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but if B loses he will have five-seventeenths of what A will then

have : find how much money each of them has.

7. Find two numhei-s, such that twice the first plus the

second Ls equal to 17, and twice the second plus the first is

equal to 19.

8. Find two numbei-s, such that one-half the first and thi-ee-

foui-ths of the second together may Vje equal to the excess of three

times the first over the second, and this excess equal to 11.

9. For five guineas can be obtained either 32 pounds of tea

and 15 pounds of coSee, or 36 pounds of tea and 9 pounds of

cofiee : find the price of a pound of each.

10. Detennine three numbers such that their sum is, 9 ; the

sum of the first, twice the second, and three times the third, 22
;

and the sura of the first, four times the second, and nine times the

third, .58.

11. A pound of tea and three pounds of sugar cost six shil-

lings, but if sugar were to rise 50 per cent, and tea 10 per cent,

they would cost 7 shillings. Find the price of tea and sugar.

12. A person has £2550 to invest. The three per cent, con-

sols are at 81, and certain guaranteed railway shares which pay

a half-yearly di^-idend of 10«. on each original share of £25 are at

£24. Find how many shares he must buy that he may obtain

the same income from the railway shares as from the rest of his

money invested in the consols.

13. A person possesses a certain capital which is inve.?ted at

a cei-tain rate per cent. A second person has £1000 more capital

than the first person and invests it at one per cent, more ; thus

his income exceeds that of the fii*st person by £80. A third

person has £1500 more capital than the fii-st and invests it at two

per cent, more ; thus his income exceeds that of the first person

by £150. Find the capital of each person and the rate at which

it is invested.

14. A sum of money is divided equally among a certain num-

ber of persons ; if there had been four more each would have
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received a shilling less tlian lie did ; if there had been five fewer

each would have I'eceived two shillings more than he did : find the

mimber of persons and what each received.

15. Two plugs are opened in the bottonf of a cistern con-

taining 192 gallons of water; after thi-ee hours one of the plugs

becomes stopped, and the cistern is emptied by the other in

eleven more hours ; had six hours occurred before the stojDpage, it

would have requii-ed only six hours more to empty the cistern.

How many gallons will each plug hole discharge in. an hour, sup-

posing the discharge uniform ?

16. A person after paying a poor-rate and also the income-

tax of Id. in the pound, has X486 remaining ; the poor-rate

amounts to X22. 10s. more than the income-tax : find the original

income and the nxmiber of pence per pound in the poor-i'ate.

17. A certain number of pei-sons were divided into three

classes, such that the majority of the first and second together

over the thu-d was 10 less than four times the majority of the

second and third together over the fii-st ; but if the first had 30

more, and tlie second and tliird together 29 less, the first would

have outnumbered the last two by one. Find the number in each

class when the whole number was 34 more than eight times the

majority of the third over the second.

18. A farmer woiild spend all his money by buying 4 oxen

and 32 lambs ; instead of doing this he bought the same number

of oxen and half as many lambs, and had a surj^lus of £9 after

paying for them and for their conveyance by railway at an average

cost of six shillings per head. Each ox cost as many pounds as

its carriage by railway was shillings, and the lambs altogether cost

three times as many pounds as the carriage of each was shillings.

How much money had the farmer to begin with 1

19. A and B j)lay at bowls, and A bets B three shillings to

two upon every game ; after a certain number of games it appears

that A has won three shillings ; but if A had bet five shillings to

two and lost one game more out of the same number, he would

have lost thirty shillings. How many games did each win ?
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20. Five persons, A, B, C, D, E play at cards ; after A has

won half of i^'s money, B one-third of 6"s, C one-foui-th of Z)'s,

D one- sixth of E's, they have each £,1. \0s. Find how much
each had to begin with.

21. If there were no accidents it would take half as long to

travel the distance from ^ to 5 by railroad as by coach ; but

thi-ee hours being allowed for accidental stoppages by the former,

the coach will travel the distance all but fifteen miles in the

same time ; if the distance were two-thirds as great as it is, and

the same time allowed for railway stoppages, the coach would

take exactly the same time : required the distance.

22. A and B are set to a piece of work which they can

finish in thirty days working together, and for which they are

to receive £7. 10s. When the work is half finished A intermits

working eight days and B four days, in consequence of which the

work occupies five and a half days more than it would otherwise

have done. How much ought A and B respectively to receive ?

23. A and B run a mUe. Fii'st A gives B a start of 44

yards and beats him by 51 seconds; at the second heat A gives

B a start of 1 minute 15 seconds, and is beaten by 88 yards.

Find the times in which A and B can run a mile separately.

24. A and B start together from the foot of a mountain to

go to the summit. A would reach the summit half an hour

before B, but missing his way goes a mile and back again need-

lessly, during which he walks at twice his former pace, and reaches

the top six minutes before B. C starts twenty minutes after

A and B and walking at the rate of two and one-seventh miles per

hour, arrives at the summit ten minutes after B. Find the rates

of walking of A and B, and the distance from the foot to tlie

summit of the mountain.

2.5. A railway train after travelling for one hour meets with

an accident which delays it one hour, after which it proceeds at

three-fifths of its former rate, and arrives at the terminus three

hours behind time ; had the accident occvured 50 miles fiu-ther on,
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the train would have arrived 1 hour 20 minutes sooner. Required

the length of the line, and the original rate of the train.

26. A, B, and C sit down to l^lay, every one with a certain

number of shillings A loses to B and to C as many shillings as

each of them has. Next B loses to A and to G as many as each of

them now has. Lastly C loses to A and to B as many as each

of them now has. After all every one of them has sixteen shillings.

How much had each originally %

27. Two persons A and B could finish a woi-k in ??i days
;

they worked together n days when A was called off and B finished

it in ;? days. In what time could each do it 1

28. A railway train running from London to Cambridge

meets on the way with an accident, which causes it to diminish

its speed to - th of what it was before, and it is in consequence

a hours late. If the accident had happened h miles nearer Cam-

bridge, the train would have been c hours late. Find the rate of

the train before the accident occurred.

29. Tho fore-wheel of a carriage makes six revolutions more

than the hind-wheel in going 120 yai'ds j if the circvimference of

the fore-wheel be increased by one-fourth of its present size, and

the circumference of the hind-wheel by one-fifth of its present

size, the six will be changed to four. Required the circumference

of each wheel.

30. There is a number consisting of two digits ; the number

is equal to three times the sum of its digits, and if 45 be added to

the number the digits interchange their places : find the number.

31. There is a number consisting of two digits ; the number

is equal to seven times the sum of its digits, and if 27 be sub-

tracted from the number the digits interchange theii' places : find

the number.

32. A person proposes to travel from A to B, either direct

by coach, or by rail to G, and thence by another train to 2>. The

trains travel three times as fast as the coach, and should there be
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no delay, the pei-son starting at the same hour could get to B
20 minutes earlier by coach than by train. But should the train

be late at G, he would have to wait there for a train as long as

it would take to travel from C to B, and his journey would in

that case take twice as long as by coach. Should the coach how-

ever be delayed an hour on the way, and the train be in time at

C, he would get by rail to B and half way back to C, while he

would be going by coach to B. The length of the whole circuit

ABCA Ls 76§ miles. B-equired the rate at which the coach travels.

33. A ofiers to run three times round a course while B rans

twice round, but A only gets 150 yards of his thii'd round

finished when B wins. A then offers to mm four times round

for ^'s thrice, and now quickens his joace so that he runs 4 yards

in the time he formerly ran 3 yards. B also quickens his so that

he runs 9 yards in the time he formerly ran 8 yards, but in the

second round falls off to his original puce in the first i-ace, and in

the third round only goes 9 yards for 10 he went in the first race,

and accordingly this time A wins by 180 yards. Determine the

length of the course.

34. A man stai-ts p hours before a coach, and both travel imi-

fonnly ; the latter passes the foiTuer after a certain number of

hours. From this point the coach increases its speed to six-fifths

of its fonner rate, while the man increases his to five-fourths of his

former rate, and they continue at these increased rates for q hours

longer than it took the coach to overtake the man. They are then

92 miles apart ; but had they continued for the same length

of time at their original rates they would have been only 80

miles apart. Shew that the original rate of the coach is twice

that of the man. Also if |;-f g'=16, shew that the oiiginal rate

of the coach was 10 miles per hour, and that of the man 5 miles

per hour.
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XIY. DISCUSSION OF SOME PROBLEMS WHICH
LEAD TO SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

186. "We propose now to solve some problems which lead to

Simple Equations, and to examine certain peculiarities which

present themselves in the solutions. We begin with the following

problem : What number must be added to a number a in order

that the sum may be 6 ? Let x denote this number ; then,

a +x = b
;

therefoi'e, x = b- a.

Tliis foiTaula gives the vahie of x corresponding to any as-

signed values of a and b. Thus, for example, if a = 1 2 and

b = 25, we have ic = 25 - 12 = 13. But suppose that a = 30 and

b = 24: ; then a; = 24 — 30 = — 6, and we naturally ask what is

the meaning of this negative i-esult 1 If we recur to the enun-

ciation of the problem we see that it now reads thus : What
number must be added to 30 in order that the sum may be 24 ?

It is obvious then, that if the word added and the word swm are

to retain their arithmetical meanings, the proposed problem is

impossible. But we see at the same time that the following

problem can be solved : What number must be taken from 30

in order that the difference may be 24 ? and 6 is the answer to

this question. And the second enunciation differs from the first

in these respects ; the words added to are replaced by taken from,

and the word sum by difference.

187. Thus we may say that, in this example, the negative

result indicates that the problem in a strictly Arithmetical sense

is impossible ; but that a new problem can be formed by appro-

priate changes in the origitial enunciation to which the absolute

value of the negative result will be the correct answer.

188. This indicates the convenience of using the word add

in Algebra in a more extensive sense than it has in Arithmetic.

Let X denote a quantity which is to be added algebraically to a

;
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then tlie Algebraical sum is a + x, whether x itself be positive or

negative. Thus the equation a + x==b will be possible algebraically

whether a be greater or less than b.

We proceed to another problem.

189. A's age is a years, and ^'s age is b years ; when will A
be tAvice as old as 5 ? Supposed the requii-ed epoch to be x years

from the present time ; then by the question,

a + x = 2{b +x)

;

hence, x = a- 2b.

Thus, for example, if a = 40 and 6 = 1.5, then a;= 10. But

suppose a = 35 and 6 = 20, then x = -5; here, as in the pre-

ceding problem, we are led to inquire into the meaning of the

negative result. Now with the assigned values of a and b the

equation which we have to solve becomes

35 + a = 40 + 2x,

and it is obvious that if a strictly arithmetical meaning is to be

given to the sjnnbols x and +, this equation is impossible, for 40 is

greater than 35, and 2x is greater than x, so that the two members

cannot be equal. But let us change the enunciation to the fol-

lowing : ^'s age is 35 years, and B's age is 20 years, when was A
twice as old as B 1 Let the required epoch be x years from the

present time, then by the question,

35-a;= 2(20-0:) = 40 -2a;;

thus, x = 5.

Here again we may say the negative result indicates that the

problem in a strictly Arithmetical sense is impossible, but that a

new problem can be formed by appropriate changes in the original

enunciation, to which the absolute value of the negative result

wall be the correct answer.

We may observe that the equation con-esponding to the new

enunciation may be obtained from the original equation by chang-

ing X into — X.

190. Suppose that the problem had been originally enun-

ciated thus: -4s age is a yeai-s, and B's age is b years; find the
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epoch at which -4's age is twice that of B. These words do not

intimate whether the required epoch is before or after the present

date. If we suppose it after we obtain, as in Art. 189, for the

requii-ed number of years x = a — 2h. If we suppose the required

epoch to be x years before the present date we obtain cc = 26 - a.

If 2b is less than a, the first supposition is correct, and leads to

an arithmetical value for x; the second supposition is incorrect,

and leads to a negative value for x. If 26 is greater than a, the

second supposition is correct, and leads to an arithmetical value

for X) the first supposition is incorrect and leads to a negative

value for x. Here we may say then that a negative result indi-

cates that we made the wrong choice out of two possible supposi-

tions which the problem allowed. But it is important to notice,

that when we discover that we have made the wrong choice, it is

not necessary to go through the whole investigation again, for we

can make use of the result obtained on the wrong supposition.

We have only to take the absolute value of the negative result

and place the epoch before the present date if we had supposed

it after, and after the present date if we had supposed it before.

191. One other case may be noticed. Suppose the enuncia-

tion to be like that in the latter part of Art. 189; J's age is a

years, and ij's age is b years, when was A twice as old as B1

Let X denote the required number of years; then

a — X— 2(b — x),

hence, x = 2b — a.

Now let us verify this solution. Put this value for x; then

a — x becomes a — (26 — a), that is, 2a — 26 ; and 2{b — x) becomes

2(6 -26 -I- a), that is, 2a - 26. If 6 is less than a, these resiilts

are positive, and there is no Arithmetical diflficulty. But if 6 is

gi'eater than a, although the two members are algebraically equal,

yet since they are both negative quantities, we cannot say that we

have arithmetically verified the solution. And when we recur

to the problem we see that it is impossible if a is less than 6;

because if at a given date ^'s age is less than jB's, then J.'s age

never was twice B\ and never will be. Or without proceeding to
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veriiy the result, we may observe that if h is greater than a, then

X is also greater than a, which is inadmissible. Thus it appears

that a problem may be really absurd, and yet the result may not

immediately present any difficulty, though when we proceed to

examine or verify this result we may discover an intimation of the

absurdity

192. The equation a + x='2{h +x) may be considered as the

symbolical expression of the following verbal enunciation : Sup-

pose a and h to be two quantities, what quantity must be added

to each so that the first sum may be twice the second ? Here the

words quantity, sum, and added may all be understood in Alge-

braical senses, so that x, a, and h may be positive or negative.

This Algebraical statement includes among its admissible senses

the Arithmetical question about the ages of A and B. It appears

then that when we translate a problem into an equation, the same

equation may he the symbolical expression of a more comprehen-

sive problem than that from which it was obtained.

We will now examine another problem.

193, A and B travel in the same direction at the rate of a

and h miles respectively per hour. A arrives at a certain place P
at a certain time, and at the end of n hours from that time B
arrives at a certain place Q. Find when A and B meet.

P Q R

Let c denote the distance PQ ; suppose A and B to travel in

the dii'ection fi'om P towards Q, and to meet at R at the end of x

hours from the time when A was at P ; then since A travels at the

rate of a miles per hour, the distance PR is ax miles. Also B
goes over the distance QR in x — n hovu's, so that QR is b{x — n)

mUes. And PR is equal to the sum of PQ and QR ; thus,

ax = c + h(x — n) = c-irhx—hn',

therefore, x = -j- .

a — b

We shall now examine this result on different suppositions as

to the values of the given quantities.
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I. Suppose a greater than h, and c greater than hn; then the

value of X is positive, and the travellers loUl meet, as we have

supposed, after A arrives at P. For when ^ is at /*, the space

which B has to travel before he reaches Q is hn miles, and since hn

is less than c, it follows that when vl is at P he is behind B
;

and A travels more rapidly than B, since a is greater than h.

Hence A must at the end of some time overtake B.

The distance PR^ax= ^^l^ZL^
. Thus,

a — o

^ a(c-bn) a{c — bn)—c(a — b) ch — ahn h{c-an)

a ~ b a — b a — h a — b '

Now if c be greater than an, this expression is a positive quantity,

so that R falls, as we have supposed, beyond Q; we see that this

must be the case, for since c is greater than an, it will take A
more than n hours to go from P to Q, so that he cannot overtake

B until after passing Q. If, however, c be less than an, the ex-

pression for QR is a negative quantity, and this leads us to sup-

pose that some modification is required in our view of the problem.

In fact ^-1 now takes less than n hours to go from P to Q, so that

he will overtake B before aiTiving at Q. Hence the figure should

now stand thus:
P R Q

And now, since PR = PQ — RQ, the equation for determining

X woidd naturally be written

ax= c — b(7i — x) = c — bn + bx.

This, however, we see is really the same equation as before.

Again, if c be equal to a?i the value of RQ is zero. Thus

R now coincides with Q ^ and

c — bn an — bn
x = =

J- = n.
a—o a—o

Hence A and B meet at Q at the end of n hours after A was

at P.

II. Next suppose that a is greater than b, and c less than

bn. The value of x is now negative, and we may conjectiu'e
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from what we have hitherto observed respecting negative quanti-

ties that A and -S instead of meeting hours after A was
a—

at P, will now really have met ^ hours before A was at F.
' ' a — b

And in fact, since c is less than bn it follows that B was behind A
when A was at P, so that A must have passed B before arriving

at P. Hence the connect solution of the problem would now be

as follows

:

R P Q

Suppose that A and B meet x hours before A arrives at P ; let

P be the point where they meet. Then PP = ax, and PQ = b(x + n).

Also PP=PQ-PQ; thus,

ax = b (x + n) — c
;

therefore, x = -,- .

a — b

III. Next suppose that a is less than b, and c greater than

bn. In this case also the expression originally obtained for x is

negative, and we shall accordingly find that A and B met before

A was at P. For B now travels more rapidly than A, and is

before A when ^ is at P ; so that B must have passed A before A
was at P. Tlie result now is, as in the second case, that A and B

met -, hours before A was at P,
b-a -^

TV. Last supjDOse that a is less than b, and c less than bn.

Here the expression originally obtained for ic is a positive quantity,

for it may be written thus, -7 . Now B travels more rapidly

than A and is behind A when ^ is at P ; thus B must at some

time overtake A. If we siippose A and B to meet after ^ is at §,

the figure will stand thus :

P Q R

Here we should naturally wiite the equation thus,

ax = c + b{x — n) = c->rbx— bn.
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K we suppose A and B to meet be/ore A is at Q, the figure

wiU stand thus

:

P R Q

Here we should natui-ally write the equation thus,

ax = c — b (n — x) =c — hn + hx.

In the two cases we have, howevei", really the same equation,

and we obtain x =
,

.

— a

194. The preceding problem may be variously modified ; for

instance, instead of supposing that A and B travel in the same

du-ection, we may suppose that A travels as before, but that B
travels in the opposite direction. In this case, if we suppose, as

before, that A and B meet x hours after A arrived at P, we shall

find that x = r . Thus the time of meeting will necessarily

be after A leaves P, and the travellei-s meet at some point to the

right of P. The student should notice that the value of a; in the

present case coincides with the residt obtained by Avi-iting — b for

b in the original value of x in Art. 193.

195. Or instead of supposing that the amval of J5 at ^
occurs n hoiu's after the arrival of A at P, we may suppose it to

occur n honrs before ; and we suppose A and B to travel in the

same direction. In this case if x have the same meaning as

before, we, shall find that x= 7-. This is a positive quantity

if « is greater than b, and the travellei-s then really meet after the

anival of A at P. If, however, a is less than b, the value of a; is

a negative quantity ; this suggests that the travellers now meet

c + bn • ^ n J r, • •

-7 hours before the ai-nval 01 A at P, and on examination this
o — a

will be found correct. The student should notice that the value of

X in the present case coincides with the result obtained by writing

— 7i for n in the origdnal value of x in Art. 193.
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196. Again, let us suppose tliat A and B ti*avel in ojyposite

directions, and that the anival of -4 at P occurs n houi'S before

that of ^ at Q ; and suppose the positions of P and Q in the

former figures to be interchanged, so that now A reaches Q before

he reaches P, and B reaches P before he reaches Q. If x have

the same meaning as before, we shall now find that x = t- .° ' a + 6

If then hn is greater th;in c, the value of a? is a positive quantity,

and the travellers meet, as we have supposed, after the arrival of

A at P. If however bn is less than c, the value of a; is a negative

quantity, and it will be found that the travellers meet r-

hours before the arrival of A at P. The student should notice

that the value of a; in the present case coincides with the resvilt

obtained by writing — c for c in the value of a; in Art. 194
;

it also coincides with the result obtained by writing - b for b, and

— c for c in the original value of x in Art. 193.

197. From a consideration of the problems discussed in the

present Chapter, and of similar problems, the stvident "will acquire

confidence and accuracy in dealing with negative quantities. We
will lay do^vn some general principles which have been illustrated

in the preceding Articles, and the truth of which the student will

find confinned as he advances in the subject.

(1) A negative result may arise from the fact that the

enunciation of a problem involves a condition which cannot be

satisfied ; in this case we may attribute to the unknown quantity

a qxiality directly ojyijosite to that which had been attributed to it,

and may thus form a possible problem analogous to that which

involved the impossibility.

(2) A negative result may arise from the fact that a wi'ong

supposition respecting the quality of some quantity was made

when the problem was translated from words into Algebraical

symbols ; in this case we may correct our supposition by attri-

buting the opposite quality to such quantity, and thus obtain

a positive result.

(3) Wlien we wish to alter the suppositions we have made

T. A. 8
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respecting the quality of the known or unknown quantities of a

problem, and to attribute an opposite quality to them, it is not

necessary to form a new equation ; it is sufficient to change in the

old equation the sign of the symbol representing each quantity

which is to have its quality changed.

198. We do not assert that the above general principles have

been demonstrated; they have been suggested by observation of

particular examples, and are left to the student to be verified in

the same manner. Thus when a negative result occiu's in the

solution of a problem the student should endeavour to interpret

that result, and these general principles will serve to guide him.

When a problem leads to a negative result, and he wishes to form

an analogous problem that shall lead to the corresponding positive

result, he may proceed thus : change x into —x in the equation

that has been obtained, and then, if jjossible, modify the verbal

statement of the problem, so as to make it coincident with the

new equation. We say, if possible, because in some cases no such

verbal modification seems attainable, and the problem may then

be regai-ded as altogether impossible.

199. We Avill now leave the consideration of negative quan-

tities, and examine two other singularities that may occiu" in

results.

In Ai-t. 193 we found this result, x= ^. Suppose that
a— o

a = b, then the denominator in the value of x is zero ; thus, denot-

JV
ing the numerator by JS^, we have x = — , and we may ask what is

the meaniiig of this result? Since A and £ now travel with

equal speed, they must always preserve the same distance ; so that

they never meet. But instead of supposing that a is exactly

equal to b, let us suppose that a is veiy nearly equal to b ; then

r may be a veiy large quantity, since if a ~b is very small

compared with N, it will be contained a large number of times in

iV
i\/"; and the smaller a — b is, the larger will , be. This is

a—
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N' . . .

abbreviated into the phi'ase " — is infinite," and it is written

iV
thus, — = CO . But the student must remember that the phrase

is onli/ an abbreviation, and no absolute meaning can be attached

to it.

200. The student should examine every problem, the result

of which appears under the form — , and endeavour to interpret

that result. He may expect to find in such a case that the pro-

blem is impossible, but that by suitable modifications a new

problem can be fonned which has a very great number for its

result, and that this result becomes greater the more closely the

new problem approaches to the old problem.

201. Again, let us suppose that in Art. 193 we have a = b,

and also c = bn ; then the value of x takes the form ^ .
On

examining the problem we see that, in consequence of the su2>

positions just made, A and £ ai"e together at P, and are travelling

with equal speed, so that they are always together. The question,

when are A and £ together, is in this case said to be indeterminate,

since it does not admit of a single answer, or of a finite number of

answers.

202. The student should also examine eveiy problem in

which the result appears under the form q, and endeavour to

interpret that result. In some cases he \xW\ find, as in the ex-

ample considered above, that the problem is not restricted to a

finite number of solutions, but admits of as many as he pleases.

We do not assert here, or in Art. 200, that the interpretation of^0
the singularities -^ and -r will always coincide with those given

in the simple cases we have considered ; the student must there-

fore consider separately each distinct class of examples that may

occur.
8—2
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mSCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. CHAPTER XIV.

1. Simplify tlie expression

3a-[6+{2«-(6-c)}] + i4-|^|.

2. Reduce to its lowest terms the expression

6a;* + 10a;^ + 2a;^ - 20a;-28

T* ^— fif or -^ f} ft

3. Find the value of —j when x = j .

a a — o

4. SimpHfy -^—-^^^——^ + ____^-__^ + ______^

.

_ „,
,
, cV (a — h){h — c) + IT (a — d)(c — d) h — d

0. Shew that ~-^ ^ {: -y^ fy rf =
c [a — o) {a - d) + a [b - c) (c — d) a — c

when m=l, or 2.

„ -r, , . . , „ a^ + 1/ + c^ — 3abc
D. Kedtice to its smiplest form -. fT2

—

-% r^—; rs.^ {a- by + {b- cf + (c - af

7. If «?/ + 2/5; + s;a3 = 1, shew that

X y z ixyz

8. Solve the equation

(« - 2a)' +{x- 2bf = 2{x-a- bf.

9. Solve the simultaneous equations

x + y + z=a + b + c,

bx + cy + az = cx + ay + bz = ab + be + ca.

10. Find the least common multiple of

x' + Gx'+Ux+Q, x^+7x'+Ux + 8,

x^ + 8x' + 19a: + 12, and x' + 9x' + 26x + 24.
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XV. ANOMALOUS FORMS WHICH OCCUR IN THE
SOLUTION OF SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

203. We have in the preceding Chapter refeiTed to the forms

iVT ^.
,

T>
^^

fi
^^*^^ ^^y occur in the sohition of an equation of the

first degi'ee. We shall now examine the meaning of these forms

when they occur in the solution of simultaneous equations of the

first degi-ee. We will first recall the results already obtained.

204. Every equation of the first degi'ee with one unknown
quantity may be reduced to the form ax = h. Now from this we

obtain a; = - . If a = the value of x takes the fonn -x- ; in this
a

case no finite value of x can satisfy the equation, for whatever

finite value be assigned to x, since ax = 0, we have = 6, which is

impossible. If a = and 6 = 0, the value of x takes the foiTa ^ ;

in this case every finite value of x may be said to satisfy the

equation, since whatever finite value be given to x Ave have = 0.

If 6 = and a is not = 0, then of coui-se x=0 ; this case calls

for no remark.

205. Suppose now we have two equations with two unknown
quantities ; let them be

ax + b^ = c and a'x + Vy = c .

We will first make a remark on the notation we have here

adopted. We use certain letters to denote the known quantities

in the first equation, and then we use corresponding letters with

accents to denote corresponding quantities in the second equation;

here a and a' have no necessary connexion as to value, although

they have this common point, namely, that each is a coefficient

of x, one in the fii'st equation and the other in the second equa-

tion. Experience will establish the advantage of this notation.

Instead of accents subscript numbers are sometimes used

;

thus «! and a^ might be used instead of a and a' respectively.
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By solving the given equations we obtain

h'c — he' a'c — ac

h'a — ha'
'

a'b — ah'

'

I. Suppose that h'a — ha'—O; then the vahies of x and y take

A B
the forms -- and -

; we shoukl therefore recur to the given equa-

tions to discover the meaning of these results. From the relation

h'a — ha'=0 we obtain - = ^ —k suppose : thus a'=ka and h'—kh.ah
By substituting these values of a' and h' we find that the second

of the given equations may be wi-itten thus :

kax + khy = c,

. c' .Now if r be different from c, the last equation is inconsistent

with the first of the given equ.ations, because ax + hy cannot be

equal to two different quantities. We may therefore conclude

A B
that the appearance of the results under the fonns — and —

indicates that the given eqviations are inconsistent, and therefore

cannot he solved.

a' h' ,
J

II. Next suppose that ha-ha =0, so that - = t >
and also

that — = - , and therefore of course = ^ • In this case the nu-
c a

merators in the values of x and y become zero as well as the

denominators, so that the values of x and y take the form -

.

Now by what we have shewn above, the second of the given

equations may be written

ax + by = T .

c'

But now J = c, so that the second given equation is only a
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repetition of the first ; we have thus really only one equation

involving two unknown quantities. We cannot then determivie

X and y, because we can find as many values as we please which

will satisfy one equation involving two unknown quantities. In

this case we say that the given equations are not independent, and

that the values of x and y are indeterminate.

206. We have hitherto supposed that none of the quantities

a, b, c, a, b', c can be zex'O ; and thus if the value of one of the

^
imknown quantities takes the form - or ^ the value of the other

takes the same form. But if some of the above quantities are

zero, the values of the two unknown quantities do not necessarily

take the same form. For example, suppose a and a' to be zero

;

then the value of x takes the form
^^ , and the value of y takes

the form - . Now in this case the given equations rediice to

by = c, and b'y — c ;

these lead to

c c

y = ^, and y = j^,.

Thus we have two cases. First, if -r is not equal to -, the

two equations are inconsistent. Secondly, if y is equal to j-, the

two equations are equivalent to one only. In the second case,

c d
since the relation y = r/ niakes the numerator of x also vanish,

6

the values of both x and y take the form ^ ; in this case x is in-

determinate bixt y is not, for it is really equal to t •

207. Befox'e we consider the peculiarities which may occur in

the solution of three simultaneous simple equations involving

three unknown qviantities, we will indicate another method of

solving such equations.
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Let the equations be

ax + 6y + C2; = d, a'x + h'y + c'z ^ d', a"x + h"y + c'z = d"

.

Let I and m denote two quantities, the vahies of which are at

present undetermined ; multiply the second of the given equations

by I, and the third by m \ then, by addition, we have

ax-^hy + cz^l {a'x + h'y + c'z) + m {a"x + h"y + c"z) = d + ld' + md",

that is,

x{a + la'+ma") + y{b + lb'+ mh") + z{c + lcf+ mc") = d+ld'+ md".

Now let such values be given to I and m as will make the

coefficients of y and z in the last equation to be zero ; that is, let

b + lb' + mb"=0, c + Ig'+ mc"= 0.

Thus the equation reduces to

X (a + la + ma") =d+ Id'+ md!'

;

d + ld'+ md"
therefore, x= , , j,.

' a + la + ma

We must now find the values of I and 7n, and substitute them

in this expression for x, and then the value of x will be known.

We have
b + lb' + mb" =0, c + lc + mc'= ;

from these we shall obtain

, b"c-bc" bc'-b'c
I = -TTT. 777-/ , »» =

b'c"-b"c" b'c"-b"c"

substitute these values in the expression for x, and after simplifi-

cation we obtain

_ d (b'c"- b"c') + d' {b"c - be") + d" (be' - b'c)

~ a {b'c" - h"c') + a'{h"c - be") + a" {be' - b'c)
'

By a similar method the values of y and z may also be obtained.

208. The above method of solution is called the method of

indeterminate multipliers, because we make use of multipliers

which we do not determine beforehand, but to which a convenient

value is assigned in the course of the investigation. The multi-

pliers ai-e not finally indeterminate ; they are merely at first un-

determined, and if it were possil)le to alter established language.
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the word undetermined might here with propriety be substituted

for indeterminate.

209. We now proceed to our observations on the vahies of

X, y, and z which are obtained from the equations

ax ->r by+cz = d, a'x + h'y + c'z = d', a"x + h"y + c"z = d".

The value of x has been given in Art. 207 ; if the student

investigates the value of y he will find that the denominator of it

is the same as that which occurs in the value of x, or can be made
to be the same by changing the sign of every term in the nume-

rator and denominator. The same remark holds with respect to

the denominator in the value of z.

210. We may however obtain the values of y and z from the

expression found for the value of x. For the original equations

might have been wi'itten thus

:

by + ax + cz — d, h'y + a'x + c'z = d', h"y + a"x + c"z = d"

;

we may say then that the equations in this form differ from those

in the original form only in the following particulars ; x and y are

interchanged, a and h are interchanged, a' and h' are interchanged,

and a!' and h" are interchanged. We may therefore deduce the

value of y from that of x by the following rule : for a, a', and al'

wiite 6, h', and h" respectively, and conversely. Thus, from

__ djh'c" - h"c') + d' {h"c - he") + d" {he' - h'c)

a {h'c" — h"c') + a! {h"c - bo") + a" (he' - h'c)

we may deduce that

_ d (ale" — a"c) + d' (al'c - ac") + d" {ac' — a'c)

^ ^ 6 {a'c" - a"c') + b' {a"c - ac") + h" {ac' - a'c)
'

It will be found on comparison that the denominator of the

value of y is the same as that of the value of x with the sign of

every term changed.

Similarly by interchanging a, a', and a" with c, c', and c"

respectively, we may deduce the value of z from that of a; ; or by

interchanging &, h', and b" with c, c', and c" respectively, we may
deduce the value of z from that of y.
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211. There is another system of interchanges by which the

values of y and z may be deduced from that of x. The given

equations are

ax + hy + cz = d, a'x + h'y + c'z = d', a"x + h"y + c"z ~ d"

;

they may also be written thus,

by + cz + ax = d, h'y + c'z + a'x = d', h"y + c"z + a"x = d".

We may say then that the second form differs from the first

only in the following particulars ; x is changed into y, y into z,

z into X, a into 6, h into c, c into a, a' into 6', and so on. We
may therefore deduce the value of y from that of x by this rule :

change a into h, h into c, c into a, and make simih\r changes in the

letters with one accent, and in those with two accents. Tlie

value of z may be deduced from that of y by again using the

same rule.

212. Tliese methods of deducing the values of y and z from

that of aj by interchanging the letters may perhaps appear difficult

to the student at first, but they deserve careful consideration,

especially that which is given in Art. 211.

We shall now proceed to examine the peculiarities which

may occur in. the values of the unknown quantities deduced from

the equations

ax + hy + cz = d, a'x + h'y + c'z = d', a"x + h"y + c"z = d".

213. The most important case is that in which d, d', and d"

are all zero. The given equations then become

ax + by + cz=^ 0, a'x + h'y + c'z — 0, a'x + h"y + c"z = 0.

It Ls obvious that x = 0, y = 0, z=0 satisfy these equations

;

and fi'om the values found in Art. 210 it follows that these are

the only values which will satisfy the equations tinless the deno-

minator there given vanishes, that is, unless

a {b'c" - h"c') + a' {h"c - he") + a" {ha - h'c) = 0.

If this relation holds among the coefficients, the values found
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for X, y, and z take the foiin ^ , and we must recur to the given

equations for further information.

"We observe that when this relation holds the equations are

not independent ; from any two of them the third can be deduced.

For multiply the first of the given equations by h"c — h'c", the

second by he" — h"c, and the third by h'c — he', and then add the

results. It will be found that by virtue of the given relation we
aiiive at the identity 0=0; thus, in fact, if the first equation be

multiplied by 6"c' — h'c", and the second equation by he" - h"c, and

the two added, the result is equivalent to the third equation, for it

may be obtained by multipljTng that equation by he' — h'c.

Suppose then that this relation holds ; we may confine our-

selves to the first two of the given equations, for values of x, y,

and z which satisfy these will necessarily satisfy the thiixl equa/-

tion. Divide these equations by x ; thus

X
- + - + a = 0,
C X

hy cz ,^- + — +a
X X

= 0;

y ca — c'a z ah' — a'h

X he' — h'e
'

X he' — h'c
'

hence

"We may therefore ascribe any valiie loe please to x, and deduce

coiTesponditig values of y and z. Or we may put our result more

sjonmetrically thus ; let p denote any quantity whatever, then

the given equations will be satisfied by

X- pipe —h'c), y — 2) {ca' — c'a), z=p{ab' — a'h).

"We might in the same way have used the second and thii'd of

the given equations, and have omitted the firat ; we should thus

have deduced solutions of the form

x^ q (h'c" — h"c'), y = q {c'a" — c"a'), z = q (a'h" — a"h'),

where q is any quantity. These values however ai'e substantially

equivalent to the former ; for it mtH be found that by \Trtue of

the supposed relation among the coefficients,

p {he' —h'c) p{ca' — c'a) p {ah' — a'h)

q {h'c" — h"c') q {c'a" - c'a) q {a'h" - a!'h')
'
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214. We sliall now consider the peculiarities which may occur

when d, d', and d" are not all zero.

We shall first shew that if the value of any one of the un-

N . .

known quantities takes the form — , the given equations are

inconsistent. Suppose, for instance, that the value of x takes this

form, that is, suppose that

a (h'c" - b"c) + a' {b"c - be") + a" (be - b'c)

is zero. Of course if the given equations were consistent, any

equation legitimately deduced from them would also be true.

Now multiply the first of the given equations by b"c' — b'c", the

second by be" — b"c, and the third by b'c — be' and add. It will be

found that the coefficients of y and z in the resulting equation

vanish ; and the coefficient of x is zero by supposition. Thus the

first member of the resulting equation vanishes, but the second

member does not ; hence the resulting equation is impossible, and

therefore those from which it was obtained cannot have been con-

sistent.

215. We cannot however affirm certainly, that if the value of

one of the unknown quantities takes the form - , the eqiiations are

consistent, but not independent. For it is possible that the value

of one of the unknown quantities should take this form, while

N
the value of another takes the form — ; and, as we have shewn

N .

in the preceding Article, the occvu-rence of the form — is an indi-

cation that the given equations are inconsistent. For example,

suppose the equations to be

ax + by+cz = d, a'x + by + cz = d', a'x -^by + cz = d"

.

Here it will be found that the values of y and z take the form

N— , and that of x takes the form -r

.
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Moreover, if the values of all the unknown quantities take

the foi-m ^ , we cannot afl&rm certaialy that the given equations

are consistent, but not independent. For example, suppose the

equations to be

ax + by vcz = d, ax-\-hy + cz = d', ax + by + cz= d";

here it will be found that the values of all the unknown quan-

tities take the fomt -
, but the equations themselves are obviously

inconsistent, unless d, d', and d" are all equal.

216. We may shew that if the numerators in the values of

X, y, and z, all vanish, the denominator will also vanish, assviming

that d, d', and d" are not all zero.

For sujiposing these numerators to vanish we have

d {h'c" - h"c') + d' {b"c - be") + d" {be' - b'c) - 0,

d {ca" - c"a') + d' {c"a - ca") + d" {ca' - c'a) = 0,

d (a'b"- a"b') + d' {a"b - ab") + d" {ab'- a'b) = 0.

Let us denote these relations for shortness thus.

Ad + Bd' + Cd" =0, A'd + B'd' + C'd" = 0, A"d + B"d' + C"d" = 0.

By Art. 213, since d, d' and d" are not all zero the following

relation must also hold,

A {B'C" - B"C') + A' {B"C - BG") + A" {BC - B'C) = 0.

It will be found that

B'C" - B"G' = a {a {b'c" - b"c) + a' {b"c - be") + a" {be' - b'e)}
;

and B"G-BC" and BC - B'C may be similarly expressed, so that

finally the relation becomes

{a {b'c" - b"c) + a {b"c - be") + a" {be - b'e)Y = 0.

This establishes the requii-ed result.

217. If we adopt the method of indeterminate midtipUers

given in Art. 207, it may happen that the two equations for find-

ing I and m are inconsistent ; we will examine this case. Suppose

then 6"c' — b'c" = 0, so that these two equations are inconsistent

(Art. 205). In this case the value of x may be obtained from the
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second and tliird of the given equations, witliout using the first.

For multiply the second of the given equations by c", and the

third by c', and subtract ; thus the coefficients of y and z vanish,

and we have an equation for determining x. For example, sup-

pose the equations to be

4a;+ 2y+ 3s = 19, 03 + 3/ +42; = 9, x + 2?/ + 85; = 15.

Hei'e the value of x may be found from the second and thii-d

equations ; we shall obtain x — ?> \ substitute this value of £c in

the three given equations ; from the first we have 2?/ + 3s = 7, and

fi'om the second or thiixl y + 4s = 6 ; hence 3/ = 2 and z = \.

Again, the values of I and m may take the form -
, so that

the two equations for finding them are not independent ; we ^voll

examine this case. Here we have h"c' — Vc' = 0, he" — h"c — 0, and

h'c — hc'—{i; these suppositions are equivalent to the two i-elations

h' c' h" c"— = — and ^r- = — . Supiiose then that h' = ph. and thereforebe he
c =pc, and that h" = qh, and therefore c" = qc. Thus the given

equations ai-e

ax + by + cz = d, a'x + i^hy + 'pcz = d', a"x + qby + qcz — d",

and they may be written thus,

, a' , d' a" - d"
ax + by + cz = d, — x + by + cz = — ,

— x + by + cz = — .

P P 9 Q

Here x may be found from any two of the equations ; if we do

not obtain the same value from each jiair, the given equations ai*e

of course inconsistent ; if we do obtain the same value for x, then

the given equations are not independent ; and in fact we shall in

the latter case have only one equation for finding by + cz, so that

the values of y and z are indeterminate. For example, suppose the

given equations to be

a;+2y + 32;=10, 3a; + 43/ + 6s = 23, a + 6?/ + 9s = 24.

From any two of these equations we can find cc = 3 ; then

substituting this value of x in any one of the three equ.ations we

obtain 2?/ + 3s = 7, and thus y and s are indeterminate. If, how-

ever, the right-hand member of one of the given eqviations be
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altei'ed, we shall not obtain the same value of x from each pair of

the equations, and thus the given equations will be inconsistent.

218. In the preceding Articles we have supposed the given

equations to be solved, and from the peculiar forms of the solu-

tions have drawn inferences as to the nature of the given equa-

tions. We will now take one example of investigating a relation

between the equations without solving them. Suppose, as before,

that the equations are

ax + by + cz = d, a'x + h'y + cz = d', a"x + h"y + c"z = d";

and let us find the relations which must exist among the known

quantities, in order that the third equation may be deducible from

the other two by multiplication by suitable quantities and addition.

Suppose then that by multiplying the firet equation by X, and the

second by /a, and adding, we obtain a result which is coincident

with the thiixl equation. Thus,

{ka + fxa')x + (X6 + /a6')?/ + (Ac + ikg')z -\d + fxd'

is equivalent to a"x + h"y + c"z = d";

that is, we suppose that

Xa + /xa' _ a" Xb + fj.b' b" Xc + /xc' _ c"

Xd + fjid' d"' Xd+fxd' d" ' Xd+fjid' d"

'

From the last three equations we deduce

X _ a"d' - a'd" X _ b"d'-b'd" X _ c"d'-c'd"

/A
~ ad"-a"d ' /a" bd"-b"d '

fx cd"-c"d

Hence in order that the third equation may be deducible from

the other two in the manner proposed, we must have the follow-

ing i-elations among the known qviantities,

a"d'- a'd" _ b"d'- I'd" _ c"d'- c'd"

ad"-ad ~ bd"- b"d ~ cd"- c"d
'

It is easy to shew that if these relations hold, the values of

X, y, and z take the form ^ . For by multiplying up we obtain

restilts which shew that the numerators in the values of x, y,

and z vanish; and then by Art. 216 the denominator will also

vanish.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. CHAPTER XV.

, ^ ,
0;"+ 3a;'- 7a;'- 21a;- 36 . . ,

1. Reduce
^.^2x-- 10a;-- 11a;- 12 *^ '^' ^^^P^"^* f°^'"^-

2. Shew that

(a + 6 + c) («"+ 6V c'+ a6c) - (a6 + be + ca) (a' + b^ + c') = a* + b^ + c\

2 2 2 2
3. If ^ = , to = , z = ^ , y = ^ , find the2- w' 2-z 2-2/ 2-a;

relation between t and x.

4. If 2s = a + b + c, shew that1111 abc
+

s — a s — b s — c s s(s — a) {s — b) (s — c)'

5. Shew that the G. c. M. of two quantities is the L. c. M. of

theii" common measures.

6. Solve the equation

(x-9) {x -7)(x- 5) (cc- 1) = {x - 2) (x-i) (x - 6) (a;- 10).

7. Solve the simultaneous eqiiations

x + y + z = 0, ax + by + cz= 0,

bcx + cay + abz + (a -b) (b - c) (c - a) = 0.

8. If - + j- + - =
1 , shew that

a c a + + c

\a cj
^2„+l ^ J2,.+

l ^ ^.n+,

9. A person leaves £12670 to be divided among liis five

childi-en and three brothers, so that after the legacy duty has been

paid, each child's share shall be twice as great as each brother's.

The legacy duty on a child's shai-e being one per cent, and on a

brother's share three per cent., find what amounts they respectively

receive.

10. Solve the equation12 3 6
+

05 + 6a x—Za x + 2a x + a
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XVI. INVOLUTION.

219. If a quantity be continually multiplied by itself, it is

said to be involved or raised, and the power to which it is raised

is expressed by the number of times the quantity has been em-
ployed in the multiplication. The operation is called Involution.

Thus, as we have stated (Art. 16), ax a or a^ is called the

second power of a; a x a •< a or a^ is called the third power

of a; and so on.

220. If the quantity to be involved have a negative sign

prefixed, the sign of the even powei's will be positive, and the

sign of the odd powers will be negative.

For, - a X - a = a", -ax -a x - a = a^ x - a = -a^,

— a X — a X — a X — a = — a^ X — a = a*,

and so on.

221. A simple quantity is raised to any power by multiply-

ing the index of every factor in the quantity by the exponent of

that power, and prefixing the proper sign determined by the pre-

ceding Article.

Thus a" raised to the oi^''^ power is a""; for if we form the

product of 71 factors, each of which is a"", the result by the rule of

multiplication is a*"". Also (ah)" — ah x ab x ab... to n factors,

that is, ax ax a... to n factors xb xb xb... to n factors, that

is, a" X 6". Similarly, a%^c raised to the fifth power is a^°b^^c\

Also — a" raised to the n^^ power is =fc a""', where the positive or

negative sign is to be prefixed according as n is an even or odd

number. Or as -a""--! x a'", the n^^ power of - a" may be

written thus (— 1)" x a"*" or (— l)"a'"".

222. If the qixantity which is to be involved be a fraction,

both its numerator and denominator must be raised to the pro-

posed power. (Art. 142.)

T. A. 9
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223. If the quantity which is to be involved be compound,

the involution may either be re})resented by the proper index, or

may actually be pei-fornied.

Let a + h be the (piaiitity which is to be raised to anv

power,

a + h a' + 2ab +b' a^ + 3a'b + 3ah' + b'

a+b a+b a+b

a' + ab a' + 2a'b + ab' a* + 'da'b + 3a'b' + ab'

+ ab + b' + a'b + 2ab' + P + a'b + Sa'b' + 3ab' + b*

a' + 2ab + b' a' + 3a'b + 3ab' + b' a' + ia% + 6a'b' + iab' + b*

Thus the square or second power of a + b is a^ + 2ab + b", the

cube or third power of a + b is a^ + 3a% + 3ab^ + b^, the fourth

power of a + & is a* + ia^b + Qa'b^ + 4«6^ + b\ and so on.

Similarly, the second, third, and fourth })owers oi a — b will

be found to be respectively a' — 2ab + ¥, a^ - 3a^b + 3aV — b^, and

a^ — ia% + 6a^b^ — ia¥ + b* ; that is, wherever an odd power of b

occurs, the negative sign is prefixed.

We shall hereafter give a theorem, called the Binomial Theo-

rem, which will enable us to obtain any power of a binomial ex-

pression without the labour of actual multiplication.

224. It is obvious that the 7i^^ power of a"' is the same as the

m^^ power of a", for each iv'^ a'""; and thus we may arrive at the

same result by different processes of involution. We may, for

example, find the sixth power of a + 6 by repeated midtiplication

by a + b ; or we may first find the cube of a + b, and then the

square of this result, since the square of (a + by is (a + bf ; or we

may first find the sq\iare of a+ b and then the cube of this result,

since the cube of (a + by is (« + by.

225. It may be shewn by actual multiplication that

(^a+b + cy = a^ + b- + c^ + 2ab + 2bc + 2ac,

[a + b + c + dy -= a- + V + d' + d^ + 2ab + 2ac + 2ad + 2bc + 2hd + 2cd.

The following nile may be observed to hold good in the above

and similar examples : the square of any multinomial consists of
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the square of each term, together with twice the product of every pair

of terms.

Another form may also be given to these results,

(a + 6 + c)^ = a^ + 2a (6 + c) + 6^ + 26c + c^

{a + h + c^cTf = a^+ 2a (6 + c + f^) + 6' + 26 (c + d) + c* + 2cd + d\

The following nile may be observed to hold good in the above

and similar examples : the square ofany multinomial consists of the

square of each term, together with twice the product of each term by

the sum of all the terms which follov) it.

These rules may be strictly demonstrated by the process of

mathematical induction, which will be explained hereafter.

226. The following are additional examples in which we

employ the first of the two rules given in the preceding Article.

(a-6 + c)' = a' + 6* + c'-2a6 - 26c + 2ac,

= \-^x + \0x'-\2x^ + ^x\

(1 + aj + a;' + xy = 1 + x^ + x* + x^ + 2x+ ^x" + 2x^ + 2a;' + 2a;* + 2a;*

= 1 + 2a; + 3a;' + 4a;' + 3a;* + 2a;* + x\

227. The results given in Art. .5.5 for the cube of a + h, the

cube of a - 6, and the cube of « + 6 + c should be carefully noticed.

The following may also be verified.

{a + h + c -\- df = a^ + W + c^ + cP

+ 3«' (6 + c + 0?) + 36^ (« + c + c/) + 3c- (a 4- 6 + c?) + M^ (ci + 6 + c)

+ 66cc? + %acd + Qahd + Qabc.

i EXAMPLES OF INVOLUTION.

1. Find (1 + 2a; + 3a;')^ 2. Find (1 - a; + a;' - a;')'.

3. Find {a + b- cf. 4. Find ( 1 + 2a; + a;')'.

5. Find (1 + 3a; + 3a;* + xY + (1 - 3x + 3a;' - x')'.

G. bhew that —Q^^. 4
Q^^. = b .

9-2
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7. Shew that {ax'' +2hxy ^ cy^){aX^ + 2hXY + cY')

= {axX +eyY+b{xY + yX) ]' + {ac -b'){xY- yXf.

8. Shew that {x" + pxy + qy'') {X^ + pXY ^ qY')

= {xX+pyX+ qyYy +j) {xX^'pyX^ qyY) {xY- yX)+ q{xY- yXf
and also

= (a;X+ 2^x Y+qyYy+p {xX+pxY+ qy Y) (yX- xY) + q{xY- yXy.

9. Simplify

(1 - lOa;'' + 5x*) (5 - 30x^ + 5x*) + {5x - lOa;^ + a;') (20a; - 20a;^)

(5a; - lOx' + a;y + (1 - 10a;' + Sa")^

1 e. Shew that (a' + b'+c'+ cV) {p' + q' + r' + s')

= (ap — bq + cr — dsf + [aq +bp -cs — dry

+ (ar — bs - cp + dqf + (as + br + cq + dpif.

XVII. EVOLUTIOlSr.

228. Evolution, or the extraction of roots, is the method of

detennining a quantity, which when raised to a proposed power

will produce a given quantity.

229. Since the n^ power of a" is a*"", an «,'** root of aJ"" must

be a" ; that is, to extract any root of a simple qiiantity, we divide

the index of that quantity by the index of the root required.

230. If the root to be extracted be expressed by an odd

number, the sign of the root will be the same as the sign of the

proposed quantity, as appears by Art. 220. Thus,

U{-a')=-a.

231. If the root to be extracted be expressed by an even

number, and the quantity proposed be positive, the root may be

either positive or negative ; because either a positive or negative

quantity raised to an even power is positive by Art. 220. Thus,

232. If the root pro})Osed to be extracted be expressed by an

even number and the sign of the proposed quantity be negative,
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the root cannot be extracted ; because no quantity raised to an

even power can produce a negative result. Such roots are called

impossible.

233. A root of a fraction may be found by taking that root

of both the numerator and denominator. Thus,

x7(p)-f "^^^ \/(-J)="

234. "We will now investigate the method of extracting the

square root of a compound quantity.

Since the square root of a^ + 2ab + 6* is a + 6, we may be led

to a general male for the extraction of the square root of an alge-

braical expression by observing in. what manner a and h may be

derived from a^ + 2ah + 6*.

a^ + 2ah + h^ (« + h

2a + bj 2ab + b'

2ah + 6*

Arrange the teims according to the dimensions of one letter a,

then the fii'st tenn is a^, and its square root is a, which is the first

term of the required root. Subtract its square, that is a^, from

the whole expression, and bring down the remainder 2ab + 6^

Di-vT.de 2ab by 2a and the quotient is b, which is the other term

of the requii-ed root. Multiply the sum of twice the first tei-m

and the second terai, that is 2a + b, by the second term, that is 6,

and subtract the product, that is 2ab + 6*, fi-om the remainder.

This finishes the operation in the present case. If there were

more tei-ms we should proceed with « + 6 as we did foraierly

with a ; its square, that is a^ + 2ab + ¥, has already been sub-

tracted from the proposed expression, so we should divide the

remainder by the double of a-\-b for a new temi in the root, and

then for a new subtrahend we should multiply this tenn by the

sum of tAvice the foiTner temis and this term. The process must

be continued until the requii-ed root is found.
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235. For example, required the square root of the expres-

sion 4a;'' - 1 2x^ + 5x^ + 6x+l.

4x* - I2x^ + 5x' + Qx + 1 (2i(;'-3a;-l

4x'

4a;' - 3xJ - 12*' + 5x' + 6a; + 1

-12a;'+9x'

4a;''-6a;-i; -4a;*+6a; + l

- 4a;' + 6a; + 1

Here the square root of 4a;* is 2a;', which is the first term of

the requii-ed root. Subtract its square, that is 4a;*, from the

whole expression, and the remainder is — 12a;^ + 5x'' + 6a; + 1.

Divide — 12x^ by twice 2a;', that is by 4a;', the quotient is —3a;,

which Avill be the next term of the required root ; then mul-

tiply 4a;' — 3a; by — 3a; and subtract, so that the remainder is

— 4a;' -I- 6a; -I- 1. Divide by twice the portion of the root already

found, that is by 4a;' - 6a; ; this leads to — 1 ; the product of

4a;' — 6a; — 1 and — 1 is — 4a;' -i- 6a; -l- 1, and when this is subtracted

there is no remainder, and thus the requii-ed root is 2a;'— 3a;— 1.

For another example, required the square root of the expres-

sion x^ — 6ax^ + 15a'x'^ — 20a^a;^ -i- 1 5a*a;' — 6a*a; + a*. The operation

may be arranged as before,

a;^ - 6ax'+ 1 5a'a;*- 20aV+ IS^V- Qa'x^-a^ (x^- 3aa;'-f Sa'a; - a^

x'

2a;' - 3ax'J - 6rta;' + 1 5a'a;* - 20aV + 1 5a'x' - 6a'x + a^

— 6ax' -h 9a'a;*

2x^ - Grta;' 4- 3a*a;; 6a'a;* - 20aV + 15aV - Q,a'x + a"

6aV-18aV + 9aV

2a;' - 6aa;' + da-x - a^) - 2aV + 6a*a;' - 6a'a; + a^

- 2aV + 6«*a;' - ^a'x + a^
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236. It has been already remarked, that all even roots admit

of a double sign. (Art. 231.) Thus in the first example of Art. 235,

the expression 2x^ - 3a; - 1 is found to be a square root of the

expression there given, and - 2x' + 3a3 + 1 will also be a square

root, as may be verified. In fact, the process commenced by the

extraction of the square root of 4a;*, and this might be taken as

2a;* or as — 2x^ ; if we adopt the latter and continue the opera-

tion in the same manner as before, we shall arrive at the result

- 2x*+ 3a;+ 1. Similarly in the second example of Art. 235 we

see that - x" + 3ax' - 3a^x + a' will also be a square root.

237. The fourth root of an expression may be found by ex-

tracting the square root of the square root. Similarly the eighth

root may be found by three successive extractions of the square

root, and the sixteenth root by foTir successive extractions of the

square root, and so on.

For example, required the fourth root of the expression

Sla;" - 432a;' + 864a;' - 768a; + 256.

Proceed as in Art. 235, and we shall find that the square root

of the proposed expression is 9x^-24a; + 16; and the square root

of this is 3a; - 4, which is therefore the fourth root of the proposed

expression.

238. The preceding investigation of the square root of an

Algebraical expression will enable us to prove the rule for the

extraction of the square root of a number, which is given in

Arithmetic.

The square root of 100 is 10, of 10000 is 100, of 1000000 is

1000, and so on; hence it will follow that the square root of a

number less than 100 must consist of only one figure, of a number

between 100 and 10000 of two places of figures, of a number be-

tween 10000 and 1000000 of three places of figures, and so on.

If then a point be placed over every second figure in any number

beginning with the units, the number of points will shew the

number of figures in the square root. Thus the square root of

4356 consists of two figures, the square root of 611524 of three

figures, and so on.
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239. Suppose the square root of 4356 required.

Point the number accoxxUng to

the rule : thus it appears that the 4 3 5 6 (^
GO + 6

root consists of two places of figures. •^ " ^

Let a + b denote the root, where a is 120 + 6^756
the value of the figure in the tens' 7 5 6

place, and b the figure in the units'

place. Then a must be the greatest multiple of ten which has

its square less than 4300 ; this is found to be 60, Subtract a",

that is the square of 60, from the given number, and the remain-

der is 756. Divide this remainder by 2a, that is by 120, and the

quotient is 6, which is the value of b. Then {2a + b) b, that is

126 X 6 or 756, is the quantity to be subtracted; and as there is

now no remainder, we conclude that 60 + 6 or 66 is the required

square root.

It is stated above that a is the gi"eatest multiple of ten which

has its square less^ than 4300. For a evidently cannot be a

greater midtiple of ten. If possible suppose it to be some multi-

ple of ten less than this, say x ; then since x is in the tens' place,

and b in the units' place, x + b is less than a ; therefore the square

of 03 + 6 is less than a*, and consequently x + b is less than the

true root.

If the root consist of three places of figures, let a represent

the hundreds and b the tens ; then having obtained a and b as

before, let the hundreds and tens together be considered as a new
value of a, and find a new value of b for the units.

The cyi^hers may be omitted for the sake of brevity, and the

following rule may be obtained from the process.

Point every second figiire beginning with

the units' place, and thus divide the whole 4 3 5 6 (^6 6

number into several peiiods. Find the great- "^ "

est number whose square is contained iii the 12 6^756
first period ; this is the first figure in the 7 5 6

root ; subtract its square from the first period,
'
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and to the remainder bring down the next period. Divide this

quantity, omitting the last figure, by twice the j^art of the root

already found, and annex the result to the root and also to the

divisor, then multiply the divisor as it now stands by the part of

the root last obtained for the subtrahend. If there be more

periods to be brought down the operation must be repeated.

240. Extract the square root of 611524 ; also of 10246401.

6il524(^782 1 6 2 4 6 4 i (, 3 2 1

4 9 9

1 4 8; 1 2 1 5 6 2; 1 2 4

118 4 12 4

156 2;3124 6401;G401
3 12 4 640 1

In the second example the student should obsei-ve the occur-

rence of the cypher in the root.

241. The i-ule for extracting the square root of a decimal

follows from the preceding nde. We must observe, however, that

if any decimal be squared there will be an even number of decimal

places in the result, and thei'efore there cannot be an exact square

root of any decimal which in its simplest state has an odd number
of decimal places.

The square root of 21 -76 is one-tenth of the square root of

100 X 21-76, that is of 2176. So also the square root of -0361 is

one-hundredth of that of 10000 x -0361, that is of 361. Thus we
may deduce tliis i"ule for extracting the square root of a decimal

:

put a point over every second figure beginning at the units' place,

and continuing both to the right and left of it ; then proceed as

in the extraction of the square root of integers, and mark off as

many decimal places in the result as the number of periods in the

decimal part of the proposed number.
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242. The student will probably soon acquire the conviction

that many integers have strictly speaking no square root. Take

for example the integer 7. It is obvious that 7 can have no

integer for its square root ; for the square of 2 is less than 7, and

the square of 3 is gi-eater than 7. Nor can 7 have any fraction as

its square root. For take any fraction which is strictly a fraction

and not an integer in a fractional form, and multiply this fraction

by itself ; then the product will be a fraction : this statement can

be verified to any extent by trial, and may be demonstrated by

the principles of Chapter Lll. Thus 7 has no square root, either

integi'al or fractional. In like manner no integer can have a

square root unless that integer be one of the set of numbers

1, 4, 9, 16, ... which are the squares of the natural numbers

1, 2, 3, 4, ..., and are called square mimbei's.

243. In the extraction of the square root of an integer, if

there is still a remainder after we have arrived at the figure in

the units' place of the root, it indicates that the proposed number

has not an exact square i-oot. We may if we please proceed with

the approximation to any desired extent by supposing a decimal

point at the end of the proposed number, and annexing any even

number of cyphers and continuing the operation. We thus obtain

a decimal part to be added to the integi-al part already found.

It may be observed that in such a case by continuing the

process we shall not arrive at figures in the root which circulate

or recur. For a recurring decimal can be rediiced to a fraction by

a rule given in books on Ai-ithmetic, and which will be demon-

strated in Chapter xxxi ; and therefore, if the square root were

a recurring decimal it could be expressed as a fraction, and so

there would be an exact square root, which is contrary to the

supposition.

Similarly, if a decimal number has no exact square root, we

may annex cyphers and proceed with the approximation to any

desired extent.
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2-44. The following is the extraction of the square root of

twelve to seven decimal places.

1 2-0 6 . . . (3-4 6 4 10 16

9

6 4;3 00

2 5 6

6 8 6 J4 4

4 116

6924^28400
2 7 6 9 6

69281J70400
6 9 2 8 1

692820i;ill90000
6 9 2 8 201

69282026;426179900
415 6 9 2 15 6

10 4 8 7 7 4 4

Thus we see in what sense we can be said to approximate to

the square root of 12 : the square of 3'4G41016 is less than 12,

and the square of3'4641017 is greater than 12 ; the former square

differs from 12 by the fraction which has 10487744 for numerator

and lO'* for denominator.

245. It can be demonstrated by the principles of Chapter lii.

that no fraction can have a square root xinless the niimerator and

denominator are both square numbers when the fraction is in its

lowest terms. But we may approximate to any desii'ed extent

to the square root of a fraction.
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3
Suppose for example we requii'e the square root of = .

- = "^ ; then approximate to the

square root of 3 and to the square root of 7, and divide the former

result by the latter. But the following methods are preferable.

3
Convert ^ into a decimal to any required degree of approxi-

mation ; and approximate to the square root of this decimal.

Or proceed thus : /' = /l^l =4^ = ^D . «,«„

approximate to the square root of 21 and divide the result

by 7.

246. When n + 1 figures of a square root have been obtained

by the ordinary method, n more may be obtained by division only,

supposing 2n + 1 to be the whole number.

Let N represent the number whose square root is required,

a the part of the root already obtained, x the part which remains

to be found ; then

JN = a + x,

so that • N =^a^ + 2ax + x',

therefore, N- a^ — 2ax + x',

N- a' ^
and —^— =»; + --.

"la za

Thus N—a^ divided by 2a will give the rest of the square
3 2

root required, or x, increased by k— ; and we shall shew that ;r—

is a proper fraction, so that by neglecting the remainder arising

from the division we obtain the part required. For x by siip-

position contains n digits, so that a;^ cannot contain more than

x^
2n digits ; but a contains 2n+ I digits, and thus ^ is a proper

2a

fraction.
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The above demonstration implies that N is an integer with

an exact square root : but we may easily extend the result to

other cases. For example, suppose we requii-e the square root

of 12 to 4 places of decimals. We have in fact to seek the square

root of 1200000000, and to divide the result by 10000. Now
the process in Art. 244 shews that 1200000000 - 1119 = (34641 )^

Here If may stand for 1200000000-1119; and then a may

stand for 34600 and x for 41. Thus the demonstration assm-es

us that we can obtain 41 by dividing 2840000 by 69200, that is

by di\Hding 28400 by 692 : and this coincides with the rule given

in books on Arithmetic.

In like manner if we require the square root of 12 to 6 places

of decimals, the last three figures, namely 101, can be obtained by

dividing 704000 by 6928.

247. "We will now investigate the method of extracting the

cube root of a compound quantity.

The cube root of a^ + 3a"b + 3ab' + b^ is a + b, and to obtain

this we may proceed thus : Arrange , „ ., „ ,2 ,3
, ,

•^ ^ IT a-^3ab + 3ab+bLa + b
the terms according to the dimen- ,

.
0^

sions of one letter a, then the first

term is a^, and its cube root is a, ^a'^l 3a b + Sab + b

which is the first term of the re- Sa^b + 3ab^ + b^

quired root. Subtract its cube, that

is a', from the whole expression, and bring down the remainder

3a*6 + 3ab' + 6^ Divide the first tei-m of the remainder by 3a^,

and the quotient is b, which Ls the other term of the requii-ed

root; then subtract 3a^6 + 3a6* + 6^ from the remainder, and the

whole cube of a + 6 has been subtracted. This finishes the opera-

tion in the present case. If there were more terms we should

proceed with a + b as we formerly did with a ; its cube, that is

a^ + 3a^b + 3ab^ + b^, has already been subtracted from the pro-

posed expression, so we should divide the remainder by 3 (a + bf

for a new term in the root ; and so on.
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248. It will be convenient in extracting the cnbe root

of more com}>lex iilgebniical expressions, and of numbers, to

arrange the process of the preceding Article ia three columns,

as follows

:

3a + b 3a' a' + 3a% + 3a6* + h^ [a-^h

(3a + &) 6 a?

3aF+3ab + b' 3a% + 3ah' + 1/

3a%+3ab' + h^

Find the first term of the root, that is a
;
put ci? under the

given expression in the third column and subtract it. Put 3a

in the first column, and 3a' in the second column ; divide 3a'b

by 3a*, and thus obtain the quotient h ; add h to the quantity

in the first column ; multiply the expression now in the first

column by h, and place the product in the second column and add

it to the quantity already there; thus we obtain 3«* + 3«6 + 6";

multiply this by h and we obtain 3a% + 3a6* + 6^, which is to be

placed in the third column and subtracted. We have thus com-

pleted the process of subtracting (a + by from the original ex-

pression. If there were more tenns the process would have to

be continued.

249. In continuing the operation we mvist add such a quan-

tity to the first column as to obtain there three times the part of

the root already found. This is conveniently efiected

thus : we have ah-eady in the first column 3a + 6
; „,

J

place 26 under the h and add ; so we obtain 3a + 36,

which is three times a + 6, that is, three times the ^<^ + ^"

part of the root already fovuid. Moreover, we must add such a

quantity to the second column as to obtain there three times the

square of the part of the root already found.

This is conveniently efiected thus : we have

already ia the second column (3a + 6) h, and

below that 3a^ + 3a6 + V
;
place 6" below and

add the expressions in the three lines ; so v.e

obtain 3a'^ -f- 6a6 + 36^^, which is three times

(3a + 6)6)

3a' + 3a6 + 6^
6*

3a* + Qab + 36'
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(a + by, that is, three times the square of the part of the root

already found.

250. Example; extract the cube root of

8a:'- 36cx' + 66cV - 63cV + S3c'x' ~ Oc'x ^ c'.

6x'-3cx^

— 6cxj

12a;''

— Sex {6x^ — 3cx) ^

I2x* - I8cx' + 9c'x'

>

eaf - 9cx + c'

12a;^-36cx'+27cV

+ c'(6x''-- 9cx + c')

12a;*- 36ca;^ + 33cV- 9c'aj + c*

8x' - SGcx' + 66cV - 63cV + 33c*a;' - Oc'x + c' { 2x' - 3cx + c*

Saj"

- 36ca;' + 66cV - 63cV + 33cV - 9c'x + c"

-36c«' + 54cV-27cV

12cV - 36cV + 33cV - 9c'x + c«

12cV - 36cV + 33cV - 9c'a; + c'

The cube root of 8x^ is 2^^ which -will be the first term of the

root; put ^x" under the given expression in the thii-d column and

subtract it. Put thi-ee times 2x^ in the first column, and three

times the square of 2x* in the second column ; that is, put Qaf in

the first column, and 12a;* in the second column. Divide - 36ca;^

by 12a;*, and thus obtain the quotient — 3ca;, which will be the

second temi of the root; place this term in the first column,

and multiply the expression now in the first column, that is,

6a;* — 3ca; by —Sex; place the product under the quantity in the

second column and add it to that quantity; tlius we obtain

12a;*- 18ca;^ + 9c*a;''; multiply this by - 3ca;, and place the product

in the third column and subtract. Thus we have a remainder in

the third column, and the pai't of the root already found is

2a;^ - 3c.c.
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We must now adjust the first and second columns in the

manner explained in Art. 249. We put twice — 3cx, that is,

— 6cx, under the quantity in the first column, and add the two

lines j so we obtain 6x^ — 9cx, which is three times the part of

the root already found. We put the square of — 3cx, that is, Oc^a;",

under tlie quantity in the second cohimn, and add the last three

lines in this column; so we obtain 12x* — 36cx^ + 27c'x^, which

is three times the square of the part of the root already found.

Now divide the remainder in the third column by the ex-

pression just obtained, and we arrive at c" for the last term of

the root; proceed as before and the operation closes.

251. The pi-eceding investigation of the cube root of an

Algeljraical ex]iression will enable us to deduce a rule for the

extraction of the cube root of any nimiljer.

The cube root of 1000 is 10, of 1000000 is 100, and so on;

hence it will follow that the cube root of a number less than

1000 must consist of only one figure, of a number between 1000

and 1000000 of two places of figiu-es, and so on. If then a point

be placed over every third figure in any number beginning with

the units, the number of points will shew the number of figures

in the cube root.

252. Suppose the cube root of 405224 requu^ed.

210 + 4 14700 405224(^70 + 4

3 4 3

14 7

8 5 6

15 5 5 6 6 2 224
6 2 2 2 4

Point the number according to the rule ; thus it appears that

the root consists of two places of figures. Let a + b denote the

root, where a is the value of the figure in the tens' place, and b

the figure in the units' place. Then a must be the greatest multi-

ple of ten which has its cube less than 405000; that is, a must be
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70. Place the cube of 70, that is 343000, in the third column

under the given number and subtract. Place three times 70, that

is 210, in the first column, and three times the square of 70, that

is 14700, in the second column. Divide the remainder in the

third column by the number in the second column, that is, divide

62224 by 14700; we thus obtain 4, which is the value of b. Add
4 to the first column ; multiply the sum thus formed by 4, that is,

mvdtiply 214 by 4; we thus obtain 856; place this ia the second

column and add it to the number ah-eady there. Thus we obtain

15556; multiply this by 4, place the product in the third column

and subtract. The remainder Ls zero, and therefore 74 is the re-

quired root. The cyphers may be omitted for brevity, and the

process will stand thus:

214 147 40 5 224(74
8 5 6 3 4 3

15556 62224
6 2 2 2 4

253. Example; extract the cube root of 12812904.

6 3| 12 12 812904(^234
el 18 9^ 8

6 9 4 13 8 9

9]

4 8 12
4 167

6 4 5 9 4

6 4.5 9 4

15 8 7

2 7 7 G

16 14 7 6

After obtaining the first two figures of the root 23, we adjust

the first and second columns in the manner explained in Ai-t. 249.

We place twice 3 under the first column and add the two lines

giving 69, and we place the square of 3 under the second column

and add the last three lines giving 1587. Then the operation is

continued as before. The cube root is 234.

T. A. 10
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254. Example; extract the cube root of 144182818617453.

15 2\ 75 14 4 182818617453(^52437
:)4J 3 4) 125

1564| 7804^ 19182
8i 4' 15608

1572 3| 8112 3574818
6j 6256^ 3269824

157297 817456> 304994617
16) 247 2 59907

823728 5 7734710453
47169, 57734710453

82419969
9I

82467147
1101079

8247815779

The cube root is 52437.

255. If the root have any nvimber of decimal places the cube

will have thrice as many; and therefore the number of decimal

places in a decimal number, which is a perfect cube, and in its

simplest state, will necessarily be a multiple of three, and the

number of decimal places in the root will be a third of that

number. Hence if the given cube niimber be a decimal, we

place a point over the units' figure, and over every thiixl figiire to

the right and left of it ; then the number of points in the decimal

part of the proposed nimiber will indicate the number of decimal

places in the cube root.

If a number have no exact cube root we may, as in the ex-

traction of the square root, proceed with the approximation to

any desired extent. See Art. 243.
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256. Required the cube root of 1481 "544.

3 1) 3 i 4 8 i -5 4 4 (1 1 -4

2j 3 l -i
_1

3 34 3 3 1}^ 481
3 3 1

15 5 4 4

15 5 4 4

3 7 6 3 6

The cube root is 1 1 '4.

257. When n + 2 figures of a C7ibe root have been obtained

by the ordinary viethod, n viore may he obtained by division only,

supposing 2n +2 to be the whole number.

Let N represent the number whose cube root is required,

a the part of the root already obtained, x the part which remains

to be found ; then

lJN=a + x,

so that N=a^+ Sa'^x + 3ax^ + x^

;

therefore, N~ a^ = 3a^x + Sax' + x^,

,
iV-a^ x^ x^

and q 2 =^ + — +^-2-
oa a 3a

Thus N-a^ divided by 3a^ will give the rest of the cube

x^ x^
root required, or x, increased by — + ^r-s ; and we shall shew

a oa

that the latter expression is a, proper Jraction, so that by neglect-

ing the remainder arising from the division, we obtain the part

required For by supposition, x is less than 10", and a is not

X' 10^" 1
less than 10'"""; thus — is less than .Tr^rxr, that is, less than -r^ .

x^ 1
0^"

1And ^ is less than
g^-^^.^^^ , ^^^at is, less than . Hence

x^ a? . 1 1—I- s—2 is less than r— + -—
, and is tlius less than unity,

a oa 10 3x10 ''

Remarks similar to those in the latter part of Art. 246 apply

here.

10—2
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EXAMPLES OF EVOLUTION.

Extract the square roots of the expressions contained in the

following examples from 1 to 1 5 inclusive :

1. a;*-2a;' + 3a;'-2a; + l. 2. x* - Ax' + 8x + 4:.

3. 4x'+12x' + 5x^~6x + l. 4. 4.x' - Ax^ + 5x' - 2x + I.

5. ix' - 1 2ax' + 25aV - 2ia'x + 1 6a\

6. 25a;' - SOax^ + 49aV - 24a«£c + 1 6a^

7. x'-6ax' + l 5a'x' - 20aV + 15aV - ^a^x + a".

8. {a -by -2 {a' + ¥) {a -by+2 {a' + b%

9. 4 {(a^ - b') cd + ab (c= - d')}' + {{a' - b') (c^ - d') - Aabcdy.

10. a^ + 6' + c* + </* - 2a^ (6' + d') - 2V (c' - d') + 2c' {a^ - d").

11. (x+-\~4:(x--). 12. x'-x' + ^ + Ax-2 + -,.
\ x) \ xj 4 X

^ „ a'' a" «* ^ £C"

13. — H— + -, - ax - 2 + -„

.

4 a; ar a

14. a' + 2 (26 - c) a' + (46^ - 4&c + Zc') a' + 2c' (26 - c) a + c\

15. (a - 26)' a;* - 2a (a - 26) a;^ + (a' + 4a6 - 6a - 86' + 126) a;'

-(4a6- 6a) a; + 46' -126 + 9.

16. Find the square root of the svim of the squares of "2, '4,

•6, -86.

Extract the cube root of the expressions and numbers in the

following examples from 17 to 23 inclusive :

17. a;" - 9x-' + 33a;' - 63a;' + 66a;' - 36a; + 8.

18. 8a;'' + 48ca;' + 60c'a;' - 80cV - 90cV ^ 1 08c*a; - 27c'.

19. 8a;' - 36ca;^ + 102c'a;' - 171cV + 204cV - 144c'a; + 64^

20. 167-284151. 21. 731189187729.

22. 10970-645048. 23. 1371742108367626890260631.

24. Extract thefourth root of fx' + -?j - 4 (x + -\ + \2.
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25. If a number contain n digits, its square root contains

i {271 + l-(-l)"} digits.

26. Shew that the following expression is an exact square

:

{x' - yzf + {if - zxf + (2^ - xyf - 3 (ar' - yz) {y- - zx) (z^ - xy).

XVIII. THEORY OF INDICES.

258. We have defined a"*, where m is a positive integer, as

the product ofm factors each equal to a, and we have shewn that

a" X a" = a"'*", and that —
-
=«*""" or -—— according as tn is greater

or less than n. Hitherto then an exponent has always been a

positive integer ; it is however found convenient to use exponents

which are not positive integers, and we shall now explain the

meaning of such exponents.

259. As fractional indices and negative indices have not yet

been defined, we are at liberty to give what definitions we please

to them ; and it is found convenient to give such definitions to

them as will make the important relation oT x a" = a"'^" alwcvys

true, whatever m and n Diay he.

For example ; required the meaning of afi.

By supposition we are to have a"^ xa- ^ a} = a. Thus a^ must
be such a nimiber that if it be multiplied by itself the result is a

;

and the square root of a Ls by definition such a number ; therefore

a2 mxist be equivalent to the square root of a, that is, a^ = Ja.

Again ; requii'ed the meaning of a^.

By supposition we are to have a^ x fr x a^ = a^^^*^ = a^ = a.

Hence, as before, a^ must be equivalent to the cube I'oot of a,

that is a^ = ^/a.
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3

Again ; lequii-ed the meaning of a*.

3 3 3 3

By supposition, a' x a^ x a' x a* = «* •

therefore a"* = ^a^.

These examples woiikl enable the student to understand what

is meant by any fractional exponent ; but wo will give the defini-

tion in general symlaols in the next two Articles

1

260. Required the meaning of a" where n is any positive whole

number.

By supposition,

- - - - + - + - + ... to n terms
,

ft" X a" X ft" X . . . to ?i factors = a" » » = a = a
j

1

therefore a" must be equivalent to the w"' root of a,

that is, ft" = ^a.

261. Required the meaning of a" where m a9id n are any posi-

tive whole number's.

By supposition,

9n m m m m m , ,

r IT ;7 i r-i 1"! ^-— + .-ton terms
a" X ft" X ft" X . . . to n lactors = «" » " = « j

therefore a" must be equivalent to the n^^ root of ft'",

that is, ft" = ^ft"".

m

Hence ft" means the n*^ root of the m^^ power of ft ; that is,

in a fractional index the numei'ator denotes a power and the

denominator a root.

262. We have thus assigned a meaning to any positive index,

whether whole or fractional ; it remains to assign a meaning to

negative indices.

For example, required the meaning of a~^.

By supposition, ft' x ft~* = ft^~^ = ft' = a,

therefore a~^ = — = —

.

ft^ ft'

We will now give the definition m general symbols.
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263. Required the meaning of bT" ; where n is any j)ositive

number wJwle or fractional.

Bj supposition, whatever m may he, we ai'e to have

a" X «~" = a"""".

Now we may suppose m positive and gi-eater than n, and then,

by what has gone before, we have

a"""" X a" = a" : and therefore a"'" = —

.

a

_ a"*
Therefore a"" x a " = —- :

a

therefore a~" = —

.

a

In order to express this in words we will define the word

recijyroccd. One quantity is said to be the recij)rocal of another

when the product of the two is equal to unity ; thus, for example,

X is the reciprocal of -
.

Hence a~" is the reciprocal of a" ; or we may put this result

symbolically in any of the following ways,

a" X a'" = 1.
-,_1 , 1
— n ? * =-^>
a '

a
"'

264. It will follow from the meaning which has been given

to a negative index that oT-^oP — a'"~" when m is less than n, as

well as when m is greater than n. For suppose m less than n

;

we have

a a

Suppose tn = n ; then a^-j-a" is obviously = 1 ; and a'"~" = a''.

The last symbol has not hitherto received a meaning, so that we
are at libei-ty to give it the meaning which naturally presents

itself; hence we may say that a"—!.
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265. Thus, for example, accovLliug to these definitions,

-3 1 -ill -4 1 _ 1

Thus it will appear that it is not absolutely Tiecessary to intro-

duce fractional and negative exponents into Algebi-a, since they

merely supply us with a new notation for quantities which w^e had

already the means of representing. It is, as we have said, a con-

venient notation, which the student will learn to appreciate as he

proceeds.

The notation which we have explained will now be used in

establishing some propositions relating to roots and powei-s.

266. To shew that a" xV = {ah

1 1

Let a" X 6" = a; ; therefore

x" = (J X 6"Y = («") X (l/'\
,

(by Ai-t. 41), = a X 6.

Thus af = ab, therefore x = [abj", which was to be proved.

In the same manner we can prove that

267. As an example of the preceding proposition we have

Ja X Jb = J{ab). ISTow, as we have seen in Art. 236, a square

root admits of a^ double sign ; hence strictly speaking om- result

should be stated "thus : the product of one of the square roots of

a into one of the square roots of b is equal to one of the square

roots of ab. A similar remark applies to other propositions of the

present Chapter. In the higher parts of mathematics the matter

here noticed is discussed in more detail : see Theory of Equations,

Chapter xi.
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268. Hence a" x 6" x c" = f a6 j" x c" = ( aScj".

And by proceeding in this way vre can prove that

a" xb" xc" X X k" = I ahc .... kV.

Suppose now that there are m of these quantities a,b,c,... k,

and that each of them is equal to a ; then we obtain

Bxit (ar\ is, by Aj-ts. 260, 261, c? ; thus

Hence compaiing this with Art. 261 we see that the n^^ root

of the TJi"* power of a is equivalent to the m^^ power of the w"" root

of a.

269. To shew that Lir)" = ak.

Let x=ia"'Y; therefore x^ = a"^ ; therefore af*^=a; there-

fore X = a™". Tlius ( a"* j" = a™", which was to be proved.

270. To shew that a" = a"?.

Let X ^a'^ \ therefore a;" = a" ; therefore a;"'' = a""^ ; therefore

x=arP. Tlius «" = o"^, which was to be proved.

271. The student may infer fi-om what we have said in

Art. 265, that the propositions just established may also be

established without vising fractional exponents. Take for example

that in Art. 266 ; here we have to shew that

:^ax ^b= :^{ab).
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Proceed as before ; let a; = !ja x '^b ; therefore

x" = (^a X ;/6)" = (7a)" x (^ft)", (by Art. 41), =axh.

Thus x" = ab, therefore x = !^{ab), which was to be proved.

272. We have been led to the definitions of Arts. 260. ..265

as consequences of considering the relations a'" x a" = a""*" and

(a'")" = a'"" to be universally true, whatever m and n may be ; we

shall now proceed to shew conversely that if we adopt these defi-

nitions the relations a'" x a" = a""^" and (a'")" = a""* are universally

true, whatever m and ?i may be.

-+-
273. To shew that a^ x a' = a'' '.

o?xa' = a" X a"", by Art. 270,

= (a'"]'' X (a'''
J', by definition,

= U'" X aA''', by Ai-t. 266,

274. In the same way we can shew that

275. Thus the relation a'" x a" = a"''*'" is shewn to be true

when W2. and ?i are positive fractions, so that it is true when m
and n are any positive quantities. It remains to shew that it is

also time when either of them is a negative quantity, and when

both are negative quantities.

(1) Suppose one to be a negative quantity, say n ; let

n= — v.

Then a"" xa" = oT x a'" ^a"'x-^% = a"*-", (by Art. 274),
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(2) Suppose both to be negative quantities ; lot

m = — fi and n = — v.

Then

a- X a" ^ a- x a- ^
^^

x 1 =^ = J
, ,

(by Art. 275),

276. Similarly a'" x a" x a^ = «"'+" x a^ = a"'+"+^ ; and so on.

Thus if we suppose there to be r quantities m, n, p, ..., and

that each of the others is equal to m, we obtain

(a"')'' = a""",

whatever 771 may be.

(p\r pr

(pv r / v\r pr

aiy; therefore of = lai \ =a'i, by Art. 27 G ; there-

pr

fore as'^^a**; therefore x = a*', which was to be proved.

278. To shew that (a"")" = a™" universally.

By the preceding Article this is true when m and n are any

positive quantities ; it remains to shew that it is tiiie when either

of them is a negative quantity, and when both are negative

quantities.

(1) Suppose n to be a negative quantity, and let it = — v.

Then (ay - («"-)-" = -^rr. = 4r. =
*""" = «"'"•

(2) Suppose 771 to be a negative quantity, and let it — — fJi.

Then (a-r = {^-^ =Q" =^ - «-'^" = «""'•

(3) Suppose both 7n and 7X to be negative quantities ; let

m = — fx and ?i = — v.

Then (a*")" = (a''')-'' = -—-. = —-. = a"" - a"'".(„.)..(„-,)-. =___,_=^
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EXAMPLES OF INDICES.

1. Simplify (a:^ x x^)^.

2. Find the product of a'-, a~^, a~^, and a~^.

3. Fi„,U,.p™<,„otof(?fy,(^^)'a,.,(|'y.

4. Simplify the product of

J, a-^, ^a\ a", s/^V^ and (a"^)^.

5. Simplify ^^JAjJ_^um\

6. Multiply a- + 6"-^ + a~-5 by ah~- -a- + h^.

r- -\r ^ • ^ i li 2 11
I

.

Multiply x^ - xy'^ 4- x-y -y^ by a; + a;-2/-+ y.

8. Multiply a^ - ct? + a' - a- + a^ - a + a^ -I by a^ + 1.

9. Multiply a^-a^ + l- a^ + cC^ by ft^ + 1 + «-^.

10. Multiply - 3fr= + 2a-*6-^ by - IcC^ _ 3«-*6.

1 1. Divide a* — a;^^ + a^~y — y- by x- — y^.

12. Divide a;^ + cc^a'' + a^ by a;^ + aj^a^ + a'.

13. Divide a^ - a ^ hj a^ - a"^

.

14. Divide 2x^y~^ - ox*y~^ + Ta:'^"' - bx^ + 2a;3/

by x^y~^-x^y~^-^xy~^.

15. Divide a^ - «-6 + a^>^ - 2«26^ + 6- by a^ - a6* + a% - 6^.

f i , 4 f,„ „. ,.„ o* — aa;^ + a^a; — aj*

io. oimpliiy
a^ — a^x^ + 3a*a; — 3rta;- + a'^x^ — a;^
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9o/5_ y' cc" Zy — x"
17. Extract the square root oi — + -^—i r— •

18. Extract the square root of

4a - 12a-263 + 96^ + IGa'^c^ - 246* c^ + 16cl

19. Extract the square root of

256a;^ - 512a; + 640a;^ - 512a;* + 304 - 128a;-* + 40a;^^ - Sa;"' + a;"*.

20. If rt'' = 6'', shew that (?)'=»''''; and if ft = 26, shew

that 6=2.

XIX. SUEDS.

279. When a root of an Algebraical quantity which is ro-

quired, cannot be exactly obtained, it is called an irrational or
2 6

surd quantity. Thus \]a? or or is called a surd. But IJa^ or a^,

though apparently in a surd form, can be expressed by «^, and so

is not called a surd.

The lilies for operations with surds follow fi'oni the proposi-

tions established in the preceding Chapter, as will now be seen.

280. A rational quantity may he expressed in the form, of a

given surd, by raising it to the 2>oicer whose root the surd expresses^

and affixing the radical sign.

n

Thus a = Ja^ = IJa^, &c. ; and a + a; = (a + a;)" . In the same

manner the form of any surd may be altered ; thus

(a + a;)2 = (a + a;)* = (a + a;)^

The quantities are here raised to certain powers, and the roots of

those powers ai'e again taken, so that the values of the tpiantities

are not chansfed.
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281. The coefficient of a surd may he introduced U7uler the

radical sign, hy first red^icing it to the form of the surd and then

multiplying according to Art. 271.

For example,

a Jx = Ja'' X Jx = J{a^x) ; ai/ = {ahff ;

xj{2a-x)^ J{lax" - x') ; a x (a - xf = {a' (a - xff

;

4V2 = V(16x2) = V32.

282. Conversely, any quantity may be made the coefficient of

a surd, if every part under the sign he divided hy the quantity

raised to the poiver whose root the sign expresses.

Thus s^/{a^ — ax) = a' x J[a - x)
; J{a'^ — a'x) = a J(a — x)

;

K - x'f ^ a" X
(^1

- ^I)» ; ^60 = J{^ X 15) = 2 715 ;

(I _ 1^^- ^ (^ _ i'VL 1 (t_iV= (^^-^^^

\h' x'J b\ x'J x\b' J xh '

283. When surds have the same irrational part, their sum or

difference is found hy affixing to that ii-rational part the sum or

difference of their coefficients.

Thus a Jx ± h Jx = (a ± b) Jx ;

7300^573 = 1073^573=1573 or 573;

7(3a^6) + J{?,x'b) = a JCdh) + X 7(36) = {a+x) J{3b).

281. If two surds have the same index, their product is found

by talcing the jyroduct of the quantities under the signs and retain-

ing the common index.

Thus a" X 6" = {ahf, (Art. 266) ; 72 x 73 = 76 ;

(a + bf-->^{a-h)^- = (ci?-h'f.

285. If the surds have coefficients, the product of these coeffi-

cients must be prefixed.

Thus ajxxbjy^ahj{xy); 3 78x572 = 15716 = 60.

/
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286. If the indices of two m/rds have a common denominator^

let the quantities he raised to the powers exjyressed hy their respective

numerators, and their prodiict may hefound as before.

Thus 2* X 3^ = 8^ X 3^ = (24)*

;

{a + x)^ x{a-x)^={{a + x) {a - xf}^.

287. If the indices have not a common denominator, they may

be tj'ansformed to others of the same value with a common deno-

minator, a'nd their productfound as in Art. 286.

Thus {a' - x'f x{a-xf = {a' - x^)^ x (« - xf = {{a' - x') {a - x)']^
;

2^ X 3^ = 2^ X 3^ = 8^ X 9* = (72)*.

288. If two surds have the same rational quantity under the

radical signs, their product is found hy mahiTig the sum of the

indices the index of that quantity.

1 i L^.1
Thus a" X a™ = a" ", (Art. 273)

;

^2 X ^2 = 2^ X 2^ = 2- * ^ = 2l

289. If the indices of two surds have a common denominator,

the quotient of one surd divided hy the otlier is obtained hy raising

them respectively to the potvers expressed by the numerators of their

indices, and extracting tlud root of the quotient which is expressed

by the common denominator.

1 m

Thus, «4=(»)MArt.266);!^=(f:)^;

290. If the indices have not a common denominator, reduce

them to others of the same value ivith a common denominator, and

proceed as before.

Thus {a' - x'y^{a^ - ^Y = («' - x'f^{a' - x'f =
(
Kl^'U^-
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291. If the surds have the same rational quantity under the

radical signs, their quotient is obtained by making tJie difference of

the indices the index of that quantity.

1 1 1 _ 1

Thus, a"'-^a" = a"" ", (Art. 274)

;

/2-^ 3/2 __ 92_:^2^ = 2^~^ = 2 .

292. It is sometinies iiseftil to put a fractiou wliicli has a

simple surd in its denominator into another foiin, by multiplj-ing

both numerator and denominator by a factor which will render the

denominator rational. Thus, for example,

. 2 _ 2^3 _2V3
JZ JZ X ^3 3

"
•

If we \vdsh to calcvdate numerically the approximate value of

2—- it will be found less laborious to use the equivalent form

2^/3 Q- -1 ,
a ajb

293. It is also easy to rationalise the denominator of a frac-

tion when that denominator consists of two quadratic surds.

For
a a {Jb =fJg) _ a{Jb^Jc)

Jb^Jc Ub^Jc){Jb^Jc) b-c

So also -r^ =
^,

-ib=-J<^) <l;-sf<^)
,

Similarlv
^ ^ J^ - (3 + ^/5) (3 + ^5) _ 144-6^5 _ T + V^

feunrlarly
33^5 "

(3 - ^5) (3 +^5)
" 9-5 "

. 2 '

294. By two operations we may rationalise the denominator

of a fraction when that denominator consists of three quadi'atic

surds. For suppose the denominator to be Ja + Jb + Jc ; first

multiply both numerator and denominator by Ja + Jb — Jc, thus

the denominator becomes a + 6 — c + 2 J{ab) ; then multiply

both numei-ator and denominator by a + 6-c-2 J{ah), and we

obtain a rational denominator, namely (ci + b — c)^ — A^ab, that is,

ai^ + b^ + c^ - 2ab - 2bc - 'lea.
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295. A factor tiuiy hefound which will rationalise any binomial.

11 11
(1) Suppose the binomial a^ + h'' . Put £c ==«'', y^h''; let

n be the least common multiple of p and q ; then a;" and y" are

both rational. Now

{x + y) {x"-' - x"-'y + x"~Y - ... ± y"'') = x" ± y",

where the u2)por or lower sign miist be taken according as n is odd

or even. Thus

x"~^ - x"~^y + x"'^y' — ± 7/"~'

LS a factor which will rationalis(! x + y.

1 1

(2) Suppose the binomial a'' — h' . Take x, y, and n as be-

fore. Now

{x - y) (x"~^ + a;""^2/ + «"~'V' + + 2/"~') = «" - 2/".

Thus a;""' + ie"~-v/ -f a;"~^_y" + + y/"~^

is a factor which will rationalLse x — y.

I i
Take, for example, a" + b'^ ; here n = 6. Thus we have as a

rationalising factor

x^ — x*y + x^y' — x'y^ + xy'^ — ?/*,

that is, a - - a^ i^ + a^ 6* - a- b^ + a^ 6^ _ jf

S ^1 32 145
that is, a'^ — «"o^ + a'^b^ - ab + a^6" — o^.

Tlie rational product is a;" — y'^, that is, a^ — 6", that is, a^ — b^.

296. TAe sqriare root of a rational quantity cannot be partly

rational and partly a quadratic surd.

If possible let Jn = a + Jm ; then by squaring these equal

quantities we have n = a' + 2a Jm + m ; thus 2a Jrn = n — a^ — m,

and Jm —
^ , a rational quantity, which is contrary to

the supposition. See Art. 242.

T. A. 11
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297. If two quadratic surds cannot he reduced to otiiei's which

have the same irrational part, their product is irrational.

Let sjx and Jy be the two quadratic surds, and if possible

k't sj{xy) = rx, where r is a whole number or a fraction. Then

xy = r^x^, and y = r^x, therefore Jy - r Jx, that is, Jy and ijx

may be so i-educed as to have the same irrational part, which is

conti-ary to the supposition.

298. One quadratic surd cannot be made up of two otiiers

which Jiave not the same ii-rational part.

If possible let ^x = ijm + Jn ; then, by squaring, we have

x = m, + n -h 2 J{m.n), and J{mn) = ^ {x —m, — n), a rational quan-

tity, which is al)surd. See Art. 242.

299. Ill any equation x + Jj = a + J^^ which involves rational

quantities and quadratic surds, the rational parts on each side are

equal, and also the irrational pa,rts.

For if £c be not equal to a, suppose x = a + nb ; then

a + m + Jy = a + Jb,

so tjiat m 4- Jy = Jh ; thus Jb is partly rational and partly a

quadratic surd, which is impossible by Art. 296. Therefore x = a,

and consequently Jy = Jb.

300. If J{a + Jb) = x + Jy, then J{a - Jb) = x - Jy.

For since J{a + Jb) = x + Jy, we have by squaring

a + Jb = x^ + 2xjy + y;

therefore a = x^ + y, and Jb ^ 2x Jy, (Art. 299).

Hence a- Jb=^x^ -2x Jy + y

and J{ci - Jb) = x~ Jy.

Similarly we may shew that if

J{a + Jb) = Jx + Jy,

then J(a - Jb) = Jx- Jy.
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301. The square root of a binomial, one oj" whose teriiis is a

quadratic surd and the other rational, may sometimes he expressed

hy a binomial, one or each of whose terms is a quadratic surd.

Let a + Jb be the given binomial, and suppose

J{a + Jb) = Jx + Jy.

By Art. 300, J{a - Jb) = Jx - Jy.

By multiplication, ij{'^<''
— b) = x — y.

By squaring both sides of thu lirst equation,

a + Jb = X + 2 J{xy) + y ;

therefoi'e a = x + y.

Hence, Ijy addition and subtraction,

a + J{a'-b) = 2x, a-J{a'-b)^2y;

therefore x = ^{a + J{a^ - b)], 2/ = I {* ~ >/(<*^ ~ ^)}-

Thus X and y are known, and therefore J{a + Jb), which is

Jx + Jy.

Also J{a - sjb) is known, for it is Jx - Jy.

302. For example, find the square root of 3 + 2 J2.

Here a = 3, Jb=2J2, a'-b = 0-8^1;

therefore aj = |(3 + l)=2, y = 1(3-1) = !.

Thus ^(3 +2J2)=J2 + J\=^J2 + 1.

303. Again ; find the square root of 7 - 2^10.

Instead of using the result of Art. 301 we may go through the

whole operation as follows :

Suppose J{7-2J10)= Jx - Jy ;

then, by squaring, 7 — 2^10 = £c— 2 J{xy) + y ;

hence x + y = 7 (1),

11—2
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and 2^(^-2/) = Vio;

therefore (.^ + y)^_4x'2/ = 49-(2V10)S

that is, (a; -2/)^ = 49 -40 = 9,

and x-y = 'i

therefore, from (1) and (2), £C ^ 5, and y = 2.

Thus V(7 - 2^10) = ^5 - J-2.

304. It appears from Art. 301 that

hence, unless a^ — 6 be a perfect sqiiare, the values of Jx and ^Jy

will be complex surds, and the expression Jx + Jy will not be so

simple as J(ci + ^6) itself.

305. A binomial surd of the form J{a^c) + Jh may be written

thus, Jc ( a + / ~
)

• If then a^ be a perfect square, the square

root of a + / - may be expressed in the foiTa Jx + Jy ; and

therefore the squai-e root of J{a'c) + Jb will be Jc (Jx + Jy).

306. For example, find the square root of ^32 + ^30.

Here 732+^30 = ^2(4 + ^15);

thus 7(732 + 730) = 72 X 7(4 + 715)

;

and it may be shewn that

Hence V(V32 + ^30) = ^2 (J^
+
J^^

= -}j^U5 + JS).
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307. Sometimes we may extract the square root of a quantity

of the form a + Jb -h Jc + Jd by assuming

J{a + Jb + Jc + Jd) = Jx + Jy +Jz;

then a + Jb + Jc + Jd = X + 7j + z + 2 J{xy) + 2 J{y::) + 2 J{zx) ;

we may then put

2 JM = Jb, 2 J{yz) = Jc, 2 J{zx) = Jd,

and if the values of ^, y, and z, found from these, also satisfy

X + y + z -^ a, we shall have the required square root.

308. For example, find the square root of

8 + 2^2 + 2 75 + 2^10.

Assume ^(8 + 2^2 + 2 ^5 + 2J10)= Jx + Jy + Jz then

8 + 2j2 + 2j5 + 2jlO = x + y + z + 2 J{xy) + 2 J{yz) + 2 J{zx).

Put 2J{xy) = 2j2, 2J{yz) = 2J5, 2 J{zx) = 2 JIO ;

hence, by miUtiplication, J{xy) x J{yz) = J\0,

and J{zx) = J 10,

therefore, by division, y ~ 1
i

hence x = 2, and z- 5.

These values satisfy the equation x h y + z = 8.

Thus the required square root is ^^2 + Ji + J5,

that is, 1 + ^2 + J5.

309. If J{a + Jb) =x + Jy, then J{a -Jb) = x- Jy.

For suppose J{a + Jb) ^ x + Jy ;

then, by cubing, a + Jb = x^ + Sx* Jy + Zxy + y Jy ;

therefore a = a;" + ?>xy, Jb = 3x' Jy + y Jy, (Art. 299)

;

hence a — Jb = x^ - Zx^ Jy + ?)xy - y Jy,

and J[a - Jb) ^ rr - Jy.
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310. Tlie cube root of a binomial a^ Jh may he sometimes

found.

Assume lj{a + Jb) -= x + Jy,

tlien I]{a - Jb) = a; - Jy.

By multiplication, V(^^ - b) = x' — y.

Suppose now that a' — i is a perfect cube, and denote it by c^,

thus c = x' — y;

and, as in Art. 309, a = x^ + 'dxy.

Substitute the value of y

;

thus a = x^ + 3x (x^ — c)

;

therefore 4x^ — Scx = a.

From this equation x must be found by trial, and then y is

known from the equation y — x^ — c.

Thus it aj^pears that the method is inapplicable unless a" — h

be a ^je^yec^ cube ; and then it is imperfect since it leads to an

equation which we have not at present any method of solving

except by trial. The proposition, however, is of no practical

importance.

311. For example, find the cube root of 10 + ^108.

Assume ^/(lO + ^108) = a; + Jy, then ^/(lO - J\ 08) = x- Jy.

By multiplication, IJ{100 - 108) = a;' - y, that is, - 2 = x- - y.

Also 10 = a;' + 3a;y = a;' + 3a; (a;« + 2) j therefore 4a;' + 6a; = 10.

We see that this equation is satisfied bya; = l; hence 2/ = 3,

and the requii-ed cube root is 1 + ^/3.

Again ] find the cube root of 18 ^3 + 14 ^5.

18V3+14j5 = 3V3(6 + ^y|).
The cube root of 3^3 is ^3 ; and the cube root of G +^ /-O Y' O

196 5 8
can be foimd. For here a' - & = 36 - --- x - = - —- : so that

9 3 27
2

c = - ., . Hence we have the equation 4a;''+ 2a; = 6, which we see is
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satisfied hj x= 1. Thus the required cube root is ^3 ( 1 + / o ) j

that is ^3 + J5.

312. We will now solve an equation involving surds which

will serve as a model for similar examples : the equation resembles

those already solved in the cii'cumstance that we obtain only a

single value of the unknown quantity.

Solve V(,c + 2) + V(aJ-14) = 8.

By transposition, J{x + 2) = 8 - J{x - 14) ;

square both sides, a; + 2 = 64-lG J{x - 14) + re - 14
;

transpose, IG J{x - 14) = 48
;

divide by IG, J{x-U)^?>-

square both sides, £c - 14 = 9
;

therefore a; = 23.

EXAMPLES OF SUIiDS.

1 4

1. Find a factor which will rationalise a^ - h^.

2. Find a factor which will rationalise ^/2 - ^3,

3. Find a factor which will rationalise ^3 + ^5.

4. Given ^3 = 1-7320508, find the value of -. .

. c,i „.,t
(3 + v/3)(3 + ^5)(V5-2)_l

5. Shew that ^g-_ j5y(i-^3) 5 ^15-

6- Shew that
-/^Q ^ ^20 +^^40^5^80 = -^^ ^^ "" ^^>

7. Extract tlie square root of

9^_24 /%34-24 A+9^.
y \ y \/ X X

8. Extr-act tlio stjuare root of (« + 6)" - 4 (ct - 6) J{ab).
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Extract the squai-e root of the expressions in the following

examples from 9 to 18 inclusive :

9. 4 + 2^/3. 10. 7-4^3.

11. 7 + 2^10. 12. 18 + 8^/5.

13. 75-12^21. 14. 16 + 5^/7.

1.5. ah + c'+ J{{a'-c'){h'-c')]. IG. ^/27 + ^15-

17. -9 + 6 V3. 18. l+(l-c=)^.

19. Fin (Ithe value of

\+x \-x , ,^/3
1 T^ ; when X = „-

.

1 + V(l +x) l + J{\-x) 2

20. Find the value of

\ +x \ - X - J^
when X —

\^J{l^x) l-J{\-x) 2

21. Extract the square root of 6 + 2^2 + 2^3 + 2 J&.

22. Extract the square root of 5 + ^10 - ^0 - ^/1.5.

23. Extract the square root of

15 - 2 V3 - 2 ^1.5 + 6 ^/2 - 2 VG + 2 ^5 - 2 ^/30.

24. Extract the cube root of 7 + 5 ^2.

25. Extract the culie root of IG + 8 ^5.

26. Extract the cuLe root of 9 ^3 - 11 J2.

27. Extract the cube root of 21 ^6 - 23 ^5.

28. Shew that 4/(^5 + 2) - 4/(^5 - 2) = 1.

29. Solve the equation ^l{x + 11) — Jx = 1.

30. Solve the equation J{3x + 4) + J(3x - 5) ---- 9.

31. Solve the equation aj{b - x) -h J[a — x).

32. Solve the equation J{x + a) + J{x 4- h) = Jc.
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XX. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

313. When an equation contains only the square of the

unknown quantity the value of this sqiiare can be found by the

rules for solving a simple equation ; then by extracting the squai'e

root the values of the unknown quantity are foiuid. For example,

suppose

8a;' - 72 + 10a;' - 7 - 24a;' + 89 :

by transjiosition, 42a;' ==168;

by division, a;' = 4
;

therefore x = Ji :
- ± 2.

The double sign is used because the square root of a quantity

may be either positive or negative. (Art. 231.)

It might at fii'st appear that from a;' = 4 we ought to infer,

not that a; = =4= 2, but that ± a; = ± 2. It will however be found

that the second foi-m is really coincident with the first. For

db 03 = ± 2 gives either + a; = + 2, or + x= — 2, or — a; = + 2, or

— a; = — 2 ; that is, on the whole, either x = 2, or a; = — 2. Hence

it follows, that wlien we extract the square root of the two mem-

bers of an equation it is sufficient to piit the double sign before

the square root of one of the members.

314. Quadi'atic equations which contain only the square of

the Tinknown quantity are called ^j^tre quadratics. Quadratic

equations which contain the first power of the unknown quantity

as well as the square are called adjected quadratics. We proceed

now to the solution of the latter.

315. We shall first shew that every quadratic equation may

be reduced to the form a;' + px = q, where p and q are positive or

negative. For we can reduce any quach^atic equation to this fomi

by the following steps : bring the terms which contain the unknown

quantity to the left-hand side of the equation, and the known
quantities to the right-hand side ; if the coefficient of a;' be nega-

tive, change the sign of every term of the equation ; then divide
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every term by the coefficient of a;^ Thus we may represent any

quadratic equation by
x^ 4- px = q.

To solve this equation we add -7 p' to both sides ; thus

OCT + 2)x + ~- = ^ + 9-

The left-hand member is now a complete square; extract the square

X"00t of each member ; thus

transpose the term ^ , and we obtain

316. For example, sujipose

- ?>x' + 36a; - 105 = ;

transpose, — Zx' + 36a; = 105
;

change the signs, 3a3° — 36a; = — 105
;

divide by 3, a;" - 12a; = - 35
;

/12\»
add to both sides \—r), that is, 36 ; thus

a;*- 12a; + 36 = 36 -35=1;

extract the square root of both members ; thus

a; - 6 = ±1.

Therefore a; = 6 ± 1 ; that is, x = l, or 5. If either of these

values be substituted for x in the expression - 3x* + 36a; — 105, the

result is zero.

317. Hence the following rule may be given for the solution

of a quadratic equation :

By transposition and reduction arrange the equation so that

fJie terms involvhuj ihr, uuJaiown quautlty are alone on one side,

\
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and the coefficient of y.^ is +\; add to both sides of the equation

the square of half tJie coefficient of x, and extract the square root of

both sides.

318. As another example we will take

ax^ + bx + c = ;

transpose, ax' + bx = — c ;

tlivide by a,

, ,,1 ^ b ^J{b'-iac)
exti'act tlie si i uare root, a; + -— — — ^

An, V/7.

x'
bx

+ —
a
= -

c

a'

bx
+

b'

4.a'

==

4a-

"

c

a

b' — 4ac

a 4rt-

transpose,

ia

b ± J{b- - 4ac)

The particular case in which c—0 should be noted. Then, taking

the upper sign we have x=0 j and taking the lower sign we have

x = . In fact in this case the equation reduces to ax'^ + bx = 0,

or X [ax + 6) = : and it is plain that this is satisfied, either when

a; = ; or when ax + b = 0, that is when x=-— .

319. When an example is proposed for solution instead of

going through the pi'ocess indicated in Art. 317, Ave may make use

of the ybrnm/rt in Aa-t. 318. Thus, take the example in Art. 316,

namely, — 3x^+ 36x — 105 = 0, and by comparing it with the formula

in Art. 318 we see that we may suppose « = — 3, b = 36, c~ — 105.

Hence if we put these values for a, b, and c in the result of

Ai-t. 318, we shall obtain the value of x. Here

b' - 4.ac= (3G)- - 12 X 105 = 30 :

therefore x — ji
— — 7, or 5.
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320. For another example take the eqiiation

add(|y, a;='-Gx + 9 = 9-2=7;

extract the square root, a? - 3 = ± Jl,

transpose, a; = 3 ± ^7.

Here ^7 cannot be found exactly ; but we can find an ap-

proximate value of it to any assigned degi-ee of accuracy, and thus

obtain the value of x to any assigned degree of accuracy.

321. In the examples hitherto considered we have found two

different roots of a quadratic equation ; in some cases however we

shall find really only one root. Take for example the equation

a;* - 12a! + 36 = ; by extracting the square root we have a; - 6 = 0,

and therefore a; = 6. It is however convenient in this case to say

that the quadratic equation has two equal roots.

322. If tlie quadratic equation be rejiresented by

ax^ + hx + c = 0,

we know from Art. 318 that the two roots are respectively

~h + Jib' - iac)
^^^^

-b- J{b' - iac)

2a
'

'2a

Now these will be different unless i^-4«c = 0, and then each of

them is - — . This relation b^ - iac = is then the condition that

must hold in order that the two roots of the quadratic equation

may be equal.

323. Consider next the example a:' - 10a; + 32 = 0.

By transposition, a;^ — 10a; = — 32
;

by addition, a;' - 1 Oa; + 25 = 25 - 32 - - 7.

If we proceed to extract the square i"oot we have

a; - 5 = ± V- 7.
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But tlie negative quantity — 7 lias no square root either exact or

approximate (Art. 232) ; thus no real value of x can be found to

satisfy the proposed equation. In such a case the quadratic

equation has no real roots ; this is sometimes expressed by saying

that the roots are imaginary or im2)ossible. We shall return to

this point in Chapter xxv.

324. If the quadratic equation be repi'esented by

ax^ + bx + c = 0,

we see from Art. 318 that the roots are real if b" — iac is positive,

that is, if b^ is algebraically greater than 4ac, and that the roots

are impossible if 6^ — 4ac is negative, that is, if b" is algebraically

less than 4ac.

EXAMPLES OF QUADRATICS.

1. a;^-4x- + 3 = 0.

3. 6a;"-13a; + 6-0.

5. 2a;' - 7a; + 3 = 0.

7. a;' + 10a; +24 = 0.

9. 14a;- a;- = 33.

11. x'-3 = ^^{x~3).

13. 110a,-«-21a; + l =0.

15. (a;-l)(a;-2)=6.

17. (3a;-5)(2a;-5) = (a;+3)(a;-l).

18. (2a; +1) (a; + 2) = 3a;'' -4.

19. (a;+l)(2a; + 3) = 4a;^-22.

20. (a; - 1) (a; - 2) + (a; - 2) {x - 4) = G (2a; - 5).

21. (2a; - 3)' = 8a;. 22. (5a; - 3f - 7 = 44a; + 5.

23. (a; -7) (a; -4) + (2a; -3) (a; -5) =103.

2. a;= - 5a; + 4 = 0.

4. 3a;' -7a; =20.

6. 3a;' -53a; + 34 = 0.

8. 7a;'- 3a; = 160.

10.
3

2a;' - 2a; - ^ = 0.

12. 4(a;'-l) = 4a;-l.

14. 780a;'- 73a; +1 = 0.

16.

1).

(3a; - 2) (a; -1)= 14
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24. f,x- + -^x + -. A = 0.
7 5 140

- (^-|)(^-|)^(^-3)(^-^(^-:)(^-a)-
_. £c 2 c« 3
26. -+=-+-.

2 X 6 X

27. |j(a;+l)-^(2r«» + :r-l)=^*(x+l).

28. 8.+ ll*^=?i±5!^. 29.
S^-=^(^).

X 7 X 6 4:

30. ^^, = ^. 31. ^-?='^.703 +57 5-a;77

32. ,^v^ +-A=l 33.
^ ^ ^

2(a;-l) a;^-l 4* ' 2 (a;- - 1) 4 (a; + 1) 8'

X 40 _ 3(10 + a;)

• 15 ^3(10-a;) ~ 95~ *

2x 3a; -50 12a; + 70
35

15 3(10+a;) 190

x'-5x_ 1 a; + 2 4-a; _7
a; + 3 x'

'

x — I 2a; 3'

38. J^=|+?LZJ. 39. -ll^.'i^lJl
a; — 12 X X — i x + i 6

^^ x + 2 x-2 5 ,, X a; + 113
40. Ti^r- 41. :r+ =-^

X — 2 X + 2 b X + I X

a; -6 a;- 12 5 .o 1 2 3
42. ,^ TT = 7i • 43.

a; — 12 x—6 6* '
a; - 2 a; + 2 5'

,, 4 5 12 ,^ 5 3 14
44. ^+ -., = -. 45. „ + -

a;+l a;+2"a;+3' ' a;+2 x a; + 4"

,, 2a;-3 3a;-5 5 ,^ 3a;-2 2a;-5 8
46 -I = - 47 = -

.

3a;-5 2a;-3 2* 2a;-5 3a;-2 3

, „ a; + 3 a; - 3 2a; - 3
, ^ a; - 2 a; + 2 2 (a; + 3)

48. — + ~ - :-. 49. --— + ^ = -^ \
x+2 x—2 x—\ x+2 x—2 x—o
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50. }0 (2x + S) (x - 3) + {7x + Sy = 20 (x + 3) (x - 1).

51. {7-'i J3)x' + {2-J3)x = 2.

52. x'-2ax + a^-b' = 0.

53. x'-2ax+¥- = 0.

54. (3a- + b') {x"-x + l) = {3b' + a') (x' + x+ 1).

55. + 7 + = 0.
X — a X — X — c

m. ' '
1 »

{x-b){x-c) {a + c){a + b} {a + c){x-c) (a + b){x — b)

57.
-J

=- +Y +-.
a + b + X a b x

58. (ax — b) (bx — a) -^ c".

n. h 2r.

59
X — a X - b X -

c

3a'x Ga^ + ab - 2b' b^x
60. abx

X + a x + b x + c
61. +

^,
+ = 3.

X — a x — b x — c

a -^ c(a + x) a + X a

a + c (rt - «) X a — 2cx

XXI. EQUATIONS WHICH MAY BE SOLVED
LIKE QUADRATICS.

325. There are many equations which, thoiigh not really

quadratics, may be solved by processes similar to those given in

tlie preceding Chapter. For example, suppose

x' - 9x' + 20 ^ 0.

Transpose, x* - 9x^ = — 20
;
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by addition, x' - 9x' + Uj =
( 2

j " ^^ = 4 '

extract tlie square root, x -^^=^-^ ;

9 1

therefore a;^ = 2 * 2 " ^' °^ '* '

therefore cc-±V5, or ±2.

32G. Similarly we may solve any equation of the form

ax^" + hx" + c = 0.

Transpose, aa^'" + 6a;" = - c
;

divide by a, x -\ = — -
;

it O/

6a;" fhV fbV c b' - iac
by addition, x- + ^ +

[j^J
=

[^^-j
- ^ = ^^^^^ ;

^ b ^J{b'-4:ac)
extract the squ^are root, x + ^ = ^ j

therefore «" = t: .

Hence by extracting the n^^ root the value of x is known.

327. Suppose, for example,

a;+4 Va^'--21;

therefore x + i Jx ^- i = 25
;

therefore v^a: + 2 = ± 5
;

therefore • ^a; = - 2 ± 5 = 3, or - 7 ;

therefore a; = 9, or 49.

328. Again, suppose

x~^ + x~^ = 6
;

-> -k 1 25
therefore x ' + a; ^ + ^ = -^ i

_i 1 ±5
therefore ''^ "^ "^

2
""

2 '
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therefore x ^=--±- = 2, or -3;

therefore a; ' = 4, or 9,

1 1

4' "^"9-and x = -, or -

329. Suppose we requLre the sohitions of the equation

x + J{5x+ 10) = 8.

By transposition, J{^x + 10) = 8 - a;

;

square both sides ; thus

5x + 10 = 64: — 16x + x''

;

therefore a;^ - 21a; = — 54
;

'21 \2 /21\^ 99'^
therefore a;^ - 21a; + f— ) = (

—
) - 54 = ^'^-

therefore

(3y-§)'

21 15

therefore a; = -^ ± -— = 1 8, or 3.

Substitute these values of x in the left-hand side of the given

equation; it will be found that 3 satisfies the equation biit that 18

does not; we shall find however that 18 does satisfy the equation

a;-^(5a;+ 10) = 8.

In fact the equation 5a;-i- 10 = 64 — 16a;4- a;" which we obtained

from the given equation by transposing and squaring might have

ai-isen also from x — J{5x + 10) = 8. Hence we are not sure that

the values of x which are finally obtained will satisfy the proposed

equation ; they may satisfy the other form.

330. Again, consider the example

a;_2^(a;* + a; + 5)-14r.0.

By transposition, a; — 14 = 2 , /(r^ + a; + 5) ;

T. A. 12
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by squaring, a^ - 28a; + 1 96 = 4a;^ + 4a; + 20
;

therefore 3a;' + 32a; = 176.

-44
From the last equation we shall obtain a; = 4, or —^^— . It will,

however, be found on trial that neither of these values satisfies the

proposed equation ; each of them however satisfies the equation

a; + 27(a;' + a; + 5)-14 = 0.

From this and the preceding example we see that when an

equation has been reduced to a rational fonn by squaring, it will

be necessary to examine whether the roots which are finally

obtained satisfy the equation in the form originally given. This

remark applies for instance to equations like those solved in

Arts. 312, 327, and 328.

331. Suppose that all the terms of an equation are brought to

one side and the expression thus obtained can be represented as

the product of simjile or quach-atic factors, then the equation can

be solved by methods already given. For example, suppose

{x - c) {x' - Sax + 2a') = 0.

The left-hand member is zero either when x— c = 0, or when

x' — 3ax + 2a' = ; and in no other case. But if x — c = 0, we

have x = c; and if a;' — Sax + 2a' = 0, we shall find that x = a, or 2a.

Hence the proposed eqiuition is satisfied by x = c, or a, or 2a;

and by no other A^ahies.

332. Facility in separating expressions into factors will be

acqiiii-ed by experience ; some assistance however will be fuiToshed

by a principle wliich we will here exemplify. Consider the

example
x{x — cf — a(a — cy. •

Here it is obvious that x~a satisfies the equation ; and we shall

find that if we bring all the terms to one side x — a will be a factor

of the whole expression. For the equation may be written

x^-a^-2c (x' -a') + d'{x-a)=^0;

that is, (x — a){x'+ax + a'— 2c [x + a) + c'} = 0.
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Hence the other roots besides a will Le found by solving

the quadi'atic

x^ + ax + a^ — 2c (a + a) + c^ = 0.

In this manner when one root Ls obvions on inspection, we
may succeed in arranging the equation in the manner indicated in

Art. 331.

333. We will now add some miscellaneous examples of equa-

tions reducible to quadratics.

(1) Sui>pose

*•' -lx + J{x' - 7r» + 18) = 24.

Add 18 to both sides ; thus

x'- 7x + 18 + J{x' -7x+18) = i2;

complete the square ; thus

a;^ - 7aj + 18 + J{x' - 7a: + 18) + J
= 42^ = ^^^^

;

4 4

1 13
therefore J{x- — 7x + 18) + ^ = ^ -^ ;

therefore J{x'' - 7a: + 1 8) = 6, or - 7 j

therefore a;^ - 7ic + 18 = 36, or 49.

Hence we have now two ordinary quadratic equations to

solve. We shall obtain from the first x=9, or — 2, and fi'om the

second a;= :| (7 ± ,^173). It will be found on trial that the fii-st

two only are solutions of the proposed equation ; the others apply

to the equation

x'-7x-J{x'-7x+\8)=2i.

(2) Suppose

X* + x^- ix^ -i- x+l =0.

Divide by x' ; thus

. 1 1 n
X X

12 2
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or X + — + xA 4 = 0;
X' X

therefore (x + -] + (x + -j - Q = ;

therefore (x + -\ + (x + -j ^ 6,

therefore

therefore

First supi)ose

therefore

therefore

Next suppose

therefore

therefore x^ + 3x + - = - — 1=-;
4 4 4

,, . 3 75 , -3 ±75
therefore aj + ^ = =fc~ , and x = ^

(3) Suppose

4
03* + 3.x 4 1 = 3a;^ + ^ ail

y

Transpose a^ - ?>x^ + 3^3 + 1 = •

3a;\^ 9a;' ., , 4a;^

9 '

1
a; + -

X

1

^2 = ± 5

2
>

1
a; + -

X
- 9 or - 3

1
a; + -

a;

= 2
>

a;''- 2a; + 1 ==
J

a; = ].

a;4
1 -3

J

a;= + 3a; =- _ 1;

therefore ix^ - ^\ r*L + 3^ + 1 ^
\ -J / 4

therefore (a:'' - ^|Y _ 2 («:"= - ^^ - |V 1
4ar

IT'
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therefore (x' -^J - 2 (a;'= - ^) + 1 =^ +
4ic' _ 25oif

Extract the square root, then

We have now ordinary quadratics, namely, x —^ - 1 =— ,

and x^ ^ — 1= — ^^— . From the former we sliall obtain
2 6

a; = J (7 ± 785), and from the latter a; = ^ (1 ± 710).

(4) Suppose

Gx ,Jx — lla? + 6 Jx — 1 = 0.

We may write the equation in the form

(x- 3 Jxy + 2 {x - S J^r:^ + I =x\

Hence x — 3 ^x + 1 = ± «.

Take the up2)er sign ; thus

03—3 Jx + 1 = X
;

therefore Jx = „ , and x^ ^.

Take the lower sign ; tlius

X — 3 Jx + 1 = — x\

therefore 2a: - 3 ^'^ + 1 = 0,

From this we

(5) Sixppose

From this we obtain. Jx =1, or - , and therefore x = \, oi' j

X + C + J{x^ -c^) _ 9 {x + c) ,,

00 + c- jIx' - c')
~

8c
'"'^ ''

In solving this equation we shall employ a principle which

often abbreviates algebraical work.
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Suppose that
a p
b^q'

a will

a + b p-^q a — b p — q a+b p+q
b - q ' b q ' a—b p—q

For the first of these three results is obtained by adding unity

to each of the given equal quantities, the second is obtained by

subtracting unity from each of the given eqiial quantities, and the

third result is obtained by di\dding the first by the second. Each

result is sometimes serviceable. For the present example we
employ the third. Tlius from (1) Ave dediice

2 (x + c) Ox + 17

c

2J(x'~c') dx + c
•

Square Ijoth sides, and simplify the left-hand member ; thus

x+c {Ox + l7cy

c (9.T + cf
.(2).

Again, 1)y employing tlie third of the above results we deduce

fi-om (2)

X _ (9a;+ 1 7c)' +
(
9 a; + c) ''

_ (9a: + 17c)* + (9a; + c)^

c
~ {Ox + Vlif^Ox + cY

"
16c (18a; + 18c) '

By reducing, we oljtaiu

63a;=-18a;c-145c- = 0,

5c 29c
and from this, x= , or x =—-^j-.

(6) Suppose

Transpose j thus
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3«
By squaring, -^(1 - 4a;) - 3« ^/(l - 4x) / (-^ - xj = Sax—7-

4

= -^(i-M.
Divide by J{1 - ^x) ; thus

9a^ + 3rt ,,, , , _ //Set
V(l-4x-).3.y(^-:.)4 vv . y

3a
By sqiiaring, (1 + 2>af (1 - ix) = 16

^

therefore 4a: {(1 + 3a)' - 4} = (1 + 3a)' - 1 2« = (1 - 3a)'

;

therefore ix (3a f 3) (3a - 1 ) = (3a, - 1
)'

;

3a - 1

therefore
12 (a + 1)

Also corresponding to tlie factor ^(1 - 4a;), which was removed,

we have the root x— -
.

4

This example is ijitroduced in order to draw the attention of

the student to the circumstance that when both sides of an equa-

tion are to be squared, an advantagt'ous arrangement of the terms

on opposite sides of the equation should be made before squaring.

If in this examjjle as it originally stands we square both sides, no

teiTus will disapjiear ; bat by transposing before squaring we ob-

tain a result in which — x occurs on both sides, and may therefore

be cancelled.

(7) Suppose

We have identically

a;- + 9-(;y'-9) = 18 = 34-16.

Hence, dividing the members of this identity by the cor-

responding members of the proposed equation, we obtain

V(a;' + 9)-V(^^-9)=V(3i)-4.
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Therefore, by adcUtion, J{x^ + 9) == ^(34)

;

therefore o;^ = 25, and tc = ± 5.

This equation is introduced for the sake of illustrating the

artifice employed in the solution. This artifice may often be em-

jjloyed with advantage ; for instance, example (6) may be solved

in this way.

(8) ,/(2..4)-3V(3-.) = ^-^^^.
We may write this equation thus,

/(2a;+4)-2 /(2 ,v 2 {2 (. + 2) - 4 (2 - x)}

The factor ^(2a; + 4) - 2 ^(2 - .r) can now be removed from

both sides ; thus we obtain

V(9.r + 16) ^ 2 {J{2x + 4) + 2 7(2 - x)].

By squaring, Oj;" + 1 6 = 4 { 1 2 - 2x + 4 ^(S - 2x')
] ;

therefore x' + 8a; - 4 (8 - 2a;V 1 G V(8 - 2x')
;

therefore a;" + 8a; + 1 6 - 4 (8 - 2x°) + 1 6 ^(8 - 2a;') + 1 6.

Extract the square root ; thus

± (a; + 4) = 2 7(8 - 2a;-) + 4.

The solution can now be completed ; we shall obtain

and also a pair of iniaginary valvies.

Also, by equating to zero the factor J{2x + 4) - 2 ^(2 - x),

2
which was removed, we shall obtain x- ^.

o

It will be seen that very artificial methods are adopted in some

of these examples ; the student can acquii'e dexterity in using

such transfonuations only by practice. More examples will be

found in Chapter liv.
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EXAMPLES OP EQUATIONS REDUCIBLE TO QUADRATICS.

1. ?>x+2Jx-\=0.

3. 3a;' +42x1 = 3321.

6. a;"- 35a;' +216 = 0.

7. x + 2 J{ax) + c = 0.

9. a;*- 14x^ + 40 = 0.

11. ^(2a;)-7a; = -52.

13. x-¥5-J{x + 5) = Q.

15. x^ + 5a;-^ - 22 = 0. 16. .3x^-4x^ = 7.

17. 2a; + V(4a; + 8) = ^ . 18. 2 (a;" + aj" ") = 5.

19. ^(2a; + 7) + V(3^--18) = V(7a;+l).

20. ^4?^^./(-3)- '

2. x'° + 31a;' = 32.

4.

1 1

a;" -13a;-'' =14.

6. a;« - a;" +2 = 0.

8. 3a;'' -7a;^ = 43076.

10.

12. 3a;"^a;"+f^^=16.

14. V-^=5.

j{x-z) ^^ ' j{x-zy

21. J{a + x)+J{a-x) = Jb.

22. V (a; + 9) = 2 V^ - 3.

23. x + ^(5a; + 10) = 8. 24. 2'+
' + 4" = 80.

25. *!z^ + ^lzi = 39.
x- 2 x + i

Ja + 7(a + a;) Ja- J{a -x)'

'' c--i)'*(.-^y
-'("-')

28. {a + b) J{a" +}/ + x") - [a - h) J{a' + b' - x') = a" + h\

29. x+ Jx + J{x + 2) + J{x' + 2x) = a.
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30. 2x+ J{1+2x)^c{l-x).

„- a—x a + x

Jo, + J{a -x) Ja + J{a + x)~
'^""

32 ^/(^ + 2a)J-- ^{x - 2a) ^ x_

J{x-2a)+\/{x + 2a) 2a'

33. J{x+S)-J{x+3) = Jx.

34. J{x + 3)+J{x+8) = 5Jx.

„p, a? — It? x'-^a^ 34

x^ + a^ x^ - a^
~

\fi'

36. ^(a + 6ic") - ^a ^ c J{bx").

37. V(.r + 4)-Va;=y(a.- + ?).

38. .>.i-»--\ = 0. .39. ^"'''r-f).
a;^ a^ 931 £c*-a*

, \ ^1 ,1 Ki .^ a^ + x^ a^ — x^
41. («- + a;-)^ = (a^ + a;^")-. 42. + = 4a.

^ ' ^
' a+x a—x

43. ^(1 -a; + x-) — ^(1 + a; +»;") = 7?i.

44
+ J{x-^-l) x-J{x"'-l)

46. a; /( xj =—-.—

a;-y(ar-l) a; + ^(a;^ - 1)

45. ^(ar - 3ax + a~) + J(x-^ + 3aa; + «^) = J{2a- + 2b-).

6

47. ^-/(a;^)--l(7;«+ ^*-) = 0.

48. Jx+J{x-J{\-x)] = \.

49. (a; + ay-(a;-a)*=242a^

_ x' + \ /6
50. ^—- = a? + / - .

a; — 1 -V a;

I
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51. J{x^ + ax + If) + J{x^ + bx + (i') = a + b.

25a;^-16 3(x'-i)x
' 10a; -8 2a; -4 '

53. J{2x + 0) + J{3x-15) = ^(7x + S).

54 /? + /({b-c){ac-bx)} ^ J

V a V ( (ibc J

55. 7(a;=' + 2« - 1 ) + J{x' +x + l)~j2 + Jo.

56. 7(a;'+aa;-l) + V(^-'+6x-l)=^/a + V6.

57. (a;^+l)(a; + 2)-2. 58. (a;' + «) (a; + 6) = a6.

59. (x - a) (x - b) {x - c) + abc - 0.

1 1 ix
60

1-a; 1 + a; 1 + a;^

Cl. ^-.^' .^_ . ' =0.
X + a + b X — a + x + a — o x — a — o

62.
(a - x) (x + m) (a + x){x- m)

63 (
"' ^ ^

Y = 1 +
^^

\ti — xj ab
'

64. 2a;+l + a; 7(a;= + 2) + (a; + 1) ^(x' + 2a;+ 3) = 0.

65. a;% 3 = 2 J{k' - 2a; + 2) + 2a;.

66. a;' + 5a; + 4 = 5 J{x' + 5a; + 28).

67. 7(a;"-2a;+9)-^-3-a;.

68. 3a;' + 15a; - 2 J{x' + 5a; + 1) = 2.

69. {x + 5) (a; - 2) + 3 J{x {x + 3)| = 0.

3
70. a;' + 3 - ^(2ar - 3.f + 2) = (a; + 1).

71. X (x + 1) + 3 J{2x' + 6a; + 5) = 25 - 2a;.

2a , a
-3 ^^^272. a.-^ - 2 J{3x' - 2aa; + 4) + 4 = ^' (a; +% 1).
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73. x'-x + ZJ{2x'-?>x + 2) = % + 'J.

9
74. -„ = 5 - a; — aj^

1 + a; + a;

75. (x + «)(« + 2«) (a; + 3a) (a; + 4a) = c*.

76. ICx- (a; +!)(« + 2) (a; + 3) = 9.

_^ <*^ 4- ax + a;'' a?
77. -, --. = -^. 78. a = a;U(l-a;)^

a — aa; + a; « ^ >'

79. a;" - 2a;' + a; = a. 80. a;*- 2a;'' + a; = 132.

81. 7a; + 7(a; + 7) + 2 ^(a;' + 7a;) = 35 - 2a;.

82. a;'-8(a;+l)7;r + 18a; + l-0.

83. 2 {x- + aa;)^ + ^.e + ^(a + a;) = 6 - 2a;.

84. a;*+2a;='-lla;' + 4a; + 4 = 0. 85. a;* + 4a'a: = a*.

86. a;* + aa? + 6a;" + ca; + — = 0.

87. 1+ /(l-'^U
. /(1 +

\/ \ a;/ v \ a

-3 + 2 a; + -
)
= -_- .

x^ \ x) 9

89. /{x--\- 7(1--)=^. 90.
^'""-^

^

/ V^ a;/ V I, x)V V ^/ V \ ^/ ^ '
'

(a; + 1)* 2

91. a;' + 1=0. 92. wa;' + a; + 7i + 1 = 0.

93. (a;- 2) (a;- 3) (a;- 4) -1.2. 3.

94. (a;- 1) (a;- 2) (a;- 3) - (6 - 1) (6 - 2) (6 - 3) = 0.

95. (a; -1) (a; -2) (a; -3) =24.

96. 6a;' - 6a;' + a; = 0. 97. a;' + a;=- 4a;- 4 = 0.

98. -+-+_ = l+-4-^.
a a; a;' a a

99. 8a;' + 16a; = 9. 100. x^-^^\^.
3a;

101. 2>x' + 8a;* - 8x^ = 3.
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102. X {x" - 2) = m (x' + 2mx + 2).

103. (a;* - a') (x + a) b + (a' - b^) {a + b)x + {b^- x") {b + x)a = 0.

104. x'+px^ + (2^-l + -Ja; + 1=0.

105. (p - Ifx'^+px' + fp-l + y—j") a; + 1 = 0.

XXII. THEOEY OF QUADRATIC EQUATIONS AND
QUADRATIC EXPRESSIONS.

334. A quadratic equation cannot have more than two roots.

For auy quadratic equation will take the form ax^ + bx + c =

if all the terms are brought to one side of the equation ; and then

by Art. 318 the value of x must be either

-b + J{b'-iac) -b- J{b' - iac
)

^ ""'"

2^
'

that is the value of x must be one or the other of two quantities.

The result is sometimes obtained thus. If possible let three

diflferent quantities a, P, y be roots of the quadi^atic equation

ax^ + 6fl3 + c = ; then, by supposition,

aa* + &a + c = 0, aJS'' + b/3 + c = 0, ay +by + c = 0.

By subtraction,

a{a'-l3"-) + b{a-/S)^0;

divide hj a — (3 which is, by supposition, not zero ; thus

a{a+/3)+b = 0.

Similarly we have a (a + y) + & = 0.

By subtraction, a (y8 — y) = ;

this however is impossiljle, since by supposition a is not zero, and

/3 — y is not zero. Hence there cannot be three different roots

to a quadratic eqiiation.
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335. In a quadratic equation wliere the coefficient of the first

term is unity and the terms are all on one side, the sum of tlie roots

is equal to the coefficient of the second term with its sign changed,

and the inoduct of the roots is equal to the last term.

For the roots of ax^ + bx + c = Q are

- 6 + J{h' - iac) ^h-J{h'- 4.ac)

2a 2a '

hence the sum of the roots is , and the product of the roots is

b'-(b'-4:ac)
,, , . c ,,,,..,. ,

-— 3
, that IS, -. And by dividing by a the equation

ox c
may be wi-itten x' -\ + - = ; and thus the proposition is esta-

blished.

336. Let a and ;S denote the roots of the equation

ax' + bx +C — ;

b c
then a + B =— and aB = ~

. These relations are useful in findinsr
' a a *

the values of expressions m which a and /? occur in a symmetrical

mamier. For example,

b^ '>c

a' + (3' = {a + /Sy - 2afi = -, -
"

(a-^)^=(a + /3)^-4«/3

a.

h' - iae

1 ^ _ a + /3 _ b c __b
a /3 a/3 a ' a c

'

The relations demonstrated in Ai-t. 335 are useful in verifying

the solution of a quadratic eqviation ; of course if the roots ob-

tained do not satisfy these relations we are certain that there is

some error in the work.

When we know one root of a quadratic equation we can

deduce the other root by the aid of either of these relations. Take

for example the equation

a + c b + G 2(a + b + c)

X + a X + b X + a + b
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Here x = c obviously satisfies the equation ; clearing of fractions

we obtain

(a + b)x'' + {«' +b'-c{a + b)}x-c (a' + b') = 0.

Thus the product of the roots is — ~-
; and as one roota+b

is c the other must be , .

a + b

337. We have

, , ( 2 bx c\
ax + ox + c = a-ix + ~ + ->

(. a a)he.
now ijut for and - their values in terms of a and B ; thus

a a

ax'' + bx + c = a {x^ - (a + /3) ic + ayS} == « (a; - a) (x — ^).

Thus the expression ax'' + bx + c Ls identical with the expres-

sion a (x — a)(x — P) ; that is, the two expressions are equal for

all values of x.

Hence we can prove the statement of Art. 334 in another

manner. For no other value of x besides a and ^ can make

[x — a){x — j3) vanish ; since the product of two quantities cannot

vanish if neither of the quantities vanishes.

The student may naturally ask if the identity

ax' + bx + c = a (x - a) {x - ^)

holds in those cases alluded to in Art. 323, where the roots of

ax^ + bx + c = are ivipossible ; we shall return to this point in

Chapter xxv.

338. The student must be careful to distinguish Ijetween a

quadratic equation and a quadratic expression. In the quadratic

equatioji a.i? + 6.x' + c -^ we must suppose x to have one of two

definite values, but when w"e sjieak of the quadi'atic expression

ax^ + bx + c, without saying that it is to 1 >e equal to zero, we may
supjiose X to have any value we please.

339. We have

2 7 ^ o bx c\
> ax + bx + c = a \x' + h — >

C a a)

{[ bV c 6M f/ bV b'-Aac)
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F - Aac
'Now first suppose that b^ — iac is negative ; then ——^— is

also negative ; hence (x + ^j —
-^— is necessarily positive

for all real values of x. In this case, ax^ + bx + c being equal to

the product of a into some positive quantity must have the same

sign as a. Thus if 6' — 4ac be negative, ax^ + bx + c has the

same sign as a for all i*eal values of x.

Next suppose that b^ — Aac is zero ; then

ax +OX + C — a[x + zT-\.
\ 2aJ

Here, as before, ax^ + bx + c has the same sign as a ; in this

case the expression aoi? + 6a3 + c is a perfect square with respect

to X, and its square root is

I
Ja(^

2a

Last, suppose that b^ — iac is positive ; then

( 2a 2a ) I 2a 2a }

= a{x— a) (x — 13),

where a and /3 are both real quantities, namely,

_-]^^J{b^-Aac)
^^^^ ^ -b-J{h"~-iac)

2a ^ 2a
'

The expression a (x — a){x — ^) must have the same sign as

a except when one of the factors x — a and a; — /5 is jiositive, and

the other is negative ; and we shall now shew that this can only

be the case when x lies in value between a and./3. Of the two

quantities a ~ fS and (3 — a one must be positive ; suppose the

fomier, so that a is algebraically greater than yS. Now if x is

algebraically greater than a, then a; — a is positive, and therefore

also a — /3 is positive, and if a; is algeh-aically less than (3, then

X — /3 is negative, and therefore also a; — a is negative. But if x
lies between a and

ft, then a; — a is negative, and a? - /3 is positive.
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For sucli a value of x the sign of the expression ax^ + bx + c is

the contrary to the sign of a.

The conclusion of the investigation of the three cases is this

:

whatever real value x may have ax' + bx + c and a never differ in

sign, except when the roots of ax^ + hx + c = are possible and

different, and x is taken so as to lie between them.

340. The roots of

ax' + bx + c = v are ^^^ ,

'la

and the roots of

. , ^ b^ J{b'-4.ac)
ax - 6a; + c = are —-^^-7; .

za

It is obvious that the latter roots are the same as the foiTaer with

theii* signs changed. Hence if two quadratic equations differ only

in the sign of the second term, the roots of one may be obtained

by changing the signs of the roots of the other.

341. Suppose we want to divide ax' + hx-^c hy x-h. The

fii-st term of the quotient is ax, and the next term ah + b, and

there is a remainder ah^ + bh + c. If this remainder vanish, so that

ah^ + bh + c = 0, then h is a root of the equation ax^ + 5a; + c = 0.

Thus the expression ax' + bx + c is divisible by x — h only when

/i is a root of the equation ax' + 6a; -r c = 0.

342. Some particular cases of the equation aa;^+6a; + c=0
may now be investigated. The roots of the equation are

-b + J{h- - iac)
1
-b - J{b' - 4ac)

2a
^"""^

2a '

we will first examine the resvdts of supposing a = 0.

The numerator of the first root becomes —b + b, that is, ;

thus this root takes the fonn - . The niimerator of the second

root becomes —2b; thus this root takes the form --—
. If in the

original equation we put a = 0, it becomes 6a; + c = 0, so that

T. A. 13
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a; = — 7 ; and we may arrive at tliis result from the expression

which takes the form -- by a suitable transformation. For mul-
-^

tiply both numerator and denominator of ^^-^ by

-2c
h + ^1(1/ - iac) ; thus we obtain ttth -.—

; , and if we now
'^ ^ "

h + J(b- - iac)
'

. • -2c , . -c ^, ,
~b-J(b'-iac)

i:)ut a = 0, we obtam —rj- , that is, -y- . If the root ^^4^

2o 2a

be transformed by multiplpng its numerator and denominator by

— 2c
b — Jib' — 4rtc) it becomes . j-j-, —r , and the smaller a is

— J{b — 4ac)

the smaller is the denominator of this fraction, and the greater the

fraction itself: an equivalent result may obviously be obtained

without effecting any ti-ansformation of the root. Tlius we may
enunciate our results as follows : in the equation ax' + 6a; + c = 0,

if a be very small compared with b and c, one root is very large

c
and the other root is nearly equal to — y , and the smaller a is,

the larger one root becomes, and the nearer the other root ap-

proaches to — y .

343. Next suppose both a and b to be zero ; then the oi'di-

nary expressions for both roots take the form j . By trans-

forming the roots as in the preceding Article, we shall see that

when a and b are both small compared with c, both roots are very

large, and become greater the smaller a and b are.

344. Last, suppose a, b and c to l^e zero ; then the roots

take the form -
. In this case, if we transform the roots as in

Art. 342, we shall still obtain the form -
; we may say here that

the value of x is really indetemiinate.
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345. We will give an example of the application of the

results of Art. 339.

x' — 2x + 21
Let it be required to ascertain if the fraction —^ —.— can^ 003—14

assume any value we please by suitably choosing the value of x.

x^-2x + 2l
^''' 6x-u =y'

therefore x' — '2x -^ '2\ =3/ [Qx —14);

therefore a;= - 2 (1 + 3y) a; + 2 1 + 1 4y - 0.

By solving the quatlratic we obtain.

a;=l + 3y±V(9r-82/-20).

Hence if a; is to be real the quantity Oy' — 8y — 20 must be

positive ; that is, 9 (y - 2) (
y + —

j
miist be positive. Therefore

y cannot lie between 2 and —-- , but may have any other value.

We conclude then that by suitably choosing the value of x, the

ic^ — 2a; + 21
fraction — —— may have any value we please, except

values between 2 and - — .

EXAMPLES ON THE THEORY OF QUADRATIC EQUATIONS AND

QUADRATIC EXPRESSIONS.

Resolve the following four quadratic expressions into the pro-

duct of simple factors :

1. 3«'-10x-2.5. 2. a;' + 73£c+780.

3. 2x' + x-%. 4. x'-88x+lG12.
13—2
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5. Form the quadratic equation whose roots are 6 and 8.

6. Form the quadratic equation whose roots are 4 and 5.

7. Form the quadratic equation whose roots are 1 and — 2.

8. Form the quadratic equation whose roots are 1 ± J5.

9. Find the sum, difference, and product of the roots of

a-' -42a; + 117=0.

^ 10. For what value of vi will the equation 2a;" + 8a; + «4 =

have equal roots 1

11. If a and /3 be the roots of x' - 2)x + q - 0, find the value

of ^+^andofa'' + /3^

P «

12. If a and /3 be the roots of ax^ + bx + c = 0, construct the

equation whose roots are - and -^

.

a fS

13. Shew that the roots of x^ + 2)x + q = will be rational if

jy ^ k + , where j^, 5', k are any rational quantities.

14. Shew that if ax^ + bx + c = and ax' + b'x + c' = have

a common root, then (ac — ac'Y = {ah — ah') {b'c — c'h).

2a; —

7

15. If a; be real, prove that ^r-^— can have no real

value between ^r ai^d 1.

16. If ^J be greater than unity, then for all real values of x

g^ 2a; + 7)' p — 1

the expression —„—t: —^ lies between ^ and
^

a;'' + 2a; + ^* ^; + 1

^? + 1
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XXIII. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS INVOLVING
QUADRATICS.

346. We will now give some examples of simultaueous eqiiOr

tions where one or more of the equations may be of a degree

higher than the first ; various ai-tifices are employed, the proper

application of which must be learned by experience.

(1) Suppose a;-'-2/-71, x + y = 20.

From the second equation y - 20 — x ; substitute in the

fii-st, thus

therefore -x- + 80sc - 800 = 7 1,

therefore x' - %Qx ==-871.

From this quadratic we shall obtain a; =13 or 67; then fi-om

the equation ?/ = 20 - a; we obtain the corresponding values of y,

namely, y = 7 or — 47.

(2) Suppose a;^ + y" = 2.5, xy = \2.

Here x^ + y^ = 25,

2xy = 24

;

therefore, by addition,

x^ + 2xy + 2/' = 25 + 24 = 49
;

that is, {x + y)- = 49
;

therefore oj + y = ± 7.

Similarly, by subtraction,

(a; -y)' = 25-24 = 1;

therefore « — y = ± 1.

We have now fovu" cases to consider ; namely,

x + y = 7, x-y= 1; a; + y = -7, x-y= 1;

x + y = l, x-y = —\\ x + y = -l, x-y = ~\.
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By solving these simple equations we obtain finally

(3) Suppose 2?/^ — ^iXy + 3«" = 17, y"' -x^ -\ 6.

Let y = vx, and substitute in both equations ; thus

x'(2v'-4v + 3) = 17, »'(v^-l) = 16;

therefore, l)y division,

2v'-4:V + 3 _ 17

therefore 32«^ - Qiv + 48 = 17i;" - 17
;

therefore 1 5v' - 64v + 65 = 0.

5 13From this quadratic we shall obtain v = ,. or -^ . Take the
o 5

1 c
former value of v ; then x" = -^—r- = 9 ; therefore a; = ± 3 ; and

y* - 1

2/ = ijoj =: =fc 5. Again, taking the second value of v we have

2 25 ^. ^ 5
,

13
a" = -Q- ; therefore, cc = =t

^^ ; and y = ± -—
.

The artifice here used may be adopted conveniently when the

terms involving the unknown quantities in each equation consti-

tute an expression which is homogeneous and of the second degree

;

see Art. 24.

(4) Suppose X' + xy — 6y' = 24, x^ + 3xy — lOy^ = 32.

Let y =vx ; substitute in both equations, and divide ; thus

l + 3i;-10^;- 32 4

l+v-6v' ^24^3'

therefore 6v^ — 5v + 1 = 0.

From this quadratic we shall obtain ^ - n or ^ • The value

^ = - we shall find to be inapplicable ; for it leads to the inad-

missible result a;'^ x = 24. In fact the equations from which the

values of v were obtained may be written thus,

x' (1 - 2v) (1 + Zv) = 24, x' (1 - 2i;) {1 + ^v) = 32
;

J
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and hence we see that the vakie of v found from 1 — 2i; - is

inapplicable, and that we can only have ~ ^- which
1 + 5v 32

1
gives V = 3 .

Then a;-"^!- ")(l + l) = 24j

therefore a;' = 36 ; therefore a? = ± G ; and y = ± 2.

(5) Suppose X + y - a, x" + y' = Jf.

-r. T • • x" + y' h^
By division, ^ ~ — :' x + y a

that is, a;^ — x^y + x'y' — xy + 2/* = ~
j

or a* + 2/* — xy {x' + y-) + x'y' ^ — .

Now since x + y ~ a,

x^ + y~ = a^ - 2xy
;

therefore x* + y* + 2x^y^ = {a^ - 2xy)' = a* - ia'xy + ix'y^

;

therefore »;* + ?/* = a* — ia'xy + 2x^y'.

By substitAiting the values of a;* + y* and a;^ + y"' we obtain

a* — ia^xy + 2x'y^ — xy («' — 2xy) + x'y = -
,

that is, 5x^y^ — 5a^xy = — — a*.

We may obtain this result also in another way. It may be

shewn that

a* = x^ + y^ + 5xy (a.-" + y^) + 10a;-y' (x + y) ;

thus a^-b^ = 5a;y {x^ + y^) + lOax'y-

;

and a^ = x^ + y^+ Sxy {x + y)

= x^ + y^ + 3axy :

therefore a^ — U = 5xy {a^ — Zaxy) + 1 ^)ax?y",

or bax'y"' - ba^xy = 6* — a*.
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From tlii>s quadratic we can find two valnes of xy ; let c

denote one of these values, then we have

X + y := a, xy = c
;

thus (x + yY — ixy = a? — 4c,

that is, {x — yY = a^ — Ac
;

therefore a; — y = ± ij(a^ — 4c).

Thus since x + y and x — y are known, we can find immediately

the values of x and y.

Or we may proceed thus. Assume x — y = z, then since

X + y = a, we obtain

x = ^{a + z), y = -^{a-z).

Substitute in the second of the given equations ; thus

{a + zY + {a-zY = Z^b\

therefore ^az" + 1 Oa^z' = 1 Gi' - a\

From this quadratic we may find z', and hence z, that is,

X — y ; and hence finally x and y.

More examples will be found in Chapter liv.

EXAMPLES OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS INVOLVING QUADRATICS.

1. 4a;- + 7/ = 148, Zx'-7/=U.

2. .-« + ?/ = 100, xy = 1iQ0.

1 1
3. x + y = i,

X y

4. a; + 2/ = 7, X- + 2/ = 34.

5. x-y = \2, X' -^ if = 74.

6.
a3 + 3w

y x-,2-
--\

7. x- + y- = Qb, xy = 28.

8. xy =\, 3.r -- 5y = 2.

9.
X y

x + y = 2.
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10. 3(? + xy +2y^ = 7i, 2x^ + 2x1/ + 7/~ = 7 3.

11. 2a; + 32/ =37, -+~ = ]^.•^ « y 45

12. x^ + 3xy = 54:, a;?/ + 41/^ = 1 1 5.

13. a;^ + «?/ = 15, xy-y^ = 2.

14. x" + xy + iy^=^, 3a;^ + 83/"= 14.

15. x^-vxy^\2, xy -2y^ =\.

16. a;'-a;y + y' = 21, y'- 2a;y + 15 = 0.

17. a;' -4/ = 9, xy+2y- = 3.

18. 7a;'- 8a:?/ = 159, bx + '2y = 1.

19. a;^- 2x2/-?/^= 1, a; + y = 2.

20. ^^^^^^10,
a;= + y^=45.

x~y X + y 6

„^ a; + ?/ x-v 5
21. ^ + ^ = 0, a;' +/ = 20.x—yx+y2
22. -ly + •125x = y - X, y - -bx - •75xy - 3x.

23. •3a; + -125y = 3a;-2/, 3a;- -Sy = 2-25a;y + 3?/.

24. ?/-- 4a;2/+20a;'+ 3?/- 264a; = 0,

5y- - 38a;?/ + a;' - 12y + 1056a; = 0.

25. x + y = X', 3y - X = y'.

26. x^ + y^=^^xy, x-y= - xy.

27. a; + 2?/ + — -16, .3a; + y + --23.

28. 4 (a; + ?/) = 3x-y, a; + ?/ + a;^ + y- = 26.

29. a; - 2/ = 2, a;' - y^ = 8.

30. a; + y = 5, a;' + /=65.

31. a; + 3/=ll, a;' + /-1001.

32. xy {x+y) = 30, x' + y' - 35.
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33. ^+?^' = 18, x + y = U.

34. a;+y=18, a' + 3/'' = 4914.

y X X y \

36. «' (« + y) = 80, X- (2x- - Sy) = 80.

37. x^y + 2/'x = 20, 1 + ^ = ^ .

^ ^ ' a; y 4

38. x"" + y^ = 1 + xy, x^ +y^ = Qxy-\.

39 x^4.2/^:.8, ^. + ^.=2-

40. x + y = i, x" + y' = 82.

41. a;'-y*=3093, x-y^3.

42. (3-J^y-.(3 + ^^y=82, a;y = 2.

\ x + yj V «-y/

43. x^ - x^y^ + 7/^=19, a; - a;?/ + y = 4.

44. x^ - xy + y° = 7, «" + a;^^/' + y"* = 1 33.

45. a;' + a;y + y" = 49, a;'' + a^ + y^ = 931.

46. a;'-«- + y'-y'-84, a;" + x-y + y' - 49.

47. a; (1 2 — a;y) = y (a;y — 3), xy (y + Ax — xy) = 1 2 (a; + y — 3).

48. a; + y + ^(a;y) = 14, a;^ + y^ + a;y = 84.

49. x + y -J{xy) = 1, aj^ + y' + a;y = 133.

50. x + y = 72, ^x+ ^y= 6.

51. x + J{x'-y^)=8, x~y=l.

53. ..,=10. J\-Ji=\
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54. Jx-Ji/^2 J{xij), a; + 3/ = 20.

J{x-y) xy 15

56. ^(3 + a;^) + 2?/ = 8, 2a;' + ^/(o^/" + 4a;^) = 9.

^_ a; V n ah,
a X y

58. x^ -y^ = a^, xy = 6^

59. a; + ?/ = «, a;* 4 3/* = 6*.

60. a;* + 2/^ = 1 4a;-y^, x + y = a.

Dl. 1-7 = 1, X + y - a + 0.a+x b+y

62 ^^
,

ay ^a + b ^ + ^ ^ 2.
"''

2/ + 6 a; + a 2 ' a 6

63. x-y~a, x^ - y^ = b\

64.
v/(^«=

+ y^) + v/(«^^-2/0 = 22/, a;^-2/^ = a\

65. 2ab {a + b) X + y^ — abx^ + 2aby, abx + (a + b)y ^ xy.

66. 2 7(x-'-2/') + a.2/ = l,
f^-^=«-

67. x + y = a J{xy), x-y = c /^

.

68. J(x + y) + J{x-y) = ^/a, J{x' + f) + J{x' -y^) = b.

^^ (a'-x' y'-b\l (a' + x' y' + b\l ,
j. . A

70. x^+y'-(cc + y) = a, x* + y* + x +y - 2 {x^ + y^) = h.

71. yz = bc, -+f = l, ^+ =1.abac
72. ^+-+"^=9, ^+'^ = 13, 8a; + 3y = 5.

X y z X y
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1 1 1

73. 2/ + ^ = ^, ^ + ^=y> ^ + y = i-

74. xyz = a-(^ + z) = }f {z + x) = c'{x + y).

15. x^ + yz—'jf + zx^ c, z^-\xy = a.

77. x + y + z = -+--+-^7,, xyz=\.
•^ X y z 2

78. 03^ + 2/^ + 2^ = a;^ + y* + s" = « + y + 2;= 1.

79. x{x + y ->r z) = a^, y[x + y + z) = b', z{x + y + z) = c'.

80. xy + xz + yz = 2Q, ^

xy (x + y) + yz (y + z) + zx (z + a;) = 1 62, V

xy {x^ + y^) + yz {y^ + z^) + xz {x" + s') = 538. J

XXIV. PROBLEMS WHICH LEAD TO QUADRATIC
EQUATIONS.

347. We shall now solve and discuss some problems which

lead to quadratic equations.

A man buys a horse which he sells again for £24; he finds

that he thus loses as much per cent, as the horse cost ; required

the price of the horse.

Let x denote the price in pounds ; then the man loses x per

cent, and thus his total loss is ^--r x x, that is, —— ; but this

loss is also ic - 24 ; thus
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therefore x" - lOOo; = - 2400,

and jc^- 100a; +(50)^ = 2500 -2400 = 100;

hence a; - 50 = ± 10,

and 03 = 60 or 40.

Thus all we can infer is, that the price was either £G0 or £4:0,

for each of these values satisfies all the conditions of the problem.

348. Divide tlie number 10 into two parts, such that their

product shall be 24,

Let X denote one part, and therefore 1 — a; the other part

;

then

a;(10-«) = 24;

therefore a;^ - 1 Ox = - 24,

and a;' - lOx + 5- = 25 - 24 = 1

;

hence a; — 5=±1,

and X = i ov 6.

Here although x may have either of two values, yet there

is only one mode of dividing 10, so that the product of the two

parts shall be 24 ; one part must be 4 and the other 6.

349. A person bought a certain number of oxen for £80
;

if he had bought 4 more for the same sum each ox would have

cost £1 less ; find the number of oxen and the price of each.

80
Let x denote the number of oxen, then — is the price of each

X

in pounds ; if the person had bought 4 more, the price of each in

80
pounds would have been : thus, by supposition,

80 _ 80
_

03 + 4 X

therefore 80a; = 80 (a; + 4) - x' - ix,
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therefore x" + 4 a:; = 320,

and x' + 4:X + 2'=320 + 4: = 324
;

hence a; + 2 = ± 1 8,

and X = 16 ov — 20.

Only the positive value of x is admissible, and thus the number

of oxen is 16, and the price of each ox is £5.

In solving problems, as in the proposed example, results will

sometimes be obtained which do not apply to the question actually

proposed. The reason appears to be that the algebraical mode of

expression is more general than ordinary language?, and thus the

equation, which is a proper representation of the conditions of the

problem, will also apply to other conditions. Experience will

convince the student that he will always be able to select the

result which belongs to the problem he is solving, and that it will

be sometimes possible, by suitable changes m the enunciation of

the original problem, to form a new problem, corresponding to any

result which was inapplicable to the original problem. Thus in

the present case we may propose the following modification of the

original problem : a person sold a certain number of oxen for

£80 ; if he had sold 4 fewer for the same sum, the price of each

ox would have been £1 more ; find the number of oxen and the

price of each.

Let X represent the number ; then by the question we shall

have
80 80 ,

=— + 1.
jc — 4 X

The roots of this quadratic will be found to be 20 and — 16
;

thus the number 20 which appeared with a negative sign as a

result in the foi'mer case, and was then inapplicable, is here the

admissible result.

350. Find a number such that twice its square increased by

three times the number itself may amount to 65.
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Let X denote the number ; then, by the question,

2x' + 3rK = 65.

The roots of this quadratic will be foiuid to be 5 and —— •

the first value satisfies the conditions of the question. In order to

interpret the second value, we observe, that if we write — x for x

in the equation, it becomes

"Ix^ - 3a; = 65
;

13
and the roots of the latter equation are — and — 5, as will be

13
found on trial, or may be known from Art. 340. Hence — is the

answer to a new question, namely : find a number such that twice

its square diminished by three times the number itself may

amount to 65.

351. Divide a given line into two parts, such that twice

the square on one part may be equal to the rectangle contained

by the whole line and the other part.

Let a denote the length of the line, and x the length of one

part, then a — a; is the length of the other part ; thus, by the

question,

2a;^ — a{ctj- x)

)

therefore 2a;^ + ax = a',

and

and

hence

and

Here - is the required length. The negative answer sug-

gests the following jn-oblem : produce a given line, so that twice

the square on the i)art produced may be equal to the rectangle

„ ax a'

ax /a\^ a' a^ 9a'

16 '

a 3a

a
x = ^ ov - a.
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contained by the given line, and the line made up of the given

line and the part produced ; the result is, that the pai-t produced

must be equal to the given line.

352. In the examples hitherto given, both roots of the quad-

ratic equation have applied to the actual problem, or to an allied

problem which was easily formed. Frequently, however, it will

be found that only one root applies to the problem proposed, and

tliat no obvious interpretation occurs for the other.

353. Problems may be proposed which involve more than

one unknown quantity, and thus lead to simultaneous equations;

ffG will give an example.

Two men A and B sell a quantity of wheat for £28. 8s.

B sells four quarters more than A, and if he had sold the quan-

tity A sold, would have received £10 for it; while A would have

received 16 guineas for wdiat B sold. Find the quantity sold by

each, and the rates at which they sold it.

Let X denote the number of quarters which A sold, and there-

fore x+ i the number which B sold ; and suppose that A sold his

wheat at y shillings per quarter, and that B sold his at z shillings

per quarter. Then since the value of the wheat sold is 568 shil-

lings, we have
xy-¥{x + -^)z^ 568 (1).

If B had sold the quantity A sold, he would have received

200 shillings ; thus

x« = 200 (2).

Similarly, (a; + 4)2/ = 33G (3).

From (3) we have a;^/ = 336 - % ; by substitution in (1) we

have
336 -4?/ + 200 + 4^-568;

therefore 4 (s - ?/) = 32,

and z-y^^ (4).
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From (2) we have

200

and from (3) we have

336 ,

X = 4 :

2/

200 336 ,

tnns = 4,
z y

aad 5°=«-l....
z y

(5).

We may now find y and z from (4) and (5). Substitute in

(5) the vahie of z fi-om (4) ; thus

50 84

y+8 y

therefore 50y = 84 (y + 8) - (y' + 8y),

hence y^ — 26y — 672 = 0.

From this quadratic we shall find y — 42 or — 16. The foiTner

is the only admissible result ; thus 2; = 50 ; and a; = 4.

EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS.

1. Find two numbers such that their sum may be 39, and

the sum of then- cubes 17199,

2. A certain number is formed by the product of three con-

secutive numbers, and if it be divided by each of them in turn,

the sum of the quotients is 47. Find the niimber.

3. The length of a rectangular field exceeds the breadth by

one yard, and the area is three acres : find the length of the sides.

4. A boat's crew row 3^ miles down a river and back again

in 1 hour and 40 minutes : supposing the river to have a cuiTent

of 2 miles per hour, find the rate at which the ci'ew woxild row in

Stillwater.

T. A. 14
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5. A farmer wishes to enclose a rectangular piece of land to

contain 1 acre 32 perches with 176 hurdles, each two yards long;

how many hurdles must he place in each side of the rectangle 1

6. A person rents a certain number of acres of land for £84;
he cultivates 4 acres himself, and letting the rest for 10s. an acre

more than he pays for it, receives for this portion the whole rent,

£84. Find the number of acres.

7. A person purchased a certain number of sheep for £35 :

after losing two of them he sold the rest at 10 shillings a head

more than he gave for them, and by so doing gained £1 by the

transaction. Find the number of sheep he purchased.

8. A line of given length is bisected and produced : find the

length of the pi'oduced part so that the rectangle contained by

half the line and the line made up of the half and the produced

part may be equal to the sqviare on the produced part.

9. The product of two numbers is 750, and the quotient

when one is divided by the other is 3| : find the numbers.

10. A gentleman sends a lad into the market to buy a shil-

ling's worth of oranges. The lad having eaten a couple, the

gentleman pays at the rate of a 2:)enny for fifteen moi-e than the

market-price ; how many did the gentleman get for his shilling 1

11. What are eggs a dozen when two more in a shilling's

worth lowers the price one ])enny per dozen?

12. A sliilling's worth of Bavarian kreuzers is more nume-

rous by 6 than a shilling's -worth of Austrian kreuzers; and 15

Austrian kreuzers are worth Id. more than 15 Bavarian kreuzei-s.

How many Austrian and Bavarian kreuzers respectively make a

shilling 1

13. Find two nimibers whose sum is nine times theii' differ-

ence, and whose product diminished by the greater number is

equal to twelve times the greater number cUvided by the less.

^14. Two workmen were employed at different wages, and

paid at the end of a certain time. The first received £4. 16s.,
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and the second, wlio had worked for 6 days less, received <£2. 145.

If the second had worked all the time and the first had omitted

6 days, they would have received the same sum. How many days

did each work, and what were the wages of each ?

^ 15. A party at a tavern spent a certain sum of money. If

there had been five more in the party, and each person had spent

a shiUing more, the bill would have been £Q. If there had been

thi'ee less in the party, and each person had spent eightpence less,

the bUl would have been £2. 12s. Of how many did the party

consist, and what did each person spend 1

16. A person bought a number of £20 raUway shares when
they were at a certain rate per cent, discount for £1500; and

afterwards when they were at the same rate jier cent, premium
sold them all but 60 for £1000. How many did he buy, and what

did he give for each of them 1

17. Find that number whose square added to its cube is nine

times the next higher number.

18. A person has £1300, which he divides into two portions

and lends at different rates of interest, so that the two portions

produce equal returns. If the fij.'st poi"tion had been lent at the

second rate of interest it would have produced £36 ; and if the

second portion had been lent at the first rate of interest it would

have produced £49- Find the rates of interest.

19. A person having travelled 56 miles on a railroad and the

rest of his joiu'ney by a coach, observed that in the train he had

performed a quarter of his whole journey in the time the coach

took to go 5 miles, and that at the instant he arrives at home

the train must have reached a point 35 miles fiu'ther than he was

from the station at which it left him. Compare the rates of the

coach and the train, and find the number of miles in the rest of

the journey, if

20. A sets off from London to York, and B at the same time

from York to London, and they travel uniformly; A reaches

York 16 hours, and B reaches London 36 hours, after they have

14—2
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met on the road. Find in what time each has performed the

journey.

21. A courier proceeds from one place P to another place Q
in 14 hoiirs ; a second courier starts at the same time as the first

from a place 10 miles behind P, and arrives at Q at the same time

as the first courier. The second covirier finds that he takes half

an hour less than the first to accomjilish 20 miles. Find the dis-

tance of Q from P.

22. Two travellers A and B set out at the same time from

two places P and Q respectively, and travel so as to meet. When
they meet it is found that A has travelled 30 miles more than B^

and that A ^vill reach Q in 4 days, and B will reach P in 9 days,

after they meet. Find the distance between P and Q.

23. A vessel can be filled with water by two pipes ; by one

of these pipes alone the vessel would be filled 2 hours sooner

than l)y the other ; also the vessel can be filled by both pipes

together in 1| hours. Find the time which each pipe alone would

take to fill the vessel.

24. A vessel is to be filled with water by two pipes. The

first pipe is kept open during three-fifths of the time which the

second would take to fill the vessel ; then the first pipe is closed

and the second is opened. If the two pipes had both been kept

open together the vessel woiild have been filled 6 hours sooner,

and the first pipe would have brought in two-thirds of the quantity

of water which the second pipe really brought in. How long would

each pipe alone take to fill the vessel ?

25. A certain number of workmen can move a heap of

stones in 8 hours from one place to another. If there had been

8 more workmen, and each workman had carried 5 lbs. less at a

time, the whole work would have occupied 7 hours. If however

there liad been 8 fewer workmen, and each workman had carried

1 1 lbs. more at a time, the work would have occupied 9 hours.

Find the niimber of workmen and the weight which each carried

at a time.
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XXV. IMAGINARY EXPRESSIONS.

354. Although the square root of a negative quantity is the

symbol of an impossible operation, yet these square roots are fre-

quently of use in Mathematical investigations in consequence of a

few conventions which we shall now explain.

355. Let a denote any real quantity; then the sqviare roots

of the negative quantity -a^ are expressed in ordinary notation

by =fc^(-a^). Now —a^ may be considered as the product of

a* and — 1 ; so if we suppose that the square roots of this product

can be fonned, in the same manner as if both factors were posi-

tive, by multiplying together the square roots of the factors, the

square roots of_-_a' will be expressed by ^aJ{-V). We may

therefore agree that the expressions ± J{— a^) and ± a J{- 1) shall

be considered equivalent. Thus we shall only have to use one

imaginaiy expression in oux investigations, namely, J(— 1).

356. Suppose we have such an expression as a + /S J{~1),

where a and jS are real quantities. This expression may be said

to consist of a real part a and an imaginary part ^ J{- 1) ; or on

account of the presence of the latter tenn we may speak of the

whole expression as imaginary. When ft is zero, the teiin

yS ^{— 1) is considered to vanish ; this may be regarded then as

another convention. If a and (3 are both zero, the whole expres-

sion vanishes, and not otherwise.

357. By means of the conventions already made, and the

additional convention that such tenns as ^ J(—l) shall be subject

to the ordinary n.des which hold in Algebraical transformations,

we may establish some propositions, as will now be seen.

358. In order that two imaginary expressions may he equal,

it is necessary and sufficient that the real parts shoidd he equal,

and that tlie coefficients of J{— 1) should he equal.
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Eor suppose a + (3 J{- 1) = y + S J{- 1)

;

tlien, by transposition, a - y + (/3 - 8) J{— 1 ) = j

thus, by Ai-t. 356, a - y = 0, and ^ - 8 = ;

tliat is, a = y, and /S = 8.

Thus the equation

a + /8V(-l) = y + 8V(-l)

may be considered as a symbolical mode of asserting the two

equalities a = y and /3 = 8 in one statement.

359. Take now two imaginary expressions a + j3 J{—1) and

y + 8^(-l), and form their sum, difference, product, and quotient.

Theii- sum is

a+y + (/? + 8)7(-l).

If the second expression be taken from the first, the re-

mainder is

a-y + (^-S)V(-l).

Their product is

{a + (3J{-l)}{y + SJ{-l)} = ay-pS + {aS+^y)J(-l);

for J{- 1) X J(- 1) is, by supposition, - 1.

The quotient obtained by dividing the first expression by the

second is

a + )8^/(-l)

This may be put in another form by multiplying both ^umerator

and denominator by y - 8 J{- 1). The new numerator is thus

ay + )88+(i8y-aS)V(-l);

and the new denominator is y^ + 8^ ; therefore

7717PT)-/+8^ yVr-^ ^•

360. We ^vill now give an example of the way in which

imaginary expressions occur in Algebra. Suppose we have to

solve the equation x^=l. We may write the equation thus,

a;'- 1 = 0;
y

or in factors, {x - 1) (a;* + a; + 1) = 0.
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Tlius we satisfy the proposed equation either by putting

a; - 1 = 0, or by putting x^ + x + 1 =0. The first gives x = l;

the second may be written

x^ + x = -l,

therefore x^ + x + (-^j =7~1=~J^

1 // 3\ . J3
therefore ^ ^ 9 " "^ \/ (~ i)

" ^ 2 ^^~ "^^ '

and x = --^^\^ J{-1).

Thus we conclude that if either of the imaginary expressions

last wi-itten be cubed, the resiUt will he unity. This we may

verify ; take the upper sign for example, then

.3(--;)(f^(-.)}%{^/^/(-.)

{^v/(-l)}'={f V(-l)}'=f V(-l)

Now

|xf V(-l)=-'-f ^(-')-

Thus the result is unity.

If a' - 1, we have x = (lf ; it appears then that there are

three cube roots of unity, namely, 1 and —-E=^ o" '^^~ ''
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361. We have seen in Art. 337, tliat the quadratic expression

av? + 6a; + c is always identical with a {x —j)) (x — q), where p and q

are the roots of the equation ax' + hx+ c = 0. If the roots are

imaginary, j9 and q will be of the forms a±^^(— 1); thus we

have then

au? + hx+c = a{x-a-li J{-l)]{x-a + p J{- 1)}.

This will present no difficulty when we remember the conven-

tion that the usual algebraical operations are to be applicable to

the term /3 J{- 1). For the second side of the asserted iden-

tity is

a {{x - a)"" + p\ that is, a {x' - 2ax + a' + (S'},

and from the values of a and ^ we have

b
T " n» c

2a = ,
and a' + p' = - :

a a

thus the second side coincides with the first.

362. Two imagmary expressions are said to be conjugate when

they diffijr only in the sign of the coefficient of J{- 1). Thus

a + ^ n/(- 1) '^nd a - pj{- 1) are conjugate.

Hence the sum of two conjugate imaginary expressions is real,

and so also is their product. In the above example the sum is

2a, and the product is a^ + y8".

363. The positive value of the square root of a' + (3^ is called

the modulus of each of the expressions

a + /3j{-l) and a-/3J{-l).

From this definition it follows that the modulus of a real

quantity is the numerical value of that quantity taken positively.

In order that the modulus ^(a* + /3') may vanish, it is neces-

sary that a = and /? = ; in this case the expressions

a+/3J{-l) and a-^J{-~l)

vanish. And conversely, if these expressions vanish, then a =

and /3 = 0, and thus the modulus vanishes.
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364. If two imaginaiy expressions are equal, their moduli

are equal. It is not however necessarily tiiie, that the expressions

are equal if the moduli are equal.

365. The modulus of the product of a + ^^(-l) and

y + SV(-l) is

J{{ay - ^8)- + (/3y + aS)^}
;

(see Ai-t. 359).

But (ay - I38f + (^y + aS)' = (a" + ft') (y' + S")
;

thus the modulus is

V(a^ + ^^)xV(/ + 8=).

Hence the modulus of the product of two imaginary expres-

sions is equal to the product of their rtioduli.

Therefore the product of two imaginary expressions cannot

vanish if neither factor vanishes.

It will follow fi'om this that the modulus of the qiiotient of

two imaginary expressions is the quotient of therr moduli. This

can also be shewn by forming the modulus of the expression for

the quotient given in Art. 359.

366. It is often necessary to consider the powers of J{— 1).

We may form them by successive multijilication ; thus,

{v/(-i)r-{v/{-i)rxx/(-i)=-v(-i). {N/(-i)r-i-

If we proceed to obtain higher powers we shall have a re-

currence of the results J{-I), - 1, - J{- 1), 1- We may then

express all the powers by four formuliB. For every whole number

must be of one of the foiu" forms in, 4>^ + 1, in + 2, 4n + 3,

according as it is exactly divisible by 4, or leaves, when divided

by 4, a remainder 1, 2, 3, respectively. And

y(-i)r-i, {v/(-i)r'=v/(-i),

{v/(-i)r^=-i, {V(-i)r^=-v(-i)-
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367. The sqtuare root of an imaginary expression of the form

a + p J(- 1) may be expressed in a similar form.

For sxippose J{a + (i J{-V)] = x -¥ y J(r\)

;

tlien a + ^J{-\)^{x + y J{- \)Y = x" - f + 2xy J{- 1).

Hence, by Art. 358, J^-
'

X' — y^ - o. (l)j

2a;y = /3 (2);

therefore from (1) and (2)

{x- + 2/')" = a- + jS^

thus x' + y' ^ J{a + (T-) (3).

From (1) and (3) we obtain

x' = \U{p? + IS"-) + a], y' = l{J{o.' + P')-o.];

Since the values of x and y are supposed real, x^ + y'' is posi-

tive, and thus the positive sign must be ascribed to the quantity

^(a^ + /8^). And since the values of x and y must satisfy the

equation "Ixy = ft,
they must have the same sign if ^ be positive,

and different signs if ft be negative. On account of the double

sign in the values of x and y, we see that a + /3 J{- 1) has two

square roots wliich differ only in sign.

3G8. We may obtain the square roots of ± J{- 1) by sup-

posing that a = and /? = ± 1 in the results of the preceding

Ai'ticle. Thus we shall obtain

If we suppose that z* = -\, we deduce s- = ±^{-l)j thus

s = ± ^{± J{- 1)}. And since z'^-l, we have z = {- \f. Thus

there are four fourth roots of - 1, namely, the four expressions
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contained in ± —^ . There are also foiu- fom-tli roots of 1,

since if we put z^ = \, we find z' = ^\, and z = ^ J\ or

« = ± ^{- 1). Similarly there are eight eighth roots of 1 or — 1,

and so on.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Simplify
(a -h) (a — c) {b — c){b — a) (c — a){c — b)

If , r + , = 0, shew that
\ + ab \ + cd

a — d b — c ^ a + c b + d
and

I + ad 1 +bc \ — ac I -bd'

3. Shew that

a^ + b^ + d" - 3abc =

^{(a - by + {b- c)- + (c - a)-} {a + b + c},

a^ + b^+c' + 2iabc -

{a + b + cf-3 {a (b - c)- + b{c- a)' + c{a- by},

(a + b+cy-27abc =

1 {(« + 6 + 7c) (a - by +ib + c+ la) (b - c)" + (c + a + 7b) (c - a)^},

9 ^a' + h' + c') -{a + b + cy =

(4a +ib + c) (a - by + (46 + 4c + a) (6 - cy + (4c + 4a + 6) (c - a)'.

4. Shew that if a + b + c is zero the following expression is

also zero,

a c

2a- + be '2b- + ca 2c' + ab
1.

,5. If the square root of the product of two. qiiantities is

rational, shew that the square root of the quotient obtained by

dividing one by the other is also rational.
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^ 6. Extract the square root of {I + x} {1 + x^ + 2 (1 - x") Jx}.

7. Express in tlie fonn of the sum of two simple surds the

roots of the equation x* - 2ax^ + b' = 0.

8, Express in the form of the sum of two simple surds the

roots of the equation 4a;'* - 4 (1 + w^) a^x^ + n^'a* - 0.

^ 9. By perfonning the operation for extracting the square

root, find a value of x which will make x* + 6x^ + lla;^+3a;+31

a perfect square.

/ 1 0. Shew that if x^ + ax^ + bx^ + ex + d be a perfect square,

the coefficients satisfy the relations

8c=a{ib-a') and {ib-ay = GM.

" 11. If the values of £C, y, x', y be all possible, and

\+xx ^ yy = J{1 + x" + /) ^(1 + x'^ + y'%

shew that x = x' and y = y.

» 12. Shew that the equation

a%' (x - x'y + aV (y - yj + (6V + a'y- - «-&') (b'x" + aSf- a'b') =

is equivalent to the two a'b'^ — a?yy'~ b^xx' = and xy'— x'y = 0.

^ 13. A man sells a horse for £24. 12s., and loses 18 per cent,

on what the horse cost him : find the original cost.

" 14. Divide the number 16 into three such parts that the dif-

ference of the two less shall be the square root of the greatest, and

the difference of the two greater shall be the sqiiai-e of the least.

^ 15. Shew that

izl±lt3^,izl^f:3y

is equal to 2 if w be a miiltiple of 3, and equal to — 1 if n be any

other integer.
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Solve the following equations :

x+l x+2 ^x+S
16. -. + o =" 2 ^ .

x—1 X -2 X — 6

X -2x x^ -X

19. ic" - Sec' + 12a;' + 16a; -16 = 0.

20. J{2x - 1) + ^(3r« - 2) = J(ix - 3) + J(5x - 4).

21. 26
{ J{x + a) - b} + 2c

{
J(x - a) + c} = a.

22. {J(a + x)- Ja] {J{a - x) + Ja] = twc.

23. x + y^a + h, - + - = 2.^ '

a;, 2/

ax hy (a + b)c
24. + -^^=^—-'-, x + y = c.

a -^ X + y a + 0+ c

25. 6r--^V5=6fU^).
\2/ 33/ Vo; yj

26. X (6c — xy) = y (xy — ac), xy {ay + bx — xy) = abc (x + y — c).

27, (x-3y + -](x + z) = Q, (x+ )
- = 9, -+-1 1 _9

z~2

28. {v + x){y + z) = b + c - a,

(v + y){z + x) = c + a— b,

(v 4-z){x + y) = a + b — c,

•y' + a;- + ?/ + «^ = 3 (a + 6 + c).
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XXVI. RATIO.

369. Ratio is the relation which one quantity beai-s to

another -svith respect to magnitude, the comparison being made

by considering what multiple, part, or parts, the first quantity is

of the second.

Thus in comparing 6 with 3, we observe that 6 has a certam

magnitude with respect to 3, which it contains t^vice ; again, in

comparing 6 with 2, we see that 6 has now a different relative

magnitude, for it contains 2 three times ; or 6 is greater when

compared with 2 than it is when compai-ed with 3.

370. The ratio of a to 6 is usually expressed by two points

placed between them, thus, a : b ; and a is called the antecedent

of the I'atio, and b the consequent of the ratio.

371. A ratio is measiu-ed by the fraction which has for its

numerator the antecedent of the ratio, and for its denominator

the consequent of the ratio. Thus the ratio of a to 6 is measured

by
J-

; then for shortness we may say that the i'atio of a. to h is

equal <o r- , or is r-

.

372. Hence we may say that the ratio of a to 6 is equal to

the ratio of c to d, when ^ = ^ •

d

373. If the terms of a ratio be multijMed or divided by the

same quantity the ratio is iwt altered

374. "We may compare two or more ratios by reducing the

jEractions which measui"e these ratios to a common denominator.
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Thus suppose one ratio to be that of a to h, and another ratio to

be that of c to d ; then the first ratio j- = y—, , and the second
bd

ratio -7 = 7-7. Hence the first ratio is gi-eater than, equal to, or

less than, the second ratio, according as ac^ is gi-eater than, equal

to, or less than he.

375. A ratio is called a ratio of greater inequality, of less

inequality/, or of equality, according as the antecedent is greater

than, less than, or equal to, the consequent.

' 376. A ratio of greater inequality is diminished, and a ratio

of less inequality is increased, hy adding any quantity to both

terms of the ratio.

Let the ratio be - , and let a new ratio be fonued by adding

X to both terms of the original ratio : then 7 is gi-eater or less

, , a ,

.

h{a + x) .
, , ,

, a{h -^x)
than - , according as ^-4^ f is greater or less than ^r\ { ; that

b ° b{b + x) ° b{b +x)'

is, according as b (a + x) is greater or less than a{b + x) ; that is,

according as xb is greater or less than xa • that is, according as b

is gi'eater or less than a.

f 377. A ratio of greater inequality is increased, and a ratio of

less inequality is diminished, by takingfrom both terms of the ratio

any quantity which is less than each of those terms.

Let the ratio be -^ , and let a new ratio be formed by taking

X fi'om both terms of the original ratio : then f is greater or

less than ^ , according as ^-7^ r is greater or less than -=-^^ .

;6' ^ b{b-x) ^ b{b-x)'

that is, according as b{a — x) is greater or less than a (b — x) ; that

is, according as bx is less or greater than ax ; that is, according as

b is less or greater than a.
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378. If the antecedents of any ratios be multiplied together

and also the consequents, a new ratio is olatained, which is said to

be compounded of the former ratios. Thus the ratio ac : hd is

said to be compounded of the two ratios a : h and c : d.

379. The ratio com^^ounded of two ratios has sometimes been

called the sum of those two ratios. Wlien the ratio rt : 6 is com-

pounded with itself, the resxilting ratio a' : If is sometimes called

the double of the ratio a : b. Also the ratio a^ : b^ is called the

trijile of the ratio a : b. Similarly, the ratio a : b is sometimes
1 1

said to be half of the ratio a" : b^, and the ratio a" : b" is some-

times said to be - th of the ratio a : b.
n

This language, however, is now not used ; the follo^\dng tenns

are in conformity with it, and some of them are still retained.

The ratio a" : b^ is said to be the duplicate ratio of a : 6, and

the ratio cC^ :
6^ the trijjlicate ratio of a : 5. Similarly, the ratio

Ja : Jb is called the subduplicate ratio of a : b, and the ratio

^a : ^b the sid)triplicate ratio of a : b. And the ratio a^ : b^

is called the sesqulplicate ratio of a : b.

380. If the consequent oj the 2»'eceding ratio be the antecedent

of the succeeding ratio, and any number of such ratios be taken, the

ratio which arises from their comjjosition is that ofthefrst antece-

dent to the last consequent.

Let there be thi-ee ratios, namely a : b, b : c, c : d ; then the

compound ratio is a x b x c : b x c x d (Art. 378), that is, a ; d.

Similarly, the projiosition may be established whatever be the

number of ratios.

' 381. A ratio of greater inequality compounded unth another

increases it, and a ratio of less inequality compounded with another

diminishes it.

Let the ratio x: y he compounded with the ratio a -.b; the

compound ratio is xa : yb, and this is greater or less than the
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ratio a : h, accordincf as -^ is greater or less than =-, that is,
yb b

according as x is gi-eater or less than y.

382. 1/ the difference between the antecedent and the consequent

of a ratio be small compa/red with either of them, the ratio of their

squares is nearly obtained by doubling this difference.

Let the proposed ratio be a + x: a, where x is small compared

"with a ; then a^ + 2aa3 + x' : a^ is the ratio of the squares of the

antecedent and consequent. But x is small compared with a, and

therefore x^ or xxx is small compared with 2a x x, and much
smaller than a x a. Hence a' + 2ax : a*, that is, a + 2x : a, will

nearly express the ratio (a + xf : a".

Thus the ratio of the square of 1001 to the square of 1000 is

nearly 1002 : 1000. The real ratio is 1002-001 : 1000, in which

the antecedent differs from its approximate value 1002 only by

one-thousandth part of unity.

383. Hence we may infer that the ratio of the square root of

a + 2x to the square root of a is the ratio a + x : a nearly, when

X is small compared with a. That is ; if the difference of two

quantities be small compared with either of them, the ratio of their

square roots is nearly obtained by halving this difference.

In the same manner as in Art. 382 it may be shewn when x is

small compared with a, that a + 3a; : a is nearly equal to the ratio

(a + xf : (i^, and a h Ax : a is nearly equal to the ratio (a + x)* : a*.

These results may be generalised by the student when he is

acquainted with the Binomial Theorem.

384. "We will place here a theorem respecting ratios which

is often of use.

Suppose that ^ = = - then each of these ratios is equal to

/pa" + qc" + re"\l
( p —> I ./") ' ^vhere/), q, r, n are any quantities whatever.

T. A. 16
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For let ^ = - = - = - ! then
b d f

kh = a, kd = c, kf= e
;

therefore ^; (kb)" + q (kd)" + r (k/)" = j^a" + qc" + re"

;

therefore /fc"=^-?^±^^;^, and Z:=. r^,^"^^:^!^)^.
j)0 + qd + rf \pb + qd + rf J

The same mode of demonstration may be applied, and a similar

result obtained, when there are more than three ratios -, -
,
-

given equal. It may be observed that p, q, r, n are not neces-

Barily positive quantities.

As a particular example we may suppose 7^ = 1 , then we see

that if - = - = - each of these ratios is equal to i •.

h d f ^ ph + qd + rf
and then as a special case we may sup^jose p = q = r, so that each

of the given equal ratios is equal to
, , ..* ^ ^
b +d+J

385. Suppose that we have three unknown quantities x, y, z

connected by the tioo equations

ax + bi/ + cz = 0, ax + b'y + c'5: = ;

these equations are not sufficient to determine the unknown quan-

tities, but they will determine the ratios subsisting between them.

For multiply the first equation by c', and the second by c, and

subtract: thus

{ac - a'c) X + (be — b'c) y = ;

therefore ,
,—^rr = "n r' •

be —be ca —ca
Agaui, multiply the first equation by b', and the second by b,

ard subtract: thus we shall obtain

X z

be' — b'c ab' — a'b
'

Hence we may write the results in this form :

X y _ z

be — b'c ca' — c'a ab' — a'b
'
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These results are very important, and sboiild be carefully re-

membered; the second denominator may be derived from the first,

and the third from the second, in the manner explained in

Art. 211.

Denote the common value of these fractions by k ; then

X ^ k [be — b'c), y = k{ca—c'a), z = k{ah' — a'b).

Now suppose that we have also a third equation connecting

the imknown quantities x, y, z; then by substituting in it for

X, y, z the expressions just given, we shall obtain an equation

which will determine k : thus the values of x, y, z become

known.

Suppose, for example, the tliii'd equation is

Ix^ + my^ + nz* = 1,

then k is determined by

F {Kbc' - b'c)' + m(ca'- ca)' + n {ah' - a'by] = 1.

EXAMPLES OP RATIO.

1. Write down the duplicate ratio of 2 : 3, and the sub-

duplicate ratio of 100 : 114.

2. Write do\\Ti the ratio which is compounded of the ratioE>

3 : 5 and 7 : 9.

3. Two numbers are in the ratio of 2 to 3, and if 9 be added

to each they are in the ratio of 3 to 4. Find the numbers.

4. Shew that the ratio a : b is the duplicate of the ratio

a + c : b + c it c^ = ab.

5. There are two roads from A to B, one of them 14 i s

longer than the other, and two roads from £ to C, one of theiix

8 miles longer than the other. The distances from ^ to ^ and

from B to C along the shorter roads are in the ratio of 1 to 2,

and the distances along the longer roads are in the ratio of 2 to 3.

X)etermine the distances.

15—2
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', 6. Solve the equations

ax + by cz + ax by + cz
=—

=

=— =x + y -i-z.
cz by ax

7. Prove that if ^^±^ = ^^±^ = "i±^, each of these
a,^ + a^y a^ + a,y a, + w^

1 + a;

ratios is equal to , supposing a^ + a^ + a^ not to be zero.

-o Tr "'-^ ^-^ c-a a+b +G ,, , J,
8. it ^— =

,
= ==

1 , then each of
ay + bx bz + ex cy + az ax + by + cz

these ratios =
, supposing a + b +c not to be zero.

X '\' y 'h z

.^ ay — bx cx— az bz— cy
,
, x y z

V 9. Shew that if -^ =—^— =
, then -={ = -.

c b a a b c

10. If , 7,= f-,
—:rr,= -, t; , then each of these ratios

a — a b —b c -

c

ab'—a'b bc'—b'c ca' — c'a a + 6 + c— (a' + 6' + c')

a'b"— a"b' b'c"— b"c c'a"— c"a' a'+b' +c'— {a"+ b" + c")
'

11. Solve the equations

' 2x + y-2z = 0, 7a; + 6y-9s = 0, «" +/ + »^= 1728.

12. Solve the equations

ax + by + cz = 0, bcx + cay + abz = 0, xyz + abc (a^x + b^y + c^z) — 0.

XXVII. PROPORTION.

386. Pour quantities are said to be proportionals when the

first is the same multiple, part, or parts, of the second, as the

third is of the fourth ; that is, when r=-j, the four quantities

a, b, c, d, are called proportionals. This is usually expressed by
saying, a is to 6 as c is to c^, and is represented thus, a : b :: c : d,

or thus, a :b = c:d.
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The terms a and d are called the extremes, and the teiins

5 and c are called the means.

387. When four quantities are proportionals, the product of

the extremes is eqiuil to the product of the m,eans.

Let a, b, c, d be the four quantities ; then since they are pro-

portionals ,-= -^ (Art. 386); and by multiplying both sides of

the equation by hd, we have ad = be.

Hence if the fii'st be to the second as the second is to the third,

the product of the extremes is equal to the square of the mean.

388. If any three terms in a proportion are given, the fourth

may be determined from the eqiiation ad = be.

389. If the product oj two quantities be equal to the product

of two others, the four are proportionals; the terms of either

product being taken for tlie means, and the terms of the other

productfor the extremes.

X b
Let xy = ab; divide by ay, thus, - — -;

or x: a \\b : y (Art. 386).

390. \i a : b :: c : d, and c : d :: e :f then

a : b :: e :f

Because - = - and -, = -,, therefore t = -.;
b d d J' * /

or a : b :: e : f.

391. Iffour quantities be proportionals, they are proportionals

when taken inversely.

If a : b :: c : d, then b : a :: d : c.

For r =
/

) divide unity by each of these equal quantities,

thus - = - : or b : a :: d : c.

a c
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392. Iffour quantities he proportionals, they are proportionals

when taken alternately.

If a : b :. c : d, then a : c :: h : cl.

For T- = -, ; nniltiijly by - : thus - = -,:
b a c c a

or a : c :: h : d.

Unless the four quantities ai'e of the same kind the alter-

nation cannot take place ; because this operation supposes the

first to be some multiple, part, or parts, of the thii-d. One line

may have to another line the same ratio as one weight has to

another weight, but there is no relation, with respect to magni-

tude, between a line and a weight. In such cases, however, if the

four quantities be represented by numbers, or by other quantities

which are all of the same kind, the alternation may take place.

393. Wlien four quantities are proportio7iaIs, tJte first together

with the second is to the second as the third together with thefourth

is to the fourth.

If a : b :: c : d, then a + b : b :: c + d : d.

For
T
= J ', atld unity to both sides ; thus

a ^ Cl 1 . a+ b c + d

.

Y + I — — + I ; that IS, —=— =—=— :

a d

or a + b : b :: c + d : d.

This operation, is called componendo.

394. Also the excess of the first above the second is to the

second as t/ie excess of the third above the fourth is to the fourth.

For - = - • subtract unity from both sides : thus
d

a , c ^ 1,. a-h c-

d

^-1=^-1; that IS, -^ = ~^;

or a — b:b::c — d:d.

This operation is called dividendo.
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395. Also the first is to the excess of the first above the second

as the third is to the excess of the third above the fourth.

-r» ^ n » ^
«— 6 C — d

By the last Article, = —j- ;

h d
also - = -,

a c

,, „ a — h b c-d d a—b c~d
tuereiore , x - = -^— x or = ; -^bade a c

or a — b : a :: c — d : c,

and inversely, a : a — b :: c : c-d.

This operation is called convertendo.

396. When four quantities are j)roportio7ials, the sum of the

first and second is to their difference as the sum of the third and

fourth is to their difference.

If a : b :: c : d,

By Art. 393,

and by Art. 394,

therefore —-—
6

that is,

or a + b : a~b :: c + d : c — d.

397. Wlcen any number of quantities are proportionals, as one

antecedent is to its consequent, so is the sum of all the antecedents to

the sum of all the consequents.

Let a : b :: c : d :: e : f

;

then a : b :: a + c + e : b + d + f.

then a + b -.a — b :: c + d c-d

a + b c + d

b ~ d '

a — b c — d

b d '

a- b c + d ^
c ~ d

b ~ d d '

a+b c+d
a-b c-d'
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For ad=hc, and aj^he, (Art. 386),

also ah -ha; hence ah + ad + af= ha + hc+ he
;

that is, a(h + d + /) = b{a + c + e).

Hence, by Art. 389, a : h :: a + c + e : b + d + f.

Siniiku-ly the proposition may be established when more quan-
tities are taken.

398. Wlien four quantities are proportionals, if the first and
second he multiplied, or divided, hy any quantity, as also the third

andfoxirth, the resulting quantities will he proportionals.

Let a : h :: c \ d, then ma : mh :: nc : nd.

r, a c ma nc
EOT 1 =-,, thereioi-e —= =—

;a mo nd

or ma : mh :: no : nd.

399. If the first and third he mtdtiplied, or divided, hy any
quantity, and also the second and fourth, the residting quantities

loill he proportionals.

Let a : b :: c : d, then m,a : nh :: mc : nd.

-„ a c ,.. .. ma mc , ma mc
Jbor r = ^ ^ therefore -^- = —- , and , =—

;

rf h d '

nh nd

or ma : nh :: mc : nd.

400. In two ranks of proportionals, if the corresponding terms

he 7)iultiplied together, the products will he proportionals.

Let a : h :: c : d,

and e : f r. g : h,

then ae : bf :: eg : dh.

For V- = -, and -> = ^ : therefore -— = -^ •

a f h hf dh

or ae : bf :: eg : dh.
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This is called compounding the proportions. The proposition

is true if applied to any number of proportions.

401. Iffour quantities he ^^'I'oportionals, the like powers, or

roots, of these quantities will he projwrtionals.

Let a : h :: c : d, then aP : b" :: c" : d".

For Y = -,, therefore i^ = ,- , where n may be whole or frac-
h d h d ''

tional ; thus

a" ', h" :: c" : d".

402. li a : h :: h : c, then a : c :: a' : h\

a, . a a a h
For y = - ; multiiily by ^ , thus 7 x r = the ^•^•'6

h b h c

that is,
a a

a' : h\

The three quantities a, b, c are in this case said to be in

continued proportion ; and b is said to be a mean proportional

between a and c.

403. Similarly we may shew that '\i a : h :: b : c :\ c : d, then

a : d w c^ : h^ . Here the four quantities a, h, c, d are said to be

in continued proportion.

404. It is obvious from the preceding Articles, that if four

quantities are proportionals, we may derive from them many
other proportions. We will give another example.

\i a : h :: c : d, then

+ nh : 2}a + qb :: mc + nd : pc + qd.

a c , „ mo
7 = -^ , thereiore —

-

d

_ a c , „ ma mc
r or T —

"i>
thereiore
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add ?i to both sides ; thxis

ma + tth mc + nd
~T " 7l

pa + qh j)G + qd
Similarly

d

ma + nh pa + qb mc + nd pc + qd

that is,

pa + qb pG + qd '

via + nb : pa + qb :: mc + nd : pc 4- qd.

405. In the definition of Proportion it is supposed that one

quantity is some determinate multiple, part, or parts, of another

;

or that the fraction formed by taking one of the quantities as a

numerator, and the other as a denominator, is a determinate

fraction. This will be the case whenever the two quantities have

any common measure whatever. For let a; be a common measure

of a and b, and let a = mx and b =nx ; then

a mx in

b nx n'

where 7n and n are whole niimbers.

,40G. But it sometimes hap^iens that quantities ai"e incom-

metisurable, that is, admit of no common measure whatever. If,

for example, one line is the side of a square, and ariother line is

the diagonal of the same square, these lines are incommensurable.

In such cases the value of r cannot be expressed by any fraction

fti— where m and n are whole numbers
;
yet a fraction of this kind

may be found which will express the value of 7 to any required

degree of accuracy.
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For let h = nx, where n is an integer ; also let a be

a .

gi-eater than mx but less than {in + I) x ; then ,- i^ greater

than — , but less than —
. Thus the diiference between -=-

n n

and — is less than - . And since nx = h, when x is diminished
n n

n is increased and - is diminished. Hence by taking x small
n

enough, - can be made less than any assigned fraction, and

therefore the difference between — and . can be made less than
n

any assigned fraction.

407. If c and d as well as a and b are incommensurable,

a , . , m ^ m + I , c , , . ,

and if when y lies between — and , then , also lies be-
6 n 11 a

tween — and however the numbers m and n are increased,
n n

J-
is equal to -..

For if r and are not equal, they must have some assignable
U/

m m + 1

difference, and because each of them lies between — and ,

' n n

this difference must be less than - . But since n may, by sup-
n

position, be increased without limit, - may be diminished without

limit ; that is, it may be made less than any assigned magnitude

;

therefore j- and - have no assignable difference, so that we may

say that y = - . Hence all the propositions respecting propor-

tionals are true of the four quantities a, b, c, d.
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408. It will be useful to compare tlie definition of proportion

which has been given in this Chapter with that which is given in

the fifth book of Euclid. The latter definition may be stated

thus ; four quantities are proportionals when if any equimultiples

be taken of the first and thii-d, and also any equimultiples of the

second and fourth, the multiple of the third is greater than,

equal to, or less than, the multiple of the fourth, according as the

multiple of the first is greater than, equal to, or less than, the

multiple of the second.

We will first shew that the property involved in Euclid's

definition follows fi-om the algebraical definition.

(^ <^ ^^ x-
pa pc

For suppose a : h :: c : d ; then r=-i, therefore —
, ^~^-

Hence ^jc is greater than, equal to, or less than qd, according as

pa is greater than, equal to, or less than qb.

409. Next we will shew that the property involved in the

algebraical definition follows from Euclid's. Let a, h, c, d be foiu-

quantities which are proportional according to Euclid's definition :

then shall ? = ^,. For if ^ be not equal to -, one must be
d cc

greater than the other, and it will be possible to find some fraction

which lies between them. Suppose y greater than ^ ; and let -

lie between them. Then ^ Ls greater than ^ ; therefore qa is

b q

greater than ph : and ^ is less than ^ ; therefore qc is less than pd.

Thus a, b, c, d are not proportionals according to Euclid's defini-

a , c

tion ; which is contrary to the supposition. Therefore ^
and

^

cannot be unequal ; that is they are equal.

410. It is usually stated that the common algebraical defini-

tion of proportion cannot be used in Geometry, because there is no

method of representing geometrically the result of the operation
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of division. Straight lines can be represented geometrically, but

not the abstract niunber which expresses how often one straight

line is contained ia another. But it shoidd also be noticed that

Euclid's definition is rigorous and can be applied to incoi7ivien-

surable as well as to commensurable quantities, while the alge-

braical definition is, strictly speaking, confined to the latter quan-

tities. Hence this consideration alone would furnish a sufficient

reason for the definition adopted by Euclid.

EXAMPLES OF PROPORTION.

1. The last three terms of a proportion being 4, G, 8, what is

the first term ?

2. Find a third proportional to 25 and 400.

3. If 3, X, 1083 are in continued proportion, find x.

4. If 2 men working 8 houi's a day can cojjy a manuscript in

32 days, in how many days can x men working y hours a day

copy it %

5. If X and y be unequal and x have to y the duplicate ratio

of x + z to y + z, prove that z is & mean proportional between x

and y.

a^ p^
6. If a : b :: p : n, then a^ + b' : , :: p^ + n^ -.-^—

.

a+b p+q

7. If four quantities are proportionals, and the second is a

mean proportional between the third and fourth, the third will be

a mean proportional between the first and second.

8. If

{a + b + c + d){a — b-c + d) = {a — b + c — d){a + b-c-d),

prove that a, b, c, d are proportionals.

9. Shew that when four quantities of the same kind are pro-

portional, the sum of the greatest and least is greater than the sum

of the other two.
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10. Eacli of two vessels contains a mixture of wine and

water ; a mixture consisting of equal measures from the two

vessels contains as much wine as water, and another mixture

consisting of four measures from the first vessel and one from

the second is composed of wine and water in the ratio of 2 : 3.

Find the proportion of wine and water in each of the vessels.

11. A and £ have made a bet; the money which A stakes

bears the same proportion to all the money A has as the money

which B stakes bears to all the money £ has. If A wins he will

have double what £ will have, but if he loses, £ will have three

times what A will have. All the money between them being

.£168, determine the cii-cumstances.

/ 12. If the increase in the number of male and female crimi-

nals be 1'8 per cent, while the decrease in the number of males

alone is 4*6 per cent., and the increase in the number of females

is 9'8 ; compare the number of male and female criminals re-

spectively.

XXVIII. VARIATION.

411. The present Chapter consists of a series of propositions

connected with the definitions of I'atio and proportion stated in a

new phraseology, which is convenient for some purposes.

412. One quantity is said to vary dii-ectly as another when

the two quantities dej^end upon each other, and in such a man-

ner that if one be changed the other is changed in the same

propoi-tion.

Sometimes for shortness we omit the word directly, and say

simply that one quantity varies as another.

413. Thus, for example, if the altitude of a tiiangle be in-

variable, the area varies as the base; for if the base be increased

or diminished, we know from Euclid that the area is increased or
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diminislied in tke samfi proportion. We may express this result

by Algebraical spnbols thus: let A and a be 7iumbers which

repi-esent the areas of two triangles having a common altitude, and

let B and b be numbers which represent the bases of these tri-

angles respectively : then - = ' And from this we deduce
a

A a— = ~-
,
(Art. 392). If there be a third triangle havinsr the same

B b
' o o

altitude as the two already considered, then the ratio of the nvmi-

ber which represents its area to the number which represents its

base will also Ije equal to j. Y\\% - = m, then— = m and A = mB.
B

Here A may represent the area of any one of a series of triangles

which have a common altitude, and B the corresponding base,

and m remains constant. Hence the statement that the area

varies as the l)ase may also be exj)ressed thus : the area has a

constant ratio to the base; by which we mean, in accordance "with

Ai-ticle 392, that the number which represents the area bears a

constant ratio to the number which represents the base.

We have made these remai'ks for the purpose of explaining

the notation and language which will be used in the present

Chapter. Wlien we say that A varies as B, we mean that A
represents the numerical value of any one of a certain series of

quantities, and B the numerical value of the coiTesponding quan-

tity in a certain other series, and that A = mB, where m is some

number which remains constant for every coiTesponding pair of

quantities.

We will give a formal proof of the equation A = mB deduced

from the definition of Art. 412.

414. //'A vary as B, then A is equal to B imiltiplied by some

constant quantity.

Let a and b denote one pair of corresponding values of the two

A B
quantities, and let A and B denote any other pair; then ^ = —

a b
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by definition. Hence A = y B = inB, where m is equal to the

constant =-

.

6

4 1 5. The symbol oc is used to express variation ; thus A oc B
stands for A varies as B.

416. One quantity is said to vary inversely as another when

the first varies as the reciprocal of the second; see Art. 263.

Or if -4 = , where m is constant, A is said to vary inversely

as B.

417. One quantity is said to vary as two othei's jointly when,

if the former is changed in any manner, the jiroduct of the other

two is changed in the same proportion.

Or if ^ = mBC, where m is constant, A is said to vary jointly

as B and G.

418. One quantity is said to vary directly as a second and

inversely as a third, when it varies jointly as the second and the

reciprocal of the third.

Or if J. = —^ , where m is constant^ A is said to vary directly

as B and inversely as C.

419. //'A cc B, and B oc C, then A' cc C.

For let A = tuB, and B = nG, where 7n and n are constants

;

then A ~ mnC ; and, as mn is constant, Ace G.

420. If AozC, and B cc C, then A ± B cc C, and v'(AB) cc C.

For let A = mG, and B — nG, where m and ?i are constants

;

then A + B ^(i7i + n) G, and A — B — (m — n)G ; therefore A^ B ocG.

Also sJ{AB) ^J{mnG') = GJ{mn); therefore J(AB) oc G.

421. I/AooBC, then Bo='^, and Gcc^.
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1 ^ A
For let A = niBC, then £ = — —,; tliei-efore B cc-r . Simi-m C C

larly t'«=^.

422. //•A oc B, a7M^ C cc D, i!Aere AC cc BD.

For let A =mB, and G~nD, then AG — vinBD ; therefore

423. //'A o= B, then A" cc B".

For let A =mB, then J." = iifB" ; therefore A" oc B".

424. //" A cc B, ^Ae/i APocBP, toliere P is «ny quantity

variable or invariable.

For let A = niB, then AP = mBP; therefore .4P cc BP.

425. 7/' A cc B loAen C is invariable, and AocC when B is

invariable, then will A cc BC wlien both B and C are variable.

The variation of tI depends upon the variations of the two

quantities B and C; let the variations of the latter qviantities

take place separately, and when B is changed to h, let A be

A B
changed to a' ; then, by supposition, — ^ — . Now let C be

changed to c, and in consequence let a be changed to a ; then, by

.,. «' C
supposition, — = — .

a c
Thus

A
a'

a
X —
a

BG
~

he
'

A BG
a ~

he
'that is,

therefore A oc BG.

A very good example of this proposition is furnished in

Geometry. It can be proved that the area of a triangle varies

as the base when the height is invariable, and that the area varies

as the height when the base is invariable. Hence when both the

T. A. 1

G
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base and the height vary, the area varies as the product of the

nvimbers which express the base and the height.

426. In the same manner if there be any number of quan-

tities B, C, D, ifec. each of which varies as another A when the

rest are constant ; when they are all variable, A varies as their

product.

Take for example three quantities B, G, D. When B alone

varies A varies as B ; when G alone varies A varies as G : thus,

by Art. 425, when B and G both vary A varies as BG. Again

when D alone varies A varies as D, and when BG varies A varies

as BG : thus, by Art. 425, when D and BG both vary A varies

as BGD.

EXAMPLES ON VAKIATION.

1. Given that y varies as x, and that y = 3 when a; = 1, find

the value of y when aj = 3.

2. If a varies as b and a = 1 5 when 6 = 3, find the equation

between a and b.

3. Given that z varies jointly as x and y, and that z = \

when x=\ and y = 1, find the value of z when x = 2 and y = 2.

4. If z varies as 2^^ + 2/) ''^ntl if » = 3 when x = \ and y = '2,

and z= 5 when a3 = 2 and y = S, find jx

5. If x varies directly as y when z is constant, and inversely

as z when y is constant, then if y and z both vary, x will vary

as -.
z

6. If 3, 2, 1, be simultaneous values of x, y, z in the pre-

ceding Example, determine the value of x when y = 2 and « = 4.

7. Tlie wages of 5 men for 6 weeks being £14. 5s., how many
weeks will 4 men work for £19 ? (Apply Example 5.)

8. If the square of x vary as the cube of y, and x = 2 when

2/ = 3, find the equation between x and y.
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9. Given that y varies as the sum of two quantities, one of

which varies as x directly, the other as x inversely, and that

« = 4 when x = \, and y = 5 when x — 2, find the equation be-

tween X and y.

10. If one quantity vary directly as another, and the former

be f when the latter is |, find what the latter will be when the

former is 9.

11. If one quantity vary as the sum of two others when

their difference is constant, and also vary as theu- difference when

their sum is constant, shew that when these two quantities vary

independently, the first quantity will vary as the difference of

their squares.

12. Given that the volume of a sphere varies as the cube of

its radius, prove that the volume of a sphere whose radius is

6 inches is equal to the sum of the volumes of three spheres

whose radii are 3, 4, 5 inches.

-^13. Two circular gold plates, each an inch thick, the diame-

ters of which are 6 inches and 8 inches respectively, are melted

and formed into a single circular plate one inch thick. Find its

diameter, having given that the area of a cii-cle varies as the

square of its diameter.

14. There are two globes of gold whose radii are r and r'

;

they are melted and formed into a single g'obe. Find its radius.

15. If X, y, z be variable quantities such that y + z-x is

constant, and that {x + y - z){x + z -y) varies as yz, prove that

a + 2/ + « varies as yz.

16. A point moves with a speed which is different in different

miles, but invariable in the same mile, and its speed in any mile

varies inversely as the number of miles travelled before it com-

mences this mile. If the second mile be described in 2 hom-s,

find the time occupied in describing the ?i"' mile.

, 17. Suppose that y varies as a quantity which is the sum of

three quantities, the first of which is constant, the second varies

16—2
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as a, and the third as a;*. And suppose that when x = a, y = 0,

when a; = 2a, y=a, and when x = Za, y = ia. Shew that when
Jt = na, y = (n- ly a.

18. Assuming that the quantity of work done varies as the

cube root of the niunber of agents when the time is the same, and
varies as the square root of the time when the number of agents is

the same
;
find how long 3 men would take to do one-fifth of the

work which 24 men can do in 25 hours. (See Art. 42.5.)

XXIX. SCALES OF NOTATION.

427. The student will of course have learned from Arith-

metic that in the ordinary method of expressing whole numbers
by figures, the number represented by each particular figure is

always some multiple of some j^ower of ten. Thus in 347 the 3

represents 3 hundreds, that is, 3 times 10'; the 4 represents 4
tens, that is, 4 times 10'; and the 7 which represents 7 units,

may be said to represent 7 times 10".

This mode of representing numbers is called the common scale

of notation, and 10 is said to be the base or radix of the common
scale.

""

428. "We shall now prove that any positive integer greater

than unity may be used instead of 10 for the radix, and shall shew
how to express a number in any proposed scale. We shall then
add some miscellaneous propositions connected with this subject.

The figures by means of which a number is expressed are

called digits.

Wlien we speak in fiitiu'e of any radix we shall always mean
that this radix is some positive integer greater than unity.

429. To sliew that any whole number may be expressed in
terms of any radix.

Let N denote the whole number, r the radix. Suppose that
r" is the highest power of r which is not greater than N ; divide
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N by ?•", and let j), be the quotient and N^ the remainder ; thus

Here, by supposition, p^ is less than r ; also iV^ is less than r".

Next divide If^ by r"~', and let ^?_^_, be the quotient and ^^ the

remainder; thus

Pi'oceed in this way until the remainder is less than r ; thus

we find N expressed in the manner indicated by the equation

JV = pj'" + 2),^ _ 1^"
~

' + 4 py + p^7' + p^.

Each of the diyits p^^, p^^_^. /?,, p^ is less than r, and any

one or more of them after the first may be zero.

The best practical mode of determining the digits is given in

the next Article.

430. To exj)ress a given whole number in any proposed scale.

By a given whole number we mean a whole number expressed

in words or else expressed by digits in some assigned scale. If

no scale is mentioned, we understand the common scale to be

intended.

Let N be the given number, r the radix of the scale in which

it is to be expressed. Suppose 2^0^ P^j P„ to be the required

digits by which JV is expressed in the new scale, beginning with

that on the right hand ; then

JV = pj-" + p^_^r"~^ + + p^7-' + 2}^r + 2)g ',

we have now to find the value of each digit.

Divide N by r, and let Q^ denote the quotient ; then it is

obvious that

and that the remainder is 2^0- Hence p^ is found by this rule
;

divide tlie given number by the proposed radix, and the remainder

is thefirst of the required digits.
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Again, divide Q^ hj r, and let Q^ denote the quotient ; then

it is obvious that

and that the remainder is 7:),. Hence the second of the required

digits is foun 1.

By proceeding in this way we shall find in succession all the

required digits.

431. For example, transform 43751 into the scale of which

6 is the radix. The division may be performed and the remainders

noted thus :

6^4 3 7 5 1

6^7 2 9 1 5

6^ 1 2 I 5 1

6^2 2 3

6J3 3 4

5 3

Thus 43751 = 5. 6' + 3. 6* + 4. 6=" + 3. 6' + 1 . 6 + 5,

so that the number is expressed in the new scale thus, 534315.

432. Again, transform 43751 into the scale of which 12 is

the radix.

12;4 3 7 5 1

12J3 6 4 5 11

12;3 3 9

12; 2 5 3

2 1

Thus 43751 =2.12' + 1. 12'+ 3. 12^ + 9. 12 + 11.

In expressing the number in the new scale we shall require

a single symbol for eleven ; let it be e\ then the number is ex-

pressed in the new scale thus, 2139e.
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We cannot of coui-se use 1 1 to express eleven in the new scale,

because 11 now represents 1.12 + 1, that is, thirteen.

433. "We will now consider an example in which a number is

given, not in the common scale.

A number is denoted by i347e in the scale of which twelve is

the radix, it is required to express it in the scale of which eleven

is the radix.

Here t stands for ten, and e for eleven,

e J t 3 4: 7 e

e2 7 3 2

The process of division by eleven is performed thus. Fii'st

e is not contained in t, for eleven is not contained in ten, so we

ask how often is e contained in t3 1 here t stands for ten times

twelve, that is one hundi-ed and twenty, so that the question is,

how often is eleven contained in one hundred and twenty-three 1

the answer is eleven times, with two over. Next we ask how

often is e contained in 24 ; that is, how often is eleven contained

in twenty-eight 1 the answer is t\\ace, with six over. Then how

often is e contained in 67 ; that is, how often is eleven contained

in seventy-nine 1 the answer is seven times, with two over.

Last, how often is e contained in 2e : that is, how often is

eleven contained in thii-ty-five 1 the answer is three times, with

two over.

Hence 2 is the first of the required digits.

The remainder of the process we will indicate ; the student

shoidd carefully work it for himself, and then compare his result

with that here given.

e; e 27 3

«; 1 2 t 1

ejll i 2

ej 1 2 6

1 3
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Hence the given number is equal to

that is, it is expressed in the scale with radix eleven thus, 136212.

434, The jirocess of transforming from one scale to another

may be effected also in another manner. Suppose for example

that we have to transform to the common scale 24613 wliich is in

the scale of seven. We have in fact to calculate the vahie of

2x* + ix^ + 6a;' + a: + 3,

when X = 7. We may adopt the method which is explained in

the Theory of Equations, Art. 5.

2+ 4+ 6+ 1 + 3

14 + 126 + 924 + 6475

18 + 132 + 925 + 6478

The result is 6478. This method is advantageous when we

have to transform from any otlier scale into the common scale.

435. It will be easy to form an unlimited number of self-

vei-ifying examples. Thiis, take two numbers expressed in the

common scale and obtain their product, then transfoiTa this pro-

duct into any proposed scale ; next transform the two numbers

into the proposed scale, and obtain their product in this scale
;

the result should of course agree with that already obtained. Or,

take any number, square it, transform this square into any pro-

posed scale, and extract the square root in this scale ; then trans-

form the last result back to the original scale.

436. Next let it be required to transform a ^xen fraction

from one scale to another. This may be effected by transfoi'ming

separately the numerator and denominator of the given fraction

by the method of Art. 430. Thus we obtain a fraction identical

with the proposed fi'action, having its numerator and denominator

expressed in the new scale.

437. We stated in Art. 427, that in the common scale of

notation, each digit which occurs in the expression of any integer
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by figiu'es rei^resents some multiple of some ])ower of ten. Tliis

statement may be extended, and we may assert that if a number

be expi-essed iai the common scale, and the number be an integer,

or a decimal fraction, or partly an integer and partly a decimal

fraction, then each digit represents some multiple of some power

of ten. Thus in 347 "958 the 3, the 4, and the 7, have the values

9
assigned to them in Art. 427; the 9 represents -r-Ri that is,

9 times 10"'; the 5 represents rrTr:, that is, 5 times 10"^; and

g
the 8 represents -—— ; that is, 8 times 10""''.

It may therefoi-e naturally occur to us to consider the follow-

ing problem : i-equired to express a given fi-action by a series of

fractions in any proposed scale analogous to decimal fractions in

the cornmon scale. We will speak of such fractions as radix-

fractions.

438. Required to express a given fraction hy a series of radix-

fractions in any proposed scale.

By a given fraction we mean a fraction expressed in words

or expressed by figures in any given scale.

Let F denote the given fraction, r the radix of the pro-

posed scale. Suppose t^, t^, ... the numerators of the required

radix-fractions beginning from the left hand ; thus

ET h t, K
r r^ r^

where t^, t„, t^, are to be found.

Multiply V)oth members of the equation Ijy r j thus

Fr^t^^^' +-^+
1 r r

Tlie right-hand member consists of an integer ^, and an

additional fractional part. Let / denote the integi'al part of Fr,

and F^ the fractional remainder ; then we must have

A = «„ i?;=^ + f3 +
r r
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Thus, to obtain the first numerator, ti , of the series of radix-

fractions, we have this rule ; multiply the given fraction hy the

proposed radix ; then the greatest integer in the product is the first

of the required numerators.

Again, multiply F^ by r ; let /j be the integi-al part of the

product, and F^ the fractional remainder ; then

r, = '., K-'i^'f.*

Hence t^, the second of the required numei-ators, is ascei-tained.

By proceeding in this way we shall determine the required nu-

merators in succession. If one of the products which occur on

the left-hand side of the equations be an exact integer, the process

then terminates, and the proposed fraction is expressed by a finite

series of radix-fractions. If no integral product occur, the i)rocess

never tenninates, and the proposed fraction can only be expressed

by an infinite series of the requii-ed radix-fractions; the numera-

tors of the radix-fractions will recur like a recurring decimal.

123
439. For example, express ~^ by a series of radix-fractions

in the scale 8.

123 123 11
Multiply Y^— by 8 ; thus we obtain ^j^ , that is 7 -i- _ . .

1.^0 lb 16

Multiply — by 8 ; thus we obtain -^ , that is 5 -f- ^ .

Multiply - by 8; thus we obtain 4.
z

„ 123 7 5 4
^^"'^^128=8^8-=^8^'

440. We may remark that the radix ten is not only the base

of the common mode of expressing numbers by figures, but is in

fact assumed as the base of our language for numbers. This will

be seen by observing at what stage in counting upwards from

unity new words are introduced. For example, all numbers

between twenty-one and twenty-nine, both inclusive, are expressed
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by means of words that have already occuiTed in counting up

to twenty; then a new word occurs, namely thirty, and we can

count on without an additional new word as far as thii-ty-nine

;

and so on.

The number ten has only two divisors different from itself

and unity, namely 2 and 5; the number twelve has four divisors,

namely 2, 3, 4, and 6. On this accovmt twelve would have been

more convenient than ten as a radix. This may be ilhistrated by

reference to the case of a shilling; since a shilling is equivalent to

twelve pence, the half, the third, the fourth, and the sixth of a

shilling, each contains an exact number of pence; if the shilling

were equivalent to ten pence, the half and fifth of a shilling would

be the only submultiples of a shilling containing an exact number

of pence. Similarly, the mode of measuring lengths by feet and

inches may be noticed.

441. We may observe that if two be adopted as the radix of

a scale, the operations of Arithmetic are in some respects much
simplified. In this scale the only Jlgures which occur are and 1,

so that each separate step of a series of arithmetical operations

would be an addition of 1, or a subtraction of 1, or a multijilica-

tion by 1, or a division by 1. The simplicity of each operation is

however counterbalanced by the disadvantage arising from the

increased number of such operations.

We give in the following two Articles two problems connected

with the present subject.

442. Deteniiuie which of the sei-ies of weights 1 lb., 2 lbs.,

2* lbs., 2^ lbs., 2Mbs., must be used to balance a given weight

of iVlbs., not more than one weight of each kind being used.

It is obvious that this question is the same as the following;

express the number iV in the scale of which the radix is 2.

Hence it follows from Art. 429 that the problem can always

be solved.

443. Suppose it required to determine which of the weights

1 lb., 3 lbs., 3* lbs., 3^ lbs.,... must be selected to weigh iVlbs., not
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more thau one of each kind being used, but in either scalepan
that may be necessary.

Divide N by 3, then the remainder must be zero, or one or
two. Let N'^ denote the quotient ; then in the first case we have
i\r=3X,, in the second case 3^=3X^ + 1, and in the thLrd case
iV= 3xVj + 2. In the first or second case divide i\^j by 3; in the
third ease we may wi-ite .V= 3 (xV^ + 1) - 1, then we should
divide N^ + 1 by 3. Proceed thus, and we shall finally have a
result of the following fonn,

3^ = ?„3» + ^„_,3''-'+ +?,3 + 9„,

where each of the quantities 5-^, q^, q^^ is either zero, or +1,
or — 1 . Thus the problem is solved.

444. In a scale of notation of which the radix is r, the sum of
the digits of any whole number divided hy r— 1, or hy any factor of
r— 1, will leave the same remainder respectively as the lohole number
divided by r — \ or by the factor of r—1.

Let iV denote the whole number, p^, p^, ^;__ the dic^its be-

ginning ^^-ith that in the units' place; tlien

^^ =A + P,'"+ +2^,^

^2\+P,+2^,+ +Pn

+ p^{r-l)+p^(r°-- l)+ +j,^(r''-\);

therefore -^ _ Po^2h+P,+ +;>„

r-1 r- 1

+ p,+2l^{r+l) + +2\- 1 .

r — 1

r"- 1
But

^ _ ^
is an integer wliatever positive integer n may be

;

tlius ;- = some integer +~——— —

^

r-1 » r-1
Next let p be a factor of r-1, say that r-1 = 2)q. Then

multiplying the last result by q we have

^ -J. P0 + P1+ +P.,— = some mteijer + '^—^-^ ^-^

.

P
°

P
This establishes the proposition.
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445. In a scale of notation in which the radix is r let any

whole number he divided hy v +\ ; and let the difference between

the sum of tlie digits in tlie odd ^jZ«ces and the sum of tJie digits in

tlie even places he divided by r + 1 ; then either the remainders will

he equal or their sum xoill be r + 1.

With the same notation as in the preceding proposition we

have
N = p^-ifp^r + 2iy + +Pn^"

+ ;,,('/• + 1) +i.,(r - l)+p,{r'+ 1) + ... +;.„{;•' - (- 1)"}.

Thus -i^^, = some integer ^P^- P^^ P"-- - - ^ J-^TP^

,

r +\ ® r + 1

First, suppose
7>u -Pi + Pa— ••• + (— l)Vn *^ ^^^ positive, and

denote it by I) ; then

N' . D
some integer +

r + 1
=> r + 1

'

thus when X and D are di^dded by r + 1 tlie remaindei's are equal.

Secondly, suppose ^j^ -j^^ + ^:).j -... + (— 1 )"p„ to be negative,

and denote it by — Z> ; then

N . ^ D
= some integer —

r + 1
°

r + 1
'

, . X D
that IS, H r = some integer

;'

r + 1 r + 1 ^ '

thus when N and D are di\T.ded by r + 1 the sum of the remain-

ders must be r 4- 1, unless either remainder is zero, and then the

other remainder also is zero.

For example, suppose ?•= 10 and iy= 263419. Here

9_ 1 + 4-3 + 6-2 = 13 = i5;

and X and D when di^dded by 1 1 each leave the remainder 2.

Again, suppose r = 10 and i\"= 615372. Here

2-7 + 3-5 + 1-6 =-12 = -!);

and X and D when di\'ided by 11 leave the remaindei's 10 and 1

respectively.
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446. It appears from Art. 444 that a number is divisible by

9 when the sum of its digits is divisible by 9 ; and that when any

number is divided by 9, the remainder is the same as if the sum
of the digits of that number were divided by 9. And as 3 is a

factor of 9 a number is divisible by 3 when the sum of its digits

is divisible by 3 ; and when any number is di\'ided by 3 the re-

mainder is the same as if the sum of the digits of that number
were divided by 3.

It appears fi-om Art. 445 that a numlier is divisible by 11

when the difference between the sum of the digits in the odd

places and the sum of the digits in the even places is divisible

by II.

447. From the property of the number 9, mentioned in the

preceding Article, a rule may be deduced which will sometimes

detect an eiTor in the multiplication of two numbers.

Let 9a + X denote the multiplicand, and 96 +y the m\iltiplier;

then the product is Slab + 9bx + 9ay + xy. If then the sum of

the digits in the multiplicand be divided by 9, the remainder is x

;

if the sum of the digits in the multiplier be divided by 9, the

remainder is y; and if the sum of the digits in the product be

divided by 9, the remainder ought to be the same as when xy

is divided by 9, and will be if there be no mistake in the

operation.

EXAMPLES ON SCALES OF NOTATION.

Transform the following sixteen numbers from the scales in

which they are given to the scales in which they are required

:

1. 123456 from the scale of ten to the scale of seven.

2. 1357531 from the scale of ten to the scale of five.

3. 357234 from the scale of ten to the scale of seven.

4. 333310 from the scale of ten to the scale of eleven.

5. 545 from the scale of six to the scale of ten.
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6. 4444 from the scale of five to the scale of ten.

7. 3413 from the scale of six to the scale of seven.

8. 40234 from the scale of five to the scale of twelve.

9. 64520 from the scale of seven to the scale of eleven.

10. 15951 from the scale of eleven to the scale often.

11. 15 '75 from the scale of ten to the scale of eight.

12. 31462-125 from the scale often to the scale of eight.

13. 221 "248 from the scale of ten to the scale of five.

14. 444*44 from the scale of five to the scale of ten.

15. 1845-3125 from the scale of ten to the scale of twelve.

16. 3065-263 from the scale of eight to the scale of ten.

17. Express in the scale of seven the numbers which are

expressed in the scale of ten bj 231 and 452 ; multiply the num-

bers together in the scale of seven, and reduce to the scale of ten.

V 18. Divide 17832126 by 4685 in the scale of nine.

19. Extract the square I'oot of 33224 lq the scale of six.

20. Extract the square I'oot of 123454321 in the scale of six.

21. Extract the square root of 3445'44 ia the scale of six, and

reduce the result to the scale of thi-ee.

22. Subtract 20404020 from 103050301 in the scale of eight,

and extract the square root of the result.

23. Extract the squave root of 11000000100001 in the binary

scale.

V 24. Extract the square root of 67556^21 in the scale of

twelve.

117 .

25. Express y^ m a series of radix-fractions in the scale

of twelve.

26. Find in what scale 95 is denoted by 137.

27. Find in what scale 2704 is denoted by 20304.

28. Find in what scale 1331 is denoted by 1000.
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29. Find in what scale 16000 is denoted by 1003000.

30. A number is represented in the denary scale by 35f and

in another scale by 55-5, find the radix of the latter scale.

31. Find in what scale of notation sixteen himdred and sixty-

four ten-thousandths of unity is represented by "04:04.

32. Shew that 12345654321 is divisible by 12321 in any

scale ; the radix being supposed greater than six.

33. Shew that 144 is a pei-fect square in any scale ; the radix

being supposed gi-eater than four.

34. Shew that 1331 is a perfect cube in any scale ; the radix

being supposed greater than three.

35. Find which of the weights 1, 2, 4, 8, 2" poxinds must

be selected to weigh 1719 pounds.

36. Find which of the weights lib., 3 lbs., 3^ lbs., nnist

be selected to weigh 1027 lbs., not more than one of each kind

being used, but in either scale that is necessary.

37. Fuad which of the same weights must be selected to

weigh 716 lbs.

38. Find which of the same weights must be selected to

weigh 475 lbs.

39. Find by operation m the scale of twelve what is the

height of a parallelepiped which contains 94 cubic feet 235 cubic

inches, and whose base is 24 square feet 5 square inches.

40. Express 2 feet 10 j inches linear measure, and 5 feet

79^ inches square measure, m the scale of twelve as feet and

duodecimals of a foot ; and the latter quantity being the area

of a rectangle, one of whose sides is the former, find its other

side by dividing in the scale of twelve.

41. li p , 2^ , P,} • he the digits of a number beginning

with the units, prove that the number itself is divisible by eight

if p + 2p + 4/5, is divisible by eight.
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42. Prove that the difference of two nimiljers consisting of

the same figures is divisible by nine.

43. Find the greatest and least numbers with a given number
of digits in any proposed scale.

4i. Prove that if in any scale of notation the sum of two
numbers is a multiple of the radix, then (1) the digits in which
the squares of the numbers terminate are the same, and (2) the

sum of this digit and of the digit in which the product of the

numbers terminates is equal to the radix.

"*"
45. A certain number when represented in the scale two has

each of its last three digits (covmting from left to right) zero, and
the next digit different from zero ; when repi'esented in either of

the scales three, five, the last digit is zero, and the last but one

different from zero ; and in every other scale (twelve scales ex-

cepted) the last digit is different from zero. What are these

twelve scales, and what is the number 1

XXX. ARITHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

448. Quantities are said to be in Ai-ithmetical Progression

when they increase or decrease by a common difference.

Thus the following series are in Arithmetical Progi-ession :

1, 3, 5, 7, 9,

40, 36, 32, 28, 24,

a, a + b, a + 2b, a + 3b,

a, a — b, a — 2b, a — 3b,

In the first example the common difference is 2, in the

second — 4, in the third b, in the fourth — b.

449. Let a denote the first term of an Arithmetical Progi'es-

sion, b the common difference ; then the second term is a + 6,

the third term is a + 26, the fourth term is a + 36, and so on.

Thus the n"" term is a + (« - 1)6.

T. A. 17
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450. Tgjind tlte ^um cf a ijlccn number of quantities in AritJi,-

metical Progression, the first term and the common difference heing

siq^posed know)i.

Let a denote the first term, b the common difference, n the

number of terms, I the last term, s the snm of the terms.

Then
s = a + {a + b) + {a + '2b) + + 1.

And, by writing the series in the reverse order, we have also

s = l + (l-b) + {l-2b)+ +a.

Therefore, by addition,

2s — (l + a) + [l + a) + to ?i terms

= n {I + a)
;

therefore s = ^ (I + a) ( 1 ).

Also ^ = a+(7i-l)6 (2),

thus s-^^{2a + («-l)6} (3).

The equation (3) gives the value of s in terms of the quan-

tities which were supposed known. Equation (1) also gives a con-

venient expression for s, and furnishes the following rule : th^^wnti

of any number of terms in Arithmetical Progression is equal to

the liroduct of the number^ of_the terms into half the sum of the

first and last terms.

451. In an Arithmetical Progression the sum of any two

terms equidistant from tlie beginning and the end is equal to the

Slim of the first and last terms.

The truth of this has already been seen in the course of

the preceding demonstration ; it may be shewn formally thus :

Let a be tho first term, b the common difference, I the last term
;

then the r"' term from the beginning is a+(r—l)b and the ?•"'

term from the end is l — (r — \)b, and the sum of these terms

is therefore I + a.
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452. To insert a given member of arWometical means between

two given terrns.

Let a and c be tlie two given, terms, n the number of terms to

be inserted. Then the meaning of the problem is, that we are to

find w + 2 terms in Aiithmetical Progi-ession, a being the first

term, and c the last term. Let b denote the common difference

;

then c=--a + in + \)b ; therefore b = r^ . This fhids b, and the
^ ' n + \

n required terms are

a + b, a+ 2b, a + 3b, ... ... a + nb.

453. In Art. 450 we have five quantities occurring, namely,

a, b, I, n, s, and these are connected by the equations (1) and

(2), or (2) and (3) there established. The student wUl find that

if any three of these five quantities are given, the other two can

be foiuid ; this will furnish some useful exercises. We give one

as an example.

454. Given the sum of an Arithmetical Progression, the first

term, and the co'mvion difference ; required the number of terms. .

Here s^'^{1a + {n-\)b];

therefore 2s = n^b + {2a — b) n.

By solving this quacU-atic in n we obtain

h-2a±J{{2a-bY + ^sb)

"*
= 26 •

455. It will be seen that two values are found for n in the

preceding Ai-ticle ; in some cases both values are applicable, as wUl

appear from the following example. Suppose a = 11, b = -2,

s = 27 ; we obtain to = 3 or 9. The arithmetical progi-ession is

11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, -1,-3,-5, &c.,

and it is ob\dous that the sum of the fii'st three terms is the same

as the sum of the first nine terms.

17—2
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456. Again, suppose a-i, b-2, s = 18 ; we obtain n~3 or

— 6. The sum of three terms beginning with -4 is 4 + 6 + 8 or

18. If we put on terms before 4 we obtain the series

-2 + + 2 + 4 + 6 + 8,

and the sum of these six terms is also 18. From this example we

mav conjecture that when there is a 7iegative integral value for

the number of terms as well as a positive integi-al value, the

following statement will be true : begin from the last term of

the series which is furnished by the positive value, and count

backward^ tor as many terms as the negative value indicates,

then the result will be the_given sum. The truth of this conjec-

ture may be shewn in the following manner.

The quadratic equation in n obtained in Art. 454 is

2s = w'6 + (2a-&)w (1).

Suppose a series in which the first term is h - a, the common

difference h, the number of terms m, and the sum s ; then

2s = m'6 + (26-2a-6)m (2).

The roots of (1) and (2) are of equal values but of opposite

sifms (Art. 340); so that if the roots of (1) are denoted by n^ and

- n^, those of (2) will be n^ and - n^. Hence lu terms of a series

which begins with h - a and has the common difference h, wiU

amount to the given sum s. The last term of the series which

begins with a and extends to Uy terms is a+ (wi- 1)6; we have

therefore to shew that if we begin with this term and count

backwards for n^ terms, we arrive at h - a. This amounts to

shewing that

a + (?ii - 1) 6 - («2 —\)h = h-a;

that is, that a + (n, - wj h = h-a.

2a — b ,.
, „„_,

Now Wj - n2 = - —r , (Art. 335)

;

therefore a + (?i, -n^)b = .i- (2a -b)-b-a.
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457. Another point may be noticed in connexion with a

negative integral value of n.

Let - Wj be a negative integi'al value of n which satisfies the

equation

s = l{2a+{n-l)b];

then 5 = - -^ {2a -nfi- h).

Therefore _ s =^ {2 (a - 6) + {n^ - 1) (- h)\.

This shews that if we count backwards n, terms beginning

with a-h, the sum so ol^tained will be — s.

For example, taking the case in Art. 456, by beginning at 2

and counting backwards for six terms we obtain

2 + 0-2-4-6-8,
that is, - 1 8.

458. In some cases, however, only one of the values of n

found in Art. 454 is an integer. Suppose a = 11, 6 = — 3, s = 24
;

we obtain w = 3 or 51 The value 5^ suggests to us that of the

two numbers 5 and 6, one will correspond to a svim greater than

24, and the other to a sum less than 24. In fact the sum of 5

tenns is 25, and the sum of 6 terms is 21.

We may notice the following point in connexion with a frac-

tional value of n.

Suppose - a fractional value of n which satisfies the equation

q
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TliLS sliews tliat s is equal to the sum of p terms of an Aritli-

1-11/- .
a b b

metical Proirression iii wliieli the first term is — ^—t- ^r— and°
q 2q 2q

. b
the commou difference ls -5 .

r

In the example given above -^ = 5^ =— ; so that p = 1Q and

q=3. And

9~ 25^ 2?'" 3"^2 6~ ^ 5^ 3'

thus 24 is the sum of IG terms of an Arithmetical Progression in

which the fii"st tei'm is 4 and the commoi» difference is — - .

459. The results in the foUownjig two simple exanaples^are

worthy of notice.

Tofind the sum o/n terms of the senes 1, 2, 3, 4,...

Here the w*^ term is n ; thus, by Ai't. 450,

« = 2 ('^ -^ !)•

To find the sum of i\ terms of the series 1, 3, 5, 7,..,

Here a = 1, 6 = 2; thus, by Art. 450,

s
=

'^ {2 + 2(n- 1)}
= '-% 2» = 7i^

We -add two similar qiiestions which lead to important results,

although not very closely connected with the present subject.

460. To find the sum of the squares of the first n natural

numbers.

Let s denote the required sum; then

6—1-4-2^+3-+ +?^^

1 1 11 +w n{n ^\){2n +\)
and we shall prove that s = -~ .
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We have
n^-(n-lf^-3n'-3n+l,

{n-iy-{n-2Y^^{n-lY-3{n-l) + l,

{n-2f-{n-5y = 3{n-2y-3(n-2)+l,

3^ -2' =3. 3^-3. 3 + 1,

2^-1' -3. 2^-3. 2 + 1,

r-0'=3. 1--3. 1 + 1.

Hence, by addition,

n''^3{V+2'+ + n-} - 3 {1 + 2 + + 7i} + n,

3 ^ 3n(n + l)

that is, n'=3s ^^ + ^'

Therefore 3s = n^ +—'-^ -' -n = -^ '^ ^
,

n(n + l){2n + l)

and «-
273

*

4G1. To find the sum of the mhes of the first n natwral

nuTTibers.

Let s denote the required sum ; then

s=V+2' + 3'+ +n^

(n(n+l)Y
and we shall prove that s = <

^
> .

"We have

n'-{n- ly = in' - Cm' + 4/1-1,

(^ _ 1)^ _ (n-2y = i {n- \y - 6 {7^ - 1)= + 4 (n- 1) - 1,

(,,_ 2)*- (71- 3)*= 4 (n- 2)^ -6 (71 -2)^ + 4(71-2)-!,

3* - 2^ = 4 .
3' - G .

3' + 4 . 3 - 1,

2^ - 1* = 4 .
2^ - G .

2' + 4 . 2 - 1,

l''-0* = 4. l'-6. r + 4. 1-1.
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Hence, by addition,

n* = 4{V + 2'+ +n'}-G{V- + 2'+ +n'}

+ 4 {1 + 2+ +n] -n;

that is, 71* =^ 4s-n{n + 1) {2n + 1) + 2n {n + I) - n.

Therefore 4s = u* + 2n^ + n',

. (n\ii-\-\)
and s = < ^

—

Hence, by Art. 459, we have the follo^ving result : the sum of

the cubes of the first n natural numbers is equal to the square of

the sum of the nuriibers.

EXAMPLES OF ARITHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

1. Sum to 20 terms 2, 6, 10, 14, ...

15 7 13
2. Sum to 32 terms 4, — , -

,
~

, .

1 3
3. Sum to 24 terms -x ,

— t. - 2, ...

2 4

13 11
4. Sum to 20 terms 5, -^ ,

—
, ...

4^ 5. Sum to 10 terms 1|, ]^, ^ , ...

6. Sum to 12 terms 1, If, 21 ...

5 2 13
7. Sum to 21 terms

7^ , ^ , sT >
•••

1 2
8. Sum to 50 terms -, ;j-, 1, ...

o o

9. Sumto30temis 116, 108, 100,...

10. Sum tow terms 9, 11, 13, 15,...

5 2
11. Sum to ?i terms 1, tt , o,---

3

I
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12. Find an A. p. sucli that the sum of the first five terms

is one-fourth the sum of the foUo^ving five terms, the first term

being unity.

13. The first term of a series being 2, and the fifth term

being 7, find how many terms must be taken that the sum may

be 63.

14. Given a = 16, 6 = 4, s = 88, find n.

1 5. If the sum of m terms of an A. p. be always to the sum

of n temis in the ratio of m" to n', and the first term be unity,

find the w'^ term.

16. The sum of a certain number of tenns of the series

21 + 19 + 17 + is 120 : find the last tenn and the number of

terms. ^

17. What is the common difierence when the first term is 1,

the last 50, and the sum 204 1

1 8. Insert 6 arithmetical means between 1 and 29.

19. If 2n+ 1 terms of the series 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, be taken,

then the sum of the alternate temi:; 1, 5, 9, will be to the

sum of the remaining terms 3, 7, 11, a.s n + 1 to n.

20. Find the sum of the first 7i numbers of the form 4r + 1.

21. Find how many terms of 1+3 + 5 + 7 + amount to

1234321.

22. Find how many terms of 1 6 + 24 + 32 + 40 -J- amount

to 1840.

23. On the ground are placed n stones ; the distance be-

tween the first and second is one yard, between the second and

third three yards, between the third and fouiiih five yards, and

so on. How far will a pei'son have to travel who shall bring

them, one by one, to a basket placed at the first stone 1

24. The 14th, 134th, and last tenns of an A. p. are 66,

666, and 6666 respectively : find the first term and the number

of terms.
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25. Find a series of ai-itlimetical means between 1 and 21,

such that theii- sum has to the sum of the two greatest of them

the raLio of 1 1 to 4.

26. The sum of the terms of an a. p. is 28^, the first term

is —12, the common difference is |. Find the numVjev of terms.

27. Find how many terms of the series 3, 4, 5, must be

taken to make 25,

28. Find how many terms of the series 5, 4, 3, must be

takeii to make 14.

i 29. Shew that a certain number of tenns of an A. P. may
be found of which the algebraical sum is equal to zero, provided

twice the first term be divisible by the common difference, and

the series ascending or descenduig according as the first term is

negative or positive.

30. If the m^^ temi of an A. p. be oi and the n^^ tenn vi, of

how many terms will the sum be | (m + n) [m +n — \), and what

will be the last of them %

31. If s = 72, a = 24, h=- 4, find n.

32. If s = pn + qn^ whatever be the value of n, find the

m"^ term.

V 33. If aS'„ represent the sum of n of the natin-al numbers

beginning with a, prove that S^,^^„_^ = 2>S^.

34. Prove that the squares of aj^ — 2a; — 1, a;*+l, and

a;^ + 2a; — 1 are in A. p.

i 35. The common difference of an A. p. is equal to the differ-

ence of the squares of the first and last terms divided by twice the

sum of all the terms diminished by the first and last term, v

V 36. The sum of m tei-ms of an a. p. is n, and the sum of

n terms with the same fii'st term and the same common difference

is VI. Shew that the sum of m + n terms is — (ni + n) and the

/ 2n\
s\un of m — ri terms is Cm — n)[\-\ )

.

V mj

\
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37. Find the number of arithmetical means between 1 and 19

when the second mean is to the last as 1 to 6.

38. How many terms of the natural numbers commencing

with 4 give a sum of 5350 1

39. In a series consisting of an odd number of temas, the siim

of the odd tei-ms (the fii-st, third, (fee.) is 44, and the sum of tlie

even terms (the second, fourth, (fee.) is 33. Find the middle teim

and the number of terms.

40. If a', b', c^, be in A. p., then = , , r are
b+c c+a a+b

in A. p.

41. Sum to n teiTQS the series whose r**" teiTa is 2r — 1.

42. Simi to n terms 1-3+5-7+

43. Sum to n terms 1-2 + 3-4 +

44. Given the p^ term P, and the q*'^ term Q of a series

in A. p., express the sum of n terms in terms of P, Q, j), 2, n.

45. The 2^^^, 9^^, and *•* terms of an a. p. are x, y, z, re-

spectively
;
prove that if x, y, z be positive integers, there is an

A. p. whose v^^, y*^, ^ terms are p, q, r, respectively ; and that the

product of the common differences of the progressions is iinity.

46. The interior angles of a rectilinear figure are in A. p.
;

the least angle is 120° and the common difference 5". Requii'ed

the number of sides.

47. Find the sum to n tei-ms of 1.2 + 2. 3 + 3. 4 + 4.5+...

48. If the second tei-m of an A. p. be a mean proportional

between the first and the fourth, shew that the sixth term will

be a mean proportional between the fourth and the ninth.

49. If (l>{n) be' the sum of n temis of an A. p., find ({>{n) in

terms of n and the first two terms.

Also shew that (^ {n + 3) - 3(/) {n + 2) + 3(/) {n + 1) - <^ (n) = 0.
r
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50. Sum to n terms tlie series wliose wi"" term ^ 5 — -^ .

51. Divide unity into four parts in A. p. of which the sum of

the cubes shall be j^ . v

* 52. A servant agrees for certain wages the first month, on

the understanding that they are to be raised a shilling every

subsequent month until they reach X3 a month. At the end of

the first of the months for which he receives £3, he finds that his

wages during his time of service have averaged 48 shillings a

month. How long has he served ?

53. A sets oiit from a place and travels 5 miles an hour.

B sets out 41 hours after A, and travels in the same direction

3 miles the first hour, 3^ miles the second hour, 4 miles the third

hour, and so on. Find in how many hours B will overtake A.

54. A number of persons were engaged to do a piece of work,

which would have occupied them m hours if they had commenced

at the same time ; but instead of doing so they commenced at

equal intervals, and then continued to work till the whole was

finished : the payment being proportional to the work done by

each, the first comer received r times as much as the last. Find

the time occupied.

55. A number of thi-ee digits is equal to 26 times the sum

of its digits; the digits are in arithmetical progression; if 396 be

added to the number the digits are reversed : find the number.

56. Shew that the sum of any 2?i + 1 consecutive integers is

divisible by 2n + 1. \

XXXI. GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION.

462. Quantities are said to be in Geometrical Progression

when each is equal to the product of the preceding and some

constant factor. The constant_ factor is called the common ratio

of the series, or more shortly, the T(^tio - Thiis the following series
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are in Geometrical Progression :

1, 2, 4, 8, 16,

11^2.
' 3' 9' 27' 81'

a, ar, ar^, ar^, ar*,

In tlie fii'st example the common ratio is 2, in the second ^, in

the thii'cl r.

463. Let a denote the fii-st term of a Geometrical Pivgression,

r the common ratio, then the second term is ar, the thii-d tenn

is ar'^, the fourth term is ar^, and so on. Thus the w"" term

is ar"'\

464. To find the sum of a given number of quantities in

Geometrical Progression, the first terfu and the common ratio being

supposed known.

Let a denote the first term, r the common ratio, n the number

of terms, s the sum of the terms. Then

s = a + ar+ ar' + ar^ + + ar"'^

;

therefore sr = ar + ar^ + ar^ + + ai'"'^ + ar".

Hence, by subtraction,

sr - s = ar" - a
;

a(r"-\) ...

therefore s = :j

—
\}-).

r -\

If I denote the last term, we have

l^ar"-' (2),

hence s = -—^ (^)*
r- 1

Equation (1) gives the value of s in terms of the quantities

which are supposed known. Equation (3) is sometimes a con-

venient form.
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465. We may \vi-ite the value of s thus,

a(l-r")
s= -^ -'.

1 — ?

Now suppose r less than unity ; then the larger n is the

smaller -will r" he, and by taking n large enough r" can be made

as small as we please. If then n be taken so large that r" may
be neglected in comparison \vith unity, the value of s reduces to

, . We may enunciate the result thus : by taking n large

enough, the sum of n terms of the Geometrical Progression can he

made to differ as little as we please from ^j . This statement is

sometimes abbreviated into the following : the suvi of an infinite

number of terms of the Geometrical Progression is -z ; but it

must be remembered that it is to be considered as nothing more

than an abbreviation of the j^receding statement.

The precetling remarks suppose that r is less than unity. In

futvire, both in the text and in the examjiles, when we speak of

an infinite Geometrical Progression we shall always suppose that r

is less than unity.

We may apply the preceding remarks to an example. Con-

sider the series 1, ^, \, \, .; here a = 1, r ^ ^ ; thus the

sum of n terms is -^ r- (1 —
k;, ) , that is, 2 — Hirrr . Now by

taking n large enough, 2""' can be made as large as we please, and

therefore -^—zn as small as we please. Hence we may say that

by taking n large enough, the sum of n terms of the series cati be

7nade to differfrom 2 by as small a quantity as we please. This is

abbre^dated into the following : the sum of an infinite number of

terms of this series is 2.

466. In a geometrical progression continued to infinity each

j term bears a constant ratio to the sum of all which follow it; the

\fommon ratio being siqjposed less than unity.
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Let the series be a + ar + ar" + ar^ + ... ; then the 7i"' term

is a7-"~' ; the sum of all the terms which follow this

•==ar"(l + r + r^-if ...) = -^ .

The ratio of the ?«.*'' term to the sum of all which follow it is

ar"
ar" -—

,

1 — r

. \-r
that is . This is constant whatever n may be.

r

If we wish to detei-mine r so that this ratio may have a given

1-r 1
value V we ijut = p ; therefore r = , .

^ '-

r 1 +p

467. Recurrmg decimals are cases of what are called infi-

nite Geometrical Progressions. Thus, for example, -23434:34

^ ^ 2 34 34 34 tt ., ^ ^ 2
denotes ^rr: + r^ + Tr~^ + ^rr-, + Here the terms after y^r

10 10 10"^ 10' 10

constitute a Geometrical Progression, of which the first term is

q J "1

j-^ , and the common ratio is r--2 • Hence Ave may say that the

of an infinite number of terms of this series is —^3 -^ -j 1 — y^g \ j

34 . . 2 34
that is, p-~ . Therefore the value of the decimal is ^r +

qo7>

'

yyo i^ c/t/u

We will now investigate a general rule for such examples.

468. To fituL tJie value of a recurring decimal.

Let P denote the figures which do not recm-, and su})pose

them
J)

in number ; let Q denote the figures which do recur,,

and suppose them q in number. Let s denote the value of th©

recurring decimal; then

s = -PQQQ ,

l^s = P-QQQ ,

lO'^'s = PQ-QQQ ;

by subtraction, (lO''^' - 10'')s = PQ - P.

/u^i'- ' - 1
^

sum
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Now 10''*' -10'' = (10' -1)10''; and 10' -1 when expressed

by figures in the usual way will consist of q nines. Hence we

deduce the usual rule for finding the value of a recurring decimal

:

subtract the integral number consisting of the non-recuriing figures

fi-'om the integral number consisting of the non-recurring and

I'ecurring figiu'es, and divide by a number consisting of as many

nines as there are recurring figures followed by as many cyphers

as there are non-recurring figures.

469. To insert a given number of Geometrical means between

two given terms.

Let a and c be the two given terms, n the number of terms to

be inserted. Then the meaning of the problem is that we are to

find 71+2 terms in Geometrical Progression, a being the fii-st term

and c the last. Let r denote the common ratio ; then c = ar"*'^

;

thus r = ( - j""^'. This finds r, and the required terms are ar, ar',

470. In Art. 464 we have fiA'e quantities occiu'ring, namely,

a, r, I, n, s; and these are connected by the equations (1) and (2)>

or (2) and (3), there given. We might thei'efore propose to find

any two of these five quantities when the other three are given

;

it will however be seen that some of the cases of this problem

are too difiicult to be solved. The following four cases present no

diflEiculty : (1) given a, r, n; (2) given a, n, I; (3) given r, n, I;

(4) given r, n, s.

471. Suppose, however, that a, s, n are given, and therefore

r and I are to be found. Then r would have to be found fi-om

the equation

s{r- 1) =a{r''—l);

we may divide both sides by r — 1, and then we shaU have an

equation of the (?t — 1)* degree in the unknown quantity r, which

therefore cannot be solved by any method yet given, if n be

greater than 3. Similar remarks will hold in the case where I, s, n
are given, and therefore a and r are to be found.
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472. Four ca.ses of the problem remain, namely, those four in

which n is one of the quantities to be found. Suppose «, r, I

given, and therefore s and n are to be foiuid. Here n would have

to be found from the equation I = a?*""', where the unknown quan-

tity n occurs as an exponent; nothing has been said hitherto as to

the solution of such an equation.

473. Tofind the sum ofn terms of the folloivlng series;

a, {a + h}r, {a + 2hy, {a+36}r^

Let s denote the sum; then

s = a + {a + h]r + {a + 2h]r'' + +{a + {n-l)b]r''~\

rs= ar + {a+ b]r^ + + {a + {n - 2) b] r"~^

+ {a + (n-l)b]r".

By subtraction ,

s(l - r) = a+'hr + br- + + 6r"^' - {a + (n - 1) b} r"

= a +—H ' -{a + (n-l)b\r ,

I — r ^ / ) '

therefore
a~{a + (n-l)b}r" 5r(l -?•"-')

1 - r
"^

(1 - rf

EXAMPLES OF GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION.

no.-. 8 8 40
1. Sum to SIX terms ^ + o+'q""''

o y

2. Sum to ten tei-ms 2 - 2^ + 2^ - 2' + .

.

4
3. Sum to n terms 3 + 2 + ^+

o

2 13
4. Sum to n terms k + o + o

"•"

o Z b

2 4 8
5. Sum to infinity -^ + ^ + ,^+

•' 3 9 27

6. Sum to infinity ^ + I + -+

T. A. 18
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7. Sum to infinity « + t + n + 1 7; +
^ 2 4 8 16

4
8. Sum to infinity 3 + 2 + ^+

9. Sum to infinity 4 + -^ + x _ +
•^

a 2o

1 0. Sum to infinity I + 7 + ^r^ +
•^ 4 16

11. Sum to infinity 5-- + — -— +

1 2. Sum to infinity 1 - ^ + 7 — - +
2 4 o

13. Sum to infinity --- + —_

14. Sum to infinity --_ + —-

15. Sum to infinity - -^ +g -— +

v/2 + 1 1 1
16. Sum to infinity ^—- + ^

— + - +
V^ — 1 A — ^'2, 2

2 3 2 3
17. Sum to infinity - 4-^2 + ^ + ^"4 ''"

O o o o

18. Sum to n terms r + 2r* + 3r^ + 4r'' +

, 19. Sum to n terms 1 + s + 02 + ^ ^-

3 5 7
y 20. Sum to n terms 1 + k+t + ^+

2 4 8

21. Sum to n terms 1— ^+-7-7^+
2 4 8

22. Find the sum of any number of terms in G. P. whose first

and third terms are given.
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"^ 23. If the common ratio of a G. p. is — 3, find the common
ratio of the series obtained by taking every fourth term of the

original series.

*- 24. The sum of £700 was divided among four persons, whose

shares were in g. p. ; and the difference between the greatest and

least was to the difference between the means as 37 to 12. Find

their respective shares.

25. Sum to n tei-ms the series whose ??»"' term is (— l)'"a^'".

26. If P be the sum of the series 1 +r^+r^+r'^ + ad inf.,

and Q be the sum of the series 1 + r* + r^ + r^« + ad inf.,

prove that P''{Q-\y = Q^{P - Vf.

27. Shew that V(-444 )
= -666

^ 28, A person who saved every year half as much again as he

saved the previous year had in seven years saved .£102. 105. How
much did he save the first year %

29. In a G. p. shew that the product of any two terms equi-

distant from a given term is always the same.

30. In a G. p. shew that if each term be subtracted from the

succeeding, the successive differences are also in G. P. -

31. The square of the aiithmetical mean of two quantities is

equal to the arithmetical mean of the arithmetical and geometrical

means of the squares of the same two quantities.

32. Find a G. p. continued to infinity, in which each term is

ten times the sum of all the terms which foUow it.

^ 33. If S^ represent the sum of n tenns of a given G. p., find

the sum of ^, + aS'^ + ^S'j + -vS^.

34. If n geometrical means be found between two quantities

n

a and c, their product will be {acf.

35. Let s denote the sum of n teiTus of the series a, ar,

ar^, ...; let s' denote the sum of n terms of the series a, ar~^,

ow~*, ...; and let I denote the last term of the first series; then

will as - Is'.

18—2
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36. If a, b, c, d be in g.p.;,

(a' + 6' + e) {b' + c' + iV-) = {ab + bc + cd)\

37. If a, b, c, d 1)6 in g.p.,

(a - dy- ={b- cf + {c- af + {d - by.

38. The Slim of tlie first tliree terms of a g.p. = 21, ami the

sum of the fii'st foiu' terms = 45 : find the series.
^ , j ^

N 39. Sum to n terms ( r ) + ( r'

^h{^'-?)'

^ 40. Sum to n tenns 5 + 55 + 555 + ..'.'J,.
—r-'^-r^ ^''-'^iiifc^r^ </,/."

41. Prove that the two quantities between which A is the j,

arithmetical and G the geometrical mean, are eiven bv the formula ^"^

^=i=V{(^ + (?)(^ -GO}. ,' ^^'-^^

42. There are four number, the first three of which are in

G. p., and the last three in A. p. ; the sum of the fii'st and last is 14,

and the sum of the second and third is 1 2 : find the numbers.

43. Three numbers whose sum is 15 are in A. p. ; if 1, 4, and

19 be added to them respectively the results are in g. p. Deter-

mine the numbers.

44. If a, 6, c be in. a. p. shew that

2
- (a + 6 + c)^ = a* (& + c) + ¥ (c + a) + c^{a ^b);

if they be in G. P. shew that

a^6V ( -^ + p +
-3 j

= a' + 6^ + c'.

45. Find the sum of the infinite series

ar + (a + ab) r* + {a + ab + a¥) r^ + ...

r and br being each less than unity.
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XXXII. HARMONICAL PROGRESSION.

474. Three quantities a, b, c, are said to be in Hannonical

Progi'ession when a : c •: a-b : b — c.

Any number of quantities are said to be in Harmonical

Progression when_e5ei5Lthree_iaMecu±iYB,iluaatiti5§^areJj}^

monical Progression.

475. The reciprocals of quantities in Harmonical Progression

are in Arithmetical Progression.

Let a, b, c be in Harmonical Progression ; then

a : c :: a — b : b — c,

therefore a(b-c) = c {a - b).

Divade by abc, thus

1 _1 __1 _1
c b b a'

This proves the proposition.

476. The definition in Art. 474 is sometimes expressed in

words thus : three quantities are in harmonical progression when

the first is to tlie third as tJie difference of the first and second is to

the difference of the second and third. But it must be remembered

then that the differences are to be foi-med in the same order : that

Ls by subtracting the second from the fii'st, and the third fi.-om the

second ; or by subtracting the first from the second, and the second

fi'om the third. It would not be con-ect to subtract the first from

the second, and the thii-d from the second. The definition by the

aid of symbols has the advantage in brevity and exactness over

the definition in words.

Sometimes the property demonstrated in Ai-t. 475 is taken as

the definition of harmonical profession, which is stated thus

;

quantities are said to be in harmonical progression when their

reciprocals are in arithmetical progression.
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The term harmonical is derived from a fact with regard to

musical sounds. Let there be a series of strings of the same

substance, the lengths of which are proportional to 1, — , -, —
,

- , and - ; and suppose these strings stretched tight with equal
o o

force. Then if any two of the strings are sounded together the

effect is found to be harmonious to the ear.

There is no formula for the sum of Miv number of quantities

in Harmonical Progi'ession ; the prupei'ty estaljlished in the pre-

ceding Article will however enable us to solve some questions

relating to Harmonical Pi'ogression.

477. To insert a given nuniber of Jmrmoriical means between

two given terms.

Let a and c be the two given terms, n the number of tenns to

be inserted. Then the meaning of the problem is that we are to

find w + 2 terms in Hannonical Progi'ession, a being the first tenn

and c the last. Hence the problem is reducible to the follo^ving :

to insert n arithmetical vieans between - and -
. Let b denote

a c

the common difference ; then

- =- + (;i+ 1)6
c a

therefore b =
in, + 1) ac

'

The Arithmetical Progression is

1 1 A 1 9;> 1 A 1- , - + 0, - + 26, - + ?i6, -
,

a a a a c

that is,

1 c (« + 1) + a - c c (n + I) + 2 {a - c)

a' ac{n+l) ' ac(n + \)
'

c {n+\) + n(a — c) 1

ac(n + \) ' c
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Therefore the Harmonical Progi-ession is

ac (/I + 1) ac {n+\)
"' c(n+l) + a-c' c(n+l)+2(rt-c)'

ac (n + 1)

c{n+ I) + n{a — c)'

478. Let a and c be any two quantities ; let A be their

arithmetical mean, G their geometrical mean, JI their harmonical

mean. Then

A- a = c - A ; therefore A - ^(a + c).

a : G :: G : c; therefore G = J{ac).

a : c :: a —H : U -c ; therefore H =
.

a + c

It follows that G^ = AH; therefore A : G :: G : H. Thus G

lies in magnitude between A and H ; and A is gi-eater than H, for

i TT ^ , . 2ac {a - cf

^ ^ ^ a + c 2 (a + c)

that is, ^ -^ is a positive quantity.

479. We may observe that the three quantities a, b, c, are in

Arithmetical, Geometrical, or Harmonical Progi'ession, according

a-b a a a ^. .

as ^ = - , or = y , or = - , respectively.
b — c a c

For in the fii'st case j = 1, therefore b = ^ (a + c).

In the second case b (a-b) = a {b - c) ; therefore b' = ac.

The thii-d case is obvious by definition.

EXAMPLES OF HARMONICAL PROGRESSION.

n q

1. Continue the series 3 + ^ + 7 for two tei-ms.
5 4

2. Insert 18 harmonical means between 1 and ^.
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3. Fiiicl the n^^ term of an h. p., of wliich a, h, are respectively

the first and second terms.

4. Find the (p + g)"' term of an h. p., of which P is the p**"

term, and Q the q^^ term.

5. Find what quantity must he subtracted from each of three

given quantities that the three results may be in h. p.

6. Three quantities are in h. p. ; if half the middle term be

subtracted from each, shew that the three remainders are in G. P.

7. Shew that h' is greater than, equal to, or less than ac,

according as a, b, c, are in a. p., g. p., or h. p.

8. The arithmetical mean of two niimbers is 3, and the har-

monical mean is | : find the numbers.

9. The geometrical mean of two numbers is also the geo-

metiical mean between the arithmetical mean of the two numbers

and their harmonical mean. The arithmetical mean minus the

harmonical mean is equal to the square of the diflference of the

two numbers divided by twice theii" sum.

10. If 2; is the harmonical mean between a and b,

1 111
z- a z - a

IL There are three numbers in H. p., such that the greatest

is the product of the other two, and if one be added to each the

gi'eatest becomes the sum of the other two. Find the numbers.

29
12. The sum of two contiguous terms in h. p. is

ycvL^
^^^

their product is —-. Find the series.
o Z

13. If between two numbers there be inserted two arith-

metical means A^ and Jj, and two harmonical means H^, U^\

and between A^ and A^ there be inserted an harmonical mean, and

between H^ and U^ an arithmetical mean ; then the geometrical

mean between these if? equal to the geometrical mean between the

original quantities.
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14. The arithmetical mean of two quantities x and 9/ is A
;

the geometrical mean is G ; the harmonical mean is U. If

A- G = a and A- H —b, find x and y in terms of a and b.

15. If a, b, c he in A. p. ; a, yS, y in H. P. ; aa, b^, cy in G.P.
;

then will

a y a c-+''=- + -.
y a c a

16. If a, b, c are in u.p., shew that

1 1 4 1 1

a-6 6 — c c — a c a

17. If a, b, c are in n. p., shew that
,

, areb+cc+aa+o
also in H. P.

18. If n ai'ithmetical and the same number of harmonical

means be insei'ted between two quantities a and b, and a series of

n terms be found by dividing each arithmetical by the correspond-

ing harmonical mean, the sum of the series

f, n + 2 (a-bY
= n\l+ r „ '

1 n + 1 bao

19. Any whole number of the form 3a^ — b^, where a is

greater than b, may be divided into three others in H. p., of which

the sum of the squares shall be 3a* + b*.

20. The first of a series of n quantities in h. p. is unity, and

the sum of the products of every (n-l) terms is to the product of

aU the terms as 2/1 is to 1 : find the progression.

XXXIIL MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION.

480. We shall in the subsequent parts of this book have

occasion to use a method of proof which is called mathematical

induction or demonstrative induction, and we shall now exemplify

the method.

481. Suppose the following assertion made : the sum of n

terms of the series 1, 3, 5, 7, is n^. This assertion we can
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see to be tiaie in some cases ; for example, the sum of two terms is

1 + 3 or 4, that is, 2^ ; the sum of three terms is 1 + 3+5 or 9,

that is, 3^; we wish however to prove the theorem universally.

Suppose the theorem were known to be true for a certain

value of n ; that is, suppose for this value of n that

1 + 3 + 5+ +(2w-l) = «-;

add 2n + \ to both sides; then

1 + 3 + 5 + + {2n-\)+{^n+\) = n' + 2n+\={n^-l)\

Thus, if the sum of n terms of the series = n^, the sum of

n + \ terms will = (?i + 1)^. In other words, if the theorem is

true when we take a certain number of terms, whatever that

number may be, it is tiiie when we increase that number by one.

But we see by trial that the theorem is true when 3 terms are

taken, it is therefore true when 4 terms are taken, it is therefore

true when 5 terms are taken, and so on. Hence the theorem

must be universally true.

482. "We will now take another example ; we propose to

establish the truth of the followincr fomiula :

lV2' + 3'+ +n^ =
n{n+ l)(2?i+ 1)

6

We can easily ascertain by trial that this formula holds in

simple cases, for example, when w = 1, or 2, or 3 ; we wish, how-

ever, to establish it universally.

Suppose the theorem were known to be true for a certain

value of n; add (n+iy to both sides; then

12 o2 o2 2 / i\2 n (n + 1) (2n + 1) . ^..P + 2'+ 3^+ +n''+{7i + iy=— '-^ -+{n+ 1)'.

But -^- '-^ + {n+l)-= {n + 1) \ -^ i- + n+l\

= —Q-{2n- + 7n+6}

n+\ , ,, /f, „, mlm + 1) {2m + 1) , ,
: —g- {n + 2) {2n + 3) = —

^

^ -^
, where m^n+\.
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Thus we obtain the same formula for the sum of n + 1 terms

of the series V, 2', 3^ as was supposed to hokl for w terms.

In other words, if the fonnula holds when we take a certain

number of terms, whatever that number may be, it holds when we

increase that number by one. But the formula does hold when
3 terms are taken, therefore it holds when 4 tenns are taken,

therefore it holds when 5 terms are taken, and so on. Hence the

formula must hold universally.

483. The two theorems which we have proved by the method

of induction may be established otherwise. The fii'st theorem, is

an example of an Arithmetical Progression, and the second has

been investigated in Art. 460. There are many other theorems

which are capable of easy proof by the method of induction ; for

example, that in Ai-t. 461.

The theorems asserted in Art. 69, respecting the divisibility of

ic" ± ft" by a; ± a, may be proved by induction. For

x" — a" „_, a (a"~' — a"~')= a + —'^ ^-
:

x — a x — a

hence sc" — a" is divisible by sc - a when a;""' — a"~' is so. Now we
see that x — a is divisible by a; — a, therefore x^ - a^ is divisible

by x — a, therefore again x^ — a^ is divisible by x- a, and so on

;

hence a;" - a" is always divisible hj x — a when n is a positive in-

teger. Similarly the other cases may be established. As another

example the student may consider the theorems in Art. 225.

484. The method of mathematical induction may be _tlrus

described : We prove that if a theorem is true in one case, what-

ever that case may be, it is true in another case which we ma,y

cllJI tilt- /text case; we pro\X' by trial that the theorem is tnie in a

certain case ; hence it is time in the next case, and hence in the

next to that, and so on; hence it must be true in every case after

that with which we began.

485. It is possible that this method of proof may be less

satisfactory to the student than a more direct proceeding; it may
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ajjpear to Mm that he is rather compelled to believe propositions

so proved than shewn why they hold. But as in some cases this

is the only method of proof which can be used, the student must

accustom himself to it, and shoiild not pass over it when it occurs

until he is satisfied of its validity.

486. We may remark that the student of natural philosophy

will find the word induction used in a different sense in that sub-

ject; the word is there applied to the assumption or conjecture

that some law holds generally which is found to be true in certaia

cases that have been examined. There, however, we cannot be

sure that the law holds for any cases except those which we have

examiaed, and can never arrive at the conclusion that it is a

necessary truth. In fact, induction, as used in natural philosophy,

is never absolutely demonstrative, often far from it ; whereas the

method of mathematical induction is as rigid as any other process

in mathematics.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Transform 221-342 from the scale with radix ten to the

scale with radix five.

2. If the radix of a scale be \.m + 2 the square of any num-

ber whose last digit is Ini -v 1 or 1m + 2 will terminate with that

digit.

^ 3. A digit is wi'itten down once, twice, thrice, up to n

times respectively, so as to form n numbers consisting of one, two,

three, . . n, places of figures respectively. If a be the first and

h the last of the numbers, and r the radix of the scale, the simi of

,1 1 . rh -na
the numbers ls r— .

r — \

4. If m, n be any two numbers, g theii- geometrical mean,

a , h the arithmetical and harmonical means between «i and g, and

a , h the arithmetical and harmonical means between g and n,

prove that aji^ — 9' — «/i!-, •
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5. If between h and a there be insei-ted n aritlimetical means,

and between a and h there be inserted n harmonical means, the

sum of the series composed of the products of the corresponding

terms of the two series is (n + 2) ab.

6. If n harmonical means are insei-ted between the two posi-

tive quantities a and h, shew that the difference between the first

and the last bears to the difference between a and h a less ratio

than that of n — 1 to n + 1.

7. A sets out from a certain place and travels one mile the

fij'st day, two miles the second day, three the thii'd, four the foiu'th,

and so on. B sets out five days after A and travels the same road

at the rate of 12 miles a day. How far ^vill A travel before he is

ovei-taken \>j B% ^

8. Prom 256 gallons of wine a certain number are drawn and

replaced with water ; this is done a second, a thii'd, and a foiu-th

time, and 81 gallons of wine are then left. How much was drawn

out each time 1

9. A and B have made a bet, the amount of the stakes being

£90, and the sum staked by each being inversely proportional to

all the money he has. If A wias he -vsoU then have five times

what B has left; if B wins he will then have double what A has

left. What sum of money had each 1

10. li {a + h + c) (a + h + d) = (c + d + a) {c + d + h), prove that. ^
each of these qxiantities is eqtial to •

,

- >

-^

^

{a-c){a-d)(b-c){b-d)

{a + b-c-dy

11. If the roots of ax^ + 2bx + c = be possible and different,

those of {a + c) (ax" + 2bx + c) =2(ac- b^) {x" + 1) will be impossi-

ble; and vice versd.

12. Ifa + 6 + c = 0, x + y + z + io = 0, then the two equations

J{ax) + Jipy) + J{cz) = 0, J{bx) - J{ay) + J{cw) = 0, are deducible

the one from the other.

(/0 i-s — .
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XXXIY. PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS.

487. The^_clifferent orders in which any things can be ar-

ranged are called their permutations.

Thus the permutations of the letters a, h, c, taken two at a
time are ah, ha, ac, ca, he, ch.

488. The comhinatiom of things are the different collections

that can be formed out of them, without regarding the order in

which the things are placed.

Thus the comhinatiom of the letters a, h, c, taken two at a

time are ab, ac, he; ah and ha though different permutations
forming the same comhination.

489. We may observe that a difference of language occurs in
books on this subject; what we have c?iX\Qi\. permutations are called

variations or arrangements by some wi-iters, and they restrict the
word 2yermutations to the case in which all the things are used
at once

;
thus they speak of the variations or arrangements of four

letters taken two at a time, or three at a time, but of the permuta-
tions of them taken all together.

490. To find the numher of permutations of n things taken r

at a time.

Suppose there to be w letters a, h, c, d, ; we shall first

find the number of permutations of them taken two at a time.

Put a before each of the other letters ; we thus obtain 71 -I
pennutations in which a stands fii'st. Next put h before each of

the other letters ; we thus obtain n—\ permutations in which
h stands first. Similarly there are n-1 permutations in which
c stands fii'st ; and so on. Thus, on the whole, there are nin — l)

permutations of n letters taken two at a time.

We shall now find the number of permutations of the n letters

taken three at a time. It has just been shewn that out of n letters
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we can form n{n-\) permutations each of two letters; hence out

of the n-l letters b, c, d, we can form (n - l){n-2) per-

mutations each of two letters
;
put a before each of these and we

have (n-l) {n-2) permutations each of three letters in which

a stands fii'st. Similarly there are {n~l){n- 2) permutations

each of three letters in which b stands first. Simil arly there are

as many in which c stands first ; and so on. Thus on the whole

there are n(n-l){n — 2) permutations of n letters taken three at

a time.

From these cases it might be conjectured that the number of

permutations of n letters taken r at a time is

n{n-\){n-2) {n-r + \),

and we shall prove that this is the case. For suppose it true that

the number of permutations of n letters taken r—\ at a time is

n{n-l) {7^-(r-l) + l},

we shall shew that a similar formula will giA'e the number of per-

mutations of the letters taken r at a time. For out of the n—\
letters b, c, d, we can form

(71-1) (n-2) {n-l-(r-l) + l}

permutatious each of r — 1 letters; put a before each of these,

and we obtain as many permutations each of r letters in which a

stands first. Similaiiy we have as many in which b stands fii-st,

as many in. which c stands first, and so on. Thus on the whole

there are

n{n-l)in-2) {n-r+ 1)

permutations of n letters taken r at a time.

If then the formula holds when the letters are taken r — 1 at

a time, it will hold when they are taken r at a time ; but it has

been proved to hold when they are taken tliree at a time, therefore

it holds when they are taken four at a time, therefore it holds

when they are taken five at a time, and so on; thus it holds

universally.
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491. Hence tlie number of permutations of n things taken

all together is n(n-l){n—2) 1.

For the sake of brevity niri-l){n-T) 1 is often denoti d

by \n ; thus \n denotes the product of the natural numbers from

1 to n inclusive. The symbol ^ may be read, factorial n.

492. The formula for the number of permutations of n things

taken r at a time may also be obtained in another manner.

Let P denote the number of permutations of n letters taken

r - 1 at a time. To form the permutations of n letters taken r

at a time we may proceed thus : take any one of the F pemiuta-

tions, and place at the end of it any one of the n— r + 1 letters

which it does not involve. Thus the whole number of the per-

mutations of the 71 letters taken r at a time will be {n — r+l)F.

Now the number of the permutations of n letters taken one at

a time is n ; therefore the number taken two at a time is n(n — l);

therefore the number taken three at a time is n (n - 1) (71 — 2)

;

and so on.

/^ 493. Any combination of r things will produce \r permuta-

tions. For, by Ai-ticle 491, the r things which form the given

combination can be arranged in \r different ways,

•^494. To find the number of combinations of n things taken

r at a time.

The number of combinations of n things taken r at a time is

7i{n-l)(n-2) (n-r + 1)

F
*

For the number of permutations of n things taken r at a

time is n{n-l){n-2) (n-r+l), by Art. 490; and each

combination produces V permutations, by Ai-t. 493 j hence the

number of combinations must be

n(n-l){n-2) (n-r+1)
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If we multiply both numerator antl denominator of this ex-

\n
pression by In — r it becomes -,

—;= .

\r^\n — r

495. The number of covibinations of n things tciken r at a
time is the same as the 7iumher of them taken n — r at a time.

Tlie number of combinations of n things taken n — r at a

time is

n{n-l){n-2) {n-{n - r) + 1}

\n — r

that is,
nin-l)(n-2) (. ^ 1)

_

\n — r

Multiply both numerator and denominator by [r and we ob-

\^
tain —|-^ which, by Art. 494, is the number of combinations

\r \n — r •' '

of n things taken r at a time.

The proposition which we have thus demonstrated will be

evident too if we observe that for every combination of r things

which we take out of n things, we leave one combination of n — r

things. Hence every combination of r things coiTesponds to a

combination oi n — r things which contains the remaining things.

Such combinations are called coinijlementary.

AV496. To find for what value of r the numher of combinations

of n things taken r at a time is greatest.

Let (?i)r denote the number of combinations of n things taken

r at a time,

(«.)^_j the number of combinations of w things taken r — \

at a time,

, , w — r + 1 . .

then (»),
=

y^jr-i-

mi i-
n — r +

1

, . n Jr\ ^ 1.1,
ihe lactor may be written 1, which shews

r
-^

r

that it decreases as r increases. By giving to r in succession the

T. A. 19
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values 1, 2, 3, tlie number of combinations is continually

increased so long as 1 is greater tban unity.

-n. -1^1 2?7i + 1 - .

First suppose n even and = 2m, then - 1 is greater

than 1 until r — m inclusive, and when r = m+l it is less than 1.

Hence the greatest number of combinations is obtained when the

things are taken m at a time, that is, ^ at a time.

.,-, ^ -, ,-,
2m + 1 + 1 T .

rJext suppose n odd and =2m+l, then ^ i is

equal to unity when r = m + l. Hence the greatest number of

combinations is obtained when they are taken m at a time or

m + 1 at a time, the result being the same in these two cases,

^^ J^ ?i + 1
that is, when they are taken —^r— at a time, or —-— at a time.'J

2 '2
497. To find the number ofpermutations o£n things taken all

tofjether which are not all differeni.

Let there be n letters ; and suppose p of them to be a, q of

them to be h, r of them to be c, and the rest to be unlike ; the

number of permutations of them taken all together will be

Jn_
\p\i\l'

For let iV represent the requii'ed number of permutations.

If in any one of the permutations the 2> letters a were changed

into p new letters different from any of the rest, then without

altering the situation of any of the remaining letters, we could

from the single peiTQutation produce \p different permutations

;

and so if the 2> letters a were changed into p) different letters, the

whole number of permutations would be iV^ x \p. Similarly, if the

q lettei-s h were also changed into q new letters diffei'ent from any

of the rest, the whole number of permutations we could now ob-

tain would he N x\p x\q ; and if the r letters c were also changed,

the whole number would be N y<\2) x~\q y.\r. But this number

must be equal to the number of permutations of n dissimilar things
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taken all together, that is, to {n.

Thus N •K\pyi\(]^x\r = \n;

\n
therefore N = -.

—=-j- .

\p\q-\r

And similarly any other case may be treated.

498. There is another mode in which the result of the pre-

ceding Ai'ticle may be obtained which will be instructive for the

student. We will explain it for simplicity by the aid of a par-

ticular example ; but the reasoning is perfectly general in cha-

racter. Suppose we have 10 letters; sujjpose 2 of them to be a,

3 of them to be b, and 5 of them to be c : requu-ed the number of

permutations of the 10 lettei'S taken all together.

We may consider that we have 10 places which are to be

occupied by the 10 letters. Choose any 2 of the places and put a

10. 9
in each ; this can be done in

'

ways. Choose any 3 of the

remaining 8 places, and put b in each ; this can be done in

8.7.6 . .

-^—^ „ ways. Then put c in each of the remaining 5 places

;

this can be done in 1 way ; and 1 = .,

'
'

.-. . - . Now the
•^ 1.2.3.4.0

product of the results thus obtained will obviously give the total

|10
nimiber of permutations : this number therefore is .

[2 [3^

499. If there be n things not all different, and we require

the number of jiermutations or of combinations of them taken r at

a time, the operation will be more complex ; we will exemplify

the method in the following case :

There are n things of vjhich p are alike and the rest unlike ;

required the nu7nher of combinations of them taken r at a time.

We shall suppose r less than n — 2?, and put n — f — q. Con-

sider first the number of combinations that can be formed without

19—2
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using any of the p like things ; this is the number of combinations

of Q things taken r at a time, that is, -.
—

,

. Next take one of
^ °

\r \q - r

the p things and r — 1 of the q things ; the number of ways in

which combinations can thus be formed is the same as the num-

ber of combinations of q things taken r — 1 at a time, that is,

;-= . Next take two of the p things and combine them
I

r - 1 \q - r+l
. . . k

with r — 2 of the a things ; this can be done in , ^-i s^ ° \r- 2 \q - r +2

ways. Proceed thus, and add the number of combinations so

obtained together, which will give the whole nvimber of combi-

nations.

If however r is oiot less than q we should consider first the

case in which r — q things are taken from the ]? like things, and

g things are taken from the q imlike things ; this can be done in

only one way. Next take r — q+1 things from the p things, and

q— 1 from the q things ; this can be done in q ways. And so on.

If the number of permutations be required, we have only to

obserA'e that each combination of r things in which s are alike and

\r

the rest unlike, will produce j— permutations (Art. 497), and thus
11

the whole number of permutations may be foim.d.

500. By the following method the formula for the number of

combinations of ?i things taken r at a time may be found without

assuming the formula for the number of permutations.

Let (n)r denote the number of combinations of n things taken

r at a time. Suppose n letters a, b, c, d, ...... ; among the com-

binations of these r at a time, the number of those which contain

the letter a is obviously equal to the number of combinations of

the remaining n—1 letters r- 1 at a time, that is, to {n - l\_i.

The number of combinations which contain the letter h is also

{n—l\_^, and so for each of the letters. But if we form, first all
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the combinations which contain a, then all the combinations

which contain h, and so on, each particular combination will ap-

pear r times ; for if r = 3, for example, the combination ahc will

occui- among those containing a, among those containing h, and

among those containing c. Hence

In this formula change n and r first into n—\ and /• — 1

respectively, then into ?i - 2 and r - 2 respectively, and so on

;

thus

71— 2

(w-r + 2)^ = ^ (w-r + l),.

Multiply, and cancel like terms, and we obtain

n(n-Y) (w-r+ 2) (ri-r+ 1)

for (ti - r + l)j = 71 - r + 1.

501. To find the whole number of permutations of jx things

when each ftiay occur once, twice, thrice, up to v times.

Let there be n letters a, b, c, First take them one at a

time ; this gives the number n. Next take them two at a time

;

here a may stand before a, or before any one of the remaining

letters ; similaidy b may stand before b, or before any one of

the remaining letters ; and so on ; thus there are n' difierent per-

mutations of the letters taken two at a time. Similarly by put-

ting successively a, b, c, before each of the permutations of

the letters taken two at a time, we obtain n^ permutations of the

letters taken three at a time. Thus the whole number of permu-

tations when the letters are taken r at a time will be n'.
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502. Siiice the number of combinations of n things taken r

at a time must be some integer, the expression

n (n — \) {n ~r + \)

must be an integer. Hence we see that the product of any

r successive integers must be divisible by [r. We shall give a

more direct proof of this proposition in the Chapter on the theory

of numbers.

EXAMPLES OF PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS.

1. How many different permutations may be made of the

letters in the woixl Caraccas taken all together?

2. How many of the letters in the word Heliopolis ?

3. How many of the letters in the word Ecclesiastical ?

4. How many of the letters in the word Mississij^pi ?

5. If the number of permutations of n things taken 4 toge-

ther is equal to twelve times the number of permutations of

n things taken 2 together ; find n.

6. In haw many ways caji 2 sixes, 3 fives, and 5 twos be

thrown wath 1 dice ?

7. If there are twenty pears at three a penny, how many
different selections can be made in buying six-pennywoi-th 1 In

how many of these will a particular pear occur 1

8. From a company of soldiers mustering 96, a picket of 10

is to be selected ; determine in how many ways it can be done,

(I) so as always to include a particular man, (2) so as always

to exclude the same man.

9. How many parties of 12 men each .can be formed from

a comj^any of 60 men 1

10. If the number of combinations of n things r — r' toge-

ther be equal to the number of combinations of n things r + r'

together, find 74. - //^o/ a - a') -/- '/2,-^A ) -- i^
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11. In how many ways can a jjarty of six take their places

at a round table 1

12. In how many different ways may n persons form a ring ?

•^13. How many different numbers can be formed with the

digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ; each of these digits occun-ing once

and only once in each number ? How many with the digits 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, on the same supposition 1

'•^ 14. Out of 12 conservatives and 16 reformers how many
different committees could be formed each consisting of 3 con-

seiwatives and 4 reformers ] ^

•'15. If there be x things to be given to n persons, shew that

n' will represent the whole number of different ways in which

they may be given.

1 6. Suppose the niunber of combinations of ?^ things taken r

together to be equal to the number taken ?• + 1 together, and

that each of these equal numbers is to the number of com-

binations of n things taken ?' — 1 together as 5 is to 4, find the

values of n and r.

v-^n. Given m things of one kind, and n things of a second

kind, find the number of permutations that can be formed con-

taining '/• of the first and s of the second.

' 18. Find how many different rectangular parallelepipeds there

are satLsfying the conditions that each edge shall be equal to some

one of n given straight lines all of different lengths ; and that no

face of a parallelepiped shall be a square.

19. The ratio of the number of combinations of ^n tilings

taken 2n together, to that of 2n things taken n together is

1.3.5 (4rt-l)

{1.3.5 {1n-l)Y'

•^ 20. Out of 17 consonants and 5 vowels, how many words can

be formed, each containing two consonants and one vowel 1 •*•

21. Out of 10 consonants and 4 vowels, how many words can

be formed each containinjc 3 consonants and 2 vowels 1
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22. Find the uuiuber of words which can be formed out of

7 letters taken all together, each word being such that 3 given

letters are never separated.

23. With 10 flags representing the 10 numerals how many
signals can be made, each representing a number and consisting of

not more than 4 flags ]

24. How many words of two consonants and one vowel can

be formed from 6 consonants and 3 vowels, the vowel being the

middle letter of each word ?

25. How many words of 6 letters may be formed with 3 vowels

and 3 consonants, the vowels always having the even places 1

26. A boat's crew consists of 8 men, 3 of whom can only row

on one side and 2 only on the other. Find the number of ways

in which the crew can be arranged.

27. A telegraph has 7n arms, and each a^•m is cai:)able of n
distinct positions : find the total number of signals which can be

made with the telegraph, supposing that all the arms are to be

used to form a signal.

28. A pack of cards consists of 52 cards marked differently:

in how many diffei-ent ways can the cards be arranged iii four sets,

each set containing 1 3 cai-ds ?

29. How many triangles can be formed by joining the angular

points of a decagon, that is, each triangle having three of tiie

angular points of the decagon for its angular ^loints 1

30. Thei'e are n j^oints in a plane, no three of which are in

the same straight line with the exception of 2?, which are all in

the same straight line: find the number of straight lines which

result fi-om joining them. .

,, 31. Find the number of triangles which can be formed by

joining the jjoints in the preceding Example.

32. There are 71 points in space, of which 2^ a^re in one plane,

and there is no other ])lane which contains more than tliree of

them : how many planes are there, each of which contains three

of the points ?
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33. If n points in a plane be joined in all possible ways by

indefinite straight lines, and if no two of tbe straight lines be

coincident or parallel, and no three pass through the same point

(with the exception of the n original points), then the nvunber of

points of intersection, exclusive of the n points, will be

n{n-\)(n-'i){n-2,)

8

34. There are fifteen boat-clubs ; two of the clubs have each

three boats on the river, five others have two, and the remaining

eight have one : find an expression for the number of ways in

which a list can be formed uf the order of the 24 boats, observing

that the second boat of a club cannot be above the first.

^ 35. A shelf contains 20 books, of which 4 are single volumes,

and the others form sets of 8, 5, and 3 volumes respectively : find

in how many ways the books may be arranged on the shelf, the

volimies of each set being in theii- due order.

'^ 36. Find the number of the permutations of the letters in the

word examination taken 4 at a time.

37. Find the number of the combinations of the letters in the

word propo7-tion taken 6 at a time.

38. There are 7i— 1 sets containing 2a, 3a, na things

respectively : shew that the numljer of combinations which can

be formed by taking a out of the first, 2a out of the second, and

I

'^"'

so on for each comljination, is -==-

.

H
39. Find the sum of all the numbers which can be formed

with all the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in the scale of 10.

40. The sum of all numbers that are expressed by the same

digits is divisible by the sum of the digits.
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XXXV. BINOMIAL THEOREM. POSITIVE INTEGRAL
EXPONENT.

/ 503. We have already seen that {x + cif = x^ + 2xa + a^, and

that (x + of = x^ + ?>x^a + 3xa' + c^ ; the object of the present

Chapter is to find an expression equal to [x + a)" where n is any

positive integer.

/ 504. By ordinary multiplication we obtain

(x + rt|) (x + a^ =x^ + (a^ + a„)x + a^a„,

(x + cti) (x + a^ {x + ttg) — x^ A- («j + a^ + a^x^

+ («i«2 + (t.p^ + a/i^)x + a-fib^a.^,

(re + aj) {x + a.,) (x + a.^) (x + a^ = «;'* + {a^ + a.^ + cfg + a^x^

+ (cbya.^ + a^«3 + a^a^ + a./i.^ + a./i^ + a^a^) x^

+ {a-fiijx..^ + c(^a.,a^ + a-^a^a^ + a.,a.^a^x + a^a/t-^ai.

Now in these resiilts we see that the following laws hold :

I. The numljer of terms on the right-hand side is one more

than the number of the binomial factors which are multiplied

together.

II. The exponent of re in the first term is the same as the

number of binomial factors, and in the succeeding terms each

exjionent is less than that of the preceding term by unity.

III. The coefficient of the first term is unity; the coefficient

of the second term is the sum of the second terms of the binomial

factors; the coefficient of the thiixl term is the sum of the pro-

ducts of the second terms of the binomial factors taken two at

a time; the coefficient of the fourth term is the su.m of the pro-

ducts of the second terms of the binomial factoi's taken three at

a time ; and so on ; the last term is the product of all the second

terms of the binomial factors.

We shall now prove that these laws always hold whatever

be the number of binomial factors. Suppose the laws to hold

when n — 1 factors are multiplied together ; that is, suppose

{x+a^){x + a^)...{x + a^_)^x"~'+PyX''~'+ p^x"-^+p.y~* + ...+p„_i,
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where p^ = the sum of the terms a , a,, *n-i)

2)^ — the sum of the products of those terms taken two at

a time,

2?^ = the sum of the products of these terms taken three

at a time,

p„_i = the product of all these terms.

Multiply both sides of this identity by another factor x + a,,

;

thus

{x + a^ {x + a.^ (a3 + a„) =a3"+(pi+a„)a;"~'+ (2^_,+^9^a„)cc"~^

+ {2h +P-Mn) a;""" + + ?J„_/'„

Now /?j + «„ = a^ + a^ + . . . + a,^i + a,^

= the sum of all the terms a^, a.^, a„
;

= the sum of the products taken two at a time of

all the terms a^, a^, a„

;

Pi + I^-Pn = Pi+ f*n (ffl<^2 + C'/h + (hf'i + ••)

= the sum of the products taken three at a time

of all the terms «!, a.,, «„.

i^n-i"« =^ the product of all tlie terms a.^ , «.,

,

Hence if the laws hold when n - 1 factors are multiplied

together, they hold when n factors are multiplied together; but

they have been proved to hold when 4 factors are multiplied

together, therefore they hold when 5 factors are multiplied toge-

ther, and so on; thus they hold universally.

We shall write the result for the multiplication of n factors

thus for abbreviation,

{x + a^{x-¥a^ ... (x + a^^x" + q^x"~^ + q.^"~^ + q.^x" + ... + q^.

The number of tei-ms in qi is obviously n; the number of

terms in q^ is tte same as the number of combinations of the
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?i things Oj, a.2, a„, taken two at a time, that is, —^j

—

^r-^ ',

the number of terms in q.^ is the same as the number of combina-

tions of the n things a^^, a.,, a„ taken three at a time, that is

n(n— l)(n- 2) , ^.^—^^—-—^p— '-; and so on. JNow suppose a^, a„, a.^ a„

each = a ; thus q^ becomes na, and q„ becomes —^j

—

~ a', and so

on ; and we obtain

/ \n n n 1 **(**- 1) 2 n_2 n{)i-l)(n-2) , , „

«(« — 1) . . , „

,

H ^—T^ a"~-x' 4- oicC^ X + a".

This formula is called the Binomial Theorem ; the series on

the right hand side is called the expansion of {x + «)", and when

we put this series in the place of {x + a)" we ai-e said to expand

(x + a)". The theorem was discovered by Newton. 2-

505. For example, take (x- + rt)^; here n = 5,

n{n-\) _5.4_ n (r. - 1) (n - 2) _ 5 . 4 . 3

1.2 "1.2" ' 1.2.3 ~1.2.3~ '

?^(?t-l)(n-2)(r^- 3) ^ 5.4.3.2
1.2.3.4 ~1.2.3.4~^

thus {x + ay = x^ + bx'^a + lOx-^a" + lOx'a^ + 5xd* + a\

Again, suppose we requu-e the expansion of (c' + yzY ; we
have only to write c^ for x and yz for a in the preceding identity;

thus

(c^ + yzj = (cy + 5 (c^)* 2/^+10 (cy {yz^ + 10 (c^ (y^)^

+ 5c^yzy + (yzy

= c'" + 5c''2/s + lOcy^' + 10c>V + 5c-°2/V + yV.

Similarly,

(c^* + 2yy = {cj + 5 (c^)^ 2yV 10 (c^)^ (22/^)^ + 10 {cy {^yj

+ 5c^{2yr + {2yy

= c'" + lOcV* + 40cV + 80cy + 80cy + 322^'".
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506. The Binomial Theorem is so veiy important that the

student should pay close attention to the demonstration of it.

Three hwvs are observed to hold when we multiply together 3
small nu.mber of binomial factors ; and it is shewn strictly by

induction that these laws will hold whatever be the number of

binomial factors niulti})lied together.

The inductive demonstration depends mainly on the following

principle : suppose that we have formed all the combinations of

w — 1 letters^taken r at a tiT-p"; •^n'i that^ new letterjs introduced;

the combinations of the n letters taken r at a time consist of the

combinations of the n~l letters r at a time, together with the

combinations obtained by combining the new letter with all the

combinations of the old letters r — 1 at a time. This principle is

applied in succession to the cases r = 1, r = 2, r = 3, up to

r — n~l.

But even without the inductive process the universal truth of

the laws will l^e obvioiis on due consideration. Suppose we have

to multiply together n binomial factors x + a^, x + a^, , x -h a^;

when the multiplication is effected every term in the result is a

product formed by taking one letter out of each hinomial factor.

Thus if we require the term which involves x""* we must multiply

together the second letter in any two binomial factors and the first

letter in the remaining ?i — 2 binomial factors ; hence the coefficient

of a;"-^ must consist of the sum of the products of every two of the

letters a ^ a , ...a^\ and the number of these products will be the

same as the nimiber of combinations of n things taken two at

a time. Similarly we may detennine the coefficient of any other

power of a, as a:""* for example.

The Binomial Theorem may also be demonstrated in the fol-

lowing manner : We can vei'ify by trial that the Theorem holds

for small vakies of w as 2, 3, 4 ; assume then that

multiply both sides by a; + a ; thus
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/ ^n+l n+i . n(n-l) „ „_, n(n—l)(n — 2) , „ .

+ ace + nao^ H ^j

—

~- ax + . .

.

Hence, by putting together like terms, we have

{x + a)"*' = a;""' + (n + 1) ax" + (!!±^ ^V'

+ (!i±i)|i|zi)„v->+...;

that is, we obtain for (a; + a)"*' a series of the same form as that

for (x + a)", having rn- 1 in the place of n. This shews that if the

Binomial Theorem is true for any exponent it is also true when
that exponent is increased by unity. But the Theorem is ti-ue

vv'hen the exponent is 4 ; therefore it is true when the exponent

is .5 ; therefore it is time when the exponent is 6 ; and so on.

Thus the Theorem is time for any positive integral exponent.

507. In the expansion of (a; + a)" suppose x=\ \ thus

(1 + a)" -. 1 + na + \
'
a' + ^

' \ '- a^ + +0,"
;

since this is true whatever a may be, we may wi'ite x for a ; thus

(l-f-a;) =1 +nx^
\ ^

' x''+ ^ ^^ ^-x^+ +0;",

The coefficient of the second term in the expansion of (1 + xy

is n ; the coefficient of the third term is ~——^ ; and generally

the coefficient of the (r + 1)"" term, being the number of com-

binations of n things taken r at a time is, by Art. 494, equal to

n{n-\){n-1) («-r + l) u- i
•

i +-u +—^^ —
-.

^-
; by multiplying both numerator

\n

and denominator \yv\n- r this becomes ,

—

\
,

^ '

\r_\n — r

508. In the expansion of (l + x)° the coefficient of the r*"" teonn

from the beginning is equal to the coefficient of the r* term from
the end.
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The coefficient of the r"" term from the beginning is

n{n-l)(n-2) (n - r + 2)

by multiplying both numerator and denominator by \n — r + l this

\n
becomes —-= r

.

r — 1 w — r + 1

The r* term from the end is the (n — r + 2)"' from the begin-

ning, and its coefficient is

n{n—l) {n — {n — r + 2) + 2} n{n- 1) r

\n — 7- + l \n — r + l

\n
and this also = . ^-r= z^

.

J
\r—l\7i — r+l

509. It appears fr'om the preceding Ai-ticle that the coeffi-

\n
cient of the r"* term may be written thus, ,

r-< r • If we
|r — 1 n — r+\

apply this to the last term for wliich r=^n + \, this expression

\n
takes the form ,

—

r-p- . The symbol 1 has had no meaning hitherto
\n\0 J \— »

assigned to it ; if we agree to consider it equiA-alent to 1, then

the general expression will hold trvie for the last term.

510. To find the greatest coefficient in tJie expansion of

(1 + x)".

This has been investigated in the Chapter on Pennutations and

Combinations (Ai-t. 496) ; it is there she^vvn that when n is even,

the greatest coefficient is found by putting ^ for r in the expression

; when n is odd the greatest coefficient is found by put-
[r \n —

n — \ n + 1. .,T • 1 ,1.
tmg —^r— or — j^ tor r in the expression, the result being the

same in the two cases.
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511. To find the greatest term in the expansion of (x + a)".

m th J. ^4.1 • • n(n-l) ...(n-r-^2) „__, ^_.
IJie r"^" term oi the expansion is —^^ p ^i -x a :

I

?• — 1
'

the (r + l)"" term may be obtained by multiplying the r"* tenn by

n — r + \ «,,,! /n+1 ^\ a ^. . .,. ,. ,. . .,
. -

, that IS, by ( M ~ • ibis multiplier cuinini^hes

and ( M ^^ gi'eater than 1 only so long as

1 is greater than - , that is, only so loiiij as is ^

greater than —\- 1, that is, only so long as r is less than ^—^

.

- + 1
a

n + \

. If —^— be an integer, then, denoting this integer by «, the

:
- + 1
a

^^"' term of the expansion is equal to the (j) + l)"* term, and

^i 4- 1
these terms are greater than any other tenn : but if —

—

%1
a

be not an integer, then the greatest term is the (q + 1)"', where

n + 1

q is the integi'al part of •

.

^+1
a

•'512. In the theorem for expanding (x + a)", as a may have

any value, we may suppose it negative if we please ; thus put — c

for a and we have

xn n n-1 n (u - I)
^ „

{x — c) — X — ncx H =—^— c X

+ n{—cf ^x+{- c)".

We may observe that the expansion of a binomial can always

be reduced to the case in which one of the two quantities is

unity. For

(x + a)" = a;" (l + ^)
= «'" (^ + 2/)"» ^^ 2/ = ^

'
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We may then expand (1 + yY and multiply each term by af, and

thus obtain the expansion of [x + a)".

513. To find the sum of the coefficients of the terms in the

expansion of (\ + x)".

The theorem

/I \n 1 n{n-\) „

( 1 + a;) =\ \-nx-\ ^j—^r—^ a;" + -\-nx

is trae for all values of x
;
put a; = 1 ; thus

+ x

2" = 1 + w + ^j—^ +

That is, the sum of the coefficients = 2".

+ n+ I.

514. The sum of the coefficients of the odd terms in tloe expan-

sion of {1 + xy is equal to tlie sum of tloe coefficients of the even

terms.

Put a; = — 1 in the expansion of (1 +x)" ; thus

= 1 n + ^^^~^) _ n(n-l){n-2)
^

1.2 1.2.3

= sum of the odd coefficients — sum of the even coefficients.

Since then the sums are equal, by the preceding Ai'ticle each

must
2"
-

; that is, 2""'.

515. The result in Ai-t. 513 gives a theorem relating to

Combinations. For suppose there are n things ; then we can

take them singly in n ways, we can take them two at a time

in —-—^

—

- ways, we can take them thi'ee at a time in

—^—^—^-^-^ ^ ways, and so on. Hence by Art. 513 the total

number of ways of taking n things is 2"— 1. This theorem was

obtained by the early writers on Algebra before the Binomial

Theorem was known ; the proof is a simple example of mathe-

matical induction which is desex"ving of notice. We have to

T. A. 20
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shew that if unity be added to the total number of ways of

taking n things, tlie result is 2". Suppose we have four letters

a, b, c, d; form all the possible selections and prefix unity to

them. Thus we have

1,

a, h, c, d,

ah, ac, ad, be, bd, cd,

abc, abd, acd, bed,

abed.

Here the total number of symbols is 16, that is, 2*. Now
take an additional letter e; the corresponding set of symbols will

consist of those already given, and those which can be formed

from them by affixing e to each of them. The number will there-

fore be doubled; that is, it will be 2^ The mode of reasoning is

general, and shews that if the theorem is true for n things, it is

true for n+\ things.

EXAMPLES OF THE BINOMIAL THEOREM.

1. Write down the Z'^ term of (a + 6)".

2. Write down the 49''' term of {a - xy\

3. Write down the 5'*' term of («* - by\
3 £

4. Write down the 200P' term of (a" + a;")'""'.

5. Write down all the terms of (5 - 4a;)*.

6. Write down the S''' term of (Sa?^ - iy^.

7. Write down the 6"^ term of (2a^ - 6^°-

8. Write do^vn all the terms of ( 5 — ^ ) .

9. Write down the middle term of (a + xy.
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10. "Write down the two middle terms of (a + aj)'.

11. Expand {a + J{a^ - \)Y +{a- J(a? - Vjf in powers of a.

12. "Write down the coefficient oi y in. the expansion of

1 3. If A be the sum of the odd terms and B the sum of the

even terms in the exj^ansion of (x + o)", prove that

A'-B' = {x'-ay. .J.

14. Prove that the difference between the coefficients of

x'"^' and a;*" in the expansion of (1 +0;)"-^' is equal to the differ-

ence between the coefficients of cc'"''' and x'""' in the expansion of

(1 + x)\

15. Shew that the middle term in the expansion of (1 + as)'"

1.3.5 ... (2?i-l)„=
,

—

^

2"a;".
\n

16. Find the biaomial expansion of which four consecutive

terms are 2916, 48G0, 4320, 2160.

' 17. Prove that if the term a;'' occiu'S in the expansion of

(=^4)"ic + -
I

the coefficient of the term =
X.

\n

18. Write down the coefficient of a;^'"*'' in the expansion of

' 19. Find the r'^ term from the beginning, the r* term from

/ 1\'"
the end, and the middle term oi [x 1 .

20. If ^„, ^j, ^„, ^3, represent the terms of the expansion

of (a + «)", shew that

20—2
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XXXVI. BINOMIAL THEOREM. ANY EXPONENT.

516. We liave seen that when w is a positive integer

(1 +x)"=l+nx+ ^j—^ a; +

"We now proceed to shew that this relation holds when n has

any value positive or negative, integral or fractional, that is, we

shall prove the Binomial Theorem for any exponent. We shall

make some observations on the proof after giving it in the usual

form.

517. Suppose wi and n -M-e positive integers; then we have

. ^ 7?i(m-l) , 7«,(m— l)(m-2) 3 ,.,

(l+a;)'"^l + wa;+ ^ ^
'
x' +^ r^ ' x^ + (1),

(1 +»;)"= 1 +nx + -^—o~ a; +—^^

ri-^ '^ + (2)-

But (1 + x)'" X (1 + a;)" = (1 + x)"""';

hence the product of the series which form the right-hand mem-

bers of (1) and (2) must = (1 + x) "*"*""; that is,

1 / V
(m + n) (m + n-1) ^

1 + {m + n)x + -^—^
X

I . Ji

(m + n) [m + n—1) (m + n — 2) 3

C, in(m—l) , m (7)1 — 1) (m — 2) , 1
= n+mx + —^—~x- + -^ r^ '^x^+ j-

r, n(n-l) „ n(n-l)(n-2) ^ ) ,„.

xJl+»ia;+
\ 2 "^ 13

'

j •••(3)-

Equation (3) has been proved on the supposition that 7n and n

are positive integers ; but the product of the two series which occur

on the right-hand side of (3) must be of the same form whatever
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7n and n may be ; we therefore infei' that (3) must be txnie what-

ever m and n may be. We shall now use a notation that will

enable us to express (3) briefly. Let f{ni) denote the series

m (m — 1 ) „ m(m — l) (m — 2) ,

1 + 771X+ .-,
'x^+—^ ^ ' x^ +

whatever on may be ; then /{n) will denote what the series

becomes when n is put tur //tj and /(m + n) will denote what the

series becomes when vi + n is put for m. And when m is any

positive integer /(m) = (1 + xy ; also /(O) = 1. Thus (3) may be

written

/(m + 7^)=/Hx/(n) (4).

Similarly, /{m + n + j)) =f{ni + ») x /{]))

=f{m)xf{n) X /(/>).

Proceeding in this way we may shew that

f{m + n + p + q+ )=/('») =</(^i) ^ f{p) x/('?)x (5)-

Now let m = n = p = q= = - , where s and r are positive
r

integers, and suppose the number of terms to be r; then (5)

becomes

therefore
l/(^)}'^/Q •

But since s is a positive integer / (s) = (1 + x)', and therefore

{/(s))' = (l+^)';

therefore {\+x)r =J Uj = ^ ^ r^ ^ ' 1.2

This proves the Binomial Theorem when the exponent is any

positive quantity.
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Again, in (4) put - n for m ; thus

therefore _L^=/(_^).

But if n be cany positive quantity, /(n) = (l + x)" ; hence

that is, {\+x)-"=\+{-n)x+ ^~'''>^~'^~^K'+

This i>roves the Binomial Theorem when the exponent is any
negative quantity.

518. The i:)roof of the Binomial Theorem for any exponent
contained in the preceding Article was first given by Euler

;

although difficult and not altogether satisftictory, it is a valuable

exercise for the student. We shall now offer some remarks
upon it.

Tha_^:sL4ioint_ we have to noticg_i&_t]ia ,mode of proving
thaL/IjZL+ n) =f(m) x /(n). The student should for an exercise

'

write doMTi three or four terms of the series for /(m), and also

of the series for /(m), and multiply them together; if the pro-

duct be arranged according to powers of x, it will be found that

so far as it has been completely formed, it will agree with the

series for Jjm_±n). But from knowing what /(m) and /(?^)

represent when «i and n are positive integers, we infer without I

tlie trouble of actual multiplication, that the law which is expressed \

^J f{f>i' + n)=f(7)i)-xf{n) must hold. The_mod_e_ of establishing
)

this law in the simple case in which j??i and ti are positive integ-ers

is a valuable and impoi-tant algebraical artifice.

But the way in which we infer that f (m + n) =/(7n) x/(n),

whatever m and n ma^/ be, is still more important. The principle

is merely this : the form of any algebraical jH'oduct is the _ same
whether the fictors rej^i-esent whole niimbers or fractions, positive

or negative numbers; thus, for example,

{a+ b) {a+ c) ^a'+ {b + c) a+bc
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is true whatever a, h, and c may be. Hence we infer that

f{m) x/{n) will have the same /or7n in all cases, whether vi

and n be positive integers or not.

The student may also notice the proof of this result which is

given in the Theory of Equations, Chapter xxiv.

519. The^LOst difficult point however to be considered is the

roeaning of the sign = in Jhe. assertion

/, \ •,
n{n-\) 2 /i\{l-¥xY=l+nx+ ^ -a;'+ (1).

Suppose, for example, that n = -\, then the above becomes

(1 +x)-'=:l-x + x'~x^ + (2).

Now we know that the sum of r tenns of the series

1-X + x^ -x^ + is - ,- - ; hence when x is numerically
1 + a;

less than unity, by taking enough terms of the series, we can

obtain a result differing as little as ive j^lease from and thus°
1 4- a;'

we can in this case understand the assertion in (2). But when

X is numerically greater than unity, there is no such mimerical

approximation to the value of |-— obtained by taking a large

number of terms of the series I - x + x' — x^ +

We shall see in the Chapter on the Convergence of Series, that

when x is mimerically less than unity, we can form a definite

conception of the series on the right of (1) whatever n may be.

In this case there is no difficulty in the assertion

f(m + n)=/{m) xf{n);

each of the three series which it involves is arithmetically intelli-

gible. But when x is numerically greater than unity, we cannot

give an arithmetical meaning to the series or to the assertion; all

we ought to say is, that if we form the product of the first r

terms of f{m) and the first r terms of f{n), the first r terms of the

result will agree with the first r terms of f{m + n) ; but this will
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not justify us in writing f{in + n) =^f{r)i) xfl^n). The case in

which X is numerically equal to unity would require special in-

vestigation which would be out of place here. See Art 777.

On the whole then we may conclude that the Binomial Theo-

rem for the expansion of (1 -f- a;)" gives a result which is arithme-

tically intelligible and true when x is numerically less than unity;

in what sense the result is true when x is numerically greater

than unity has not yet been explained in an elementary manner.

The subject of the expansion of expressions is however properly

a portion of the Differential Calculus, to which tlie student must

be referred for a fuller consideration of the difficulties.

520. To find tite numerically greatest term in the expa^ision

of {l+x)\

We consider x as positive.

I. Suppose n a positive integer.

The {r + Vf^ term may be formed Ijy multiplying the r"" term

by X, that is, by ( — 1 j x- ; and this multiplier di-

minishes as r increases. Put

1 ) a; = 1, therefore p = ^ f— .

p J ' x+l
If J) be an integer, two terms of the expansion ai-e equal,

namely, the p^^ and the {p> + 1)""? and these are greater than any

other tenn. If j) be not an integer, suppose q the integral part of

p, then the [q + l)"" teiTa is the greatest.

II. Suppose n jiositive but not integral.

As before, the (?• -i- l)'*" term may be formed by multiplying the

r^ term by
( —^ \\x.

If then X be greater than unity, there is nn orrpntpst term,; for

the above multiplier can, by increasiag r, be made as near to — x

as we please; that is, each term from and after some fixed term

can be made as nearly as we please numei'ically x times the pre-

ceding tei'm, and thus the terms inci"ease without limit.
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But if X be not greater than imity there will he a greatest term

;

for if 2J = ^ T~ 5 then as long as r is less than ^j the multiplier

is gi'eater than unity, and the teiTus go on increasing ; but when r

is gi-eater than p the multiplier is less than unity, and so long as

it continues positive it diminishes as r increases; and when the

multiplier becomes negative it is still numerically less than unity

;

so that each term after r has passed the value /> is numericallv less

than the preceding teiTQ. Hence, as in the first case, if ^j) be an

integer, the ^/'' term is equal to the (^j + 1)'^ term, and these are

gi'eater than any other temi; if j) he not iin integer, suppose q the

integral pai-t of jh then the {q + l)"* term is the gi'eatest.

III. Suppose n negative.

Let m=--n, so that m is positive. Tlie numerical value of the

(r+ 1)"" term may be obtained by multipljdng that of the r"' tenn

by ( j X, that is, by ( h 1
j cc.

If X be gi-eater than unity we may shew, as in the second case,

that there is no greatest tenn.

If X be less than unity, put

fm-\ ^\ , , „ (w- \)x
I

hi ic= 1, thereiore p-
-, .

\ 1) J 1 -

«

If p be a. positi-ve integery-the^^'*' term is equal to the (^; + 1)'*"

term, and these are greater than any other t-c-rm. If p be })ositive

but not an integer,, suppose q the integi-al part of p, then the

{q + l)"" term is the greatest. If p be negative, then m is less thaji

TjJiity ; in this case each term is less than the preceding, and the

first tenn, that is, unity, is the greatest.

If X be equal to unity,jt]2en when mjsco-e than unity the

terius continually increase and there is no greatest term, when 7n

is equal to unity,the terms are all equal, and when m is less than

unity the terms continually^degrease so that the first is theg.reajeat.

We have supposed throughout that x is positive; if x be nega-

tive, put i/~ — x, so that 3/ is positive; then find the numerically
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greatest term of (1 + y)", and tins will also be the numerically

gi'eatest term of (1 + x)'\ i—

521. Tlie first term of the expansion of (1 + »)" is unity; any

other term is knos\m since the (i- + l)"" term is

n
{
n-\) {n-r + \)

This expression is called the general term, because by putting

1, 2, 3, successively for r, it gives us in succession the 2"'',

S'^, 4***, terms; that is, we can obtain from it any term after

the first. The expression for the general term may be modified in

particular cases, and sometimes simpliBed, as will be seen in the

following examples

:

(1 + a;)~". Here n = -ni; the general term becomes

(-m)(-m-l) (-m-r + 1) ^,

which may be written

m(m + \) (m + r-1) ^—5^
'- ^^ (— 1 ) X .

\r

(1 + x)^. Here n — h; the numerator of the coefiicient of cc*' is

if r is not less than 2, this may be written

1.3.5.7 (2r-3)
2''

(-1/

hence in the expansion of (1 + xy, the first temi is 1, the second

is I a;, and any subsequent term may be found by putting for the

(r + 1)* tei-m

1-3.5.7 (2r-3) ,

¥\r_ ^~^l ""•

(1 + x)~^ . This is a particular case of (1 + cc)""". The co-

efficient of x^ is

2.3.4 (2+r-l) , .., ,. ^ . , Tw Tw
i

—^^ ' (- 1) , that IS, (r + 1) (- 1) .
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(1 — a;)"'. By tlie preceding example the (r + l)"" term is

(r + 1) (- l)' (- x)", that is, (r + 1) a;^

(1 + a;)~^ This is a particular case of (1 +«)""'. The coeffi-

cient of oj' is

3.4.8.....(3..-i)
^_,^, ^^^ ^_ (':±ii(r±^(_i).

(1 — a;)~^ By the preceding example the (r + l)*** term is

I£a3 and ?i are positive it will be found that in the expansion

of (1 + «)"" the terms are alternately positive and negative; and

in_the expansion of (1 — a;)
~" the terms are all positive. If a; and

71 are jiositive, and n not an integer, it will Tje found that ui

the expansion of (1 + x)" the terms begin by being positive, and

eventually become alternately positive and negative ; and in the

expansion of (1 — a;)" the terms begin by being alternately positive

and negative, and eventually become all of one sign.

522. A Multinomial expi^ession may be raised to any power

by repeated use of the Binomial Theorem ; thus, for example,

{a+ b + cY = {a + {b + c)Y = a' + Sa' (b + c) + 3a{b + cY + {b + cy
;

if we now expand (b + cf and (6 + cf and put the resulting ex-

pansions in the place of these quantities respectively, we shall

obtain the exjjansion of {a + 6 + c}*. Similarly,

{« + 6 + c + c/p = {a + (S + c + cl)f = a^ +?>a^ (b + c + d)

+ 2>a{b + c + dY+{b + c + df

;

the expansion may then be completed by finding the expansion

of (6 + c + dy and of (b + c + df in the manner just exemplified.

Or we may proceed thus,

{a + b + c + dY = {{a +b) + (c + d)f = {a + hf

+ 3 (a + by (c + fZ) + 3 (« + b) (c + dy + (c + dy -,

the expansion may then be completed by expanding {a + b)
,

[a + by, (c + dy, and (c + dy, and effecting the requisite multipli-

cations.
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523. To find tlui mimher of homogeneous products ofv dimen-

sioTis that can be formed out of n letters a, b, c, and their

powers.

By common division, or by the Binomial Theorem,

1

1 —ax

1

1

1 — ex

= 1 +ax + a'x' + a^x^ + ...

= 1 + bx + b-x' 4 iV f ...

-1 + ex + cV + cV 4- ...

Thus

1 1 1 f
)

r^i^' r^^ • r:^ ^n^ax+ «v 4- av + >

4- c'x' + cx +•x.\\ + bx + 6V 4- 6V 4- i X 1 4- ca;

= 1 4- S^x + S^x^ 4- S^x^ + suppose.

Here S^ = a + b ¥ c + ,

/S'2 = a^ + ab + h' + ac + ,

aS' = a^4- a'b 4- ahc + b^ +

that is, S^ is equal to the sum of the quantities a, b, c, ; S^ is

equal to the svim of all the products, eacl' of two dimensions, that

can be formed of a, b, c, and thei; powers ; /S3 is equal to

the sum of all the products, each of three dimensions, that can be

formed ; and so on. To find the number of products in any one

of these sets of products, we piit a, b, c, each = 1 ; thus

^i
, , ^—»

^
becomes r.

—
-^„ or (1 -x)"".

1-ax 1-tx l-cx (1 - a^)
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Hence in this case ^S*, is the coefficient of a;"" in the expansion

of {l-x)~" ; that is,

n{7i + 1) (n + r — 1)

r

This is therefore the number of homogeneous products of r dimen-

sions that can be foiTned out of a, b, c, and theii* powers.

524. To find the number of terms in the expansion of any

multinomial, the exponent being a positive inteyer.

The number of terms in the expansion of («j + a^ + a^ + ... + a^)"

is the same as the number of homogeneous products of n dimen-

sions that can be formed out of a^, a^, a^, a^, and their

powers. Hence, by the preceding Article, it is

r{r+\){r + 2) {r + n-\)
\n

525. The Binomial Theorem may be applied to extract the

roots of numbers approximately. Let iV be a number whose
71*'' root is requii'ed, and suppose N' = a'^ + b ; then

'- I / bV- -

A^" = (a" + b)" = ail + —j" = a{l+ x)",

where x = — If now x be a small fraction, the terms in the
a"

1

expansion of (1 -t- a;)" diminish rapidly, and we may obtain an ap-

proximate value of (1 + re)", and therefore of N", by retaining

only a few of these terms. It will therefore Ije convenient to

take a so that a" may differ as little as possible from N, and thus

b may be as small as possible. Sometimes it will be better to

suppose jV= a"'— b.

526. We will close thLs Chapter with six examples which

will illustrate the use of the Binomial Theorem,

(1) Tlie ratio (a + x)" : a" is nearly equal to the ratio

a + nx : a when nx is small compared with a. This holds

whether x he positive or negative, and for values of n integi-al

or fr-actional, positive or negative. See Art. 383.
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(2) Expand in a series of ascending powers of x.

a + bx a+ bx

p + qx
P
/^^^\ p^ '\ pj

pand [ 1 +—
J

by the Binomial Theorem ; thus we have

a+bx 1 , , X /, qx q^a? q^x^ \=-la+bx)[\-^— +^ -^ +
p + qx p \ p p p J

a « /, a^N qa:? /. ag^

p p\ p) p" \ p J

Or we may proceed thus,

a + bx p_ ^ \ p / ax/ aq\ / qx\'
+ i = - +

2} + qx ^J + qx p + qx V P>

V V \ i-'/V p p' p'' /'

and thus we obtain the same result as before.

This example frequently occurs in mathematics, especially in

cases where x is so small that its square and liigher powers may
be neglected; we have then approximately

a + bx a X / aq\

p + qx p p\ pJ'

(3) Requ^u-ed approximate values of the roots of the quad-

ratic equation ax^ + bx + c = 0, when ac is very small compared

with b\

The roots ave-^'-f-^'").
2a

1 - —^ )

, f- 1 4ac 1 /4ac\^ 1 /iacs^ )
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Thus for the root with the upper sign we get

~h~~W ~^w~
and for the root with the lower sign we get

h c ac' 2a'c^
- - + r+~u + -7.5— +

If a be very small, while b and c are not small, the former root

does not differ much from — - , and the latter root is numerically

very large. See Ai-t. 342.

It is deserving of notice that the approximate value of the

root in the former case coincides with what we shall obtain in the

following way. Write the equation thus,

bx + c = — ax^.

For an approximate result neglect the tei-m ax^ as small; thus

we obtain a; = - 7 • Then substitute this approximate value of

X in the term ax^ ; thus we obtain

bx + c = -^ ,

that is, cc = - y—pT .
'

b b

Agam, substitute this new approximate value of x in the term

aaf, and preserve the terms involving a and a^ ; thus we obtain

ac' 2aV
bx + c = --^--^,

,, , . c ac^ 2a

V

thatis, 0, = -^--^--^,
and so on.

(4) To prove that if rj, be any positive integer the integral

part of (2 +^y3)" is an odd number.

The meaning of this proposition will be easily seen by taking

some simple cases; thiis 2 + ^3 lies between 3 and 4 in value, so

that the integral part of it is the odd number 3 ; (2 + ^3)^ will be

found to lie between 13 and 14 in value, so that the integral part

of it Ls the odd number 1 3.
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Suppose tlien / to denote the integral part of (2 + ,^3)", and

I + F its complete value, so that i^ is a proper fraction. We have

by the Binomial Theorem

I + F =^ T + nr-'2,^ + '^^'^~^h''~'^^+ + 3'
(1).

I . ^

Now 2 — ;^3 is a proper fraction, therefore also so is (2 — ^^3)";

denote it by F' ; then

F'= 2" - n2"-' 3-^ 4-
''

^"^ ~^^ 2"-^3^ - + (-l)"3^ (2).

Now add (1) and (2); the irrational terms on the right dis-

appear, and we have

/ + i^ + i^' = 2 |2" + ^^^^^ 2-^3'^

\±
" "" /

= an even integer.

But F and F' are proper fi'actions : we must therefore have

F + F' = 1, and 7 = an odd integer.

A similar result holds for {a + Jb)" if a is the integer next

greater than Jb, so that a — Jb is a pi'oper fraction.

(5) Requii-ed the sum of the coefficients of the first r + 1

terms of the expansion of (1 - a;)~". We have

/I \-„ T ?i(n+l) „ n(n + l) ... (n + r — 1) ^
(1-x) =1 +nx +^—^x + ... + —^^ —

I

' ixf+ ...
^ ' 1.2 [r

(1 - a;)"' =l+x + x^ + x^+

Therefore {I -x) *"^'Ms eqtial to the product of the two series.

Now if we multiply the series together, we see that the coefficient

of a?*" in the product is

1 nin+Y) n{n -^V) (« + r — 1

)

'^" +^^2^+ —^ '
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we may natui'ally assume then that this must be equal to the co-

efficient of a;"" in the expansion of (1 — £c)~"'"^'*; that is, to

{n-\-l) {n + 2) {n + 7')

thus the required summation is effected.

(6) The Binomial Theorem may be applied in the manner

just shewn to establish numerous algebraical identities; we will

give one more example.

-r , ,/ \
m{m-\)(.m-2) ... (m-r-^l)

Let ^ (m, r) =—^^ — ^ ^^ -'

;

it is required to shew that

4> (n, 0) </> {n, r) - </> {n, 1) (/> (« - 1, r - 1) + </> {a, 2) cf> (n -2,r-2)

-cl>{n, 3)</)(7i-3, r-3)+ =0.

The expression here given is the expansion of

71 (n — l)(n-2)...(n — r+ 1)

which must obvioi;sly be zero.

(1 - ir,

EXAMPLES OF THE BINOMIAL THEOREM,

J

Expand each of the following twelve expressions to four terms

;

1. {l+x)K 2. (l+o;)^. 3. (l+xf.

4. {l+x)-K 5. (l+a;)-i. 6. (l+a;)-§.

7. (l-x)^. 8. (l-2x')l 9. ^{a'-x').

10. {3a-2xf. 11. {a'-bx)-i 12. {l+5x)T.

Find the (r + 1)"' term in the exjiansion of the following eight

expressions

:

13. {l-x)-\ 14. (1-a;)-'. 15. {l-~x)\

16. il-px)K 17. -j^y 18. {l-xy^.

I
19. (1-2.)-'. 20.

^^^_^^.
T. A 21
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Calculate tlie following four I'oots approximately:

21. 7(24). 22. 4/(999). 23. ^(31). 24. 4/(99000).

25. If X be small compared with unity, shew that

l+x+J{l+x) - 6
^-

26. Shew that the number of combinations of n things when

taken in ones, threes, fives, exceeds the number when taken

in twos, fours, sixes, by unity.

27. Shew that the numljer of homogeneous products of oi

things of n dimensions is

|27i-l

\n \n— 1'

Find the greatest term in the followiiag four expansions :

2
28. (1 4- x)" when « = x and n - 4.

o

29. (1 + £c)~" when x~^ and n = 12.

5
30. (1 + a;)"" when x = l, and n - ?>.

31. (1 - «)~" when x~Yn ^"^^ n
12 3*

/ 1\'"""
32. Fiad the greatest tei-m in the expansion of ( ?i—

j ,

where n is a positive integer.

33. Find the number of terms in the expansion of

{a + h+c + dy\

34. Find the first term with a negative coefficient in the

11

expansion of (1 + ^xY.

35. If/) be greater than n, the coefficient of x'^ in the expan-

. , x" . p{p--V){p'-r) {p'-(7i-iy
}

''''' °^ (13^-
^^

|2;rn—
•
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(1 - -^xf
36. The coefficient of «-" in tlie expansion of j-

—^-~ is

^„_,
(n + l)(n + 2)(5n+3)

^

(1 + xY
37. Find the coefficient of x" in the expansion of /,- 7^1 •

(1 — x)

38. Expand ( -Y in ascending powers oi x. Write down

the coefficient oi x^"^ and oix^'^^.

39. Shew that the n"* coefficient in the expansion of (1 - a;)""

is always the double of the {n- 1)"".

40. Shew that if t^ denote the middle term in the expansion

'

of (1 + a;)^ then t^ + t^ + t,^+ = (1 - ix)-'^. t

41. Write down the sum of

, 1 1.3 1.3.5
J

. . .p-.'^'^-

42. Find the sum of the squares of the coefficJentis in^he^-*

expansion of (1 + x)", where ?i is a positive integer. ^^ \f'

1 3 .5 (2/--1) , r 'V*-^ '-"'
43. If 2\ = o . a -^—" ' P™^'6 *^^*

i . 4 . D Zr

^2,, + . +l\P2n +l'2-?^2»-. + +i^„-lPn+2 + P.-P..+ ^L X

44. Shew that if m and n are positive integers the coefficient

of a;*" in the expansion of _ ,.^1
is equal to the coefficient of x"

in the expansion of .^j r^rrr-

45. Find the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of

(1 + 2a; + 3a;' + 4.*^ + ad inf.)".

21-2
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XXXYII. THE MULTINOMIAL THEOREM.

527. We have iii the preceding Chapter given some examples

of the expansion of a mviltinomial ; we now proceed to consider

this point moxe fully. We propose to find an expression for the

general term in the expansion of {a^ + a^x + a^x' + a^x^ + )".

The number of terms in the series a^, a^, a^, may be any

whatever, and 7i may be positive or negative, integral or frac-

tional.

Put 6, for a^x+a^x" + a.jiti' + , then we have to expand

(a^ + 6j)"
J
the general term of the expansion is

n {n -l)(^^-2) {n-fx + l) „-^ . ^.

fi being a positive integer. Put b^ for a^x^ + a^x^ + , then

b'^ = (a^x + b^Y ; since /x is a positive integer the general term of

the expansion of [a^x + b^Y may be denoted either by

^^
{a^xf-'b;, or by ^^ («^a;)''6^^-'

j

we will adopt the latter form as more oonvenient for our purpose.

Combining this with the former result, we see that the general

term of the proposed expansion may be written

n {n-l){n-2) {n-fx + 1]
ar'^ia^xyb.

\q \t^-<i

Again, put b^ for a^x^ + a^x* + , then 6/-^ = {a^x' + ft,)'^"',

and the general term of the expansion of this will be

\r \fji-q-r
^ ^

Hence the general term of the proposed expansion may be

written

\q\r\^-q-r « \ .

JK .
J s
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Proceeding in this way we shall obtain for the requii-ed

general term

n(n-l)(n-2) (n-a + 1)

\q \r\s\t 12 3 4

where q + r+s + t+ =/a.

If we suppose n - fjf.= p, we may write the general term in

the form

n{n~l){7i-2) (i^ + l) „p

I5
[r [s |<

a^''a;'a^a^'a^ ^7+2r+3,+«+...

where p-^q + r + s + t+ =n.

Thus the expansion of the proposed multinomial consists of a

series of terms of which that just given may be taken as the

general type.

It-~ahould be observed that q, r, s, t, ^^^^r^ alwqyg ^io.g?7M]a_-

integers, but « is not a positive integer mafess w. be a positiye

integer. When p is a positive integer, we may, by multiplying

both numerator and denominator by \p, wiite the factor

n{n-l){n~2) (^^ + 1)

Ig-
[r |s

[^

in the more symmetrical form

\p q r\s t

In the above expression for the general term we may regard

the midtiplier of a;»+2r+3.+«+... ^ ^^^ coefficient of the term. Some-

times however the word coefficient is applied to the factor

n{n — l) (i^ + 1) ,. .

1—j—j—r, ; this IS usually the meanmg of the word
|_£[r|_s|_^

in the cases in which x has been put eqiial to unity, as in the

Examples 25... 32 at the end of this Chapter.
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528. Suppose we require the coefficient of an assigned power

of X in the expansion of (a^ + a,rB + a^cc^ + )", for example,

that of x'". We have then

q + 2r + 3s + it +

p+q+r+s+t+ n.

We must find by trial all the positive integral values of

q, r, s, t, which satisfy the first of these equations ; then

from the second equation j) can be found. The reqnii*ed coeffi-

cient is then the sum of the corresponding values of the ex-

pression

7i(.n-\)(,n-2) (?J + 1) „ ,

\^\r\s_\t_
%a,a,a,a,

When n is a positive integer, then p must be so too, and we

may vise the more symmetrical form

\n

\P\q\r\s\L 1 - 3
4

529. For example, find the coefficient of «' in the expansion

of (1 + 2a; -f Zx^ + ix^.

Here 9 4- 2r -i- 35 = 7,

^; -I- 5- -h ?• -I- s = 4.

Begin with the greatest admissible value of

s ; this is s = 2, with which we have r = 0, 5- = 1,

p=\. Next try s = 1 j with this we may have

»• = 2, 5' = 0, iy=\ ; also we may have r = 1,

g' = 2, ^:> = 0. Next try 5 = 0; with this we may

have r = 3, g'=l,_p = 0. These are all the so-

hitions ; they are collected in the annexed table.

Also a(,= l, »i
= 2, «„ = 3, ^3 = 4. Thus the required coeffi-

cient is

14 14 14 14

k 2'. 4' + = 3-'. 4' + = 2-". 3'. 4\ + = 2'. 3'

;

V ? r s

\
1 1 2

1 2 1

2 1 1

1 3

that is.

[2 • ^ 1

2 • • ^
384 + 432 + 576 + 216; that is, 1608
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Again ; find the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of

(1 + 2* + S-x' + 4a;'' + f.

Here g + 2r + 3s + = 3,

p-\-q+r + s +

All the solutions ai-e collected in the an-

nexed table, and the required coefficient is

?^ ? r s

1

2
1

3

2
1 1

5
"2 3

©-G 2'.3' +

that is,

3 1
2 - ^ + ^ ; that is, 1.

And

In this case, since

1 + 2a; + 3a;^ + 4a;^ + = (1 - a')~^

the proposed expression is \{\-x)~'Y, that is, (1 - a;)"'.

(1 - x)~^ = 1 +a; + a;" + a;^+
;

thus we see that the coefficient of a;'' ought to be 1 ; and the

student may exercise himself by applyuig the multinomial theo-

rem to find the coefficients of other powers of x : for example,

the coefficient of a;' will be found to be

2-2-8^4-8' ^'"'"^-

530. The form of the coefficient in the Multinomial Theorem

in the case in which the exponent is a positive integer might be

obtained in another way. Suppose, for example, that we have to

exj)and (a +/^-i-y)'". When the multiplication is effected every

term in the result is a product formed by taking one letter out of

each of the 10 trinomial factors. Thus if we reqiiire the term

which involves aji^y^ we must take a out of any two ot the 10

trinomial factors, /3 oiit of any three of the remaining 8 trinomial

factors, and y out of the remaining 5 trinomial factors. The num-
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'IP
ber of ways iii which this can be done is . , by Art. 498 :

|10 ^
-

thus the required term is
,
„

, ^ , ^ a-B\\^
|2 ^ [5 '

Hence it follows that if we have to expand (a + fSx + ya?')'" the

term which involves a"/S'y' is

110 110

|-^ a%/3xy (ya.^)^ that is^^ a^/^VV^^.

Similarly any othfer case might be treated. Thus we could give

the investigation of the Multinomial Theorem in the following

manner

:

Begin by establishing in the way just exemplified the form of

the coefiicient in the case in which the exponent is a positive

integer. Then suppose we have to find the general term in the

expansion of (a^ + a^x + a^ + a^ + ...)", where n is not a positive

integer. Put h for a^x + a^ + a^ + . . . ; then we have to expand

{a^ + 6)" ; the general term of this expansion is

n{n-\){ii-'l) (rt-^+l) „
_

^
«„ b .

and as /x is a jiositive integer the general term in the expansion

of («,« + a^x" + a^x^ + )'^ is

\l\Zilil

Hence the required general term is

"3 "~i

EXAMPLES OF THE MULTINOMIAL THEOREM.

Find the coefficients of the specified powers of x iii the expan-

sions in the following 24 Examples :

1. X* in (I + X + x'Y-

2. a;' in (1 - a; + x")*.
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9.

10.

11.

3. a;« in (1 -2x+ 3x' - ix')*.

4. aj'Mn (l + x + x' + x^ + x* + x^f

5. a;' in (2 - 3a; - 4a;')^

6. a;" in (!-»; + 2a;y-.

7. a;" in (2 - 5a; - 7a3^)=.

8. a;" in (1 - 2a;' + 4a;'')-^

x^ in (1 + a; + a;')~^

a;^ in (1 + 2*;- x

a;' in l-ln
12. a;" in (1 + 2a;-4«"-2a;*)"l

13. a;" in (l-2a; + a;*)i

14. a;* in (1 + a;- +x- + x" — x^y.

15. a;* in (1 + x + x')".

16. X* in (l + 3a;+5a;' + 7a;'+9a;'' + )'.

17. a;"" in (l + a; + a;"+ y.

18. x' in (1 + 2a; + Sa;')".

19. a;" in (1 + 2x + 3a;' + 4a;V yk
20. a;'' in (1 + a^x + a^x^ + a^x^y.

21. x^ in (ofg + a^a; + a^^'')".

22. a;" in (1 - a;' + a;' - a;^)*.

23. x^ in (1 + aaj + 6a;')~^.

24. a;^ in (1 + a^x + a^x^ + ftga;' + )'".

25. Find the coefficient of abc^ in (a + 6 + c)*.

^Q. Find the coefficient of a%^c' in (ct-h- cy

.

27. Find the coefficient of a'6V in {a + h + c + dy.

28. Find the coefficient of abVd' in (a - 6 + c - dy\

29. Write down all the terms which involve powers of b

and c as high as the third power inclusive in the expansion of

(a+b + c)".
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30. Write down all the terms which contain d"~^ in the ex-

pansion of (a + 6 + c + (/)".

31. Find the gi-eatest coefficient h\ the expansion of

{a + h + cY".

32. Find the greatest coefficient in the expansion of

{a + b + c + dy*.

33. Shew that the greatest coefficient in the expansion of

I'*

(a fa + +a Y is
,

,„
~—r^ , where q is the quotient, and

r the remainder when 71 is divided by m.

34. Shew that in the expansion of (a^ + aiX + a,^x' + Y

the coefficient of x"'''' ' is 2 {a^a.^^^ + ci^a„p + a/top_-^ + + "/t,,+i).

35. Expand (1 - 2bx + »;")"« as far as a;*.

36. Expand (a + bx + cx')~^ as far as x*.

37. Expand (l-x-x^ -x^)" as far as x^.

38. In the expansion of (1 + a; + a;^ + + x"")", where n is

a positive integer, shew that

(1) the coefficients of the terms eqviidistant from the beginning

and the end are equal

;

(2) the coefficient of the middle term, or of the two middle

terms, according as nr is even or odd, is greater than any other

coefficient

;

(3) the coefficients continually increase from the first up to the

greatest.

39. If (7„, a^, a^, a^, be the coefficients in order of the

expansion of (1 + a; + x^ + + x"")", prove that

(1) o-j+a, -l-a^+ + «„^= (r + 1)"
;

(2) a, + 2a„ + 3«3 + + nra„^ = h nr (r + 1
)".

40. li a^, a^, a^, a^, be the coefficients in order of the

expansion of (1 + x + x^)", prove that
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XXXVIII. LOGARITHMS.

531. Suppose a'' =n, then x is called the logarithm of 'n. to the

base a ; thus the logarithm of a number to a given base is the

index of the power to which the base must be raised to be equal

to the number.

The logarithm of n to the base a is written log^ n ; thus

log^Ti — X expresses the same relation as a' = n.

532. For example, 3* = 81; thus 4 is the logarithm of 81 to

the base 3.

If we wish to find the logarithms of the numbers 1, 2, 3,

to a given base 10, for example, we have to solve a series of equa-

tions 10'= 1, 10' = 2, 10' = 3, We shall see in the next

Chapter that this can be done approximately, that is, for example,

although we cannot find such a value of x as mtJI make 1 0' = 2

exactly, yet we can find such a value of x as will make 10' differ

from 2 Ijy as small a quantity as we please.

We shall now prove some of the properties of logarithms.

533. The logarithm of\ is ivhatever the base may be.

For a = 1 when a; = 0.

534. The logarithm of the base itself is VMity.

For a' — a when a; = 1

.

535. Tlie. logarithm of a product is equal to the sum of the

logarithms of its factors.

For let x — \og^m, y ~ \og^n
;

therefore m^a", n = a^y

therefore mn = af'a^ = a'*"

;

therefore log^vin = x-\- y ~ log^m + \og^n.

536. Tlie logarithm of a quotient is equal to the logarithm of

the dividend diminished by the logarithm of the divisor.

For let x = \og^m, y = \oi^^n;
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therefore m = a", n = a"

tlierefoi'e

therefore loga
m
n

- x — y =^ log(j??i - log^Ti.

537. The logarithm of any jwwer, integral or fractional, of a

number is equal to the product of the logarithm of the number and

the index of the power.

For let m = a" ; therefore m'' = {cu'y = a",

therefore log„ (ni'") = xr = r log„ m.

538. To find the relation between the logarithms of the same

number to different bases.

Let x == log„7?i, y = \og,m
;

therefore m = a'' and =6";

therefore a'' = b''

;

therefore a" = b, and b'^= a;

tlierefore
X
y'

= logJ, and ^=log,a

TTonma
. , X

Hence the logarithm of a number to the base b may be found

by multiplying the logarithm of the number to the base a by

1
log(,a, or by

\o"bOo"-

We may notice that log^a x log^ft = 1.

539. In practical calculations the only base that is used is

10; logarithms to the base 10 are called common logarithms. We
-will point out in the next two Articles some peculiarities which

constitute the advantage of the base 10. We shaU require the fol-

lowing definition: the integral part of any logarithm is called the

characteristic, and the decimal part the mantissa.
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o40. In the common system of logarithms, if the logarithm

of any number he knoum toe can immediately deterviine the loga-

rithm of the product or quotient of that number by any power

of 10.

For log,„(.V X 10") --. log,„i\^ + log,, 10" = \og^^N+n,

N
logio iQn

= log.oiV^- log,„ 10" = log.oxV- n.

That is, if we kiiow the logarithm of any number we can

determine the logarithm of any number which has the same

figures, but differs merely by the position of the decimal point,

541. In the common system of logarithms the characteristic

of the logarithm of any number can be determined by inspection.

For suppose the number to be greater than unity and to lie

between 10" and 10""^'; then its logarithm must be greater than n
and less than n + \\ hence the characteristic of the logarithm is n.

Next suppose the number to be less than unity, and to lie

between y— and y>.^rrij ^^^^ is, between 10~" and 10"""^''; then

its logarithm will be some negative quantity between - n and

— (?^ + 1) : hence if we agree that the mantissa shall always be

positive, the characteristic will be — {n+ 1).

Fiu'ther information on the practical use of logarithms will be

foiuid in works on Trigonometry and in the introductions to

Tables of Logarithms.

EXAMPLES OF LOGARITHMS.

1. Find the logarithm of 14-4 to the base 2^3.

2. Find the characteristic of the logarithm of 7 to the base 2.

3. Find the characteristic of logs 5.

4. Find log^ 3125.

5. Give the characteristic of logi^ 1230, and of log,^-0123.
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6. Given log 2 = -301030 and log 3 = -477121, find the loga-

rithms of -05 and of 5-4.

7. Given log 2 and log 3 (see Example 6), find the logarithm

of -006.

8. Given log 2 and log 3, find the logarithms of 36, 27, and 16.

9. Given log648 = 2-81157501, log 864- 2-93651374, find

log 3 and log 5.

10. Given log 2, find log ^/(l -25).

11. Given log 2, find log -0025.

12. Given log 2, find log ^/(•0125).

13. Given log 2 and log 3, find log 1080 and log (-0045)^.

14. Given log,„2= -301030 and log,o7 = -845098, find the

logarithm of (oTq )
*^ *^® ^'^^^ 1000.

15. Find the number of digits in 2''*, having given log 2.

16. Given log 2, and log 5-743491 = -7591760, find the fifth

root of -0625.

17. HP be the number of the integers whose logarithms

have the characteristic p, and Q the number of the integers the

logarithms of whose reciprocals have the characteristic — q, shew

that log P - log Q = p - q + 1.

1 1 1

18. If ?/ = lOi-"'^^ and z = 10^-^'>^^, prove that a;= lO^-'^^^.

19. If a, 6, c be in G. p., then log^n, log^n, log^?i are iE^^ug.^

20. If the number of persons born in any year be j^ ^^^ of

the whole population at the commencement of the year, and the

number of those who die ^ th of it, find in hoAv many years the

population will be doubled; having given

log 2 = -301030, log 180 = 2-255272, log 181 = 2-257679.
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XXXIX. EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC
SERIES.

542. To expand a^ in a series of ascending powers of yi; that

is, to expand a number in a series of ascending i^owers of its

logarithm to a given base.

d' = {l +{a-l)Y; and expanding by the Binomial Theorem

we have

{1 + {a - l)Y ^l + x{a-l)+ ""-^^^ {a - If

x(x-l)(x-2) x (x-l){x-2)(x- 3)
-*"

17273
^"-^^ ^

1.2.3.4 ^'"^^ ^ ••

= 1 + X {a- I - ^{a - If + ^ (a- If - ^ (a - ly + }

+ terms involving x^, x^, &,c.

This shews that a'' can be expanded in a series beginning

with 1 and proceeding in ascending powers of x ; we may there-

fore suppose that

a''=l + CyX + c^x' + c^x^ + c^x* +

where Cj, c^, c^, are qiiantities which do not depend on x,

and which therefore remain unchanged however x may be

changed; also

c,^ a - I - ^{a-lf + l{a-lf - \{a - If +

while c^, Cjj, are at present nnknoA\Ti ; we proceed to find

their values. Changing x into x + y we have

a-+2' = l +c^{x + y) + c^{x + yY+c^{x + yf+ ;

but a'^^ = a'a" = a" { 1 +c^x + c^x^ + cj)if + }.

Since the two exj)ressions for a'''^'^ are identically equal, we
may assume that the coefficients of x in the two expressions are

Sflual, thus
^^^ c, + 2c^y + ?>c^y- + '^c^if + = c,a*

I =c, {1 +c^y + c.y + c.,y''+ }.
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In this identity we may assume that tlie coefficients of the

corresponding powers of y are equal ; thiis

Sc^ = ^i'' ; therefore c^ = y J

G C C
^

3cs = CjC^ ; therefore c^=^ -^ -=

^ ^ g
;

4c^ = c,C3 j
therefore c, = ^' =

^ ^
'

3^ ;

Thus a' = l + c,a; + -j^ +-^ + -|^+

Since this result is true for all values of x, take x such that

c x=l, then a; = — ,
and

c,

- 1 1 1 1 1
aci = l + l+P+J3+j^+ ;

1

this series is usually denoted by e j thus a^i = e, therefore a = e"'

and Cj = logj a ; hence

(log,a)^ic^ (log, ay x'
a'--= 1 + (log,a) X + ^ »° ^ - + ^ ^y +

This result is called the Exjoonential Theorem.

Put e for a, then log, a becomes log, e, that is, unity (Art. 534)

;

x^ x^ x^
thus ^' " -^

'*' ^" "^
ll

"^
1
3

"^
i
4

"*"

This very important result is true for all values of x ; and the

student should render himself so familiar with it as to be able to

apply it to special cases. For example, suppose a; = - 1 ; thus

11111
e or - = ,-T -,— +,— -,— +

e [2 [3 [4 [5
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Or we may put any other symbol for x ; thus putting nz for x

, „, -, n^z' n^z^ n*z^
we have e ' = 1 + nz + --- + -r^ + -— +

[^ [3 ^

We shall in Art. 551 make a remark on one part of the pre-

ceding investigation, and we shall recur hereafter to the assumption

which has been made t^wice in the course of the present Article,

543. By actual calculation we may find approximately the

nimierical value of the series which we have denoted by e ; it is

2-718281828

544. To expand log^ (1 + x) in a series ofascending j^owers of x.

We have seen in Art. 542, that c, = log^ a ; that is, by the

same Article, log, a = a-l - l(a -If +^{a- \f -\{a- 1)V

For a put \ ¥ X ; hence log, {\ + x) = x — — + — —- +
-J o ^

This series may be applied to calculate log^ (1 + cc) if a; is

a proper fraction ; but unless x be veiy small, the terms diminish

so slowly that we shall have to retain a large nuuiber of them

;

if X be greater than unity, the series is altogether unsuitable. We
shall therefore deduce some more convenient formulse.

^ y-vi /yi*

545. We have log, {\ +x) = x — -- + ^ —

-

2 o 4

therefore log, {\ — oc) — — x - -— -^ ,

by subtraction we obtain the value of log, (1 +a;) -log, (1 — «),

chat is, of log,
;

therefore log, = 2|a3+^ + - + \

.

1—03 t o5 j

in this series write for x, and therefore — for :m + n n \ — x

,1 1
m -(m~n 1 /m - n\^ 1 /m - nV )thus log ~ -^ 2{ + - + _ + y ( 1 ).n [ni + n 3\m + nj o \ni, + nj j

'

T. A. 22
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Put 01 = 1, then

Wm=2^ , +^ Y +-^ r + ^ (2).® (m+l 3\??i+l/ 5\m+l/ J
^

'

Again, in ( 1 )
pi;t ?/* = 5i + 1 , thus we obtain the vuhie of

71 + 1

log, ; therefore log, (n + 1) — log, n

"^(272^^ ^ 3 {2n + ly- "^5(271 + 1)^^
J

^^^'

546. The series (2) of the preceding Article will enable us to

find log, 2
;
put m = 2, then by calculation we shall find

log, 2 = -09314718

From the series (3) we can calculate the logarithm of either of

two consecutive numbers when we know that of the other. Put

n = 2, and by making use of the known value of log, 2, we shall

obtain log, 3 = 1-09861229

Put ?i = 9 in (3) ; then log, oi = log, 9 = log, 3^ = 2 log, 3 and is

therefore known ; hence we shall find

log, 10 = 2-30258509

547. Logaritlims to the base e are called Napierian loga-

rithms, from Napier the inventor of logarithms ; they are also

called natural logarithms, being those which occur first in our

investigation of a method of calculating logarithms. We have

said that the base 10 is the only base used in the practical appli-

cation of logarithms, but logai-ithms to the base e occur frequently

in theoretical in"S'estigations.

548. From Art. 538 we see that the logarithm of a number

to the base 10 can be found by multiplying the Napierian loga-

"^^'^ ^^
logrro '

^^^^ ^'' ^^ 2-30258509 '
°' ^^' '43429448

;

this

multiplier is called the modulus of the common system.

The base e, the modulus of the common system, and the loga-

rithms to the base e of 2, 3, and 5 have all been calculated to

upwards of 260 places of decimals. See the Proceedings of ths

Royal Society of London, Vol. xxvii. page 88.
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The series in Ai-t. 545 may be so adjusted as to give common

logarithms ; for example, take the series (3), multii^ly throughout

by the modulus which we shall denote by jx ; thus

a log, (?l 4- 1) — «. log, n = 2u.\ ^ T + iT—p; r-j + ^j^ :-r. + . . . > ',

that is,

log,„ (n + 1) - log ?i = 2/x J _ + :s-77S iT3 + "F7^^ T\5 +•••>•="0^ ' *'" [271+ 1 3{2n + iy 5{2n + ly J

549. By Art. 542 we have

/ X T x„ / ^" 33'' X* y
(^-i)=(,"-^ii^j3-'5+ ;

= a;" + terms containing Jiigher powers of x ( 1
).

Again, by the Binomial Theorem,

(e'-l)" = e"--we'""" + ^^%ll^e<'-^"- (2).

Expand each of the terms e", e'""''", ; thus the coefficient

of x' in (2) will be

71^ (w-1)' n(n-l) {n-2y n{7i-l){n~2){n-3y
^

r r
[^ Ir ^ ir

Hence from (1), by the same principle as in Art. 542, we see

that

w(w-l) TO (71-1) (re- 2)n''-n{n-iy + -^ ('* - 2) ^ r^ (^-3) +

is = |/i if r = ?i, and is = if ?• be less than n.

It is easy to see that the term on the right-hand side of (1)

which involves a:""^' is ^^'"^'- Thus we get, by the same principle

as before,

n"^'-n{n- 1)"+' + li^l^^ („ _ 2)"+' - = in \n+l .

550. We ^vill give another method of ai'riving at the expo-

nential theorem. By the Binomial Theorem

22—2
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(^
1\"-^ 1 nx{nx—V) 1 nx(nx—V)(nx—'£) 1

( 1 + -
) = 1 + nx - - + ^- '- — H > -P '- -^

\ nj n
|_2 n'

\^ n^

nx {nx - 1) {nx — 2) {iix - 3) 1

that is,

1\"
1+- -l + a; + — - ,^

74/ 2

x
) X ix—'] ix--]

11

J

\ nJ \ n)
I |3

( 1\ / 2\ f 3\x[x \^- '] \x~ -]
V n) \ nJ \ n

Put a; = l, then (l + )
IN"

i + i +^+ ^ +

(-l)"-((-rJP

hence 1 + a; + ^ + —1—^—L +
i2 !3

Now this being true however large n may be, will be true

when n is made infinite ; then - vanishes and we obtain
11

, x^ x^ X* f, , 1 1 1 Y
'^""^"a'i-^ =v-^'*5*[3*g+ ]'

that is, = e'.

We have thus obtained the expansion of e' in powers of x

;

to find the expansion of a" suppose a = e" so that c = log, a, thus

„ , cV cV c*x*
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551. The student will notice that in the preceding Ai-ticle we

have used the Binomial Theoi'em to expand a power of 1 + - , and

if - is less than unitv, we are certaiia that the expansion gives an
n

a/rithmetically true result (Ai-t. 519). In the proof given of the

exponential theorem in the first Article of this Chapter, if « - 1 is

greater than unity, the expansion by the Binomial Theorem with

which the proof commences ^vill not be arithmetically intelligible
;

and consequently the proof can only be considered soiuid pro-

vided a is less than 2. With this restriction the proof is sound,

and X may have any value. In order to complete that proof we
have to shew that the theorem is tiiie for any value of a ; and as

e is greater than 2 we ought not to change a into e until we have

removed this restriction as to the value of a. This restiiction

can be easily removed ; for in the theorem

a=l + {\og,a)x + ^ ^./ +^^^-J—+

put a = A", and by taking y small enough A may be made as

gi-eat as we please, while a is less than 2. Then log^ a = >/ log^ A ;

thus A^^^ I ^ (log.^)y.-f (^"g-;^/^^"^ + {^08^f)Y-\

therefore, putting z for yx,

,z . n A^ (log,^)'^' (log,^)'^'
4'

=. 1 + (log, ^)^+ ^-^1^-^+13-^- +
i

thus the exponential theorem is proved univei'sally.

552. "We have found in Art. 550, that when n increases

WT-thout limit ( 1 + -
|

ultimately becomes e' ; in the same way

we may shew that when n increases witliout limit M + j

ultimately becomes e".
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EXAMPLES OF LOGARITHMIC SERIES.

1

.

Prove that log^ (a; + 1) = 2 log, x — log, (x—l)

"^{2^^! +3 (2^^3-1) +••

Given log^^ 3 = -47712 and
^j -^ = -43429, apply the a1»ove

series to calculate log 11.

2. Shew that log, (x + 1h) = 2 log, {x + h) - log, x

h' 1 h* 1 h'
)

Xx + hf^ 2{x + hy^2,{x + hf'^ j

•

3. If a, b, G be three consecutive numbers,

log^ c = 2 log, b - log, a

_^( l_ 1 1
)

"l2fflc + l
"^ 3(2ac+ If *"5(2«c+ 1)='^

J"

'

4. If X and fx be the roots of ax' + bx + c = 0, shew that

log, (rt - bx + ex'') = log, a + (X + fx.) X —^ x' +

5. Log, {1 -f-l+a; + (l4- a;)'} = 3 log, (1 +x)- log, x

I 1 J__ 1
)

XI + xf
"^
2 (1 + xy'^ 3{i+xy'^ I

6. Log, (x + l) =
^^-_^-^

log,a;- ^^_^ log„(a.-- 1)

2_ f _J 2 3
)

2^^1(2737^'"^ 3. 5. «' ^ 4 . 7 . a;'

^
/"

7. Log. {(1 . .)"(, -
.f}

. ,4 -. 3^ . ^,
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501
8. Find the Napierian logarithm of —^ . To how many

decimal places is your result correct ?

9. Assuming the series for log, (1 + x) and e', shew that

l+^]=e'(l
In)

nearly when n is large ; and find the next term of the series of

which the expression on the second side is the commencement.

10. Find the coefficient of x" in the development of

a + hx -¥ cic^

(3

2 2 •>

1 1. Shew that log, 4 = 1+ —-—- + -—-—- + ^1.2.3 3.4.5 5.6.7

12. Shew that w"^" - n (/i - 1)"+^+ ^^ ^^~ ^^
{n - 2)"^' -

(n nln — 1)\
,

XL. CONVERGENCE AND DIYERGENCE OF SERIES.

553. The expression u^ + ?<.^ + ?i^ + m^ + in which the

successive terms are formed by some regular law, and the number

of the terms is unlimited, is called an infinite series.

554. An infinite series is said to be convergent when the sum

of the first n terms cannot numerically exceed some finite quan-

tity however great n may be.

555. An infinite series is said to be divergent when the sum
of the first n terms can be made numerically greater than any

finite quantity, by taking n large enough.
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556. Siipjiose tliat by adding more and more terms of an

infinite series we continually approximate to a certain result, so

that the sum of a sufficiently large number of terms will differ

from that result by less than any assigned quantity, then that

result is called the siim of the infinite series.

For example, consider the infinite series

\ + X -¥ X' + ,

and ,su])pose x a positive quantity.

We know that

+ X + X + +x
\-x

Hence if x be less tlian 1, however great n may be, the sum

of the first n terms of the series is less than ; the series is
\ — X

thei'efore convergent. And, as by taking n large enough the sum

of the first n terms can be made to differ from by less than
1 -X -^

any assigned quantity, is the sum of the infinite series.

If a; = 1, the series is divergent; for the sum of the first n

terms is n, and by taking sufficient terms this may be made

greater than any finite quantity.

If X is greater than 1, the series is divergent; for the sum

x" - 1
of the first n terms is —, which may be made greater than

any finite quantity by taking n large enough.

557. An infinite series in which all the terms are of the same

sign is divergent if each term is greater than some assignedfimite

quantity, however small.

For if each term is greater than the quantity c, the sum of the

fii'st n terms is greater than nc, and this can be made gi'eater than

any finite quantity by taking n large enough.
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558. An infinite series of terms, the signs of loldch are alter-

nately positive and negative, is convergent if each term is numeri-

cally/ less than the pi'ecediny term.

Let the series be u^ — u^ + u^ — u^+ .... ; this may be -written

(Wj - u) + {u.^ - n^ + (w, - mJ +
,

and also thus,

*^ - ('*3 - ^'a^ - («4 - u^ - (^t, -u^) -

From the first mode of wiiting the series we see that the sum
of any number of tei-ms is a positive quantity, and from the

second mode of wi-iting the series we see that the sum of any

numl>er of terms is less than u^ ; hence the series is convergent.

It is necessary to shew in this case that the sum of any

niimber of teiins is positive ; because if we only know that the

sum is less than w^, we are not certain that it is not a negative

quantity of unlimited magnitude.

An important distinction should be noticed with respect to

the series here considered. If the terms ti^, -?/.,, u^, ... diminish

without limit the sum of n terms and the sum of n + I terms will

differ by an indefinitely small quantity when 7i is taken large

enough. But if the terms u^, u,^, u.^, ... do not diminish without

limit the sum of n terms and the sum of «. + 1 terms will always

differ by a finite quantity. The series continiied to an inBnite

number of terms will have a sum, according to the definition of

Art. 556, in the foi'mer case, but not in the latter case. In both

cases the series is convergent according to our definition. But

some writers prefer another definition of convergence ; namely,

they consider a series convergent only when the sum of an in-

definitely large number of terms can be made to differ from one

fixed value by less than any assigned quantity : and accoixling to

this definition the series is convergent in the first case, but not in

the second.
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559. An infinite series is convergent iffrom and after any

fixed term tJie ratio of each term to the preceding term is numerically

less than some quantity which is itself nuTuerically less than unity.

Let the series beginning at the fixed terra be

M, + M + '(/ 4-
1 s i

and let *S' denote the sum of the first n of these terms. Then

S = U + M + . . . . + u

U, tt U,

n. u_ M.
+ ^ ^ -^ +

u, u_, «,

Now first let all the terms be positive, and suppose

-^ less than k, -^ less than k, -*- less than k,
w, «, ^h

Then S is less than u^{\ +k + ¥ + 4-^-'"'}; that is, less

\ — k"
than u ,- . Hence if k be less than imity, S is less than

' 1 - «

—'—
; thus the sum of as many terms as we please beginning

\ —k
with u is less than a certain finite quantity, and therefore the

series beginning with u^ is convergent.

Secondly, suppose the terms not all positive ; then if they are

all negative, the numerical value of the sum of any number of

them is the same as if they were all positive ; if some terms are

positive and some negative, the sum is nunieiically less than if

the terms were all positive. Hence the infinite series is still con-

vergent.

Since the infinite series beginning with u^ is convergent, the

infinite series which begins with any fixed term before u^ will be

also convergent ; for we shall thus only have to add a finite

number oifinite terms to the series beginning with m, .

560. An infinite series is divergent if from and after any

fixed term the ratio of each term to the preceding term is greater

than unity, or equal to unity, and the terms are all of the same sign.
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Let the series beginning at the fixed term be

U^ + U_j + u^ + ,

and let ^S' denote the sum of the first 71 of these terms. Then

S = U^ + U^ + 11:^4- +
"^n

r M„ U U U^ U U„ )= M n + -^ + -5 —2 + —'
-^ -- + >

,

(,
Wj ^(J Mj u^ ^2 ^1 J

Now, first snjipose

— greater than 1, —^ gi-eater than 1, — greater than 1,

Then S is numerically greater than Mj{1 + 1 + + 1)5

that is, numerically greater than nu^. Hence S may be made

numerically greater than any finite quantity by taking n large

enough, and therefore the series beginning with u^ is divergent.

Next, suppose the ratio of each term to the preceding to be

unity; then S = nu^, and this may be made greater than any finite

quantity by taking n large enough.

And if we begin with any fixed term before u^ the series will

obviously still be divergent.

561. The rules in the preceding Articles will determine in

many cases whether an infinite series is convergent or divei'gent.

There is one case in which they do not apply which it is desirable

to notice, namely, when the ratio of each term to the ])receding is

less than unity, but continually approaching unity, so that we
cannot name any finite quantity k which is less than unity, and

yet always greater than this ratio. In such a case, as will appear

from the example in the following Article, the series may be con-

vergent or divergent.

562. Consider the infinite series

1111
1 H 1 h. ...p 2'' S'' 4''

Here the ratio of the rt* term to the (n — 1)* term is

rn — IX*"

( \ ] \i p be positive, this is less than unity, but continually
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approaches to unity as n increases. This case then cannot be

tested by any of the rules ah'eady given ; we shall however prove

that the series is convergent if p be greater than unity, and

divergent if jij be unity, or less than iniity.

I. Suppose JO greater than unity.

The first term of the series is 1, the next two terms are toge-

2
tlier less than ^^^, the following four terms are together less

4 8
than — , the following eight terms are together less than ^,

and so on. Hence the whole series is less than

2 4 8
1 + 2"^ +41; +8""*-

that is, less than

1 + X -\-x^ + x^ +
2

where x = — . Since j^ is greater than unity, x is less than

unity ; hence the series is convergent.

II. Suppose jtj equal to unity.

Ihe series is now 1 + -_- + - -f - + _ +
2 3 4 5

The first term is 1, the second term is ^ , the next two terms

2 1
are together gi-eater than ^ or -, the following four terms are

4 2i

4 1
together greater than - or -

, and so on. Hence by taking a
8 J

sufficient number of tei'ms we can obtain a sum greater than

any finite multiple of -
; the series is therefore divergent.

III. Suppose p less than unity or negative.

Each term is now greater than the corresponding term in II.
;

the series is therefore a fortiori divergent.
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563. We will now give a general theorem which can be

proved in the manner exemplified in the preceding Article. If

(j> (x) be positive for all positive integi-al values of x, and con-

tumally diminish as x increases, and 7)i be any positive integer,

then the two infinite series

<^(l) + <^(2) + 0(3) + <^(4) + <^(5) +

and <^ (1) + "''^ ("') + '^^''4' ("*^) + "*^<^ ("i^) +

are both convergent or both divergent.

Consider all the terms of the first series comprised between

<^ (m*) and <^ (t'l'''*'^), including the last and excluding the first, k

being any positive integer ; the number of these terms is 7?i*+' - m'',

and their sum is therefore greater than m" {m- 1) ^(//t*+^). Thus
all the first series beginning with the term <f)(m''+\) will be

greater than times the second series bescinning with the

temi «i*+^ <ji (/?«,*+') . Thus if the second series be divergent, so also

is the first.

Again, the terms selected from the first series are less than

m*(7/4- 1) ^(m*). Thus all the first series beginning mth the

term
(f>

(m" + 1) will be less than m-l times the second series

beginning with m''(j> {m'=). Thus if the second series be convergent,

so also is the first.

As an examj)le of the use of this theorem we may take the

following : the series of which the general term is —^ ^ is con-
n (log n)P

vergent if p be greater than tinity, and divergent if p be equal to

unity or less than xmity. By the theorem the proposed series is

convergent or divergent according as the series of which the

general term is —-z —- is convergent or divere'ent ; the latter^
m"(logm"/ *= ® '

general term is -; ^ , so that it bears a constant ratio to the^
(log Jiiy n^

'

general term — for all values of n. Hence the required result

follows by Ai-t. 562.
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564. The series obtained by expanding (1+a;)" by the Bino-

tidal Theorem is convergent if x is numerically less than unity.

For the ratio of the (r + 1)"' term to the r"' is x. Ifn

n-r + 1

is negative and numerically greater than unity the factor

is nvimerically greater than unity ; bvit it continually approaches

unity, and can be made to differ from unity by less than any

assigned quantity by taking r large enough. Hence if x is nume-

rically less than unity the product ^ x, Avhen r is large

enough, will be numerically less than a quantity which is itself

numerically less than unity. Hence the series is convergent.

(Art. 559.)

If n is positive the factor -_
is numerically less than

unity when r is greater than n ; if n is negative and numerically

less than unity this factor is always numerically less than unity

;

if % = - 1 this factor is numerically equal to unity : thus in the

first case when r is gi-eater than n, and in the other two cases

n-r+1
always, if x is numerically less than unity the product -_ x

is numerically less than a quantity which is itself numerically less

than unity. Hence the series is convergent. (Ai-t. 559.)

565. 27ie series obtained by expanding log (1 + x) in j^owers

of X is convergent if x is numerically less than unity.

TX
For the ratio of the (r + 1)* term to the r"' is —

- . If then
\ / r + i

X be less than unity, this ratio is always numerically less than a

quantity which is itself numerically less tha,n unity. Hence the

series is convergent. (Ai-t. 559.)

566. Tlie series obtained by exjjanding a'' in powers of x is

always convergent.
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For the ratio of the (r + 1)*" term to the ?•"• is 2f_
, What-

ever be the value of x, we can take r so large that this ratio shall

be less than unity, and the ratio will diminish as r increases.

Hence the series is always convergent. (Art. 559.)

EXAMPLES OF CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE OF SERIES.

Examine whether the following ten series are convergent or

divergent

:

1
1 + 1

^
1

^
x(^x + a) (x + 2a) [x + 3a) [x + 4a) (x + 5a)

^ 3 5x' 7x' 9x* 2% + 1 „

2 5 10 17 w^ + 1

m + p m + 2p m + 3»
3. —^- + ^ + :~ +

a a' a

4. {a + l)' + {a+2)'x + {a + 3)"'x'+

5. V + 2'x + 3'x'+

r ^ 1 1 1

*"

2^1+J2''l+J3''l+Ji^
/yt rv* rv>

1 + a;^ 1 + «* 1 + X-'^1111
9. l" + 2"a;+3V+

^^'
{a + by ^ (a + 26)'' ^ (a + 31)'

^

11. Suppose that in the series u^ + ii,^ +u^+u^+ each term

is less than the preceding ; then shew that this series and the series

u + 2u + 2'u + 2^u + 2*u . + are both convergeiit or both

divergent.

12 3
12. Shew that the series 1 + k^ + :^+ts-^ is convergent

2 o 4

if n be greater than 2, and divergent if n be less than 2 or equal

to 2.
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XLI. INTEREST.

567. Interest is money paid for the use of money. The sum

lent is called the Princiixd. The Amount is the sum of the

Principal and Interest at the end of any time.

568. Interest is of two kinds, simple and compoutul. When
interest of the Principal alone is taken it is called simple interest

;

but if the interest as soon as it becomes due is added to the

pi-incipal and interest charged upon the whole, it is called com-

pound interest.

569. The rate of interest is the money paid for the use of a

certain sum for a certain time. In practice the siun is usually

£100 and the time one year; and when we say that the rate of

interest is £4. 6s. 8c?. per cent., we mean that £4. 6s. d>d., that is,

£4^, is due for the use of £100 for one year. In theoi'y it is

convenient , as we shall see, to use a s}anbol to denote the interest

ofon6_2ound for one year.

570. Tofind the amount of a given sum hi any time at simple

interest.

Let P be the principal in pounds, n the number of years for

wliich interest is taken, r the interest of one pound for one year,

31 the amount.

Since r is the interest of one pound for one year, Pr is the

interest of P pounds for one year, and therefore nPr the interest

of P pounds for n yeara
;

thei'efore 3£ = P + Pur.

From this equation if any three of the four quantities J/, P,

n, r are given, the fourth can be found ; thus

„ M M-P M-P
\ + 7ir Pr Pn
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571. Tofind the amount of a given sum in any time at com-

pound interest.

Let R denote the amount of one pound in one year, so that

R=\ +r, then PR is the amount of P in one year ; the amount

of PR in one year is PER or PR^, which is therefore the amount

of P in two years at compound interest. Similarly the amount

of PR^ in one year is PR^, which is therefore the amount of P
in three years. Proceeding thus we find that the amount of P in

n years is PR" ; therefore denoting this amoiuit by M,

M=PR^.

„ ^ M log if- log P „ /M\\
Hence P = ^, n= ' ^^^' , i^ = (^-).

The interest gained in n years is 31- P or P (R" — 1).

572. Next suppose interest is due more frequently than once

a year ; for example, suppose interest to be due every quarter,

r
and let - be the interest of one pound for one quarter. Tlien, at

compound interest, the amount of P in n years is P
(
1 + -

j ;

for the amount is obviously the same as if the number of years

r .

were 4w, and . the interest of one poiuid for one year. Simi-

larly, at compound interest, if interest be due q times a year, and

T
the interest of one pound be - for each interval, the amount of

9

/ rV"
P in n years is P ( 1 + - 1 .

At simple interest the amount will be the same in the cases

supposed as if the interest were payable yearly, r being the inter-

est of one pound for one year.

573. The fonnulse of the preceding Articles have been ob-

tained on the supposition that n is an integer ; we may therefore

ask whether they are true when n is not an integer. Suppose

T. A. 23
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n =m + - , where 7n is an integer and - a proper fraction. At

simple interest the interest of P for m years is Pmr ; and if the

borrower has agi'eed to pay for any fraction of a year the savie

Fr
fraction of the annual interest, then — is the interest of P for

/|\th Pr
I
-

1 of a year : hence the whole interest is Pmr +— ,
that is,

Pnr, and the formula for the amount holds when n is not an

integer. Next consider the case of compound interest ; the

amount of P in m years will be PR" ; if for the fraction of a year

interest is due in the same way as before, the interest of PR" for

'1\* . .
PR"'-

, , , , , T.T.,nf. rl\t" PR"r . / r\
'] of a year is , and the whole amount is PP'"

( 1 + -
)()

On this supposition then the formula is not tru« when n is not

an integer. To make the formula tnie the agreement must be

that the amount of one pound at the end of ( -
j

of a year

shaU be (1 + rY, and therefore the interest for (

- 1 of a year

^1 + ,-)Ji _ 1. This supposition though not made in practice is

often made in theory, in order that the formulae may hold uni-

versally.

Similarly if interest is payable q times a yeai- the amount of

P in n years is P ( 1 + -
j

, by Art. 572, if w be an integer ; and

it is assumed in theory that this result holds if n be not an

integer.

574. The amount of P in 7ijye&r& when the interest is paid

q times_a year is P ( 1 + -
J

, Jby Art. 572 ; if we suppose q to

increase ^\ithout limit, this^agomes Pe"! (Art. 552), which will

tbgj^firrgJlR the amount when tbe intei-p,st is djie every moment.

575. The Present value of an amoimt due at the end of a

siven time is that sum which ^^'ith its interest for the given time
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will be equal to the amount. That ls, (Art. 567), the Principal is

the 2>resent value of the amount,

576. Discount is an allowance made for the payment of a

sum of money before it is due.

From the definition of present value, it follows that a debt due

at some future period is equitably discharged by paying the

present value at once ; hence the discount will be equal to the

amount due diminished by its present value.

577. To find the irresent value of a s'ara due at the end of

a given time and the discount.

Let P be the present value, M the amount, D the discount,

r the interest of one pound for one year, n the number of years,

R the amount of one pound in one year.

At simple interest

:

M=P{\ + nr), (Ai-t. 570);

therefore P =_^, D = 2I-P =^^.
I +nr^ 1 + nr

At compound interest

:

M^PR", (Art. 571);

therefore P^^, D =^M- PJ^ ^^'^7 ^\

578. In practice it is very common to allow the interest of a

sum of money paid before it is due, instead of the discount as here

defined. Thus at simple interest, instead of z^ the payer
^

I +nr

would Vje allowed Mnr for immediate payment.

EXAMPLES OF IXTEKEST.

1. Shew that at simple interest the discount is half the har-

monic mean between the sum due and the interest on it.

23—2
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2. At siBiple interest the interest on a certain sum of money

is £180, and the discount on the same sum for the same time and

at the same rate is ,£150 : find the sum.

3. If the interest on £A for a year be equal to the discoimt

on £B for the same time, find the rate of interest.

4. If a sum of money doubles itself in 40 years at simple

interest, find the rate of interest.

5. A tradesman marks his goods with two prices, one for

ready money, and the other for a credit of 6 months : find what

ratio the two prices ought to bear to each other, allowing 5 per

cent, simple interest.

6. Find in how many years £100 will become £1050 at

5 per cent, compound interest ; having given

log 14 = 1-14613, log 15 = 1-17609, log 16 = 1-20412.

7. Find how many years will elapse before a sum of money

trebles itself at 3^ per cent, compound interest ; having given

log 10350 = 4-01494, log 3 = -47712.

8. If a sum of money at a given rate of compound interest

accimiulate to p times its original value in m years, and to q

times its original value in n years, prove that n — m logp q.

XLII. EQUATION OF PAYMENTS.

579. When different sums of money are due from one peraon

to another at different times, we may be requii-ed to find the time

at which they may all be paid together, so that neither lender

nor borrower may lose. The time so found is called the equated

time.

580. To find the equated time of payment of two sums due at

different times supposing simple interest.

Let Pj, Pj be the two sums due at the end of t^, t,^ years
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respectively ; suppose t^ gi-eater than t^ ; let r be the interest of

one pound for one year, x the number of years in the equated

time.

The condition of fairness to both parties may be seciired by

supposing that the discount allowed for the sum paid before it is

due is equal to the interest charged on the sum not paid until

after it is due.

jp /( — x)r
The discount on P„ for t — x years is -^-^-^^ -^- :^

l + {t,-x)r'

the interest on F^ for x— t^ years is F^ (a? — <,)?•

;

therefore T
^'//'"'^! = ^, (^ - <,)•l+{t^-x)r '^ '

This will give a quadratic equation in x, namely,

F,rx' - {F,r {t, + Q +F^ + F^} x + F^rt^t^^ + F^t^ + Fj,^ -= ;

that root must be taken which lies between t^ and t^.

581. Another method of solving the question of the preced-

ing Article is as follows :

F
The present value of P, due at the end of t, years is ,—'— ;^ '

'
-^

1 + <,r

'

F
the present value of P, due at the end of t„ yeai-s is ,

—

^—
;^ '

'
"^

1 + «/

, F +F
the present value of F^ + /"„ due at the end of x yeai-s is -z^ .

Hence we may propose to find the equated time of payment,

X, from the equation

1 + ^,r \ + t^r \ +XT
'

582. If such a question did occiir in practice however the

method would probably be to proceed as in the first solution, with

this exception, that the lender would allow interest instead of dis-
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count on the svim paid before it was due ; thus we shoukl find x

from

therefore {P, + P,)x = F^t^ + P^t^.

In this case the interest on P, + P^ for x years is equal to the

sum of the interests of P^ and P^ for the times t^ and t^ respect-

ively ; this follows if we multiply both sides of the last equation

by r. This rule is more advantageous to the borrower than that

in Art. 580, for the interest on a given amount is greater than the

discount. See Art. 577.

583. Suppose there are several sums P^, P^, P^, due at

the end of t , t^, t^, years respectively, and the equated time

of payment is required.

The first method of solution (Art. 580) becomes very compli-

cated in this case, and we shall therefore omit it.

Tlie second method (Art. 581) gives for determining x, tho

number of years in the equated time,

P, P P, P, + P„ + P^+
+ -.—-- + ^.— - +

1 + t^r I + t^r l + t^'T l+xr

P P P P
Denote the sum -^

—^~ + :;

—

1- -—~—h by %
\ + t^r I + t^r l + t^r "^ I + tr^

and the sum P^ + P„ + P^+ by %P ; then we may write the

above result thus,

S
P \ 2P

\1 + tr) I + xr

The third method (Art. 582) gives

a;(P,4-P, + P3 + )^p^t^+p^t^ + p^t^+ ;

which may be written x'^P = %Pt.

584. Equation of payments is a subject of no practical im-

portance, and seems retained in books chiefly on account of the

apparent paradox of different methods occun-ing which may
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appear equally fair, but wMch lead to diflferent results. We
refer the student for more information on tlie question to the

article Discount in the English Cyclopcedia. We may observe,

however, that the difficulty, if such it be, arises from the fact that

simple interest is almost a fiction ; the moment any sum of money

is diie, it mattex's not whether it is called principal or interest, it

is of equal value to the owner ; and thus if the interest on bor-

rowed money is retained by the borrower, it ought in justice to

the lender, to be united to the principal, and charged with in-

terest afterwards.

585. If comjjound intei-est be allowed, the solutions in

Alts. 580 and 581 will give the same result.

For the solution according to Art. 580 will be as follows :

the discount on P„ for t„- x years is P ( 1 — -rrr -
I

,

the interest on P^ for a; - i, years is P^ [R^~h — 1)

;

therefore P, (l -^) = P, (P-^. - 1).

From this equation x must be found ; by transposition we
shall see that this is the same equation as would be obtained by

the method of Art. 581 ; for we obtain

P, + P,^-J^+P,R^~^ ;
1 2 Rh-x 1

p +p p p
therefore ' ^ = "HT + »f >R Rn P«2

which shews that x is such that the present value of P +P.

due at the end of x years is equal to the sum of the present

values of Pj and P„ due at the end of t^ and t^ years respectively.

586. If there are diflfei'ent sums P^, P,, P^, due at the

end of t^, t^, t^, years respectively, the equated time of pay-

ment, X, allowing compoiurd interest, may be found from

P+P^+P+ P, P„ P3

R' P«' Rt2 Rh
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whicli may be written

587. We have said in Art. 580, that we must take that root

of the quadratic equation which lies between t^ and t^ ; we will

now prove that there will in fact be always one root, and only

one, between t^ and t^.

We have to shew that the equation

has one root, and only one, lying between t^ and t^.

The expression P, ix — t^{\ + (t^ - x) r} - P^ (t^ - x) is obviously

positive when x = t^. If this expression is arranged in the form

ax* + bx + c, the coefficient a is negative, being — P^r ; hence t^

must lie between the roots of the equation by Art. .339 ; that is,

one root is greater than t^ and one root less than t^. It is obvious

too that no value of x less than t^ can make the expression vanish,

so there cannot be a root of the equation less than t^ ; there must

then be one root between t^ and t^, and one root greater than i^.

It may be remarked that the value x= t^ + - also makes the

expression positive, and so the root which is gi*eater than t^ mu.st

by Art, 339 be gi-eater than ^^ + - .

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Find the equated time of payment of two sums, one of

.£400 due two years hence, the other of £2100 due eight years

hence, at 5 per cent. (Art. 580.)

2. Find the equated time of payment of two sums, one of

£20 due at the present date, the other of .£16. 5s. due 270 days

hence, the rate of interest being twopence-halfpenny per hundred

pounds per day. (Art. 580.)
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3. Find the equated time of paying two sums of money due ,/
'^'^^ "^'^

at different epochs, interest beiug supposed due every moment. ' '^i^

4. A svim of money is left by will to be divided into thi-ee

parts such that their amounts at compound intei'est, in a, 6, c years

respectively, shall be equal : determine the parts.

5. If a and n be positive integei'S, the integral part of

\a + ^{o? - 1)}" is odd.

6. If a and n be positive integers, the integi-al part of

{x/(^^+ 1) + ^'}" is odd when n is even, and even when n is odd.

7. Shew that the remainder after n terms of the expansion of

( ) in a series of ascending powers of x is

{—Yfx'' {n-¥\)a-¥nx

a"~^ ' {a + xy

8. If \p {n, r) = n {?i — 1) (?i — 2) ... [n-r -\- 1), .shew that

i/' {n, r) = ily{n-2,r}+ 2nf/ (n - 2, r - 1) + r (r -l)d, (n -2,r- 2).

n Tr , / \ n(n — l)...(n-r + l)
9. If <^ (n, r) = -^ ^—r-^ ' , shew that

^ {n, m) ^(f>{n-?n + l, 1) + ^ {7)i - 1, 1) ^ {n - m + 1, 2)

+ (ji (m-1, 2) </) (w - 7rt + 1, 3) +

10. With the same notation shew that

<^-{a + /3)cl,(n, l)+{a + 2l3)cj>{n, 2)- {a+ 3f3) cj^ (n, 3)+

+ {- ly {a + nfS) cf> (n, n) = 0.

11. If s be the sum of n terms of a geometrical progression

whose first temi is a and common ratio 1 + x, where x is very

small, shew that n = -\l - ^ ^ ' \ approximately.
a{ 2a )

'^ •'

12. If a quantity change continuously in value from a to b

in a given time t^, the increase at any instant bearing a constant

ratio to its value at that instant, shew that its value at any time t

will be a f^^\ (Art. 574.)
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XLIII. ANNUITIES.

588. To find the amount of an annuity left unpaid for any

number of years, allowing simple interest^ upon each sum from tlie

tim^ it becomes due.

Let A be the annuity, n tlie number of years, r the interest of

one pound for one year, M tlie amount.

At tlie end of the first year A becomes due, and at the end of

the second year the interest of the first annuity is rA ; at the end

of this year the principal becomes 2A, therefore the interest due

at the end of the third year is 2rA ; in the same way the interest

due at the end of the fourth year is 3rA ; and so on ; hence the

whole interest is rA + 2rA + 'irA + + {n-l)rA ;
that is,

n{n-l)rA
^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^^ _ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ annuities is nA :

z

A
n (n — l) .

therefore 31- nA +-^ rA.

589. To find the prese^it value of an annuity, to contimiefor

a certain number of years, allowing simple interest.

Let F denote the present value ; then P ^vith its interest for

n years should be equal to the amount of the annuity in the same

time ; that is,

P + Pnr = nA +—^—- rA;

nA + hn {n - 1) rA
therefore

1 +

590. Another method has been proposed for solving the

question in the preceding Article. .A
The present value of A due at the end of 1 year is y-^

,

(Ai-t. 577) ; the present value of vl due at the end of 2 years is

A o • -^

; the present value of A due at the end of 3 years is , » >

l + 2r i -t- o/

and so on ; the present value of the annuity for n years should
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be equal to the sum of the present values of the different pay-

ments : hence

F = A]- +-—— +-—— + + -

{1 + r 1 + 2r 1 + 3r I + nr

591. Some writers on Algebra have ado^^ted the solution

given in Ai-t. 589, and others that in Ai-t. 590 ; we have ah-eady

intimated in a similar case (Art. 584), that the solution of such

questions by siviiyle interest must be unsatisfactory. The student

may consult on this point Wood's Algebra, the Treatise on Arith-

metic and Algebra in the Library of Usefid Knowledge, p. 102
;

Jones on the Value of Annuities and Reversionary Payments,

Vol. I. p. 9 ; and the article Discount in the English Cyclopcedia.

592. The formulae in Arts. 589 and 590 make the value of a

perpetual amiuity infinite. For the value of P in Ai-t. 589 may
be written

A-\- \{n-\) tA

J
;

- + r
n

when n is infinite the denominator of this expression becomes r,

and the numerator becomes infinite ; thus P is infinite. The

series given for P in Art. 590 also becomes infinite when n is

infinite.

This result is another indication that the value of annuities

should be estimated in a different way. We proceed to the sup-

position of compound interest.

593. To find the amount of an annuity left unpaid for any
number of years, allowing compound interest.

Let A be the annuity, n the number of years, R the amount
of one pound in one year, M the requii-ed amount.

At the end of the first year A is due ; at the end of the

second year RA is the amount of the first annuity, hence the

whole sum due at the end of the second year is RA + A, that is,

{R+\)A; similarly at the end of the thii-d year the whole sum due

is R{R+l)A+ A, that is, [R' + R + \)A; and so on ; hence the
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whole sum due at tlie end of n years is [R"~^ +7?"~^+ + 1)-^^

thus ^ = -B—r^-
xt— 1

594. To find the present vcdue of an annuity, to continuefor

ft certain number of years, allowing compound interest.

Let P denote the present value ; then the amount of F in

n years shoiild be equal to the amount of the annuity in the

same time ; that is,

therefore /> =1^ ^ = illiiillZX
it-

1

r

595. We may also solve the question of the preceding Article

by supposing F equal to the sum of the present values of the

different payments.

The present value of A due at the end of 1 year is —

,

A
the present valvie of A due at the end of 2 years is —5

;

j^

the present value of A due at the end of 3 years is 3

;

therefore

and so on
;

F A
~ R

A A
+

A

A
R (- R") ^(1--R-")

1- 1

R
R -1

If the present value of an annuity A for any number of years

be mA, the annuity is said to be worth m years' purchase.

596. To find the present value of a perpetual annuity.

Suppose n to be infinite in the formula F =—^—=^— ,

A A
thus P =

R-\ r
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597. To find the present value of an annuity, to commence at

the end of p years, and then to continue q years.

The present value of an annuity to commence at the end of

p years, and then to continue q years, is found by subtracting the

present value of the annuity for jo years from the present value of

the annuity for p + q years ; thus we obtain

1 _ 7^-0'+?) \ — R~^ A
A-^-^ - A -^-^ , that is, ^3^ (/?- - R-n-

If the annuity is to commence at the end of |? years, and then

to continue for ever, we must suppose q infinite, and the present

AR~p
value becomes -^—- . This may be obtained directly ; for the

present value is the sum of the following infinite series,AAA
598. The preceding Article may be applied to calculate the

fine which must be paid for the renewal of a lease. Suppose an

estate to he worth £A per annum, and that a lease o£ the estate

is^x;anted for p + 2 years ^for a certain sxim of money paid down;

and suppose that when q years have elapsed, the lessee wishes to

obtain a new lease for p + q yeai's j he must therefore pay a sum

equivalent to the value of an annuity of £A to begin at the end

of p years, and to continue for q years. This sum is called the

fine to be paid for renewing q years of the lease.

599. We have hitherto in the present Chapter confined

ourselves to the case in which the intei-est and the annuity are

due only once a year. We will now give a more general pro-

position.

I'o fiiid the amount of a7i annuity left tmjyaid for n years, at

com^poxind interest, supposing interest due q times a year, and the

a/nnuity payable m times a year.

r . /IN""
Let - be the interest of one pound for ( - j of a year

;

then by Art. 573, the amount of one pound in s years is
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1 + -
I

wlietlier s be an integer or not ; thus the amount of one

poimd for (
—

) of a year is ( 1 + j; we shall denote this by p.

Let a be the instalment of the annuity that should be paid each

time ; then the amount of the annuity at the end of n years is the

sum of the following mn terms :

a{p"'"~' + p"""^ + p""'^ + +P + 1},

-1
that is, a^— -, that is, a

P 1 '

(-iT-

EXAMPLES OP AN^XUITIES.

In the examples the interest is supposed compoiuid unless

otherwise stated.

1. A pei-son borrows £600. 5s. : find how much he must pay

annually that the whole debt may be discharged in 35 years,

allowing simple interest at 4 per cent.

2. Determine what the rate of interest must be in order that

the present value of an annuity for a given number of yeai-s, at

simple interest, may be equal to half the sum of the annuities.

3. A freehold estate of £100 a year is sold for £2500 : find •

^

at what rate the interest is calciilated. i^vi

4. The reversion, after 2 years, of a freehold worth £168. 2s.
/^

a year is to be sold : find its present value, supposing interest at »sfc^

2^ per cent.

5. If 20 years' pui'chase must be paid for an annuity to con-

tinue a certain number of years, and 26 yeai-s' purchase for an

annuity to continue twice as long : find the rate per cent.

6. When 3^ per cent, is the rate of interest, find what sum

must be paid now to receive a freehold estate of £320 a year

10 years hence ; ha\Tng given

log 1-032 = -0136797, log 7-29798 = -8632030.

«
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7. Supposing an annuity to continiie for ever to be worth

25 years' purchase, find the annuity to continue for 3 years which

can be purchased for £625.

8. A sum of £1000 is lent to be repaid with interest at 4

per cent, by annual instalments, beginning with £40 at the end

of the first year, and increasing 30 per cent, each year on the

last preceding instalment. Find when the debt will be paid off;

having given

log 2 = -30103, log 3 = -47712.

9. Find the present value of an annuity which is to com-

mence at the end of p years, and to continue for ever, each pay-

ment being m times the jireceding. What limitation is there

as to 7n1 y.

10. Find what sum will amount to £1 in 20 years, at 5 per

cent., the interest being supposed to be payable every instant.

11. If interest be payable every instant, and the interest for

/IV
one year be ( — I of the principal, find the amount m n years.

12. A person borrows a sum of money, and pays ofi" at the

end of each year as much of the principal as he pays interest for

that year : find how much he owes at the end of n years.

13. An estate, the clear annual value of which is £^, is let

on a lease of 20 years, renewable every 7 years on payment of a

fine : calculate the fine to be paid on renewing, interest being

allowed at six per cent. ; having given

log 106 = 2-0253059, log 4-688385 = -6710233,

log3-118042 = -4938820.

14. A person with a capital of £«, for which he receives

interest at r per cent., spends every year £6, which is more than

his original income. Find in how many years he will be ruined.

Ex. \i a— 1000, r = 5, 6 = 90, shew that he will be ruined

before the end of the 17th year ; having given

log 2 = -3010300, log 3 = -4771213, log 7 = -8450980.
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XLIV. CONTINUED FRACTIONS.

600. Every expression of the form a ± y is called

a continued fraction. ^ "^ '^'^•

We shall confine our attention to continued fractions of the

form a -\ , where a, b, c, are all positive integers.

c + &c.

For the sake of abbreviation the continued fraction is some-

1 1
times "written thus : a +

h + c + &LQ..

When the number of the terms a, b, c, infinite, the con-

tinued fraction is said to be terminating; such a continued frac-

tion may be reduced to an ordinary fraction by effecting the

operations indicated.

601. To convert any given fraction into a continuedfraction.

Let — be the given fraction ; divide m by n, let a be the
n

quotient and n the remainder ; thus — = » + - = « + -. Next di-
n n n

V

vide n by /?, let b be the quotient and q the remainder ; thus

-=o + -==o + -. Similarly, - = c+-=c+~, and so on.
V V V 1 1 g

q r

Thus — = a
n , 1

6 +
c+ &c.

If m be less than 7i, the first quotient a is zero.

We see then that to convert a given fraction into a continued

fraction, we have to proceed as if we were finding the greatest

common measure of the numerator and denominator ; and we
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must therefoi^e at last arrive at a point where the reinauider is

zero and the operation terminates : hence every fraction can be

converted into a terminating continued fraction.

602. The fractions formed by taking one, two, three, ... of

the quotients of the continued fraction a + z r— are called
6 + c 4- &c.

converging fractions or convergents. Thus the fii-st convergent is a

;

the second convergent is formed from a 4- - , it is therefore —=— :

the thii'd convergent is formed from a -\ ^ , that is, from

c

C . , . ,

,

n «^C + « + C
,

-, it IS therefore —,
^:j

—
; and so on.

6c + 1

'

hc + l

603. The convergents taken in order are alternately less and

greater titan the continuedfraction.

The first convergent a is too small because the part t r— is° ^ 6 + &c.

omitted ; a + - is too great because the denominator h is too

small ; a H is too small because 6 + - is too great ; and
, i c
6 + -

c

so on.

604. To 2)rove the law of formatio7i of the successive con-

vergents.

mi £ , , 1 ,
a ab + 1 abc + a + c

,

,

ihe nrst three convergents are ^ , —^— , —^ ;— ; the
="

1 b ' bc + 1 '

numerator of the third is c {ab + l) + a, that is, it may be formed

by multiplying the numerator of the second by the third quotient,

and adding the numerator of the first ; the denominator of the

third convergent may be formed in a similar manner by midti-

plying the denominator of the second by the third quotient, and

adding the denominator of the first. We shall now shew by in-

duction that such a law holds universally.

T. A. 24
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fp rp fp

Let - , —:, S-/ ) be tliree consecutive convergents : m, «*', 7n",

q q q

the corresponding quotients ; and su})pose that

,".,/p" = m p + V, q =m q + q.

Let m'" be the next quotient ; then the next convergent

p"
differs from ,, only in taking in the additional quotient 7n"',

so that we have to write m" H 77-, instead of m"; thus the next

converafent

( 7)1 H jr.
] P +P r,r , ,, I \ / /// // /

\ m J m {tti 2J +2^)+P _m J) + p
^ ^q' + q "*'"KY + 9) + ?' 7n"'q" + q"

If therefore we suppose

p =zm p + p and q =m q + q

,

p . p
the next convergent to -^ will be equal to ^7-, , thus the converg-

P'"
ent -^ may be formed by the same law that was svipposed to

p"
hold for 7, ; but the law has been proved to be applicable for

the third convei'gent, and therefore it is applicable for every

subsequent convergent.

We have thus shewn that the successive convergents 7na7/ be

formed according to a certain law ; as yet we have not pi'oved

that when they a7-e so formed each convergent is in its lowest

terms, but this will be proved in Art. 606.

605. The difference between any two consecutive convergents

is a fraction whose oiumerator is 7i7iiti/, and whose de7iominator is

tJie product of the denominators of the convergents.

This is obvious with respect to the first and second converg-

. ah-\-\ a 1
ents, for —= t = r •

1
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Suppose the law to hold for any two consecvitive convergentspp. ,-
, —, ; that is, suppose ^^'g - 'pq = =*= 1? so that

q q qq'

'

then, 2^"9.' —p'q" = {^n"p + p) q — p' {m"q' + q) =pq —qp' = ^\,

ip" p' 1
so that "^ —

/ = =p /' ' j

q q qq

thus the law holds for the next convergent. Hence it is univer-

sally tiiie.

606. All convergents are in their lowest terms.

For if the numerator and denominator of - had any common
q

measure it would divide p)'q - pq' or unity, which is impossible.

607. Every convergent is nearer to the continuedfraction than

rniy of the preceding convergents.

We shall prove this by shewing that eveiy convergent is nearer

to the continued fraction than the preceding convergent.

p v' P
'

Let - , -J , —fj be consecutive convergents to a continued
q q q

fraction x : then •^, = ^^^^77^7

—

- . Now x differs from S; only in
^ ^" nx q + q q

talcing instead of m" the complete quotient m" H jr.— . ; this will

be some quantity greater than unity, which we shall denote by /x
;

thus

My' + P ,

fxq' + q'

therefore ^"--x^^-4^ = I^lMjU^ =^^J^,

P _ I^P' +P P _ P9 ~P9 _ =^1

"^~
q'~ m' + 9~

9'"
9'{m + 9)

"^

9'W + 9)

'

24—2
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Now 1 is less than fx and c/ is greater than q ; lience on botli

accounts the difference between x and —, is less than the differ-

9

ence between x and - : that is, —, is nearer to x than - is.

q q' q

608. To determine limits to the error made in taking any

convergent for the continued fraction.

VBy tlie })receding Aiticle the difference between x and is

or ; this is less than —, and greater than

—7—.— , . Since q is greater than q, the error a fortim'i is less

than -„ and greater than -^r—r^ ; these limits are simpler than those
q 2(7

firet given, though of course not so close.

609. In order that the eri-or made may be less than a given

quantity ^ , we have therefore only to form the consecutive con-

vergents until we arrive at one - , such that (f is not less

than h.

610. Any convergent is nearer to tlie continued fraction than

any other fraction which has a smaller denominator than the

convergent has.

n If

Let —, be the convergent, and - a fraction, such that s is

q
'^

' s

less than q'. Let x be the continued fraction, and - the con-

vergent immediately preceding - . Then - , x, —, are either in

T
ascending or descending order of magnitude liy Ai't. 603. Now -

p p'
. r p

cannot lie between - and ^ : for then the difference of - and -
q <i ^ q
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would be less than the difference of - and —. , that is, less than
q q'

—
- , and therefore the difference of ps and or would be less than

-., that is, an integer less than a proper fraction, which Ls im-

P p T T p p'

possible. Thus either - , x, -,, - , or , - , a;, —, must be in^
q q s s q q'

T
order of magnitude. In the former case - differs more from x

than — does : in the latter case - differs more from x than - does,
q s q

p
and therefore a fortiori more than —. does.

p p'
611. Suppose -

, -, two consecutive convergents to a con-

pp'
tinned fraction x, then -^ is greater or less than x^ according

p .
p'

.

as - IS gi-eater or less than —j . For, as in Art. 607, we have

x^%^; therefore ^-^'=^-^^^^-<^^^<±^.
m +q qx p q {ixp +2)) p {iJ.q + q)

Reduce the fractions on the right-hand side to a common de-

nominator ; then the numerator is pp {y^q -^ qf- qq ij'-p' -^vfi that

is, p.- {pp'q'- - qq'p'-) + pp'q^ - qq'p\ that is, {l^'p'q'-pq){pq-p'q).

Tlie factor \^p'q—pq is necessarily positive; the ^aqXjoy pr^—p q

is positive or negative, according as - is greater or less than — •

1 q

hence - is gi-eater or less than -^ , that is, ^, is sweater or less
qx ° ;/ qq'

J) .
7?'

than x^, according as - is gi'eater or less than ^
^ .
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EXAMPLES OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS.

Convert the following foiu- fractions into contuiued fractions

:

1380
9 ^ o 19763 743

^- 1051
• 612" • 44126' " 611"

5. Find three fractions converging to 3 '14 16.

6. Fiad a series of fractions converging to the ratio of

5 hours 48 minutes 51 seconds to 24 hours.

J) 73 T)

7. If — , — , — be tlii-ee consecutive convergents, shew
9i ^2 9s

that {p,-p,)q, = {q,-q,)p,.

8. Prove that the numerators of any two consecutive con-

vergents have no common measure gi'eater than unity ; and

similarly for the denominators.

V V V
9. If — , — , — , ... be successive convergents to a continued

?, ?2 %
fraction gi-eater than unity, shew that J9^9'„_, -J^„_i5',. = (— !)"•

10. Shew that the difference between the first convergent

and the w*** convergent is numerically eq\ial to

J 1_ ^ J_ _ ^ (^1)"

?.?. 9.% q.q, ?„->9/

11.1. Shew that
(l-f^-l) (l -^>) =

C^"^^-
l) (l -^--')

.

12. If ju,^ be the n^ quotient in a continued fi-action gi-eater

than unity, shew that J^Jln-s ~P,i-%qn - ( ~ l)"'/*,,-

13 jf Pjii:^ l_n^:±
^

Ij,
^

\yQ successive convergents to the

q„-, ?„-, In

continued fi-action -^ -^ -^ shew that
a, + a, + a^ +

and hence that p„q^_,
-

;>„_, q„ = (- l)"~'/3»i8j ft,,-
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V • P
14. If -'-i denote tlie n^^ convergent to a fraction -^, and

R„ denote the «.'*' remainder which occurs in the process of

P
convertins: the fraction — to a continued fraction, shew that

='

Q

15. Shew that the difference of ^r and ^ is ;^ .

16. In converting a fraction in its lowest terms to a con-

tinued fraction, shew that any two consecutive remainders have

no common measure greater than unity.

XLV. REDUCTION OF A QUADRATIC SURD TO A
CONTINUED FRACTION.

G12. A quadratic surd cannot be reduced to a terminating

continued fraction, because the siu-d woukl then be equal to a

rational fraction, that Ls, would be commensurable; we shall see,

however, that a quadratic surd can be reduced to a continued

fraction which does not terminate : we will first give an example,

and then the general theory. Take the square root of 6

;

2

J(6U2 J(6)-2 1 1

2 ""' 2
-^^

J{Q) + 2 v/(6) + 2
'

1

2

the steps now recur ; thus we have

n/(6j =2 + 2^^7^ TV^.
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In the above process the expression which occurs at the beginning

of any line is separated into two parts, the first part being the

greatest integer which the expression contains, and the second part

the remainder; thus the greatest integer in ^6 is 2, we therefore

write

V(6):=2 + {V(G)-2};

/(6) + 2 .

asain, the greatest integer in '
is 2, we therefore write

V(6) + 2 ^, V(6)-2= 2 +
2

and so on; the remainder is then made to have its numerator

rational, and is expressed as a ft-action with unity for numerator;

we then begin another line of the process.

We may notice in the example that the quotients begin to

recur as soon as we arrive at a quotient which is double of tlie

first. This we shall presently shew is always the case.

613. Let N be any integer which is not an exact square; let

a be the greatest integer contained in J^ ; write JN in the fonn

J(N) + ,
tor symmetry, and proceed thus

:

1 1 J{N) + a'

N-a''-
if a' = rh — a, and r'=

N-a"
if a" = r'h' — a', and r" =
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In this process we suppose b, b', b", ... to be, like a, the greatest

integers contained in the expressions from which they respectively

spring; hence it follows that r, r', r", r'", ... are all positive. For

a- is less than iV, hence r is positive, and b is the greatest integer

^^ \/{—yjL? gQ that b is of course less than '^—
; hence a'^

r »*

is less than N, and so r' is positive; and so on. We have noticed

this fiict, because it follows very obviously from the process; it is,

however, included in the proposition of the following Article.

614. In the expressions which occur at the beginning of the

lines in Art. 613, we have the folloAving series of quantities:

0, a, a', a", a'", &c (1),

1, r, r',r",r"',kc (2),

and the corresponding series of quotients is

a, 0, b', b", b'", &c (3).

We shall now shew that the tenus in (1) and (2) are all posi-

tive integers; those in (3) are known to be such.

Let a, a, a" be any three consecutive tei"ms of (1); p, p', p"

the corresponding terms of (2); /8, /5', )8" those of (3). Let the

corresponding convergents to Ji^^ be ^
, , ,

—
, so that

-v \ / ^ ^ 2

-'-—
- = ^-^—' ; these convergents can all be formed in the usual

q 13 q +q
way, since all the terms in (3) are positive integers.

Since the complete quotient corresponding to (3" is '^ -„ ,

we have, by Art. 607,

J{J^) + a" ,

Km = P"
^""^

- {J{N)+a!'}p' + p"p
^^ ^ Ji^N)^^^^^ U{N) + a"}q' + p''q-

p"
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Multiply up, and then equate the rational and irrational

parts (Art. 299); thus

d'p' + p"/; = Nci, a"q' 4- p"q = ])'

;

therefore a" {jyq' - 2^'(l)
= VP ~ 9.'l^i

9"{V'l -V'l)^ q'-N-i:!\

Now pq' — p'q = ^ 1, hence a" and p" are integers. And it is

proved in Art. Gil that pq'—p'q, P2^'
— 1<i^j '^^^ q''N — p'^ have

the saine sign ; hence a" and p" are positive integers.

This investigation may be applied to any corresponding paii'

of quantities iii (1) and (2) except the first two pairs; it cannot be

applied to these because two convergents - and ^ are assumed to

v"
precede the convergent ^, . But the first two pairs of quantities

in (1) and (2), namely and 1, and a and r, are known to be

positive integers. Thus all the quantities in (1) and (2) are

positive integers.

615. The greatest term in (1) is a. For by the mode of

formation of the series, pp' = ^V — d^ ; since p and p' are positive, a'"

is less than JV, and therefore a is not greater than a.

616. No tei-m in (2) or (3) can be greater than 2a. For by

the mode of formation of the series, a + a" = p'/3'; and since neither

a' nor a" can be greater than a, neither p nor j3' can be greater

than 2a.

617. If p"= 1, then a"=a.

For, by Art. 614, a" + p"^, = '^,, therefore if p" = 1

a" + a fraction =-^ . Now —, is a nearer approximation to JJV
g q

than a is, and a is less than J^; therefore , is greater than a;

hence a" = a.
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618. If any term in (1), excluding the first, be subtracted

from a, tlie remainder is less than the corresponding term in (2).

For, by Art. G14, a'q + p"q = p' ; therefore ~,= —ri -,-a"\ \

q p"\q' J
'

thei efore —, — a" is less than p"
; therefore, a fortim'i, a - a" is less

tlian p".

This demonstration will only apply to the third or any fol-

lowing term, because in Ai"t. 614 it is supjjosed that two terms

a, a precede a". The theorem, however, holds for the second

term, as is obvious by inspection, for a — a, or zero, is less

than r.

619. It is shewn in Arts. 615 and 61 G that the values of the

terms in (1) and (2) cannot exceed a and 2a i-espectively ; hence

the same values must recur in the two series simultaneously, and

there cannot be more than 2a^ terms in each series before this

takes place.

620. Let the series (I) be denoted by

«j, rt^, a.^, «OT-1J *m> ^m+l> ^n-1) ^n> ^*k+1?

and let a similar notation be used for (2) and (3). We have

])roved that a recurrence must take place, suppose then that the

terms from the m"* to the {n — l)"* inclusive recur, so that

«„ == «m) «n+l = f*m + l' ««+2=«™.2,

K = h^, ^« + l
= ^,H + l. K..-K..,

9"„ = r„

,

*'„ +!= 'm +n *-„.o = r,,^,,

We shall shew that

a„_j = a„ _x, 6„_i = &. -1) *'K-l = **m_l'

We have r,,..,r,„ = N-aJ, r,1-1 ''n = ^~ ^n^

Init r„=r^, and a„ = rt,,^ ; therefore *'„_, ='?'m-i'

Again, a^_i + a^^ — '?'m_i^m_i j <*«-i + ^*n = ^'^-i ^«.

therefore a„_i - a^_i = (ft^j - 6„^i) ?-„_i

;

therefore -^^=^ --~- = 6„_i — 6^_j = zero or an integer.
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But, by Art. 618, « — a,„_i is less than r„._i, and a — a„i
is less than ?•„_! , so that a — a„_i is less than r„^_^ ; therefoi'e

a„_i — a,„ 1 is less than r„,_i ; therefore "~',—^^ is less than 1.

Comparing this with the former result, we see that "~^—^^

must he zero ; therefore a„_i = «,„_i, and 6„_i = 6,„_i.

Hence, knowing that the wi"* term recurs, we can infer that

the (m-iy^ term also recurs. This demonstration holds as

long as m is not less than 3 ; for it depends on the theorem

established in Art. 618. Hence the terms reciu* besinning with

the complete quotient —^—;
.

621. The last quotient will always be 2a.

For let the last complete quotient be -
'^ '

, then the
?•„

next is ^^^ ^
; hence «„ + a = r^b,,, i\r = N- a^ ; but r = N- a^

;

therefore r„= 1 ; therefore, by Art. 617, «„ = a; therefore b^ = 2a.

622. Every jiei^odic conthnied fraction is equal to one of the

roots of a quadratic equation with rational coefficients.

1 111
Let x = a +

where y = r +

b + h+ k Jr y'

1 111
s+ u + V + y

so that a, b, h, k are the quotients which do not recur, and

r, s, u, V are those which recur j^ei-petually.

Let ^ be the convergent fonned from the quotients a, b, ...

9

doTVT^i to k inchisive ; ami let - be the convergent immediately

p'
preceding ^ ; then, as in Art. 607,

a:=<2^±^ (1).

qy^q
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P'
Let yrj be the convergent formed from the quotients r, s. ...

p
down to V inchisive ; and let — be the convergent immediately

P'
preceding jy ; then

P'y +P
.^

'^~W^Q
^"^^

From (1) and (2) by eliminating y we obtain a quadratic

equation in x with rational coeiEcients To obtain x we must

solve this equation : or we may take the positive value of y found

from (2), that is, from Q'y^ + {Q - P') y - P = 0, and substitute

it in (1).

623. The following theorem in continued fractions may be

noticed.

Let , — —, 77 be the development of a proper
0+ c + m+ m + m ^ ^

P
fraction -^ ; and let the corresponding seiies of convergeuts be

1 c P P v" P
6' ^&TI' q' q" 7" Q''

II

then the development of-y will be
h;

_J^ 1_ J_ 1^ 1

m" + 7?i' + m +
c + 6

'

that is, the same quotients will occur but in the reverse order.

?"
1

.For Q = m"q" + q', therefore

9

q' 1
q" = m'q + q, therefore „

? I 9m + -,

9
and so on.

^ o" 1 1 1 11
Hence v^ - n i — 7 •

Q m + m + m-^ c+ o
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624. Tlie preceding theorem will fm-nisli an addition to the

results obtained in the present Chapter.

Let - and —, be two successive convergents to J^^, such

P
that -7 is the last convergent formed before the quotients recur

;

therefore by Arts. 614 and 621, p' = aq' + q.

Now the development of ——r-^ , that is of -^— a, will be
q q'

with the notation of Art. 620

111 111
6„ + 6, + 6,

+ 6 _, + &„_„+ h
n— \

and the last convergent will be , But we have just seen

that q -p —aq. Hence by Art. 623

&„_,=&„ ^,-2 = ^3' ^«-3 = ^4.

625. There is also a recurrence of the same tenns in the

reverse order with respect to the second and the third series of

Arts. 614 and 620, like that which has just been demonstrated

with respect to the fii'st series.

We have universally

r„_,r^ = ^-aj (1), «„_, + a„=n,.-,^m-i (2).

Put in (1) for m successively the values 2 and n; thus

we know that a^ = a,_ for each = a, and that r ^ = r,^ for each = 1 :

therefore 'r^ = T^_^.

Put in (2) for m successively the values 3 and n ; thus

wo know that a,^ = a^, that r, = r^__,, and that b^ = b^_^ : therefore

Again, put in (1) for m successively the values 3 and n—1:
hence we obtain r^ = r^_„. Put in (2) for m successively the values

4 and n~l : hence we obtain a^= a^_^. And so on.
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626. The following theorem relatijig to continued fractions

was commiuiicated to the present wiiter by Mr Rickard of Bir-

mingham. The theorem will furnish high convergents to the

square root of a number -svith Kttle labo\u-.

Let ^ be a positive integer which is not an exact square,

and let the convergents to Jj^ be supposed formed in the usual

way; let c be the number of recurring quotients in one com-

plete cycle, or any multiple of that number ; let — be the c"*

convergent, and — the (2cy^ convergent ; then will
§'20

?2c V^c 2h J

Let a be the greatest integer in ^N, and let the quotients

obtained by converting^N into a continued fraction in the usual

way, be denoted by

&j, 62, &3> ••• &o ^c+ l, &C+ 2J ••• ^ic, •••

Then fi-om Arts 620, 621 we have

&2=&c + 2, &3 = &c + 3, &4=^c + 4 (1);

also &i = a, &c+i=2a (2).

Let -^ and -^- be the convergents immediately preceding
9.c-\ 5'c + l

and folloAving ^= ; then ^^ = \^^P^^P^~^
.

Now ^N differs from ^-^^ in this respect ; instead of using
9'c+i

the quotient 6^+1 we must use the coiTesponding complete quotient,

which is a + JN, by Art. 621.

Therefore JN J^'^±^/^'-±^^'^^

;

multiply up, and equate the rational and the irrational parts

;

thus

(^Pc + 2^0-1 = -^%, aqc+Qc-x^Pc (3).
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Affain, — differs fvoni ^^^ in this respect : instead of

using the quotient h^_^,^ we must u.se the continued fraction'11
; and this continued fraction by (1) and (2) is

^c+2+ ^=0

1

X+ hr"
'—"

" "
q.

11 p
equal to a + h^ + j-- r j ^^^^ i^, it is equal to a + —

.

Therefore

We can give an interesting geometrical illustration of the

J)
theorem. If N denote the area of a rectangle and — be taken for

Ic

one side, the other side is -. Thus — is equal to half the sum
l^c (ho

of the sides of this rectangle. Let A and k denote the sides of one

rectangle ; then if ^ (7i + li) denote a side of another rectangle of

llik
the same area the other side will be -—- ; the difference of these

A + a;

two sides will be i^i

—

K^-, which is less than h-h. Now in
2 (A + A;)

seeking ^N we in fact desire the side of a square of which the

area is iV^ ; and the present theorem may be considered to supply

a series of rectangles, in which a side of each rectangle is half the

sum of the sides of the preceding rectangle ; so that each rectangle

is more nearly equilateral than the preceding rectangle : and the

rectangles tend to the fomi of a square. This illustration has

been suggested by a paper entitled The Rectangular Theorem by

Henry Brook.

Suppose for an example that N = a^ +\; then the quotients are

a, 2a, 2a, 2a,...; that is, the cycle of recui'ring quotients re-
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duces to the single quotient 2a. In this case then c may be any

whole number whatever.

Suppose for another example that JV—a^—l; then the quo-

tients ai-e a-1, 1, 2(a—l), 1, 2 (a—l), ... ; thus the cycle of

recurring quotients consists of the two quotients 1 and 2 (a- 1).

Thus in the above theorem c may be any even whole number.

In this case however the theorem will also be ti'ue if c be any

odd whole number, as we will now shew.

Suppose c any odd whole number. Since the (c+ 1)"" quotient

is unity we have

2^0+1^ po + Pc-i, qc+i = qc + qc^i (4).

And, in the same manner as equations (3) were proved,

we have

(»-l);^<:+i + ?^o = ^%+u («-l)^c+i+?. = 2?c+i (5).

Now — differs from -^^ in this respect ; instead of
q-2i: S'c + l

using the quotient unity we must use the continued fraction

l+TTT TT— tJ aiid this continued fraction is equal to
2(a- 1) + 1

^ '

1 . q^^^^—— , that is, to ^^^ by the second of equations (5),

„ PM+Pc-. PM+Pc,i-P.
Thus ^=—2^ = ^ , by (4).

?2c qc^i-^qc-i %c+i-!?c

From equations (5) since ^ = a^— 1, it may be deduced that

{a-l)p, + ^q, _{a-l)q, + p.

2 (a-1) '

^'^'
2 (a-1)

valuSubstitute these values in the last expression for — and
q^

we obtain ^ =
;

—

^ .

T. A. 25
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EXAMPLES OP CONTINUED FRACTIONS FROSI QUADRATIC SURDS.

Express tlie following fourteen surds as continued fractions,

and find the first four convergents to each :

1. ^8. 2. ^/(lO). 3. V(14). 4. V(17).

5. J{\9). 6. J{26). 7. V(27). 8. ^(46).

9. ^(53). 10. 7(101). 11. J{a'+l).

12. ^/(a'-l). 13. J{a' + a). U. J{a'-a).

15. Find the 8''' convergent to ^(13).

16. Find the 8*" convergent to ^(^l).

17. Shew that the 9"" convergent to ,^(33) will give the tme

value to at least 6 places of decimals.

211
18. Find limits of the error when —— is taken for ^'(23).

916
19. Shew that —r difi"ers from J{2o) by a quantity less

than ,, ^, ,„ and greater than
(191)^

'^ 2(240)^'

1151 .

20. Find limits of the error w^hen -j^ttt is taken for a^/(23).

21. Find limits of the error when the 8"" convergent is taken

for 7(31).

22. Shew that 1 +^— „— ^— ^ =
^ / ('^) .

3 + 2+3 + 2+ V \3/

23. Shew that

/ 1111 \ / 1 1 1 1

\ b+a+b+a+ J\b + a + b + a +

24. Shew that

2« +— J- -1 -1- =27(l + a^);a+4a+a+4a+ ^^ ''

shew that the second convergent difiers from the true value by a

quantity less than 1 4- a (4a^ + 1) ; and thence by making a — 7,

99 1
shew that z^ difi'ers from ^2 by a quantity less than yonKn •
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25. Shew that the 3'^ convergent to ^(a' + a + 1) is i (2a + 1).

/3 13
26. Find convergents to \- ; shew that — exceeds the true

value by a quantity less than -^

2910"

27. Find the 6"* convertjent to Al
28. Find the G"* convergent to the positive root of

2a;' - 3a; - 6 = 0.

29. Find the 6* convergent to each root of

x^ — 5x + 3 — 0.

30. Find the 7"" convergent to the greater root of

2x'-7x + 4: = 0.

31. Find the 5"* convergent to

32. Find the value of 1 + ^.^— ^^r—
2 + 2 +

33. Find the value of -— ^r— -— -—
1+2+1+2+

34. Find the value ofl +^^~J-^~2+3+1+2+3+1+

35. Find the value of -— -— ,— —— -— -—3+2+1+3+2+1+

36. Find the value of2 + ~-L_LJ_^J_1+3+0+1+5+1+

XLYI. INDETERMIN^ATE EQUATIONS OF THE
FIRST DEGREE.

627. When only one equation is given involving more than

one variable, we can generally solve the equation in an infinite

number of ways ; for example, if ax + hy - c, we may ascribe any

value we please to x, and then determine the corresponding value

of 2/.

25—2
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Similarly, if there be any number of equations involving more

than the same number of vai'iables, there will be an infinite

number of systems of solutions. Such equations are called in-

determinate equations.

628. In some cases, however, the nature of the problem may
be such, that we only want those solutions in which the variables

have positive integral values. In this case the number of solutions

may be limited, as w^e shall see. We shall proceed then to some

propositions respecting the solution of indeterminate equations in

positive integers. The coefficients and constant terms in these

equations will be assumed to be integers.

Before wx give the general theory we will shew by an example

how such equations are often solved in practice.

Requii-ed to find corresponding integral values of x and y in

the equation 5a; + 8y = 37.

Divide the given equation by 5, the least coefficient : thus

x + y + -^ — 1 +p, or x + y — 1 = -—=— . As x and y are to be in-

2-3y
tegers —-— must be an integer; denote it by ^so that 2— 3y=^5p.

u

2 2» 2 - 2

w

Divide by 3: thus ^ — y=p + -i-, or p + y— ——^. Hence

2 - 2»——i- must be an integer ; denote it by q, so that 2 — 2p = 2)q.

Divide by 2 : thus 1 —p> = 2" + | Hence | must be an integer
;

denote it by s, so that q = 2s. Then l — p = 2s + s, so that p = l—3s.

Then 2 -3y = 5p^ o -15s, so that y = Ds-l. Then 5x = 37 - 8y

= 45 — 40s, so that x — 9 — Ss.

AVe have then y — 5s—l and x = 9 — 8s ; and if we ascribe any

integral value to s we shall obtain coi'respondiug integral values

of X and y : but the only positive integral values of x and y are

obtained by putting s = 1 ; then y = 4, and ic - 1.
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629. Neither of the equations ax + by = c, ax — by = c can he

solved in integers if a and b have a divisor which does not

divide c.

Foi', if possible, suppose tbat either of the equations has such

a solution ; then divide both sides of the equation by the common
divisor ; thus the left-hand member is integi'al and the right hand

member fractional, which is impossible.

If a, b, c have any common divisor, it may be removed by

division, so that we shall in futui'e suppose that a and b have no

common divisor.

630. Given one solution o/" ax — by = c in positive integers, to

find the general solution.

Suppose x = a, 1/ = /3 is one solution of ax — by = c, so that

aa — b/3 = c. By subtraction

a(x-a)-b{i/-/S) = 0- therefore
I
=^^ .

Since y^ is in its lowest terms, and x and y ^^re to have

integi'al values, we must have (as will be shewn in the Chapter on

the Theoiy of Numbers),

X — a = bt, y — /3 = at,

where i is an integer ; therefore

x = a + bt, y = /3 + at.

Hence if one solution is known, we may by ascribing to f dif-

ferent positive uitegi'al values, obtain as many solutions as we

please. We may also give to t such negative integral values as

make bt and at numerically less than a and /5 respectively.

We shall now shew that one solution can always be found.

631. A solution of the equatio7i ax - by = c in positive integers

can always be found.

Let ^ be converted into a continued fraction, and the succes-
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sive convero;ents formed: let ^ be tlie convergent immediately
q

preceding y ; tlien aq -hp = ^ 1.

First suppose aq-bp = l, therefore aqc-bpc = c. Hence

x = qc, y =/)c is a solution of ax-hy = c.

Next suppose aq -hp = - 1, then a{b- q)-b (a -p) = 1 ; there-

fore a{b - q) c - b(a - p) c ^ c. Hence x = {b- q)c, y = {a-p)c

is a solution of ax — by = c.

If a=\, the preceding method is inapplicable; in this case

the equation becomes x-by = c; vre can obtain solutions ob-

^iously by gi'V'ing to y any positive integral value, and then

making x = c + by. Similarly if 5 = 1.

632. Given one solution of the eqvation ax +by = c in positive

integers, tofind the general solution.

Suppose that .r = a, y = yS is one solution of ax -\-by = c, so

that aa + b/3 = c. By subtraction,

X- a'
a(x — a) + 5 (y - /3) = ; therefore =

Since ' is in its lowest terms and x and y are to have inte-
b

-^

gi-al values, we must have

x — a = bt, P — y = f'^j

where t is an integer; therefore

x-= a + ht, y = P — at.

633. It may happen that there is no such solution of the

equation ax + by = c. For example, if c is less than a + b, it is

impossible that c =ax-^ by for positive integral values of x and y,

excluding zero values.

By the following method we can find a solution when one

exists. Let , be converted into a continued fraction, and let -

b q

be the convergent immediately preceding - ; then aq — bp=^\.
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Fii-st siippose aq — b]) = I, then aqc — bjjc = c ; combine this

with ax + by=c; therefore a{qc — x) — b{pc-h-y) = 0; therefore

qc — x=bt, pc + y = at, where t is some integer. Hence

x= qc— bt, y = at—pc.

Solutions "«T.ll be found by gi'^'ing to t, if possible, positive

inteOTal values gi-eater than — and less than -^ .

Xext suppose aq - bp ^ — I, then aqc - bpc = — c; combine this

with ax + by = c, thei'efore a {x+ qc) — b (pc —y) = 0. Hence

X = bt — qc, y = p)c — at.

Solutions will be found by giving to t, if possible, positive

intesri'al values greater than -/ and less than — .° ='
6 a

634. To find the number of solutions i7i j^ositive integers of the

equation ax — hy = c.

Let - be converted into a continued fraction, and let -
b q

be the convergent immediately preceding -
; then aq-bp ^ =^^1.

Suppose aq — bp= 1.

Then by the preceding Article,

x = qc — bt, y — at — pc.

c c
I. Suppose - and =- not to be int-egei-s.

a b

pc
J.

qc
Let — = m +/, T = " "" 9,

a b

where m and n are integers, and/and g are proper fractions.

Then the least admissible value of ^ is ??i+ 1, and the gi-eatest

. qc pc ,

is n ; thus the number of solutions is n - rn. that is, -j- — - -^J — ff)
' a

that is. — +/- a. And as this result must be an integer it must
ab

be the nearest integer to -^ , superior or inferior according as

/ or g is the gi-eater.
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II. Suppose - an integer.

Then /= ; tlius wlien t = m tlie value of y is zero. If we

include this solution the niimbei- of sohitions is equal to the

greatest integer in —7 + 1 ; if we exclude this solution the number

of solutions is equal to the greatest integer in —7 •

III. Suppose J an integer.

Then g ~0 ; thus when t = n the value of x is zero. If we

include this solution the number of solutions is equal to the

greatest integer in -y- + 1 ; if we exclude this solution the number

of solutions is equal to tlie gi'eatest integer in -y

.

c c
IV. Suppose - and 5- to be integers.

a

Then f= 0, and g = ^; thus when t = m the value of y is zero,

and when t = n the value of a? is zero. If we include these solu-

c

a5
tions the number of solutions is equal to —= + 1 ; if we exclude

these solutions the numlier of solutions is -7 — 1.
ab

Thus the number of solutions is determined in every case.

Similar results will be obtained on the supposition that

aq — h'p = —\.

635. To solve the equation ax-^-hy + cz = d in positive inte-

gers we may proceed thus : wi'ite it in the form ax + hij - c/ - cz.,

then ascribe to z in succession the values 1, 2, 3, and de-

tennine in each case the values of x and y by the preceding

Articles.

636. Suppose we have the simultaneous equations

aaj + 6y + c« = d, a'x + h'y + c'z = d'

;

eliminate one of the variables, z for example, we thus obtain an
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equation connecting the other two variables, Ax + By = C, sup-

pose. Now if A and B contain no common factors except such as

are also contained in C, by proceeding as in the previous Articles,

we may obtain

x = a-\-Bt, y ^ (B - At.

Substitute these values in one of the given equations, we thus

obtain an equation connecting t and z, which we may write

A't + B'z = C From this, if A' and B' contain no common factors

except such as are also contained in C", we may obtain

t = a' + B't', z = /3'-A't'.

Substitute the value of t in the expressions found for x and y

;

thus

a; = a + (a' + B't') B, y = (B~{a' + B't') A,

or x = a + Ba' + BB't', y = ft
- a'A ~ AB't'.

Hence we obtain for each of the variables x, y, an expression

of the same form as that already obtained for z.

EXAMPLES OF INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS.

Solve the following six equations in positive integers :

1. 8x+65y = 8l. 2. 17a;+ 23y = 183.

3. 19a: + 5y = n9. 4. 7a; + 10y = 297.

5. Sx+ 72/ = 250. 6. 13a: + 19y= 1170.

Find the general integral values in each of the following four

equations, and the least values of x and y which satisfy each

:

7. 7a;-9y = 29. 8. 9a:-ll2/=8.

9. 19a;-5y = 119. 10. 17a:- 49?/ + 8 = 0.

11. Find in how many ways £500 can be paid in guineas and

five-pound notes.

12. Find in how many ways £100 can be paid in guineas and

crowns.

13. Find in how many ways £100 can be paid in half-guineas

and soverei2:ns.
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14. Find in how many ways 19s. Qd. can be paid in florins

and half-crowns.

15. Find in how many ways £22. 3s. 6d. can be paid with

French five-franc pieces, value 4s. each, and Turkish dollars, value

3s. 6d. each.

16. If there were coins of 7 shillings and of 17 shillings, find

in how many ways £30 could be paid by means of them.

17. Find the simplest way for a person who has only guineas

to pay 10s. 6d. to another wlio has only half-crowns.

18. Supposing a sovereign equal to 25 francs, find how a debt

of 44 shillings can be most simply paid by giving sovereigns and

receiving francs.

19. Divide 200 into two parts, such that if one of them be

divided by 6 and the other by 11, the respective remainders may
be 5 and 4.

20. Find how many crowns and half-crowns, whose diameters

ai-e respectively '81 and '666 of an inch, may be placed in a row

together, so as to make a yard in length.

21. Find n positive integers in arithmetical progression whose

sum shall be ?r : shew that there are two solutions when n is odd.

22. Find the least number which divided by 28 leaves a

remainder 21, and divided by 19 leaves a remainder 17.

23. Find the genei-al foiTu of the numbers which divided by

3, 5, 7, have remainders 2, 4, 6, respectively.

24. Find the least number which being divided by 28, 19, and

15, leaves remainders 13, 2, and 7.

25. Solve in positive integers 17a; -f 23?/ -t- 3^ = 200.

26. Find all the positive integral solutions of the simul-

taneous equations 5x + 4:7/ + z = 272, 8x + 9y +dz:=^ Q56.

27. Find in how many ways a person can pay a sum of £15

in half-crowns, shillings, and sixpences, so that the number of

shillings and sixpences together shall equal the number of half-

crowns.
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28. Fiixd in how many different ways the sum of £4. 16s.

can be paid in guineas, crowns, and shillings, so that the number

of coins used shall be exactly 1 6.

29. Find how £2. is. can be paid in crowns, half-crowns, and

florins, if there be as many crowns used as half-crowns and florins

together.

30. The difference between a certain multiple of ten and the

sum of its digits is 99 : find it

31. The same number is represented in the undenary and

septenary scales by the same three digits, the order in the scales

being reversed and the middle digit being zero : find the number.

32. A number consists of three digits which together make

vip 20; if 16 be taken from it and the remainder divided by 2

the digits will be reversed : find the number.

33. Find a number of four digits in the denary scale, such

that if the first and last digits be interchanged, the resiilt is the

same number expressed in the nonary scale. Shew that there is

only one solution.

34. A farmer buys oxen, sheep, and ducks. The whole

niimber bought is 100, and the whole sum paid = £100. Sup-

posing the oxen to cost £5, the sheep £1, and the ducks Is. per

head ; find what number he bought of each. Of how many solu-

tions does the problem admit?

35. Find three proper fractions in Arithmetical Progression

whose denominators shall be 6, 9, 18, and whose sum shall be 2|.

36. Three bells commenced tolling simultaneously, and tolled

at intervals of 25, 29, 33 seconds respectively. In less than half

an hour the first ceased, and the second and third tolled 18

seconds and 21 seconds respectively after the cessation of the

first and then ceased ; how many times did each bell toll 1

37. Two rods each c inches long, and divided into m, n equal

parts respectively, where m and n have no common measure

greater than unity, are placed in longitudinal contact with their
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ends coincident. Prove tliat no two divisions are at a less distance

than — inches, and that two pairs of divisions are at this distance.
mn ^

If m = 250 and n = 243, find those divisions which are at the least

distance.

38. There are three bookshelves each of which will carry

20 books ; when books are composed of 3 sets of 5 volumes each,

6 of 4, and 7 of 3, find how they must be distributed, so that no

set is divided.

39. Determine the greatest sum of money that can be paid in

10 different ways and no more, in half-crowns and shillings;

allowing a zero number of half-crowns or of shillings.

40. Determine the greatest sum of money that can be paid

in 10 different ways and no more, in half-crowns and shillings;

excluding a zero number of half-crowns or of shillings.

XLYII. INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS OF A
DEGREE HIGHER THAN THE FIRST.

637. The solution in positive integers of indeterminate equa-

tions of a degree higher than the first is a subject of some com-

plexity and of little practical importance ; we shall therefore only

give a few miscellaneous propositions.

638. To solve in positive integers the equation

mxy + nx^ + px + qy = r.

Tliis equ.ation contains only one of the squares of the variables, and

it can always be solved in the manner indicated in the following

example. R-equired to solve in positive integers the equation

Zxy + 2a;" = 5y -i- 4a; 4- 5.

2^;^ -i- 4ct/ + 5
Here y {2>x - 5) = - 2*^ + ix+5 ; therefore y =

-i _k >

, o 1 . n -2;^^+ 120+ 45 o o 55
let 3x = z; therefore dy = r =-2z + 2+ r ;

55
therefore 9y = -Qx + 2 + ^-—^

.
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Since X and y ai-e to have integral values 3a; — 5 must be a

divisor of 55, and from this condition we can find by trial the

values of x, and then deduce those of y. The only cases for

examination are the following :

3x-5 = ±55, 3a;-5=±ll,

3«-5 = ±5, 3a;-5==fcl.

Out of these cases only the following give a positive integral

value to X :

3a; — 5 = 55, therefore a; = 20
;

3a; — 5 = 1, therefore x — 2.

When a; = 20 we do not obtain a positive integral value for 7/ ;

when a; = 2 we have y = 5 ; this is therefore the only solution of

the proposed equation in positive integers.

639. The equation x^ — Ny'^ - 1 can always be solved in

integers when iV^ is a whole number and not a perfect square.

For in the process of converting JN into a continued fraction

we arrive at the following equation (see Art. 614),

and at the end of any complete period of quotients p" — 1

(Ai-t. 621); thus

pq —pq = q IS — p .

Suppose now that the number of the recurring quotients is even,

then — is always an even convergent, and is therefore greater than

JJV, and so greater than -
. Hence j^'q — q'p^^, and we have

— l = q'^]^^—p'^; so that p'^~ Nq''—1. Hence we obtain solu-

tions of the proposed equ^ation by putting x=p' and y = q', where

-; is any convergent just preceding that formed with the quo-

tient 2 ft.

Next suppose that the number of the recurring qixotients is odd;

v'
then when first p" = 1 the convergent —, is an odd convergent,
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wlien next p" = 1 the convergent ^ is an even convergent, and
q

*

so on. Hence solutions can be obtained by restricting oiu'selves

to even convergents occurring just before those formed with the

quotient 2a. •

640. If the number of recurring quotients obtained from

JN be odd, then, as appears in the preceding Article, if -^ be
9.

any odd convergent immediately preceding that formed with

the quotient 2a, we have pq — p'q = q'°N - p'^, and pq' -p'q= 1
;

thus we obtain in this case solutions in integei's of the equation

641. The equation x--N'y' = ^a' by putting x = ax' and

y = ay' becomes x'" - Ny'- = ^\, which we have considered in

the preceding Ai-ticles.

642. The relation p" {pq'-l^'q) = q'N- p'\ that is, ±p"= q"-N-p'\
will give solutions of the equation x~ — Ny^ = ± c in some cases

in which c is different from unity. The method will be similar

to that given in Arts. 639 and 640.

643. If one solution in integers of the equation o^ - Ny^ — 1

be known, we may obtain an unlimited number of such solutions.

For suppose x = p and y = q to be such a solution, so that

p^-Nq^^X; then {p-q ]jN) {jp + q JN) = 1 ; therefore

{p-qsJNr{p + qJNf=l=.{x-yJN){x + yJN),

by supposition. Put then

x-yJN^{p-q JNY, x + yJN^(j) + q JN)",

thus ^ = ^^^{p + q JNT + {p-q v/-^0"} ,

y = 27J- {(^ -" ^ '^^^'^ -^p-^ ^^^^]

'

it is obvious that if n be any positive integer, these values of

X and y will be positive integers.
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644. Similarly, if one solution in integers of the equation

X' — Ny^ = — 1 be known, we may obtain an unlimited number

of such solutions. For suppose x^p and y^q to be such a

solution, then {p - q JN) {jj + q JN)^-l. Now take n any

odd integer ; then

= {x—y JN) {x + y JN), by supposition.

Then we proceed as in Art. 643.

645. If one solution in integers of the equation x^ - Ny^ = a

be kno-svn, we may obtain an unlimited number of such solutions.

For suppose x=2} and y^q to be such a solution, and let x = vi

and y = n be a solution of x^ - Ny^ = 1 ; tlien the equation

x' — Ny* — a may be written

x' - Ny' = (p' - Nq') (m" - Nn')

^p^m^+ N'^qW - N{p'n' + q'm^) = (pm ± JVqny -N {pn^ qmf ;

we may therefore take x — pm ± JVqn, y =pn ± qm.

EXAMPLES OF INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS.

1. Solve in positive integers 3xy - 4?/ + 3a; = 14.

2. Solve in positive integers xy + x^=2x + Zy + 29.

3. Find a solution ii? positive integers of x' - \Zy^ = — 1.

4. Find a solution in positive integers of x^ - lOly" =; - 1.

5. Shew how to find series of numbers which shall be at the

same time of the two forms n"-! and lOm^ and find the value

of the smallest.

6. A gentleman being asked the size of his paddock an-

swered, "between one and two roods; also were it smaller by

3 square yards, it would be a square number of square yards, and

if my brother's paddock, which is a square number of square

yards, were larger by one square yard, it would be exactly half

as large as mine." Find the size of his paddock.
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7. Find a whole number which is greater than three times

the integral part of its square root by unity : shew that there are

two solutions of the problem and no more.

8. Shew that the number of solutions in positive integers of

y^ + aa^ = 6 is limited when a is positive.

9. Find all the solutions in positive integers of

32/=-2x?/ + 7^'=27.

10. Find all the solutions in positive integers of

•Ix- - dxy + ly' = 38.

11. Find a general form for solutions in positive integers

of x^ — 23y^ — 1, having given the solution x = 24 and y = 5.

12. Find a general form for solutions in positive integers

of X' - %f = 7, having given the solution a; = 3 and y = 1.

XLVIII. PARTIAL FRACTIONS AND INDETERMI-
NATE COEFFICIENTS.

6-16. An algebraical fraction may be sometimes decomposed

into the sum of two or more simpler fractions ; for example,

2a;-

3

_ 1 1

a;*-3a;-l-2~£c-l x-2'

The general theory of the decomposition of a fraction into

simpler fractions, called partial fractions, is given in treatises on

the Theory of Equations and on the Integral Calculus. (See

Theory of Equatiooxs, Chap, xxiv., Integral Calculus, Chap, ii.)

We shall here only consider a simple case.

aor" -!- hoc ~4~ c •

647. Let ; ^, nx / \ be a fraction, the denominator
{x-a){x-P){x-y)

of which is composed of three different factors of the first degree

with respect to x, and the numerator is of a degree not higher

than the second with respect to x ; this fraction can be decom-

posed into three simple fractions, which have for their denomina-

tors respectively the factors of the denominator of the proposed
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fi-action, and for their numerators certain quantities independent

of X. To prove this, assume

ax' +hx-\-G A B C=
1 -I

{x-a){x — IS){x — y) x — a x-(i a;-y'

where A, B, C are at pi-esent undetermined; we have then to

shew that such constant values can be found for A, B and C, as

Avill make the above equation an identity, that is, true whatever
may be the vahie of x. Multiply by (x-a) (x-/3) (x-y); then

all that we requii-e is that the following shall be an icle7itity,

ax' + bx + c = A{x- IS)(x -y)+B{x-a) {x -y) + C{x- a) {x-/3);

this will be secured if we arrange the terms on the right hand
according to jjowers of x, and equate the coefficient of each power

to the corresponding coefficient on the left hand; we shall thus

obtain three simple equations for determining A, B and G.

648. The method of the preceding Article may be applied to

any fraction, the denominator of which is the product of different

simple factors, and the numerator of lower dimensions than the

denominator.

The preceding Article however is not quite satisfactory, because

we do not shew that the final equations which we obtain are in-

dependent and consistent. But as we shall only have to apply the

method to simple examples, where the residts may be easily

verified, we shall not devote any more space to the subject, but

refer the student to the Theory of Equations and the hitegral

Calculus.

2x— 3
649. Suppose we have to develop -^—s „ ^^ ^ series

X — ox + jj

proceeding according to ascending powers of x ; there are various

methods which may be adopted. We may proceed by ordinary

algebraical division, writing the divisor in the order 2 - 3« + x*

and the dividend in the order - 3 + Sx. Or we may develop

a;'- 3x4-

2

^^ ^I'iting it in the fonn (x'-3x + 2)~', and finding

the coefficients of the successive powers of x by the multinomial

T. A. 26
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tlieorem ; we must then multiply tlie result by 2x — 3. It is

however more convenient to decompose the fraction into partial

fractions and then to develop each of these. Thus

2a;- 3 1111
+

x^-?,x + 2 x-\ x-2 l-x 2-x'

- -^ = - (I - xy = - [l + X + x- + x^ + . . . + x' + . . . I
,

1 —X ^ '

{ )

1 1 /, x\~' 1 r, X X- re' x" )

2^=-2[^-2) =-21^-^2 "2-^ ^2-^^ "^^^ /•

2x - 3
Hence the required series for -^

—

——- has for its general
X — ox 4" ^

term - M +^j x".

650. Without actually developing such an expression as the

above, we may shew that the successive coefficients \\t.11 be con-

nected by a certain relation ; before we can shew this it will be

necessary to establish a general property of series.

651. If the series a^ + a^x + a^x' + a^x^ + is always

equal to zero whatever may be the value of x, the coefficients

%' a,, ttj, «3, must each separately be equal to zero. For

since the series is to be zero v)hatever may he the value of x,

we may put x = 0; thus the series reduces to a^, which must

therefore itself be zero. Hence removing this tenn we have

ajX + a^x'+ agX^ + ... always zero; divide hj x, then a^ + af^ + a3x'+ ...

is always zero. Hence, as befoi'e, we infer that o,^ - 0. Proceeding

in this way, the theorem is established.

If the series a^ + a^x + a^x^ + a^x^ +

and A^+A^x+A^x^+A^x^-¥

are always equal whatever may be the value of x, then

is always zero whatever may be the value of a;; hence we infer that

a,-A^ = 0, a,-^,=0, a,-A^=id, ;
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tliat is, the coefficients of like powers of a? in the two series

are equal.

The theorem here given is sometimes quoted as the Principle

of Indeterminate Coefficients ; we assumed its truth in Arts. 526,

542, and 549.

652. The demonstration of the preceding Article is that

which has been usually given in elementary works on Algebra;

there is however a difficulty in it which requii-es examination.

We confine ourselves to the theorem that if the series

a^ + a^x + a^x^ -\- ... is always equal to zero, each coefficient must be

equal to zero ; the theorem in the latter part of the Article follows

fi'om this.

Wlien we say that the series is ahoays equal to zero we mean
that it is equal to zero for all such values of x as make the series

convergent; for of course a divergent seizes cannot be said to

vanish.

In the demonstration we shew that a^x + a^x^ + a^x^ + . .

.

is always zero; that is xS^ is always zero, where S^ stands for

ffj + a^x + a^x^ + ... Hence if jc is not zero S^ must be zero
;

but if X is zero xS^ vanishes whatever finite value S^ may have

:

thus in fact we ought not to assume that S^ is zero when x is

zero, and so the result a^ = is not strictly demonstrated. This

is the difficulty we have to examine.

We have S^ = a, + xS^ where S„ stands for a„ + a^x + a^ol? + ...;

snd although we are not justified in saying that S^ is zei'O when x

is zero, yet we may say that *S'j is zero however small x may be.

Since the original series is supposed to be convei-gent S^ is also a

convergent series, and therefore it will not increase beyond some

fixed vahie when x is made small enoiigh ; and therefore by making

X small enough xS„ may be made as small as we please : hence a^

must be zero, for if a, were not zero we could not have S^ zero

however small x might be.

26—2
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Thus the result a, = follows strictly if /S^ is convergent when

X is made as small as we please. In like manner the result a^=0

follows strictly if &'^ is convergent when x is made as small as we

please, where /S'j stands for a^ + a^x + a^x' + . . . And so on.

Since the original series is supposed to be convergent the

series S^, S^, ... are convergent, when x is made as small as we

please; and so the theorem of the preceding Article holds.

653. Suppose that the series u^ + u^x + u^x'' + u^x^ +

represents the development of
-^i

then

a + bx = {1 —px— qx') {t(o + Mi^c + u^x" + v^x^ + ).

If 11 be greater than 1, the coefficient of a;" on the right-hand

side is u — pu^_i- Qu^^^', hence since there is no power of x

higher than the first on the left-hand side, we must have by

Art. 651, for every value of n greater than 1,

And by comparing the first and second terms on each side,

we have

the last two equations determine ri^ and u^ , and then the previous

equation will determine u^, n^, 1(^, by making successively

w = 2, 3, 4,

EXAMPLES OF PARTIAL FRACTIONS AND INDETERMINATE

COEFFICIENTS.

Expand each of the following seven expressions in ascending

powers of x, and give the general term

:

1 - 5-lOa; „ 3a; -2
1. 7i ?:-

.

2i. TT „ o. o.

7.

3--2a;'

X

2.

(1--x){l--px)'

1 + 4a; -ha;*

ix'' {x-\){x-2){x-2>)'

*• '^ * l-2a; + a;''* (l-Sa;)^'

(l-a;^
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Expand each of the following five expressions in ascending

powers of x as far as five terms, and write down the relation

which connects the coefficients of consecutive terms

:

-
•

9. _.!-_.. 10.
'-"'

l-x + x'' l-2a; + 3.'B'"
' 2-2x-

U 1 12.
'

a^+ ax+x"' l—px + px" — x
'

13. Sum the following series to n terms by separating each

term into partial fractions :

X ax a'x
I I

\.
,

(1 +x){l + ax) (1 + ax) (1 + a'x) (1 + a'x) (1 + a^x)

14. Sum in a similar manner the folio^ving series to n tei'ms

:

x(l — ax) ax (1 - a'x)

(1 + a;) (1 + ax) (1 + a^x) (1 + ax) (1 + a^x) (1 + a^x)

15. Determine a, h, c, d, e, so that the n^^ tex'm in the

„ a + hx + ex' + dx^ + ex* . ^ „_i
expansion of ,- r^ -may be ?i a; .

16. Sliew how to decompose r-^ jx—, r— into par-

tial fractions, supposing that n is the number of factors in the

denominator, and that p is an integer less than n.

If p be less than w, shew that

a^-' b^-' c*"-' „
+ 7-. r^i ^ +7 ; 7^ + ... = 0.

{a-b){a-c)... {b-a) (b-c) ... {c-a){c-b) ..

XLIX. RECURRING SERIES.

654. A series is called a recurring series, when fi-om and

after some fixed term each term is equal to the sum of a fixed

number of the preceding terms multiplied respectively by certain

constants. By constants here we mean quantities which remain

unchanged whatever term of the series we consider.

G55. A geometrical progression is a simple example of a

recui-ring series ; for in the series a + ar + ar^ + ar^ + each
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term after the first is r times the preceding term. If w„_^ and «,.

denote respectively the {71 -If^ term and the n^^ term, then

u^ - ru,^_^ = ; the sum of the coefficients of tt„ and m„_i with

their proper signs, that is, 1 -r, is called the scale of relation.

Again, in the series 2 + 4a; + 14a;* + 46*^ + 152a3* + the

law connecting consecutive terms is w„ - ^xu,^_^^ - x^u^_^ = ; this

law holds for values of n greater than 1, so that every term after

the second can be obtained from the two terms immediately pre-

ceding. The scale of relation is 1 — 3x - x^.

656. To find the sum ofn terms of a recurring series.

Let the series be ti^ + u^x + u^x' + u^x^ + , and let the scale

of relation be 1 - p.^• - qa^, so that for every value of n greater

than unity w„-i:>it„_i- 2'm„_2 = 0- Denote the first n terms of

the series by S, then

,71-1

S=io^^- u^x + ^t.^x^ + u^x^ 4- + w„_, a;'

pxS := uj>x + u^px- + u^px^ + + M,,_2pa3"~ ' + U,^_J)X",

qx-S = u^qx^ + u^qx^ + + w^.g^x""' + *<'„_2?«"+ w^.j^x""^';

hence

S-pxS-qx-S^u^ + u^x- tv^x-?;.„_ij9x" -M„_„ga;''-^/.„_l?a;""",

for all the other terms on the right-hand side disappear by virtue

of the relation which holds between any three consecutive terms

of the given series ; therefore

u^ + x (w, - pu^)
- a;" {pu^-^ + gw„_2 + qxu^^}

1 —px— qx

If the term a" {pu^_^ + qu^^_^_ + qxu^^^ decreases without limit

as n increases without limit, we may say that the sum of an in-

finite number of terms of the recurring series is

1 — pa; — qx'

It is obvious, that if this expression be developed in a series

according to powers of a-, we shall recover the given recurring

series. (See Ait. 653.)
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657. If the recurring series be u^ + it^+u,^ + U3+ , and

the scale of relation 1 —p — q, we have only to make cc = 1 ui the-

results of the preceding Ai'ticle, in order to find the sum of n

terms, or of an infinite number of terms.

658. "When 1—px — qx^ can be resolved into two real factors of

. u^ + x(u,— pu) , -

the first degree m x, the expression -^ ^^—^-j-^ may be de-

composed iiato partial fractions, each having for its denonoinator an

expression containing only the first power of x : see Arts. 337

and 647. In this case, since each partial fraction can be developed

into a geometrical progression, we can obtain, an expression for

the general term of the recurring series. We have thus also

another method of obtaining the sum of n terms, since the sum of

n terms of each of the geometrical progressions is known.

EXAMPLES OF BECURRING SERIES.

Find the expressions from which the following three series

are derivable ; resolve the expressions into partial fractions, and

give the general term of each series :

1. i + 9x + 2lx'+5lx'+

2. 1 + 11a; + 89a;- + 659a;' +

3. 1 + 3a; + llx' + 43a;' +

4. Find how small x must be in order that the series in

Example 3 may be convergent.

5. Find the general term of the series 3 + 11 + 32 + 84 +

6. Sum the follo^ving series to n terms

1 + 5 + 17 + 53 + 161 +485+

7. Find the general term of the series 10+14 + 10 + 6 + ..

.

and the sum to infinity.

8. Find the expression from which the following series is

derivable, and obtain the general term

2 - X + 2a;' - 5.X-' + lOa;" - 17a;* +
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L. SUMMATIOISr OF SERIES.

G59. Series of particular kinds have been summed in the

Chapters on Arithmetical Progression, Geometrical Progression,

and Recurring Series ; we shall here give some miscellaneous

examples which do not fall under the preceding Chajjters.

6 GO. To find the sum of the series 1
' + 2' + 3' + + n'.

"VVe have already found this sum in Arts. 460, 482 ; the fol-

lowing method is however usually given. Assume

r+2'+3'+ + n' ^ A + Bn+ Cn' + Dn' + En' + ,

where A, B, C, D, E, are constants at present undetermined.

Change n into n + \; thus

p + 2^+3^+ +n'+{n + \)" = A + B{n+\)
+ C {n + \y + D {n + \y + E {n+ ly +

By subtraction,

n'+2n+\=B + C {2n + 1) + D (3n- + 37^+ 1)

+ E {W + Qn''+in+\) +

Equate the coefficients of the respective powers of n ; thus

E = 0, and so any other term after E would = ;

3D = 1; 3D + 2C = 2; I> + C+B=l;

hence "^^3' ^^2' ^^6'

Thus V + 2' + 3'+......+7i' = A + ''+ '-''

+ '4-
2 o

To determine A we observe that since this equation is to hold

for all positive integral values of n, we may put n=l ; thus

A = 0. Hence the requii-ed sum is

^n{n+l){2n + l).

The same method may be applied to find the sum of the cubes

of the first n natural numbers, or the sum of theii- fourth powers,

and so on. See also Art. 671.
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661. Suppose the n^^ term of a series to be

{an + h] {a (w + 1) + h] {a {n + 2) + b} {a (n + m- I) + b},

where in is a fixed positive integer, and a and b known constants

;

then the sum of the first n terms of this series will be

{an + b}{a (n + l) + b} {a {n + m - l) + b} {a (n + 171) + b} ~
z —j-T hO,
{m+ i)a

where C is some constant.

Let w„ denote the 9i*^ term of the proposed series, S^ the sum

of n terms ; then we have to j^rove that

an + b

Assume that the formula is true for an assigned value of n

;

add the (n + l)**" tenn of the series to both sides ; then

an + b ^

„ a(n + m + 1) + b „ a(n + 1) + b ^

thus the same formula Avdll hold for the sum of n+\ terms,

which was assumed to hold for the svim of n terms. Hence if the

formula be true for any number of terms it is true for the next

greater number • and so on. But the formula will be true when

n=\ if we take C such that

a + b n ^^ i.
• " + ^ n

S, = -. r^- w. + C, that IS, u = ^T— u + C
;

' (m+l)a ^ ' (m+l)a ^

thus C is determined and the trath of the theorem established,

c,.
a(m+l) + 6

Smce M„ =—^^ r w, , we have
^ a + b

'

„ a(m + l) + b bu^
C — u, ~ ^ ,— M, = — -

a (m + 1) ' a (m + 1)
*

TT a an+b bu^
Hence ^S„ = r—- w„

, j
- -. yr— .

{m+ \)a + {in+ 1) a

Thus the sum of the first n terms of tlie proposed series is ob-
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tained by subtracting the constant quantity -t^-jT^^ i^'om a

certain expression which depends on n. This expression is

"•^ "^

tt ; we may also put this expression into the equi-

(7)1+ l}a
""^'

valent form
5^^^ + "''/'^

^^^^ and to assist the memory we may
{m + l)a

observe that it can be formed by iniroducing an additional factor

at the end of u,„ and dividing hy the product of the number of

factors thus increased and the coefficient of n.

662. We may obtain the res\ilt of the preceding Article in

another way. As before, let lo,^ denote

{an + b} {a {n+l) + b} [a {)i + 2) + b] {a (n + m - 1) + b],

and let aS'„ denote the sum of the first n terms of the series of

which u„ is the w"' term.

We have

a in + 111) + b amu
"+' an + b " " an + b'

let a?i + 6 = p ; thus .

change n into n—\, thus

{p-a] (ti„ - ^t,^_,) = cirnu,-^

;

similarly,

{p- 2a} (t(„_i - u„_„) = a7)iu^_^,

{p - 3a} («„_2 - Un_i) = amu_^_^.

{
p -{n-l) «} {u-i - Wi) = amu^.

Hence, by addition,

therefore p (m„+i - ^i) + '^^W'l ^ '^^'^'^'. + "'^» >

an + b bu^

therefore /j„ = 7
, i\ , '*„+i

~
(M+l)a "^' (w. + l)a'
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(563. Suppose the ?i* term of a series to be — , where w„ i«

the same as in the preceding Article ; then the sum of the first n

^ ,1 . . .„ , an-k-b ^
terms oi this series will be —

{m — 1) au^

Assume, as before, S^ — — -. — h C,
\tn — 1) at(,i

add to both sides, then

r. 1 an + b ^

1 a {in + 7i) + 6 ^ ain-^V) +h ^= =-T + t =— -.

Y^^
+ 0.

Hence, as before, the tiTith of the theorem is established, pro-

vided G be such that — = — =- h C. Thus C =

and S,

(j?i — 1) «?«! ' (m — 1) «Wi

'

am + h an + b

" («i — 1 ) aui (m — 1) a^i,^

'

This result may also be obtained in the manner of Art. 662.

664. A series may occur which is not directly included in

the general form of the preceding Article, but may be decomposed

into two or moi'e which are. For example, required the sum of

i: terms of the series

-r.- +1.2.4.5 2.3.5.6 3.4.6.7

Here the n^^ term

n + 2 (n + 2y
n {n + 1) {n +3){n + 4) n (n + 1) {n + 2) (n + S){n + 4)

Now {n + 2y^n{n + l)+3n + 4:; thus the r/}^ term

n{n + l) + 3n + 4: _ 1

'n{n+]){n + 2) (n + 3) (n + 4) {n + 2) {n + 3){n + 4)

3 4
'^
{n + l){n + 2){n + S){n + A) n {n + I) {n+'2) {n + 3) [n + ^
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If each term of the proposed series be decomposed in this

manner we obtain three series, each of which may be summed

by the method of the preceding Article; thus the proposed series

can be summed. In the present case the required sum is

1 1 I 3

24
~

2 (w + 3} {n + 4)
^ 24 3 {n + 2) {n + 3) {n + 4)

1 4
"^
24 ~ 4 (w + 1) (w + 2) {n + 3) {n + 4)

"

665. Polygonal Numbers. The expression n-{- ^n(n-\)h is

the sum of n terms of an arithmetical progression, of which the

first term is unity and the common diflference is h. If we make

6 = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... we obtain expressions which are called the gene-

ral terms of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, order oi i^olygonal numbers

respectively. Y\\& first order is that in which every term is unity.

Thus we have

1st order, rH^ term 1 ; series 1, 1, 1,

2nd order, ji"" term n ; series 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

3rd order, ^t"* term \n(^x+\)\ series 1, 3, 6, 10,

4th order, ?^"' tei-m re; series 1, 4, 9, 16,

5th order, ^i"' term \n{^n-\); series 1, 5, 12, 22,

and so on.

The numbers in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, series have been

called respectively linear, triangidar, square, pentagonal,

666. The «,"' term of the ?•* order of polygonal numbers is

n + ^n{n—\) (r - 2)

;

the sum of n terms of this series is, by Art. 661,

n{n+l) r-2 {71 - I) n {71 + 1)

2 "^^T" 3
'

or ^n{n+'i){{r-2){n-l)4-3}.

Hence for triangular numbers *S',^ = -g n {71 + 1) (n+ 2), for square

numbers S^^ = ^n (n + 1) (2n + 1), and so on.

667. To fi7id the 7iumber of cannon-halls in a 2^y^'<^''^iidal pile.

(1) Suppose the base of the pp-amid an equilateral triangle,

let there be n balls in a side of the base ; then the number of
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balls in the lowest layer is n + {)i — 1) + {n — 2) + -t- 1, that is,

the triangular number ^ n {n -v \) ; the number in the next layer

will be found by changing n into n—\; and so on. Hence, by

Art. 665, the number of all the balls is \ n (n + 1) (/i + 2).

(2) Suppose the base of the pyramid a square; let there be

n balls in a side of the base ; then the number of balls in the

lowest layer is n^, in the next layer {n — Vf, and so on. The

number of all the balls is i n{n + 1) (2/i. + 1).

Similarly we may proceed for any other form of pyi'amid.

"We may see from this proposition a reason for the terms

triangular number, square number,

If the pile of cannon-balls be incomplete, we must first find

the number in the pile supposed complete, then the number in

the lesser pile which is deficient, and the difference will be the

number in the incomplete pile.

668. A question analogous to that in Ai-t. 667 arises when

we have to sum the balls in a pile of which the base is rectangular

but not square. In this case the pile will terminate in a single

row at the top ; svippose p the number of balls in this row ; then

the n^^ layer reckoned from the top has ^; + w — 1 balls in its

length and n in its breadth, and therefore contains n (2? + n—l)
balls. Hence the number of balls in n layers is

n(n + l) (n-l)n(n+l) . , ,s ,„ o r>\—^5 -X> + ^^ -^ ' or 1 n {n + 1) (3p + 2n - 2).

If m be the niimber in the length of the lowest row, m = p + n—1,

and the sum may be written ln(?4+ l){Sm — n+ 1); as n is the

number in the breadth of the lowest row, the sum is thus expressed

in terms of the niimbers in the length and breadth of the base.

669. Flgurate Numbers. The following series form what are

called the difierent orders oi figurate numbers:

1st order, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

2nd order, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

3rd order, 1, 3. 6, 10, 15,
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the general law is, that the n^ term of any order is the sum of

n tei-ms of the preceding order. Thus the «.*'' term of the second

order is n, of the 3rd order is ^

—

c)J *^^ ^^^ fourth oi'der is

n (n + \) (n ¥ 2) , ,-, -, .^ ,. i «, n •

^—^ ^— , and generally the w'" term of the r*" order is

71 (n + \) ... (n + r — 2) _n • ^ •
i x- -r.—

^

'-, ^^ '. Ihis we may prove by uiduction. Jbor,
|r-l J I J

assuming this expression for the ?i* term of the r^ order, we

may find the sum of the first n terms of the r^^ order by the

formula of Ai-t. 661. We have only to put 1 for a, for 6, and

r —\ for m. Hence we obtain for the sum

w(w.+ l)(w + 2) (w + r-l)_

\r

and then, by definition, this is the expression for the «."' tenn

of the (r + 1
)"" order.

670. We have already shewn that the Binomial Theorem

may be sometimes ap2:)lied to find the sum of a series (see Art. 526);

we give another example. Find the sum of the series

P.Q. + P.Q. + PA^ + ^.-,<?„-,.

where Q^-r{r+l){r+ 2) {r-^q-\),

and P, = {n — r) {ii-r + \)[n—r + 2) (ii-r +p — \).

We can see that

^r==[5xthe coefficient of «*"' in the series for (1 — .-x)"''"*"'',

and P^=\2Jy. the coefficient of a;""''"' in the series for (1 — cc)"'''"^''.

Hence we have so far as terms not higher than x"~^,

(l_a;)-(i'+»=i(p +7^ x + P x' + P^,x'+ ).

Therefore the series which we have to sum is equal to the

product of
[g [g into the coefficient of a;""^ in the expansion of

the product of (1 -a;)"""*"" and (1 -a) ""'"*''; that is, the series is
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equal to tlie product of
[g [£ into the coefficient of x"'^ in the

expansion of (1 — aj)"'^"^'"^^'. Hence the series is equal to

\p\q \

n-\+p + q

\p + q + \ \n — 2

671. By the method of Art. 660 we may investigate an ex-

pression for the sum l*" + 2'' + S"" + + w"", where r is any posi-

tive integer. Denote this sum hy S ; then it may be shewn, as

in Arts. 460 and 461^ that S can be put in the form of a series

of descending powers of n, beginning with n'''^^, and all we have

to do is to determine correctly the coefficients of the various

powers of TO. Assume that >S'=

H 2.6 2.6.4:

It is convenient to represent the coefficients in the manner

here exliibited ; thus instead of a single letter for the coefficient

V
of /i*""^ we use the symbol -^ A-^, and so on. We shall now pro-

ceed to determine the values of A^, A^, A^, ; and it will be

found that these quantities are independent of r as well as of n.

In the assumed identity change n into n+1 ; thus

,S' +(n + ly = C{n+iy*' + A„ {n + 1)'" + '^' ^
^
(n + 1f

Therefore, by subtraction,

{n + !)'• = G{{n + l)'-*^ - W+ij + A^ {{n +!)'•- n^}

+ ^A{(TO + l^l-7^'-^} + '^^^vl,{(7^+l)-^-TO-=} +

Expand all the expressions (w + 1)'*"^S {n + Vf, (w+ !)''"',

by the Binomial Theorem ; and then equate the coefficients of

the various powers of n. Thus, by equating the coefficients of w'',

we have 1 = (7 (r + 1), then, by equating the coefficients of w'"~\ we

C(r+l)r ,,,..1,1
have r= ^

^
^ + A^r ; thixs C = -^^, ^o = 2 *
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Equate the coefficients of n""'', putting for C and A^ their

values ; thus we shall obtain generally

\P~\P±1 2\P \l\P^ \l\P^ \l\Pjzl

'^\5[p^^ '

where the series on the right-hand side extends as far as the term

involving ^p_i inclusive ; and by putting for ]) in succession the

values 2, 3, 4, we determine in succession A^, A^, A^, ;

and we see that these quantities are independent of n and r.

We shall obtain ^, = g, A„ = 0, ^3=-^^, A^=0, A, = ^,

It is remarkable that all the coefficients with even suffixes

A . A , A are zero ; this can be proved as follows :

In the original assumed identity change n into n—1, and

subtract ; thus

n'=C{n'^'-{n^lY^'} + Aj7i--{n-lY} + '^A,{n^-'-{>i-iy-'}

+ '±^A,{n'-"--in-lY-'}+

Equate the coefficients of rf~^, putting for C and A^ theii'

values ; thus

0=^-4-+ ^- ^- ^•
P + l 2\p \2\pj;^ [2IP:i.2 l* [y-3

\5\p-i

The result formerly obtained may be expressed thus,

p+

1

2\p l^ jy- i |3 jjo-2 |4 |p-3

.^.
Hence, by subtracting and putting for p in succession the

values 3, 5, 7, we shew in succession that zero is the value

of ^j, A^, A„
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EXAMPLES OF THE SUMMATION OF SERIES.

1. Shew that the sum of the first n temis of the series of

which the n^^ term is n (n + 1) (n + 2) (n + 771—I) is obtained

by placing one more factor at the end of this expression, and

dividing by the number of factors so increased.

2. Give the formula for summing the series of which the Ji"'

term is the reciprocal of n (11+ 1) {n+ 2) (n + m — 1).

Sum the following five series to n terms, and also to infinity :

1 11 1

4.
1 1 1

2.4.6 4.6.8 6.8. 10 8. 10. 12

1 1 1 1

1 1 11
1.3.52.4.63.5.7 4.6.8

4 7 10 13

2.3.4 3.4.5 4.5.6-5.6.7

8. Sum to n terms 1+3+6+10+

9, If n be even, shew that

71 (w + 1 )
{n + 2)

r^ + 2(«-l) + 3(7^-2) + +
^ [^ + Ij

12

10. Sum to w terms a^ + (a + 1)' + (« + 2)' +

11. Sum to n terms 1" + 2-a; + 3V + 4V +

12. If the terms of the expansion of (a+b)" be multiplied

respectively by nr, {n-l)r', {n- 2)r\ , n being a- positive

integer, find the sum of the resulting series.

13. Expand -p. r^ in a se

and shew that the coefficient of x"- is

13. Expand j- ^^ in a serie.s of ascending' powei-s of x,

(1 — oc) — ex

n^^i3-^^

—

i
— '^—

1!
)

27
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14. Find tlie coefl5.cient of x"'y" in the expansion of

X (1 —ax)

(1 —x)(\ — ax — by)

'

,_ „, ^, ^, 2n 2n(2n + 2) 2n(2n+2)(2n+i)

_Q„f. ,

n n{n+l) n{n+l){n + 2)
, \

"
1 3 3.6 3.6.9 " "^ ]•

16. If J)J. denote the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of

(1 + x)", where n is a positive integer, shew that

Pi a. ^P2 ,^Pa^ ^ Wn n{n+l)

Po 1\ 1\ Pn-1 1-2

(Po^p.) (P. +p.) (Pn-.+P„)=^-^^^|-^"--^^";

;..-f.t-
.t^y^^=iAA. .1.

2 6 n 2 3 n

(1 \" cc"

:j 1 ) = r\ vT
^^^^

i—x J (i — a;)

n{n+\) {n+p-Vj n {n-\) {n + p-2)-
^

-
1- —

1^

n{n- 1) (n-2) (n+p-3)
" 1"^^'

\P

is zero when n and p are positive integers and n greater than p.

18. If shot be piled on a triangidar base, each side of which

exhibits 9 shots, find the whole number contained in the pile.

19. Find the number of shot contained in 5 courses of an

unfinished triangular pile, the number in one side of the base

being 15.

20. The number of balls contained in a tnmcated pile of

which the top and bottom are rectangular, is

•^ {2p'' + 3 (m + w - l)p + 6?>m - Sz/i -3n+l},

where 7n and n represent the number of balls in the two sides of

the top, and p the number of balls in each of the slanting edges.
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31. Shew that r + 2' + 3" + +n*

= ^4--2- + 3--3-q = 3-q(..+ 1)(2..+ 1)(3..^ + 3..-1).

22. Shew that

(1 + XV) (1 + x\) (1 + ^v) (1 + x^v)

l-x {l-x){l-x)

{l-af){l-uf-^){l-xn » , ^
(l-a;)(l-a;^)(l-a;')

23. In the expansion of (1 + a;) (1 + ex) (1 +c^x) (1 + c^x) ...

the number of factors being infinite and c less than unity, the co-

efficient of a;'' is

(l-c)(l-c^)(l-c^) (l-cO*

24. If ^, be the coefficient of x" in the expansion of

(1 +xyfl+^(l + ^A (1 + 5) "^ infinitum,

2^ 1072
prove that A^ = ^—r (^^_, + -4^_.,), and that ^4 - _^ .

25. If n be any multiple of 3, shew that

l-(._l) + (!l^^)^)_(«-3)(^^4)(«-6)^ ^^_,^.
1 . ^ o

LI. INEQUALITIES.

672. It is often useful to know which is the greater of two

given expressions
;
propositions rehxting to such questions are

usually collected under the head Inequalities.

We say that a is greater than h when a — h is a positive

quantity. See Art. 95.

27—2
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673. An inequality will still hold after the same quantity has

been added to each member or tahenfrom each member.

For suppose a>b, therefore a-b is positive, therefore

a ± c — (6 =*= c) is positive, therefore « ± c > 6 ± c.

Hence we may infer that a term may be removed from one

member of an inequality and affixed to the other with its sign

changed.

674. If the signs of all the terms ofan inequality be changed

the sign of inequality must be reversed.

For to change all the signs is equivalent to remo^dng each

term of the first member to the second, and each term of the

second member to the first.

675. An inequality will still hold after each member has been

multiplied or divided by the same positive quantity.

For suppose a > &, therefore a — 6 is positive, therefore if m be

positive m (a — b) is positive, therefore ma > mb ; and similarly

— ia-b) is ]30sitive, and — > — .

m^ ' m m
In like manner we can shew that if each member of an ine-

quality be multiplied or divided by the same negative quantity,

the sign of inequality must be reversed.

676. If a>b, a'>b', a >b", then

a + a' + a'' + > 6 + &' + 6" +

For by supposition, a—b, a' — b', a" — b", are all positive

;

therefore a — b + a' — b' + a" — b" \- is positive; therefore

a + a +a" -\- > 6 + 6' + 6" +

677. If a >6, a' >b', a" > b", and all the quantities are

positive, then it is obvious that aa'a" > bb'b"

678. If a>b, and a and b are positive, then a" >b", where n

is any 2iositive quantity.

This follows from the preceding Article if n be an integer. If n

be fractional suppose it =- j let a^ — h and h^ = k; then h is >k,
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and we have to prove that h'' > k' ; this we can j^rove intlii-ectly
;11 1^ 2

for if A' = k'', then h = k; and if h' < k'', then h<k ; both of
1 1

these results are false; hence we must have li'>k^.

If n be a negative qu.antity, let n — — vi, so that /ii is positive
j[

then — <i-;r; that is, a" Kb",
a'"

679. Let -,', -7^, /, •-. r^' be fractions of which the de-
^ ^2 ^3 ^

nominators are all of the same sign, then the fraction

a, + a^ + ttg + + a
^

6i
+ 6^ + 63 + +6^

Hes in magnitude between the least and the greatest of the fractions

^ ^ 5?
Oj

^ a, a„ a a
, . . ,.

-i !>

For su]i])ose r-i
, j^-= , y^ , . . .

yi to be ui ascending order 01 mag-
0, K ^3 K

nitude, and suppose that all the denominators are jmsitive; then

T-^
= 5-i

, theretore a, = 0, x -' :

6, 6,' '
' ^

:r^ > r^ , therefore a, > 6 x =-^'
;

b„ b^' - ' b,

Y^ > ,— , therefore a, > 63 k /-
;

^ *. ^,

and so on;

therefore, by addition,

a,

a., + «2 + «3 + + «„ > (^1 + ^2 + ^3 + "•" "«) ^ ^

a + «2 + a 4- + rt„ ffl,

therefore y-^—-, r- r > r" •

61 + 62 + 63+ +6 6j

Similarly we may prove that

a, + a, + ^3 + + «„ a„

6, + 6„ -r 6, + + 6„ 6„
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In like manner the theorem may be established when all the

denominators are supposed negative.

„ a a, a
If j^ = :- = rr^ = ... , theu cacli of these fractions is equal to

0, O2 0,

the fraction whose numerator is the sum of the numerators and

denominator the sum of the denominators. See Art. 384:.

680. Since (x — yf or x' - Ixy + y^ \s, a positive quantity or

zero, according as x and y are unequal or equal, we have

\{x^^-y'')>xy,

the inequality becoming an equality when x = y. Hence

1 (a + 6) > J(ah)

;

that is, the arithmetic mean of two quantities is greater than the

geometric mean, the inequality becoming an equality when the

two quantities are equal.

G81. Let there be n positive quantities, a, h, c, ... k ; then

/a 4 6 + C+ ... + kV'\
7.

- I > abc . .

.

unless the 01 quantities are all equal, and then the inequality

becomes an equality.

^ , /a + by 7 /c + (^
°

For ab < ( —^ ) ,
cd <

therefore abed <

2 / ' V 9

+ b c + d\'/a + b c + d\

\2~ •
"2^y

a + b c + d (Ua + b) + i(c + d)y
and __._-<|Ii L^

1;

7 7 /a + b + c + d\*
therefore abed < (

j 1 .

By proceeding in this way we can shew that if p be any posi-

tive integi-al power of 2,

, 7 / p X
/a + b + c + d+ ...Y

abed ... {p factors) < ( 1 .

a + b + c + d+ ...in tei-ms) ^ .

Now let p = n-¥r, and let ^^ - 1, and
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suppose each of the remaining r quantities out of the f quantities

to be equal to t ; we have then

fnt 4- T'A"^''
ahcd ... (?i factoi-s) x <"< (

j j that is, < T*'*';

therefore ahcd ... (?i factors) < f ; that is, < ( —
j .

Thus the theorem is proved whatever be the number of quan-

tities a, b, c, d, ... The inequality becomes an equality when all

the n quantities are equal.

We may also write the theorem thus,

a + b + c + d+ ,

, , ,^> (abed ...)";

by extending the signification of the terms arithmeticcd meoM and

geometriccd mean, we may enunciate the theoi-em thus : the arith-

meticcd Tnean of any nuviber of j^ositive quantities is greater tluin

tJie geometrical rtiean.

682. The following pi'oof of the theorem given in the pre-

ceding Ai-ticle will be found an instiiictive exercise.

Let P denote {abed ^)", and Q denote —
.

Suppose a and b respectively the gi'eatest and least of the n
quantities a, b, c, d, k ; let ai — bi = ^(a + b), and let

Pj = (ajj^cd k)" ; then since aj)^ > ab, we have F^ > P. Next

if the factors in P^ be not all equal, remove the gi'eatest and least

of them, and put in their places two new factors, each equal to

half the sum of those removed ; let P^ denote the new geometrical

mean; then P^>P^. If we proceed in this way, we obtain a

series P, P^, P^, P^, P^, each term of which is greater than

the preceding term ; and by taking r large enough, we may have

the factors which occur in P^ as nearly equal as we please ; thus

when r is large enough, we may consider P^ = Q ; therefore P is

less than Q.

683. We will now compare the quantities

«*" + 6"

and m")'
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We sup2)use a and h positive, and a not less than 6.

/a + h a — iX"" /a + b a- bV"
" "-^ n-T-^-2"j H"2—2-}

^( /a + by m (m - 1) /a + LV"'' /a - t»^

= - [\-^-) + 1.2 V^2~; V^^,
m(m - l)(m - 2) (m - 3) /a + by-' (a - bV \^

[4 V 2 7 [r^rj
^

)•

o,. a — b.
T ,, a + b , . . ,. , „-,,

omce —^— IS less than , the series is C07iverge7it (Art. ob4),

so that we liave a result which is arithmetically intelligible and

true. Hence if vi be negative or any positive integer, it follows

,1 ,

«"" + ^"^ (cb + by
that —-— > \—^ j . 1{ 7n be jjositive and less than unity,

a"" + b'" /a + bV" . . i ,< I —75— ) . It remains to consider the case in which m
/a + by

2

is positive and greater than unity, but not an integer. Suppose

p 11
m = -, where p is > q, and let a = a', ^8 = 6', ^ = a*", JB =

ft^.
Then

a' + b^ . (a + b\ ,. a'' + B'' . /a' + By— IS > or < I—n— ) , accorduig as—^ is > or < f

—

~~\
;

that IS, according as I

—

-— j is > or < —9-^
j ^^^^ is,

according as 1 -—^—
j

is > or < . We know by what

has already been proved, that the expression on the left-hand

side is the greater, since - is positive and less than unity ; hence

13 > fa + b\'" . . . . ,

( —o— 1 when m is positive and greater than unity.
2

684. Let there be n positive quantities a, b, c, k ; then

a'" + b'" + c"" + +k"' /a + b + c+ + ky
n \ 71 J

when m is negative, or positive and gi-eater than unity ; but the
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reverse holds when m is jiositive and less than unity. The in-

equality becomes an equality when all the n quantities are equal.

This may be proved by a method similar to that used in

Ai't. 681. We will suppose in negative, or positive and gi-eater

than unity. Then a" + i"" > 2
( —^ )

, c"* + iV > 2 f - ) ;

therefore a"* + &"" + c"" + d"' > 2 i (—«— ) + (
—9—

) [

,, „ a"" + &'" + c"* + fZ"" fa + b + c + dy
therelore -r > I ; 1 .

By proceeding in this way we can establish the theorem in

the case where the number of quantities is p, if j) be any positive

integral power of 2. Now let p = ?i + r, and let the last r of the

p quantities be all equal, and each equal to t, say, where

a + b + c + (n teiTQs)

n

,, „ a"' + b"' + c"' + /a + b + c+ N"
therefore > (

) ,n + 0' \ n +r /

,1 n ™ 7™ ™ ,„ / .fnt + rty
therefore a + b + c + +rt > in + r)\ I :

^ ' \n + r J

that is, > {n + r)t"'

;

therefore a" + 6"" + c"" + > nC
;

which was to be jiroved.

In a similar way we may establish the rest of the theorem,

namely, that when m is positive and less than unity the reverse

holds.

The theorem of this Article may also be established by a

method similar to that used in Art. 682.

685. If X and f3 are positive quantities, and x and /3x less

than imity, (1 + xY is less than ~-
.

•^ ^ ' 1 - /3a;
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We have in fact to sliew that (1 + x)~^ is greater than 1 - j3x.

Now, by che Binomial Theorem,

each term of this series is greater than the succeeding term, for

B + n ,

X is less than unity, since x and fix are each less than unity.

Hence, as in Art. 558, the series is greater than 1 — (3x.

686. Let y be a positive quantity greater than ft ; then

\ +yx is gi-eater than .j _ provided (1 4- yo;) (1 — ^x) is greater

than 1 ; that is provided (y — ^) x is greater than ySycc*, that is

pi-ovided y — /3 is greater than ySyrc. Hence we have the folloAving

result ; if x, /3, and y are positive, and y greater than )8, then by

taking x small enough we can make (1 +x)^ less than 1 +ya;;

this holds however small the excess of y over /? may be.

687. If a; be positive log (1 + a;) is less than x.

For suppose y = log (1 + x), then 1 +x = e" ; and, by Art. 542,

e* = 1 + 7/ + •;- + ^- + , which is greater than y + \.

As an example put for x m succession ^ , ;r
, ,

- :

li o 4 n

we have log ^ < k , log-<^, log <-. Hence, by

,,.^. - w + 1 1 1 1
addition, log —-— <_ + - + +-.

2 2 3 n

688. If X be positive and less than unity log (1 + x) is greater

4.1

^^
than X — —.

Ii

a;* 01? X*
For log {\+x)=x-— + q— X"*"

^ hence, as in Art. 558,

we see that log (1 +a;) — (a;— -^j is a finite positive quantity.
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G89. If X be positive and less than unity log ^j is gi'eater

than X.

1 x' x^ X*
For log T = -log(l-a;) = £c + -^ +— +-r+ \ hence

1 — X M O 4:

log cc is a finite positive quantity.

GOO. The following three examples ^vill illustrate the subject

of Inequalities, and fm-nish results of some interest.

^ ^, 1.3.5 (2n-l)
,

3.5.7 (2n+l)
" 2.4.0 Zn 2.4.0 2n

then when n is infinite u^ is zei'o, v^^ is infinite and w„v„ is finite.

w 1

1 3 5 2.Z-1
We have m„= - . y . ^ —^^— (1);

2 4 2n

2 4 G 2n
tlierefore, by Art. 37G, ?i„< -

. ^ . ^ ^ r- (2).

Therefore, by multiplication, u^< ^r .

Hence, by increasing n we can make «„ less than any assigned

quantity.

«. M 1 3 5 7 2n+\ .„.
Smiilarly, v^ = -^ .-.

^
—^^ (3);

.1- .. 1 A ^ o^^ 4 6 8 2w + 2 ...

therefore, by Ai-t. 376, v^>- . ^ . s h -. (4).
' •' '"Sol 2n+l ^ ^

2n + 2
Therefore, by multiplication, vj>—„— , that is, >n + 1.

Hence, by increasing n we can make v„ greater than any as-

signed quantity.

Last, by (1) and (4) we see that

12w +2,. n + l ,,^ /•.••!
'U'„v„ > s jr zr , that IS, > r^ , and thereiore, ajoruori,>-

;

2 2n+ I 2w +

1

2

and by (2) and (3) we see that m„v„<1.

Hence m„v„ lies between ^ and 1, and is therefore finite.
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II. If m, n, a are in descending order of magnitude, then

/m + rt\"' . /n + a\"
IS < .

\m — a) \n— a;

For take the logarithms of both sides ; thus we have to compare

m log ' witli n log ( —

or 2«n + - —,+ p --^+ \ with 2a n + „ -„+- — + I,

and the first of these is less than the second. Hence the reqiiired

result follows.

III. Let there be n positive quantities a, h, c, Jc ; then

(
j

IS <a''6V F,

unless the n quantities are equal, and then the inequality becomes

an equality.

Let there be two unequal quantities a and h ; we have to

shew that a^h is > (
—— 1 .

Suppose a greater than &; let a = c + a;, h = c — x.

/ x\'^'^ f x\~^
We have to shew that ( 1 + ) (

^ ~ ) is > 1;

that is, that ( 1 - -^
) | »«^ 1 is > 1,

(1
+ A^ ^—^j is >1, where 3=-.

Now the logarithm of
( ^ ]

^~ ^^^ '^^
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and this is a positive quantity ; and as the logarithm is positive

the expression is greater than imity.

The demonstration is then extended to the case of thi-ee or

more quantities by a method similar to that used in Art. 682.

The problems in the next three Articles are analogous to the

subject considered in the present Chapter.

691. Divide a given number 2a into two parts, such that

their product shall have the greatest possible value.

Let X denote one pai-t and 2a- x the other part, and let i/

denote the product • then we have to determine x so that y may
have the greatest possible value. Since y = x (2a — x), we have

x^ — 2ax + 2/ = ; therefore a; = a ± J(a^ — y). Thus since x must

be real y cannot be greater than a^, and x=^ a, when y — a^.

692. Divide a given number 2a into two parts, such that the

sum of their square roots shall have the gi'eatest possible value.

Let X denote one part and 2a — x the other part, and let y
denote the sum of the square roots of the parts ; then we have to

determine x so that y may have the greatest possible value.

Since Jx + J{2a -x)=y, 2a-x={y- Jxf = y^-2y Jx + x,

and 2x-2y Jx + y'-2a = ^; therefore ^a = | ± ^^%^ .

Since Jx must be real y^ cannot be greater than 4a, thus

2 Ja is the greatest value of y, and x — a when y = 2 Ja.

, . , aj^ + a"
693. Find the least value which can have whatever

X

real value x may have.

Pxxt ^ ^^
= y, then x'-xy + a' = 0; thus a; = | ± ^ ^

'

Hence y^ cannot be less than 4a." ; or 2a is the least value of y.

^ , x^ + a^ a^ ... ,,

Or thus, — — x-\— : suppose x positive, tiien we can
X X

put this expression in the form ijx -.-
j
+2a; and as 2a is

constant the least value of the whole expression will be obtained
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when the positive term f Jx j- \ vanishes, that is, when x = a.

It is unnecessary to consider negative vahies of x, because
X

has the same numeT-ical vahie when x has any negative vahie as

when x has the corresponding jwsitive value.

EXAMPLES OP INEQUALITIES.

In the following examples the symliols are supposed to denote

positive quantities ; and the inequalities may, in certain cases,

become equalities, as in some of the Ai-ticles of the text.

1. If a, b, c be such that any two of them are greater than

the third, 2 {ah + hc + ca)> a^ + 5^ + c".

2. If l' + m^ + n^= 1, and T + m" + n" = 1, then

IV \-'mm -^nn! <\.

3. (a + 6 - c)^ + (a + c - 6)* + (6 + c - a)^>ah + &c + ca.

5. ah (a + 6) + he {h + c) + ca {c + a)> Qahc and < 2(a^+ b^ + c').

6. (a + b) {b + c) (c + a)> 8abc.

I. Sliew that a;^— 803 + 22 is never less than 6, whatever

may be the value of x.

8. Which is greater, 2x^ or oj + 1 ?

9. If 71 be > 1, then x +— is > 1 + -
, if a; be > 1, or < - .

7ix n n

^ (a + x) (h + x)
10. Find the least value of .

x

II. Divide an odd integer into two other integers, of which

the product may be the greatest possible.

12. If a>h, then J{a' - b') + J(2ah - ¥)>a.

13. If a, b, c, d are in hannonical progression, a + <Z>6 + c.

14. If a, 6, c are in harmonical progression and n a positive

integer, a" + c"> 26".
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iK "4- fl^ 'jj _i_ n

15. If a>6, shew that —rri, 57 is >or < ,. ^—j^, , accord-
J{x- + a') V(»^ + 6

)

ing as 03 is > or < J{ah).

16. If a, h, c, or b, c, a, or c, a, 6 are in descending order of

magnitude, a'b + 6*c + c*«> a^c + 6^a + c^6 ; if they are in ascending

order of magnitude, a'h + Ifc + c*a< ft^'c + h^a + c*6.

17. {A' + B' + r- + ...){a' + h' + c' + ...)>{Aa + Bb + Cc+ ...)\

18. 3 (a^ + 6^ + c^) > (a + 6 + c) (a6 + &c + ca).

19. 9a6c< (rt + 6 + c) (a^ + i" + c^).

TO- 1
20. -^ (a^ + a^ + a^ + ... + «J > 7(a,«,) + ^(a/O + VC^/O + • •

21. The difference between the arithmetic and the geometric

mean of two quantities is less than one-eighth of the squared

difference of the numbers divided by the less number, but greater

than one-eighth of such squared difference divided by the greater

number.

,4-l\"
22. L»<m
23. \n>n^.

24. 1.3.5 ... (2ra-l;<?i''.

25. ('2-l)(2-')...(2-^il^)>i,
\ nj\ nj \ n J \n

26. a" + h* + c'>abc{a + b + c).

27. 8 (a' + 6' -f c') > 3 (a -1- h) {b + c){c + a).

b + c a + c a + b

29. {a + b + c/ > 27abc and < 9 (a' + 6' + c").

30. If p and q be each less than unity,

log.(l-9) ?(1-W 4

a a a Oi „ ct , a

C^2 «3 «4 ««-l ^K «1
1 '

^ 11 1
i — <*

32. If a and a both he between and 1, then > x.
X — (C
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LII. THEORY OF NUMBERS.

694. Througliout tlie present Chapter the word number is

used as an abbreviation for positive integer.

695. A number which can be divided exactly by no number

except itself and unity is called a prime number, or shortly a-jmrne.

696. Two numbers are said to be prime to each other when

there is no number, except unity, which will divide each of them

exactly. Instead of saying that two numbers are prime to each

other, the same thing is expressed by saying that one of them is

prime to the other.

697. If a number p divides a product ab, and is prime to one

factor a, it must divide the other factor b.

Suppose a greater than p ;
perform the operation of finding

the greatest common measure of a and p ; let q, q', q", ... be the

successive quotients, and r, r, r", ... the corresponding remainders.

Thus a=pq + r, p = rq' + r', r^r'q" + r", ... multiply

each member of each of these equations by b, and divide by p

;

ab , br , br , br^ br br' „ br"

therefore ^ = &? + -, 6 = -x^+-, - = _x9+— ,...

Since — is an integer, it follows from the first of these equar

P

tions that — is an integer ; then from the second of these equations

V
h ' br"— Ls an integer ; then from the third — is an integer ; and so

p P
on. But, since a and p are prime to each other, the last of the

6x1
remaindei-s r, r\ r", ... is unity ; therefore is an integer ;

that

is, 6 is divisible by p.

698. Wlien tJie numerator and denovdnator of a fraction are

prime to each other the fraction cannot be reduced to an equivalent

fraction in lower terms.
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Suppose that a is prime to b, and, if possible, let -r be equal

to 77 , a fraction in. lower terms. Since y = 77 > ^^ have a' = -r- :bob
therefore b divides ab' ; but b is prime to a, therefore b divides b'

(Art. 697) ; but this is impossible, since b' is less than b by sup-

position. Hence - cannot be reduced to an equivalent fraction

in lower terms.

699. 7/*a is prime to b, and r = wj tlien a' and b' must be the

same multijyles of a and b respectively.

Since 77 = , , we have a' = -^- ; but b is prime to a, therefore b
b b b

divides b'; hence b'=nb, where n is some integer; therefore a'—na.

700. If a prime number p divides a product abed... it must

divide one of the factors of that product.

For since pis a, prime number, it p does not divide a it is prime

to a, and therefore it must divide bed... (Art. 697). Similarly, if

p does not divide b, it is prime to b, and therefore it must divide

cd... By proceeding in this way we shall prove that jo must divide

one of the factors of the product.

701. If a prime number divides a", uhere n is any positive

integer, it viust divide a.

This follows from the preceding Article by supposing all the

factors equal.

702. If a number n is divisible by p, p', p", . . . and each of

these divisors is prinie to all the others, n is also divisible by tJie

product pp'p'---

For since n is divisible by p, we have n = pq, where q is some

integer. Since p' divides pq and is prime to p, p must divide q ;

hence q - j)'q', where q is some integer ; thus n = pp'q, and is

therefore divisible by pp'. By proceeding thus we may shew that

11 is divisible by pp'p" ••

T. A. 28
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703. If a and b he each of them ]mnie to c, tlien al) is irnuie

to c.

For if ah is not prime to c, suppose ah = nr and c = ??s, where

w, ?', and s are integers ; then, since a and h are prime to c, they

a r
are prime to ns, and therefore to n ; Init ao = nr^ therefore - = t i

therefore 6 is a midtiple of n (A.vt. G99). Hence 6 is both prime

to n and a multiple of n, Avliich is impossilile. Therefore ah is

prime to c.

704. 7/ a and b are prime to each other, a™ and b° are jyrime

to each other ; m a?2rf n heing any positive integers.

For since a is prime to 6, it follows that a x ^ or a* is prime

to h (Art. 703) ; similai-ly a° x a or a^ is prime to h ; and so on

;

thus a"" is prime to h Again, since a"* is prime to h, it follows

that a" is prime to 6 x 6 or 6^ ; and so on.

Tliis Article establishes the result to wliicli reference was made

in Art. 242.

705. Xo rational integral algebraical formida can represent

prime numhers only.

For, if possible, suppose that the fonnula a-^hx + cx' + dx^ + . .

.

represents prime numbei*s only ; suppose when x = vi that the

fonnula takes the value ;;, so that j) = a + hni + cm' + dm^ + ...

Put for X, in the formula, m + np, and siippose the value then

to be 2^' '> thus p' = a + h (m + np) + c(m + np)' + d (m + nj)f -\- ...

= a + hm + cm' + dm^ + ¥ M [p) = p + M {p), where M {pi) de-

notes scnne multiple ofp ; thus ])' is divisible by p, and is therefore

not a prime.

70G. The number ofpAme numhers is infinite.

For if the niimlier of prime numl:)ei-s he not infinite, suppose p
the gi'eatest prime niimber ; the product of all the prime numbers

up to p, that is, 2.3.5.7.11 p is divisible by each of those

prime numbere ; add unity to this product, and we olitain a

number which is not divisible by any of these piime numbers; this
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number is therefore either itself a prime number, or is divisible

by some prime niimber greater than p ; thus p is not the greatest

prime number, which is contrary to the supposition. Hence the

number of prime numbers is infinite.

707. ff a is 2>firae to b, and the qvxintities a, 2a, 3a,

(b - 1) a, are divided by b, the remainders will all be different.

For, if possible, suppose that two of these quantities ma and

m'a when divided by b leave the same remainder r, so that

ma = nb + r and m'a = n'b + r
;

then {m - m') a = {n-n')b;

Oj n — n
therefore r -

, jm — ra

hence m — m' is a multiple of 6 (Art. 099); but this is impossible,

since m and vi are both less than b.

708. A number can be resolved into prime /actors in only

one way.

Let N denote the number; suppose N = abed , where

a, b, c, d, are prime numbei-s equal or unequal. Suppose, if

possible, that iV also = a/3y8 . . , where a, /3, y, S, ... are other prime

numbere. Then abed = a^yS , hence a must divide

abed , and therefore must divide one of the factors of this

product ; but these factoi-s are all prime numbers ; hence a must

be equal to one of them, a suppose. Divide by a or a, tlien

bed =/5>'S ; from this we can prove that ft must be equal

to one of the factors in. bed ; and so on. Thus the factoi-s in

abed cannot be different from those in a/3y8

709. Tofind the highest power of a prime number a which is

contained in tlie pi'oduct m.

/m\ . . . m
Let / (

—
)
denote the greatest integer contained m —

,

m\ . . . m
\ denote the trreatest mteirer contained m —

,

a

m

let J {—] denote the greatest integer contained ia

/ni\ . . m
let / I

—, I
denote the greatest integer contained m -3

\aV
DO

a,

and so on :

28—2
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then the highest power of the prime number a whicli is con-

tiiiiied in ^ is ^(— ) + ^
( =) '"'^(~V+

For among the numbers 1, 2, 3, ... m, there are -^
(— ) which

contain a at least once, namely the numbers a, 2a, 3a, ia,

Similarly there are ^ ( -u )
which contain a' at least once ; there

are 7 ( -3 )
which contain a^ at least once ; and so on. The sum

of these expressions is the recpiired higliest power.

This proposition will bo illustrated by considermg a numerical

example. Suppose for instance that m^li and rt = 2; then we

have to find the highest power of 2 which is contained in [14.

Here /('^)^ 7, ^ (j) = 3, !("^.) = l; thus the required

power is 11. That is, 2" will divide 1^4, and no higher power

of 2 will divide |14. Now let us examine in what Avay this num-

ber 11 arises. Of the factoi-s 1, 2, 3, 4, 14 there arc seven

which we can divide at once by 2, namely 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14.

There are three factors which can be divided by 2 a second time,

namely 4, 8, 12. There is one factor which can be divided by 2

a third time, namely 8.

Thus we see the way in whicli 7 + 3 + 1, that is 11, arises.

710. The 2^^'odiict of any n successive integers is divisible

by |n.

Let m + 1 be the first integer ; we have then to shew that

{vi+\) (711 + 2) (m + m) . . , UT ij^- 1 1 xi
^^ — p ^^ IS an mteger. Multiply both nume-

rator and denominator of this expression by [m ; it then becomes

!}». -A- 01, p
-, Avhich we shall denote by --

. Let a be any prmie
\_m\n

' ' Q

number; let r^, r^, r^, denote the greatest integers in

m + n VI + n vi + n j.- i . i^j- „ „
, —2-, —s— , respectively; let s,, s^, s^,

a a a
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m m, m ,. , ,

denote the gi-eatest integers m — , —^, -^, respectively; and
Cb O/ (t

. . .nun
let t^, t^, t^, denote the gi-eatest mtegei-s m - , -^, -j,

respectively. Then in P the factor a occurs raised to the power

^ +7. +7- 4.
J
in Q the factor a occurs raLsed to the power

g + g + g 4- jf. t^ + t^-T-t^-k- Now it may be easily she^vn

that r is either equal to s^ + t^ or to s^ + t^ + 1, and that r^ is

either equal to s^ + 1^ or to s^ + t,, + \, and so on. Thus a occurs

in P raised to at least as high a power as in Q. Similarly any

prime factor which occurs in Q occurs in P raised to at least as

high a power as in Q. Thus P is divisible by Q.

711. If -Q. he a j)ri}ne number, the coefficient of every term in

the expansion of {a + b)°, except thefist and last, is divisible by n.

For the general form of the coefficients excluding the first and

. 7i(n-l) (n-r + l) , , ,

last is —'^

i

—^^ -, where r may have any value
\r

from 1 to TO- 1 inclusive. Now, by Art. 710, this expression is

an integer; also since to is a prime number and greater than

r, no factor which occurs in, jr can divide n ; therefore

(to - 1) (to - 2) (to - r + 1) must be divisible by [r. Hence

every coefficient, except the first and last, is di\'isible by to.

712. If n be a prime number, the coefficient of every term in

the expansion q/" (a + b + c + d + )°, except those of a", b'', c",

d°, , is divisible by n.

Put ft for b + c + d + ; then

{a + b + c + d+ y =-(a + /3)".

By Art. 711, every coefficient in the expansion of (a 4-^)" is

divisible by to, except those of a" and /3", and the coefficient of

each of these terms is unity. Again,

IS" = (b + c + d+ )" = (^-^ + y)" suppose

;

and every coefficient in the expansion of (b + y)" is divisible by

to except those of b" and y". By proceeding in this way we arrive

at the theorem enunciated.
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713. I/nhe a 2)rime number, and N prime to n, then N'^' - 1

is a multiple of n. (Fermat's Tlieorem.)

By the preceding Article,

{a + b + c + d+ + ky = a" + h" ¥ c" + d" + +k" + M {n),

where M (n) denotes some multiple of n. Let each of the quanti-

ties a, b, c, d, ^ be equal to unity, and suppose there are

N of them ; thus N'' = I^+ M {n) ; therefore N {N"-' -l) =M (n).

Since JV is prime to w, it follows that iV""~'— 1 is divLsible

by n.

We may therefore say that iV"~' = 1 + pn, where p is some

positive integer.

714. Since ti is a prime number in the preceding Ai-ticle,

w - 1 is an 'eve7i number except when w = 2 ; hence we may
n-l n-I

write the theorem thus, (^N " - 1) (iV ' +l) = M(n); therefore,

n-l «-l n-l

either iV ^ - 1 or iV * + 1 is divisible by n, so that -^ ^ =p7i + 1,

or else = 2^?i - 1, where ]) is some positive integer.

715. The following theoi'em is an extension of Fermat's. Let

n be any number; and let 1, a, 6, c, n — l, be all the nvmi-

bers which are less than n and piime to n ; suppose there are m of

these numbers ; then will x"" - 1 = 31 (n), wdien for x we substitute

any one of the above m numbers, except unity. For multiply all

the m numbers by any one of them except unity, and denote the

multiplier hjx; thus we obtain 1.x, ax, bx, ex, {n—l)x;

these products are all different and all prime to n. It may be

easily shewn that when these products are divided by w, the re-

maindei"s are all different and all ^^rjnie to n ; thus the remain-

ders must be the original m numbers 1, a, h, c, n-\;
they will not necessarily occui* in this order, but that is imma-

terial for the object we have in view. Hence the product of

the new series of m numbers x, ax, bx, ex, (n-\)x, can

only differ fi-om the product of the original vi numbers by some

nndtiple of n ; thus

x^ahc (n -})-^ nhc (n - \) + M (n).
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Since two of the three tei'ins which enter into this identity

are divisible by abc (n — V), the third term, must likewise be so

divisible, and as abc {n — 1) is pi-ime to n, the quotient after

M{n) is divided by ahc (m- 1) must still be some midtiple of

n, and may be denoted by M {n) ; thus

a;" = 1 + M{n), and x"'-l^ M (?^).

716. We will now deduce Fermat's theorem from the result

of the preceding Article. Suppose n a prime number ; then the

numbers 1, 2, 3, n — 1, are aU prime to n ; thus m = n — l.

Therefoi'e a;""'— 1 =2I(n), where x maybe any number less than n.

Next let y denote any number which is greater than n and prinie

to n, then we can suppose y =2m + x, where ]) is some integer and

X is less than n. Therefore

y"-^ ^ (2m + x)"~' = x"'' + {n-l) x"'- pn+ ^x"'' + i/(»)

;

but we have ah-eady shewn that a;""' = 1 + il/ (n) ; tlius

2/"-' = 1 + J/ (n), and y""' - 1 = M(7i).

Thus Fermat's theorem is established.

717. If n be a prime number, 1 + |n- 1 is divisible by n.

(Wilson's Theorem.)

By Art. 5-19 we have

\n-l = {n - 1)"-' - (n - 1) {n - 2)"-'

by Fei-mat's theorem we have

{n-iy-' = l+p,n, {n-2)'^' = l+p^n, (n - 3)"-' = I + p^n,

where p^, p^, 2^3> ^^^ positive integers. Therefore

\n~l =M{n) + l-{n-l)

(n-\){n-2) (n-]) (n - 2) (n - 3)
^^

1.2 1.2.3
'

(n~l)(n-2)
the series 1 - (n - 1) + ^^

^-^
-' -

. . ., of w - 1 terms, is equal to

(1 _ 1)-' _ (_ 1)"-'^ that is, to - 1, since w - 1 is an even number.

I'll us In -I = M (7i)-l ; therefore 1 +
\

n - 1 is divisible by n.
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If u be not a prime number, 1 + \n-l is not divisible by n.

For suppose p a factor of n ; then p is less than w - 1, and there-

fore 1^1 — 1 is divisible by p ; hence 1 + \n — l is not divisible by

2), and therefore not divisible by n.

718. The following inference may be drawn from Wilson's

Theorem : If 2;^ + 1 be a prime numbei-, ^pY + (-^Y i^ divisible

by 2p + 1.

By Wilson's Theorem, since 2p + 1 is a prime number,

1 +\2p is divisible by 27^+1. Put n for 2p + I, then \2p may

be written thus, 1 (w - 1) 2 (?i - 2) 3 (?i - 3) p{n-p); if these

factors be supposed multiplied out, it is obvious that we shall

obtain (- 1)''P2^3* p^ together with some multiple of w.

Hence 1 + (- l)*" [{pV must be divisible by n, and therefore

f|pi2+ (_ ly must be divisible by n.

719. Let X denote any positive integer; then the num1)er of

positive integers which are less than x and prime to x will be

denoted by L (x).

Consider, for example, the positive integer 1 2 ; there ai'e 4

positive integers which are less than 12 and prime to 12, namely

11, 7, 5, 1: thusZ(12)=4.

720. 1/m be prime to n then L (mn) = L (m) x L (n).

For let 1, a, b, 7n — I be the positive integers which are

less than 7« and prime to m ; then, r denoting any one of these,

the following n' positive integers are all less than inn and are all

prime to m,

r, r + m, r + 2m, r + {n-l)7n.

And every positive integer which is less than mn and is piime

to 7n must be of the foi-m r + ^^7?i, where p is zeio or some positive

integer less than ?^, and r is one of the positive integers 1, a, b, ...

m,— \.

Hence we see that the ninnber of jiositive integers less than

mn and prime to m is «, x L (m).
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Out of the positive integers which are less than mn and piime

to m we must now determine those which are also prime to n.

Let r have the same meaning as before. If we divide each

term of the set

r, r + m, r + 2m, r + (n — l)m

by n the remainders will all be different ; this is shewn by the

method of Art. 707 : thus the remainders must he 0,1, 2, ... n—1;

though they will not necessarily occur in this order. If a re-

mainder be prime to n the corresponding dividend is prime to n;

and conversely if a dividend is prime to n the corresponding re-

mainder is prime to n. It follows therefore that out of the n

positive integers in the above set there are L {n) which are prime

to n. And since this holds for each such set of integers as we

have considered it follows that L (mn) ^L{m) x L {n).

Hence if I, m, n are all prime to each other, we have

L {Imn) = L {Im) x L {n) = L (l) x L (m) x L (rt)

;

and a similar result holds for any number of fxctors which are all

prime to each other.

721. To find the number of jwsitive integers which are less

than a given number and jiriine to it.

Let N denote the number, and first suppose N= a^, where a

is a })rime number. The only terms of the series 1, 2, .3, 4, N
N

which are not prime to N are a, 2a, 3a, 4a, -a; and thei-e

N
are — of these terms. Hence after rejecting these multiples of

a

a, we have remaining N-- terms, that is, ^{ 1 -- ) terms; thus
' ^ a \ aJ

there are N \\ ~-\ positive integers which are less than N and

prime to N.

Next, suppose N ^ a^U^c^ where a, 6, c, are all prime

numbers.
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Then, by Art. 720,

L{N) = L{a'') xZ(6')xZ(c')x

..(:-^)..(i4)..(i-l).

by the first case.

Thus finally it N=a^h''c^d' whsre a, h, c, d, are all

prime ixumbers, the number of positive integers which are less

than N and prime to N is

-(-^)o-DO-:)o-i)
It will be observed that in this theorem unity is considered

to be one of the positive integers which are less than N and prime

toi\^.

722. Tofind ilie number of divisors of any given number.

Let iV denote the number, and suppose N = a%''d' , where

a, b, c, are prime numbers. It is evident that N -svlll be divi-

sible by any number which is formed by the product of powers of

a, b, c, provided the exponent of the power of a be comprised

between and p, the exponent of the power of b between and

q, the exjjonent of the power of c between and r, and so on
;

and no other number will divide N. Hence the divisoi-s of N
yn\l be the various terms of the prodiict

(l+a + a''+ ...+a''){l+b + ¥+ ...+b''){l + c+c-+ ...+C'-) ...;

the number of the divisoi-s will therefore be [p + \) [q + \)[r \- \) . .

.

This includes among the divisors unity and the numljer N itself.

723. To find the number of ways in which a number can be

resolved into two factors.

Let N denote the number, and suppose N—a''b''c'' , where

a, b, c, are prime numbers. First, suppose iV not a perfect

square ; then one at least of the exponents p, q, r, is an odd

number ; the requii-ed number then is i (j9 + 1) (j + 1) (?• + 1) ,

because there are two divisors of N corresponding to every way in

which N can be resolved into two factors. Next suppose N a
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perfect square, then all the exponents p, q, r, are even ; the

reqiiii'ed number is found by increasing (p+ l){q+ !)(»"+ 1)

by unity, and taking half the result ; for in this case the square

root of iV is one of the divisors, and if this be taken as one factor

of iV, the other factor is equal to it, so that only one divisor arises

from this mode of resolving H into two factors.

It will be observed that in this theorem iV x 1 Ls counted as

one of the ways of resolving N into two f;ictors.

724. 2^0 find the sum of tlie divisors of a number.

With the notation of Art. 722, we have the sum equal to

(1 +« + «'+ ... + a''){l + b + d'+ ... + ^»«)(l + c + c'+ ... + C'-)...;

ap+'_l Ij''^'-\ c'^'-l
that is,

a-1 • 6-1 • c-1

725. To find tlie number of ways in lohich a number can he

resolved into two factors which are 'prime to each other.

Let the number N = a^b''c' . . . . as before. Since the two Victors

are to be prime to each other, we cannot have some power of a in

one factor, and some power of a in the other factor, but a"" must

occur in one of the factors. Sunilarly, i' must occur in one of the

factors ; and so on. Hence the required number is the same as

half the number of divisors oiabc...., and is therefore 2""', where

n is the number of different prime factors which occur in N.

EXAMPLES OF THE THEORY OF NUMBERS.

1. If p and q are whole numbers, and p -ir q \s> an even num-

ber, then ^j - 5" is also even.

2. Find the lejist multiplier of 3234 which ^vill make the pro-

duct a perfect square.

3. Find the least multiplier of 1845 which ^\i\\ make the

product a perfect cube.

4. Find the least multiplier of 6480 which will make the

product a perfect cube.
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5. Find the least multiplier of 13168 which will make the

product a perfect cube.

6. If the sum of an odd square number and an even square

number is also a square number, then the even square number is

divisible by 16.

7. Every square number is of the form 5n or 5n ± 1.

8. Every cube number is of the form 7n or 7w=t 1.

9. If a number be both a square and a cube it is of the form

7n or 7n + 1.

10. No square number is of the foi-m 3/i - 1.

11. No triangular number is of the form dn — 1.

12. If n be any number whatever, a the difference between

n and the next number greater than n which is a square number,

and b the difference between w and the next number less than n
which is a square number, then n — ab is a, square number.

13. If the difference of two numbei-s which are prime to

each other, be an odd number, any power of their sum is prime to

every power of their difference.

14. If there be three numbers one of which is the sum of the

other two, twice the sum of their fourth powers is a square numbei*.

15. Shew when 7i is any prime number, that a;' — 1 and

(x—iy will leave the same remainder when divided by n.

16. If 2p + 1 be a prime number and the numbers 1*, 2',...]/,

l»e divided by 2p + 1, the remainders ai-e all different.

17. Every even power of every odd number is of the form

871 + 1.

18. Every odd power of 7 is of the form 8n— 1.

19. If n be any integer, n'—n+l cannot be a square niimber.

20. If n be any odd integer, n^+ 1 cannot be a square numlier.

21. If a and x are integers, the greatest value of ax — 2x^ is

the integer equal to or next less tlian —

.
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22. Shew that n(n + 1) (2n + 1) is always divisible by 6.

23. If n be odd, {n — 1) n {n + 1) is divisible by 24.

24. If n be odd and not divisible by 3, then w^ + 5 is divisible

by 6.

25. If ?^ be a prime niimber greater than 5, then n* — \ is

divisible by 240.

„_ en XT i
"** m^ m .

2 b. bhew that y^ ~ 91 "^
^i

'^^ '''^^ integer if 7/i be.

27. Shew that n' — w is always divisible by 42.

28. If n be any prime number and x any integer, prove that

x" and X when divided by n will leave the same remainder.

29. If 7i be any prime number and iV" prime to n, then N"'~ 1

is divisible by 9^^, where 7/1 = n (?4 — 1).

30. If n be any prime number greater than 2, except 7, then

w"— 1 is divisible by 56.

31. If w be any prime number greater than 2 and N any odd

number prime to n, then N"'^ — 1 is divisible by Sn.

32. If n be any prime number greater than 3 and N prime

to n, then N" - iV is divisible by 6w.

33. If n and N be different prime numbers, and each greater

than 3, then iV"~' — 1 is divisible by 24n.

34. Shew that l'' + 2" + 3"+ ... + (?•«)" is a multiple of /*, if ?i

be any 2)rime number greater than 2.

35. Shew that the 10* power of any number is of the form

ll?i or ll?i+ 1.

30. Shew that the 12"" power of any number is of the form

13?i or 13?i + 1.

37. Shew that the 9"" power of any number is of the form

19« or 19?i± 1.

38. Shew that the 11"' power of any number is of the form

237ior 23?i±l.

39. Shew that the 20"" power of any number is of the form

25w or 25ft + 1.
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40. How many positive integers are less than I-IO and prime

to 140?

41. How many positive integers are less than 360 and prime

to 360]

42. How many positive integers are less than 1000 and prime

to 1000?

43. How many positive integers are less than 3* x 7^ x 11 and

prime to it?

44. How many positive integers are less than 10" and prime

to it?

45. Find the number of divisors of 140.

46. Find the number of divisors of 1845.

47. Find how many divisors there ai'e of |9, and the sum of

these divisors.

48. Find the number of ways in which 1845 can be resolved

into two factors.

49. In how many ways can a line of 100800 inches long

be divided into equal parts, each some multiple of an inch ?

50. In how many ways can four right angles be divided into

equal parts so that each part may be a multiple of the angular

unit, (1) when the unit is a degi-ee, (2) when the iinit is a grade ?

51. How many different positive integral solutions are there

of xi/=lO"1

52. If JV be any number, n the number of its divisors, and P

the product of its divisors, shew that P = N^: shew that N" is

in all cases a complete square.

53. Find the least number which has 30 divisors.

54. Find the least number which has 64 divisors.

55. Suppose a prime to h, and let the series of quantities \

a, 2a, 3a, ... (b — 1) a be divided by b : prove that the sum of the

quotients arising from any two terms equidistant from the be-
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ginning and end will be a- 1, and that the sum of the correspond-

ing remainders will be h.

56. If any number of square numbers be divided by a given

n
number n there cannot be more than -^ different remainders.

57. Express generally the rational values of x and y which

satisfy 140x = 2/'.

58. If r, the radix of a scale of notation, be a prime numljer

r + 1
greater than 2, there are —n— different digits in which square

numbers terminate in that scale.

59. If any number n can be resolved into the sum of j? squares,

2 (p — \)n can be resolved into the sum oi p{p-l) squares.

60. If n be any positive integer 2^"+ 15w— 1 is divisible by 9.

61. If Pr denote the sum of the products of the first n num-

bers taken r together, \ + P^^ P^-\- ... + P^_^ is a multiple of [w.

62. Shew that the 100"" power of any num])er is of the form

12571 or 125w + l.

LIII. PROBABILITY.

726. If an event may happen in a ways and fail in h ways,

and all these ways are equally likely to occur, the probaljility

of its hai:)pening is —-, , and the probability of its failing is

T. This may be regarded as a definition of the meaning of

the word probahiliti/ in mathematical works. The following ex-

planation is sometimes added for the sake of shewing the consist-

ency of the definition with ordinary language : The probaljility of

the happening of the event must, from the nature of the case, be

to the probability of its failing as a to 6 ; therefore the probar

biKty of its happening is to the sum of the probabilities of its

happening and failing as a to a + b. But the event must either

happen or fail, hence the sum of the probabilities of its happen-
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ing and failing is certainty. Therefore the probability of its hap-

pening is to certainty as a to a + 6. So if we represent certainty

by unity, the probability of the happening of the event is repre-

sented by .

•' a + b

727. Hence if jt> be the probability of the happening of an

event, 1 — p is the probability of its failing.

728. The word chance is often used in mathematical works as

synonymous with probability.

729. When the probability of the happening of an event is to

the probability of its failing as a to b, the fact is expressed in

popular language thus ; the odds are a to b for the event, or b to

a against the event.

730. Su})pose there to be any number of events A, B, C, <fec.,

such that one event must happen and only one can happen ; and

suppose a, b, c, &c., to be the numbers of ways in which these events

can respectively happen, and that all these ways are equally likely

to occur, then the probabilities of the events are proportional

to a, b, c, &c. respectively. For simplicity let us consider three

events, then A can happen in a ways out of a + b + c ways and

fail in b + c ways; therefore, by Art. 726, the probability of

A's happening is j , and the probability of yl's failing is

i
. Similarly the i)robability of -fi's haijpening is -. ,

a + b + c
^ ^ ^ ^^ '^ a+b + c

and the probability of 6"s happening is j .

731. We will now exemplify the mathematical meaning of

the word j>'>'obability

.

If n balls A, B, C, ... , be thrown promiscuously into a bag

and a person draw out one of them^ the probability that it will

1 2
be ^ is -

j the probability that it will be either A or B is -

.

I
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The same supposition being made, if two balls be drawn out

2
the probability that these will be A and B is — , ^c • For the

'^ n(n—\)
number of pairs of balls is the same as the number of combinations

of n things taken two at a time, that is, -^n {n - \) ; and one pair

is as likely to be ckawn out as another ; therefore the probability

1 2
of drawing out an assigned pair Ls \-^^n(n-\), that is, — —

.

'2i n [n— 1

)

Again, suppose that 3 white balls, -4 black balls, and 5 red balls

are thrown promiscuously into a bag, and a person draws out one

3
of them ; the probability that this will be a wliite ball Ls — , the

4
probability that it ^\ill be a black ball is j^ , and the probability

that it -svtJI be a red ball is— . But suppose two balls to be drawn

out : we proceed to estimate the probabilities of the different

cases. The number of pairs that can be fonned out of 12 things

is „ X 12 X 11, that Ls, 66. The number of paii-s that can be

foiTQed out of the 3 wliite balls Ls 3 ; hence the probability of

3
drawing two white balls is — , Similarly the probability of draw-

6
mg two black baUs is^ ; and the probability of cb'awing two red

, ... 10
balls IS ^ . Also since each white ball might be associated with

each black Vjall, the number of pail's consisting of one white ball

and one black ball is 3 x 4, that is, 12 ; hence the probability of

12
drawing a white ball and a black ball is — . Similarly the proba-

.20
bility of drawing a Ijlack ball and a red ball is tttt j and the pro-

bability of drawin" a red V^all and a white Vjall is —^ . The sum
•^ '

66

29
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of the six probabilities wliicli we have just found is unity, as, of

course, it shoukl be.

We will give one example from a subject which constitutes an

important application of the theory of px'obability. According to

the Carlisle Table of Mortality, it appears that out of 6335 persons

living at the age of 14 yeai-s, only 6047 reach the age of 21 years.

As we may suppose that each individual has the same probability

of being one of these survivors, we may say that - is the pro-

bability that an individual aged 14 years will reach the age of

288
21 years : and

^
is the probability that he will not reach the

age of 21 years.

732. Suppose that there are two independent events of which

the respective probabilities are known : we proceed to estimate

the probability that both will hajjpen.

Let a be the number of ways in which the first event may

happen, and h the number of ways in which it may fail, all these

ways being equally likely to occiu* ; and let a be the number of

ways in which the second event may happen, and h' the number

of ways in which it may fail, all these ways being equally likely to

occur. Each case out of the a + 6 cases may be associated with

each case out of the a' + h' cases ; thus there are (a + h) (a' + h')

compound cases which are equally likely to occur. In aa of

these compound cases both events happen, in hh' of them both

events fail, in ah' of them the first event happens and the second

fails, and in a'b of them the first event fiiils and the second

happens. Thus

; ,, ,
—

T7^ is the probability that both events happen,
{a + b){a' + b) ^ •' ^^

'

,
——5

—

T-r- Ls the probability that both events fail,

(a + h) (a' +¥)'•'
ah' (is the probability that the first event happens and

{a + h) {a + h') (. the second event fails,

a'h (is the probability that the fii-st event fails and the

{a + h) (a! + h') \ second event happens.
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Thus if p and p' be the respective probabilities of two inde-

pendent events, pj) is the probability of the happening of both

events.

733. The probability of the concurrence of two dependent

events is the product of the probability of the first into the

probability that when that has happened the second will follow.

This is only a slight modification of the principle established in

the preceding Article, and is proved in the same manner ; we

have only to suppose that a is the number of ways in which

after the first event has happened the second will follow, and b'

the number of ways in which after the first event has happened

the second will not follow, all these ways being supposed equally

likely to occur.

734. In like manner, if there be any number of independent

events, the probability that they will all happen is the product of

their respective probabilities of happening. Suppose, for example,

that there are three independent events, and that p, p'
,
p" are their

respective probabilities. By Art. 732, the probability of the con-

currence of the first and second events is fp \ then in the same

way the probaljility of the concurrence of the first two events and

the third is pp' x p", that is, pp'p". Similarly the probability that

all the events fail is (1 — p) (1 — ^') (1 — j^"). The probability

that the first event happens and the other two events fail is

p (1 -p')(\ —p").; and so on.

735. "We will now exemplify the estimation of the probability

of compound events.

(1) Required the probability of throwing an ace in the fii'st

only of two successive throws with a single die. Here we require

a compound event to happen ; namely at the fir'st throw the ace

is to appear, at the second throw the ace is not to appear. The

probability of the first simple event is - , and of the second simple

event -„ ; hence the required probability is ^

.

29—2
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(2) Suppose 3 white balls, 4 black balls, and 5 red balls to be

thrown promiscuously into a bag ; required the probability that in

two successive trials two red balls will be drawn, the hall Jirtit

drawn being replaced before the second trial. Here the probability

5
of drawing a red ball at the fii-st trial is — , and the probability

is the same of drawing a red ball at the second trial ; hence the

probability of drawing two red balls is ( , „

(3) Suppose now that we require the probability of drawing

two red balls, the ball first drawn not being replaced before the

second trial. This will be an example of Art. 733. Here the

5
probability of drawing a red ball at the first trial is zr^; if a i-ed

ball be drawn at first, out of the eleven balls which remain four

are red, and therefore the pi-oliability that a second trial will give

.4
a red ball is yy ; hence the jirobability of drawing two red balls is

5 4
Z-. X YT. This is the same result as we found in Art. 731, for

the prolialnlity of drawing two red balls simultaneously; and a

little consideration will shew that the results ought to coincide.

(4) Eequired the probability of throwing an ace with a single

. 5
die in two trials. The probability of failing the first time is ^ ,

5
and the probability of failing the second time is also ^ ; hence the

probability of foiling twice is f -
j , that is, — . Hence the pro-

25 11
bability of not failing twice is 1 - og >

^1^^^ ^^^ 35 J
^^^^^ ^^ there-

fore the probability of succeeding.

(5) In how many trials will the probability of throwing an

ace with a single die amount to ^? Suppose x the number
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of trials ; tlierefore the probability of fciiling x times in siicces-

^ 1 , by Ai't. 734. Hence the probability of sixcceecling

'-

j ;
therefore 1 - ( ^ j

~ 9 ' ^^^^®
( ^ ) = 9 J

hence

5 1 lo» 2
03W 7j = loar ^ , therefore x=,—w^—^ -i^- By iisiii" the values

° 6 2 log 6 — log 5

of the logarithms, we find as = 3 "8 nearly. Thus we conclude that

in 3 trials the probability of success is less than ^, and that in

4 trials it is greater than |-.

(6) In how many trials is it an even wager to throw sixes

with two dice ? The probability of sixes at a single throw with

two dice is -J x - , that is, -^ ; hence the probability of not having

. 35
sixes IS —^ . Suppose x the number of trials ; then we have

^-(S) =^ ^^^""'^ (S) ^\'^ *^"^'^^"^'' ^ = log36"-lg35-

By using the values of the logarithms, we find x lies between 24

and 25, which we interpret as before.

(7) To find the probability that two individuals, A and B,

whose ages are known, will be alive at the end of a year. Let j)

be the probability that A will be alive at the end of a year, p' the

probaliiUty that B will be alive; then pp' is the probability that

Ijoth will be alive at the end of a year. The values of 2> and p'

can be found from the Tables of Mortality in the mamier exempli-

fied in Art. 731.

(8) To find the probability that one at least of two indivi-

duals, A and B, whose ages are known, will be alive at the

end of a given number of yeai'S. Let j^ be the probability that A

will be alive at the end of the given number of years, p' the

probability that B will be alive. Then 1 - ^^ is the probability that

A will be dead, and \ -p is the probability that B will be dead.

Hence (1 -/>) (1 -Jf>') is the probability that both will be dead.

The probability that both will not be dead, that is, that one at

least wUl be alive, is 1 - (1-2^) Q- - P')j that is, p -\-p' -pp.
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736. If an event may happen in different independent ways,

the probability of its happening is the sum of the probabilities

of its happening in the different independent ways.

If the independent ways of happening ai'e all equally probable,

this proposition is merely a repetition of the definition of proba-

bility given in Art. 726; and if they are not all equally probable,

the proposition seems to follow so naturally from that definition,

that it is often assumed without any remark. The following

method of illustrating it is sometimes given : Supjiose two urns

A and £; let A contain 2 white balls and 3 black balls, and let

B contain 3 white balls and 4 black balls ; required the pro-

bability of obtaining a white ball by a single drawing from one of

the urns taken at random. Since each urn is equally likely to be

taken, the probability of taking the urn A is - , and the proba-

2
bility then of drawing a white ball from it is ^ ; hence the proba-

bility of obtaining a white ball so far as it depends on A is

12..
^ X -. Similarly, the probability of obtaining a white ball so far

1 3
as it depends on 5 is k ^ ^ • Hence the i:)roposition asserts that

^ 7

12 13
the probability of obtaining a white ball isjrx-=+-x-, that is,^

2 5 2 7

2 3\
F + » ) . The accuracy of this result may be confirmed by the

following steps : Fii-st, without affecting the question, we may re-

place the urn A by an urn A' , containing any number of balls we
please, provided tlie ratio of the white halls to the hlack halls be that of
2 to 3 ; and similarly, we may replace the urn B by an urn B',

containing any number of balls we jilease, 2}^'ovlded the ratio of the

white halls to the hlack halls he that of 3 to i. Let then A' contain

14 white balls and 21 black balls, and let B' contain 15 white balls

and 20 black balls ; thus A' and B' each contain 35 balls.

Secondly, without affecting the question, we may now suppose the

balls in A' and B' collected in a single urn ; thus there wOl be

K
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70 balls, of which 29 are white. The probability of ch-awiiig a

29 14 + 15
white ball will therefore be —- ; that is, -

—

-—— ; that is,
7U 70 '

1 /14 15\ ,, .1/231 714: 15\ ^, ^ . 1/2 '6\

737. The probability of the happening of one or other of two

events which cannot concur is the sum of their separate pro-

babilities. For the complete event we are considering occurs if

the first event happens, or if the second event happens ; thus

the proposition is a case of the preceding proposition.

738. The probability of the happening of an event in one

trial being known, required the probability of its happening once,

twice, three times, &c., exactly in n trials.

Let p denote the probability of the happening of the event in

one trial, and q the probability of its failing, so that q=l~p. The

probability that in n trials the event will occur in one assigned

trial, and fail in the other n—1 trials is pq"~^ (Art. 734) ; and since

there are n trials, the probability of its happening in some one of

these and failing in the rest is npq"~^. The probability that in n

trials the event will occur in two assigned trials, and fail in the

other n—2 trials, is p^q^'^ \ and there are —v.— • - ways in which

the event may happen twice and fail w - 2 times in n trials; there-

fore the probability that it will happen exactly twice in n trials is

n{n—\)
1. 2

p^g" ^ Similarly the probability that the event will hap-

1 , . • . 1 • ** (''* — 1) (^^ — 2) 3 „_3 ,

pen exactly three tunes in n trials is —

—

:j

—^^ p q ; and

the probability that it will happen exactly r times in n trials is

nin—V) in — r + Y) ^ „_,-^ p^ -pq .

\r

Similarly, the probability that the event will fail exactly r

.. . ,., . n{n-l) (n-r+l) „_^ ,
times in n trials is ,

—

^

-p .

[r ' ^

739. Thus if (]) + q)" be expanded by the Binomial Theorem
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in the series p" + np"~^q + &c., the terms will represent respectively

the probabilities of the happening of the event exactly n times,

n—\ times, n— 2 times, &c., in n trials. Hence we may de-

termine what is the most probable niimber of successes and

failures in n trials ; we have only to ascertain the greatest term in

the above series. Let iis suppose, for example, that p ~ 7 ,

q=—
-J,

n = m{a + b), where a, h, and m are integers; then, by

Art. 511, the most probable case is, that of r failui-es and n — r

successes, where r is the greatest integer contained in ^-^ , that

. . h
''

is, in nib -\ r : so that r = mb, and n — r = ma. The most
' a + b

probable case therefore is, that in which the numbers of successes

and failures are proportional to the probabilities of success and

failure respectively in a single trial.

740. The probability of the happening of the event at least r

times in n trials is

„ „_, n (n — 1) _„ „

jj +np q+
^ ^

p" -q-+

n(n-\){n-% (r+1)
„ ^

for if the event happen every time, or fail only once, twice,

(?i — ?•) times, it happens r times ; therefore the j^robability of the

happening of the event at least r times is the sum of the proba-

bilities of its ha})pening every time, of failing only once, twice,

n — r times ; and the sum of these is the exjDression given above.

For example ; in five throws with a single die what is the

probability of throwing exactly three aces? and what is the pro-

bability of throwing at least three aces ]

15
Hei'e p — -(i'>(l = 7ii n= 5, r = 3 ; thus the probability of

, ,
• 5.4.3 /1\V5\' ^, ^ . 250

tlirownig exactly three aces is =—x—
., ( ^ 1 l-^j , that is, ^^ ;
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and the probability of thro%'sdng at least three aces is

IV .nV5 5.4/l\75V . ^ . 276

The following four Articles contain problems illustrating the

subject.

741. A and B play a set of games, in which ^'s probability

of winning a single game is p, and ^'s probability is q ; required

the probability of vl's winning in games out of m + n.

If A wins in exactly m + r games he mvist win the last game

and m — 1 games out of the preceding m + r—l games ; the proba-

bility of this is 3fy"'~^q^2J, where 3£ is the number of combinations

of m+7*— 1 things taken m— l at a time ; that is, the probability is

\m + r — 1

Now in order that A may win m games out of m + ?i, he must

wLn m games in exactly m games, or in exactly m + 1 games, ,

01- in exactly m + n games. Hence the probability required is the

sum of the series obtained by giving to 7* the values 0, 1, 2, n

\m + r — 1

in the expression - p"'^''", that is, the required probability is

f, m(7n+\) „ m(m + l) (m + n-l) „)

p'"{^^-^^^^rr2'i'^ -^- ^' 'q-

If A in order to win the set must win m games before B wins

n games, A must win in games out of m + n—\; the probability

of this event is given by the preceding expression with the oniis-

sion of the last term. Sin^ilarly, the probability of 5's winning n

games out of m + ?i - 1 is

r, nin + \) „ n{n + V) in + 7)1-2)
,„^^[l^np +-^^p^+ ^- Vri -P

This problem is celebrated in the history of the theory of

probabilities, as the first of any difficulty which was discussed

;

it was proposed to Pascal in 1654, with the simplification however

which arises from supposing p and q to be equal.
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It appears from the preceding investigation that the probability

of A's winning r games out of 7i is

but this prol)ability must from the nature of tlie question be the

same as the probability of the happening of an event at least r

times in n trials when the probability of the event is j-j. Thus the

expression just given must be equivalent to that given in Art. 740;

we may verify this as follows : Denote the expression just given

by v„, and that given in Art. 740 by u„, and let v^^^j and ?t^^,

denote respectively what they become when 7i is changed to n + l;

then we shall shew that if w^ = v^ when n has any specific value,

then also w^+i = 'y„+i-

We have u = u^ {p + <i) ',
iiow u^(p + q) gives two sei-ies, and

when the like terms in these two series are united we obtain

«*„(?> + ?) = «„+:

\n+l —r \n- r

. n{n-

,+ 1

,, n ,
. n{n-l) r , „^,_^

therefore
'^„+i

= "**„ (i' + (?)
">

i ^ P !?

, , . , n{n-\) r
, „^,_,

and obviously v .,=v -\ ^

,

^ p qJ n+\ n \n+l-r ' ^

This shews that u ^,='y ^, ifw =^v . Now obviously w is equal

to v„ when n = r ; therefore w„ is equal to v„ for every value of n

greater than r.

For some more remarks on this problem the student is re-

ferred to the History of Probability, page 98.

742. A bag contains n+l tickets which are marked with the

numbers 0, 1, 2, n, respectively. A ticket is drawn and

replaced : required the probability that after r di-awings the sum

of the nu.mbers drawn is s.

The number of drawings which can occur is {n + ly, for any

one of the tickets may be drawn each time. The number of ways
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in which the siim of the drawings will amount to s is the coeffi-

cient of x' in the expansion of [x" + x^ + x^ ¥ + x")' ; because

• this coefficient arises from the different modes of forming s by the

addition of r numbers of the series 0,1,2, n. Thus the pro-

bability required is found by dividing this coefficient by {n+ l)^

The above coefficient may be obtained by the Multinomial

Theorem ; or we may proceed thus :

{x' + x' +x'+ + xj = ^
^~f^'X= (1 - x"^')' (1 -x)-";

1 /I n+nr -I u+1 r(r-l) „„,, r(r — l)(r — 2) ,„,,
and (1 -a^- ) = 1 -ra;""^' + ~^---'^k'"+'--^—^^-

—

'x^"*^+

n \-r T
r(r + l) „ r{r + l){r + 2) ,(l-x) '^l+rx+

^^ 2 1 2 3

We must therefore find the coefficient of oif in the j^foduct of tliese

two series ; it is

r (r + 1) (r + s - 1) ?• (r + 1) {r + s-n-2)
\s , \s — n—l

rjr-l) r(r+l) (r+s-2w-3)_
"^

1.2 \s-2n~2
'^'

this series is to stop at the {i + Vf term, where i is the greatest

g
integer contaiaed in —; then the required probability is ob-

tained by dividing this series by {ii + 1 )*.

It is not difficult to determine the probability that after r

drawings the sum of the mimbers drawn shall not exceed s ; see

History of Prohahility, page 208.

743. A box has three eqiial comj^ai-tments, and four Ijalls are

thrown in at random : determine the probability of the different

arrangements, assuming that it is equally likely that any ball will

fall into any compartment.

Since it is equally likely that a ball will fall into any com-

partment there are 3 equally likely cases fo.v each ball ; and on
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the whole there are 3" equally likely cases. Now there are four

possible arrangements.

I. All the balls may be in one compartment ; this can happen

in 3 ways.

II. Any three of the balls may be in any one of the com-

partments, and the remaining ball in either of the remaining

compartments ; this can happen in 4.3.2 ways.

III. Any two of the balls may be in any one compartment,

and one of the remaining balls in one of the remaining compai-t-

ments and the other in the other ; this can happen in 6.3.2 ways.

TV. Any two of the balls may be in any one compartment,

and the other two balls in either of the remaining compartments

;

tills can happen in 6 . 3 ways.

Thus the probabilities of the different arrangements are re-

.• 1 3 24 36 18 , , , , .

spectively ^ , ^^ , —^ > sr 3 ^^^ ^^i'^ o^ these fractions is, of
oi ol oi ol

course, unity.

In the preceding solution the point which deserves jjarticular

attention is the statement that there are 81 equally likely cases;

for when this is admitted all the rest follows necessarily. If this

is not admitted and the student substitutes any other statement in

the place of it, he will be really taking another problem instead of

the one intended. In fact in a problem which relates to permuta-

tions, combinations, or probabilities, it is not unfrequently found

that different results are obtained because different meanings have

been attached to the enunciation ; especial care is necessary in

these subjects to ensure that whatever meaning is given to the enun-

ciation should be consistently retained throughout the solution.

We will next consider the general problem of which the present

is a particular case.

744. A box is divided into m equal compartments. If n balls

are thrown in promiscuously, requii'ed the probability that there

will be a compartments each containing a balls, h compartments

each containing (i balls, and so on, where aa + b(3 + cy + =n.
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Since any ball may fall into any compartment, there are m"

cases equally likely to occur. We shall first shew that the num-

ber of different ways in which the n balls can be flivided into

a+6 + c + parcels containing a, yS, y, balls respectively is

\n

hY[irur~'-\^\k.\i
^'^ ^^^'

For consider first in how many ways a parcel of a balls can be

. n{n—\) (n — a + \)
selected from n balls : the result is .

ways.
|a

Then consider in how many ways a second pai-cel of a balls

can be selected from the remaining n — a balls ; the result is

{n-o.){n-a-V) {n-2a+l)
~ —

7
^

. bmiilarlv a third parcel oi
\a

a balls can be selected from the remaining n ~2a balls in

{n-2a) {n-2a-l) (w-3a + l) • w ,1
^^ '—^ r^ ^^ ways. We might then at

ja

first infer that the number of ways in whicli three parcels of a l)alls

-
,

- . -
, „ . n(n — l) (n — 3a + l)

each can be selected irom n balls is —^^

,—,

—

. ,

la |a \a

and this is correct in a certain sense j but each distinct gi'oup of

three parcels has in this way occurred [3 times, and we must there-

fore divide by
j
3 in order to obtain the niunber of different ways

in which tJiree parcels of a balls each can be selected from n balls.

Similarly the number of different ways in which a parcels of a balls

each can be selected from n balls is —^^

'<i "i^ r •

{\aY\a

By proceeding thus we obtain the proposed result.

Now the number of ways in which the parcels can be arranged

in the m compartments is m (m— 1) (m - 2) {7n—s+l), where

s = a + b + c+ Hence, the probability requii-ed is

iVm (m - 1) (m - 2) (m- s + l)

For example, suppose six balls thrown into a box which lias

three compai-tments. The seven possible modes of distribution
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are, 6, 0, 0; 1, 5, 0; 2, 4, ; 3, 3, 0; 1, 1, 4; 1, 2, 3 ; 2, 2, 2
;

and their respective probabilities are fractions wliose common

denominator is 243, and numerators 1, 12, 30, 20, 30, 120, 30.

745. If p represent a person's chance of success in any trans-

action, and m the sum of money which lie will receive in case

of success, then the sum of money denoted by pvi is called liis

expectation. This is a definition of the meaning we shall attach to

the word expectation, and might of course be stated arbitrarily

without any further remark ; it is however usual to ilhistrate the

propriety of the definition as follows. Suppose that there ai-e

m + n slips of paper, each having the name of a person written

upon it, and no name recurring ; let these be placed in a bag, and

one slip drawn at random, and sup^iose that the person whose

name is drawn is to receive £a. Now all the expectations must

be of equal value, because each person has the same chance of

obtaining the prize ; and the sum of the expectations must be

worth £a, because if one person bought up the interests of all the

persons named, he would be certain of obtaining £a. Hence, if

£x denote the expectation of each person, we have {m + n)x = a;

a
thus X = .m + n

Also, it is evident that the value of the expectation of two per-

sons is the sum of the values of their respective expectations ;
and

so for three or more persons. Hence the value of the expectation

of m persons is . Now sui)pose that one person has his
^ m + n

name on m of the slips ; then his expectation is the same as

the sum of the expectations of m persons, each of whom has his

name on one slip : that is, his expectation is . .But his
^ ' ' m + n

chance of winnina; the prize is , since he has m cases out of
° ^ m + n

m+n m his favour ; thus his expectation is the product of his

chance of success into the sum of money which he will receive in

case of success.
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746. An event lias happened which miist have arisen from

some one of a given number of causes : requii'ed the probability

of the existence of each of the causes.

Let there be n causes, and suppose that the probability of the

existence of these causes was estimated at Pj, P^,...P„ respectively,

before the event took place. Let p^ denote the probability of the

event on the hypothesis of the existence of the first cause, let

p denote the probability of the event on the hypothesis of the

existence of the second cause, and so on. Then the probability of

• Pp
the existence of the r^^ cause, estimated after the event, is -~

,

where "^Pp stands for P^p^ + Pj)^ + ... + P^p„.

From our first notions of probability we must admit that the

probability that the r^^ cause was the true cause is jjrojjm-tional

to the antecedent probability that the event would happen from

this cause, and may therefore be represented by GP^p^. And

since some one of the causes must be the true cause we have

C [P^p, + PjK_ +...-+• P„P,} = 1, therefore C = ^p- >
therefore the

probability that the r*^ cause was the true cause is ^p- .

747. The preceding Article will requii-e some illustration before

it will be fully appreciated by the student. Let there be, for

example, two urns, one containing 7 white balls and 3 black balls,

and the other 5 wliite balls and 1 black ball ; suppose that a

white ball has been drawn, and we wish to know what the probability

is that it came from the first urn, and what the probability is that

it came from the second urn. It must have come from one of the

two urns, so that the sum of the requii-ed probabilities is unity.

Instead of the given urns let us substitute two others which have

the whole number of balls the same in each urn, and such that

each urn has its white and black balls in the same proportion

as the urn which it replaces. Thus we may suppose one urn with

21 white balls and 9 black balls, and the other with 25 white balls

and 5 black balls. Each u.rn now contaias 30 balls, and the chance
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of each ball being drawn, is the same. Since, by supposition,

a white ball is draAvn we may siii^pose the black balls to have

been removed, and all the white balls put into a new urn. Thus

there would be 46 white balls ; and the probability that the white

21
ball drawn was one of the 21 is j^ , and the probal^ility that it

25 7 5
was one of the 25 is ^ . Now here », = tt: >

^^'^^ ?h= n i
^^^^^

4d iU

and ——— = —r . Thus the result afrrees with that
P1 + P2

46' lh+2h 46

given by the theorem in Ai-t. 746, supposing that P^ and F^ are equal.

Next, suppose that there had been 4 urns, each having 7

white balls and 3 black balls, and 3 urns, each having 5 white

balls and 1 black ball. In this case, by proceeding in the mamaer

just shewn, we may deduce that the probability that a white

ball which was drawn came from the group of 4 similar urns is

4x21
-; K^i —jr^ ; and the pi'obability that it came from the gi'oup
4x21 + 3x20^ ' -^ '^ '

3 X 25
of 3 similar urns is -;

—

^r^ jj

—

^r^ . Now let us api^ly the theorem
4 X 21 + 3 X 25 ^^ "^

of Art. 746 to estimate the probability that the white ball came

from the first group and the probability that it came from the

second group. Since there are 7 urns, of which 4 are of the first

4 3 7
kind and 3 of the second, we take A =

7 ,
and Pi = ^ ; also Pi = Vq y

and p„ -~

4 7

rio
Q.-

3 5

7^6
^14 7 3 5'

7 ''10^7''
6

4 7 3 5

and these results agree with those which we have already indicated.

748. It is usual to call the quantities P^, P^, ... P„o{ Art. 746

the a jyriori probabilities of the existence of the respective

causes; and Q^, Q^, ... Q„ the a posteriori probabilities. Students
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are sometimes perplexed in endeavouring to estimate P,, P^, ...P^;

the safest jjlan is to observe that the product P^Pr denotes the

probability that the event will happen as the result of the r"^ cause

;

and the correctness of the product is the important part of the

solution, because P^ and p^ do not occiu- separately in the results.

The whole proposition may be best understood if arranged in the

following order. First suppose the different causes all equally

probable before the observed event; let ot, denote the probability

of the occurrence of the event on the hypothesis of the existence

of the r^ cause ; then the probability of the r"* cause, estimated

after the occurrence of the observed event, is ^-^ . This seems

nearly self-evident, and if any doubt remains it may be removed

by the mode of illustration given in the first part of Art. 747.

Secondly, suppose that the terms in Sot can be arranged in groups
;

suppose there to be /x^ terms in the first group, and that each

term is equal to p^, suppose there to be /a^ terms in the second

group, and that each term is equal to jt)^, and so on, the last grou^J

consisting of /x„ terms, each equal to p„. Then 2t«7 may be written

2/fp, where the series 2/a/> consists of n terms. Thus the jiroba-

bUity of the r* cause is -=-^
. Also the probability of the first

group of causes is the sum of the separate probaldlities of the

members of that gi"Oup, that is, ^^—^ . Similar expressions hold

for the probabilities of the other gi'oups. Thus we finally arrive

at the results given in Ai-t. 746, where, in fact,

749. When an event has been observed, we may, by Art. 746,

estimate the probability of each cause from which that event

could have arisen ; we may then proceed to estimate the pro-

bability that the event will occur again, or that some other event

will occur. For by Art. 736 we multiply the probability of each

cause by the probability of the happening of the required event on

T. A. 30
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the hypothesis of the existence of that cause, and the sum. of all

such products is the probability of the happening of the required

event.

For example, a bag contains 3 balls, and it is not known how
many of these are white ; a white ball has been drawn and

replaced, what is the probability that another drawing will give

a white ball ]

There are three possible hypotheses : (1) all the balls may be

white, (2) only two of the balls may be white, (3) only one of the

halls may be white. We have first to find the probability of each

hypothesis by tlie method of Art. 746. On the first hypothesis,

the observed event is certain, that is, the probability of it is 1 ; on

2
the second hypothesis, the probability of the observed event is -^

;

on the third hy|5othesis, the probability of the observed event is

— . Hence, assuming that before the observed event the three
o

hypotheses were equally probable, we have after the observed

event,

f 2 1) 1
probability of first hypothesis = 1 -=- • 1 + - + • = ^ ,

2 ( 2 1) 1
probability of second hypothesis = t,

~=~
i

1 + ^ + o = o >

1 (' 2 1) 1

probability of third hyjiothesis = o ~=~ p- + o + o ' =
v*

•

O y O Oj O

The probability that another drawing will give a white ball is

1 . 12
- X 1, so far as it depends on the first hypothesis ; it is ^ x - , so

far as it depends on the second hy]oothesis ; and it is t:. x - , so far
u o

as it depends on the third hypothesis. Hence the required pro-

12 1 7
babJity is - + ^ + ^ ; that is, ^ .

Suppose that in the enunciation of this problem instead of the

words " it is not known how many of these are white " we had the

words " it is known that each ball is either white or black." We
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may understand the new enunciation as equivalent to the okl,

and so give the same sohition as before. We may however, and

perhaps most naturally, understand the new enunciation differ-

ently, namely that the probability that each ball is white is to be

taken as - before the observed event. In this case we cannot as-

sume that the three hypotheses are equally probable before the

13 3
observed event ; the probabilities must be ^ , -^ , and - respec-

8 o o

tively by Art. 734. Then after the observed event we shall obtain

-.
, - , and - respectively for the pi'obabilities. And the proba-

bility that another drawing; will erive a white ball is -r + tt + v?r •J at. 4 3 12

750. We give another example. Suppose a bag in which

the ratio of the number of white balls to the whole number of

balls is unknown, and it is equally probable, a priori, that the ratio

is any one of the following quantities a;, 2ic, 3a;, nx; suppose

a white ball to be di'awn and replaced : required the probability

that another di'awing will give a white ball.

Here n hypotheses can be formed. On the first hypothesis the

probability of the observed event is aj, on the second hyjjothesis it

is 2a;, on the third 3a;, and so on. Hence the probability of the

first hypothesis is —r--, s \ '> ^^at is, — pr .
The

'^
a; (1 + 2-1- +w) H(?i+1)

2x2
probal)ility of the second hypothesis is — . . The probability

2x3
of the thii'd hypothesis is —;

q-r . And so on. Hence the

2x
probability that another drawing will give a white ball is ———^

,

, . , , . 2a;x2' ^, ,, . . 2a; x 3^

on the first hypothesis, —-, ^ on the second hypothesis, — ^'^ ' n{n+ I) ' n{n+l)

on the third, and so on. Hence the required probability is

^^ h + 2'+ +n'\
n{n+l) {

30-
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, . 1x w(?i + l)(2/i + l) ^, . 9; (2^,4-1)
that IS, r-^ .

-^
7:^ ; that is, .,

—^.

When 01 is very great this approximates to -—--
. If the

ratio of the nimiber of the white balls to the whole number

of balls is equally likely, a pi'iori, to have any value between

zero and unity, then x is indefinitely small and nx = \, so that the

.2
requi)"ed probability is ^ .

751. The folloA^'ing problems "v\all illustrate the subject.

(1) A bag contains vi white balls and n black balls ; iS 2J + q

Ijalls are drawn out, what is the probability that there avtII be p
white balls and q black balls occurring in an assigned order ? We
suppose

J)
less than m and q less than 01 ; and the balls are not

replaced in the bag after being dra^^^l out.

Suppose, for example, that the first ball is required to l)e white,

the second to be black, the third to be black, the fourth to ]je

white, and so on in any assigned order. Tlien the required proba-

bility is the jiroduct of

VI n n- \ Di—\

m + n^ m + n —\^ 7)i + 7i — 2 ' m +n — 3'

therefore the required probability is

m {m - I) (m - 2) ... {m-p + 1) n {n - I) {n- 2) ... {n- q + 1)
_

{m + n){m + n-l){m+n-2) ... {m + n-p-q+l) '

and it \sdll be observed that so long as p white balls and q black

balls are required, the probability is the same whatever may he the

assigned order in which they are to occur.

(2) Tlie suppositions being the same as in (1), what is the

probability of p white balls and q black balls occurring in any

order whatever 1

Let ^V^ represent the number of different orders in which p
white balls and q black balls can occur j then the required proba-

bility is obtained by multiplying the probability found in (1) by

I

» -t- 7
N. And iV^ = == .

\P\l
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The problems (1) and (2) are introductory to one which we shall

now consider.

(3) A bag contains vi balls which are known to be all either

white or black, but how many of each kind is nnknown ; suppose

p white balls and q black balls have been di-a^vn and not replaced •

find the probability that another di-awing will give a white ball.

The observed event here is the drav.dng of^ white balls and q
black balls. To render this possible, the original number of white

balls may have been any number from vi — q to p inclusive, and

the number of black balls any number from q to vi—p inclusive.

Let tis denote the hy[)othesis of ni— q white and q black by H^

,

and the hypothesis of m — 5- — 1 white and q + I black by R„, and

so on. Then H^ gives for the jirobability of the observed event

iV X -
(m — q) (m — q — I) (m — q—p +1)1.2.3 q

m(m-l) {m — q—p + 1)
'

where M denotes the number of different ways in wliich p white

balls and q Ijlack balls can be combined in p + q trials. Put C for

M
m{m—l) (in — q — p+ 1)

'

then 11^ gives for the probability of the obseiwed event CP^Q^,

where P-^= {vi — q) (m — q — \) {m — q —p + \),

and ^1 = 1.2.3 q.

Also, n„ gives for the probability of the observed event CP^Qi,

where P^ = (vi — q—\) (m q — p),

and (?j = 2.3.4 -? (? + !)•

Thus, if n = vi — p — q + 2, we find for the probability of H-^,

Similarly the probability of H^ is "
,

"

; and so on, Now the

probability of dra\ving a white ball on another trial

4.T, 1 J.I. • rr • A^i tn-p-q
on the hypothesis H, is —--— x —- :•'^ S m-p-q'

on the hji^othesis H^ is —t,— x —— -j
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and so on. Thus the whole probability of drawing a white ball is

S.{vi-p-q) ^^1^1 ("^ -P-(i)+ P/^-2 (m - ;) - <7 - 1) + (fee. }.

The series in brackets is of the same kind as aS' with ^ + 1

\vi'itten instead of p, the number of teiTas being one less than in *S'.

\j)\q \n-\+p + qNow by Ai-t. 670, S=
,

--
, x '

, T^^
,

l^ + ik |w — 1 4-jp + g
hence the series witliin bi'ackets is ~-

[j/ ^ q + 2 |?i — 3

p + \ n — 2 p + 1
and the reqiiii'ed probaljility is

" —
p+q+2 m—p—q p+q+2'

For a more general investigation connected with this import-

ant problem the student is refen-ed to the History of Probability,

page 45-4.

752. The mathematical theory of probability has been applied

to estimate the probability of statements which are supported by

assertions or by arguments. "We will give some examples.

The probability that A speaks truth is p, and the probability

that £ speaks tiiith is p'
; what is the probability of the truth of

an assertion which they agi-ee in making 1 There ai-e two possible

hypotheses
; (1) that the assertion is true, (2) that it is not. If

it be true, the chance that they both make the assertion is pp' ; if

it be false, the chance that they both make it is (1 —p) (1 —p')-

Hence, by Art. 746, the probabilities of the truth and the falsehood

of the assertion are respectively

Pi ^^,1
ii-p)a-p')

pp +{i-p) (1 -pO pp' + (1 -p) (1 -p)

'

Similarly, if the assertion be also made by a third person whose

probability of speaking tmth is p", the probabilities of the truth

and the falsehood of the assertion are respectively

jw:
.,,,,1

(1 -p) (1 -p') (1 -p")
.

ppy'+{i -p) (1 -p) (1 -p") ' ppy+(^ -p) (!-?'') (!-/')

'

and so on if more persons join in the assertion.
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753. We will make a few remarks on the preceding Article.

When we say that the probability of J.'s speaking truth is jo,

we mean that out of a large number of statements made by A, the

ratio of the number that are true to the number that are not tnie

is that of ^j> to l-p ; thus the value of p depends on the correct-

ness of ^'s judgement as well as on his veracity.

The result in Art. 752 gives the probability of the truth of the

assertion, so far as that truth depends solely on the testimony of

the witnesses considered ; there may be from other sources addi-

tional evidence for or against the assertion. Thus the person who

is estimating the probability may himself have a conviction more

or less decided in favour of the assertion which is independent of

the testimony he receives from the -sv-itnesses. It has been proposed

to combine this conviction with the testimonies wliich are con-

sidered in the problem. Thus, if there be two witnesses with pro-

babilities p and p' respectively of speaking the tmth, and a thii-d

person estimates the probability of the truth of the assertion at p"

fi-om his own independent som-ces of belief, then to him the odds

in favour of the truth of the assertion are

p/p" to (1 -2)) (1 -])') (1 -p")-

Still the result is considered unsatisfactory by some writers,

who object with great reason to the solution on the gi-ound that it

omits all consideration of the circumstance that it is the same

occurrence to which the several testimonies are oifered. In the

following problem this cii'cumstance is expressly considered.

754. Two persons, whose probabilities of speaking the truth

are p and ]}' respectively, assert that a specified ticket has been

drawn out of a bag containing n tickets : required the probability

of the tiTith of the assertion.

The observed event here is the coincident testimony of A and B

in favour of a specified ticket.

Here - is the a priori proljability that the specified ticket would
n

be drawn. The probability of the observed event on the hy|)0-

ji<
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thesis that the specified ticket was drawn is then -^ . The pro-
n

bability of the observed event on the hypothesis that it was not

drawn might at first be sui^posed to be {I-])) (1 -p') —^— ; but

if the persons have no inducement to select the specified ticket

among those really undrawn, this expression must be multiplied by

,

—

_ ,v.a , which is the probability of their selecting the specified

ticket among the undrawn tickets. Thus the probability of the

observed event on the second hyiiothesis is
^ — Thus

n {n - 1

)

the odds in favour of the truth of the assertion are

«/ ^ (i-rt(i-P')
„^. , ^ (i-P)(i-p')

_

n n{n-l) ' n-1

755. The question in Art. 752 is respecting the truth of

concurrent testimony ; we may now consider the truth of tra-

ditionary testimony. A says that B says that a certain event

took place : required the probability that the event did take place.

Let p and p be the probabilities of speaking the truth of A
and B respectively. The event did take place if they both speak

truth, or if they both speak falsehood ; and the event did not

take place if only one of them speaks truth. Thus the odds that

the event did take place are

pp' 4- (1 -2)) (1 -;/) to p (1 -/) +/ (1 -p).

756. If there be n witnesses, each of whom has transmitted a

statement of an occurrence to the next, and if p be the probability

of speaking the truth of each witness, the probability of the truth

of the statement is to the probability of its falsehood as the sum of

the odd terms of the expansion of (p + g)" is to the sum of the even

terms, q being put equal to 1 — ^j after the expansion has been

efljected. For the statement is true if all the witnesses speak truth,

or if two, or four, or any even number speak falsehood.

757. Suppose that certain argtunents are logically sound,

and that the probabilities of the truth of their respective premises
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are known : required the probability of the truth of the conchision.

For example, suppose that there are three arguments, and let

p, p', p" denote the respective probabilities of their premises. The
conclusion is valid unless all the arguments fail. The chance that

they all. fail is (1 -^) (1 -j)') (1 -^j") ; hence the chance that they

do not all fail is l-{l-p) {^ - !>') {^ - P"), which is, therefore,

the required probability.

758. Of such an extensive subject as the Theory of Proba-

bility only an outline can be given in an elementary work on

Algebra. The student who is prepared for fux'ther investigation

will find a list of the necessaiy books in the article Prohahility in

the English Cyclopcedia ; to that list may be added the work of

Professor Boole on the Laws of Thought. For a discussion of

the first principles of the subject the student may consult De
Morgan's Formal Logic, Chapters ix. and x., and "Venn's Logic of

Chance. We may also refer to the History of the Mathematical

Theory of Probability, from the time of Pascal to that of Laplace;

this work introduces the reader to almost every process and every

species of problem which the literatui'e of the subject can furnish.

EXAMPLES ON PEOBABILITY.

1. The odds against a certain event are 3 to 2 ; and the odds

in favour of another event independent of the former ai-e 4 to 3.

Find the odds for or against their happening together.

2. Supposuig that it is 8 to 7 against a person who is now
30 years of age living till he is 60, and 2 to 1 against a person

who is now 40 living till he is 70 : find the probability that one

at least of these persons will be alive 30 years hence.

3. A party of 23 persons take their seats at a round table

:

shew that it is 10 to 1 agaiast two specified individuals sitting

next to each other.

4. The chance that A can solve a certain problem is j ; the

2
chance that -5 can solve it is ^ : find the chance that the problem

will be solved if they both try.
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5. Find tlie chance of drawing two black balls and one red

from an urn containing five black, tliree red, and two v/liite.

6. Find the probability that an ace and only one will be

thro^yn in two trials with one die.

7. Find the probability of throwing one ace at Isast in two

trials with one die.

8. Find the odds against throwing one of the two numbers

7 or 11 in a single throw vith two dice.

9. Two purses contain the same number of sovereigns and a

different number of shillings ; one purse is taken at random and a

coin is drawn out : shew that it is more likely to be a sovereign

than it would be if all the coins had been in one purse.

10. There are four men, A, B, C, D whose powers of rowing

may be represented by the numbers, 6, 7, 8, 9, respectively ; two of

them are placed by lot in a boat, and the other two in a second

boat. Find the chance which each man has of being a winner in

a race between the boats.

11. In one throw with a pair of dice find the chance that

there is neither an ace nor doublets.

12. If fi'om a lottery of 30 tickets marked 1, 2, 3,

four tickets be drawn, find the chance that 1 and 2 will be among

them.

13. A has 3 shares in a lottery where there are 3 prizes

and 6 blanks ; B has 1 share in another where there is but 1 prize

and 2 blanks. Shew that A has a better chance of getting a ])rize

than B in the ratio of 16 to 7.

14. Two bags contain each 4 black and 3 white balls; a

person draws a ball at random from the first bag, and if it be

white he puts it into the second bag and then draws a ball from

it : find the chance of his drawing two white balls.

15. A coin is thrown up ?i times in succession : find the

chance that the head will present itself an odd number of times.

16. Wlien n coins are tossed up, find the chance that one

and only one will turn up liead.
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17. Supposing the House of Commons to consist of m Tories

and n Whigs, find the pi-obability that a committee of ;j + ^
selected by lot may consist of ^J Tories and q Whigs.

18. Find the chance that a person with two dice will throw

aces at least four times in six trials.

19. Find the chance of tlu'owing an ace with a single die

once at least in six trials.

20. If on an average 9 ships out of 10 retiu-n safe to port,

find the chance that out of .5 ships expected at least 3 will

arrive.

21. In tkree throws with a pair of dice, find the probability

of having doublets one or more times.

22. Find the chance of throwing double sixes once or oftener

in thi'ee throws with a pair of dice.

23. In a lottery containing a large number of tickets where

the prizes are to the blanks as 1 to 6, find the chance of drawing

at least 2 prizes in 5 trials.

24. If four cards be dra-mi from a pack, find the probability

that there will be one of each suit.

2.5. If four cards be drawn from a pack, find the probability

that they ^vill be marked one, two, three, four, of the same suit.

'l^. If ^4's skill at any game be double that of B, the odds

against J.'s winning 4 games before B -svins 2 are 131 to 112.

27. Two persons A and B engage in a game in which ^'s

skill is to -5's as 2 to 3. Find the chance of ^'s winning at least

2 games out of 5.

28. Three white balls and five black are placed in a bag, and

three persons draw a ball in succession (the balls not being re-

placed) until a white ball is drawn. Shew that their respective

chances are as 27, 18 and 11.

29. In each game that is played it is 2 to 1 in favour of the

winner of the game before. Find the chance that he who \viiis the

first game shall ^vin three or more of the next foui*.
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30. A cei'tain stake is to be won by the first person who

throws ace with a die of n faces. If there be p persons, find the

chance of the r^^ person.

31. There are 3 parcels of books in another room and a parti-

cular book is in one of them. The odds that it is in one particular

parcel are 3 to 2 ; but if not in that parcel it is equally likely to

be in either of the others. If I send for this parcel giving a

description of it, and the odds I get the one I describe are 2 to 1,

find my chance of getting the book I want.

32. In a piu'se are ten coins, all shillings except one which is

a sovereign; in another are ten coins all shillings. Nine coins are

taken from the former purse and put into the latter, and then

nine coins are taken fi-om the latter and put into the former.

A person is now pei-mitted to take whichever purse he pleases :

find which he should choose.

33. One urn contained 5 white balls and 5 black balls ; a

second lU'n contained 10 white balls and 10 black balls; a ball, of

which colour is not known, was removed from one urn, but which

is not known, into the other. A ch-awiag being now made from

one of the urns chosen at random, what is the chance that it ^vill

give a white ball 1

34. Find the chance of throwing 15 in one throw with 3 dice.

35. Find the chance of throwing 1 7 in one throw with 3 dice.

36. Find the chance of throwing not more than 10 with 3 dice.

37. When 2n dice are thrown, prove that the sum of the num-

bers turned up is more likely to be 7n than any other number.

38. When 2n + 1 dice are thrown, prove that the chance

that the sum of the numbers turned up is 7n + i equals the

chance that the sum of the numbers tux-ned up is 7?4 -t- 3, and

that the chance is gi-eater than the chance that the sum is any

other number.

39. Out of a set of cards numbered from 1 to 10 a card is

drawn and replaced : after ten such drawings what is the proba-

bility that the sum of the numbers drawn is 24 ?

1
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40. Counters numbered 0, 1, 2, n, are placed in a box;

after one Ls drawn it is put back, and the process is repeated.

Find the probability that m drawings will give the counter marked s.

41. There ai"e 10 tickets 5 of which are blanks and the others

are marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 : find the probability of drawing 10 in

three trials, the tickets being replaced.

42. Find the probability in the preceding Example if the

tickets are not replaced.

43. From a bag containing n balls p balls are drawn out and

replaced, and then q balls are drawn out. Shew that the proba-

bility of exactly r balls being common to the two drawings is

\'P I?' \^ — v \i^ — 1

\n \r \p— r \q — r \n — p — q + r'

44. Eight persons of equal skill at chess draw lots for pai-t-

ners and play fom- games ; the four winners di-aw lots again for

l)ai-tners and play two games ; and the two Avinners in these play

a final game : find the chance that two assigned pei-sons will have

played together.

45. In a bag are m white balls and n black balls. Find the

chance of ch'awing fij'st a white, then a black ball, and so on

alternately until the balls remaining are all of one colour.

If 7n balls are drawn at once, find the chance of drawing all the

wliite balls at the fii'st trial.

46. In a bag are n balls of t)i coloui's, j)i being of the first

colour, J)2 ^^ ^^® second colour, ... p^ of the m^^ colour. If the

balls be di'awn one by one, find the chance that all the balls of the

first colour will be first drawn, then all the balls of the second

colour, and so on, and lastly all the balls of the m* colour.

47. A bag contains n balls ; a person takes out one and puts

it in again ; he does this n times : find the probability of his hav-

ing had in his hand every ball in the bag.

48. Two players of equal skill, A and J3, are playing a set of

games. A wants 2 games to complete the set, and B wants 3

games. Compare the chances of A and B for winning the set.
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49. If tln-ee persons cline togetlier find in how many different

ways they can be seated in a row. When they have dined toge-

ther exactly so many times, taking theii- places by chance, find the

probability that they Avill hare sat in every possible arrangement.

50. N' is a given number ; a lower number is selected at ran-

dom, find the chance that it will divide 3\

51. A handful of shot is taken at random out of a bag:

find the chance that the number of shot in the handful is prime to

the number of shot in the bag. For example, suppose the number

of shot in the bag to be 105.

52. If n = a*", and any number not gi-eater than ii be taken

at random, the chance that it contains a as a factor s times and no

. 1 1
more is ^r, .

a' a'

53. Two persons play at a game which cannot be dra^\ai,

and agi-ee to continue to play luatil one or other of them wins

two games in succession : sriven the chance that one of them wins

a single game, find the chance that he wins the match described.

For example, if the odds on a single game be 2 to 1, the odds on

the match will be 16 to 5.

54. A person has a paii' of dice, one a regular tetrahedi'on,

the other a reg\ilar octahedi'on : find tlie chance that in a single

throw the sum of the marks is gi-eater than 6.

55. There are three independent events of which the pro-

babilities are respectively 2\, Ps, p^' ^'^^^ the probability of the

happening of one of the events at least ; also of the happening of

two of the events at least.

56. A certain sum of money is to be given to one of three

persons A, B, C, who first thi-ows 10 with three dice : supposing

them to throw successively in the order named until the event has

happened, find their respective chances.

57. The decimal parts of the logarithms of two nimibers

taken at random are found from a table to 7 places : find the pro-

i
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bability that the second can be subtracted from the first with-

out horrovnng at all.

58. A undertakes with a pair of dice to throw 6 before B
throws 7 ; they throw alternately, A commencing. Compare their

chances.

59. A person is allowed to draw two coins from a bag con-

taining four sovereigns and four shillings : find the value of

his expectation.

60. If six guineas, six sovereigns, and six shilluigs be put

into a bag, and three be di-awn out at random, find the value of

the expectation.

61. Ten Russian ships, twelve French, and foui-teen English

are expected in port. Find the value of the expectation of a

merchant who will gain £2100 if one of the first two which

arrive is a Russian and the other a French ship.

62. From a bag containing 3 guineas, 2 sovereigns, and 4

shillings, a person draAvs 3 coins indiscriminately : find the value

of his expectation.

63. Find the worth of a lottery-ticket in a lottery of 100

tickets, having 4 prizes of .£100, ten of £50, and twenty of £5.

64. A bag contains 9 coins, 5 are sovereigns, the other four

are equal to each other in value : find what tliis value must Vje in

order that the expectation of receiving two coins out of the bag

may be worth 24 shillings.

65. From a bag containing 4 shilling pieces, 3 unknowTi

English sdver coins of the same value, and one unknown English

gold coin, four are to be dra^vTi. If the value of the drawer's

chance be 15 shillings, find what the coins are.

66. A and B subscribe a sum of money for which they toss

alternately beginning with A, and the fii-st who throws a head is

to win the whole. In what proportion ought they to subscribe ?

If they subscribe equally, how much should either of them give

the other for the first throw ?
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67. There are a ntimber of counters in a bag of which one is

marked 1, two 2, &c. up to r marked r ; a person draws a number

at random for which he is to receive as many shillings as the num-

ber marked on it : find the value of his expectation.

68. A bag contains a number of tickets of which one is

marked 1, four marked 2, nine marked 3, ... i;p to r^ marked r

;

a person draws a ticket at random for which he is to receive as

many shillings as the number marked on it : find the value of his

expectation.

69. A man is to receive a certain number of shillings; he

knows that the digits of the number are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, but he is

ignorant of the order in which they stand : find the value of his

expectation.

70. From a bag containing a counters some of which are

mai-ked with numbers, h counters are to be drawn, and the drawer

is to receive a number of shillings equal to the sum of the numbers

on the counters which he draws : if the sum of the numbei'S on all

the counters be n, find the value of his expectation.

71. There are two arns ; one contains 8 white balls and

4 black balls, and the other contains 12 black balls and 4 white

balls ; from one of these, but it is not known from which, a ball

is taken and is found to be white : find the chance that it was

drawn from the urn containing 8 white balls.

72. Five balls are in a bag, and it is not known how many

of these are white ; two being di-awn are both white : find the

probability that all are white.

73. A purse contains n coins and it is not known how many

of these are sovereigns ; a coin drawn is a sovereign : find the

probability that this is the only sovereign.

74. A bag contains 4 white and 4 black balls ; two are taken

out at random, and without being seen are placed in a smaller

bag ; one is taken out and proves to be white, and replaced in the

smaller bag : one is again taken out and proves to be again white,

find the probability that both balls in the smaller bag are white.
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75. Of two purses one originally contained 25 sovereigns, and

tlie other 10 sovereigns and 15 shillings ; one purse is taken by

chance and 4 coins di-awn out wliich prove to be all sovereigns :

find the probability that this purse contains only sovereigns, and

the value of the expectation of the next coin that will be drawn

from it.

76. A bag contains three bank notes, and it is known that

there is no note which is not either a £5, a £10, or a £20 note

;

at three successive dips in the bag (the note being replaced after

each dip) a £5 note was drawn. Find the j^robable value of the

contents of the bag.

77. It is 3 to 1 that A speaks the truth, 4 to 1 that B does,

and 6 to 1 that G does : find the probability that an event took

place which A and B assert to have happened and which C denies.

78. A speaks truth 3 times out of 4, 5 4 times ou.t of 5 ; they

agree in asseiiiing that fi-om a bag containing 9 balls, all of dif-

ferent colours, a white ball has been drawn : shew that the proba-

96
bility that this is time is ^ .

79. Suppose thii-teen witnesses, each of whom makes but one

false statement in eleven, to assert that a certain event took place;

shew that the odds are ten to one in favour of the truth of their

statement, even although the a priori probability of the event be

as .^.,1 as '
.

10"+

1

80. One of a pack of 52 cards has been removed ; from the

remainder of the pack two cards are drawn and are found to be

spades : find the chance that the missing card is a spade.

81. Two persons walk on the same road in opposite directions

during a + b + c minutes, one completing the distance in a minutes

and the other in b minutes : find the chance of their meeting.

82. Find how many odd niimbers taken at random must be

multiplied together, that there may be at least an even chance of

the last figure being 5. Given los; 2 - "30103.

T. A. 31
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LIV. MISCELLANEOUS EQUATIONS.

759. Equations may be proposed which require peculiar arti-

fices for their sohition ; in the folloAving collection the student will

find ample exercise : he should himself try to solve the equations,

and afterwards consult the solution here given.

x^ + 2x+2 a' + 8a; + 20 _ a^ + 4a; + 6 a;VGa; + 12

a;+l a;+4 x + 2 x+3

Here a; + 1 + , + x + 4 + = a; + 2 + -^ + a; + 3 +—— ,

a; + 1 :f + 4 x + I x+ 614 2 3
So that ^1

H , = n "^

r~Q >x+ 1 a; + 4 a; + 2 x + 6

therefore

that is

2

a;+l a;4-2 a;+3 a;+4'

x x
~

X- + 3a; + 2 ~
a;" + 7a; + 1 2

'

therefore either a; = 0, or x* + 3a; + 2 = a;" + 7a; + 12 ;

from the latter 4a; = - 10 j

therefore a; = - 2|.

1 1 11
2. -7 Z-.—r» +

(a; + ciY -b' {x + by - a' x' - {a + bf x' - (a - bf

2x
)

1 1

x + a + O {x--(a- bf]
~

x^ - {a + bf of -{a- bf
Here , \

-
! + a + 6 \^x

therefore

therefore

1 X- {a + b) _ 1
_

x + a+b x'- {a- bf
"

x' - {a + bf
'

x-{a + b} 1

x' -(a-bf X- {a + b)

'

therefore {x - {a + b)Y ^ x^ - {a -bf;

therefore 2x {a + b) = {a + bf + {a - bf ;

a' + b'

therefore a; = —~—r •
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then 3(2,- + 8).102,, .othat y' - i»l' h- ^^^ = '
;

therefore y = 2 or ;

o

therefore x' — 12 = Gx or 4a;

;

therefore x = G or -3 or 3 ±^(21).

^
(5a;" + 10a;^ + l)(5a^+ 10«^ + 1)

{x' + 10a;' + 5) {a* + lOa'^+dJ " '*^*

Her
5a;" + 10a;^ + l _ a' + 10a' + 5a

a;' + lOx"" + 5a;
~ 5aN^T0a^TT '

adding and subtracting the numerator and denominator of each
friiction, we have

fx +
1Y _ / I + «y

U-l/ ~ Vi- J'

, 1 <. a; + 1 1 + a , „ 1
therefore = • therefoi-e x= -.

X - [ 1 — a a

5. (x - If + (2.^• + 3)' = 27a;^ + 8.

Since (a; - 1) + (2a; + 3) = 3a; + 2, divide both sides by 3a; + 2,

2
which gives x = —

,^
for one value of x ; and we obtain

(x - ly -{x-\) {2x + 3) + (2a; + 3)'' = Ox' - 6x + 4,

that is 3a;' + 9a; + 1 3 = 9x' - Ga; + 4,

therefore Qx'' — 1 5a; = 9 ;

^, ^ .5a; 25 25 3 49
therefore «;__+_=_-+_=_

j

therefore a; — t = =*= t J
therefore a; = 3 or — -

4 4 2

31—2
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la; + l x + i ) { x + 2 x + 3 )

„ r24-5cc 5~6x ,,) _-fl7-7a; 8x4-55 ^

Here 31
\

^ + -j- + lU = 29 + —— - 1

(iC+l X + 4- ) 1^03 + 2 x+ 6

„ 124 -5a; ^ 5 - 6a; _) .. ri7-7a; _ 8a; + 55
or 31 { r-- + 5 + , + 6 [

= 29 -^

—-- - + 7 + ^(a; + l a; + 4 j (a; + 2 x + 6

o. (29 29 ) „„ r 31 31 )
therefore 31 1^^ . ^ -^| = 29 |_^ + —3)

;

1111
r +

'a

=
o +

+ 1 a; + 4 a; + 2 x +1111therefoi-e r + ——;
= "rTo "^ r^TT^ >x+\ X + ^ x + 2i x+ 6

therefore
a; + l a; +2 a;+3 a; + 4'

therefore (a; + 1 )
(a; + 2) = (a; + 3) (a; + 4)

;

therefore 3a; + 2 = 7a; + 12
;

therefore 4a; = - 1 ;

therefore a; = - 2|.

1 (a;+l)(a;-3) 1
(
a; + 3)(a;-5) _ ^ (a; + 5) (a;- 7) ^^

"•
5(a; + 2)(a;-4)

"^9
(a;+ 4)(a;-6) 13 (a; + 6)(a;-8) 585"

It IS clear that the numerator and denominator of each fraction

involves the expression a;^-2a;, put therefore (a;— l)^ = yj then

the equation becomes

ly-i I 3/-I6 2 y-36 _ 92

5y^^ '^%y-'25 ~ U y - i2 ~ 585
'

1 1 2 92
^«^

5
""

9 "13 =585^

subtracting corresponding terms, we have

15 19 2 13

52/-9 9y-25 13y-49

. . 1 1 2 • -

y-9 y-25 3/- 49

= 0,
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therefore

that is

2/-9 2/- 49 2/-49 2/- 25'

-40 24

y-9 2/-25'

therefore 3 (?/ - 9) + 5 (y - 25) = 0,

that is 8?/ = 152;

therefore 2/ = 1 9 and a; = 1 ± ^(1 9).

03 + 3a ,. . a + 3x
X. = J{ac)

c + 3x ^ X + 3c

^ x'^ x + 3a c^ c+3x ,, , . x^ + 3ax^ (r + 3c^a;
Here — , 5- = —, 5- , that is ~ p- = —^ r :

ahci + 3x ^hx+3c J + 3a^x xK 3cx^

adding and subtracting the numerator and denominator of each

{x^ + Jy _ (c* + x^Y
fraction, we have

(a;3 - a^f (c« - x^f

(.2 I n'2x" + a^ c^ + x^ . . x c
therefore -j r = — ^ ; therefore - = -

;

X- — a^ c"- - a-^ " *

therefore as = ± J{ac).

Here (^ + ^(3^) ^- «} + ?iZ^^2^" = 3,

therefore x + J(2ax) + aA 77^^—

r

2
;

'^ ^ ' x + J{2ax) + a

therefore {x + J{2ax) + a}' - 2 {« + J{2ax) + «} + 1 = ;

therefore x + a+ J{2ax) = 1
;

therefore {x + af -2 {x + a) + I = 2ax ;

therefore cc^ — 2a; + 1 =2a-a^

;

therefore a; = 1 ± J(2a - a-).

it»
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10. {x + a) {x + 2a){x- 3a) {x - 4a) = c\

Here (x + a){x- 3a) (x + 2a) {x - ia) = c\

that is (x' - 2ax - 3a') {x' - 2ax - 8a') = c*.

Let X' — 2ax = ya^,

then (2/-3)(2/-8) =
^^,;

, ,, 121 c" 25
therefore if -Uy + -^ = -, + ^ ;

11 (4c"'4-25a^)^
therefore 2/ = "^ *

2a*
'

therefore a; = a ±

2 2
'

(

13a' (40- + 25a^)'

CT'
*

2

1^-
6.'-L-f2

-^

12x'-Lf6
-^"^-'"^^-

H^^^
(2.-l)\3.-2)

"
(3x-2)Va^-3l-('"-^^^'"-^^'

or ^. X ,, ^fj/ =(2a^-l)(4a;-l);
303-2 (2aj- 1) (4a3-3)

therefore 2 - (2a; - 1
)' (4a; - 1 )

(4a; - 3)

= (2a;-l)-j2(2a;-l) + l}{2(2a;-l)-l}.

Let y = 2x—l,

then ?/'(4/-l) = 2;

, ^ 4/1 1 2 33
therefore y _-+_=_+_=_;

therefore y^= ^ ( 1 ± ,y33)

therefore a; =——-^ = - y{«<'-^-«)}}
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Here

therefore

that is
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fx + 6\ /ic — 4\^ fx — 6\ /cc + 9\"

487

£c + 6 /a; - iy £c

a; + G/ Va; — y
= 9

36

a;' -36

6 /a; + 9\^ a; + 6

x — '6\x-¥i) ' X + 6\x— 'i)

X — Q ( /x + 9

x + 6

+
X 6

X -

X— Q

/ a;-6i

X — 6 X + 6
'

x — 4'

a; + 4

36a; X + 6 I6x

x + Q {x-9y x-6{x + Ay'

tlierefore x = is one vahie ; and for the other values we have

f'a; - 6\^ IQ /x — 9\'/x- 6y_ 16 /a

\x + 6/ 36 \o

^. „ a;-6 2a;-9
tliereiore —

—

- = ±
, :

aj + b 3 a; + 4^x + 67 36 \x + 4

therefore 3 (x'- 2a; - 24) = ± 2 {x' -Sx- 54)

;

these quadratics can now be solved in the ordinary way,

13.

Let

then

therefoi-e

or

thus

therefore

therefore

thus

therefore

therefore

X + 2ax +ac ax

x^ + 2cx + ac {x + a) [x + o)

{x + a) {x + c) = xi/,

a? + 2aa; ^ac a

x^ + 2cx + ac y'

2{x^ + ax + cx + ac) _a + y
2x [a- c) f* — 2/

'

{x + a) {x + c) _a + y
a-y'X {a — c)

y a + y
a — c a — y

y- — yc = ac— a^

;

y = --±- J(c^ + iac - W) = a suppose;

x^ + X (a + c) + ac = xa
;

x^ + X (a + c — a) = — ac
;

a + c - a 1 ,
,x = ^

— ±
. J{{a + G-a) - 4ac}.
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{x + c)*

14. 2{x+a){x + c) + {a-cf =

Here {x + a)* + (« + c)' =

Let

then

From (a)

therefore

therefore (/3) becomes

c (2x + a + c)

'

(.x + c)
^

c{{x+ a) + (x- + c)}
"

x + a = y{x-^c) (a),

therefore

therefore

15.

y =

V'+ 1 = / ^^^
c(2/ + l)

a- c
X + c = 1

',

a — c 1

c y -I

a-c - a . „ /a\i

m

/+i

1 = - : therefore v =
( J ;

c Vc/
+ i = -

I i 3 5
?/c - « a c - ac* , 1 a* - c^

*^ = 1— =^ -1—r = '''' ~\
—

I

(a; + a + hf + (a; + c + f/)* _ ?«

n
1)-

(a; + « + c)* + (a; + 6 + (/)

Let a + 6 = a + /S) therefore a =
^ (« + 6 + c + cZ),

let a + c = a, +
^j

I therefore a^ = |(« 4 6 + c + c?) = a,

6 + (Z = a,-/3J^ )8, = i(a-5 + c-f/).

Hence by assuming a; + a =
2/, (1) may be put into the shape

{y + fiy + jy-fif _^^ / + 10yT-+5y/3^ _m

or y* {n - m) + l^f {n(3' - mjB;) = 5 («i/3/ - n^Q^) (2),

which is a common quadratic equation.

m_^^ (a + h-c-dY
^^ n~ fiy{a-h + c- df '

(2) takes the form 7/ = 5(3'I3; ; therefore y = (5)' (/3^,)-^,

or x = y-a = ^[b^J{{a-dY-{h-cf]-{a + b + c + d)].
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16. x' + a' + f + h' = J2{x{a + y)-h{a-y)\,

x' -a' -f+b' = J2 {x{a-y) + b{a + y)].

Adding and subtracting,

X- + b^ = J2 (ax + by) (a),

y'^a^ = J2{xy-ab);

multiplying togetliei-,

{x' + b') (/ + a') = 2 {ax + by) {xy - ab),

or {ax + byf + {fcy - abf - 2 {ax + by) {xy - ab)

;

1 / X + b

therefore ax + by^xy~ab; tlierelore y^a ^—^ .

Substituting in (a),

^ ( bx + b^'] ,„ a;^ + b^

^'^h-^cJ2^^x^-^^^=^aJ2^^;

therefore, neglecting the impossible root, x-b^aj'l;

therefore x = a J-2 + b,

x + b I in
and y = <^^zrb

= ^ \'2+ «•

17. {x' + / + c')^ + {x-y + c)^=^2{ixy)^ (1),

1 = ^^ (2).

y X c

Since [x-y + cY^x^ + y^ + c^- 2xy + 2xc - 2yc,

and fi-om (2) xc-xy-yG = Q (a)

;

therefore {x — y+ cY — x' + y^ + c^

;

therefore (1) becomes {x — y -\- cY - ixy ^4c {x — y) from (a)

;

therefore {x- y-cY = ;

therefore y = x-c,

but V = ; therefore x' — c^ = cx ; therefore x' — ex + -- = —- j^ x + c'
' 4 4

c c
therefore a; = ^ (1 ± J5), and 3/ = ^ (- 1 =fc J5).
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18. 2{x' + xy + y--a') + J^{x'-y') = (1),

2{x' -xz + z' -¥) + J^{x' - z') = (2),

y^-c^+3(y«^-c^) = (3).

Multiplying (1) by 2 it becomes

2,{x + yY + {x-yy +2 J^{x' -f) = ia'

therefore ^3 {x + y) + x - y = ^2a.

Similarly from (2) ^3 {x — z) +x + z = * 26.

By subtraction we obtain on the left-hand side (^3 - \){y ->rz),

and on the right-hand side =fc 2 (a - 6) or ± 2 (a + 6) ; thus we have

four values for y + z: choose any one of these and denote it by m.

From (3) 2/ + Q>yz- = 8c', that is (y + zf + (y - zf = 8c' •

therefore (y - zY == 8c' - m^

;

therefore y - ^ = (8c' - m^y
;

therefore y = \\m\- (8c' - m^f\, and z=^ {m - (8c' - m^f\.

And a;{V3+l} = =fc2a-2/{V3-l}

= ± 2« - ^^'^ {m + (8c' - m^f } ;

thus X is known.

19. 3a3+3y-s = 3 (1),

x' + y'-z' = ^^~ (2),

3 3 3 O 17« + 44
X + y + «' = Zxyz + -7— (3).

From (1) ^{x + y + z) = iz+Z (a),

From (2) x' + f + z' = 2z' + 7 -^^ (^),

Erom (3) 2 [x + y^ + z^ - 3xyz) = -^ (y)

;
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then multiplying (a) and (/3) together and subtracting (y), we have

x^ + 2/^ + «^ + 3 {x'y + xif + xz'' + x^'z + -ifz + y^) + ^xyz

or {x^y^zf^{^z-rf;

therefore x-^y = z-\.

z ,

From (1) 03 + 2/= 2 + 1 ;

therefore » - 1 = | + 1 ; therefore 3 = 3;

^ ^ „ 14 -9^ 5
therefore a3 + y = 2, 33+2/=^" + ^ = 2 '

therefore 2 (a;' + 7/=) - (a; + y)' = 5 - 4 - 1 ; therefore a; - 2/ = ± 1

;

therefore as = 1| or ~
, and 2/ = jj

or \\.

2^
(ac + l)(x''+l) _ («'=+l)(a;2/ + l)

/|)^

a;+ 1 2/+ 1

(fflc+l)(2/^l) ^ (c-+l)(a;2/ + l)
,,,.

y+1 a;+l
^"'^"

-r, /,v a3^+lx+la'+l /\
From (1) ^= ^. -"T ....(a),

^ ' xy-v\ 2/+ J^ «c+

1

From (2) ^
- , . ,

^ ' -''r+l 03+1 aC4- 1

2/%! _y+\^ c^4-l

a32/-

therefore
("'"^ 1) (^^"^ 1) - k^±M^^^tlierelore

(x2/+l)^ " {ao^Vf '

Subtracting denominators from numerators, we have

T ^ = r Tvi ; therefore ^ = ± r {p)

;

(xy + 1) {ac + 1)-
"

a;y + 1 «c + 1

therefore x — y = (xy + 1 )
, or Ixy + 1

) ^ j

therefore usincr the first value and calling r- = m,^ ac + 1.

we have y {1 + nix) ^ x — ni; therefoi'e y — -.
—x — m
mx

it;
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x^+l xy+1 a" + 1
^Now from (a)

x+1 y+1 ' ac+l'

x^ — mx
+ 1

^, „ a;^ + 1 a" +1 1 + mx a" + 1 x' + l
therefore r- = , .^^—— = _

. — _
03+1 ac+l X — m ac+1 1 + mx +x-m

1 +mx
therefore {ac + 1) (1 + mx + x- m) = {a^ + \){x + \)

;

or \ +ac + xia-c) + x{\ -¥ ac) — (a — c)= {a" + \) + x (a* + 1) ;

therefore x{a — c) — ax (a — c) — a (a- c) + (a - c)

;

therefore x {1 —a) - 1 + a ; therefore x = ;

1 — (t

and 2/
=

1 +a a—c
x—m 1- a 1 +ac 1 + c

1 + mx (l +a) {a- c) 1 — c

*

(1 - a) (1 + ac)

Similarly, if we use the negative sign in (/?), Ave have -^^

1 -c
and for the coi-resjionding values of x and y.

21. (27/ - 1) (x' +4x + 3)-' - {2x - 1) (y* + hj + 3)^

= (x-y)(x + y-2xy + 4:) (1),

\/\x7/-lJ \/\2x-lJ x+1 ^^''•

From ( 1 ) (2y - 1 )
(a;" + Ax + 3)-^ - {2x - 1) (y^ + 4y + 3)^

= x^ -9/^ - 2x^y + 2xy'^ + ix-Ay
= y'{2x-l)-x^2y-l) + 2{2x--[)-2{2y-l)

= {y' + 2){2x-l)-{x^+2){2y-l);
therefore

(22/ - 1) {x' + 2 + J(x' + 4:x + S)}=(2x- 1) {f+2 + J{y' + 4y + 3)},

x' + 2+J{x*+ix + ^) y^+2 + V(y + 4y + 3)

2x - 1 i^y - 1

Now «• + 4.r + 3 = (a' + 2a; + 1) {x^ -2x+-i) = uv

if w = a:^ + 2a; + 1 and v = a;' — 2a; + 3
;

therefore m + u = 2 (a;' + 2) and m - u == 2 (2a; - 1)

(-)
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Hence (a) assumes tlie form

u — v w, -v,

where u^ = if-¥lij + 1, and 1;^ = y' - 2y + 3
;

thus ^, ^y- =
/ \ ; therefore - = -^ j

^ ^ a;' + 2a;+l y^^ + 2y + 1

therefore —5

—

a o = '~2—o

—

7~q »

a; - 2a; + 3 y - 2y + 6

adding and subtracting the numerator and denominator of each

fraction, we have

2a; - 1
~

2y - 1
'

therefore 2ya;' + 4y - a;' - 2 = 2x?/ + ix-y'-2;

therefore 2ya; (a; - y) - (as* - y') - -i (a; - ?/) = ;

x + i
therefore x = y ; or 2xy = a; + y + 4, so that y =

^^ _ ^
•

-
) = 2, or = 4 : therefore x = 1\ and y = 14.

L / a; - 1

Substituting the vahie y = a; in (2), we have

// x + l \ . 1

V W-1.

A • -^ a; + 4 y + l 3 (.x + 1) 3

*= '
'^ 2a; — 1 xy - I (« + 1 ) x + i

2y-l 9 , 2/+I 3
'^''''

2x:ri- (2^31)-- ^-1 ^TT= 2^^-

Hence equation (2) becomes

\/(^tt) " 2^r^" 2^r^'
""'' V C^m) " 2^~i

'

1 12
therefore = ,^

*"
. ,„ , or ix' - 1 6x = 1 1

;

a: + i {2x - 1)'

therefore 4a;» - 1 6a; + 1 6 = 27 ; therefore 2a; - 4 = ± 3 ^3 J

a; + 4 1 /4 ± ^/3\
therefore a; = |(4 ± 3 ^3) ;

and y = ^^-^^ =
^ (^^ ± ^sj

'
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES,

1. Solve J{1 + x'} - J{1 - x') = J{1 - x').

2. Solve x^ {^ ~ y) = ^^y {y — ^)>

y' (« - x) = hx [x — n).

3. If X' -\- xy + y" = c^,

x^ + xz + z' ^ b^,

y' +yz + z- = a\

prove that

xy + yz^zx^ /L {2a%' + 2hV + 2cV - a' - b* - c')]
;

and shew how to solve the equations.

4 Solve -- -^—^ =2/2

5, Determine c so that 5x + iy = c may have ten positive in-

tegral solutions excluding zero vakies, and c may be as gi-eat as

possible.

r, -vr ^~V^ V^—xz , , , ,

G. if —T^j

—

-—r= ~^ r and ic, y, z be unequal, then each
a; (1 - yz) y (1 — xz) ^

member of this equation will be equal to .^ r^ , to x + y + z,
z [L — xy)

1 1 1
and to - H [-

X y z

7. Shew that if n and iV are very nearly equal,

I
—

)
= -r= + -— very nearly,

\nj N +n in *' -^

'

, , , . . , {N-nY
and that the error is approximately ^

—j-^—^r^

.

^^ •' %7i {N+nf

8. A man's income consists partly of a salary of £200 a year,

and partly of the interest at 3 per cent, on capital, to which he

each year adds his savings ; his annual expenditure is less by £95

than five-fourths of his income : shew that whatever be the origi-
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nal capital its acGiimulated value will approximate to .£6000. If

the original capital be £1000, shew that it will be doubled in

about thii-ty years ; having given

log 2 = -301030, log 397 = 2-598790.

9. If 71 be a positive integer, and c= /~ r-iNa? shew that

J [3

m— 1 (m + 1)"
'

10. If £C be any pi-ime number, except 2, the integral part of

(1 + ^/2)'', diminished by 2, is divisible by 4a;.

11. If any number of integers taken at random be multi-

plied together^ shew that the chance of the last figure of their

product being 5 continually diminishes as the number of integers

mxiltiplied together increases.

12. Two purses contain sovereigns and shillings; shew that

if either the total numbers of coins in the two purses are equal,

or if the number of sovereigns is to the number of shillings in

the same ratio in both, then the chance of drawing out a sove-

reign is the same when one purse is taken at random and a coin

drawn out as it is when the coins are all put in one purse and a coin

drawn out. If neither of these conditions holds, the chance is in

favovu" of the piu'se taken at random whenever the purse with the

greater number of coins has the smaller proportion of sovereigns.

LV. MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS.

760. We have already given in previous Chapters collections

of problems which lead to simple or qiiadratic equations ; we add

here a few examples of somewhat greater difficulty with their

solutions.

1. Each of three cubical vessels A, B, C, whose capacities are

as 1 : 8 : 27 respectively, is partially filled with water, the
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i
quantities of water in them being as 1 : 2 : 3 respectively. So

much water is now poured from A into JS and so mu.ch from U
into C as to make the depth of water the same in each vessel, fl

After tills 1284^ cubic feet of water is poured from C into B, and

then so much from B into A as to leave the depth of water in A
twice as great as the depth of water in B. The quantity of water

in ^ is now less by 100 cubic feet than it was origmally. How
much water did each of the vessels oiiginally contain ]

Let X = the number of cubic feet in A origuially

;

therefore 2x = the number of cubic feet in B originally
;

and Sx = the number of cubic feet in C originally.

Now wlien the depth of the fluid is the same in all, it is clear

that the quantities vary as the areas of the bases of the vessels, that

is, are as 1 : 4 : 9. Therefore, since Qx is the total quantity, the

Qx ox
nuantitv in A = — r =~^ , ^^^ the quantities in B and C are
^ ' 9+4+17
12a; , 27a; ^. ,—- and -— respectively.

Again, when the depth in A is twice that in B, the quantity in

A is half as much as that in B.

Now A contains a; -100; therefore B contains 2 (a; -100),

and C contains ^^ — 128|..
27a;

y
therefore 3 (a; - 100) + -y- - 1284 = Qx;

therefore
^^''' = 300 + 1284;

900 7
therefore a; = 350 + -^ x - = 500

;

therefore the quantities in A, B, Cat first were 500, 1000, 1500

cubic feet respectively.

2. Three horses A, B, C start for a race on a course a mile

and 9- half long. When B has gone half a mile, he is three times
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as far ahead of A as he is of G. The horses now going at

uniform speeds till £ is within a quarter of a mile of the winning

post, C is at that time as much behind ^ as ^ is behirid £, but

1
*"

the distance between A and B is only ^1 of what it was after £

1 rd

had gone the first half mile. C now increases his pace by -^ of

what it was before, and passes 5 176 yards from the winning post,

the respective speeds of A and £ remaining unaltered. What was

the distance between A and C at the end of the race 1

Let Ha; = the distance in yards between £ and C at the end

of the first ^ mile, 33x = the distance in yards between £ and A
at the end of the first ^ mile. When £ has gone 1^ miles £ is Sx

ahead of A, and Qx ahead of C ; therefore while £ went | mUe or

1320 yards, A went 1320 + 30a; yards, and C went 1320 + 5a; yards.

Hence, after C increases his pace, the speeds of A, £, C will be

54
proportional to 1320 + 30a;, 1320, and p^ (1320 + 5a;) respectively.

Since C passes 5 when he is 176 yards from the post ; therefore

while £ was going 440 — 176 or 264.yards, C went 264 + 6x
;

therefore 1320 :

||
(1320 + 5a;) :: 264 : 264 + 6a;,

54
therefore 1 320 + 30a; = ^ (1 320 + 5a;)

;

therefore x (1590 - 270) = 1320
;

therefore x—l;

also it will be found that C"s increased pace is equal to A's
;

therefore there wUl be the same distance between them at the end

of the race as there is when -S is ^ mile from the winning post,

namely 3a; or 3 yards.

3. A fraudulent tradesman contrives to employ his false

balance both in buying and selling a cei-tain article, thei-eby

gaining at the rate of 11 per cent, more on his outlay than he

would gain were the balance trv^. If, however, the scale-pans in

T. A. 32
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which the article is weighed when bought and sold respectively,

were interchanged, he would neither gain nor lose by the article.

Determine the legitimate gain per cent, on the article.

Let w and w be the apparent weights of the same article

when boiight and when sold.

Let p = the prime cost of a unit of weight,

X = the legitimate gain per cent.
;

then an article which cost piv is sold for wJp + ^ttt; ) ;

therefore by the question tv^ (p + ^) - ivp = ^ -,qq^ ( 1 )•

Again in the supposed case the cost of the article =^:»w, and the

selling price = pu; fl + j^ j ;

therefore pw^ ^pio f 1 +
^qqJ

(2)-

rrom(l), ^.^l + i^)=^«(l+'l^^

from (2),

therefore

therefore x^ + lOOo; = 1100, so that {x + 50)= = 3600
j

therefore a; + 50 = ± 60
j

therefore a; = 10.

4. A person buys a quantity of corn, which he intends to

sell at a certain price ; after he has sold half his stock the piice

of corn suddenly falls 20 per cent., and by selling the remainder

at this reduced price, his gain on the whole is diminished 30 per

cent. ; if he had sold fths of his stock before the price fell, and

the diminution in the price had been in the proportion of £20

on the prime cost of what he before sold for £100, he would

have gained by the whole as many shillings as he had bushels of
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com at first. Find what the corn cost him per bushel, and what
he hoped to gain per cent.

Let X = the cost price, in pounds, per bushel,

y = the gain per cent, he expected ; then

re ( 1 + y—r
J
- the price per bushel for wliich he sold half his com

;

4 / y \
V a; I 1 +

Y(Tc\ )
~ ^^^ price ^ev bushel for which he sold the other

half; therefore the average price per bushel = —
(
1 + ykf) ;

therefore his gain per bushel =—M +^^ j
_ x.

If he had sold the whole as he sold the first lialf, the gain

per bushel would have been y^ ;

1
. 9a; / _ y \ 1 y^

therefore by the question
Y{)y ^ m))~^^ \S)\m''

therefore -^ - -^
'i

therefore y = 50.

100
NoM' the prime cost of what he at first sold for 100 is

1 + ^-
100

that is ——
-
, and if he were to lose £20 on this, the loss per cent,

o

,,, 20x100 , . ^^
would be „ >

t^^^t '^ ^0.

Thus in the supposed case the average selling price of a bushel

3a;/, y \ x(^ y \ 7 a; /9 21\ .

= T0^1Ooj^4i^''lOohrO=4(2^2O;^ ^^^^^^^^''^ *^^

X 111 31a;
gain on a bushel == t x ~^ a; = -;^— , and this by the question

31a; 1 4
equals one shilling ; therefore -777- — -^r. \ therefore x—rr:r.^ =" 80 20

'

31

32—2
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5. A and £ having a single horse travel between two mile-

stones, distant an even number of miles, in 2ff hoiu's, riding

alternately mile and mile, and each leaving the horse tied to a

mile-stone until the other comes up. The horse's rate is twice

that of £ ; B rides first, and they come together to the seventh

mile-stone. Finding it necessary to increase their speed, each

man after this walks half a mile per hour faster than before, and

the horse's rate is now twice that of A, and £ again rides first.

Find the rates of travelling, and the distance between the extreme

mile-stones.

Let 2x = the distance they travelled in miles. Now at first A
walks 4 miles and rides 3 miles while £ walks 3 miles and rides

4 miles, or A walks 4 while £ walks 3 and rides 1 ; that is, since the

horse's rate is double of £'s, while £ walks 3^ miles; therefore J.'s

and ^'s rates at first may be represented by 81/ and 7y respectively.

Again, A walks x — 3 and rides as — 4, while £ walks x — i

and rides x — 3; therefore A walks 03—3 while £ walks a; — 4 and

rides 1, that is, while -S walks a; — 4 and A walks 1; therefore

7
A walks X- ^ while £ walks a; - 4

;

but A walks 8y + -^ while £ walks ly + -^;

therefore =—^ , from which y

Now the total time A took in hours is

4 3 a;-3 a: - 4

4a; - 30

._ J 1

"
1

"" _ 962
8y^l42/^^

,

1+ /, 1\-^^'
82/+^ 2(83/^)

5 3a;- 10

7y ^ 16y + l

5 .3,r-10 188 1

therefore — + ^^ — ^ = 2f|

;

therefore
7 4a; -14 63 4a; - 30 '
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41a;- 140 94 1

4a;- 14 9 2a;- 15'

therefore 9 (82a;'' - 895a; + 2100) = 376a;- 1316 ;

therefore 738a;' - 8431a; + 20216 = 0,

from which a; = 8 ; therefore y = „ ;

therefore the distance =16 miles ; the rates of travelling at first — 4

and 3^ miles per hour respectively.

6. A and B set out to walk together in the same direction

round a field, which is a mile in circumference, A walking faster

than B. Twelve minutes after A has passed B for the third time,

A turns and walks in the opposite direction until six minutes

after he has met him for the third time, when he returns to his

original direction and overtakes B four times more. The whole

time since they started is thi-ee hours, and A has walked eight

miles more than B. A and B diminish their rates of walking by

one mile an hour, at the end of one and two hours respectively.

Determine the velocities with which they began to walk.

Let X = the number of miles per hour of A at the first,

y — the number of miles per hour of B at the first.

In 3 hours A has gone a; + 2 (a; — 1) or 3a; — 2 miles,

and B has gone 2?/ + (y — 1) or 3y — 1 miles
;

therefore by the qixestion 3a; - 2 — {Zy — 1) = 8 ; therefore a; — y = 3,

that is, the relative speed of A and 5 is 3 miles per hour ; therefore

A will gain a circumference on jB in ^ of an hour, and will therefore

be passing B for the third time at the end of the first hour.

Also since the relative speed of A and B is the same in the

last hour as in the first, and since A passes B for the fowrih time

at the end of the third honr, therefore he will pass him all the

four times within the last hour ; the first time being exactly at

the commencement of the third hour.
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Now in 12 minutes after the first hour the distance between

1 2
5(^--2/-l) =

5

1 2
A and Ji is f(^'

—
2/
— 1) = ^ miles; therefore the time of first

2
meeting =^-i-(cc + 2/ — 1); and the time of meeting tioice more

= 2 -^ (x + y — I). In G minutes the distance between them

— jTA^ + y—^)} therefore if A now turns, the time of over-

taking B

cc--y- 1

2

5
+ -

215 2 11
tlierefore - +__ + -^-—^ 4- ^ + ^0 (^ + 2^- 1) = 1'

^^^''^*^^' ^^^Y0=T0'
iiu = x-,y-l;

therefore ti^-litc=-iS; therefore u—7-^l; therefore u = S or 6;

therefore a; + y = 9 or 7 ; and x-y=3
;

therefore aj = 6 or 5, y = 3 or 2.

761. The equations in tlie preceding Chapter and their solu-

tions, and the solutions in the present Chapter, are due to the

Rev. A. Bower, late Fellow of St John's College, Should any

student desire more exercises of this kind, he is referred to the

collection of algebraical equations and problems edited by Mr
W. Rotherham of St John's College.

MISCELLAJS^EOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Exhibit {n J{a' + ¥) - a J{'in^ + n^)Y + ^^"*° ^^ ^ square.

2. Extract the squai-e root of 6 + ^6 + ^14 + ^^21.

3. Find the radix of the scale of notation in which the num-

ber 1G640 of the common scale appears as 40400.

4. Shew that 7+0 + 1-^+ 30 + "^ inf. = 2.
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5. At a contested election the number of candidates was one

more than twice the number of persons to be elected, and each

elector by voting for one, or two, or three, ... or as many persons

as were to be elected, could dispose of his vote in 15 ways

:

required the number of candidates.

6. In how many ways may the sum of £24. 155. be paid in

shillings and francs, supposing 26 francs to be equal to 21 shillings?

7. Find the sum of n temis of the series

1 z z'
+ TV TT^ ^ +

l + z {l+z){l+z') (l + z) {I + z') {I + z')

z'
+
(l+z) {l+z') {l+z') (l+z")

8. Shew that 1 + 2x* is never less than x' + 2x^.

9. If an equal number of arithmetic and geometric means

be inserted between any two quantities, shew that the arithmetic

mean is always greater than the corresponding geometric mean.

10. If jc be any prime number, except 2, the integi'al part of

(2 + ^.3)^-2^+' + 1 is divisible by 12x.

11. Shew that if n=pq, where ^ and q are positive integers.

Wii
is an integer.

12. Shew that t+h+s -^ los; n is finite when n
1 2 o n

is infinite.

13. If ^ be the probability d, priori that a theory is tnie, q

the probability that an experiment would turn out as indicated

by the theory even if the theory were false, shew that after the

experiment has been performed, supposing it to have tumed out

as expected, the probability of the truth of the theory becomes

P
p^q-pq'

14. Of two bags one (it is not known which) is known to

contain two sovereigns and a shilling, and the other to contain

one sovereign and a shilling ; a person draws a coin from one of
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the bags, and it is a sovereign, which is not i-eplaced. Shew that

the chance of now dra^ving a sovereign from the same bag is half

the chance of doing so from the other. Supposing the drawer

might keep the coin he draws, find the value of the expectation,

15, All that is known of two bags, one white and one red,

is that one of them, but it is not kno\Aai which, contains one

sovereign and four shilling pieces, and that the other contains two

sovereigns and three shilling pieces ; but a coin being drawn from

each, the event is a sovereign out of the white bag and a shilling

out of the red bag. These coins are now put back, one into one

bag, and the other into the other, but it is not known into which

bag the sovereign was put. Shew that the probability of now

drawing a sovereign is in favour of the red bag as compared with

the wliite bag in the ratio of 13 to 9.

1 6. If n be the number of years which any Lndivddual wants

of 86, find the value of an annuity of £1 to be paid dm-ing his

life ; adopting De Moivre's supposition, that out of 86 persons

born, one dies every year until they are all extinct,

LVI. CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE OF SERIES.

762. In Chapter XL. we have discussed the subject of the

convergence and divergence of series. The chief general residt

which has been obtained may be expressed thus : an infinite series

is convergent if fronn and after any fixed term the ratio of each

term to the succeeding term is greater than some quantity irhich

is itself numerically greater than unity ; and divergent if this

ratio is unity or less than unity, and tlie terms are all of the

same sign. There is one case to which this result does not apply,

which it is desirable to notice, namely the case in which the ratio

is greater than unity but continually approaching unity. See

Ai-ts, 559, 560 and 561. The statements of those Articles are

here reproduced, but in a different foi-m, as for our present pur-

pose it is convenient to regard the ratio of a term to the sug-

ceeding term instead of to the 2}receding temi.
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763. We shall now investigate theorems which will supply

tests of convergence and divergence for the case to which the

former tests do not apply. In the infinite series which we shall

consider we shall suppose that all the terms are positive, at least

from and after some fixed term if not from the beginning.

764. A series is convergent iffrom and after some fixed term,

the ratio of each term to the succeeding term, is never less than

the corresponding ratio in a second series which is known to he

convergent.

It is obvious in this case that the proposed series is not

greater than a certain convergent series ; and is therefore con-

vergent.

765. A series is divergent ifJrom and after some fixed term

the ratio of each term to the succeeding term is never greater than

the corresponding ratio in a second series which is known to he

divergent.

It is obvious in this case that the proposed series is not less

than a certain divergent series ; and is therefore divergent.

766. Let u„ denote the v^ term of a series; then iffrom and

after some fixed value of n the value of n i
-^— 1 j

i^ always

greater than some positive quantity which is itself greater than

unity, tlie series is convergent.

Suppose that from and after some fixed value of n the value

of w ( — 1
j is always greater than y, where y is positive and

greater than unity. Then —-— 1 is greater than -
; and there-

u

fore —— is greater than 1 + —
,

u^, n

Now, by Ai-t. 686, a positive quantity p greater than unity

(n + IV
j is less
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than 1 + — . Hence, when n is hxme enough, is greater
n ' & o >

^^^^^

(n 4- 1\''

j . But, l)y Art. 562, the series of which the ?i"'

tei-m is — is convergent when p is positive and greater than

unity; herce by Art. 7G4 the series of which the v}^ term is

u^ is convei'gent.

767. Let u„ denote the n**" term of a series ; then iffrom and

after some fixed value of n the value of n l—--\\ is never

positive and greater than unity, the series is divergent.

For here after some fixed value of n the value of — " is

1

"*'"

equal to 1 + - or is less than 1 + - . But, by Art. 562, the series^ n n

of which the n^^ term is - is divergent ; hence, by Ai-t. 765, the

series of which the oi"^ term is u^ is divergent.

768. The rules given in Arts. 766 and 767 will often enable

us to decide on the convergence or divergence of series in the case

noticed in Art. 762 in which our former rules do not apply.

There is one case to which the new rules will not apply, which it

is desirable to notice, namely that in which from and after some

fixed value of n the value of n ( —-— 1 j is always positive and

greater than unity, but continually approaching unity. We shall

proceed to investigate theorems from which we shall deduce tests

for this case.

769. It is obvious from the nature of a logarithm that if n

increases indefinitely, so also does log n. But it is important to

observe that log n increases far less rapidly than n increases ; in

fact —~— can be made as small as we please by taking n large

enough. For suppose n = e", so that log n-x ; then as n increases
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lo2 n X X
indefinitely, so also does x. Now

e* x~ X

X i

this is less than r, 1, ,
that is less than 5 ;

X' X XX

and it is obvious that this can be made as small as we please by

taking n large enough.

These remarks will be found useful in studying the remainder

of the present Chapter. We shall adopt the following notation

for abbreviation : let log n be denoted by X (n) ; let log (log n) be

denoted by X" {n) ; let log {log (log w)} be denoted by X^ (n) ; and

so on.

770. The series of luldch lite general term is

1

(1)
nX (n) X'{n) X"" (n) {X"^' {n)y

is convergent i/p be greater than unity^ and divergent if p he equal

to unity or less than unity.

We suppose n so large that X'"^'(«) is possible and positive.

The truth of this theorem when r = has been shewn in

Art. 563 ; we shall prove it generally by Induction.

By Art. 563 the series of which (1) is the general term is

convergent or divergent simultaneously with the series of which

the general tenn is

(2),
m"A(m") X\m;') A'(«0 {A'-+i(m")}''

where m is any positive integer.

I. Suppose J)
greater than unity. Let m be any positive in-

teger greater than the base of the Napierian logarithms ; then

X (m") is greater than n. Hence it follows that the general tenn

(2) is less than
1

nX{n)X^n) y-\n) {X' {n)Y
^ "

thus by Art. 764 if the series of which (3) is the general term is
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convergent, so also is that- of which (2) is the general term, and so

also is that of which (1) is the general term. Therefore if the series

of which (3) is the general term is convergent when r has any-

specific value, it is convergent when r is changed into ?•+ 1. But

since p is greater than unity, by Ai^t. 563 the series of which (3)

is the general term is convergent when r= 1, and therefore when

r = 2, and therefore when r= 3, and so on. Tims the series of

which (1) is the genei-al term is convergent.

II. Suppose p equal to unity. Let m = 2 which is a positive

integer less than the base of the Napierian logarithms ; then

X(m") is less than n. Hence it follows that the general term (2)

is greater than
1

nX(n)\''{n) \'-'{n)y{n)

Hence by proceeding as in I. we can shew that the series of

which (1) is the general term is divergent.

III. Suppose p less than unity. Then the general tei-m (1)

is greater than it would be if p were equal to unity, at least when

n is large enough, and therefore afortiori the series is divergent.

A simple demonstration of this theorem by means of the

Integral Calculus is given in the Integral Calculus, Chapter iv.

771. Let u^ denote the general term of any proposed series.

If from and after any value of n the value of

un\ (n) X'{n) y {n) {^^^ (n)}^

is always finite, p being any fixed quantity greater than unity,

the proposed series is convergent.

For in this case the terms of the proposed series have a finite

ratio to the terms of a series which has been proved to be con-

vergent.

If from and after any value of n the value of

u^ nX (n) X' («) X'-in) X"^' (n)

is always finite or infinite, the proposed series is divergent.

For in this case the terms of the proposed series have at least a

finite ratio to the terms of a series which has been proved to be

divergent.
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772. The theorem of Art. 771 may be used in cases in which

the tests already given of convergence and divergence do not

apply ; but it will in general be more convenient to use the rules

which we shall demonstrate in the next Ai'ticle.

773. Let Py stand for nf -^ 1 j/ then iffrom and after

sortie fixed value of n the value of A. (n) (P^j — 1) is always greater

tlian some positive quantity which is itself greater than unity the

series of which the n* tei'm is u^ is convergent; and if from and

after some fixed value of n the value of X (n) (P^ — 1) is never i^osi-

tive and greater titan unity the series is divergent.

I. Suppose that from and after some fixed value of n the

value of X l^n) [F^ — 1 ) is always greater than y, where y is posi-

y
tive and greater than unity. Then P. - 1 is greater than . , , :* ^ & X{n)

therefore —2_ ig orreater than In h

1 ^ V,, n + \ iX(n+ ])Y
Let V =—

, . , X , ; tlien =
{ ^ ,

' > .

" w{A(?*)}^' -y^^j n [ \{n) J

Now X (n + 1) = \ (n) + X
(

1 + -
)

; therefore X (?* + 1) is less

1 V
than X (n) + - by Ai-t. 687 ; and therefore —'— is less than

f
1 + -

) 1 1 + -^-;-T r : and therefore when n is large enough
\ nj { nXin))

—^ is less than (\ -\— HIh r-^r \, provided q be greater than
ii+i

V 1

p : see Art. 68G. Thus —s_ ig less than 1 H 1

—

r-j—. + „^ , , :
•^

v^,^, n nX in) nX {n)

and when n is taken large enough the last of the four terms just

v„
given is incomparably smaller than the third ; and therefore

V
.

1 r
is less than 1 + h—

, , , , in-ovided r be greater than q.
n nX {n)
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This result holds however small may be the excess of q above

», and however small may be the excess of r above q : hence since

y is greater than unity we may suppose that y is greater than r,

and yet have p positive and gi-eater than unity.

Since v is greater than r we have " greater than —=-
. But,

by Art. 770, the series of which the general term is v„ is con-

vergent when p is positive and gi-eater than unity ; hence, by

Art. 764, the series of which the «,"' term is m^ is convergent.

II. Suppose that from and after some fixed value of n the

value ol X (w) (Pg - 1) is never positive and greater than unity.

Then P^ — 1 is positive and not greater than y1~\ °^' ^ negative.

u 11
In both cases -''^ is less than 1 -i 1

—

--—
^

.

^^,+2 ** nK{n)

-r^ 1
,T V n + 1 X. in -h \)

nK{n) v_^j n X{n)

Now k{n-¥\) = \[n) + A.n-i--j; therefore X [n + 1) is greater

11 V .

than \(n) + ^r~„ by Art. G88 : and therefore —— is greater

than ( 1 + '
) {1 +

, ,
— -. o^ , - > ; and therefore when n is

V nj y nX{n) 2nX{n))

large enough —^— is greater than 1 +
v^_^^ ^ n nX{n)'

u V
Thus when n is large enough —^^ti ig less than —=- . But, by

Ai-t. 770, the series of which the general term is t\ is divergent;

hence, by Art. 765, the series of which the ii^^ term is w„ is

divergent.

774. The theorem of Art. 773 does not apply to the case in

which X (n) {P^ — 1) is always positive and greater than unity, but

continually approaching luiity ; another theorem may then be

used which also is inapplicable in a certain case. A series of

theorems can thus be obtained each of which may be advanta-
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geously tried in succession if all that precede it are inapplicable.

The theorems will be found in the Integral Calculus, Chapter iv.

;

they might be demonstrated in the manner of Art. 773, but as

they will not be required for elementary purposes we need not

consider them here : as an exercise for the student the theorem

which is next in order to that of Art. 773 is given as the last

Example in the set at the end of the present Chapter.

We shall illustrate the rules which have been demonstrated by

applying them in the next three Articles.

775. The name hyjycrgeovietrical has been given to the series

a.ji a (a+l)^03 + l ) „ a (a4- l)(a + 2) ^(,^+ 1 V^ + 2) ,

^'"i:y'^"''l.2.y(y+l) "= ""
1. 2 . 3 . y(y + iKy + :^)

'"'""'

we shall now determine when the series is convergent, and when

divergent.

Denote the series by u^ + u^-\- u^ + i(,^+ ...] thus

u {n + \){n + y) \ iij \ n

u {n + a){n + ^)x A ^ ";\ /^ ^ ^\

thus, by Ai-t. 762, if k is less than unity the series is convergent, and

if a; is gi-eater than vinity the series is divergent. Put x^l
;
then

p =

V nj\^ n)

thus if y — a — ^ is positive the series is convergent, and if y — a — j8

is negative the series is divergent : see Ai'ts. 766, 767. Ify — a — /5

is zero we must use Ai-t. 773 ] we have then

M»)(n-i)^-
,

\ nj \ n.

this can be made as small as we please by taking n large enough,

and thei-efore the series is divergent.
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^^ -, , ,
w w*+ a?i*~^ + 6n*~^ + CTO*~'+ ... ,

776. Suppose that —^ = -r— - ——t,~l~2
—n *-3 >

where

ifc is a positive integer, and no exponent is negative ; and a, b, c,,..

A, B, C, ... are any constant quantities : we shall shew that the

series of which the w"" term is w„ is convergent, if a — ^ — 1 is

positive, and divergent if a — -4 — 1 is negative or zero.

_ _ {a-A)n''+{b-B)v}'' + {6-0)71"-^+ ...
_

n'' + An''~^ + £n''~''+ ...
'

thus if a —-4 - 1 is positive the series is convergent, and if a -^ -

1

is negative the series is divergent : see Arts. 766, 767. If a -A - 1

is zero we have

_ vI' + {h-B)n''~^ + ...
_

" w* + An"'^ + Bn^'-^- ...'

we may still in some cases determine whether the series is con-

vergent or divergent without using any new rule, for instance

\i h — B ~ A is negative the series will be divergent by Art. 767.

But it will be more convenient to use Art. 773 ; we have then

^ '^ " ' n'' + An" ^ + Bnr ^+...

this can be made as small as we please by taking n large enough,

and therefore the series is divergent.

777. We shall now examine the expansion of (1 +x)" by the

Binomial Theorem and determine whether it is convergent or

divergent when a; = 1 or — 1.

Let u^ denote the r"" tenn in the expansion of (1 + a;)"" ; then

U^+l + llr+2 +«V+3+

= u
lrn-r^l^^{m-r^l)im-r)^,^ \

' { r r [r + 1) )

We must then consider the series included between the brackets.

I. Suppose a; = 1 . Let r be numerically not less than m
;

then the terms of the series between the brackets are alternately

positive and negative.
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If m is positive, or negative and numerically less tlian unity,

each term is numerically less than the preceding term and the

series is convergent by Art. 558,

If m = — 1 the series between the brackets takes the forai

-1 + 1-1 +
,

which is convergent according to the definition of Art. 554.

If m is negative and numei-ically greater than unity each term

of the series between the Ijrackets is numerically greater than the

jireceding term and the series is divergent.

II. Suppose 03 = — 1. Then the series between the brackets is

r — m — \ (r —m — I) (r - m) {r — m ~ l){r — m)(r — 7)i + I)

r r(r+l) r(?- + l)(r + 2)

Let r be numerically not less than m ; then the terms of this

series are all of the same sign. In Art. 775 put a=\, ft
= r — m—l,

and y = r: hence we find that the series is convergent if m is posi-

tive, and divergent if m is negative.

EXAMPLES OP CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE OF SERIES.

1. Shew how to determine whether the product of an infinite

number of factors u^, u^, u^, u^ ... is finite or not.

2. Shew that the value when n is infinite of

(x+l) {x+ 2) ... (x + n)

is finite except when a; is a negative integer.

3. Shew that when x is unity the value of t(.„ in Art. 775

increases indefinitely with n if a + fi-y-l is positive.

4. Shew that when x is unity the value of «,„ in Art. 775 is

finite when n increases indefinitely ifa + ^ff — y — 1 is zero.

5. Shew that when x is unity the value of w„ in Art, 775 is

indefinitely small when n increases indefinitely ifa + ^ — y— 1 is

negative.

T. A. 33
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6. Determine whether the following series is convergent or

divergent, x being positive :

a (a + 1) „ a(a+ I) (a + 2) ,

ax + \ - ' x^ + —5^ -^ '- x^ + ...

if ^

7. If M„ = —J shew that the series is diverfjent.

8. Determine whether the following series is convergent or

divergent, x being positive :

, X \ x' 1.3 a;' 1.3.5 a;"

1 2 3 2.4 5 2. 4. 6*
7

9. Determine whether the following series is convergent or

divergent, /3 being a positive proper fraction :

ySJl -J) (l+y8)/3 (l-;8)(2-/3)

T P. 2^

(2^+^) (l+/3)/3 (l-;8) (2-y8)(3-/?)

P. 2'. 3'

10. If w„ = , where p and (^ are positive, determine

whether the series is convergent or divergent.

11. Shew that if from and after some fixed value of n the value

%(,

of n log —~ IS always greater than some positive quantity which is

itself greater than unity the series is convergent.

12. Shew that if from and after some fixed value of n the

value of n log—— is never positive and greater than unity the

series is divergent.

1 3. Determine whether the following series is convergent or

divergent, x being positive :

a + x (a + 2xy (a + 3x)^

~l~^~^ ^
[3

^'
14. Give an investigation of the results of Art. 775 Avithout

using Art. 773.
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15. Give an investigation of the results of Ai-t. 776 without

using Art. 773.

1 6. If —— = — where a, B, y, ... are positive
w„+i n'^+A'iiP + B7iy+ ...

constants in descending order of magnitude, and a, b, ...

A, B, ... are any constants, determine whether the series of

which the n^^ term is m„ is convergent or divergent.

17. Shew that the two series u^ ^ u^ + u,^ + u^+ ...

and -'- + — + +

are both convergent or both divergent; u^, u^, u^, ...being all

positive quantities.

18. Let P, stand for \ («) (P^ - 1) ; then if from and after

some fixed value of n the value of X^ (n) (P, - 1) is always gi-eater

than some positive quantity which is itself greater than unity the

series of wliich the n}^ term is «„ is convergent ; and if from and

after some fixed value of n the value of A.* (n) (P^ - 1) is never posi-

tive and greater than unity the series is divergent.

LVll. CONTINUED FRACTIONS.

778. The most general form of a continued fraction is

A
a3±...

Here a^, a^, a^, ... and 5,, b^, 63, ... may denote any quantities,

whole or fractional, positive or negative. The simple fractions

— , — , — , ... may be called comjjonents of the continued frac-

*1 ^2 ^^3

tion. Either sign might be taken where ± occurs ; but we shall

consider only two cases, namely that in which every sign is + , and

that in which every sign is — . We shall thus have two classes

of continued fractions, which we shall call the fii'st class and the

second class respectively.

33—2
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In Chapters XUT. and XiT. we confined ourselves to cc:

fractions of the first dass in which every component hivi '.

for its numerator, and a positive integer for its denominator :

but we shall now give some propositdons relating to the more

general form.

779. The fractions obtained by stopping at the first, second,

third,... component are called the first, second, third, ...conxcrgetds.

Thus the first oonversent is ^ : tie second convergent is
a.

I

a.

^-—, that is
aj>^

a-,a, = b.
: and so on.

780. In Articles 781... 735 we shall treat of continued frac-

tions of the first class ; in Arts. 7S'3 ..793 we shall treat of con-

tinued fractions of the second class : in all these Articles we shall

assume that everv component has both its numerator and its deno-

minator pogitici.

781. Denote the successive convergents by — , -, — , •-•
^ 9, 9, 9,

Then we can shew as in Art. 604 that the successive convergents

may be obtained by these laws :

Hence ^» _ L- = _ ^.±l£^«
f
£.. _?^)

;

9-+1 9. 9**1 \9* 9—1/

a.
and , which is a properfiraction. Thus

9.+1 ««+!?. + &-+i9-

?^ — is numericallv less than — — ^^^
, and is of the con-

9.^.1 9- 9- 9—1
trary sign.

Sow'^-'-^ = -P*-h - "i^t = -^-^ ; and this is positive Hence
9i 9, «i «i«,^*, 9i9s

we see that the following series consists expositive quantities which

are in descending cnder of magnitude :

Pl_P3 P3_Pj Pi_P* P} _P± Pi _P^

9i 9,' 9» 9,' 9» 9/ 9> 9*' 9^ 9f*
'"
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TLis result involves the following facts for a continaed fractaon

of the first class

:

The convergentg of an odd order eoniinuaUy decrease, and the

eonvergenig ofan even order eonttnuaUy increase.

Every convergent of an odd order is greater, and every comoer-

gent ofan even order is less, than all foUowmg eonvergenis.

782. 'Now suppose tiie number of components infinite. It

mar happen that by taking n large enough we can make the dif-

ference between the n* convergent and the next convergent le^

than any aligned quantity ; or it may happen that however large

n mav be the difference between the n* convergent and the next

convergent is always greater than some fixed quantity.

In the foi-mer case the value towards which lflie odd convergemts

continually decrease, and the even convergents continually in^

crease, may be called the value of the infinite continued fraction

:

and we shall say that the infinite continued fi^action is definite. In

the latter case the infinite continued fraction cannot be said to

have a single value ; but it may be considered to represent two

values, one being that to which the odd convergents tend and the

other that to which the even convergents tend.

783. Iffrom and after some fixed value of r the value of

^-^'^' is greater than somefxed positive quantityj the infinite con-

tinuedfraction is definite.

Let y denote the fixed positive quantity.

By successive applications of the result in Art. 781 we have

2so^

1

r-3 :ir-l

and this is le^ th:vn ^j since ' '*- is greater than y.
1 + y 6^.
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Hence -tJLiLi —^-j.' is immerically less than 7-
. ,.

.

. where
?„., 'in / (l+y)"-'^"

c is some constant ; and by taking n large enough this may be

made less than any assigned value. Therefore the infinite con-

tinued fraction is definite.

We shew here that the condition stated is sufficient to ensure

that the infinite continued fraction is definite ; we do not assert

that the condition is necessary.

784. An infinite continued fraction 0/ the first class in wldch

every component is a j^'i'oper fraction uyith its minierator and its

denominator integral must be an incommensurahle quantity.

For if possible suppose the continued fraction commensurable,

and denote it hy -^ , where A and B are positive integers. Thus

-7 = '— , where p denotes the infinite continued fraction be-

gimung with the component -^
. ihereiore p^ =—^-^ * ; the

numerator of this fraction is an integer, which we will denote

by C : and C must be positive for p^ is positive. In like mannei-,

if P2 denote the infinite continued fraction beginning with the

component — we find that Pg = 77 , where D is also a positive

integer. And so on.

Moreover -7 , ^ , -p^ , ... must all be proper fractions. ForABC
H h C
-7 is less than —

, and this is a pro])er fraction ; — is less than
A ttj

'- ^ B

—
, and this is a proper fraction ; and so on.

Hence A, B, C, D, ... form a series of positive integers, which

are in descending order of magnitude, and yet infinite in number :

this is absurd. Hence the infinite continued fraction cannot be

a commensurable quantity.

785. If some of the components of the infinite continued frac-

tion are not properfractions, hutfrom and after a certain co7nponent
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all the others are properfractions the infinite continued fraction is

incommensurable.

For suppose that ^^^ and all tlie subsequent components are
f'^n + l

proper fractions, then by Art . 784 the infinite continued fraction

beginning with -^^^ is incommensurable ; denote it by x. As in
a.n+l

Ai*t. 781 we have

and the value of the infinite continued fraction will be obtained... ... (a„ + a;)»„_ +6„p„_2 ,

by cliangmg a„ into a„ + aj ; so that it is 7 —

;

'—7
, tnat

is ^ L^a^^
. This cannot be commensurable unless — = -^^^*

,

and this by aid of the value of ^" leads to ^^ ^2\-^ ^^^^ g^ ^e

should arrive at — = ^ . This is impossible, as we cannot have
92 9,

6, = or 6^ = 0.

786. A continued fraction of the second class in which the

denominator of every component exceeds the numerator by unity at

least, has all its convergents positive proper fractions which are in

ascending order of magnitude.

The first convergent -!- is a positive proper fraction by hypo-
a

b . b, .

thesis. The second convergent is ^-j- ; and as -^ is a proper

a

fraction, and a, exceeds b^ by unity at least, a,—^ is positive

and greater than b^ ; and thus the second convergent is a positive

proper fraction. The third convergent may be denoted by ^

where — stands for —^ , so that ^ is a positive proper fraction
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for the same reason tliat the second convergent is : hence for the

same reason the third convergent is a ix)sitive proi:)er fraction.

The fouith convergent may be denoted bv Sri where ^ de-

.
"s

notes a fraction of the same form as the third convergent, which

is therefore a positive proper fi-action : hence the foui-th convergent

is a positive proper fi-action. And so on.

Again; as in Art. 781 we shall find that the successive con-

vergents may be obtained by these laws :

Hence ^ -^" . ^-^^±^^ (E^ -P^) •

thus ""^' — — is of the same sign as — — -^-^^
.

XT P^ Pi «P^1 ^, ^1 ^o 1 .1 • • -x-Xow '-= —^-^ = ^-^ ? = -!—^ ; and this is ix)Sitive.

^, q, «,«.-*j «, 9,7,

p J} J}Hence it follows that ^, --, — form a series of positive
9. 9. 93

proper fractions in a.scending order of magnitude.

787. If the number of components is infinite the convergents

form an infinite series of proper £i-actions in ascending order of

magnitude ; and so the terais will never exceed some fixed value

wliich is unity at most. We may say then that an infinite con-

tinued fraction of the second class in ichich the denominator of

every component exceeds its numerator by unity at least is definite.

788. We shall now shew that />„ and q^ in Art. 786 increase

with n.

For 7)„-p„_i = (a„-l) ;>„_!- i„_p„_,; now a„-l is at lea.st as

large as b ; therefore p is gi-eater than p , if » ,
is giejiter than

]\_,; and so on : and p^ is obviously greater than p^. Thus 2\ is

greater than p^_^. Similarly q^ is gi-eater than q^_j.

789. If in an infinite continued fraction of the seco'/ul class

every component has its nurnerator not less than unity and its

denominator greater than its numerator hy unity, the value of the

iifinite cordinuedfractimi is unity.
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Here we have always a„= 5„+ 1 ; tlierefore, by Art. 786,

Now p^ = 6 J, p^ = ap^ ^(b^-^l)hi : tlnis p., - p^ = h/j.,. Hence
we obtain in succession

P.-P2 = ^KK^ P.-2h=W'3K' ' 2\-2K-i = KK--K-
Therefore, by addition,

p„ = b^-b,b_^ + bXK^ + ¥A--&n-
Similarly we have q^ - q^^ = b„ {q,,_^ - q^_^. Now q^=b^ + 1,

'jf^
= (^, -^ 1) (^2 + 1) - ^2 ; so that qg-q,= bfi^. Hence we obtain

in succession

Therefore, by addition,

9n = 1 + *, + ^^^2+ ^¥3+ + ¥A •• ^„-

Thus, q = p 4- 1 ; an<l -^ = —^" . =
. Now n by our

hypothesis Ls not less than n, and so may be made as great as

we please by taking n large enough ; therefore ^ may be made

to differ from unity by less than any assigned quantity : and we
may therefore say that the value of the infinite continued fraction

Ls unity.

790. It will be seen that the investigation of the preceding

Ai'ticle estaljlishes rather more than is contained in the enuncia-

tion which we used for simplicity. The essential conditions are

that a^^ -b^ + \ for all values of rt ; and that p^ should increase

indefinitely ^^-ith n. It is sufficient far the latter condition that

h^ should be never less than unity, but not necessary. The ne-

cessary and sufficient condition is that the infinite series of which

the «i* term is hfijj, -.. h^ should be divergent ; this woidd be

secured for example if 6 = : see Art. •">62.

m -»- 1
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791. If the denominator of any component exceeds its nu-
merator hy more than unity while the denominator of every com-
ponent exceeds its numerator hy unity at least the value of the

infinite continued fraction is less than unity.

Suppose, for example, that a^^b^ + p where p is positive and
greater than unity. The infinite continued fraction is equivalent

b,
, . . .

to -y , where p is a positive quantity which represents

' b^+p-p

the infinite continued fraction beginning with the component — .

Now p cannot exceed unity by Art. 787 : hence t ? is ab^+p-p
positive proper fraction; and therefore as in Art. 786 we see

that ^— is a positive proper fraction.

792. An infuite continued fraction of the second class in

which every coinponent is a ^jroper fraction with its numerator and
its denominator integral, and in which the value of the infinite

continuedfraction beginning witli any component is less than unity

cannot be a commensurable quantity.

For if possible, suppose the continued fraction commensurable,

and denote it by —
,
where A and B are positive integers. Thus

— = ^— where p, denotes the infinite continued fraction be-
A a, - pj

gumuig with the component— . ihereiore pi
= ^ ; the

numerator of this fraction is an integer, which we will denote

by C ; and C must be positive for p^ is positive. In like manner,

if p2 denote the infinite continued fraction beginning with the

component — we find that p^ = 7; , where D is also a positive

integer. And so on.
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Ji P D
Moreover -j , -^ , -^ , ... must all be proi^er fractious by

hypothesis.

Hence A, B, C, £>, ... form a series o^ positive integers, which

are in descending order of magnitude, and yet infinite in number

:

this is absui'd. Hence the infinite continued fraction cannot be

a commensurable quantity.

Article 785 applies here also, with the condition of the enun-

ciation in Art. 792.

793. We have supposed in the preceding Article that the

infinite continued fraction beginning with any component is less

than unity. By Arts. 789, 791, this will always be secured except

in the case in which from and after some fixed component

the denominator of every component exceeds the numerator by

unity.

794. For an example of an infinite definite continued fraction

of the first class, suppose that every component is — , where

a and h are positive. Denote the continued fraction by x ; then

so that x =

2a +
2a + ...

therefore x^ + 2ax — 6 = 0; therefore jc = — « ± ^/(a^ + b) : the upper

sign must be taken, since the infinite continued fraction is posi-

tive. Thus, by transposition, we obtain

J{a^ +b)=a + ^ .

2a +
2a+ ...

This formula gives various modes of expressing a square root

in the form of a continixed fraction. For example, take ^17.

We may put 17 = 16 + 1, or =9+8; and so on. Thus,

1 s

^/17 = 4 + i__ = 3 +
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795. For an example of an infinite definite continued fraction

of the second class, suppose that every component is ^ , whei'e

a and b are positive, and 2a exceeds b by unity at least. Denote

the continued fraction by x ; then

, so that X
„ b ' 2a -x'

therefore x' — 2ax + 6 = 0; therefore aj = a ± \/(*" ~ ^)- The lower

sign must be taken, for with the upper sign we have a result

greater than a + a— b, that is greater than 2a — b, that is gi-eater

than unity: but the infinite continued fraction cannot be greater

than unity, by Art. 787. Thus, by transposition, we obtain

J{a'-b) = a .

2a-..,

79G. In Art. 781 we have

and in Art. 786 we have similar relations with the sign + changed

to — . Now suppose that the values of a„ and 6„ are given for

all values of n, and that j^i and p^ and q^^ and q^ have been ob-

tained ; then from the above general relations we can determine

in succession p^, p^, 2^^^ ••• and q.^, q^, q^, ... Sometimes we may
by special artifices discover such a law of formation of the suc-

cessive terms as will enable us to give general expressions for

p^ and q^ : an example has already occurred in Art. 789. Or a

law may appear by trial to hold, and may be verified by induction.

The investigation of the general expressions for p^ and q^^
belongs

however to a higher bi-anch of mathematics, namely the Calculus

of Finite Differences.

A particular case may be noticed. Suppose that a^ and h^^

are constant for all values of n ; denote the former by a, and

the latter by b. Then we have p„ = a^^.j + bp„_j ; and we see
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hj the aid of Ai-t. 656 tliat^^„ is equal to tlie coefficient of x'"'

in the expansion according to ascending powers of x of

1 — ax — hx^

also 2^1 = ^} ^iid 2^2 = ^^j so that this expression becomes

b

1 — ax~ bx^

'

Similarly, q,, is equal to the coefficient of x"~^ in the expansion of

I — ax— bx'

also qi - a, and q^- a^ + b, so that this expression becomes

a + bx
,-, , . 1 1

;, that LS
1 — ax — bx^

'

x(l - ax - bx') x
'

797. We will now shew how to convert a series having a

finite number of terms into a continued fraction.

The series h— h h h— is identically equal to a
Ug Wl U^ U„

continued fraction of the second class^jA^ith n + 1 components, in

which the first cc

generally the r"' is —"" '"~''^— .

This may be demonstrated by induction.

It is obvious that — = -
,

I X 1
and that 1— =

s
M„ w, u'x

1 t^i X
which the first comijonent is — , the second is , and

w„ u„x + u.

u^x + u^

assume that the theorem holds v/hen there are ?i + 1 tenns in

the series : we will shew then that it will hold when there are

71 + 2 terms.

For change u into u : then — is changed into*" " ux + u ^' u
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, tliat IS into '-^^^^
, that is into — +

;U„ X u„u_ ^

,

u_ u
u„

n+1

SO that another term is in fact added to the series. Also if the

change of m„ into u„ ^ be made in tlie continued fraction
UnX+ u^^^

with n + 1 components we obtain a continued fraction with 71+ 2

components formed according to the same law.

Hence if the theorem holds when the series has n + 1 terms it

holds when the series has n + 2 terms ; and it has been shewn to

hold when the series has two terms : hence it holds universally.

798. We may deduce the following result from that of

Art. 797 by simplifying the fractions which occur; or we may
establish it directly in the manner of Art. 797 : the series

+
^0 ^y, ^o'^i''^ "o'yi^---'*^„

is identically equal to a continued fraction of the second class with

n+1 components in whicli the first component is — , the second

is —5— , and generally the r^^ is —^^—

.

799. In the identities of Arts. 797 and 798 we may if we

please change the sign of x ; take for instance the identity of

Art. 798 ; hence we obtain the following result : the series

1 X x^ (— !)".«"

is identically equal to a continued fraction of the first class with

n + 1 components, in which the first component is — , the second

is —-— , and generally the r^^ is —"^^—
. This result may also

be established dii-ectly in the manner of Art. 797.

800. In Arts. 797, 798 and 799 we may suppose n as gi'eat

as we please provided the series remain convergent ; and then we
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can transfonn an infinite convergent series into an infinite con-

titiued fraction.

801. A very important formula on this subject is due to

Gauss. Denote the hypergeometrical infinite series of Aii;. 775 by

Fia, B, y) ; then Gauss has transformed ~, t|—^ into
^ (a,

fj, y)

an infinite continued fraction : the transformation holds provided

F (a, (3, y) and ^(a, ^8 + 1, y+1) are both convergent.

The essential part of the demonstration consists of the follow-

ing relation : let z stand for —-—j—~-.
, then

F{a,^,y) '

1 _ '

1-V.K,Z„

, , a(y-/3)a; , (/3 + 1) y + 1 - a) a; .

where ^-1= -^—^i. , K= i ^ w ^^\ '
^^^^ ^* ^^ ^^^^^* ^

y(y+l) * (y+l)(y + 2)

becomes when in z we change a, /5, y into a+1,^ + 1, y + 2 respec-

tively. This we shall now shew.

In the series for i^(a, ^, y) change /? into /?+ 1, and y into

y+ 1, and subtract the original value : thus we obtain

^(a,^+l,y+l)-i^(a,Ay) = ^;|^^(«+l,^+l.y + 2)....(l).

Similarly we have

+ l,/3, y+l)-i^(a.

From (1) by division

1 - ^ = X',

z

From (2) by division after changing )8 into ^ + 1, and y into

^~i^(a+l, ^+l,y+2)""*^'^»
^^'

From (3) and (4) we obtain the required result.

i^{a + l,/3,y+l)-i^(a.A7) = ^|^^(«+l'^+l'y + 2)....(2).

1 J^(a+1, ;84-l,y+2)
^-.=^^

i^(a,;Q + l,y + ir ^^'
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Then the continued fi-action for z may be prolonged by the aid

of the rehition

1

^*
=

k
'

1 - k^z^

and this may be prolonged to any extent, the general terms being

_ (a + r- 1) (y + r— 1 — /3)a;
'-^

" ~(7T27^2){y+2r-l) '

^ (/3 + r)(y + r-a)a;

^^
(y + 2r-l)(y+2r)'

_i^(a + r, fi + r+ 1
, y + 2r + 1)

*' ^" F (a + ^^ )8 + r, y + 2r)
'

"We assume throughout that the infinite series are convergent

;

as we cannot employ (1) and (2) without this condition ; it will

be seen from Aii:. 775 that if the numerator or denominator of

z is convergent then all the infinite series which occur are con-

vergent.

When r is indefinitely large s„^ will not diifer sensibly from

unity.

„ 1 + A^x + A,x- + ...

where B^J^^fli^, £ J-lil±}li^±^ A, ...
,

' 1 (y + 2/-) '
' 2{y + 2r+l)

and A^, A^, ... may be obtained from B^, B„, ... respectively by

changing /3 into ;8 + 1 and y into y + 1.

A A,
Thus ~ ,

-—
^ , . . . may be considered to be all equal to unity

1 2

when ?• is indefinitely great ; and so by Art. 679 we may consider

z.^ to be also unity.

Since z„^ may be considered to be unity k„^ z^^ becomes sim-

Thus z is transformed into an infinite continued fraction.

802. For a particvJar case put -^ instead of x ; then suppose
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that /3 = a, and that a increases indefinitely : thus the denominator
of z becomes

1 +^
,

^"
^

x'

l.y 1.2.y(y + l)"'r.2.3.y(y+l)(y+2)"^---

which we \\-ill denote bv /(y) ; the numerator may be obtained
fi'om the denominator by changing y into y + 1

.

-^-^0 ^ir-i becomes — X'

(y + 2r-2)(y4-2r-l)'

and k.^ becomes
(y+ '2r~ I) (y + 2r)

'

Thus finally -^ry is transformed into an infinite continued
fil)

fi-action
^ where p,,^ =

1 + P^ (y + »* - 1 ) (y + "0

1+ p^

1 + ...

This result may be obtained independently in the manner of

Ai-t. 801 ; for we have

x'
/(y) -/(y + 1) = :^j^/{7 + 2) ;

thxis

#^ = 1 + "\. -^^h -d so on.
/(y+1) y(y+i)y(y+l)>

803. In the result of the preceding Ai-ticle put „ for y and

^ for X. Then it will be found that i, ' becomes —, :^

:

^ /(y) y(e^ + e ")

and that p^ becomes j—|—^ . By multiplying by y and simpli-

gn — e"''
fying the fi-actions we ultimately obtain for -;; _„ an infinite

er -\- e "

continiied fraction of the fii-st class in which the first component

is ^ , the second is ~
, and generally the r'^ is ^ ^

, .

i 6 '

2r - 1

For y put - where m and n are positive integers ; then by

T. ^ 3i
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e" — e "

simplifying the fractions we obtain for ~ an infinite con-

e" + e "

tinned fraction of the first class in which the first component

is —
, the second is ;r— , and generally the r"' is =-—

.

n on {^r — i) n

"When r is large enough (2r - 1 ) w exceeds m^ ; hence by

Art. 785 the infinite continued fraction beginning with a suitable

com^ionent is incommensurable ; and therefoi'e the whole continued

fraction is incommensurable. Hence e" is incommensurable for

all iategral values of m and n.

EXAMPLES OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS

Find the \ alue of 5
1

1

10-
10-

Shew that 1^ + Ji

i 2?i +

1

2n + .

Y {-
1

2n-
1

2n~

3. In a continued fraction of the first class every component

is - : shew that p ,, =bq .

a ' "

4 In a continued fraction of the first class every component

is : find the values of ^j„ and q^.

5. In a continued fraction of the first class if a„ = b„ = n, shew

that ])„ + q„ = \n + l.

6. In a continued fraction of the first class if 6 _^j
= 1 +<*„,

shew that 2^n — K+i2^<^-i ~ -^ {~ ^Tj 9n ~ ^n+i 1n-i = -^ (- 1)"
j
where

A and B are constant whatever 71 may be.

7. In an infinite continued fraction of the first class the n^

component is ^^ j-— : shew that p„ — {rv' + 1)^^„_, = (- 1)""^',
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8. Shew that e""" can be transformed into an infinite con-

tinued fraction of the first class in which the first component is ^

,

the second is ^; , and general] y the ?•"' is -^^

—

z.
.

1 -X ° r-l-x

9. Shew that log 2 is equal to an infinite continued fraction

1

1
of the first class in which the first component is ^ > the second is

1 . (r-iy-
-

, and generally the ?•"' is ^^

—

-— .

10. Obtain fi-om Art. 801 an infinite continued fraction of

the first class for - log (1 + a;).

LVIII. MISCELLANEOUS THEOEEMS.

804. The present Chapter consists of some miscellaneous

theorems on the following subjects : abbreviation of algebraical

multiplication and di\dsion, vanishing fractions, pennutations and

combinations, and probability.

805. In midtiplying together two algebraical expressions it is

sometimes convenient to abridge the wi-itten work by expressing

only the coefiicients. For example, suppose it required to multiply

2a;* + a;^ - 3a; + 1 hj x^+3x-2 ; we may proceed thus :

2+0+1-3+1
1 +3-2

2+0+ 1-3+1
6+0+3-9+3
_4_0-2 + 6-

2 + 6-3 + 0-10+9-2

Thus the requu-ed result is 2x''' + 6a;* - 3x* - lOa;^ + 9a; - 2.

A similar abridgement of the written work may be made in

division.

This mode of operation has been sometimes called the method

of detached coe^iciinits.

34—2
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806. SyiUhetic Division. Tlie operation of division may how-

ever be still more abridged by a method which is due to the late

Mr Horner, and which is called synthetic division.

Suppose it required to divide

Ja;'" + i^x"""' + Cx-*""- + Dx""'^ + Ejo""'* + . .

.

by x" + a^a;""' + a^x"''' + o,^x"~^ + a^x""* + ...
;

let the quotient be denoted by

Ax""'" + A^x"'~"~^ + Ajjc'"'"'- + A^x"'"'^ + ...,

then it is our object to shew how A^, A^, A^, ... may be deter-

mined.

If we multiply the quotient by the divisor we obtain the divi-

dend ; this operation may be indicated as follows, expressing only

the coefficients,

A + A^+ A^+ J3-1- A^ + ...

1 + a, + a+ a+ a + ...

A + A^+ A^+ A^+ A^ +

tty^A + a^A^ + a-^A^ + a^A^ +

a A +aA, + aA„ +

a.^A + a.^A
^
+

a. A +

.4+ ^+ 6'+ i>+ E + ...

here the last line is supposed to be obtained in the usual way by

adding the vertical columns between the horizontal lines. Now
A, B, G, ... are known, and we have to find A.^, A^, A^, ... ; for

this purpose we reverse the above operation and peiform the

following

A + B + C+ D+ E+...
— (Zj - a^A -a^A^-a^A^-a^A^-...

-». -a^A -a^A^-a^A^-...

-«3 -a^A -a^A^-...

-«4 -a^A - ...

A + ^^ + A + J + A^+...
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Here each vertical column expresses tlie same result as the cor-

responding vertical column of the former operation, but expresses

it in a foi-m more convenient for our object. For example, the

fourth vertical column of the former operation gave

A^+a^A^ + a.^A^ + a^A = D

;

and the foiu-th vertical column in the present operation gives

D - a^A^ - a^A^ - a^A = A^.

The method then may be described as follows t

(1) If the first term of the divisor have a numerical coeffi-

cient, divide every coefficient of the dividend and divisor by this

coefficient; the resulting coefficients are those intended in the

following lilies.

(2) Write the coefficients of the dividend in a horizontal line,

Avith their proper signs, putting when any tenn is wanting.

This gives the horizontal row A + B J, G + D + E + ...

(3) Draw a vertical line to the left of this series of coefficients,

and write in a vertical column the coefficients of the divisor with

their signs changed, putting when any term is wanting. This

gives the vertical column — a^—a^ — a^ ... no notice being taken

of unity, which is the coefficient of the first term of the divisor.

(4) Multiply each term of this vertical column by the first

coefficient of the quotient, and arrange the results in the first

oblique column. This gives the oblique column —a^A — a^A-a^A—...

the first tenn of which is to be placed vmder B.

(.5) Add the terms in the second vertical column to the right

of the vertical line ; this gives the coefficient of the second term

of the quotient. That is, B — a^A = A^.

(6) With the coefficient thiis obtained form the next obliqvs

column. This gives - a^A^- a.^A^-a-^A^- the first term of

which is placed under G.

(7) Add the terms in the third vertical column to the right

of the vertical line ; this gives the coefficient of the third term of

the quoti nt. That is, G — ^i-^i — a.^-^ = -^2.

(8) Continue these operations until the work terminates, or

as many tenns are found as are requii-ed.
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807. For example, divide 4a;'' + 3x^ -3x + 1 hj x''~2x + 3;

4 + 0+ 3- 3+ 1

8 + 16 + 14-26-92
-12-24-21 + 39 + 138

4 + 8+ 7-13-46-53
Tims the quotient is 4x^ + 8a; + 7 - 1 3a;~ ' - 46a;~^ - 53a;~\ . .

.

Or if' we wish to sto]) at 46a;''^, we have

4a;' + 3a;- - 3a; + 1 , „ ,. ^ -.o -i <.. 2 53a;-' - 138a;
= 4a;' + 8a; + 7 - 13a; - 46a;" -

a;'' - 2a; + 3 x' - 2x + 3 '

If we wish to stop at — 13a;-', the oblique column — 92 + 138 must

46 — 39a;-'
be suiipressed, and the result is 4a;- + 8a; + 7 — 13a;-' 7.

—;;

—

—^
X' — '2x + o

If we ^\•ish to stop at 7, the oblique column — 26 + 39 iniist also be

suppressed, and the result is 4a;^ + 8a; + 7
s—^ ^ .

a; — 2a; + 3

808. We may observe that the prmciple which is exemplified

m Art. 332 is often of use in effecting algebraical i-eductions. For

exanq>le, suppose it required to prove the following identity :

(a + 6 + c)* - (6 + cy - (c + o)' - (a + by + a' + b' + c'

=^ I2nbc {a + b + c).

We see that if a = 0, the expression which forms the left-hand

member of the proposed identity vanishes ; we therefore infer

that this expression is divisible by a. In the same manner we

infer that the expression is divisible liy b and by c. Thus abc is

a fiictor of the expression. And since the expression is of the

fourth degree, thei'e must be another factor which is of the first

degree ; and since the expression is symmetrical with respect to

(7, &, and c, this factor must be a + 6 + c.

Hence the expression must be equal to habc (a + b + c), where

k denotes some niimerical coefficient which retains the same value

for all values of a, b, and c. To determine k we may ascribe to

a, b, and c any values we find convenient ; for example, we may

suppose b = a and c- a, and we find that ^- = 1 2.

Thus the proposed identity is demonstrated.
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The following identity may be demonstrated in tlie same

manner :

{a + b + c-\-dy + [a-^h -G-dy + [a + c-h-dy + {a-\- cl-h - c)*

-{a + b + c-dy -{a + h — c+df -{a-h + c+ d)* - [—a + h + c + d)'^

= 192a6ccZ.

809. Vanisliing Fractions. A fraction in. wliich tlie numerator

and the denominator are both zero on some sujjposition as to th.e

value of any quantity involved, is then called a vanishing fraction.

For example, the numerator and the denominator of the fraction

x^ -a^ .

vanish, when x = a , the fraction then takes the fomi ^ ,v^^xxox. „..v.x. ^-^, .^. .......... ........ .... ......

X* — a*

and we cannot strictly say that it has any definite value. But we

can find the value of the fraction when x has any value different

from a ; and we can shew tliat the moi-e nearly x approaches to a

the more nearly does the value of the fraction approach to a

certain definite value. For put x = a-\- h ; then by the Bmomial

Theorem the fraction becomes

1 1 _ 2 , 1 _5 , „ 1 1 _« 1 _ s

a^ + a ' h- a ^ h^ + ...-a^ ,^a ^ - .a ^ h+ ...

•
, thr„o IS,

i 1 -3 , 3 _7 ,, l 1 _5. 3 7

a* + -a ^ h- -^a * h- + ... -a* - a ^ - .^^ a ^ h + ...

4: 62 4: o'Z

Now as h diminishes the numerator and the denominator of the

1 _2 1 _S
last fraction approach to the values -^a ^ and 7 ^^ ^ respectively

;

and by taking h small enough, the numerator and the denominator

may be made to differ from these values by as small a quantity as

we please. Thus the fraction can be made to approach as near as

1 _^

we please to -—— , that is, to ^ a^^ • Tliis result is expressed
1 _3 O

4 1

by saying that - a^^ jg the limit to whicli the fraction approaches
o

as X approaches to a.

We may also arrive at this result withoiit using the Binomial
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Theorem. For suppose x = y^- and a = V; then the proposed

fraction becomes -, ^3 i
so long as y is not absolutely equal to 6

y - b

we may divide both numerator and denominator hj y -h, and so

, •. . . . , . y^ + y% + yJf + 1^
. ,

put the fraction in the form ^ r^^ • -^s y approaches to
^

y +yh + b -^ 1

1

46
6 this fraction approaches to — , and the fraction may be made

46
to differ as little as we please from — by making y — h small

o

, . 46
enough. Thus the limit of the fraction as y approaches to 6 is —

;

o

. 4 1

that is, the limit of the fraction as x approaches to a is „ «^^ .

Questions respecting vanisJiing fractions and limits belong

properly to the Differential Calculus, to which the student is

therefore referred for more information.

810. We will now give two Articles, which form a supple-

ment to the Chapter on Permutations and Combinations. They

are due to H. M. Jeffery, Esq. of Cheltenham.

811. To jxnd the nuniher of combinations of n tilings taken

1, 2, 3, i\ at a time, when there are p of one sort, q of another,

r of another, and so on.

Let there be n letters, and suppose 2^ of them to be a, q of

them to be 6, r of them to be c, and so on. The product

(1 + aa; + a^x^ + + a^x^) (1 + hx + Vx' + + h''x^)

(I + ex + c^x' + + e'^a;')

contains the combinations of the n letters taken 1, 2, 3, w at

a time, namely in the coefficients of a;, x^, a^, x" respectively.

The number of the combinations in each case is found by equating

a, 6, c, to unity. Thus the number of combinations of the

n letters taken ^ at a time, is the coefficient of x^ in the ex-

pansion of

{\ +X + x" + ... + s-'') (1 + x+ x" + ... + x") (1 + X + x^ + ... +x^)
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The number of combinations when the letters are taken ^ at a

time, is the same as the number when they are taken n — k sd, &

time ; this may be shewn as in Art. 495.

The total number of combinations is found by equating x to

unity in the above expression, and subtracting one from the result,

since the first term in the expansion of the expression does not

contain x, and therefore does not denote the number of any com-

bination. Thus the total number is (p + I) (q +l){r + 1) — 1

.

The exjiression to be expanded may be wi-itten thus,

l-x"^' \-x'>^' l-^
I -X ' I -X ' 1 -X '

that is, {l-x''^'){l-x'^'){l-x'^') (l-a;)-^

where /x is the number of different sorts of letters.

For example, take the letters in the word notation. It will be

found that the numbers of the combinations when the letters are

taken 1, 2, 8 at a time, are respectively 5, 13, 22, 26, 22,

1.3, 5, 1.

812. To find the number of permutations of n. things taken

1, 2, 3, n at a time, when there are]) of one sort, q of another,

V of anotlier, and so on.

Let there be n letters, and suppose f of them to be a, q of

them to be b, r of them to be c, and so on.

Foi-m the product of the following series
;

, „ P'a'x' F'a'x' P^a^x"
l + Pax + -j-^+^^+

^-Jf-'
F'b'x' F'b'x' F'b'x"

1 + ^^"^T7^+13-^ "HT'
, „ FVx' F'c'x' F-C-x^
l+P,^ + ___+___+

-^n^'

After the product has been fomied and arranged according to

powers of Fx, change F into 1, change F^ into |2, change P^

into
1
3, and so on ; then the coefficient of £c* in the result will
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consist of the permutations of the n letters taken ^ at a time.

The ti'uth of this statement may be seen by examining the modj

of formation of each coefficient in particular cases ; for example,

suppose n = i, and p, q, each = 1 3 or suppose ?i = 4, /» = 2,

q = \, r=\. The number o\ the permutations will be found by

making a, h, c, each equal to unity ', this may be done

before the product of the above series is formed.

For example, take the letters in the word notation. It will be

found that the numbers of the permutations when the letters are

taken 1, 2, 8 at a time, are respectively, 5, 23, 96, 354, 1110,

2790, 5040, 5040.

813. We will now give some further remarks on the subject

of Probability.

It is observed by Dr Wood in his Algebra, that there is no

subject in which the learner is so liable to mistake as in the calcu-

lation of probabilities. Dr Wood proceeds thus :
" A single in-

stance will shew the danger of forming a hasty judgment, even

in the most simi)le case. The probability of throwing an ace

with one die is - , and since there is an equal probability of

throAving an ace in the second trial, it might be supi)osed that the

. . 2 . .

probability of throwing an ace in two trials is - . This is not

a just conclusion ; for it would follow by the same mode of

reasoning, that in six trials a person could not fail to throw an

ace„ The error, which is not easily seen, arises from a tacit sup-

position that there must necessarily be a second trial, which is not

the case if an ace be throv/n in the first."

The above extract is introduced for the sake of the iniport-

ant remarks which it contains, and also for the purpose of draw-

ing attention to the last sentence, which students have often found

difficult. It should be observed, to prevent any ambiguity, that

the problem under discussion is the following : Required the pro-

bability of throA^TJig one ace at least in two trials with a single

die. Dr Wood's last sentence indicates the following as his
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metliod of solution. The chance of an ace in the fii'st trial is

-
: if an ace is obtained in this trial there will be no need of a

second trial. But suppose we fail to throw ace the first time

;

the chance of this failure is -^ , and then the chance of success in

the next trial Ls ^ . Tlius the chance of obtaining one ace at least

in two trials is tt + ^ • 7. i
that Ls, -^7; . And the error of a per-

D 00

son who estimates the chance at -^ + 75 may be ascribed to the00
5 .5 1

circumstance that he changes the - in the i>roduct 7- . . into unitr,
o bo

thus assuming that there will be always a second trial, although

the second trial may be rendered unnecessary by reason of the

fii-st trial having been siiccessfiil.

This solution is of covirse quite correct, but it would probably

be considered Ijy the person who estimated the chance at ^ +
^

that it does not shew him his error, but substitutes a different

solution altogether ; and he might say there is no uncertainty

about the occurrence of the second trial, for two trials are guaranteed

in the enunciation of the froblem,, or at least are alloiced to us if

we jilease to make them.

The error really arises from neglect of the folloAving consi-

deration : when events are mtdually exclusive, so tliat the suppo-

sition that one takes place is incompatible with the supposition

that any other takes place, tlien and not othericise the chance of

one or another of the events is the sum of the chances of the

separate events.

In the present problem success in the first trial is not incom-

patible -wdth success in the second trial, and therefore we cannot

take the sum of the chances as the chance of success in one or

other of the trials.
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It is easy to present the correct solution of tlie problem in dif-

ferent ways. Thus besides Dr Wood's solution, another has been
given in Art. 735. We may also proceed thus. Tlie desired

event may be considered as one of the following three ; suc-

cess in the first trial and failure in the second, failure in the

first ti-ial and success in the second, success in the first trial

and success in the second. The chances of these events are

,.,155111
respectively ^.-, g.^, -.-; and the events are mutually ex-

clusive, so that the chance of obtaining one or another of them is

5 5 1 . . 11

36+36^36' '^"'^'' 36-

814. This discussion naturally leads us to investigate the

probability of the happening of one or more events out of events

which are or which are not mutually exclusive. We shall now
give some theorems on this subject.

I. Let there be any number of independent events of which

the respective probabilities are a, /8, y, ; required the proba-

bility of the happening of one at least.

The probability of all failing is (1 - a) (1 -/3) (1 -y) ;

therefore the probability of the happening of one at least is

l-(l-a)(l-/3)(l-y)... This may be written 2a-2ay8 + 2ay3y-...

or P-^^- P^ + P^- P^+ ... suppose, where Pj is the sum of the pro-

babilities of the single events, P^ is the sum of the probabilities of

paii's of events, Pg ^^^6 sum of the probabilities of triads of events,

and so on.

II. The theorem ju.st proved is true even when the events

are not independent ; that is, the probability of the hajipening of

one at least of the events is P^ — Pj + P^- Pi+ where

Pi, Pj, P3, P^, have the meanings already stated.

For consider only two events A and B ; let 71 denote the whole

number of equally probable cases, Ua the number in which A
occurs, n^ the number in which P occurs, ii^p the number in

which both A and P occm-. To find the number of cases in which
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neithei- A nor £ occurs we proceed thus : from n take away Tia, and

TO|3 ; we have thus taken away too many cases, because the cases, in

number Ua^, in which both A and B occur have been taken away

twice ; restore then w„^. Therefore the whole number of cases in

which neither A nor B occurs is « - (n^ + rip) + n^p.

Hence- the number of cases in which one at least of the events

occiirs is tia + np - iiap

.

Therefore the probability of the occurrence of one at least

«a + np - Uap _ n^ + np »»ap _ „ p= " — — -'1 ~ -^ »•

n n n

Similarly any other case may be ti'eated.

III. Supposing that there are n events, required the proba-

bility that an assigned m of them will happen, and no more.

Suppose that the events of which the probabilities are

a, ^, y, are to happen, and the events of which the proba-

bilities are A, /x, v, are not to happen. Then if the events

are independent the required probability is

a^Y (l-X)(l-/x)(l-v) ;

that is, a/3y to m factors -. 1 - 2A. -l- 2A./U. - 2A/xv 4- r.

Tliis we may denote by <?^- (>„, + ,
+ C^,„+2- <2,„+3 + >

where

Q^ Ls the probability of the occurrence of the m assigned events,

Q^^ is the simi of the probabilities of the occurrence of every

collection of m -t- 1 events which includes the m assigned events,

^B.+2 ^^ ^^® ^^^ ^^ ^^® probabilities of the occurrence of every

collection of m + 2 events which includes the m assigned events,

and so on.

IV. As before we may shew that the theorem in III. is true

even when the events are not independent.

Y. Reqviii'ed the probability of the occurrence of any m of

the events and no more.

With the previovas notation this is
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It may happen that in some cases

In \n

20 =,—r^
(?, . 2^„+j = ,—^j-^

f<?,„ + p and so on
3

this will be the case when the events are all similar.

VI. In II. we have found the probability that at least one

event shall happen, and in V. the prol)ability that just one event

shall happen ; by subtracting the second result from the first we

obtain the prolxiljility that two events at least shall happen. Then

again we know from V. the probability that just two events shall

happen ; by subtracting this from the probaljility that two events

at least shall happen we obtain the probability that three events

at least shall happen. And so on.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES,

1. Having given

x = by + cz+ clu, y^ax + cz^ du, z = ax + hy + du, u = ax + &y + cz,

a bed
shew that 1 =

il-Tt
"
TTft "TTc^ IT^^

X, y, z, u being supposed all unequal.

2 If ^ = a, -^— = b, and = c, find the relation be-

y + z z + x x + y

, , ,
x' if z'

tween a, h and c ; and shew tliat ~—r^ jp- = y-rj

—

--. = —p. -yr •

' ' a{\—oc) [l — ca) c{l—ao)

3. Find the relation between a, b and c, having given

X a y b z c ,

-H— =:"f+- =- +-, xyz = abc,
a X y c z

and X- + y^ + z^ + 2 (ab + ac + be) = 0.

4. Find the relation between a, b and c, having given

V z z X . X y
^ + =a, - +- = b, +- = c.

z y X z y ^

5. Eliminate x, y, z\ )etween the eqviations

x^ {y + z) = rt^ y' {x + z) = b^, z^ {x + y)= c", xyz = a^c.

^^-
i
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6. Eliminate a and b from the equations

a^ - x^ 2x + 3y 373/ \3 I , t,^ I

7. Eliminate x and y from the equations

'x + y = a, x^ + y^ = b^, x^ + y^ = c^

8. Eliminate x from the equations

a \aj a \xj c \xj x \a

9. Eliminate x, y, z from the equations

X y z X y z n

y z X z X y

1^3/ zj \z xj \x yj

10. Eliminate x and ?/ fi-om^ the equations

aa; + &3/ = 0, as + 3/ + a;?/ == 0, x' + 3/' - 1 = 0.

11. Eliminate a; and y from the equations

y^ — x' =: ay — jix, 4:xy — ax + /3y, x' + y'' = l.

1 2. If (a; + yY = 4c'a^, (y + zf = iahjz, (z + xf ^ ib'zx,

shew that a^ + &^ + c^ =t 2abc

13. Eliminate a from
a' + X

14. Eliminate x and y from

4 (x^ + y^) ^ax->r by, 2 {x' — y^) = ax - 6?/, a;?/ = c^

15. Shew that unless abc + 2a'b'c = aa'^ + bb'^ -^ cc'"', the fol-

lowing equations cannot be simultaneously true :

a = xx', b = yy, c = zz', 2a'— yz + zy', 2b'= zx' + xz , 2c' = xy' + yx'.

16. Find the number of permutations which can be formed

with the letters composing the word examination taken 3 at a time.

17. Find the chance of a one, a two, and a three, of the

same suit, lying together in a pack of cai'ds which consists of m
suits, and has n cards numbered 1, 2, 3, in each suit.
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18. A rectangular garden is surrounded by a walk and is

divided into mn rectangular beds by m — 1 walks parallel to two

sides and n-\ walks parallel to the other two sides. Find the

number of ways, no two of which are exactly alike, in which a

person can walk from one corner to the opposite corner so as to

make the distance equal to half the perimeter of the rectangle.

19. If a; be a proper fraction, shew that

X x^ x" X cc^ a;'

+
i-a;' l-a;" l-a;'" 1 + a' i + a;^ 1 + a;'"

20. If a; be a proper fraction, shew that

1
(l+a;)(l +a;')(l+x-')(l+x-^)..

(l-a;)(l-a;')(l-a;V..

21. Eliminate a;, y, z from the equations

(aJ-2/)(y-«)(--^)=/. {« + 3/) (2/ + «)(« + »;) = ?',

{x' + y") {y- + z^ {z' + a;=) = r^ (a;^ + y') {y' + z') {z' + x') = s'\

22. Shew that if aX +bY+cZ^O, and a^J + b^Y+c^Z=0;

where X=ax + a^x^ + a., Y = bx + b^x^ + b,, Z =cx ^ c^x^ + c^ ;
then

X'+Y' + Z'= i^*. (^<^i - ^1^) + ^^ (^^1 " ^1^) + ^^ (^^t - (^M
^

[bc^ - b,c)- + ica^ - c^af + {ab^ - aj))"

23. If a„ a^, ... a„, and b^, b^, .. 6„ be two series of posi-

tive numbers, each arranged in descending order of magnitude,

shew that ^ + -r + ... + j^ is less, and -' + y-^ + ... + ^ is

K b, b„ b, b„_, 6,

greater, than if the denominators b^, b^, ... 6„ were arranged in any

other order under the numerators a^, a,, ... a„

24. If a be less than b, shew that a series of which the general

tenn is - (
- -

^ )
is equal to the logarithm of f r ] •

25. If a be less than b, shew that (jj is increased by

adding the same quantity to a and b.
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MISCFXLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Simplify x-[2>/ + {3z -Sx-{x + 9/)}] + 2x - {y + 3«).

2. Di^dde a'x' + {2ac - ¥) x* + c' by ax* - bo;"" + c.

3. Reduce to its lowest terms
7a;' -4a;' -21a; + 12'

.,,3a;-a, x+ 3a ^, a — x „ 2a + a;

4. Add ^r- to ^ TT- ; take 7^-5—5
5 ""om -^

2 •

5a; + oa ix+ ya Za + 6ax + x a - x

ix + l 5a; -1
5. Solve —r^ ^— = a; - 2.

15

6. Solve 10a;-4y = ll, 3a;+2?/ = 14l

7. ^, who travels 3^ miles an hour, starts 2| houi-s before B
who goes the same road at 4J miles an hour : find when £ over-

takes A.

8. A bill of £100 was paid with guineas and half-crowns,

and 48 mere half-crowns than guineas were used : find how many

of each were paid.

9. Find the square root of a* + 2a' -a + j.

10. Solve (^- lV3a;-l) = ^.

11. If a = 1, 6 = ^ , c = 3, (Z = ^ ,
find the value of

a -[2a -3b- {4a - 56 - 6c - (7a - 86 - 9c - lOcZ)}].

12. Multiply a;' + (2a + 36) a; -1- 6a6 by a;^ - (2a + 36) a; -^ 6a6
;

and divide 14a;'-lla;V-66a;y-7«y+49a;2/*+15y' by 2^-3xy-'oy\

1 3. Eind the L. c. M. of a;* -f- 5a; -t- 6 and a;' + 6a; -I- 8.

_ ^, 2a; + 3a ^ 23x- + 18aa;+ 17a'
14. Take :;; -r- from

3a; + 4a 12a;'-l- 31aa; + 20a'

"

12 3
15. Solve -T + = 5 .

a;— 1 05—2 X — 6

T. A. 35
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16. Solve 7a; -93/ = 23, ^x-ly = 51.

17. Find the time between 9 and 10 o'clock when the hoin'-

hand and the minnte-hand of a watch are together.

18. A, after doing three-fifths of a work in 30 days, calls in B,

and with his help finishes it in 10 days : find in how many days

each could do the work alone.

19. Find the squai-e root of 4x* - l^xy + ^if + ixz - Qyz + z^.

20. Solve -i--^ = l.
x—\ x~ 6

21. If a = 1, 6 = 2, c = J , </ =^ , find the value of

a - [3a - 56 - {7a - 96 - 1 lo - (13a - 156 - 17c - 1 9^0}]-

22. Multiply x' + (3a - 26) a; - 6a6 by x' + (36 - 2a) a; - 6a6 :

and di\'ide o;^ - 56a; + 15 by 1 — 4a; + x^.

23. Find the G. c. m. of x" - 4, x- + 10a; + 16, and a;' - 7a; - 18.

„- «• Tf
2a;'-a;^2 4a;^-l

24. Simplify
^^3^3^^^

x^—^.

95 Solve ^i^ +
^^""'^

-
^^"^

2i.5. feohe 3+20 10 ~ ^•

26. Solve ^4-^^ = ^, 5a;-3y = 6.

27. A person starts from Ely to walk to Cambridge, which is

distant 16 miles, at the rate of 4| miles per hour, at the same

time that another person leaves Cambridge for Ely, walking at

the rate of a mile in 18 minutes : find where they meet.

28. In a concert-room a certain number of pei'sons are seated

on benches of equal length ; if there were ten more benches one

person less might sit on each bench ; if there were fifteen fewer

benches two persons more must sit on each bench : find the num-

ber of benches, and the number of persons seated on each.

29. Find the square root of a;"' - 4a;' 4- 6x* - 8a;^ -h 9x-'' - 4a; -1- 4.

30. Solve liar- 111 , 9^;.
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31. If a = l, b = 2, c = 3, cl = i, find the values of

32. Multiply "3 + x' by -2 — x ; and find the value of the pro-

duct when X = •!.

x'- 115.x- + 24
33. Reduce to its lowest teims

24a;' -11.5.^-' + 1

34. Add tofijether :;
, , , and .- ^

.

'' 1-a;' 1 + a; l-x'

35. Solve {x--3y - 3 {x- 2)' + 3 {x -If - x'' ^ 9 - x.

36. Solve 52/ - 3a; = 2, 8y - 5a; - 1.

37. A farmer bought equal numbers of two kinds of sheep,

one at £3 each, the other at £4 each. If he had expended his

money equally in the two kinds he would have had 2 sheep more

than he did : find how many he bought.

38. The sum of £177 is to be divided among 15 men, 20

women and 30 children, in such a manner that a man and a cliild

may together receive as much as two women, and the women may
together receive .£60 : find what they respectively receive.

39.
TT 1 j^i , ^ ^' y X y 3
huid the square root of — 4- -f—„ h -^^ v .

2/' 4a; y 2x i

40. Solve ^+^^ = 9.
a;-4 a; +

1

41. If a=l, b=3, c—5, d=7, find the values of

ccl — ah

42. Shew that

a {a - x){a -2x)= {a -h){a -h-x){a+2h-2x) +b{b-x){3a-2h-2x).

43. Find the G. c. M. and the L. c. M. of a;* — a;^ + a;^ — a;' + a; - 1

and a;^— 1.

., o- ..„ a;^ + 5a;+6 a;^ + 6a; + 5
44. Simplify

45. Solve
a; + 1 2a; — 1

35—2
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46. Solve

2x ~ 3i/ - Sz -r 3o = 0, 7x-4:j/+z-8 = 0, I2:c - 5(/ -3z - 10^0.

47. Find how many gallons of water must be mixed with

80 gallons of spii'it which cost 15 shillings a gallon, so that by

selling the mixture at 12 shillings a gallon there may be a gain

of 10 per cent on the outlay.

4S. A and £ can together do a work in 12 days; A and C
in 1-5 days; Jj and C in 20 days: find in how many days they

will do the work, all working together,

49. Fiud the square root of a - c -^ 2 ^ \ab - be - ca — h').

50. Solve X = :r-

4 -

4-
4-x

51. Simplify

{a^b + c){x+ 7/ ^z)~{a~b-c){x-i-y-z)

^ {b - c — a) iy - z - x) ^ {c -h a - b) (z + x — y).

.- T- a~b-c . . ^
o2. It s =

^
, shew that

{(s-a) ^{s- b)Y = (s - af ^{s-bf+3(s- a) (s -h)c.

5.3. Find the g. c. m. of x'' -2x^y - bory' - 2xy^ ~ iy"^ and

k" _ 3x'y -r 6.r->' - Sr/ - iiy\

Ki c- r<u ^-" ^'-^ (a-b)-
o4. Sunpliiy r -^

X— b x — a {x- a) {x — b)'

DO. Solve (3.-/: - 1 / - (4;/: - 2)' = (ox - 3)\

o6. Solve :^ 4- 5 =2, —— -f ^ = 1.
X — y — o ix — 6 -y — o

bl. A, B, C are employed on a piece of work. After 3 days

A is discharged, one-third of the work being done. After 4 days

more B is discharged, another third of the work being done.

C then finishes the work in 5 days. Find in how many days each

could sepiu-ately do the work.
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58. A person walks from A to ^, a distance of 7^ miles, in

2 hours 17^ minutes, and returns in 2 hours 20 minutes. His

i-ates of walking up hill, down hill, and on a level road being 3,

85, and 3^ miles respectiTely. find the length of level road between

A and £.

59. Find the cube root of

8:c - Uar - 6i'' - 37x' + 36.C* - 9x* + 54a^ - 27.r- - 27.

(x + a) (x + mb) (mx ~ a) (x + 6)
60. Solve

(x— ma) (x — b) (x — a) {mx — b)

Gl. Simplify 24 j.r-f, (,:_ r)j.| .._^ (:«_ 2;j|x- - |(aj -
1^)J,

and subtract the result from {x + 2) (x + 3) (x + 4).

-. ^ -. - 2 ) bv - - -
.

a' X' J ' a X

63. Find the g. c. ii. of

5.7;^ — 1 8jT 7/ - 1 1 xi/ — 6y' and 7x* — 2Zxy ~ 6y^.

64. bimpbfy —, =• + ^ —r + —i ;

—

~ .

X + X -4- 1 X + .7: -^ 1 x^ J- X + 1

4 X - 2 .r - 4 x-l
65. Solve ^ = — 2 .

X — b X — '6 X — X — 4

.- ^ . X — 2rt y-^h ^ X - 2a y-^ob
66. Solve 5- + ^^—-^-2, =^—^z,-X — oa y — 00 X ^ a y + 36

67. A man bought a house which cost him 4 per cent, on the

purchase money to put it in repair. It then stood empty for a

year, diuing which time he i-eckoned he was losing 5 per cent,

upon his total outlay. He then sold it again for £1192, by which

meSns he gained 10 per cent, on the original purchase money : find

what he gave for the house.

6S. A ceitain resolution was carried in a debating society by

a majority wliich was equal to one-third of the number of votes

given on the losing side ; but if with the same number of votes

10 more votes had been given to the losing side, the resolution

would only have been carried by a majority of one ; find the

mmiber of votes sfiven on each side.
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69. Solve Jx- Ja + J{x + a-b)= Jb.

70. Solve {x - 2) (x - 3) - ^^|^^ .

71. If a =2, h^^, c=Q, d = 5, find tlie value of

Bfi^(a + c-byd} + ^{{b + d){5d-Ac)} + ^{{c-a){d~b)}.

72. Shew that

x{y + z)- + y{z + xY + z{x + yy- ixyz ={y + z){z + x) {x + y).

73. Find the g.c.m. of

5a;' - 1 9a' + 55a; -125 and 4x'- 15a;'- 38^; + 65.

_ - r,- 1 • r.
bcix- cif ca (x - by ab (x - cY

74. Simplify V^ -' - H ^ '-— H ^ L
.

^ ^ {a-b)(ci-c) {b-c){b-a) (c-a){c-b)

75. Solve J{(x - ay + 2ab + b^} = x-a + b.

76. Solve ax+cy + bs=cx + by + az^bx+ay+cz=^a^+b^+c^-3abc.

77. A and B start together from the same point on a walking

match round a circular course. After half an hour A has walked

thi-ee complete circuits, and B four and a half Assuming that

each walks with uniform speed, find when B next overtakes A.

78. On a certain day mackerel were being sold at a certain

price per dozen ; on the next day twice as many mackerel could

be bought for one shilling as dozens could be bought for a sovereign

on the day before : the whole price of 20 mackerel bought 10 on

one day and 10 on the other being 2s. 2d., detennine the price of

a mackerel on each day.

79. If a; = ^{a + ^^^M^) + l/(a - J^^FVb'), shew that

a;' + 36a;- 2a -0.

80. Solve (a;' + 8a;' + 16a; -1)3 -a; = 3.

81. Shew that {2) + q + ry =

A{p^ + q^ + r' + Spqr) {p + q + r)+ 6gV'+ 6ry+ 6pY- 3;/- 3q'- 3r\

82. If X = ax + cy + bz, T = ex + by + az, Z =bx -^ ay + cz,

shew that X'+Y' + Z'- YZ - ZX - X Y
— (a^ + b^ + c" — be- ca — ab) (x° + y' + z" — yz — zx — xy).
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83. Find the g.c.m. of 7x*-lOax^ + 3aV - Wx + ia* and

8a;* - 13ax^ + 5aV - 3a^x + 3a*.

o, c<- IT 1 1 2a; 4x^ Sx'
oi. bimpliij

85. Solve

1 -X l+x I +x^ I + X* I + X

ix^ + 4a;* + 8a; + 1 2x- + 2a; + 1

2x* + 2x + 3 x + l

8Q. Solve x + y+z~a + b + c,

ax + by + cz = be + ca + ab,

{b - c) X + (c - a) 1/ + (a - b) z = 0.

87. The present income of a railway company would justify

a dividend of 6 per cent., if there were no preference shares. But

as X400000 of the stock consists of such shares, which are

guaranteed 7| per cent, per annum, the ordinary shareholdei'S

receive only 5 per cent. Find the amount of ordinaiy stock.

88. The road from a place ^ to a place B first ascends for

five miles, is then level for four miles, and afterwards descends for

six miles, the rest of the distance ; a man walks from ^4 to 5 in

3 hours 52 minutes; the next day he walks back to J. in 4 hours,

and he then walks half way to B and back again in 3 hours

55 minutes : find his rates of walking up hill, on level ground,

and down hill.

89. Find the value to five places of decimals of

{161 + v/19360}-i

90. Solve ^^ + -\— = 2.
X + a — c X + — c

9 1

.

Find the value when a; = 5 of

3a; - [Sy - {2a; - {3z - 3y) + 2z- (x - 2y - z)}].

92. Shew that {y - z)* + {z - xf + {x - y)"

^2{{y-zY{z-xf + {z-xy{x-yr + {x-yY{y-zr}

= 2 (a;* ->t
y'^ + z^ - yz ~ zx - xyY.

93. Find the g. c. m. of a;' + {5m -3)x^ + (6m' - 1 5«i) x - 1 8ni'

and x^ + {ill — 3) x' ~ (2m/ + 3m) x + Qm'.
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94. Shew that

95. Solve

he) \G aj \a bj

\6 cj \c a) \a h)

a + b + c.

llcc + igy 3{x
= 0.

X' + X-11 J ' x + 2

96. Solve x^ + 2/^ + z^ = 3xyz, x-a = y-b=z-c.

97. A bag contains sixpences, shillings, and half-crowns ; the

three sums of money expressed by the different coins are the same

:

if there are 102 coins in the bag find the number of sixpences,

shillings, and half-crowns.

98. A person walks from ^ to ^ at the rate of 3| miles per

houi", and from B to (7 at 4 miles per hour ; in returning he

calculates that he can complete the distance in the same time by

walking uniformly at 3| miles per hour, but being detained

14 miniites at B he has to walk to -4 at 4 miles per hour to finish

it in the same time : find the distance from A to B, and from

Bto C.

99. 1^ X = ax \- cy + hz, Y= ex + by + az, Z=bx+ ay + cz,

shew that

X'+Y' + Z'- 3XYZ = («=" +b' + e' - Sabc) {x^ + y' + z^- Zxyz).

lOOo Solve a'- 223x4- 12432 = 0.

101. Solve {ix + 2y - {3x -iy = {2x+ 4)* -(x- sy.

102. Find three consecutive numbers whose product is equal

to fifteen times the middle number.

1
103. Solve x + y=9,

1 1 _
X y~2'

104. If a; varies jointly as y and z ; and y varies directly as

X +z ; and if a; = 2 when 2=2, find die value of z when a; = 9.

5 2
105. Sum to 18 terms I + ^ + ^ + ...

b o

106. Sum to 6 terms and to infinity 14 7 + 3--
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107. If the number of combinations of 27i things taken n—1
together be to the number of combinations of 2 (n—1) things

taken n together as 132 is to 35, find n.

108. Shew that 2- - ~ 2'— + !!!>Lzl) 2"-^ -...+(- 1)"' = 1.
1 ^

109. In the expansion of (a^ + a.2+ ... + aJ)" if n is a positive

integer, and m greater than 7i, shew that the coeflScient of any

term in whicli none of the quantities a^, a^, ... a^ appears more

than once is \n.

110. Given log 2= -3010300 and log 3 = 4771213, find the

integi'al values between which x must lie in order that the integral

part of (1"08)' may contain four digits.

111. Solve {a (b + x- a.)]2 + {b{a + x-b)}k = {x{a + b-x)}K

112. If a and yS be the roots of the equation ax^ + bx'+ c = 0,

form the equation whose roots are -^ and -
.

fi a

113. Solve ^+^=^, xy = 8.

2/ X 2

114. Ifa;-4 : x-2 :: x-l : x + 3, find a;.

115. Sum nine terms of an arithmetical progression of which

18 is the middle term.

116. Sum to n terms y^-j-^ + 3-^-^72 "^

YTTJ^ ^ "•

117. Prove that the number of ways in which p positive

signs and n negative signs may be placed in a row so that no two

negative signs shall be together is equal to the number of com-

binations of /; + 1 things taken n together.

118. Determine the coeflScient of a;'' in the expansion accord-

^ (n-m + l)x(l -x) -x'"'^^ + x"'^^
mg to ascending powers 01 x 01 ^ —jz -^ ,

where m and n are positive integers of which m is the less.

119. Determine whether the series whose w**" term is

ij(n^ + 1) — n is convergent or divergent.
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1 r 1 1

•05 i(l-05)'' (1-05)^

Given log 105 = 2-0211893, log 5303214 = 6-7245391,

log 3768894 = 6-576214.

121. Solve {4: + 5x-x')^~ = 2^x'+{x' + 3x-4:)K

122. Find the relation between the coefficients of the equa-

tion ax^ + bx + c = 0, that one root may be double of the other.

iio ci, 1 1 aj + y 7
123. Solve -+ - ^ -

x y 12 a; + y4-5'

124. Divide 111 into three pai-ts so that the products of each

pail' may be in the jiropoi-tion of 4, 5, and 6.

125. Find the number of terms of an arithmetical progression

of which the first term, the sum, and the common difference are

given : £nd the conditions which must hold if there be two such

numbers.

126. Find the sum of the reciprocals of n terms of a geo-

metrical progression of which the first term is a, and the common

ratio r.

127. Shew that the number of ways in which inn things can

be divided auiong in persons so that each shall have n of them

is
~

.

128. Shew that the coefficient of a;"^''"' in the expansion

of ^ ^ is 2"""
{(?i -I- 2r) {n -f- 2r 4- 2) 4- ?i}, r being or any posi-

(1 -x)'

tive integer.

129. Find the coefficient oi x^ in the expansion of

(1 + 2a; - 3x' + a;')'.

03 03 ^3

130. Shew that 1 + ^ + -^ -f -+...= 5e.
[Z 1^ j_4

131. Solve ^(x-'-8x + 15)+V(a;' + 2a;-15) = 7(4a;'-18a;-(-18).

132. The numerically gi'eater root of ax^ - 6a; -f c = has the

same sign as -
; and the numerically less root the same sign as - .
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1 33. Solve x + y + z = a + b + c, ~ -^ { + - = 3,^ a c

X' + y'^ + z' = a' + 6* + c^

134. Two persons A and B divide equally a sum of money

consisting of half-crowns, shillings, and sixpences ; the values of the

several pai-ts being respectively in the propoi-tion of 15, 4, and 1.

It is found that each has 60 coins, A having two half-crowns

more than B. Determine the sum and the coins each had.

135. The jo"" term of an arithmetical progression is -
, and

1 . pq + 1

the q^^ tenn is - : shew that the sum oi 2^<1 terms is -^— .

136. If a, h, c be in arithmetical progression, and o, (3, y

in harmonical i)i-o£fvession, and - + ' = —h - , shew that aa, bft,
^ ^ '

y a a c

cy are in geometrical progi'ession.

137. Find the number of words beginning and ending ^vitll

a consonant which can be formed out of the word equation.

138. If «,. be the coefficient of a;*" in the expansion of (1 + xY",

(-l)"|2?^
shew that a' - a' + a' — a^ + . . . =—;

—

,

—
.

"
' ^ ^ \n\n

139. Determine whether the following series is convergent or

divergent: 1 + 72 "^

Jf^^ M^ '"

140. If y = x-^ + ^~ ... shew that a; = 2/ + ?^ + ^+...

141. Solve (a;-3)'+3a;-22 = ^(x'-3a;+7).

142. The number of soldiers present at a review is such that

they could all be formed into a solid square, and also could be

foi-med into four hollow squares each four deep and each con-

taining 24 more men in the front rank than when formed into a

solid square : find the whole number.

17
143. Solve Qx^-xy-\2y^ = 0, x" + 2y^ = ^.
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144. If the speed on a railway is 20 miles an hour it is found

that the expenses are just paid. If the speed is more than 20

miles an hour the increase of the receipts is found to vary as the

increase of the velocity, while the increase of the cost of working

is found to vary as the square of the increase of the velocity ; at

the rate of 40 miles per hour the expenses are just paid : find the

velocity at which the profits will be greatest.

145. Shew that the number p^ + 10jt>, + 10'/?^ + ... + 10>,_ ia

divisible by 1 3 if the following expression is,

Po-P3+P6-----^{P.-P*^P7---)-^{l\~Ps+l\----)-
146. If s be the sum of an odd number of terms in geome-

trical progression, and s' the sum of the series when the signs

of the even terms are changed, shew that the sum of the squares

of the terms will be equal to ss',

147. If there be n straight lines lying in one plane, no three

of which meet at a point, the number of polygons of n sides

which can be formed by taking one of the segments of each of the

straight lines is -\n -\.

148. Shew that 2^ . 4« . 8" . 1
6^'-

. . . = 2.

149. Find the coefficient of x* in the expansion of

150. Shew that if the logarithms of w quantities with resjject

to n bases in geometrical progression be all equal they will also

be equal to the logarithm of the ratio of any one among these

quantities to the preceding quantity, with respect to the common
ratio of the progi-ession as base.

151. Solve
^(^^-^)

,

9(^-l)_ 2(3.:-2)
^

3(0.-2)

2a: +1 3a; +1 2x + 3 x-l '

152. Shew that if a quadratic equation be satisfied by more

than two values of the unknown quantity the equation is an
identity. Apply this property to establish the identity

a" {x -b){x- c) ¥ {x -c){x- a) c' {x-a)(x-b) _ ^

(a-b){a-c) "^
{b-c)(b-a) ^ (c-a){c-b) ^ '^

'
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153. Solve {x' + y')- = e, {x'-y')^=l.

154. Bronze contains 91 per cent, of copper, 6 of zinc, and

3 of tin. A mass of bell-metal (consisting of copper and tin only)

and bronze fused together is found to contain 88 per cent, of

copper, 4"875 of zinc, and 7*125 of tin. Find tlie proportion of

copper and tin in. bell-metal.

155. Shew that the sum of the products of the first n natural

, . (n-l)n(n + l)(3n + 2)
numbers taken two and two together is -^^ —^-^—— .

156. Four numbers are taken, the first three in G. P., and the

last three in H. p. ; again four numbers are taken, the first three

in H. p., and the last three in G. p. : shew that if the first two

numbers are the same in each set the last of the first set will be

less than the last of the second.

157. Find the number of diflfei'ent arrangements that can be

made of bars of the seven prismatic colours, so that the blue and

the green bars shall never come together.

158. If (5 iJ2 + 7)"' = n + a, where m and n are positive in-

tegers and a less than unity, shew that a(n + a) = 1, ifm be odd.

159. Find the coefficient of x* in the expansion of

(l-2x+3x'-4x'+ ...)-^-.

160. If the whole number of persons born in any month

be -r-~rr of the whole population at the beginning of the month, and
480

the number of persons who die ^-— , find the number of months

in which the population will be doubled.

Given log 2 = -3010300, log 3 = -4771213, log 7 = -8450980.

161. Solve x'+l=2(l + xy.

1 62. A and £ run a race round a two mile course. In the first

heat B reaches the winning-post 2 minutes before A . In the second

heat A increases his speed 2 miles an hour, and £ diminishes

his by the same quantity ; and A then reaches the winning-post

2 minutes before B. Find at what rate each ran in the first heat.
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,„„ 0,1 a; + 3v+5 3x + y + i
163. Solve ^ , + ^—^ = 4,

a + 2/+i a; + ?/-l

(x + 2yy + (y + 2xf = 5 (a; + y)' + iy.

164. Solve =—-— = "^—- = 03 + y + 3.

?/ + 3 + 1 z + x x-¥y—\

165. Shew that the number jo„ + 10/?^ + 10";^^ + ... + 10>^ is

divisible by 101 if the following expression is,

P^ + lOj". - b* + lO/'.) + (^'4 + 10;?,) - ....

166. If a, b, c be three quantities such that a is the arith-

metical mean between b and c, and c the harmonical mean between

a and b, shew that b is the geometrical mean between a and c

:

and compare a, b, c.

167. In a plane there are m straight lines v/hich all pass

through a given 2:)oint, n others which all pass through another

given point, and p othei-s which all pass through a third given point

:

su})posing no other three to intersect at any point find the number

of triangles formed by the intersection of the straight lines.

71 (?i — 1

)

168. If a,-r-(r-l)« + (r-2)

n{n-l){n-2)

to r terms, shew that a, = (-l)"a„_^ if r be less than n~l,
a = if ?• be greater than n — \, and a^^ = (— 1)".

169. Find the coefficient of a;" in the expansion of

(1 + 2a; - 3x' - x*)^.

170. Given log,„ 2 = -30103, find log^, 50.

1 _i 4
171. Solve xTi + X ^ = -^ {x + x ').

172. If a and /3 are the roots of the quadratic ax^ + bx + c = 0,

form the quadratic whose roots are (a + P)' and (a — /?)*.

173. Solve ^ J{x'-y') = x+^y,

X* + 2x'y + y" + X = '2x^ + 2xy +y + 506.
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174. A and B engage to reap a field in 12 days. The times

in which they could separately reap an acre are in the proportion

of 2 to 3. At the end of 6 days, as they find they cannot finish

the work in the stipulated time, they call in C and finish it with

his help. The time in which A and C together coidd have reaped

the field is to the time in which B and C together could have

reaped it as 7 is to 8. Find in how many days the field would

have been reaped if G had worked from the first.

175. A tradesman has eight weights, two of 1 oz. each, two

of 5 oz. each, two of 25 oz. each, two of 125 oz. each ; shew that

he can weigh with a paii* of scales any integral number of ounces

from 1 up to 312.

176. Find four numbers lel geometrical progression so that

theii" sum may be 15, and the sum of their squares 85.

177. Out of 2n men who have to sit down, half on each side

of a long table, p particidar men desire to sit on one side and q on

the other : find the number of ways in which this may be done.

178. Shew that the coeflScient of x^' in the expansion of

(9a' + Qax + Ax')-' is 2''- (3a)-''-^

179. Shew that the series u^ + ti^ + ... + u^ + ... is convergent

if from and after a certain term the value of («*„)" is always less

than some finite quantity which is itself less than unity, and

divergent if the value is imity or greater than unity.

180. Shew that 1 - ^—, z^ - „ „ , r^j - -^
——. z-^ - . .

.

2(n+l) 2.3{n+iy 3.4:{n+lf

= los; (1 H— ) . Hence shew that ( 1 H— ) increases with n.

181. Solve 9x' + 4^;=" = 1 + \2x\

182. Three persons A, B, C, whose ages are in geometrical

progi'ession, divide among them a sum of money in amounts

proportional to the ages of each. Five years afterwards when G
is double the age of A they similarly divide an equal sum; A now

received £17. 10s. more than before, and B £2. lOs. more than

before. Find the sum divided on each occasion.
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183. Solve
(^y^(iy--(S' ^^^*-^^'=-

184. If x- cy + bz, y ^ az + ex, z = bx + ay , shew that

X y z

V(l-«^) J{l-b^) J{l-c')'

and find the i-elation between a, b, and c.

185. Shew that in the scale with radix nine, every number

which is a perfect cube must end with or 1 or 8.

186. Find the sum of the products wliicli can be formed by

multiplying together any three terms of an infinite G. p.; and shew

that if this sum be one-third of the sum of the cubes of the terms

• • 1
the common ratio is ^ .

187. A vessel is filled with a gallons of wine, another with

b gallons of water ; c gallons are taken out of each ; that from the

first is transferred to the second, and that from the second to the

first ; this operation is i-epeated r times : shew that the quantity of

wine in the second vessel will be r (1 — ;/) where » = 1 7 .

a + b a

1 + 2a;

188. By comparing two expansions of -tj 5- , shew that

(-l)"=:l-37i +

l-o;^

(371 - 1) (3w - 2) (37^ - 2) {2>n - 3) (3?^ - 4)

[2 15

[Zn - 3) {Zn - 4) (3n - 5) (3w - 6)

where n is any positive integer, and the series stops at the first

term that vanishes.

189. Determine whether the following series is convergent

1 [2 [3 |4

or divergent : 1 + ~x+ -^^x^ \- j^x^ + -^^x* + ...

190, If log 2 3 b^ expanded in a series of powers
^ — iC "— 00 "j" *c

3 1,.
of X, shew that the coefficient of x" is - or - according as 71 is

n n
even or odd.
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191. 8olve {i+xy--=2ax{l-x').

192. Shew that if a?, ?/, z are real quantities

x'{x-2/) {x-z) + y- {y-z) {y -x) + z'{z- x) (z-y)

cannot be negative.

193. Solve x^ + y' + 1 =^ m^xy — x^y"^, xy l^i'x - y) ^x — n'y.

194. Shew that the equations aa;+6y+cs=0 and «a;^+6?/-+c*"=0

will be satisfied by taking ^
— = -^— = ^—?-—

• where
\ — hv I +av 1 + abv

a + b + c + abcv' - 0.

195. In Art. 458 we arrive at an A. p. of which the first

. . a b b
, , „^ . b

term is — ?r + ?. ? and the common difference is - : shew that
q 2q 2q q'

if this be arranged in groups of q terms each, the ?yi"' group is

equal to the di^^ term of the A. p. of which the first term is a and

the common difierence is b.

196. The first term of a certain series is a, the second term

is b, and each subsequent term is an arithmetic mean between the

two preceding terms : shew that the n^^ term is

|(6-„){l-(-l)""'}.«.

197. If all the permutations of n things a, b, c, ... I taken

all together be formed, and from any permutation as abc ... ^ be

formed the fraction — ^^—

^

=
, shew that

a{a + b) [a + b + c) ... [a + b + ... I)

the sum of all these fractions is
abc ... r

1 98. Shew that

tv'x (n in -\)Y o \n{n-\) (n -2))- .,

1
+Xn - [2-/ ^- -^\-^— 1

^^ -

_n 4. ..V^ ^ ''(''- ^) '^
,

n{n-l){n-2)(n-3) x'
)-{^+x)-^i + i7^(i^^).+ j2[2 {i+xy^---j-

199. Determine whether the following series is convergent

or divergent
: [^^^

-
^j ^3^^ "

3j
^ [v' i) ^ '

"

"

T. A. SB
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200. If n is any positive integer, find the value of

n--^ -n{n-ir' +'^~P {n-2y^' - ...

201. Multiply out (1 - x) (\ - x"){\ - x^){\ - x'){l - x') ; and

tind the form of the series up to a'' when the number of factors is

infinite.

202. Shew that

203. Slievv that money will increase fifty-fold in a centvuy

at 4 per cent, per annum compound interest, having given

log 2 --301030, log 13 = 1-113943.

204. Shew that Jp' +\p=p-V ~ t— •••^
l-(-j9-i-l + p+l +

205. Find the number of ways in which a substance of a ton

weight may be weighed by weights of 9 lbs. and 14 lbs.

206. If
Y\ n ,\ /I 9 ijr be expanded in ascending powers

of a, find the general term.

207. If n is a positive integer, and x a positive proper fi-action,

1 — X'"'^' . 1 - cc"

shew that r— is less than

208. Shew that n^ - in^ + 5n^ - 2n is divisible by 12 for all

values of n greater than 2.

209. From a bag contaming 10 counters, 3 of which are

marked, 5 are to be drawn ; and the drawer is to receive a shilling

if in his drawing the thi-ee mai-ked counters come out together

;

find the value of his expectation.

210. Determine whether the following series is convergtait or

1 2^ 3*
divergent

: 1 + ^o + ^3 + ^4 + •

211. If the square of the sum of ?^ real quantities is equal to

*" - times the sum of their products taken two and two together,
n

the n quantities are all equal to one another.
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212. Shew that

25 {{b - cy + (c - ay + {a - by} {{b - cf + {c- ay + (a- by]

= 21 {{b - cy + {c - ay + {a -byy-.

213. If a man 48 years old can buy an annuity of .£150 a

year for £1812. IGs., interest being reckoned at 5 per cent., deter-

mine what is considered the expectation of life at 48. Having

given that log 2 = -3010300, log 3 = -4771213, log 7 = '8450980,

log 1-1872 = -0745239.

214. If ^"^ denote the r^^ convergent to ^—^— , shew that

215. Find the proper fractions which satisfy the condition

that the sum of five times the numerator and eleven times the

denominator shall be 1031.

216. Shew that if w be a positive integer, and x such that

no denominator vanishas,

1 n \ n{n-\) \
,

(- 1)"

£c+l la; + 2 1.2 a; + 3 "" x->rn+\

(a3+ l)(a;+ 2) ... (x + w+ 1)
'

217. If i^ be a positive proper fraction, and a and b positive

quantities, shew that (« + by a'"'" is less than a +2)b.

218. If 3, or 5, or 7, or 9 be raised to any power, shew that

the digit in the tens' place is always even ; if 6 be raised to any

power, shew that the digit in the tens' place is always odd.

219. There are three balls in a bag, and it is not known how

many of these are black ; a person draws a ball from the bag and

replaces it ; this is done three times : if every drawing gave a

black ball find the chance that all the balls are black.

220. Ifa;=v + 7; s ••• shew that y = x - t; -^ ...
^ 2y+ 2y+ 'Ix- 2x-

221. If ^, + —
J,

4- -^r-^— = 1, shew that
2oc 2ca lab

two of the three fractions on the left-hand side must be equal to

1, and the other to — 1.

36—

S
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222. Solve yz + zx + xy ^ a^ -x^^¥ -y^ = c* - z^.

223. lip years' purchase must be paid for an annuity to con-

tinue a certain number of years, and q years' purchase for an

annuity to continue twice as long, find the rate per cent.

224. Convert / la" + ,
J
into a continued fraction.

225. Resolve 2a;' - 21xy - lly' - x -t- 34y - 3 into rational

factors of the first degree.

226. Shew that a recurring series whose scale of relation is

\—2)X — qx^ is convergent or divergent according as x is numeri-

cally less or greater than the numerically least root of the equation

\—px- qx' = ; the roots being supposed real.

227. Shew that if all the letters denote positive quantities

and p , 2hj 2h • ^^^^ "d '^hj «3) •• '^^'^ hoih. in ascending or both

i^i"/ + Pi'^i + + p a ^
.

in descendma; order oi magnitude, ^^-^ is

Pl+ P2+ + Pn

/«, + a^ + . . . + a
gi'eater than

n

228. Jf a^ + b^ — c', and a, b, c are integers, shew that one of

them is divisible by o.

229. A number, of « digits, is written down at random: shew

that whatever be the value of n, provided it be given, the chance

that the number is a multiple of 9 is ^

.

230. If n be any positive integer, shew that the integer next

gi-eater than (3 + ^5)" is divisible by 2".

231. If the two expressions x^+px^+qx+r Sind x^+p'x^'+q'x+r'

. „ ^, r — r p'r — pr' q'r - qr'

have the same quadratic factor, then -,
= ,- =- — .

p-p q~q r-r

232. Shew in the preceding Example that the thii'd factore

are x + — - r and x + — -, r' res])ectively : and that the quad-
r — r r — r

q — q r — r'

ratic fiictor is a3 +
, a; + -,

.

p-p v-p
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233. The present value of an annuity of £100 on tlie life of a

person aged 21 is by the Carlisle Tables of mortality £2150,

interest being at 3 ])er cent. If out of every 10 children born 6

reach the age of 21, find what sum ought to be paid down immedi-

ately on the bii-tli of a child in order to secure it an annuity of

£100 on its reaching 21, the deposit being forfeited if the child

dies previously. Having given log 43 = 1-63347, log 2 = '30103,

log 103 = 2-01284, log 1155 = 3-0628.

234. Convert / (a^ — -\ into a continued fraction, n being

gi'eater than unity.

235. There is a number, of two digits, which if its digits he

reversed becomes less by unity than its half:, find the number.

236. Shew that if to be a positive integer, and x such that

no denominator vanishes,

1 n n(n- 1)

xTl " {x+ l)(a;+2) ^ (x + iy(a~+~2) (x + 3)

~ '"

+ (-!)> 1

(x+l) {x + 2) ... (x + n + l) x + n+ I'

71+1 n-l

237. Shew that a" - 1 is greater than n(x ^ - ic ^
) if ?i, is any

positive integer, and x any positive quantity greater than unity.

238. In the successive powers of 4 shew that the digit in

the tens' place is alternately even and odd ; in the successive

powers of 2 and of 8, shew that there are alternately two even

digits and two odd digits.

239. A digit from 2 to 9 inclusive is taken at random, and

raised to a high power : shew that the chance that the digit in

5
the tens' place is odd is ^-^ .

16

240. Determine whether the series whose w*^ term is

2n' + Sn + 2
is convergent or divergent.

(n+ 1) {n + 2){7i+3)

241. A series a^, b^, a^, b^, is foi-med in the following

way : a__ is an aiithmetical mean between a^ and 6„_,, and b^^ is an

harmonical mean between b^ and a„_i. Shew thsit a^b^= aJ)^.
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242. Shew that the following equations are either incon-

sistent or insufficient for determining the values of x, y, and z :

x'-a^^zx + xy-yz, y^ -h^ =xy + yz- zx, z"- c^ = yz + zx-xy.

243. A person starts with a certain capital which produces

Mm 4 per cent, per annum compound interest. He spends every

year a sum equal to twice the original interest on his capital.

Find in how many years he will be iniined. Having given

log 2 =-3010300, log 13 = 1-1139434.

244. Convert */(»" +—o"
") ^^^^ ^ continued fraction.

245. A farmer laid out £.26 in buying sheep at £1. \0s.

a piece, and bullocks at £5 a piece : find how many sheep and

bullocks he bought.

246. By comparing the coefficients of the various powers of

X, shew that '
.

1 n X n(n-\) x^

" m-n \' m-n+l 1.2 «i - n + 2

n being a positive integer, and m such that no denominator

vanishes.

247. If all the n letters a,h,c...k denote positive quanti-

ties, shew that w (a^** + 6^^« + c''+» + ... + A;"^') is greater than

(oF + bP + cP+ ... +^'')(«*+6« + c» + ... +^-*).

248. If n be a prime number, and N not divisible by n,

shew that N"" - 1 is divisible by tC ; where m stands for n" - n'"^

249. A box contains three bank notes, and it is knoA\Ti that

there is no note which is not either a £5, a £10, or a £20 note

;

one is drawn, found to be a £5 note, and replaced : detei-mine the

value of another di'aw.

250. Apply the process of Synthetic Division to divide

£C* + 3a;' - 12x + 4 by a' - 4a; + 12 as far as the term involving a"';

and give the remainder.

25 1. Solve x'i/ + x--xi/+ x^y- -iy + i, xy^l = 3<cy- - x-y\
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252. There are two numbers a and h : it is reqiiired to find

n intermediate numbers c(^, a^, .ci^^, so that a^ — a, a^— a^, a^— a,,

b — a , may be in arithmetical progression with the common

difference d. Find also the limits between which d must lie.

253. When the 3 per cents, are at 88, the sum of £100 is

given for a per|,Detual annuity of £3 per annum, and an annuity

terminable in 30 years : supposing the value of money to be

fixed by the price of the 3 per cents., find the amount per

annum of the teiTninable annuity. Having given log 1-1 = -04:139,

log 1-3 = -11394, log2 = -30103, log7 = -84510, log 3-658 = -50320.

254. If "^-^^'
, — , — be three successive convergents to

?„-, 9„ '?,..!

J{a' + 1), shew that 2 (a" +l)q^ = j^n-i+Pn+i^ ^IK = ?«-i + '?« + i-

255. A boy laid out a shilling in buying apples, pears, and

peaches ; the apples were five for a penny, the pears were one

penny each, and the peaches were twopence each, and he got a

dozen in all : find how many of each kind of fruit he bouglit.

256. If _^———^— be expanded in powers of x, shew that

the coefficient of x is —
o-ll-c^)

257. Shew that {nf is less than '/" ~^^ — '\, and

that {\nY is less than
|
^—^—- \

258. If n be a prime number, and iV not divisible by n,

shew that iV^"* + 1 or X'" - 1 is divisible by n' ;
where m stands

259. A number taken at random is squared. Shew that it

is an even chance that the digit in the units' place of the result

is an even number, that it is 4 to 1 that the digit in the tens'

place is an even number, and that it is 59 to 41 that the next

higher digit is an even number.
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„„^ T , . ,. (1 + cx) (1 + c'ic) (1 + c^'x) ... ,

260. In the expansion oi ;- ^ b-fv^ , f , the num-
^

(1 - ex) (1 - c'x) (1 - c^x) ...

bex" of factors being infinite, and c less than unity, shew that the

coefficient of a;'' is c^ ,,— , \^i own ij /i r\ •

(l_c)(l-c-)(l-c^)... (l-c^)

261. If a and /3 are the roots of the equation ax^ + bx+ c = 0,

find the value of a" + a"{3' + JSK

262. If the m*^ term of a series in harmonical progression be

n, and the ^i"" term be m, then the r^^ term will l)e
r

263. The fii-st term of a certain series is a, the second temi

is b, and each subsequent term is a geometrical mean between

the two preceding : shew that as n inci-ea.ses the ?i"' term tends

to the value ^{ah^).

264. If r be a proper fraction shew that it may be expressed

a 1 1 1 1
,thus : Y = 1 1 + ... H , where o, , (/„,... q are

5
positive integers. Take for example =

.

265. The diameters of two coins are "81 and '666 inches

respectively : find the smallest numljer of coins which can be

placed in a row of 9 feet long. Find also the smallest sum of

money which such a row can be made to represent, supposing that

the value of the larger coin is twice that of the smaller.

266. Shew that the difierence between any two consecutive

odd convergents to ^(«' + l) is a fraction whose numerator is

divisible by 2a.

267. In a geometrical progi'ession of which all the terms are

positive the arithmetical mean of the extremes is greater than the

arithmetical mean of all the teinis.

268. If d' + b^ = c', and a, b, c are integers, shew that abc is

divisible by 60 ; and that if a is a prime number greater than 3,

then b is divisible by 1 2.
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269. There are n tickets in a bag numbered 1, 2, ... «. A
man draws two tickets together at random, and is to receive a

number of shillings equal to the product of the numbers he di-aws :

find the value of his expectation.

270. If -4 be the present value of an annuity of £,\ on the

life of an individual, shew that in order to receive JuP at his death

tlie ])ayment to be made immediately and i-epeated annually during

P AP
his life is ^ —

, where R is the amount of £A in one year.
A 1 + ^

271 jf
x{y^z-x) ^y{z ^x-y) ^ z{x-¥y-z)

log X log y log z
'

shew that y^ = afz' = x^if.

272. Solve J{x- + a?){y^^V) + J(^' + b') {f + a') = {a + b)\

x + y = a + h.

273. Find a series of square numbers which when divided by

7 leave a remainder 4.

274. If— be the ?i"' converging fraction to J{a'^ + 1), shew

., , Pn ,, . 1 X (« + 7a^+l)" + («-7(a''+ 1)"

that — = J(a + 1
)

. , - .

?n ^
'

(a + Ja' + 1)" - (a - ^{a' + 1
)"

275. Exv)and 7- ^ ,, -.,

—

tk— in a series of ascending
^

(1 + Zxy (1 - lOx)

powers of x.

27 G. Find the scale of relation in each of the following series :

1 + 4a; + 1 8x' + 80x-' + 356a;'' + . .

.

1 + 2a; + Sx' + 8a;' + 13a;'' + 30a;' + 55a;' + ...

277. If S be the sum of the m'*" powers of the n positive

quantities a, h,c,...Jc; and P the sum of the products of the

quantities vi together ; shew that \n-\ S is greater than

\n — m \m P.

278. If n be a prime nmnber gi-eater than 2, shew that any

number in the scale whose i-adix is 2?i ends with the same digit as

its n^^ power.
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279. A bag contains 5 coins, and it is known that they can

be nothing but shillings or sovei-eigns ; two shillings are drawn

together, and are not replaced : determine the value of another

draw of two coins.

280. If n be a positive integer, and m such that no denomi-

nator vanishes, shew that

^ /I \« ^ /I \n 1
nin- 1) ^, ^„ ,- (1 +0;)" —(1 + xf-' + —. '

. .

^—- (1 +»;)"-*_...
m^ ' m {m + 1) ' ^ m (m + 1) {m + 2) ^ ^

-/In- \»_ ^^
/I N„_i 71 (n- 1)

of ^ n{n~l){n-2)
]

{711 + 71-1 (Hi + ?i - 3) 3 J

rc* — 2.T — 3
281. Determine the limits between which ——5

—

'^ lies
zx- + 2x + 1

for all real values of x.

282. Solve X- + 7J = J, (x' + 7/)^- + {2xy)^ = h.

283. If -" be the ?t"' convergent to the continued fraction

1111,,
, . , ,

5
i— . . . shew that p and q are respectively the co-

1 "h OOC OC"

efficients of «""' in the expansions of the expressions

and

l-{ab+ 2)x'+x'

a + {ab -\-\)x- x^

1 - {ab + 2) XT + a;'

'

28-i. Shew in the preceding Example that if X and ju. are the

values of x^ found from the equation 1 - (cih +2)x' + x* = ;

ab (X" - fx")
X"+i -/.."+' -r 4- ya"

«i'2« = 53'„._,= -4

—

-—'
, ^^„^,=^^,,=

285. Find two numbers such that the first may be equal to

the product of the digits of the second, and also less by 100 than

twice the second,

286. If A^^ denote the value of an annuity to last during

the joint lives of vi persons of the same given age, shew that the
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value of an equal annuity to continue so long as there is a sur-

vivor out of n persons of that age may be found by means of

tables gi^ing the values oi A^ from the formula

n(n-\)
, ,

n(n-\){n-2)
nA^ ^ A^ + Tg ^3 - • •• =*= ^^«-

287. If X, y, z be real quantities, shew that

a' {x-y) (x-z)-^ V{y -x){y-z) + c- (z - x) (z-y)

cannot be negative
;
provided that any two of the three quantities

a, b, c are together greater than the third.

288. Shew that any square number is of one of the foi-ms

6m or 5m =1= 1. Shew that n^ —n is always divisible by 30 ; and

if 71 be odd by 240.

289. A bag contains n balls, but nothing is known about

their coloure. A ball is drawn out and found to be black ; it

is replaced, and then a second draw is made with the same result

:

supposing the ball drawn the second time to be replaced, shew

that it is 3/1 + 3 to «. — 1 in favour of a thii'd di-aw giving a

black ball.

290. If aj is a proper fraction and p positive, shew that n^x'

is indefinitely small when n is indefinitely gi'eat.

291. If 1, X, y? and 1, if, y^ be each in h.p., shew that

— y't y, X, or will be in a. p., and that their sum will be x^ + y^,

supposing X + y not to be zero, and x and y not to be unity.

292. Shew that IV + 3-y' + oh-^ + ... + {2n - 1)' r'

r (1 + 6/- +O - {{2n - 1) (
1 - r) + 2}- r""' - ^r""-

{\-tY

293. Shew that if r be less than imity and the series in the

preceding Example be continued to infinity it ^vill be convergent :

and Hud the sum to infinity.

294. Find two solutions in positive integei-s of x* — 7?/* = 1.

29-5. In converting JX into a continued fraction if the firet

two qiiotients be each 5, find X.
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296. Shew that if x is positive the least vahie of the fraction

IS when x = a.
X

297. Tlie amount of fuel consumed by a steamer varies as

the cube of the velocity. She consumes 1"5 tons of coal per hour

at 18 shillings per ton when her speed is 15 miles per hour. She

costs for other expenses 16 shillings per hour. Find the least cost

for a voyage of 2000 miles.

298. Shew that if any odd number has an even digit in the

tens' place, then all its integral powers must have an even digit

in the tens' place.

299. There are three tickets in a bag numbered 1, 2, 3 ; a

ticket is drawn and put back : if this be done four times, shew

that it is 41 to 40 that the sum of the niimbers drawn is even.

300. Prove that the continued fraction

_L J- ^ i_^
2 2 2 2~ '

T^2^3^
- ^111 (-ir'

where '^ = 1— o " o~ q + ^"7 " •• + "7 1\-1.2 2.3 3.4 n{n+\)

Hence find the value of the continued fi-action when n is

infinite.
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ANSWERS. I. II. III.

I. 1. 23. 2. 35. 3. 63. 4. 88. 5. 92.

6. 26. 7. 15. 8. 6. 9. 5. 10. 2.

11. 9. 12. 10. 13. 0. 14. 26. 15. 43.

16. 38. 17. 76. 536. 18. 9.

II. 1. 9a -76 + 4c. 2. 10x'-4a;4-13.

3. 1 2a;^ + &xy — y' + 3x + ii/ 4. 4a;^ + a^x.

5. 2ab + 2x' + 2ax + 2bx. 6. 3rt - i + c - Gd.

7. 23^ + X. 8. 2a' - ax. 9. a- b + c ~ d.

10. 2bx+2by. 11. a-b + c- d. 12. a - b + c + d.

13. a-7b. 14. 5a. 15. 2a -b~d. 16. 12.f-8v/.

17. 3a. 18. a. 19. 2a + x - 26 + 7/ = 9. 20. 3x\

III. 1. 3pq+2p'-2q\ 2. la'^-\Qa%-a¥-\Ob\
3. ft' - aV + 2a6' - 6*. 4. a' - a'b' + iab'' - ib\

5. a* + 4a'''u; + 4a'a;" — a*. 6. a* — Sa'x^ + 1 6a;*.

7. a-6+(a-6)'ic-2a*--a;'. 8. 60a;''+42a;'a-107£c-V+ lOxa'+Ua''.

9. 6a;'- 96. 10. 4a;' - 22a;V + 42a;/ - 27y'.

11.1 2x-' - 1 Ix'y + 3xy' + 2y\ 1 2. x' - xY +xY - y\

13. a;' - 4 y- + \2yz- 2z\ 1 4, 6a;' + x'y + 2a;V' - 1 3a;y=' + iy\

15. a;' + a;''' (y + 2:) + as^ (y^ + 2/^ + «0 + ^2/* (y + *) + 2/°^''-

16. a'' + 6'-c'+3a6c. 17. a;'' + 7/'+ Sa;?/ - 1.

18. a;'^ + 151.x -264. 19. a;' - 41a; - 120.

20. 4a;'' - 5.a;' + 8a;' - 1 Oa;' - ^x' - ox - i. 2 1 . a;' + 1 Oa; - 33.

22. a;'-7a;"+21.a;'-17x-'-25a;^'+6x'-2x-4.

23. a' + 2a"+3a' + 2a'+ 1. 24. a' -a;'.

25. a:'-10a;= + 9. 26. a;^ + .'c' + l.

27. a;^-a;V+ 2a;^«6

-

{b' + 2ac)x' + 2x\bG+ad) - (c'+2bd) x'+ 2xcd-d\

30. ahc + {ab + 6c + ca^ a; + (a + 6 + c) a;" + a;'.

31. a;' — a;' (a + 6 + c + f?) 4- a;^ {ah + ac + ad + bc + bd + cd)

— X (bed + acd + abd + abc) + abed.

32. 26V + 2cV + 2a^6'-a'-6'-c'. 33. b' - d\
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34. \{a^ + }f + c' + cV). 36. 2 (a' + &' + c'). 37. 8ic^

38. 2(a^ + 6Vc^). 39. 4 (6V + cV + a^6'').

43. a;''-22«' + 60a;'-55a;*+12a; + 4.

44. a* - Ix'a + 2a;V - 2a;V + 2.x-V - 2a;a' + a\

45. a* - a'6 - 2a^6' + 2rt*6-' + ab' - b\

IV. 1. 03^ — a; + l. 2. 9x' - 6a;y + 4y.

3. a^ + ab — b^. 4. a' — 3a6.

5. 32a;' + ICx"?/ + 8a;'y* + 4a;y + Ixif + ?/\

G. a^-a='6+a'6'-a6' + 6\ 7. «;' + ?/'. 8. x^+'Sx + 2.

9. 16x'-8a;V + 4xy-2a;/+y*. 10. x^-xy^y\
11. a;'-a; + l. 12. a--2a6 + 36'. 13. a' - 2a^6 + 2«6^ - 61

1 4. 1 6a' - 24a-6 + 36a&- -Tib\ 15. a;" + 2,t''' + 3a;- + 2a; + 1

.

16. a;' -5a;- + 4. 17. a'- 2a6 + 36". 18. a;* - 8a;' + 16.

19. x' + 3a;' + a; - 2. 20. 2a!' - 8a;' + 3a; - 1 2.

21. a + a;. 22. x^ - a\ 23. a + 6 + c.

24. 3a;'-2a6a;-2aV. 25. a;'-2*-+l. 26. 3a'+4a6 + 6'.

27. a;'-a;y + y' + a; + y + 1. 28. a' -vh^ + c^ ->rbG-¥ca- ab.

29. &(2a'+3rt'6-a6' + 46'). 30. a6-ac + &c. 31. 6 + c-a.

32. (})^c){c^a). 33. «' - 4a'6c + 76V. 34. a' + aa; + a;'.

3."). (a; + 2^) y' + (a;' - 2s') y — xz {x + z). 36. ai + 6c + ca.

37. as' — (a + 6) a; + ao. 38. x-b. 39. a6 - ac + 6' - c'.

40. a' + 6' + c'. 41. a+x. 42. (a + 6 -c- c/) (a- 6 + c- c^).

43. a;' - aa; + a'. 45. The quotient is Ixy [x + y).

46. Each is a6c - a;j' - 6^' - cr' + 2^;5r.

47. (a - a;) (rt + x) («' + a;') (a* + x*) (a' + a;').

48. (a + 6 + c) (6 + c - a) (a - 6 + c) (a + 6 - c).

49. (6 + c + (Z - a) (a + c + c/ - 6) (a + 6 + cZ - c) (a + 6 + c - d)..

V. 2. 9. 3. 70. 4. 6. 5. 2/*+ 11/ + 47y'+ 932/ +6F.

VI. 1. a;-2. 2. a; + 3. 3. a;' + 2a; + 3. 4. a; + L
5. 3a; + 4a. 6. x-y. 7. 3a; -7. 8. a;-l. 9. a; -2.

10. a;' + a;+l. 11. a; + 2. 12. a; - 3. 13. 2a;-L

14. X-7J. 15. a;' + 2a;+3. 16. « (2a - 3a;). 17. 2a; -9.

18. ax -by. 19. x" \- {a + y) x + y\ 20. (a; + 1)'.

21. 2x'-4a;' + a;-l. 22. a; - 2a. 23. a; -2. 24. x--\.
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VIL 1. {2x'+3x-2}{3x+l). 2. (x'- 1) (.x + 2).

3. {j(i'-9x'+23x-15){x-7). 4. (3a;- 2) (4a!' -4a;'- a; + 1).

5. {x+iy{x'-l). G. (x'-f){«^'-if)- 7. 16a;^-l.

8. x{x'-l). 9. (x'-Aa'f. 10. {x- I) {x-2) (x- S) (x- i).

11. (a;-2)(a;-3)(x-4)(,^-5). 12. (a;=- 1) (a;'-9) (x + 7).

13. x'-l6a\ 14. {x-a){x-b){x-c).

15. (x + c)(2x- 36) (»;' + «« -6^). 16. 3Q {a'~b') {a'-by (a^-b'}.

VIII. 1. ^±^. 2. ^^. 3. a;-3. 4. a + b. 5. a;+l.
a; + 7 a; - 5

g 3a; -2 ^ 3x^ ^ 2x^3
^ _ 3a;+9

2a;-r a;+l' ^3a;-4' " a;*-a!'+6a;''-6a;+6
'

10.^-?. ll.i±3^!. 12. . } „. 13.
f^-^)'

x + b a;'-2a;-3'
"'

a;'-2a; + 2' '

a;' - 3a; + 1

14. «:±i'. IS. ^. 16. I<2lt^?^±^. 17.^
a b-2x 5 (^ -

18. 1 19

22.

(4a;' — 1 ) X-

2a;-3

(x-'-l)(2a;+3)"

9r
-"^^

97 a;^-4a;y-y^ ^^ 4rt6

•^^-
a" -6^- '•

(a;^-2/T'

30. ^1|^. 31. 0.
84

., , a^b + b"c + c^a — b'a — c^b - a^c ^ „ „
34. 7, -, TT =— 1. 65. , .

(b - c) (c- a) (a - b) abc

38. (^'. 39. -^piC,. 40.??:.
x{a + b) y (a;' + y) iy

43. -^^. 44. ^*-t^. 45. 2. 4G. ^^ ^—j-,
a -X a «" + a6 + 6

,„ a;* a;^ , .o » . 1 .in (^ + ^)' -a («-«)^
47.-7+^+1. 48. a;^+l + -5. 49. ) ,i, . oO.

'

a a X \x — 0) X [a + x)

51. ll"^,. 52. .
^^ , . 53. -.f..

54. --±^
36^ (a + 6) x-xy + y x +y y

11 x^ +1
55. 1. 56. 1. 57. a;'-a;+ - ^. 58. .

a; a; x



576 ANSWERS. VIII. IX. X,

59. . 60. a' - h' + c -\- '2ac. 61. .

X -i^-y

o ,, ., -, ,^ x'+'iax—'la^ „, 3^— la? ^_ ac— hd
62. a'~b'+G'-'2ac. 63. p. . 64. bo. —

,

x+\)a ax ac + od

^„ a^-hx' „_ bc + ca + ab ^„ a" + a^b^ + b-*

66. —:
. 67. , ,. 6o. —

69.

'2ax

bcib -cY
b' + c* + b'c'

ia^x
74

be + ca — ab ab [a — b)'

70.-.,^,. 71.^^?:. 72. m.
x~ + y 2a'o

^^ ^ „, (a + b + cY „_ 4 ^^ adf+ae
73. -2 T. 74. ^—^— -'--. 75. ^r-, TT- 76. -^

26c • 3(a;+ !) bd.f + be + of

IX. 1. 1. 2. 20. 3. 3. 4. 11. 5. ^. 6. 13.

7. 8. 8. 1. 9. 7. 10. 7. 11. 4. 12. 3.

13. 5. 14. 28. 15. 2. 16. 2. 17. 3. 18. 10.

19 li. 20. 21 21. 5. 22. ^. 23. 13. 24. 9.

25. 4. 26. 4. 27. 9. 28.
f-^

. 29. 13. 30. | .

31. 4. 32. 56. 33. 7. 34. 8|. 35. 4i. 36. 2f|5.

37. If. 38. 3. 39. 2. 40. 12. 41. 12. 42. 2.

43. 3. 44. -2. 45. 1. 46. 1. 47. 5. 48. ^ .

49. 3|. 50. ^-?

.

51. "^"^
, . 52. ^^^^

.

" 2o a + b-c-d b (b + a)

53. , )-^—r^ . 54. y—

=

.
. 55. ^ .

b (a - 1) ac + bc + ab -1 b

^ ab{a + b~2c) rb - cq ab nb-ma
OD. —;—fv r^ • 01. . oo. , . oj. .

a' + —ac — be pc -ra a + o m—n

60. ^

.

61. \{a + b + c). 62. 2. 63. 20. 64. 5.

• X. 1. £1290, £2580. 2. £120, £300. 3. £5.

4. £140. 5. 28, 18. 6. 38 diiklren, 76 women, 152 men.

7. £720. 8. £144, £240j £210. 9. £350, £450, £720.
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10. A £162, B £118, G £104. 11. 3456, 2304.

12. 126 quarts. 13. £2. 15s. 14. £3. 10s.

15. £600, £250. 16. 400 inches. 17. 30. 18. 42.

19. 7, 8. 20. 8, 6, 3, 2 ; 24 kings in all. 21. 3.

22. 6 shillings. 23. £3600. 24. 11 oxen, 24 sheep.

25. 5 shillings taken by each ; there were 20 shillings in the purse.

26. 240. 27. 90 by 180, and 100 by 230. 28. 48 minutes.

29. £8750. 30. 5. 31. 60 oranges and 240 apples.

32. 10 from A, 4 from B. 33. 11, 22, 33. 34. £420. 10s.

35. 6r\ past one. 36. ^. 37. 2s. 8r/. 38. 40.
'^ + c

XL 1. a;=ll, y = 4. 2. a; = 5, 2/ = 7. 3. a;=16, y=7.

4. a; = 2, 2/= 13. 5. x=8, y=l. Q. x = 2, y=6.

7.x = 3,y=5. 8. a; = 3, y=4. 9. a; = 12, y^ 3.

10. x=i, y=S. 11. a;=10, y = 20. 12. a;= 60, y = 36.

13. ic=12, 2/ = 20. 14. K = - 6, 2/= 12. 15. a3= 18, y = 6.

16. x=7, y=n. 17. x=2, 2/ = 7. 18. x = -A, y = -l.

10 20 ^, ,„ ^
19. x = 4:, y=l. 20. x = -^, y = Y' *"

'
^"

22. a;=2, y = -l. 23. a; = 3, y = 2. 24. a; = 18, ?/ = 12.

25. a;=5, 2/ = 6. 26. a;= 10, y = 5. 27. a; = y = -.

nc-\-hd mc-ad
28.x=y=m^n. 29. x=3a, y=-2b. 30. .=

^^^^^^, y=^^^^ .

31. x--b + c, y = a + c. 32. x = (a + by, y^{a-h)\

XII. 1. a; = 7, 2/=5, s = 4. 2. « = 2, y = 3, s = 4.

3. a; = 1, y - 2, » = 3. 4. a; = 2, y = 3, « = 5.

5. x = 2, y = 3, z = i. 6. a; = 8, 3/ = 4, « = 2.

7. a;-10, y = 2, z = 3. 8. x=4, y = 3, 2=5.

4 4
9. a; = 3, 2/ = 4, 2 = 6. 10. a; = ^ , y = 4, « = - .

11..=^.,
7 21

^ = -2' "=10- 12. x

13. a; = 2, y:=3, ^-1. 14. a;

T. A.

1

2'

1 1

2/ = 3-,^-4.

6,

20 46

37
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15. x = i, i/=d, z=l6,u=25. 16. u = 4:, x = l2. y = 5,z = 7.

17. x=3, y=l, w = 9, z = 5 18. x==3, y = 2, u = 5, z= -i.

19. x=2,y^4:,z=3,u=3,v=l. 20. x=2, y=l, z=3, u=-l, v=-2.

2l.x^l,y=\,z =
l.

22. 0^ =^^^'. 23.aj=2a,y=26,.=2c.

{a—o){a—c) a{a-o) [a—c) x \o cj

27. a' = 6+c — a. 28. x=abc, y = ab + bc + ca, z = a + b + c.

XIII. 1.5. 2. 250,320. 3. A. 4. 5,6. 5. i2s., 26s.

6. 75s. and 35s. 7. 5 and 7. 8 7, 10. 9. 2s. 6cZ., Is. StZ.

10. 1, 3, 5. 11. Tea, 5s. per pound; sugar id. 12. 50.

13. £3000, £-i000, £4500, at 4, 5, 6 per cent respectively.

14. 20 persons; 6 sliillings each. 15 8andl2. 16. £540; 17 pence.

17. 300, 140, 218. 18. £70. An ox costs £10 and a lamb 18s. 9d.

19. A wins 21 games, B 13 games. 20. A Us., £ 38s., C 33s.,

D 32s., E 36s. 21. 90 miles. 22. A could do the work alone

11 21
in 80 days, £ in 48 days ; A must receive — of the money, and £ ^Oii

" o2

of the money. 23. .4 in 5 minutes, £ in 6 minutes.

24. 2^, 2 miles per hour; distance 5 miles. 25. 100 miles; original

rate 25 miles per hour. 26. A 26, 514, C8. 27. A in
^"^

days,
p+n—m

_. pm , „^ 6(/i— 1)£ in ^^= days. 28. -^^ < miles per hour. 29. 4 yards andm — n a—c

5 yards. 30. 27. 31. 63. 32. Coach goes 10 mUes an

hour; train goas 30 miles. From A to 5 is 16| miles; from

^ to C is 20 miles ; from C to £ is 40 miles. 33. 600 yards.

XIV 1 a 2
^"-"'-^

3 ^ 1 6
^'"^'"'

a; + 3 a

. x=a + b. 9. x=a, y^b, z=c. 10. (x+l) {x+2) (»+3) (x+i).

^„ , x^ + 2a; + 3
XY. 1. —. ~

. 3. t = x.
X^ + X+1 6. y . 7. a;=6-c,

y = c — a, z = a — b. 8. Clear the given relation of fractious ; thus
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we find {a + h) (b + c) (c + a) = 0, therefore one of the three factors

must vanish ; hence the required result follows. 9. Each child

obtains £1920. 12^., and each brother £960. 6s. 10. x — — 3a.

XYI. 1. l + 4« + 10.x'+12a;' + 9a;*.

2. 1 - 2a3 + 3x' - 4x^ + 3x* - 2x' + x\

4. \ + 6x+\bx^+2Qx^+\5x^+6x^+x\ 5. 2 {l + l5x'+l5x'+x').

9. The numerator will be found to be equal to 5 (1 +x^y and the

5
denominator to (1 + x^Y, so that the fraction -

^

— ^

.

XVII. 1. x'-x+l. 2. a;--2a;-2. 3. 2a;' + 3a;-l.

4. 2a;' - a; + 1. 5. 2ic' - Sax + ia\ 6. 5a;' - 3ax + 4a-.

7. {x-af. 8. a'+h\ 9. (a'-^b'){c^+d'). 10. a'-¥+c^-d\

11. a;-2--. 12. a;'-^+-. 1-^- it + •

X 2 x 2 X a

14. a' + (2b-c)a + c'. 15. {a- 2b) x' -ax + 2b-3. 16. M4.
17. a;' -3a; + 2. 18. 2a;' + 4ca; - 3c-. 19. 2a;' - 3ca; + 4c'.

20. 5-51. 21. 9009. 22. 22-22.

23. 111111111. 24. X--. 26. The given expression

= (a;' — yz) {(a;' - yz)' — (3/' — zx) (2;' — xy)} + two similar expressions

= (a;' - yz) x {x^ + y^ +z^- 3xyz] + two similar expressions

= {x^ + y^ + z^- Sxyzf.

XVIII. 1. x^. 2. a~l. 3. -^. 4. 1. 5. ("!) .

(bxf V^/

9. a + a^-l +a~^ + a~^

12. a;3-a;^a^ + ai

7. a;2^ + a;'2^2/
--xy'^ — y^. 8. «^- 1.

10. -ia-'b- ' + 9a-'6. 11. x + y.

13. «"+ 1 +a~". 14. 2a;' - 3a;y + 2?/'.

x + a
17 =4 + 2/^33^ i-

a;' + 3a;a + a'

'

^^-
a;^ 22/^

15. a-^oSb'^-b. 16.

18. 2a^-364 + 4c^. 19. 16a;^ - 16a;^ + 12 - 4a;-^ + a;-i

XIX. 1 . a^ + «'i^ + c^- b^ + «6' + ch^ + 6l

2. 2^ 2'
.
3* + 2^ . 3^ + 2 . 3 + 2'^ 3^ + 3^

37—2
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3. 3^- 3. 5^ + 3^ 5' -5^. 4. -2679492. 7. 3^/-- 4 + 3 /^ .V 2/ V ^^

8. a-2aH^-b. 9. 1 + ^3. 10. 2-^3. 11. ^5 + J2.

12. VIO + 2 J2. 13. 3 V7 - 2 ^3. 14. ^f +^^ •

-f(^-^)-
-.(W)iymv(^)}-

19. 3^3-2. 20. 1. 21. 1+^2+ ^/3.

22. l+y^-y|- 23. ,/6 + V3-V5-l. 24. 1 + ^/2.

25. 1 + 75. 26. ^/3 - V2. 27. ^6 - J5. 29. a; = 25.

on ^ 7 Qi «^
o.-> a' + b^ + c'-2bc-2ca-2ab

o(j. x-7. 31. a; = -. 32. a;= .

a + 4c

XX. 1. a;=l, 3. 2. 1, 4. 3. |, |. 4. 4, -^.

5- 3, H- 6. 17, f. 7.-4,-6. 8. 5,-^.
3

^•3>11. 10. |,
-1. 11. ^,-|. 12.^,-^.

13.^0' ri-
i-i-

r3' 6"o- 1^- *'-!• 1^-
3'-i-

17. i,l. 18. 6,-1. 19. 5,-^. 20. 8, |.

21. ^, l 22. 3,-1. 23. 10,-2. 24. -|,-^|

25. |, ^^. 26. =.^6. 27.-1,^. 28. 7,-^.

24
29. 3, -— . 30. 2, 16. 31. -2, -16. 32. 5, -3.

33. 3,-5. 34. 29,-10. 35. 10,-29. 36. 1, ^

.

5

37. 3,--. 38. 2,-. 39. 8,-8. 40. 10,-|.
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41. 2,-3.

45.
3.-I

49. o.|-

52. a ±6.

42. 24, ^ . 43. 3, - ^

.

46. ^, 1.

50. l,-^.

.r.-..

44. 3,

48. 0, 4.

53. a^J{a'-b').

51. 2 + 73, and - (2 + ^3) 2.

a + 6 a — b
54.

a — b' a +b'

55. ^ {a + b + c^J(a'' + b' + c" — ab ~bc - ca)}. 56. a + b + c

2ah — ac — be
59. 0,

+ 6- 2c
60.

2ab

2a ~b 3a + 26

be

1

61- 7 [ab + be + ca ± J{a'b- + ¥c' + cW - abc (a +b + c)}].

a(l+c)
^^- "^'^27T3)-

In the following Chapters the ii-rational roots and the impos-

sible roots have not always been given ; and some of the roots given

are not applicable ; see Arts. 329, 330.

XXI. 1. 1,1. 2.1,-2. 3. (-41)^, 9. 4. 14-% (-1)^".
9

5. 2, 3. 6. 2", (- 1)".

125

7- {-v/«*V(^-c)r- 8- =*=!!.

13
9. =t2,V10. 10.8,^. 11. 8,(^-i;^V2J- 12. 2-, (-|)-.

14.4,1. 15. 16, (-^y. 16. {-i)KQy.

J(^ab-b')

13. 4,--1.

17.
17

1
1

4'

22. 16, 0.

25. 5, --8.

1 1 Q

18. 2",^„. 19. 9,-^ 20. i5. 21.

23. 18, 3. 24. 2' = 8 or - 10 ; so that x= 3

26. 0,'^'^^a. 27. a; = ^ or ,n-2 n+

I

28. x' = -ab^l(a'-h')^'3.
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29. [J{x + 2) + J{x^ + 2x)Y={a-x- Jxf, a quadratic in Jx, from

-(2-.a)../(2.-.3.-) 0^
^

2 + 2a ' (c + 2)'

31. Multiply up and arrange x{J{a-x)-J{a+x)]=Ja{J(ct--x^)-a},

square, &c.a;=0,±^. 32. ± 2a. 33. 1, -\-. 34. 1, ^ .

'Z 3 21

35. *3n,*2»V(-l). Z^. x'=Q or ~^^ ^7. i, -^.

«.|,i.,5). «....^-;;;±^. 44. ...9. «..-^^,.

46. a;= = -^V.-. 47. {c±V(c^_l)}^.. 48. 0, ij . 49. ±2a, ±«V(-6).

^"- 2' 3- ^'- "'
3a'= + 36^ + 10a6-

^'^- ^'"3-

S3.8,-f. .
54. |!. 55. l/l^^

^^- ^'(>-^6r-4
- 57.0,-1. 58. 0, |(-&=t76^-4a).

59. 0,^{a + b + c^ J{a' + b' + c'- 2bc - 2ca - 2ab)}.

60. 0, ± -L
• 61. 0, ± J{a' + V). 62. 0, ± ^{^'^^ + « (m - n)}.

63. 0, afl ± 2 /- j . 64. Transpose and square; we get

2x (2a; + 1) J{x' + 2) = 2 {x'+ 1) (2a; + 1) ; it will be found from this

that the only solution is a;=-1 65. 1. 66. 4,-9. 67 2

68. 0,-5, 1,-^^ 69.1,-4,^3^09 ^^ ^^1_

71. 2,-5,
I
{-3=^^241}. 72. a + 2,-^^. 73. 2,-^.

74. 1, - 2. 75. x' + 5ax = - 5a' ± ^{a" + c") ; whence x.

1 9
76. a;* + 3.r = - or - - : whence x.

4 4

a* + x- a' + x' «
/ 1 /r\7 / .

= ^ s , cvc. ; a; = j7 (- 1 ± J5).
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78. a = (x - -^ + j^j + (x - ^ - -j . Quadratic in
(

a; - -
j

.

79. (x' - xY - {x' -x)^a. 80. 4, - 3.

81. [Jx + J{x + 7)Y + Jx + J{x + 7) = 42. a; =. 9 or (^^\

82. {x-i Jxy + 2{x-4:^x) + l-^0. a; - 7 ± 4 73.

83. { ^a; + J(a + x)}' + ^x + J{a + a;) = 6 + « ; &c.

84. {x^ + xY ^i{x'' + x)+i^lQx\ a;-lor2.

85. {x'^-ay= 2a\x-aY. 86. (x+~^+a(x+-\ + b=~
\ axj \ axj a

87. ("-"Y-2f^-«Vl-0. 88..
\a xj \a xj

1 10 16

x Z 3
'

89. (x - -Y-2 (x-'^ + l = after expunging ^^^ /^ .

90. 1 + V3±V(3 + 2V3), l-v/3=^V(3-2V3).
91. (a:+l)(a;--a: + l) = 0. 92. (a;+ 1) {1 + w (a;' -a; + 1)} - 0.

93. a; = 5 is obviously one solution. 94. a? = 6 is obviously one

solution. 95. a; = 5 is obviously one solution.

96. a; = is obviously one solution. 97. (a;* — 4) (a; + 1) = 0.

98. a; = a is obviously one solution.

99. 8a;^ -1 + 8 (2a; — 1) = ; therefore a; = ^ is one solution.

4 1 / 2\ 2
100. x^ — -z = -ix + -^] ; therefore x - ~ -^ i^ one solution.

9 a; \ 3/ o

101. aj^= 1 is obviously a sohition.

102. x = — tn is obviously a solution. 103. x = a, b, or — (a + b).

104. a; + p- 1 is a factor. 105. x (p - 1)+ 1 is a factor.

XXII. I. 3{x-5) (x+^. 2. {r + 60) (a; + 13).

3. 2{x + 2)fx-l\ ^- {x-62){x-26). 5. a;=- 14a; + 48 =. 0.

6. a;' - 9a; + 20 = 0. 7. a;' + a;-2 = 0. 8. a;' -2a;- 4 = 0.

9. 42, 36, 117. 10. m=8. 11. ^-^^
, p(/ - 3g).

12. cx^ + bx + a = 0.
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XXIII. 1. a; = ±3i 2/ = ±i. 2. cc = 60, 40
; 3/ - 40, 60.

16 5
3. a;=2;2/=.2. 4. a;=4,-^ ; 2/ = 3, 3 . 5. x=7, 5 ;

y=-5, -7.

6. a;=2, 5; y = 6, 3. 7. a; = =fc 7, ± 4; y = ± 4, ± 7.

5 3
8. » = -!, 3; 2/ = - 1,^. 9. a;=l; y = l.

„ ^ ^ ,

,

,. 333 „ 370
10. a; = ±3, =f8; y=^5. 11. a^ = 5, yg- ; y = 9, --^ .

23 5 1
12. .T=±3,=b36;2/-±5,=F^. 13. «^=*3, ±^^ ; y = =fc2, ±

14. . = .2,.y^y=^^,.2y2,

15. a;=±3,±-^; y =^l,^-^. 16. a;=±4, ±3 ^3; 2/= ±5, ±73.

15 3 iQ Q 53 ^ 227
^'- '' = ='72!'y = *721- ^^- •''=^'-27^ ^=~*'-27'

19. a; = ±^/^; y-^2^J\.
20. rB=*6, y = ±3, =^3.

21. a; = ±3^/2; y = ^J-2,^J2. 22. aj= 0, 4
; 3/ = 0, 5.

12
23 03 = 0,-1

; 2/ = 0,--^ . 24. a; = 0, 15; 2/ = 0, 45.

25. a;=0,2,±^/2;2/=0,2, 2=fV2. 26. .-^=0, 4, -2; 2/=0, 2, -4.

27. a;=.5,^; y=3,I. 28. a: = 4, 2; 2/ - 2, 4.

29. a; = 2, 0; 2/=0, -2. 30. a;= 1, 4 ; 2/ = 4, 1.

31. a;-l, 10; ?/ = 10, 1. 32. re = 3, 2
; 2/ = 2, 3.

33. a;=8, 4; y = 4, 8. 34. ck=17, 1; y^l,ll.

35. . = 4,2,-l=.y-y;2/=2,4,-l.yii.

36. a' = 4 j 2/ = 1- 37. £c= 1, 4 j 2/=4, 1.

38. a;=2, 3; 2/-3, 2. 39. £c=±2,y=±2; oraj=±2, 2/-=f2.

40. x=?i, y -^\
; £c= 1, 2/= 3. 41. aj= 5, - 2

; 2/ = 2, - 5.

42. x^±2, ±1; 2/ = =^l, *2. 43. a;=i(9=tV73), 2/=1(9=f v'73).

44. a; = ± 3, i 2 ; 3/ = ± 2, ± 3. 45. re = ± 5, ± 3 ; 7/ = * 3, ± 5.

I
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4G. fl3 = ± 3, ± 2; ?/ = ± 2, ± 3. 47. The first equation may-

be written tliiis, £cy (y + a? — 3) = 3 (4a; + y - xy) ; combine this with

the second equation aj=± ^/(— 3), ± ^3 ; 3/ = 3 =f ^(- 3), =fc 2 ^^3.

48. a;=8, 2; y = 2, 8. 49. a; = 9, 4
; 2/ = 4, 9.

50. a; = 8, 64; y = 64, 8. 51. a; = 5, 13
; y - 4, 12.

52. a;=4, 9; y=9, 4. 53. a;= 2, 8
; 2/ = 8, 2.

54. V^ = 2=t^/6, i{±^/(L5)-5};Vy=-2±V6, i{'^V(15) + 5}.

55. x = 5, y = 3. 5(j. x— ^ I, y = 3. 57. x-^ , y = ^.

58. a;^ = ^ {a' ^ J{a'+ 46*)} ;
y' = l{-a^^ J{a'+ 46^}.

59. a;y = J{2a^± Ji'^a* + 26^)} j whence we may proceed.

3a^»-a' 3oJj-b'
bl. x = a, 0; y = 0, a. b2. x= a, 7—

; y = 0, — .

Ct ~T' C(/ -\-

63. Proceed as on page 199. 64. x^ = ^~—^ =ta^; y^= -— , 0.
o o

65. a; = 0, 2((2 + 6) ; 2/ = 0, 2a6. 66. 4:axy={l-xy)- ; this gives a

, ,. . „^ x + y ai/ . (ay + c)y
,quadratic in a:?/. bt. ^ --^, thus a; = -^ —,kc.

x — y c f*3/ — c

6S- "==
4(l--6^) ^

y^ = aa;--. 69. x'-^b^.^ ^3); y^=a^{2=P ^/3}.

70. Add ; thus x' {x - If + y^ {y - \f = a + h ; also the first given

equation may be written x{x-\) + y {y -\) = a ; thus we get

X (x -l) = i{a ± ^/(2« + 26 - a^)}
; 2/(2/

- 1) = ^{a =f V(2a +2b- a')}.

71. 03 = 0, 2a; y=b,-b; z=c,-c.

72. «=-, —
; 2/=- , — ; s=-, — . 73. Three simple equations

for finding xy, yz, zx. 74. Three simple equations for finding

1 1 1—
, — , — ; also x, ?/, and z may each = 0.

xy yz zx ' -" -'

75. From the first and second equations by subtraction x = y
or x+ y = z; then use the tliird equation to complete the solution.

We shall thus obtain a; = 2/ =± ^ {2c+ a ± ^(«- + 4ac - 4c^)}% and

z^{2c-a=f^J{a^+iac-ic^)]-^ix; or x2J2^J{a+c)+ J{5c-3a),
y2j2 = J(a + c)- J{5c - 3a), z J2 = J{a + c).
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5
76. Form a quadratic in s; then 2; = 6 or -

^ ;
with the first value

35.5 190
we get a? = 4 and y = 5 ; with the second x = -j^ , y = -^y •

17 X + y 1
77. By eliminating z we get x + y + — = ^ and xy + = ^ ;

(1 \ x^y^ — 1
1

j
=

, (kc. 2, 1, \ are the values

of x, y, z] these values may be arranged in six ways.

78. We may deduce xyz = ; thus one or more of the three x, y, z

must be zero. The results are 0, 0, 1, which may be arranged

in three ways. 79. x = a*-j-± ^(a° + 6" + c').

80. Form a quadratic in x + y-\-z which gives 9 for one value, this

leads to a cubic in xy, of which the roots may be seen to be

6, 8, 12; hence for the values of x, y, z we get 2, 3, 4, which

may be arranged in six ways.

XXIY. 1. 15 and 24. 2. 3.4.5; that is, 60. 3. 120

and 121 yards. 4. Five miles per hour. 5. 66 on one side,

22 on the other. 6. 28 acres. 7. 14. 8. ^ (1 + Jb) is

the produced part ; a being the given line. 9. 50 and 15. 10. 18.

11. Ninepence. 12. 30 Austrian ; 36 Bavarian. 13. 5 and 4.

14. The first worked 24 days at 45. per day; the second 18 days

at 3s. per day. 15. 15 persons; each spent 5 shillings.

16. 100 shares at £15 each. 17. x^+x^= 9 (x+l) ; therefore x"=%
;

the number is 3. 18. 7 per cent, and 6 per cent. 19. Rate

7
of train is ^ that of coach ; 14 miles. 20. A 40 hours; 5 60 hours.

21. 70 miles. 22. 150 miles. 23. 5 hours and 3 hours.

24. 15 hours and 10 hours. 25. 36 workmen, and each carried

77 lbs. at a time; or 28 workmen, and each carried 45 lbs. at a time.

ahc (3a6c - a^ -h^ - c')

XXV. 1. 1. 4. The expression =
^^^^.^ j^) (W^^^J+ahY

then see Art. 55. 6. l+x^ +x^-x\ 7. j^is/i^ + b) + Ji"'-^))-
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8.
I
{^(1+ n + n')+J{\-n-¥ n')]. 9. a: = 10.

12. We get by working out {}fxx'+a'yy'-a^¥Y + a^¥{xy'-yx')- = ().

13. £30. U. 2,.5,9. 16. x=0, |. 17. a;=l±^2, 1 ±^(-1).

18. x^.l, 2, 3, ^{-ll±V(-23)}. 19. x=?.^j5, \^Jb.

20. J{2x-l)-J(px-i) = J{4:X-Z)-J{^x-2); then square; x=\.

21. x-a+ 4c J{x ~a) + 4c^ = x + a — 46 ;y(a; + a) + 46^; extract the

sqviare root; a3= (c±6)*+—^

—

-^^ . 22. 7iaj= «(«;+«-«); divide by

J{x +a)-Ja;x= 0, ^-^\_Z 23. x=a,^{a + h); y=h, ^{a+ b).

24. x =-^; 2/ =-^. 25. x = Z, |; y = 2, -f

.

a + S'-^a + ft
'5''^ '5

26. 2a; = a + c - 6 ± ^(a' + 6^ + c' - 26c - 2c« - 2ah) ; x + y = c.

Also 03 = J{ac), y = V(^<^)- 27. a: = 2, y = ^ , « = 1.

28. Add the four equations ; thus (v + x + y + zy — i (a + b + c),

and from this and the first given equation (v + x — y — zY = 8a;

2v = ^J{a + b + c)^ J{2a) ± J{2b) * J{2c).

XXVI. 1. 4 : 9; 10 : 12. 2. 7 : 15. 3. 18 and 27.

5. Short road from ^ to 5 is 26 mUes ; from ^ to C 52 miles.

6. Either xa = iib =^ zc = ,

—

r ; or else xa + yb + zc =
bc + ca + ao ^

and a3 + y + 2; = -l. 11. x=6, y-8, z=lO. 12. x==t:a{b^-c^),

y = ±b {c' — a'), z = ^c (a' — ¥) ; also x, y, and z may each = 0.

XXYII. 1. 3. 2. 6400. 3. 57. 4. ^^-^l^
. 9. Suppose

xy ^^

ad=bc ; then a + d-(b + c) = a-b — (c ) = ^^ ^— 1
.

\ aj a

10. In the first the wine is ^ of the whole ; in the second |.

11. A has £72 and B has £96 ; each stakes ^ of his money.

12. Female criminals four-fifths of the male.
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XXVIII. 1. 9. 2. a-56. 3. 4. 4. 1. 6. |. 7. 10.

8. -21x^=4:1/. 9. y^2x+-. 10. 16. 13. 10. 14. (?•=*+ r'")^

15. We have y + z ~ x = A, {x + y ~ z) {x + z - y) = Byz ; thus

x^ — {y — zY = Byz, therefore a;^ — (3/ + zf = (B — i) yz, therefore

{x — y - z)(x + y +z) = (B — 4:) yz, or — A {x + y + z) = {B—4:)yz.

16. 2 (?i - 1) hours. 18. 4 hours.

XXIX. 1. 1022634. 2. 321420111. 3. 3015333.

4. 20846^. 5. 209. 6. 624. 7. 2223. 8. 15tl.

9. 1105^. 10. 22441. 11. 17-6. 12. 75346-1. 13. 134M11.
14. 124-96. 15. 1099-39. 16. 1589-349609375.

17. 450, 1214; product 613260. 18. 3483. 19. 152.

20. 11111. 21. 44-4jin scale 3 it is 1001-2. 22. 62444261;

square root is 7071. 23. 1101111. 24. 8te7. 25. -739.

26. Eight. 27. Six 28. Eleven. 29. Five. 30. Six.

31. Five. 35. 2"'+2'+ 2' + 2'+ 2V 2= + 2 + 1.

36. 3' + 3' + 3'-3Vl. 37. 3""- 3'- 3-1. 38. 3"- 3*- 3==- 3 + 1.

39. Three feet eleven inches. 40, Twenty-three inches and a third.

43. r" — 1 and ?'""'
; r being the radix and n the given number.

45. The number is one hundred and twenty.

2. 4. 3. -333. 4. -26|. 5. -2.

8. 425. 9. 0. 10. n{8 + n).

12. Common difference - 3. 13. 9.

2n — 1. 16.- Number of terms is 10 or

17. Common difference 7. 18. 5, 9,

20. '^{2+i(n-l)} that is n{2n-l).

21.1111. 22.20. 23. i(7i-l) w(2w-l) yards. 24.1,1334.

25. Nine means, 3, 5, 7, ... 19. 26. Number of terms 19 or -2.

27. 5 or -10. 28. 4 or 7. 30. The number of terms is

7n + n — 1 or m + n ; in the former case the last term is 1 ; in the

latter case the last term, is zero. 31. 4 or 9.

32. p + q ^{m-l)2q. 37.17. 38. 100 or - 107.

XXX. 1. 800.

6. 611 7. 5.

11.
n{l3-n)

12

14. 4 or -11. 15.

12, last term 3 or — 1

13, 17, 21, 25.
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39. Number of terms 7 ; middle term 1 1 . 41. n'. 42. -%(-l)".

43. {{l-{2n+l){-lY}. 46. 9. 47. ^n{n+ l){n + 2).

50.
f(19-,^).

51. ^, ^|,
A, ^. 52. 25 months.

53. 15. 54. A^ hours. 55. 468.
r + 1

XXXI. ..-((»)-:}. 3.-|,.^-M. 3..{:-Q"}.

10 * 11 ^ 12 ? 13 ?I 14 ' 15 1lU.
J.

11.
jj. 1.. g, li. 2^. 14. g. 15.

J.

24 V5 57 1-r (!-»•)'

19. 4-(« + 2)2-"^'. 20. 6 -(271 + 3)
2-"^'.

21. n2 + (-l)'-'^J^j. 23.81. 24. £108, £144, £192, £256.

26. -—{«*"(- 1)"-H. 28. £3. 4s. 32. Common ratio -^ .

a +1 ^ ^ '
' 10+1

33. —~——-5-^ . 38. r= 2, a= 3 : ?- is found by an easy cubic.
(r - 1) r- 1

^^•?^'(^^" ?-")-'"• ^^•It^I'^-I)-^- 42.2,4,8,12;

^^T' T' 2' 2- ^^- ''^'^- ^^- (l-r)(l-6r)
-

XXXII. 1.^^, |. 2.1, |, 1
^^. 3. Let;.

denote it, then - ^^ - + (?i - 1) (
^ ) . 4. „ „ .

p a ^ ' \b aj pQ - qP
2 1

8. 2 and 4. 11. 2, 3, 6. 12. The terms are -^ and ^;lo o

then the series can be continued. 14. We may shew that

and G = ^ T- ',
iis A and G are thus known in terms

2a -b 2a -b '
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of a and h, we can find the two quantities in terms of a and h.

19. a?^ab, a" -If, a" - ah. 20. The common difference in

2
the arithmetical progression formed by the reciprocals is .

n—\
XXXIII. 1. 1341-1323. 7. 36 miles. 8. 64 gallons.

9. A £100; ^£80.

XXXIV. 1. 1120. 2. 453600. 3. 454053600.

4. 34650. 5. 6. 6. -i^ 7 ^^il^ ^^ '^^

^L3[5"
• 1.2 ' TTI"'

^5 ^5 [60 [5
^-

f9|86' [10]85- ^- [T2]48-
"^^- ^''' ll'l'

12. Suppose one person to remain fixed, and all possible permu-
tations formed of the other n-\ persons. This gives \n -\ as

the number of ways. But this counts as different ways a pair- of

cases in which each person has the same neighbours, but the

right-hand neighbour of one case becomes the left-hand neigh-

bour of the other, and vice versa. If such a pair of cases is

counted as only one case, we must divide our former result by 2.

For example, if there are three persons, there is only one way
of arranging them, in the latter view. 13. [9, [10 -| 9.

.. 12.11.10 16.15.14. 13
, ^.

'

A*-
13

^
17

. lo. If there is only one

thing, it may be given away in n ways ; then as a second thing
may be given away in n ways, there are r^ ways of giving

away two things; and so on. 16. ?i = 2r + 1 ; r= 8.

m \n
17.

,

. X — x[s-i-r. Or if the m things are exactly
|r|m — r \s\n — s ^—

—

® •'

alike, and also the n things, -.—i— . 18. — r^-*^ .

\L\1. I

^

20. 4080. 21. 86400. 22.
1
5 x [3 ; if~however

the three letters are to retain an invariable order, the answer is
1 5.

23. 10.9.8.7-9.8.7 with 4 flags; 10.9.8-9.8 with
~3

flags ; 10.9-9 with 2 flags ; 10 with 1 flag. 5275 signals in all.
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152
24. 90. 25. 36. 26. 3x^x|4. 27. vT. 28. ^^,. 29. 120.

"^*^- "172 O"""^- '^^-

g ^ •

124
32. Increase the preceding result by unity. 34. (,oi77hv)5- 35. 17; if

however each set may be in order, either from left to right, or from

right to left, the answer is 8 x [7. 36. I. 8 . 7 . 6 . 5 cases without

repetition. II. —-^ x L= cases in which a occurs twice ; also as1.22
many in which i occurs t-ndce ; and as many in which n occurs t-ftdce.

li . . .

III. r^j^ cases in which a and i each occur twice ; also as many in

which i and n each occiu" twice ; and as many in which a and it,

each occur twice. Total 2454. 37. 53. 39. 14 x 11111 x 1.5.

XXXV. 1. li4*«..J-. 2.51i?,v. 3.
'^""'^

"6-.
1.2 1.2 |4

2002 2001 -

~

4.
Y~2

"'"'^'"'°'
^' 625-2000«+2400a:'-1280aj'+256a;*.

|4 [5 |5[o

10. ^=^(aV + aV). 11. 64a'-96a^ + 36a'-2. 12. lOcl

14. This foUows directly; or thus, (1 +x)'"^'(l-a;) = {l + a;)"(l-a;').

\'2n+l
16. From 2nd to 5th tei-ms of (3 + 2)^ 18. ^=^^ (-1)""'

|2?i(-l)'-'ce^''-^'+^ |2_w(-l)-V'-^''-^ (-iriSw

\r-\ [2y^-r + 1 ' \r-\ \2n-r-^ 1
'

\n\n '

20. {x' + ay ^{x + a J{- 1)}" {x - a ^{- 1)}"

= {A+B v(- 1)1 {^1 - £ J{- 1)} = ^l' + £'.
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(r + \)(r + 2)(r+3) ,

XXXVI. 13. ^ '^
,.,

'^ ^x\

^^
(r+l)(r + 2)(r+3)(r + 4)

^,

^5
{n-l){2n-l){Sn-l) {{r - I) 7i - 1} ^^

ru \r

^^
(io-i)(2p-i)(3/>-iT {('-i)y-'l ^.,

1.3. a (2.-l) _^ , ,8,
2.5.8 (3.-1) ^..

7.9.11 (2r + 5) ^ 2^^
1.6.9 .(4.-3)^^

4 2 8 on o n . 12.13 1 78
28. 2nd and 3id terms t x o = o • 29. 3rd term = -^^ 5^ "" 95

'

o. , . .. 3.4.5.6/5\-' 9375
30. 5th and 6tli terms =

;

/Sy _ 9375

V7y "2401*

31. 3rd term = |^g (1^ . 32. If ti - 1 the 2nd and 3rd

terms are the greatest ; if « = 2 the 2nd term is the gi-eatest

;

and for all "other values of n the first term is the greatest.

33. iiJllI^. 34, Sixth term. 37. *^^^ (2w^ + 4?i + 3).

|3 3~
13 5 (2r— 1)

38. Coefficient of a;^'' is —— '

,' ' ' '

'

; coefficient of a;^"""" is
2' a''^

I

r

obtained by dividing this expression by a. 41. M— -j ^

,„ |2?i ^^ 2n(2n + l) (2n + r-l)
that IS, J2. 42. -=-

. 45. ^^ ^—. ^^ '.
^ \n\n \r

XXXVII. 1.6. 2.-16. 3. 2^3'+2^3 + 2^3' + 3*=1905.

4. 3. 5. - 2'5 + 2\ 3^ 5 - 2-3^5.

r 2* 2^ 2* 2 1
I

^-
^ll8]4'^|7^L3^[6]T2^lT{6^f5j'

7. 2\ 5 .
7' - 2^ 3 . 5^ 7 + 2 .

5=. 8.-64. 9. - 20.

^^ 15 35 63 37 .. 1 ,__.._ 35
1^- --8--T-T--T- ^^- -4- ^^' -3+6 + 15+ g-.
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/3 /T _ 7.11.19 \

V 2^ 2'" / 24

16. The expression is {(1 + a;) (1 - x)~^y. Hence the coefficient is

7.6.5.4 7.0.5 14 7.6 14.1 5 7 14.15.16 14.15.16.17

[4 ^ ~73~ • T "^
T72 • T2' "*"

I [3 + \i
•

17. m + 1. 18. TT o H i^js ^ o

,
^(«-l)- (n-5) n{n-l)...{7i-6

) n(7i-l) ...{n-7)

M ^ g

19. 0. 20. 5a^* + 20a,a^a^^ + I0a^\'.

21.
"<''-'><"-^>

<-V.-^
''"'-"i3-'"-^>V-XX

24. ma3+ 7?i(»t-l) «,«,+—^ ^^^ ^<. 25. 20.

26. -210. 27. 1260. 28. 12600.

«/^ . »-i/7 \ n(n-l) ^_„,. .„ n(« — IVn.— 2) „ ,^ , _
29. a'+na" \b + c)+ \ ' a' -{b +cy+-^ ^{^ ^a''"•'(6 + c)^

1 . w o

36. a-'-a-'6x-(a-'c-a-^6')«'

+ (2a-%c - a"b') x' + {a'V ~ 3a-'b'c + a'^b*) x\

37. l-nx^""-^^ x^-''^''-^l^''-'^K\
2 b

38. May be proved by Induction. 39. For the first

part put x—\. For the second part, let S denote the series, so that

S=a + 2a^ + 3a^+ ... +nra^^ ; and as the coefficients of terms

equ.idistant from the beginning and the end are equal, by Ex. 38,

S= a^^_j + 2a^,_^ + . . . + nra^. Then, by addition,

2S= nr {«„ + cSj ... + a^^^} = 7ir (r + 1)".

T. A. 38
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40. (1 +x + oi?y=^a^+a^x + a^x'+... + a^^^_j)c'"~'^ + a^^_^x""^ + a^x^"

;

change tlie sign of x, and, since the coefficients of terms equi-

distant from the beginning and the end are equal, we have

{\~x + xy = «,„ - «,„_,«; + a^^_^x' - a^,^_^x' + ..

.

Multiply together, and select the coefficient of x^" ; this will there-

fore be equal to the coefficient of x'" in

(1 + a; + xy (I -x + xy, that is, in (1 +x^ + xy.

Then put a„^ for a^J, a,^ for a2„_,^ ... and divide both sides by 2,

XXXVIII. 1. 4. 2. 2. 3. 1. 4. 5.

5. 3; -2. 6. -698970-2; -732393. 7. -778151-3.

10. ^ {log 10 -3 log 2}. 15. 20. 20. About 125 years.

XXXIX. 1. Tliis is an example of equation (1), Art. 545,

in which m = {x + I) {x- 1) and ?i = icl

2. \og{x + 2h) X - log {x + hy = log /l - ^-^^} . 3. See Ex. 1.

5. log(3 + 3a; + a;=)£c-31og(l+a;) = log|l--y-p-r3l . 6. We have

4a; 2a; — 1

to find a series for log (a; + 1) ~ ^ j ^^S ^ + q , i ^^S (*-!)»

that is, for log H + -^ + J^T^ ^^S (^
~
') ' ^^^^^ ^^' ^°^

, 1

2a;+l °\ x-J •2x+l ,1 \ nj \ 2n 3?i- /

X

XL. 1. Series = - 1 + ^r &c. > : convergent by
a {x X + a X + 2a )

Art. 558. 2. Divergent if a;>l, convergent ifa;<l. If a;= 1 the

general term is —;—- , which is > -
, and the series is divergent.

3. Convergent if a>l; divergent if a<l. If a= 1 the series is

obviously divergent. 4. Divergent if a;> 1, convergent if a;< 1.

If a; = 1 the series is obviously divergent. 5. Same result as Ex. 4.

6. Series >1 +- ^ + :; „ + i. r &c., and therefore divergent,
1 + 21-1-31 + 4
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7. Divergent if a;>l, convergent if a;<l ; if a;= 1, obviously di-

vergent. 8. Results the same as in Ai-t. 562. 9. Divergent
if X > 1, convergent if a; < 1 ; if as = 1 it is a series discussed in

Art. 562. 10. Convergent if a; < 1 , divergent if a;> 1 : if a; = 1

the results are the same as in Art. 562.

XLI. 2. £900. 3. ^. 4. 2J. 5. 40 : U.

6. Between 48 and 49. 7. Nearly 32.

XLII. 1. 7 years. 2. 120 days.

, a; 3/ z the given sum ^ -^
,

IF'^ li^
^
B^"

^
i^-«+ R-o + R-'^

- ^- ^q"^*® ^'i® coethcients

of a;*" in {l+a;)"=(l+a;)^(l+a;)''~-. 9. Equate the coefficients of «"'

in (1 + x)" = (1 + x)"-^^' {x + l)"-'. 10. It will be found that the

whole coefficient of a vanishes, and also the whole coefficient of yS.

XLIIL 1. £24. 10s. 2. Cent, per cent. 3. 4 per cent.

4. £6400. 5. 3J. 6. £7297-98. 7. £225tWr.
log 15 -log 2 A 1

8. -, =—, .
= a little more than 9. 9. ^^^r- 7i ? where ^

log 5 - log 4 ^ R*^ R —m
is the first payment ; m must be less than R. 10. e~\

11. ^ A^^+i
y^ 12. P{l-r)\ 13. ^x 2-617238.

XLIV. 1.1.^ 111 2 1^1 11 1.
3+5+7+9 1 + 2 + 1+1+1 + 55

j_j_^_i_j_ 1 i_ 1 j^ 1 |_2__i J_l
• 2+4+3+2+1+2TI70' 4+1+1+1+2+3+1+3'
3 22 355

a 1 7 8 39
5. r 7 ' 113' ^•4' 29' 33' 161'

XLV. 1
^ '

• 1' 1'

14

5
'

17

6
•

^ 3 19 117
"•

1 ' 6 ' 37

721
' 228*

3 4 11 15 4 33 268 2177
3.

I' T' 3 ' 4
•

•

1 ' 8 ' 65
'

528
•

5.
4 9 13 48 5 51 515

1' 10' Tol'

5201
1' 2' 3 ' 11

"

1020"

38-_2
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7
5 26 265 Ubl

r - ^ ^ ^
1' 1 ' TT' "260^' 1' f T' T'
7 22 29 51 10 1^ ^ i^*^ 80801

1' T' T ' T' 1 ' 20 ' lOl^ ' '8040""

111 a 2a' +1 ia^ + Sa 8a' + 8a'+l
U. a +

12. a-U

13. a +

14. a-l +

2a + 2a+ 2a+ '" 1' 2a ' !«- + 1 ' 8a' + 4a '

1 1 1 1 o-J. a 2a^-a-l 2a"-

1

IT 2(a-l)+ lT2(a-r)+"' 1 ' 1' 2a-l ' ~2^
^ J_ ^ ^ ^ ^"^ -^ ^<^' + 3a 8a' + 8a + 1

2+ 2^ 2+ 2a 1' ~2r ' 4a + 1 ' 8a + 4 *1111
2+ 2(a-l)+ 2+2(a-l)+ "

g-l 2a- 1 4a'-5a+l 8a' - 8a + 1

~1~'
2 ' 4a-3 ' 8a-4

[13 and 14 are connected, because a'- a = (a — 1)" + a - 1.]

_ 256 _ 1520 ^_ 1 - 1 ,^1 ^1
15. -fTT- . 16. ^^^TTT- 18. TTTTsaiid^r-——,. 20. -^TTTTT? and

t

71 273 '(44)' 2(49)*" (240)" 2(2111)^'

21 -J- and-J— 26 ^ ^ 1-^ 1^ 97 *85 211
'''•

(273)' 2(2885)«- ^- 2' 7' 30' 97^ " 396' ''^- W
1549 251 n4 21 39 /o^^-
360 ' 360- '^"- 41

• '^^-
114- '^'^-

^-^•

33. Positive root of a' + 2a: - 2 = 0. 34. That of 7a;'- 8a; -3=^0.

35. That of 7x' + 8x-3=0. 36. That of 59a;"- 319a; + 431 = 0.

XLVI. 1. a;=2, 2/=l- 2. a; = 4, y = 5.

3. cc = 1 or 6, y = 20 or 1. 4. y = 1 + 7«, a; = 41 - lOt.

5. a;-25-7<, y = 25 + 3L 6. a; = 90-19«, y=13<.

7. a; = 8, y = 3. 8. a; = 7, ?/ - 5. 9. a;=ll, y=18.

10. a;=37, y = 13. 11. 4 or .5. 12. 19 or 20.

13. 4, or 5. 14. 2. 15. 16. 16. 5.

17. 3 guineas, 21 half-crowns. 18. 3 sovereigns, 20 francs.

19. 185, 15; 119, 81; 53, 147. 20. 28, 20.

21. When ?i is even, the common difference is 2 ; when n is odd,

the common difference may be 1 or 2. 22. 245.

23. 104 + 3.5.7.<. 24. 97. 25. Ascribe to y succes-

sively the values 1, 2,... 8; and in each case find the coiTcspond-

I
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35. 36. 49, 43, 38. 37. The 107'" and

ing values of x and z. 26. x- 1 + -^t, y = 51 — 7t, e = 63 + 13^.

27. Allo-ftiug a zero, there are 15 sohitions ; excluding it, there

are 14. The solutions are found from 100 -t half-crowns, 6t

shillings, and 100 - 7t sixpences. 28. Allowing zeros,

4 solutions ; excluding them, 2. The solutions are found from

4 - t guineas, 5t crowns, and 12 - it shillings. 29. 6 crowns,

4 half-crowns, 2 florins. 30. 100. 31. 205, 502. 32. 974.

33. 5567. 34. 80 ducks, 19 oxen, 1 sheep; or 100 sheep.

5 8 17

6' 9' 18"

104"^ divisions reckoned from either of the common ends.

38. We must solve 5x + iy + 3z ^ 20 : the accompanying table

exhibits the solutions of this equa-

tion. Then we can use (1), (4), (5);

or(2),(3), (5);or(3), (4), (4).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 39. £2. Us. 6d. 40. £2. 15s.

XLYII. 1. x = 2, 3/ = 4; a; = 3, y-1.

2. a; = 4, 2/=21 ; cB = 5, 2/ = 7. 3. a; = 18, 2/ = 5.

4. cc^^lO, 2/=l- 5. 360. 6. 1684 square yards. 7. 10 and 7!

9. a; = 0, 3/ = 3; x = 2, y = l. 10. x = l, y = 3; x = 53,y = 15.

X

y

z

T
4

5

1

5

1

3

1

2

1

2

4

XLVIII. 1. 7^( —

5. (n-i- l)a;".

8. l-¥x-y? -x^

1 /2a;'

2.3"+';

6. (7n + 5)(3a;)".

9. l + 2a;+a;'

3(-ir-2?^l«=".

4. , ^^x .

1-2)

^ 1 X 3x^ x^ 7x'
10- 2^-2'-^'- 2-^-8-

7. (n + iyx"

4a;'-lla;'

X x' X*

a a a a

12. l+px+p{p-l)x'+{j/-2p' + l)x' + p{2f-3p'+p+2)x\

13. -1(^-^).
« - 1 \1 -H 03 I +axj
1/1 1 JL ^ 1 \

14. - -^ r. (
,— : - ^-^.

I ^ ,,,^
+

1 + ,,-..3,;
•

(1 - a)' VI + 05 1-1- ax

15. «=1, 6 = 11, c = ll, d=l, e=0
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4. a; less than ^ 5. 2""' {6n + 6). 6. 3" - ?i - 1.

7. 2^ - 3„ ; 47. 8. -(T^r^p- ; (- 1)" cCK - 2« 4- 2).

L. 3. 1 --^ ; 1.
1+71

1/111 1

^- 3VT^2''3~rm

4.
8(4 2

1
)

1

{n + l)(n + 2)J
^ 32

1 1

i)-'

11

?? + 2 n + 18

3 11

96 2{n + 2){n + S) i{7i + I) {n + 2) {n+ 3) {n + ^)' 96'

-5 3n+ 5 5 n(n + l) {n+?>)
' 6

~
(n + 2) {n + 3) ' 6

*

6 " '

11. ' ^ ' '

,,
'-. 12. war a + 6r)"-'.

13. Expand and we get ^^--^, |l + ^^-^, + ^^-_^+ j.

14. i"|i+„« + ^^ + l)„=
+ +^(^^^^)-(^^-""^-^)a-'|.

( 1 . J TO— 1 J

15. (l -
^)

= 2" (l -
I)

".

18. 165. 19. 460.

22. Proceed thus ; suppose {1 + xv) (1 + x'v) (1 + x%) (1 + xfv)

= 1 + A^v + Ajif + 4- A^v^, where A-^, A^, A^, do not con-

tain V. Now change v into xv ; thus we can infer that

(1 + A^v + A^v- + + J^v'')(l +a;''"''v)

= (1 + ^ ,aw + .4^ ic^v^ 4- + A^a^Tf) (1 + xv).

Now equate the coefficients of the same powers of v on the two sides.

1 + a; 1
^^" ITP "

1 - a: 4- a;^
^
therefore (1 + a;) {1 - a;^ + a;«- a;^ +

}

1 / a;'' y'_ 1 a^ a;^ a;^

"l-a;V ^l-J ~ l-a;~ (1-a;)^ ^
(1 -a;)=' ~ (1 -a;)'

"^

Expand each term of the last line by the Binomial Theorem and

then equate the coefficients of a;" on the two sides.
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LI. 8. 2x^ is > or < 03 + 1 according as x is > or <1.

16. This depends on the sign of (a —b)(b— c) (c — a).

22 and 24 depend on Art. 681. 23. As many of the fol-

lowing inequalities as may be required will be found to hold :

2 (n — 1) > n, S (n—2) > n, ; then by mnltiplication the

result is obtained. 25. This may be deduced from Ex. 23.

29. See Ex. 3 of Chapter xxv. 31. Multiply up; then use

Art. 681. 32. Put 1 -a = b, and expand (1 - 6)' by the

Binomial Theorem ; the series will be convergent. We shall

. , , , , (x-l)b (x-l)(x-2)b'
then have to shew that 1 - -'^

—

^- + '-^ > 1 i

and this is obvious, since x is < 1

.

LII. 2. 66. 3. 3.5^41^ 4. 2^3^5^

5. 2*. (823)^ 12. Suppose n to lie between tm* and (??i + 1)"

;

then n-ab = (m^ + m-ny. 19. n^ - n + I is greater than

{n- If and less than n^. 20. Su])pose, if possible, n^ + 1 =m^;

then TO* = (m- 1) (m + 1). Now no ftictor, except 2, can divide

both m—1 and m + I, and 2 cannot here divide them, for n is

odd. Hence m - 1 and m + 1 must both be perfect cubes ; but

this is impossible ; for the difference of two cubes cannot be so

small as 2. 35, 36, 37, 38. These all depend on Fermat's

Theorem. 40. 48. 41. 96. 42. 400. 43. 22680.

44. 2''+'5'-\ 45. 12. 46. 12. 47. 160; 1481040.

48. 6. 49. 126. 50. 24; 15. 51. (n+l)-. 53 and 54

must be solved by trial ; the answer to 53 is 2"
.
3^

. 5, and the

answer to 54 is 2^ 3^ 5 . 7. 57. x=2.5M\t'; y = 2.5.7.i.

^29 ,3 ^1 » 5
Lin. 1. 27 to 8 against. 2. ^. 4. - . 5. ^ . 6. ^.

7_ _ . 8. 7 to 2. 10. J.'s chance of losing is |, and of neither
36

winning nor losing is ^ ; D's chance of winning is |, and of

neither winning nor losing is ^ ; B and G have each the chance i

of winning, ^ of losing, I of neither. Or more simply, ^'s chance of

winning is i ^'s and G'h |, and /)'s |, if we suppose that one of
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5 2 3 1
the boats mi<s< win. 11. ^ . 12. ^j-. IL jj. 15. -.

n 18586 31031 12393 /5y

22. 1-(??Y. 23.^. 2i. .^K^. 25.
^^^

36/ 7* 51x50x49" ' 52.51.50.49

32. The chance of the sovereign being in the first })urse is to the

chance of its being in the second as 10 is to 9. 33. ^.

10 3 1 r|23 10113)
34.^. 35.^.. 36.

i.

39.j5^{L__^}.

40. l-(^-^)". 41. -033. 42.1.

,1 6 111 6 2 /ly ^^ |m[w
.

44. =+S'n-^'o + ^-o7T • 45.
I

m both cases.
7 7 2 2 3 7 3 V2/ \m + n

,3
l y.l£.l&

, „. ^_. 48. lltoS. 49. 6; g. 51. 1|.
[n « 6 35

53. Let ^I's chance of winning a single game be x, and B's chance

x'(2—x) 9
1 ~x ; then -4's chance of winning the set is —-^

-. . 54. — .

I —x + x 16

55. /J. +p^ +p,- pj), -pj?, - pjp, +P,1\P, ; 1\2\ + P,P,+ V,p, - 2p^p,p^.

^^-
169 ' 169 ' 169

• ^
'

• (^^) • ^^-
61

"^^
6l

'

59. 21 shiUings. 00. 42 shillings. 61. £400. 62. 35s. 8d.

63. £10. 64. A florin. 65. 3 florins, 1 sovereign.

66. 2 to 1 : 1 of what each stakes. 67. -^^ . 68. I'^^J'
'^

]} .
•^

3 2(2r+l)

69. 33333 shillings. 70. * n shillings. 71. ^j^r . 72. ^ .

73.^1^. 74.' "75.
1||;£«»«J. 70. £^.n(n+l) 5 1286 5144 46

rrr^ 2 „^ 11 „_ ab + ac + bc ^„ ,

77. K- 80. p... 81. -7T -. 82. 4.
3 50 (a + c) (6 + c)
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JAY. 1. J(l-x*)^-l^J3. 2. Substitute for x' from the first

equation iii the second ; thus we obtain either y^ = hn or x = —
y-h'

4. Square; and put the equation in the form {af — ixY — 24(a;— 1)1

5. c = 220. 6. Multiply up in the given relation.

'• \n) "
\ W W j

'
'' "1 ^N' Ur~] '

9. Equate the coefficient of x" in the expansion of ^j ^,
J. *Ay ~r CCC

and in the expansion of the partial fractions into which this

expression may be decomposed.

LY. 1 . {
J(m= -f rv) J{a^ + 6"") - naf. 2. 1 +^| +^|

.

3. 8. 5. 5. 6. a; = 20;;: y=495-21^. 7. 1 -iln^li!—

,

where ^9 = 2", 8. {I - x'Y + x' {\ — x)" is never negative.

1 1 2 3 n-\
iz. - log n = log ^ . ^ . - . Hence we may regard the

general term of the series as ~ + log (1
j

; and by expanding

log (1
j
the general term is found to be numerically less than

5. Then see Art. 562. 14. If he draws ajjain from

the same bag, his chance of getting a sovereign is f, and his

chance of getting a shilling is ^ ; thus his expectation is ^^ shil-

lings. If he draws from the otJier bag, his chance of getting a

sovereign is f, and his chance of getting a shilling is f ; thus

1- i J.- • 8^ 1 -IT in (n — l)]i-n + E^~"
his expectation is -„- shillings. 16. -^ ——r,—rn ,

' n[li ~ 1)

where B is the amount of one pound in one year.

LVI. 6. Convergent if x is less than unity, divergent if x is

greater than unity ; if a; is equal to unity, convergent if a is

negative, divergent if a is positive. 8. Divergent if x is

gi-eater than unity, convergent if x is not greater than unity.
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9. Divergent. 10. Convergent if 5' — ^ — 1 is positive, diver-

gent if ^— p — 1 is negative or zero. 13. Convergent if as is

less tlian e~\ divergent if a; is not less than e~\ 16. I. Sup-

l)ose a — A positive : the series is convergent if ;8 + 1 is greater

than a, divergent if ^ + 1 is less than a ; if ^8 + 1 = a the series is

convergent if a — A is greater than unity, divergent if a — A is

not greater than unity. II. Suppose a — ^1 negative : the series

is divergent. III. Suppose a- A = ; then apply Art. 767, and

discximinate as in Case I.

LYII. 4. p„ = ba"-' + {n - 2) b'a"-' + (^-^K^-^) 53^"- I

(n-4)(7^-5)(w-6)
+

[3
'

then q can be obtained by Example 3.

1 0. Every component has unity for denominator ; the numerator

of the first component is 1, of the second is ^x, and generally of

2 2

the (27-f is
^'^

,
and of the {2r + l)'Ms

^^
(2r-l)2r' ^ ' 2r(2r + l)'

LVIII. 2. ab + bc + ca + 2abc = 1.

3. {a' + b' + cy=-S{ab+bc+caf. 4. a' + b' + c' - abc= i.

5. a'b'c''{a' + b' + c' + 2abc) = a'bV. 6. (x' + y'f^z^.

7. 5 (a' - b') {2a' + b') = 9« («' - c%

8. f^*-f^^Y=l. 9. a^=l.y.
\ ac J \ ac J

10. {a-by{a'+b') = a'b\ 11. {a + fif + {a - (3^ = 2.

1 3. X (y' - «-) + 2y {z' - x') + iz (x' - y-) = 0.

14. (a + i)^ - (« - 6)^ = (8c)l 16. 399.

17. This problem can be solved by the aid of the pi-iuciples

I. and II. of Art. 814. Let p^ be the probability of a single

event with three cards of a selected suit ; let p^ be the probability

of a selected pair- of events ; let p^ be the probability of a selected

m(m— 1)
triad of events ; and so on. Then P, = mp^ ; r^ = ^

P-2
'>

m(m — l)(m — 2) -rrr 1 1. £. 1p =—^^ '--^ '-

p^; We have now to nnd p^, p^, p^,
3 13
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Imagine three cards fastened together, so as to form one card

;

we shoiild then have mn — 2 cards instead of mn. The number of

favourable cases would be \vin — 2, and the whole number of

\mn - 2
cases \mn ; this would give a chance denoted by

,
; and to

!

' * '' \mn '

obtain p^ we must multiply this result by [3, for the cards imagined

to be fastened together could be permuted among themselves

6 6^|«ire —

4

in
1
3 ways. Thus », = -. ^ . Similarly p =—

, ;
'

"^
' mn{mn—\) ^ \mn

and so on. Hence, finally, the required chance is

-,m(m-l) m(m-l)(m-2)

6m ^^^— J [3

mn (mn - 1 ) mn . . . {mn - 3) mn {mn — 5)

\

m + n X x^ x}
18.

, I

. 19. The expression ;
-

. + r

[mlri \-x- \-x' \-x

becomes by expansion

X +x^ + x^ + x' + x^ + ...

— x^ — x^- k'' — a;^' — X-' — ...

+ x" + a;" + a;" + a;'* + a;" + . .

.

-a;'-a;'^-a;''-a;^'-a;''^-...

Then, by adding the vertical columns, we obtain

1 + a;' 1 + a;"' 1 + x'

20. Let

a = (l-a;)(l-a;^) (1 - a;=) ..., /S = (1 +a:) (1 + a;') (1 +x') ...,

y = (l-a;')(l- «')(!- a;") ..., S = (1 +a;')(l +a;^) (1 +a;^ ...
;

then a/3 = (1 - x') (1 - a;') (1 - x'") ..., y8 = {l-x'){l- x') (1 - a;'"")

.

thus a^y8 = y; therefore a)8S=l, and therefore - = ^S.

21. 4 {/ =fc V(2.- - pY)} = {<7^ =. ^(2/ -
p')Y.
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ANSWERS TO MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

L lo^-2y-fSz. 2. ax'+hx' + c.

5x + 2 26^-' + 38«x _ i

7a;-
4'

'
(5a; + 3a) {Ix + 9a) ' {2a + x){a^ -x')

5 7

2' ^~2

3 ^^ + ^
A

26^-' + 38«x 3a'+6ax

5 'J

5. L G. x=^, 1/=-. 7. 5 travels 6i hours before

he overtakes X 8. 80, 128. Q, a' + a-l. 10. 2 1
2 ' 2

11. 10. 12. X* - (4a' + %') x' + 3Qa'b' ; 7x' + 5xhj - Sxf- ~3i/.

13. {x + 2)(x+3)(x+4). U.
15a;^-4«a;4-2a'' 3

^ ^^ ^^ ^ (3a; + 4a) (4a; + 5a) 2"

IG. a; = ll, 2/=6. 17. 49 1\ minutes past 9. 18. Each in

50 (lays. 19. 2x-3y + z. 20. 2, 4. 21. 17.

22. a;^ + (« + ^>)a;^-(Ga^-o6 + 66^)a;^-6a6(a + 6)a;+ 36aW; a;^ + 4a;+15.

23. a:+2. 24. 1. 25. 3. 26. x = l, y = l.2 2

27. 91 miles from Ely. 28. 90 benches; 10 persons on each.

29. a;^-2a;^ + a;-2. 30. ^, -1|. 31. 7, 1, 3.

32 ±-^-^+^-x^.-03l 33 ^^±^^±1^ 04 3(1 + a;-)

35.15. 36. x=ll,y=7. 37. 48 of each kind. 38. A man receives

£i. is., a woman .£3, a child £1. 16s. 39. - - ~ - -^
2/ 2 2a;-

o

40. 6,--. 41. 4,2,4. 43. The second exi:»res.sion will divide

the first; so the second is the g. c. m., and the first is the l. c. m.
J;

44. (-±11(-J:i)
. 45. |. 46. x^3, y=5, z=l. 47. 30. f

48.10. 49. ^(a-6)+^(6-c). 50.1,3. 51. 4(aa;+6y+c4 ^

53. x' + y\ 54. 2. ' 55. ^. 56. a; = ^ , y = _ -
.

57. ^ in 36 days, B in 60 days, C in 15 days. 58. 4| miles.

59. 2a;'-a;=-3. 60. 0, ± ^(a^/). 61. 2 (a; + 4). 62.^^^^:^'.
x'a'

i
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63. a;-3v. 64.
^~^^—r. ^5. 2. 66. x = a,y = b.

^
a;** + ic + 1

67. £1000. 68. 84 for the resolution, and 63 against it. 69. h.

76 309
3 ^5 ^^ ^3_ 75_ ga.

77' 77

76. x=y=z^a?^h--^G^-ah-hc-ca. 77. In 10 moi-e minutes.

78. Twopence on the first day, f of a penny on the second day.

16a;'*

80 - 4, - 7. 83. a;' - 2aa; + a\ 84. ^.

.

85. 2.
'

1 - a;

86. x= 1 (6 + c), 2/ = |(c + a), s = H« + ^)- 87. £600000 of

ordinary stock. 88. 3, 4, 5 miles an hour respectively.

89. -05772. 90. c,c-^. 91.20. 93. xV(2m-3)x-6m. 95. a;=l.

96. a; - a = 2/
- 5 = s - c = - ^ (a + 6 + c). 97. 60, 30, 12.

98. 14 mUes from A to B, 16 from B to C. 100. Ill, 112.

101. ±1,^^^^. 102.3,4,5. 103. a; = 3, 6; y = 6, 3.

. 3,-12. 105. -7|. 106. f (l-^); f . 107. 6.

110. Between 90 and 119, both inclusive. 111. ±(a + 6), ± (a-6).

112. a;- + a; + 1 ^ 0. 113. a; = ±2, ±4; y = ±4, ±2.

114. 7. 115. 162. 116.
J-^

{1-(V2-1)"}.

118. n — m+\ if r is not greater than m ; n-r+1 if r lies

between m+1 and 71+1 both inclu.sive; if r is greater than n + l.

119. Divergent. 120.3-06864. 121.1,-4,^^^. 122. 26'=9ac.

123. 3,4, -6*2^6; 4,3,-6^2^6. 124.30,36,45. 125.—^

miLst be a positive integer, and (^ 1
j
+ -- must be a perfect

square and a positive integer : these two integei-s must be both

even or both odd, and the former integer gi'eater than the square

104
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root of the latter. 126. ,l.~'^ -. 129. 3. 131. 3, ^.
ar' -

( 1 - r) 3

133. .-a=^^, y-h = ^-^^^^, ,_e = ^(^>, whex-e
fee ' -^ ca ^ ab '

i = or = - 2»6o °'.rti'!°"1"^r''"/f^' • 121- ^ «1 1'*
a- (0 - c) 4- (c - a)'-i-<r(a — 0)

crowns, 16 shillings, 13 sixpences; 5 29 half-cix)wns, 24: shillings,

7 sixi^ences. 137.6'^. 139. Divergent. 141. 6, -3. 142.6400.

3 '2 13/2
143. x =^ -

,
= \- : >/ = ± - .

=—^?—
. 144. 30 miles an hotir.

149.

166. Either

18. 151.0, -g. 1.53..= 2l.(^y;, = 2i.(|/.

154. 75 per cent. 157, J_-2 6. 159. 0. 160. 1666 nearly,

161. a; - - = - 4 ± ^6, whence x may be found. 162. A 10 miles

3 19
an hour. B 12 miles an hour. 163. x = -2. - — : y = -^ , 0.

11 ' ^
<

164. a: = 0, 2/ = 0, 3 = 0; ovx = -, y = -, 3 = -^

a=6=c ; or fe=-2a, and c=4a. 169. A^- . 170. 121534 nearly,

1 7 1 . ± 8, ± g . 172. aV - 2a- (fe- - 2ac) x-^h' ( fe" - 4a<; j = 0.

_ 23 25^^19968 69 21 25=^^19968
1 < .3. a^o, - -^ ,

^^
; y - 3, - — ,-_. —

.

174. 9 davs. 176. 1. 2, 4, 8. 177.
""^ ^ ^ n'n
« — /) ra —

^

ISl. 1. ^, -\. 182. £104.5. 18.3. a;=81. 16; v=16. 81.'32 . : if -

184. \=a'-b--cr~2ahc. 186. ^-I-—^3 - ^i-^3 - /i—rn—srl -

189. Convergent if a; is less than e ; otherwise divergent.

191. X- -=-a± Jia' - 4), whence x may be found
X
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193. X and y may be found from x' ~ \ — ^ — x, y" + 1 = ± vmy.

inn n 4. oaa of** n{n-l) w()i-l)(/i-2))
199. Convergent. 200.

j
/z + 3 .^ h ~^—-+ — ^ ' \ .

201. \-x-af^x"^x^+x'-x*-o:^-x^''-x-'+x^'^-x^^; l-x-x'+x^+x'-x^^.

205. The solutions ai-e found from \^t weights of 9 lbs. and

160 - 9« weights of U lbs. 206. (2"^- - ?i - 3) a-".

209. — of a sbiUing. 210. Divergent. 213. 19 years.

215. The solutions are found from taking 204:- 11^ for the nu-

merator, and 1 -f 5f for the denominator ; so that t may have any

integi'al value between 13 and 18 both inclusive. 219. j .

^^, 3 ., . ,. „ , 6V + cV+a*6*-2a'6V(a* + 6' + cn

223. rp+'^ - 2. 224. The quotients are a, h, 2a, b, 2a, ...

Jr

225. (x-llj/+l)(2a;+y-8). 2-33. £693. 234. The quotients are

a-l,l,2(Ai-l),l,2(a-l),... 23-5.52. 240. Divergent. 243. IS nearly.

244. The fii-st quotient is a; then we have 1, 2, a, 2, 1, 2a,

which reciu'. 245. Either 10 sheep, and 2 bullocks; or 5 bullocks.

448a:~' — 2496rc~-
249. £U. 250. x-V4a;+7-32.^-'-208x-^' J— t^"^ a - 4x + 1

2

0-1 1
'^ 1 3 -_- , .

r{r- 1)
2ol. x^\, ^, y=l, ^. 2.d2. a,-a^r{a^-a) ^ 9— t^i

put ?i + 1 for r and b for a„^j ; thus a^ becomes known : d must

He between - -^ ~
, and "^ ~",

. 253. £-645 neai-ly. 255. Either
7i(7i+l) nin+\)

5 apples, 3 pears, and 4 peaches; or 12 pears. 261. ^ ^ -^ —^ .

CC Of (Z

265. The smallest number of coins consists of 121 of the larger and

15 of the smaller; the smallest sum of money consists of lO of

the larger and 150 of the smaller. 269. ——-^^ — shi llings.
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272. x = a, b; y= b, a. 273. (7«±2)-. 275. The coefficient of «" is

10"+ *i(-3)"-. 276. l-ix-^x'; \-?,x'-2x\ 279. 11^ shillings.

281. Between 1 and - 4. 282. (xy)^ ^- ——-: from this and
4a - 26^2

the first given equation we can find x^ and y^. 285. 56, 78
;

or30,65. 293. "^^
^^JJ^J'^ 294. a; -8, 7/= 3; a;= 127, y = 48.

295. 27. 297. £240. 300. 2W2-1.
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